CODEBOOK VARIABLE DOCUMENTATION
1980 PRE-POST STUDY
(1980.TVX)

1980 NES VARIABLE ENTRIES

This file should be opened in fixed font, 10 pitch or smaller.
Codebook introductory material and appendix material are in separate files.
----------------------------------------------------------------

NOTE ON VARIABLE NAMING:

The variable name references used in NES Study codebooks do not include
the "V" prefix found in all variable names used within the released
SAS and SPSS data definition files (.sas and .sps files).

For example, "VAR 920001" and "VAR VERSION" in Study codebooks refer to
V920001 and VVERSION in the study data definition files.

VARIABLE 'NUMBERING':

'Numbered' variables in NES timeseries datasets and in Pilot datasets
(except the 1998 Pilot) comply with the following format:

  2-digit year prefix + 4 digits + [opt] 1-char suffix.

Note that for datasets including data from multiple studies, the 2-digit
year prefix corresponds to the appropriate study year to which the
variable is associated; for example, the 1983 Pilot dataset also includes
1982 timeseries variables, for which the 2-digit prefix is 82.

Non-time-series studies other than Pilots use 2-character mnemonic
prefixes, for example variable VPS0048 in the 1988-1990-1992 Pooled
Senate Study dataset.

SPECIAL NOTE ON COLUMN LOCATIONS:

Some numeric variables use coding schemes that allow for code values
having a varying number of digits. In such instances, the number
of columns corresponding to the variable in the data file [.dat file]
and in the column specifications will be the width of the maximum value
occurring in the actual data, rather than the maximum width allowable
by the coding scheme. For example, if codes 01-12 are allowed for a
numeric variable but all values in the data are less than 10, then the
number of columns corresponding to the variable within the ASCII data
file will be 1.

===================================
VAR VERSION   NAME-NES VERSION NUMBER
              COLUMNS 1    - 2

Page 1
This is dataset 1980.TVX

---

This variable assigns a unique numeric code to each of the 108 primary areas (congressional districts) in the sample. This variable would be used in the calculation of sampling error.
<p>| | | |</p>
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>001.</td>
<td>ME01</td>
<td>055.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>002.</td>
<td>MA03</td>
<td>056.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>003.</td>
<td>MA11</td>
<td>057.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>004.</td>
<td>MA07</td>
<td>058.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>005.</td>
<td>CT04</td>
<td>059.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>006.</td>
<td>CT02</td>
<td>060.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>007.</td>
<td>NY30</td>
<td>061.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>008.</td>
<td>NY27</td>
<td>062.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>009.</td>
<td>NY38</td>
<td>063.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>010.</td>
<td>NY22</td>
<td>064.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>011.</td>
<td>NY26</td>
<td>065.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>012.</td>
<td>NY25</td>
<td>066.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>013.</td>
<td>NY11</td>
<td>067.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>014.</td>
<td>NY03</td>
<td>068.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>015.</td>
<td>NY13</td>
<td>069.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>016.</td>
<td>NY19</td>
<td>070.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>017.</td>
<td>NJ14</td>
<td>071.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>018.</td>
<td>NJ09</td>
<td>072.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>019.</td>
<td>NJ12</td>
<td>073.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>020.</td>
<td>NJ06</td>
<td>074.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>021.</td>
<td>PA13</td>
<td>075.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>022.</td>
<td>PA02</td>
<td>076.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>023.</td>
<td>PA20</td>
<td>077.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>024.</td>
<td>PA24</td>
<td>078.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>025.</td>
<td>PA11</td>
<td>079.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>026.</td>
<td>PA09</td>
<td>080.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>027.</td>
<td>WV03</td>
<td>081.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>028.</td>
<td>MD02</td>
<td>082.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>029.</td>
<td>MD05</td>
<td>083.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>030.</td>
<td>DE98</td>
<td>084.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>031.</td>
<td>VA03</td>
<td>085.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>032.</td>
<td>KY01</td>
<td>086.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>033.</td>
<td>KY03</td>
<td>087.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>034.</td>
<td>VA05</td>
<td>088.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>035.</td>
<td>NC05</td>
<td>089.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>036.</td>
<td>NC01</td>
<td>090.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>037.</td>
<td>TN03</td>
<td>091.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>038.</td>
<td>TN08</td>
<td>092.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>039.</td>
<td>FL05</td>
<td>093.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>040.</td>
<td>FL08</td>
<td>094.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>041.</td>
<td>FL15</td>
<td>095.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>042.</td>
<td>FL10</td>
<td>096.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>043.</td>
<td>SC02</td>
<td>097.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>044.</td>
<td>GA01</td>
<td>098.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>045.</td>
<td>GA04</td>
<td>099.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>046.</td>
<td>GA09</td>
<td>100.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>047.</td>
<td>AL02</td>
<td>101.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>048.</td>
<td>AL05</td>
<td>102.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>049.</td>
<td>MS03</td>
<td>103.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>050.</td>
<td>LA07</td>
<td>104.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>051.</td>
<td>LA03</td>
<td>105.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>052.</td>
<td>AR01</td>
<td>106.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>053.</td>
<td>TX02</td>
<td>107.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>054.</td>
<td>TX18</td>
<td>108.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
COLUMNS 22 - 23
CHARACTER
NO MISSING DATA CODES

STATE ABBREVIATION
------------------
THIS VARIABLE IS A TWO-DIGIT ALPHABETIC ABBREVIATION OF THE
STATE IN WHICH THE INTERVIEW WAS TAKEN.

==============================================
VAR 800007    NAME-CONG DISTRICT
COLUMNS 24 - 25
NUMERIC
MD=99

Q.X7. CONGRESSIONAL DISTRICT OF INTERVIEW
==============================================
ACTUAL NUMBER CODED (01-43), EXCEPT:

20  98. AT LARGE DISTRICT (DELAWARE, WYOMING ONLY)
    99. NA

==============================================
VAR 800008    NAME-ICPSR:STATE
COLUMNS 26 - 27
NUMERIC
NO MISSING DATA CODES

ICPSR STATE CODE
----------------

NEW ENGLAND

27  01. CONNECTICUT
13  02. MAINE
42  03. MASSACHUSETTS
0  04. NEW HAMPSHIRE
0  05. RHODE ISLAND
0  06. VERMONT

MIDDLE ATLANTIC

7  11. DELAWARE
59  12. NEW JERSEY
121 13. NEW YORK
77  14. PENNSYLVANIA

EAST NORTH CENTRAL

75  21. ILLINOIS
52  22. INDIANA
73  23. MICHIGAN
97  24. OHIO
29  25. WISCONSIN

WEST NORTH CENTRAL
11  31.  IOWA
8  32.  KANSAS
32  33.  MINNESOTA
31  34.  MISSOURI
21  35.  NEBRASKA
0  36.  NORTH DAKOTA
0  37.  SOUTH DAKOTA

SOLID SOUTH
48  40.  VIRGINIA
29  41.  ALABAMA
22  42.  ARKANSAS
76  43.  FLORIDA
40  44.  GEORGIA
24  45.  LOUISIANA
19  46.  MISSISSIPPI
37  47.  NORTH CAROLINA
16  48.  SOUTH CAROLINA
127 49.  TEXAS

BORDER STATES
23  51.  KENTUCKY
26  52.  MARYLAND
31  53.  OKLAHOMA
33  54.  TENNESSEE
0  55.  WASHINGTON, D.C.
13  56.  WEST VIRGINIA

MOUNTAIN STATES
8  61.  ARIZONA
34  62.  COLORADO
0  63.  IDAHO
0  64.  MONTANA
0  65.  NEVADA
0  66.  NEW MEXICO
25  67.  UTAH
13  68.  WYOMING

PACIFIC STATES
144  71.  CALIFORNIA
23  72.  OREGON
28  73.  WASHINGTON

EXTERNAL STATES
0  81.  ALASKA
0  82.  HAWAII

====================================
VAR 800009      NAME-FIPS:STATE
COLUMNS 28 - 29
NUMERIC
NO MISSING DATA CODES
FEDERAL INFORMATION PROCESSING (FIPS) STATE CODE

SEE APPENDIX NOTE

VAR 800010  NAME-ICPSR STATE-COUNTY
COLUMNS 30  -  34
NUMERIC
NO MISSING DATA CODES

ICPSR STATE AND COUNTY CODE
---------------------------
THE FIRST TWO DIGITS OF THIS VARIABLE IDENTIFY THE STATE OF THE INTERVIEW; THE LAST THREE DIGITS, THE COUNTY WITHIN THE STATE.

SEE APPENDIX NOTE

VAR 800011  NAME-FIPS STATE-COUNTY
COLUMNS 35  -  39
NUMERIC
NO MISSING DATA CODES

FIPS STATE AND COUNTY CODE
--------------------------
THE FIRST TWO DIGITS OF THIS VARIABLE ARE THE FIPS STATE CODE. THE LAST THREE DIGITS ARE THE FIPS COUNTY CODE.

SEE APPENDIX NOTE

VAR 800012  NAME-SEGMENT ID
COLUMNS 40  -  44
CHARACTER
NO MISSING DATA CODES

SEGMENT IDENTIFICATION NUMBER
----------------------------
THE DATA FIELD FOR THIS VARIABLE HAS BEEN PADDED (FILLED) WITH A STRING OF 9'S TO PROTECT THE CONFIDENTIALITY OF THE RESPONDENT.

VAR 800013  NAME-CENSUS TRACT
COLUMNS 45  -  50
NUMERIC
NO MISSING DATA CODES

CENSUS TRACT NUMBER
--------------------
THE DATA FIELD FOR THIS VARIABLE HAS BEEN PADDED (FILLED) WITH A STRING OF 9'S TO PROTECT THE CONFIDENTIALITY
OF THE RESPONDENT.

==============================================
VAR 800014    NAME-CENSUS ENUMERATION
COLUMNS 51   - 55
NUMERIC
NO MISSING DATA CODES

CENSUS ENUMERATION DISTRICT
---------------------------

THE DATA FIELD FOR THIS VARIABLE HAS BEEN PADDED (FILLED) WITH A STRING OF 9'S TO PROTECT THE CONFIDENTIALITY OF THE RESPONDENT.

==============================================
VAR 800015    NAME-MINOR CIVIL DIVISION
COLUMNS 56   - 58
NUMERIC
MD=999

1970 CENSUS MINOR CIVIL DIVISION (MCD) CODE FOR PLACE OF INTERVIEW
------------------------------------------------------------------


999. NA

==============================================
VAR 800016    NAME-CENSUS PLACE CODE
COLUMNS 59   - 62
NUMERIC
MD=0

1970 CENSUS PLACE CODE FOR PLACE OF INTERVIEW
---------------------------------------------

<THIS VARIABLE WAS CODED ACCORDING TO THE CENSUS MEDLIST.>

0000. INAP., AREA HAS NO CENSUS PLACE CODE

==============================================
VAR 800017    NAME-SIZE OF PLACE CODE
COLUMNS 63   - 64
NUMERIC
NO MISSING DATA CODES

SIZE OF PLACE OF INTERVIEW
-------------------------

<THIS VARIABLE WAS CODED ACCORDING TO THE 1970 CENSUS.>

SEE APPENDIX NOTE
VAR 800018    NAME-ACT POP OF INT PLACE  
COLUMNS 65   - 68  
NUMERIC  
NO MISSING DATA CODES  

ACTUAL POPULATION OF INTERVIEW PLACE  
------------------------------------  
THE ACTUAL POPULATION OF THE INTERVIEW PLACE WAS CODED IN 
THOUSANDS ROUNDING TO THE NEAREST WHOLE THOUSAND.>  
0000. RURAL PLACE, NO DEFINED CENSUS PLACE, CENSUS 
PLACES WITH LESS THAN 500 PERSONS  
0001. 500-1499 PERSONS  
  .  
9999. 9,998,500 PERSONS AND OVER  

VAR 800019    NAME-DIST TO CENT CITY  
COLUMNS 69   - 70  
NUMERIC  
NO MISSING DATA CODES  

DISTANCE FROM PLACE OF INTERVIEW TO CENTER OF CENTRAL CITY  
OF NEAREST STANDARD METROPOLITAN STATISTICAL AREA (SMSA)  
----------------------------------------------------------  
THE ACTUAL DISTANCE WAS CODED IN 10-MILE UNITS.>  
00. LIVES IN CENTRAL CITY OF SMSA  
01. LIVES WITHIN 10 MILES OF NEAREST SMSA CENTRAL CITY  
  .  
98. LIVES WITHIN 980 MILES OF NEAREST SMSA CENTRAL  
CITY  
99. 990 MILES AND OVER  

VAR 800020    NAME-DIST TO CC OF LG SMSA  
COLUMNS 71   - 72  
NUMERIC  
NO MISSING DATA CODES  

DISTANCE FROM PLACE OF INTERVIEW TO CENTER OF CENTRAL CITY  
OF NEAREST SMSA WHICH HAS AT LEAST ONE CITY OF 350,000 OR  
OVER  
----------------------------------------------------------  
THE ACTUAL DISTANCE WAS CODED IN 10-MILE UNITS.>  
00. LIVES IN CENTRAL CITY OF 350,000 OR OVER  
01. LIVES WITHIN 10 MILES OF CENTER OF NEAREST SMSA
CENTRAL CITY OF 350,000 OR OVER

98. LIVES WITHIN 980 MILES OF CENTER OF NEAREST SMSA
CENTRAL CITY OF 350,000 OR OVER
99. LIVES 990 MILES OR MORE FROM CENTER OF NEAREST SMSA
CENTRAL CITY OF 350,000 OR OVER

-----------------------------
VAR 800021    NAME-BELT CODE
COLUMNS 73   - 73
NUMERIC
NO MISSING DATA CODES

BELT CODE
-------

<THIS VARIABLE WAS CODED ACCORDING TO THE 1970 CENSUS WITH ADDITIONS FROM CENSUS POPULATION REPORTS.>

140 1. CENTRAL CITIES OF THE TWO STANDARD CONSOLIDATED AREAS (SCA'S) PLUS THE TEN NEXT LARGEST SMSA'S (POPULATION OVER 2,000,000)
302 2. CENTRAL CITIES OF SMSA'S WITH LESS THAN 2,000,000 POPULATION (EXCLUSIVE OF THOSE IN THE TWO SCA'S)
207 3. SUBURBS OF THE TWO SCA'S PLUS THE TEN NEXT LARGEST SMSA'S
425 4. SUBURBS OF OTHER SMSA'S
422 5. ADJACENT AREAS
118 6. OUTLYING AREAS

SUBURBS ARE DEFINED AS ALL URBANIZED AREAS IN THE PRIMARY AREA EXCLUSIVE OF THE AREAS CODED "1" AND "2" ABOVE, PLUS THE REMAINDER OF ANY COUNTY WHICH INCLUDES A CENTRAL CITY OR PARTS OF A CENTRAL CITY. (NOTE: IN THE NEW ENGLAND DIVISION WHERE SMSA BOUNDARIES DO NOT FOLLOW COUNTY LINES, IT IS NECESSARY TO LIMIT THIS CATEGORY TO THE SMSA PART OF A COUNTY WHICH INCLUDES A CENTRAL CITY.)

AN ADJACENT AREA INCLUDES ALL TERRITORY BEYOND THE OUTER BOUNDARY OF THE SUBURBAN BELT, BUT WITHIN FIFTY MILES OF THE CENTRAL BUSINESS DISTRICT OF A CENTRAL CITY.

AN OUTLYING AREA INCLUDES ALL TERRITORY MORE THAN FIFTY MILES FROM THE CENTRAL BUSINESS DISTRICT OF A CENTRAL CITY.

-----------------------------
VAR 800022    NAME-QUARTER SAMPLE CODE
COLUMNS 74   - 74
NUMERIC
NO MISSING DATA CODES

QUARTER SAMPLE CODE
---------------------

<THE CODE VALUES FOR THIS VARIABLE REPRESENT A RANDOM DIVISION OF THE ENTIRE SAMPLE INTO QUARTERS FOR PURPOSES OF ANALYSIS.>
394 1.  QUARTER #1
391 2.  QUARTER #2
452 3.  QUARTER #3
377 4.  QUARTER #4

VAR 800023  NAME-CENSUS REGION
COLUMNS 75   - 75
NUMERIC
NO MISSING DATA CODES

CENSUS REGION CODE.
-------------------

THIS VARIABLE IDENTIFIES THE FOUR MAJOR GEOGRAPHIC REGIONS ON WHICH THE 432 CONGRESSIONAL DISTRICTS WERE STRATIFIED FOR THE PURPOSE OF SAMPLE SELECTION. (SEE SAMPLING INFORMATION IN THE INTRODUCTION.)

339 1.  NORTHEAST (CONNECTICUT, MAINE, MASSACHUSETTS, NEW HAMPSHIRE, NEW JERSEY, NEW YORK, PENNSYLVANIA, RHODE ISLAND, VERMONT)
429 2.  NORTH CENTRAL (ILLINOIS, INDIANA, IOWA, KANSAS, MICHIGAN, MINNESOTA, MISSOURI, NEBRASKA, NORTH DAKOTA, OHIO, SOUTH DAKOTA, WISCONSIN)
571 3.  SOUTH (ALABAMA, ARKANSAS, DELAWARE, D. C., FLORIDA, GEORGIA, KENTUCKY, LOUISIANA, MARYLAND, MISSISSIPI, NORTH CAROLINA, OKLAHOMA, SOUTH CAROLINA, TENNESSEE, TEXAS, VIRGINIA, WEST VIRGINIA)
275 4.  WEST (ALASKA, ARIZONA, CALIFORNIA, COLORADO, HAWAII, IDAHO, MONTANA, NEVADA, NEW MEXICO, OREGON, UTAH, WASHINGTON, WYOMING)

VAR 800024  NAME-INTERVIEWER OF RECORD
COLUMNS 76   - 79
NUMERIC
MD=0

INTERVIEWER IDENTIFICATION NUMBER--PRE-ELECTION
-----------------------------------------------

VAR 800025  NAME-DATE OF INTERVIEW
COLUMNS 80   - 85
NUMERIC
MD=999999

DATE OF INTERVIEW--PRE-ELECTION
-------------------------------

<THIS SIX-DIGIT FIELD IDENTIFIES THE DATE WHEN THE PRE-ELECTION INTERVIEW WAS COMPLETED.
POSITIONS 1-2: MONTH
POSITIONS 3-4: DAY
POSITIONS 5-6: YEAR>

999999.  NA
VAR 800026  NAME-PERSUASION LETTER SENT
COLUMNS 86 - 86
NUMERIC
MD=9

WAS A PERSUASION LETTER SENT TO THE RESPONDENT?
--PRE-ELECTION
-----------------------------------------------

90  1.  YES
1524 0.  NO
0  9.  NA

VAR 800027  NAME-LENGTH OF INTERVIEW
COLUMNS 87 - 89
NUMERIC
MD=999

LENGTH OF INTERVIEW--PRE-ELECTION
----------------------------------

<THE ACTUAL TIME WAS CODED IN MINUTES.>

999.  NA

VAR 800028  NAME-LENGTH OF PRE-EDIT
COLUMNS 90 - 92
NUMERIC
MD=999

LENGTH OF INTERVIEWER'S PRE-EDIT--PRE-ELECTION
-----------------------------------------------

<THE ACTUAL AMOUNT OF TIME IT TOOK THE INTERVIEWER TO
PRE-EDIT THE INTERVIEW WAS CODED IN MINUTES.>

999.  NA

VAR 800029  NAME-LENGTH OF POST-EDIT
COLUMNS 93 - 95
NUMERIC
MD=999

LENGTH OF INTERVIEWER'S POST-EDIT--PRE-ELECTION
-----------------------------------------------

<THE ACTUAL AMOUNT OF TIME IT TOOK THE INTERVIEWER TO
POST-EDIT THE INTERVIEW WAS CODED IN MINUTES.>

999.  NA

VAR 800030  NAME-FINAL CALL NUMBER
CALL NUMBER OF LAST INTERVIEWER CALL TO HOUSING UNIT
PRE-ELECTION

<THE ACTUAL NUMBER OF CALLS OR TRIPS MADE TO THE HOUSEHOLD
BY THE INTERVIEWER WAS CODED HERE.>

99. NA

Q.X.2. CODER ID--PRE-ELECTION

01. 

91. 

CODE:  6  8  9  11  12  13  14  15  80
FREQ:  78  205  134  293  351  295  256    1    1

INTERVIEWER IDENTIFICATION NUMBER--POST-ELECTION

DATE OF INTERVIEW--POST-ELECTION

<THIS SIX-DIGIT FIELD IDENTIFIES THE DATE WHEN THE
POST-ELECTION INTERVIEW WAS COMPLETED OR LAST ATTEMPTED.
POSITIONS 1-2: MONTH
POSITIONS 3-4: DAY
POSITIONS 5-6: YEAR>

999999. NA

VAR 800034   NAME-PERSUASION LTTR C3PO
WAS A PERSUASION LETTERSent TO THE RESPONDENT?
--POST-ELECTION

102 1. YES
1512 0. NO
0  9. NA

VAR 800035    NAME-LENGTH OF INTERVIEW C3PO
COLUMNS 111  - 113
NUMERIC
MD=0 OR GE  999

LENGTH OF INTERVIEW--POST-ELECTION

<THE ACTUAL TIME WAS CODED IN MINUTES.>

000. INAP., NO POST-ELECTION INTERVIEW
999. NA

VAR 800036    NAME-LENGTH OF PRE-EDIT C3PO
COLUMNS 114  - 116
NUMERIC
MD=0 OR GE  999

LENGTH OF INTERVIEWER'S PRE-EDIT--POST-ELECTION

<THE ACTUAL AMOUNT OF TIME IT TOOK THE INTERVIEWER TO
PRE-EDIT THE INTERVIEW WAS CODED IN MINUTES.>

000. INAP., NO POST-ELECTION INTERVIEW
999. NA

VAR 800037    NAME-LENGTH OF POST-EDIT C3PO
COLUMNS 117  - 119
NUMERIC
MD=0 OR GE  999

LENGTH OF INTERVIEWER'S POST-EDIT--POST-ELECTION

<THE ACTUAL AMOUNT OF TIME IT TOOK THE INTERVIEWER TO
POST-EDIT THE INTERVIEW WAS CODED IN MINUTES.>

000. INAP., NO POST-ELECTION INTERVIEW
999. NA

VAR 800038    NAME-FINAL CALL NO-C3PO
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CALL NUMBER OF LAST INTERVIEWER CALL TO HOUSING UNIT--
POST-ELECTION

<THE ACTUAL NUMBER OF CALLS OR TRIPS MADE TO THE HOUSEHOLD
BY THE INTERVIEWER WAS CODED HERE.>

99. NA

Q.AA1. CODER ID--POST-ELECTION

A UNIQUE NUMBER WAS ASSIGNED TO EACH CODER.

01.
.
91.

206 99. INAP., NO POST-ELECTION INTERVIEW

CODE:  8  9 11 12 13 14 15 80 81 99
FREQ: 115 162 138 208 389 159 232  1  4 206

DID R MOVE BETWEEN PRE-ELECTION INTERVIEW AND POST-ELECTION
INTERVIEW.

1574 0. NO
40 1. YES

0 9. NA, INAP.

TOTAL NUMBER OF PERSONS IN HOUSING UNIT
<THIS FIGURE INCLUDES ALL PERSONS IN THE HOUSEHOLD, WHETHER ELIGIBLE OR NOT TO PARTICIPATE IN THE STUDY BY THE CRITERIA OF AGE AND NATIONALITY. THE ACTUAL NUMBER OF PERSONS WAS CODED HERE.>

99. NA

==================================
VAR 800042  NAME-HOUSEHOLD COMPOSITION
COLUMNS 127 - 128
NUMERIC
MD=99

HOUSEHOLD COMPOSITION - ADULT (18 YEARS AND OLDER)
COMPOSITION OF PRIMARY FAMILY UNIT
-----------------------------------------------

<THIS VARIABLE INCLUDES ONLY THOSE HOUSEHOLD MEMBERS WHO WERE 18 OR OLDER, WHETHER OR NOT THEY WERE ELIGIBLE TO PARTICIPATE IN THE STUDY ON THE BASIS OF NATIONALITY.>

123 10. ONE ADULT MALE HEAD
41 11. ONE ADULT MALE HEAD PLUS ONE OTHER NON-RELATIVE
7 12. ONE ADULT MALE HEAD PLUS TWO OR MORE OTHER NON-RELATIVES

275 20. ONE ADULT FEMALE HEAD
15 21. ONE ADULT FEMALE HEAD PLUS ONE OTHER NON-RELATIVE
5 22. ONE ADULT FEMALE HEAD PLUS TWO OR MORE OTHER NON-RELATIVES

818 30. ONE MARRIED COUPLE
157 40. ONE MARRIED COUPLE PLUS ONE OTHER RELATIVE
66 50. ONE MARRIED COUPLE PLUS TWO OR MORE OTHER RELATIVES
0 51. ONE MARRIED COUPLE PLUS ONE OTHER NON-RELATIVE
0 52. ONE MARRIED COUPLE PLUS TWO OR MORE OTHER NON-RELATIVES

30 60. AN UNMARRIED MALE HEAD PLUS ONE OTHER RELATIVE
5 70. AN UNMARRIED MALE HEAD PLUS TWO OR MORE OTHER RELATIVES

53 80. AN UNMARRIED FEMALE HEAD PLUS ONE OTHER RELATIVE
19 90. AN UNMARRIED FEMALE HEAD PLUS TWO OR MORE OTHER RELATIVES

0 99. NA

==================================
VAR 800043  NAME-# ELIGIBLE ADULTS
COLUMNS 129 - 129
NUMERIC
MD=99

NUMBER OF POLITICALLY ELIGIBLE ADULTS (18 OR OLDER) IN HOUSEHOLD
---------------------------------------------------------------

Page 15
<THIS VARIABLE INCLUDES THOSE HOUSEHOLD MEMBERS WHO WERE BOTH 18 OR OLDER AND CITIZENS, AS OF ELECTION DAY, 1980. THE ACTUAL NUMBER OF POLITICALLY ELIGIBLE ADULTS WAS CODED.>

99. NA

-----------------------------
VAR 800044 NAME-# CHILDREN < 6 YRS
COLUMNS 130 - 130
NUMERIC
MD=9

NUMBER OF CHILDREN 5 YEARS OR UNDER IN HOUSEHOLD

-----------------------------
<THE ACTUAL NUMBER OF CHILDREN WAS CODED.>

1328 0. NONE
203 1. ONE
65 2. TWO
18 3. THREE
0 4. FOUR
0 5. FIVE
0 6. SIX
0 7. SEVEN
0 8. EIGHT

0 9. NA

-----------------------------
VAR 800045 NAME-# CHILDREN 6-9 YRS
COLUMNS 131 - 131
NUMERIC
MD=9

NUMBER OF CHILDREN 6-9 YEARS OLD IN HOUSEHOLD

-----------------------------
<THE ACTUAL NUMBER OF CHILDREN WAS CODED.>

1358 0. NONE
206 1. ONE
45 2. TWO
5 3. THREE
0 4. FOUR
0 5. FIVE
0 6. SIX
0 7. SEVEN
0 8. EIGHT

0 9. NA

-----------------------------
VAR 800046 NAME-# CHILDREN 10-13 YRS
COLUMNS 132 - 132
NUMERIC
MD=9

NUMBER OF CHILDREN 10-13 YEARS OLD IN HOUSEHOLD
<THE ACTUAL NUMBER OF CHILDREN WAS CODED.>

1354 0.  NONE
201 1.  ONE
50 2.  TWO
 9 3.  THREE
 0 4.  FOUR
 0 5.  FIVE
 0 6.  SIX
 0 7.  SEVEN
 0 8.  EIGHT

0 9.  NA

==============================
VAR 800047   NAME-# CHILDREN 14-17 YRS
COLUMNS 133  - 133
NUMERIC
MD=9

NUMBER OF CHILDREN 14-17 YEARS OLD IN HOUSEHOLD

<THE ACTUAL NUMBER OF CHILDREN WAS CODED.>

1362 0.  NONE
192 1.  ONE
54 2.  TWO
 6 3.  THREE
 0 4.  FOUR
 0 5.  FIVE
 0 6.  SIX
 0 7.  SEVEN
 0 8.  EIGHT

0 9.  NA

==============================
VAR 800048   NAME-PRE-ELECTION SAMPLE
COLUMNS 134  - 135
NUMERIC
NO MISSING DATA CODES

Q.XX1.  TYPE OF PRE-ELECTION SAMPLE (SUBSET CODE)

-----------------------------------------------
267  11.  NATIONAL SUBSET A-INTERVIEWS COMPLETED DURING
        TARGETED PERIOD (SEPT. 2- SEPT. 16)
39  12.  NATIONAL SUBSET A-INTERVIEWS COMPLETED LATE DURING
        'GRACE PERIOD' (SEPT. 17-SEPT.24)
15  13.  NATIONAL SUBSET A-INTERVIEWS COMPLETED LATER THAN
        'GRACE PERIOD' DURING PRE-ELECTION
 5  14.  NATIONAL SUBSET A-TX03 AND CA29 INTERVIEWS
        COMPLETED AFTER THE ELECTION
266  21.  NATIONAL SUBSET B-INTERVIEWS COMPLETED DURING
        TARGETED PERIOD (SEPT. 17- OCT. 1 OR EARLY >ON
        TARGET=263; EARLY=3>
23 22. NATIONAL SUBSET B-INTERVIEWS COMPLETED LATE DURING ‘GRACE PERIOD’ (OCT. 2- OCT. 9)
13 23. NATIONAL SUBSET B-INTERVIEWS COMPLETED LATER THAN ‘GRACE PERIOD’ DURING PRE-ELECTION.
11 24. NATIONAL SUBSET B-TX03 AND CA29 INTERVIEWS COMPLETED AFTER THE ELECTION
407 31. NATIONAL SUBSET C-INTERVIEWS COMPLETED DURING TARGETED PERIOD (OCT. 2- OCT. 16) OR EARLY <ON TARGET=395; EARLY=12>
51 32. NATIONAL SUBSET C-INTERVIEWS COMPLETED LATER THAN ‘GRACE PERIOD’ DURING PRE-ELECTION
22 33. NATIONAL SUBSET C-INTERVIEWS COMPLETED LATER THAN ‘GRACE PERIOD’ DURING PRE-ELECTION
11 34. NATIONAL SUBSET C-TX03 AND CA29 INTERVIEWS COMPLETED AFTER THE ELECTION
467 41. NATIONAL SUBSET D-INTERVIEWS COMPLETED DURING TARGETED PERIOD (OCT. 17- NOV. 3) OR EARLY <ON TARGET=446; EARLY=21>
17 44. NATIONAL SUBSET D-TX03 AND CA29 INTERVIEWS COMPLETED AFTER THE ELECTION

--------------------
VAR 800049    NAME-DOES R HAVE TELEPHONE
COLUMNS 136  - 136
NUMERIC
NO MISSING DATA CODES

Q.xX3. WHETHER A TELEPHONE NUMBER IS AVAILABLE FOR R
--------------------
1486 0. R HAS TELEPHONE AND GAVE NUMBER
86  2. R HAS NO TELEPHONE AT HOME
42  3. R HAS TELEPHONE BUT REFUSED TO GIVE NUMBER

--------------------
VAR 800050    NAME-SIX DIGIT CONTROL ID
COLUMNS 137  - 142
NUMERIC
NO MISSING DATA CODES

Q.xX4. 6-DIGIT CONTROL ID
--------------------------
A UNIQUE SIX-DIGIT IDENTIFICATION NUMBER WAS ASSIGNED TO THE RESPONDENT BY THE FIELD OFFICE FOR ADMINISTRATIVE PURPOSES
ACTUAL NUMBER IS CODED.
VALID-N=1614  MIN=4  MAX=535904

--------------------
VAR 800051    NAME-DID R TAKE C3 + C3PO/C3
COLUMNS 143  - 143
NUMERIC
NO MISSING DATA CODES

Q.xX5. WHETHER R PARTICIPATED IN C3 AND C3PO, OR C3 ONLY
--------------------
1408  1.  R INTERVIEWED C3 AND C3PO-INTERVIEWED BEFORE THE ELECTION AND REINTERVIEWED AFTER THE ELECTION
206  2.  R INTERVIEWED C3 ONLY-INTERVIEWED BEFORE THE ELECTION AND 'MISSING DATA' FOR POST-ELECTION VARIABLES

================================
VAR 800052  NAME-TYPE OF INTERVIEW
COLUMNS 144  - 144
NUMERIC
NO MISSING DATA CODES
Q.X3.  TYPE OF INTERVIEW
------------------------
1614  5.  C3 (GREEN FACESHEET)

================================
VAR 800053  NAME-R'S INTEREST IN CAMPAIGN
COLUMNS 145  - 145
NUMERIC
MD=8 OR GE  9
Q.A.1.  SOME PEOPLE DON'T PAY MUCH ATTENTION TO POLITICAL CAMPAIGNS. HOW ABOUT YOU? WOULD YOU SAY THAT YOU HAVE BEEN VERY MUCH INTERESTED, SOMEWHAT INTERESTED, OR NOT MUCH INTERESTED IN THE POLITICAL CAMPAIGN SO FAR THIS YEAR?
-----------------------------------------------------------
466  1.  VERY MUCH INTERESTED
692  3.  SOMEWHAT INTERESTED
407  5.  NOT MUCH INTERESTED
2  8.  DK
47  9.  NA

================================
VAR 800054  NAME-R'S PREDICTION-PRESIDENT
COLUMNS 146  - 146
NUMERIC
MD=8 OR GE  9
Q.A.2.  WHO DO YOU THINK WILL BE ELECTED PRESIDENT IN NOVEMBER?
---------------------------------------------------------------
611  1.  REAGAN
750  2.  CARTER
7  3.  ANDERSON
7.  OTHER, SPECIFY
198  8.  DK
48  9.  NA

================================
VAR 800055  NAME-CLOSE PRES RACE-Y/N
COLUMNS 147  - 147
NUMERIC
MD=0 OR GE 8

Q.A2A. (IF CARTER, REAGAN, OR OTHER): DO YOU THINK THE PRESIDENTIAL RACE WILL BE CLOSE OR WILL (NAME GIVEN IN A2) WIN BY QUITE A BIT?

Q.A2C. (IF ANDERSON): DO YOU THINK THE PRESIDENTIAL RACE WILL BE CLOSE OR WILL ANDERSON WIN BY QUITE A BIT?

Q.A2D. (IF DK TO QA2): DO YOU THINK THE PRESIDENTIAL RACE WILL BE CLOSE OR WILL ONE CANDIDATE WIN BY QUITE A BIT?

1239 1. CLOSE RACE
234 3. WIN BY QUITE A BIT
48 0. INAP, CODED 9 IN Q.A2
92 8. DK
1 9. NA

-----------------------------
VAR 800056 NAME-PREDICT ANDERSON SUCCESS
COLUMNS 148 - 148
NUMERIC
MD=0 OR GE 8

Q.A2B/A2E. WE WOULD LIKE TO KNOW HOW YOU THINK JOHN ANDERSON WILL DO IN THE NOVEMBER ELECTIONS. DO YOU THINK HE WILL FINISH IN SECOND PLACE, FINISH A CLOSE THIRD, OR WILL HE CLEARLY TRAIL BEHIND THE OTHER CANDIDATES?

2 1. FIRST PLACE
57 2. SECOND PLACE
280 3. CLOSE THIRD
1014 5. TRAIL BEHIND
100 0. INAP, CODED 3 OR 9 IN Q.A2; CODED 8 IN Q.A2 AND Q.A2A/A2C/A2D
149 8. DK
12 9. NA

-----------------------------
VAR 800057 NAME-WHC PRS CD-WIN R'S STATE
COLUMNS 149 - 149
NUMERIC
MD=8 OR GE 9

Q.A3. HOW ABOUT HERE IN (R'S STATE)? WHICH CANDIDATE FOR PRESIDENT DO YOU THINK WILL CARRY THIS STATE?

665 1. REAGAN
672 2. CARTER
16 3. ANDERSON
7 0. OTHER, SPECIFY
216 8. DK
0.45

VAR 800058  NAME-P RACE,R STATE-CLOSE Y/N
COLUMNS 150 - 150
NUMERIC
MD=0 OR GE 8

Q.A3A.  DO YOU THINK THE PRESIDENTIAL RACE WILL BE CLOSE
HERE IN (R'S STATE), OR WILL (NAME GIVEN IN A3) WIN BY QUITE
A BIT?

Q.A3C.  DO YOU THINK THE PRESIDENTIAL RACE WILL BE CLOSE
HERE IN (R'S STATE), OR WILL ANDERSON WIN BY QUITE A BIT?

Q.A3D.  DO YOU THINK THE PRESIDENTIAL RACE WILL BE CLOSE
HERE IN (R'S STATE), OR WILL ONE CANDIDATE WIN BY QUITE A
BIT?

------------------------------------------------------------

907  1.  CLOSE RACE
528  3.  WIN BY QUITE A BIT
45  0.  INAP, CODED 9 IN Q.A3
129  8.  DK
5  9.  NA

------------------------------------------------------------

VAR 800059  NAME-ANDERSON SUCCESS-R STATE
COLUMNS 151 - 151
NUMERIC
MD=0 OR GE 8

Q.A3B.  WE WOULD LIKE TO KNOW HOW YOU THINK JOHN ANDERSON
WILL DO HERE IN (R'S STATE).  DO YOU THINK HE WILL FINISH IN
SECOND PLACE, FINISH A CLOSE THIRD, OR WILL HE CLEARLY TRAIL
BEHIND THE OTHER CANDIDATES?

Q.A3E.  WE WOULD LIKE TO KNOW HOW YOU THINK JOHN ANDERSON
WILL DO HERE IN (R'S STATE).  DO YOU THINK HE WILL FINISH IN
FIRST PLACE, IN SECOND PLACE, A CLOSE THIRD, OR WILL HE
CLEARLY TRAIL BEHIND THE OTHER CANDIDATES?

------------------------------------------------------------

1  1.  FIRST PLACE (FOR Q.A3E ONLY)
111  2.  SECOND PLACE
278  3.  CLOSE THIRD
928  5.  TRAIL BEHIND

143  0.  INAP, CODE 3 OR 9 IN Q.A3; CODED 8 IN Q.A3 AND
Q.A3A/A3C/A3D
138  8.  DK
15  9.  NA

------------------------------------------------------------

VAR 800060  NAME-HAS R TLKD,OTHRS-CN/CAMP
COLUMNS 152 - 152
NUMERIC
MD=9
Q.A4. DURING THE LAST WEEK OR TWO, HAVE YOU TALKED TO OTHER
PEOPLE ABOUT THE CANDIDATES OR THEIR CAMPAIGNS?

874  1. YES
694  5. NO
46   9. NA

-------------------------------
VAR 800061  NAME-DOES R CARE WHC PTY WINS
COLUMNS 153 - 153
NUMERIC
MD=8 OR GE 9

Q.A5. GENERALLY SPEAKING, WOULD YOU SAY THAT YOU PERSONALY
CARE A GOOD DEAL WHICH PARTY WINS THE PRESIDENTIAL ELECTION
THIS FALL, OR THAT YOU DON'T CARE VERY MUCH WHICH PARTY
WINS?

869  1. CARE A GOOD DEAL
646  3. DON'T CARE VERY MUCH
40   8. DK
59   9. NA

-------------------------------
VAR 800062  NAME-CARTER-APP/DISAPP
COLUMNS 154 - 154
NUMERIC
MD=8 OR GE 9

Q.A7. DO YOU APPROVE OR DISAPPROVE OF THE WAY JIMMY CARTER
IS HANDLING HIS JOB AS PRESIDENT?

602  1. APPROVE
873  5. DISAPPROVE
78   8. DK
61   9. NA

-------------------------------
VAR 800063  NAME-CARTER-A/D-STNGLY/NOT ST
COLUMNS 155 - 155
NUMERIC
MD=0 OR GE 8

Q.A7A. DO YOU APPROVE STRONGLY OR NOT STRONGLY?
Q.A7B. DO YOU DISAPPROVE STRONGLY OR NOT STRONGLY?

195  1. STRONGLY APPROVE
394  2. NOT STRONGLY APPROVE
323  4. NOT STRONGLY DISAPPROVE
542  5. STRONGLY DISAPPROVE
VAR 800064    NAME-HAS R HEARD OF-CARTER
COLUMNS 156  - 156
NUMERIC
MD=9

Q.B1. I AM GOING TO HAND YOU A LIST OF PERSONS WHO HAVE BEEN PRESIDENTIAL CANDIDATES THIS YEAR. MANY PEOPLE TELL US THEY HAVE NOT HEARD MUCH ABOUT SOME OF THE PERSONS ON THIS LIST. WOULD YOU PLEASE READ OVER THE LIST AND, IN THE BOX PROVIDED, PUT A ZERO ("0") BY THE NAME OF ANY CANDIDATE YOU HAVE NEVER HEARD OF.

Q.B2. MANY PEOPLE ALSO TELL US THERE ARE CANDIDATES THEY FEEL THEY DON'T KNOW MUCH ABOUT, EVEN THOUGH THEY HAVE HEARD THEIR NAMES BEFORE. WOULD YOU PLEASE GO DOWN THE LIST OF CANDIDATES AGAIN AND, IN THE BOX, PUT AN "X" BY THE NAME OF ANY CANDIDATE YOU HAVE HEARD OF BUT FEEL YOU DON'T KNOW MUCH ABOUT.

Q.B1-2A. <HAS R HEARD OF> JIMMY CARTER

1  0.  R HAS NEVER HEARD OF CANDIDATE (MARKED "0")
50  1.  R HAS HEARD OF CANDIDATE, BUT FEELS DOESN'T KNOW MUCH ABOUT HIM (MARKED "X")
1563  2.  R HAS HEARD OF CANDIDATE AND FEELS KNOWS SOMETHING ABOUT HIM (LEFT BLANK)
9.  NA, R REFUSED TO ANSWER

VAR 800065    NAME-HAS R HEARD OF-REAGAN
COLUMNS 157  - 157
NUMERIC
MD=9

Q.B1-2B. <HAS R HEARD OF> RONALD REAGAN

<SEE Q.B1, Q.B2 FOR COMPLETE QUESTION TEXT>

9  0.  R HAS NEVER HEARD OF CANDIDATE (MARKED "0")
70  1.  R HAS HEARD OF CANDIDATE, BUT FEELS DOESN'T KNOW MUCH ABOUT HIM (MARKED "X")
1535  2.  R HAS HEARD OF CANDIDATE AND FEELS KNOWS SOMETHING ABOUT HIM (LEFT BLANK)
9.  NA, R REFUSED TO ANSWER

VAR 800066    NAME-HAS R HEARD OF-KENNEDY
COLUMNS 158  - 158
Q.B1-2C. <HAS R HEARD OF> TED KENNEDY
--------------------------------------

<SEE Q.B1, Q.B2 FOR COMPLETE QUESTION TEXT>

6 0. R HAS NEVER HEARD OF CANDIDATE (MARKED "0")
88 1. R HAS HEARD OF CANDIDATE, BUT FEELS DOESN'T KNOW MUCH ABOUT HIM (MARKED "X")
1520 2. R HAS HEARD OF CANDIDATE AND FEELS KNOWS SOMETHING ABOUT HIM (LEFT BLANK)

9. NA, R REFUSED TO ANSWER

-----------------------------
VAR 800067  NAME-HAS R HEARD OF-CONNALLY
COLUMNS 159 - 159
NUMERIC
MD=9

Q.B1-2D. <HAS R HEARD OF> JOHN CONNALLY
--------------------------------------

<SEE Q.B1, Q.B2 FOR COMPLETE QUESTION TEXT>

122 0. R HAS NEVER HEARD OF CANDIDATE (MARKED "0")
369 1. R HAS HEARD OF CANDIDATE, BUT FEELS DOESN'T KNOW MUCH ABOUT HIM (MARKED "X")
1094 2. R HAS HEARD OF CANDIDATE AND FEELS KNOWS SOMETHING ABOUT HIM (LEFT BLANK)

29 9. NA, R REFUSED TO ANSWER

-----------------------------
VAR 800068  NAME-HAS R HEARD OF-FORD
COLUMNS 160 - 160
NUMERIC
MD=9

Q.B1-2E. <HAS R HEARD OF> GERALD FORD
--------------------------------------

<SEE Q.B1, Q.B2 FOR COMPLETE QUESTION TEXT>

23 0. R HAS NEVER HEARD OF CANDIDATE (MARKED "0")
93 1. R HAS HEARD OF CANDIDATE, BUT FEELS DOESN'T KNOW MUCH ABOUT HIM (MARKED "X")
1496 2. R HAS HEARD OF CANDIDATE AND FEELS KNOWS SOMETHING ABOUT HIM (LEFT BLANK)

2 9. NA, R REFUSED TO ANSWER

-----------------------------
VAR 800069  NAME-HAS R HEARD OF-BROWN
COLUMNS 161 - 161
NUMERIC
Q.B1-2F. <HAS R HEARD OF> JERRY BROWN

<SEE Q.B1, Q.B2 FOR COMPLETE QUESTION TEXT>

185 0. R HAS NEVER HEARD OF CANDIDATE (MARKED "0")
322 1. R HAS HEARD OF CANDIDATE, BUT FEELS DOESN'T KNOW MUCH ABOUT HIM (MARKED "X")
1106 2. R HAS HEARD OF CANDIDATE AND FEELS KNOWS SOMETHING ABOUT HIM (LEFT BLANK)
1 9. NA, R REFUSED TO ANSWER

VAR 800070 NAME-HAS R HEARD OF-BAKER
COLUMNS 162 - 162
NUMERIC
MD=9

Q.B1-2G. <HAS R HEARD OF> HOWARD BAKER

<SEE Q.B1, Q.B2 FOR COMPLETE QUESTION TEXT>

323 0. R HAS NEVER HEARD OF CANDIDATE (MARKED "0")
489 1. R HAS HEARD OF CANDIDATE, BUT FEELS DOESN'T KNOW MUCH ABOUT HIM (MARKED "X")
801 2. R HAS HEARD OF CANDIDATE AND FEELS KNOWS SOMETHING ABOUT HIM (LEFT BLANK)
1 9. NA, R REFUSED TO ANSWER

VAR 800071 NAME-HAS R HEARD OF-MONDALE
COLUMNS 163 - 163
NUMERIC
MD=9

Q.B1-2H. <HAS R HEARD OF> WALTER MONDALE

<SEE Q.B1, Q.B2 FOR COMPLETE QUESTION TEXT>

71 0. R HAS NEVER HEARD OF CANDIDATE (MARKED "0")
218 1. R HAS HEARD OF CANDIDATE, BUT FEELS DOESN'T KNOW MUCH ABOUT HIM (MARKED "X")
1325 2. R HAS HEARD OF CANDIDATE AND FEELS KNOWS SOMETHING ABOUT HIM (LEFT BLANK)
9. NA, R REFUSED TO ANSWER

VAR 800072 NAME-HAS R HEARD OF-BUSH
COLUMNS 164 - 164
NUMERIC
MD=9
Q.B1-2I. <HAS R HEARD OF> GEORGE BUSH

<SEE Q.B1, Q.B2 FOR COMPLETE QUESTION TEXT>

62 0. R HAS NEVER HEARD OF CANDIDATE (MARKED "0")
391 1. R HAS HEARD OF CANDIDATE, BUT FEELS DOESN'T KNOW MUCH ABOUT HIM (MARKED "X")
1161 2. R HAS HEARD OF CANDIDATE AND FEELS KNOWS SOMETHING ABOUT HIM (LEFT BLANK)

9. NA, R REFUSED TO ANSWER

======================================

VAR 800073    NAME-HAS R HEARD OF-CRANE
COLUMNS 165 - 165
NUMERIC
MD=9

Q.B1-2J. <HAS R HEARD OF> PHILIP CRANE

<SEE Q.B1, Q.B2 FOR COMPLETE QUESTION TEXT>

957 0. R HAS NEVER HEARD OF CANDIDATE (MARKED "0")
432 1. R HAS HEARD OF CANDIDATE, BUT FEELS DOESN'T KNOW MUCH ABOUT HIM (MARKED "X")
225 2. R HAS HEARD OF CANDIDATE AND FEELS KNOWS SOMETHING ABOUT HIM (LEFT BLANK)

9. NA, R REFUSED TO ANSWER

======================================

VAR 800074    NAME-HAS R HEARD OF-DOLE
COLUMNS 166 - 166
NUMERIC
MD=9

Q.B1-2K. <HAS R HEARD OF> ROBERT DOLE

<SEE Q.B1, Q.B2 FOR COMPLETE QUESTION TEXT>

401 0. R HAS NEVER HEARD OF CANDIDATE (MARKED "0")
560 1. R HAS HEARD OF CANDIDATE, BUT FEELS DOESN'T KNOW MUCH ABOUT HIM (MARKED "X")
653 2. R HAS HEARD OF CANDIDATE AND FEELS KNOWS SOMETHING ABOUT HIM (LEFT BLANK)

9. NA, R REFUSED TO ANSWER

======================================

VAR 800075    NAME-HAS R HEARD OF-ANDERSON
COLUMNS 167 - 167
NUMERIC
MD=9

Q.B1-2L. <HAS R HEARD OF> JOHN ANDERSON
<SEE Q.B1, Q.B2 FOR COMPLETE QUESTION TEXT>

52  0.  R HAS NEVER HEARD OF CANDIDATE (MARKED "0")
335  1.  R HAS HEARD OF CANDIDATE, BUT FEELS DOESN'T KNOW MUCH ABOUT HIM (MARKED "X")
1227  2.  R HAS HEARD OF CANDIDATE AND FEELS KNOWS SOMETHING ABOUT HIM (LEFT BLANK)
9.  NA, R REFUSED TO ANSWER

========================================

VAR 800076    NAME-HAS R HEARD OF-LUCEY
COLUMNS 168  - 168
NUMERIC
MD=9

Q.B1-2M.  <HAS R HEARD OF> PATRICK LUCEY

========================================

<SEE Q.B1, Q.B2 FOR COMPLETE QUESTION TEXT>

755  0.  R HAS NEVER HEARD OF CANDIDATE (MARKED "0")
446  1.  R HAS HEARD OF CANDIDATE, BUT FEELS DOESN'T KNOW MUCH ABOUT HIM (MARKED "X")
373  2.  R HAS HEARD OF CANDIDATE AND FEELS KNOWS SOMETHING ABOUT HIM (LEFT BLANK)
40  9.  NA, R REFUSED TO ANSWER

========================================

VAR 800077    NAME-MIGHT R VOTE FOR REAGAN
COLUMNS 169  - 169
NUMERIC
MD=8 OR GE  9

Q.C1.  NOW I'D LIKE TO ASK YOU ABOUT THE GOOD AND BAD POINTS OF THE THREE MAJOR CANDIDATES FOR PRESIDENT.  IS THERE ANYTHING IN PARTICULAR ABOUT MR. REAGAN THAT MIGHT MAKE YOU WANT TO VOTE FOR HIM?

========================================

788  1.  YES
720  5.  NO
58  8.  DK
48  9.  NA

========================================

VAR 800078    NAME-WHY R WOULD VT FOR RGN-1
COLUMNS 170  - 173
NUMERIC
MD=0 OR GE 9998

Q.CLA(1).  WHAT IS THAT? <ABOUT REAGAN>

Q.C1B(1).  ANYTHING ELSE?-FIRST MENTION
<SEE Q.C1 FOR COMPLETE QUESTION TEXT>

SEE APPENDIX NOTE

0001.
.
9997.

826  0000. INAP, CODED 5, 8 OR 9 IN Q. C1
9998. DK
4  9999. NA

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CODE</th>
<th>FREQ</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0 102 201 211 213 217 218 222 303</td>
<td>826</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>305 307 311 313 314 315 319 327 401</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>403 407 411 413 417 421 423 425 428</td>
<td>2 3 1 4 6 4 8 2 8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>430 437 442 443 446 447 449 450 456</td>
<td>32 4 1 2 1 5 2 1 2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>459 500 501 504 505 508 532 542 601</td>
<td>3 1 24 6 8 2 1 6 26</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>605 609 613 701 703 709 711 719 725</td>
<td>9 7 2 3 1 2 7 1 2 5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>801 802 806 815 816 827 831 833 835</td>
<td>15 3 10 1 34 3 1 1 2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>837 900 901 904 905 906 907 908 909</td>
<td>1 3 21 3 5 1 3 1 3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>924 929 930 932 934 936 938 954 980</td>
<td>1 8 13 3 34 11 15 1 1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>985 987 988 990 997 1002 1004 1013 1015</td>
<td>6 6 1 1 1 1 2 1 1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1016 1101 1102 1105 1106 1107 1116 1119 1121 1129</td>
<td>7 4 2 46 1 4 1 1 1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1153 1155 1170 1171 1184 1185 1188 1205 1207</td>
<td>1 3 1 1 7 1 4 6 2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1208 1209 1223 1227 1229 1233 9996 9999</td>
<td>1 4 1 1 4 1 4</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

==============================================
VAR 800079  NAME-WHY R WOULD VT FOR RGN-2
COLUMNS 174 - 177
NUMERIC

Page 28
Q.C1A(2). WHAT IS THAT? <ABOUT REAGAN>
Q.C1B(2). ANYTHING ELSE?-SECOND MENTION

<SEE Q.C1 FOR COMPLETE QUESTION TEXT>

SEE APPENDIX NOTE

0001.
.
9997.

1107  0000. INAP, CODED 5,8-9 IN Q.C1, NO FURTHER MENTION, CODED 9999 IN Q.C1B(1)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CODE:</th>
<th>0</th>
<th>102</th>
<th>201</th>
<th>211</th>
<th>217</th>
<th>219</th>
<th>220</th>
<th>224</th>
<th>297</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>FREQ:</td>
<td>1107</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>43</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CODE:</th>
<th>303</th>
<th>305</th>
<th>307</th>
<th>313</th>
<th>401</th>
<th>409</th>
<th>411</th>
<th>413</th>
<th>415</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>FREQ:</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CODE:</th>
<th>417</th>
<th>421</th>
<th>423</th>
<th>428</th>
<th>430</th>
<th>432</th>
<th>435</th>
<th>437</th>
<th>442</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>FREQ:</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CODE:</th>
<th>446</th>
<th>447</th>
<th>449</th>
<th>456</th>
<th>457</th>
<th>496</th>
<th>501</th>
<th>502</th>
<th>504</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>FREQ:</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CODE:</th>
<th>505</th>
<th>542</th>
<th>601</th>
<th>605</th>
<th>607</th>
<th>609</th>
<th>613</th>
<th>701</th>
<th>707</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>FREQ:</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CODE:</th>
<th>709</th>
<th>711</th>
<th>724</th>
<th>725</th>
<th>801</th>
<th>802</th>
<th>803</th>
<th>806</th>
<th>816</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>FREQ:</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>10</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CODE:</th>
<th>827</th>
<th>835</th>
<th>837</th>
<th>843</th>
<th>897</th>
<th>900</th>
<th>901</th>
<th>904</th>
<th>905</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>FREQ:</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CODE:</th>
<th>907</th>
<th>909</th>
<th>911</th>
<th>915</th>
<th>924</th>
<th>929</th>
<th>930</th>
<th>931</th>
<th>934</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>FREQ:</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CODE:</th>
<th>936</th>
<th>938</th>
<th>962</th>
<th>974</th>
<th>979</th>
<th>980</th>
<th>985</th>
<th>986</th>
<th>987</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>FREQ:</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CODE:</th>
<th>990</th>
<th>994</th>
<th>1001</th>
<th>1005</th>
<th>1009</th>
<th>1013</th>
<th>1015</th>
<th>1018</th>
<th>1020</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>FREQ:</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CODE:</th>
<th>1024</th>
<th>1101</th>
<th>1102</th>
<th>1106</th>
<th>1115</th>
<th>1119</th>
<th>1138</th>
<th>1148</th>
<th>1153</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>FREQ:</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>29</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CODE:</th>
<th>1155</th>
<th>1166</th>
<th>1172</th>
<th>1184</th>
<th>1185</th>
<th>1187</th>
<th>1188</th>
<th>1205</th>
<th>1207</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>FREQ:</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CODE:</th>
<th>1208</th>
<th>1209</th>
<th>1210</th>
<th>1211</th>
<th>1227</th>
<th>9997</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>FREQ:</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CODE</td>
<td>FREQ</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-------</td>
<td>-------</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
<td>1386</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>201</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>217</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>218</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>220</td>
<td>2</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>303</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>305</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>311</td>
<td>2</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>313</td>
<td>2</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>315</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>401</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>409</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>411</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>413</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>417</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>421</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>423</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>425</td>
<td>2</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>428</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>430</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>432</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>433</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>437</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>442</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>446</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>447</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>449</td>
<td>2</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>451</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>455</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>456</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>496</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>505</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>542</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>601</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>607</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>609</td>
<td>4</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>611</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>709</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>711</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>725</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>801</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>806</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>812</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>816</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>818</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>827</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>835</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>843</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>897</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>901</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>904</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>905</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>907</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>910</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>915</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>929</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>930</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>934</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>936</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>937</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>938</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>952</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>962</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>974</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>985</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>987</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>990</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>994</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1004</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1013</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1020</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1024</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1101</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1102</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1106</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1116</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1118</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1124</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1128</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1132</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1153</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1156</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1166</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1184</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1188</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1211</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1218</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---
MD=0

Q.C1A(4). WHAT IS THAT? <ABOUT REAGAN>

Q.C1B(4). ANYTHING ELSE?-FOURTH MENTION
----------------------------------------

<SEE Q.C1 FOR COMPLETE QUESTION TEXT>

SEE APPENDIX NOTE

0001.
.
9997.

1524 0000. INAP, CODED 5,8-9 IN Q.C1, NO FURTHER MENTION, CODED 9999 ON Q.C1B(1)

CODE: 0 201 217 303 305 314 407 421 425
FREQ: 1524 5 5 3 1 1 1 1 1

CODE: 430 450 456 501 504 505 542 601 609
FREQ: 2 1 1 1 4 3 1 2 3

CODE: 701 711 725 801 806 816 827 833 835
FREQ: 1 1 1 3 1 1 1 1 1

CODE: 845 901 904 905 907 908 920 930 936
FREQ: 2 1 1 1 2 1 1 3 3

CODE: 938 985 1004 1005 1018 1020 1101 1102 1106
FREQ: 1 1 1 1 2 2 5 2 5

CODE: 1121 1132 1153 1184 1205 1233
FREQ: 1 2 2 1 1 1

===================================================================
VAR 800082 NAME-WHY R WOULD VT FOR RGN-5
COLUMNS 186 - 189
NUMERIC
MD=0

Q.C1A(5). WHAT IS THAT? <ABOUT REAGAN>

Q.C1B(5). ANYTHING ELSE?-FIFTH MENTION
---------------------------------------

<SEE Q.C1 FOR COMPLETE QUESTION TEXT>

SEE APPENDIX NOTE

0001.
.
9997.

1582 0000. INAP, CODED 5,8-9 IN Q.C1, NO FURTHER MENTION,
CODED 9999 ON Q.C1B(1)

CODE: 0 5 201 217 220 303 305 401 437
FREQ: 1582 1 1 1 1 1 2 1 1

CODE: 504 505 542 601 609 701 801 806 843
FREQ: 1 2 2 1 1 1 1 1 1

CODE: 934 977 987 1106 1123 1153 1205 1213 1230
FREQ: 1 1 1 2 1 3 1 1 1

----------------------------------------------------------

VAR 800083 NAME-MIGHT R VOTE AGAINST RGN
COLUMNS 190 - 190
NUMERIC
MD=8 OR GE 9

Q.C2. IS THERE ANYTHING IN PARTICULAR ABOUT MR. REAGAN THAT
MIGHT MAKE YOU WANT TO VOTE AGAINST HIM?

993 1. YES
527 5. NO
47 8. DK
47 9. NA

----------------------------------------

VAR 800084 NAME-WHY R WOULD VT AG RGN-1
COLUMNS 191 - 194
NUMERIC
MD=0 OR GE 9998

Q.C2A(1). WHAT IS THAT? <ABOUT REAGAN>

Q.C2B(1). ANYTHING ELSE?-FIRST MENTION

<SEE Q.C2 FOR COMPLETE QUESTION TEXT>

SEE APPENDIX NOTE

0001.
.
9997.

621 0000. INAP, CODED 5, 8-9 IN Q.C2
9998. DK
5 9999. NA

CODE: 0 4 5 6 201 212 214 217 219
FREQ: 621 1 1 1 22 22 8 21 16

CODE: 221 223 225 303 304 306 308 313 314
FREQ: 6 1 2 3 18 1 2 2 3

CODE: 318 319 320 402 404 405 410 414 416
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VAR 800085 NAME-WHY R WOULD VT AG RGN-2
COLUMNS 195 - 198
NUMERIC
MD=0

Q.C2A(2). WHAT IS THAT? <ABOUT REAGAN>

Q.C2B(2). ANYTHING ELSE?-SECOND MENTION

SEE Q.C2 FOR COMPLETE QUESTION TEXT

SEE APPENDIX NOTE

0001.

9997.
CODE:  0  201  212  214  217  219  221  223  303
FREQ:  1041  22  12  6  12  5  9  4  1  2

CODE:  304  306  308  310  312  313  314  318  320
FREQ:  11  4  1  1  2  2  4  2  23

CODE:  328  402  405  414  416  418  422  423  426
FREQ:  1  15  4  12  5  2  4  1  1

CODE:  427  429  436  441  444  446  447  448  449
FREQ:  1  1  2  1  1  2  2  4  7

CODE:  451  455  456  460  495  501  504  505  542
FREQ:  28  1  28  1  2  5  7  35  4

CODE:  609  611  615  702  704  710  725  801  804
FREQ:  8  3  1  3  1  2  1  8  3

CODE:  806  815  816  818  819  827  836  848  897
FREQ:  1  1  8  2  2  1  10  1  1

CODE:  900  901  905  907  908  910  911  916  925
FREQ:  1  7  2  10  1  4  1  2  3

CODE:  929  930  931  932  933  935  936  937  939
FREQ:  4  7  4  1  1  2  1  2  3

CODE:  942  946  948  960  962  964  985  986  987
FREQ:  2  1  1  2  1  2  4  1  9

CODE:  990  996  997  1004  1006  1013  1015  1101  1106
FREQ:  1  1  3  1  3  4  13  14  8

CODE:  1115  1118  1121  1122  1123  1125  1127  1128  1132
FREQ:  1  2  1  1  2  2  3  3  1

CODE:  1156  1157  1170  1172  1184  1185  1189  1197  1206
FREQ:  36  1  1  1  6  1  4  1  4

CODE:  1208  1209  1213  1218  1222  1230  1234
FREQ:  1  5  1  4  1  1  2  9

=====================================

VAR 800086 NAME-WHY R WOULD VT AG RGN-3
COLUMNS 199 - 202
NUMERIC
MD=0

Q.C2A(3). WHAT IS THAT? <ABOUT REAGAN>

Q.C2B(3). ANYTHING ELSE?-THIRD MENTION

<SEE Q.C2 FOR COMPLETE QUESTION TEXT>
SEE APPENDIX NOTE

0001.
.
9997.

1348 0000. INAP, CODED 5, 8-9 IN Q.C2, NO FURTHER MENTION, CODED 9999 ON Q.C2B(1)

CODE:  0   201   212   214   217   219   221   302   303
FREQ: 1348    11     7     4     7     6     2     1     1

CODE:  304   314   316   318   320   324   402   404   405
FREQ:    2     1     1     1     6     1     8     1     1

CODE:  414   418   420   422   423   431   445   447   448
FREQ:     6     3     1     5     1     2     1     2     1

CODE:  449   451   454   456   501   504   505   542   602
FREQ:     1     1     1     1     6     1     4     1     2

CODE:  605   609   611   702   710   801   804   806   808
FREQ:     1     2     1     4     3     3     2     1     1

CODE:  810   816   897   901   905   907   908   910   914
FREQ:     2     1     1     4     1     4     1     3     1

CODE:  918   925   928   929   930   931   935   937   942
FREQ:     1     2     1     1     2     1     2     1     1

CODE:  948   962   964   968   985   987   996   997  1004
FREQ:     1     2     2     1     3     2     1     1     1

CODE: 1012  1013  1015  1101  1102  1105  1106  1118  1123
FREQ:     1     2     4     4     1     1     7     1     2

CODE: 1125  1127  1128  1130  1132  1148  1154  1156  1189
FREQ:     1     2     3     2     1     1     1    13     1

CODE: 1206 1208 1209 1218 1226 1234
FREQ:     3     2     5     3     2     3

----------------------------------------------------------

VAR 800087   NAME-WHY R WOULD VT AG RGN-4
COLUMNS 203 - 206
NUMERIC
MD=0

Q.C2A(4). WHAT IS THAT? <ABOUT REAGAN>

Q.C2B(4). ANYTHING ELSE?-FOURTH MENTION

<SEE Q.C2 FOR COMPLETE QUESTION TEXT>

SEE APPENDIX NOTE
1497 0000. INAP, CODED 5, 8-9 IN Q.C2, NO FURTHER MENTION, CODED 9999 ON Q.C2B(1)

CODE:    0   141   173   201   217   219   221   304   306
FREQ: 1497     1     1     3     3     2     1     2     1

CODE:  314   320   402   405   408   414   416   422   426
FREQ:    1     3     2     1     1     4     2     2     1

CODE:  429   431   433   451   456   495   504   505   542
FREQ:    1     1     1     5     2     2     3     7     1

CODE:  606   609   702   710   711   801   804   818   834
FREQ:    1     3     1     1     1     2     1     1     1

CODE:  836   900   901   907   910   929   935   937   960
FREQ:    3     1     1     2     1     1     2     2     1

CODE:  985   987  1013  1015  1101  1106  1128  1132  1156
FREQ:    3     2     1     2     2     3     1     1     5

CODE: 1157 1160 1184 1187 1189 1209 1214 1218 1220
FREQ:    1     1     2     1     7     1     1     1     1

CODE: 1230
FREQ:    1

============================================

VAR 800088  NAME-WHY R WOULD VT AG RGN-5
COLUMNS 207 - 210
NUMERIC
MD=0

Q.C2A(5). WHAT IS THAT? <ABOUT REAGAN>

Q.C2B(5). ANYTHING ELSE? - FIFTH MENTION

<SEE Q.C2 FOR COMPLETE QUESTION TEXT>

SEE APPENDIX NOTE
VAR 800089  NAME-MIGHT R VT FOR ANDERSON
COLUMNS 211 - 211
NUMERIC
MD=8 OR GE 9

Q.C3. IS THERE ANYTHING IN PARTICULAR ABOUT MR. ANDERSON
THAT MIGHT MAKE YOU WANT TO VOTE FOR HIM?

 Pension

  431  1. YES
  949  5. NO
  185  8. DK
  49  9. NA

SEE APPENDIX NOTE

0001.
.
9997.

1183  0000. INAP, CODED 5, 8-9 IN Q.C3
  3  9998. DK
  1  9999. NA

VAR 800090  NAME-WHY R WOULD VT FR ANDN-1
COLUMNS 212 - 215
NUMERIC
MD=0 OR GE 9998

Q.C3A(1). WHAT IS THAT? <ABOUT ANDERSON>

Q.C3B(1). ANYTHING ELSE?-FIRST MENTION

<SEE Q.C3 FOR COMPLETE QUESTION TEXT>

SEE APPENDIX NOTE

0001.
.
9997.

1183 0000. INAP, CODED 5, 8-9 IN Q.C3
  3  9998. DK
  1  9999. NA
CODE:  446   447   449   450   452   455   457   459   462  
FREQ:  2    14   4    1   1    2    1    6    1  

CODE:  496   501   503   505   507   555   609   701   707  
FREQ:   1   14    4    1    1    2    1    6    1  

CODE:  709   711   723   724   725   726   727   801   802  
FREQ:   2    5    6    1   14    3    3   24    8  

CODE:  812   815   817   821   835   837   843   900   901  
FREQ:   1    2    8   21    2   15    9   11    1  

CODE:  908   929   930   931   962   963   985   986   987  
FREQ:   1    6    6    1    3    1    3   24    8  

CODE:  989  1004  1005  1013  1014  1101  1102  1106  1129  
FREQ:   1    3    2    3    2    1    3    2    1  

CODE: 1170  1171  1202  1205  1213  9998  9999  
FREQ:   2    1    1    2    1    3    1  

-----------------------------------------

VAR 800091  NAME-WHY R WOULD VT F ANDRS-2
COLUMNS 216  - 219
NUMERIC
MD=0

Q.C3A(2). WHAT IS THAT? <ABOUT ANDERSON>
Q.C3B(2). ANYTHING ELSE?-SECOND MENTION

<SEE Q.C3 FOR COMPLETE QUESTION TEXT>

SEE APPENDIX NOTE
0001.
.
9997.

1372  0000. INAP, CODED 5, 8-9 IN Q.C3, NO FURTHER MENTION,
CODED 9998-9999 IN Q.C3B(1)

CODE:  0   132  201   211  213   217  218   301   303  
FREQ: 1372    1    9    1    1    1    5    1    5  

CODE:  305   313  314   315  319   323  327   401   402  
FREQ:   3    1    2    4    2    1    1   20    1  

CODE:  403   407  413   414  415   417  419   421   423  
FREQ:   2    3    1    1    1    4    1   14    2  

CODE:  428   430  437   442  446   447  449   451   456  
FREQ:   1    1    1    2    1    6    2    1    1  

CODE:  457   459  461   503  504   505  507   533   601  
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VAR 800092
NAME-WHY R WOULD VT F ANDRS-3
COLUMNS 220  - 223
NUMERIC
MD=0

Q.C3A(3). WHAT IS THAT? <ABOUT ANDERSON>

Q.C3B(3). ANYTHING ELSE?-THIRD MENTION

<SEE Q.C3 FOR COMPLETE QUESTION TEXT>

SEE APPENDIX NOTE

0001.
:

9997.

1497 0000. INAP, CODED 5, 8-9 IN Q.C3, NO FURTHER MENTION, CODED 9998-9999 IN Q.C3B(1)
VAR 800093  NAME-WHY R WOULD VT F ANDRS-4
COLUMNS 224 - 227
NUMERIC
MD=0

Q.C3A(4). WHAT IS THAT? <ABOUT ANDERSON>
Q.C3B(4). ANYTHING ELSE?-FOURTH MENTION
-----------------------------------------
<SEE Q.C3 FOR COMPLETE QUESTION TEXT>
SEE APPENDIX NOTE

0001.

9997.

1567 0000. INAP, CODED 5, 8-9 IN Q.C3, NO FURTHER MENTION, CODED 9998-9999 IN Q.C3B(1)

CODE:  0  201  303  305  314  315  397  401  403
FREQ: 1567  2  2  2  2  1  1  3  1

CODE:  413  417  419  421  428  447  459  505  507
FREQ:  3  1  1  2  1  1  1  2  1

CODE:  601  609  611  612  727  801  816  897  901
FREQ:  1  1  1  1  1  2  1  2  1

CODE:  931  934  962  985  1121  1197  1210
FREQ:  1  2  1  2  1  1  1

====================================================================

VAR 800094  NAME-WHY R WOULD VT F ANDRS-5
COLUMNS 228 - 231
NUMERIC
MD=0

Q.C3A(5). WHAT IS THAT? <ABOUT ANDERSON>
Q.C3B(5). ANYTHING ELSE?-FIFTH MENTION
-----------------------------------------
<SEE Q.C3 FOR COMPLETE QUESTION TEXT>
SEE APPENDIX NOTE

0001.
VAR 800095  NAME-MIGHT R VT AG ANDERSON
COLUMNS 232 - 232
NUMERIC
MD=8 OR GE 9
Q.C4. IS THERE ANYTHING ABOUT MR. ANDERSON THAT MIGHT MAKE YOU WANT TO VOTE AGAINST HIM?

584  1. YES
821  5. NO
161  8. DK
48  9. NA

VAR 800096  NAME-WHY R WOULD V AG ANDRS-1
COLUMNS 233 - 236
NUMERIC
MD=0 OR GE 9998
Q.C4A(1). WHAT IS THAT? <ABOUT ANDERSON>
Q.C4B(1). ANYTHING ELSE?-FIRST MENTION

<SEE Q.C4 FOR COMPLETE QUESTION TEXT>

SEE APPENDIX NOTE

0001.
9997.

1030  0000. INAP, CODED 5, 8-9 IN Q.C4
  3 9998. DK
  1 9999. NA

CODE:  0 132 167 201 212 214 217 218 219
FREQ: 1030  1  1  29 24    7 12  1  7

CODE: 221 303 304 306 308 313 318 320 397
FREQ:  2  3  23  3  3  3  3  1  3
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VAR 800097    NAME-WHY R WOULD V AG ANDRS-2
COLUMNS 237 - 240
NUMERIC
MD=0

Q.C4A(2).  WHAT IS THAT? <ABOUT ANDERSON>

Q.C4B(2).  ANYTHING ELSE?-SECOND MENTION

<SEE Q.C4 FOR COMPLETE QUESTION TEXT>

SEE APPENDIX NOTE

0001.

9997.

1396  0000.  INAP, CODED 5, 8-9 IN Q.C4, NO FURTHER MENTION,
CODED 9998-9999 ON Q.C4B(1)
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CODE</th>
<th>FREQ</th>
<th>CODE</th>
<th>FREQ</th>
<th>CODE</th>
<th>FREQ</th>
<th>CODE</th>
<th>FREQ</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>416</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>422</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>423</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>424</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>425</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>426</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>427</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>431</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>444</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>447</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>449</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>501</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>503</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>505</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>507</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>542</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>556</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>606</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>609</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>611</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>614</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>702</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>706</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>708</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>726</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>728</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>801</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>803</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>804</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>811</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>815</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>816</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>836</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>848</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>900</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>901</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>904</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>906</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>908</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>914</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>929</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>930</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>931</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>933</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>937</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>939</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>948</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>949</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>961</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>972</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>981</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>985</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>986</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>989</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>990</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>994</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>997</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>9998</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>9999</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1013</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1014</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1023</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1101</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1107</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1115</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1130</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1156</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1172</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1184</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1189</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1228</td>
<td>1234</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

VAR 800098  NAME-WHY R WOULD V AG ANDRS-3
COLUMNS 241 - 244
NUMERIC
MD=0

Q.C4A(3). WHAT IS THAT? <ABOUT ANDERSON>
Q.C4B(3). ANYTHING ELSE?-THIRD MENTION

SEE APPENDIX NOTE

0001.

9997.

1546 0000. INAP, CODED 5, 8-9 IN Q.C4, NO FURTHER MENTION, CODED 9998-9999 ON Q.C4B(1)
CODE:  803   804   815   835   836   897   906   931   935
FREQ:    1     2     2     1     1     2     1     2     1

CODE:  937   959   972   985   986   989  1006  1014  1105
FREQ:    1     1     1     1     1     1     1     2     1

CODE: 1106  1130  1170
FREQ:    1     1     1

==========================================================

VAR 800099    NAME-WHY R WOULD V AG ANDRS-4
COLUMNS 245  - 248
NUMERIC
MD=0

Q.C4A(4). WHAT IS THAT? <ABOUT ANDERSON>
Q.C4B(4). ANYTHING ELSE?-FOURTH MENTION
-----------------------------------------
<SEE Q.C4 FOR COMPLETE QUESTION TEXT>
SEE APPENDIX NOTE

0001.
.
9997.

1600 0000. INAP, CODED 5, 8-9 IN Q.C4, NO FURTHER MENTION,
CODED 9998-9999 IN Q.C4B(1)

CODE:  0   306   320   424   507   556   702   821   901
FREQ: 1600     1     1     1     1     1     1     1     1

CODE:  907   931   985   986   989  1014
FREQ:    1     1     1     1     1     1

==========================================================

VAR 800100    NAME-WHY R WOULD V AG ANDRS-5
COLUMNS 249  - 251
NUMERIC
MD=0

Q.C4A(5). WHAT IS THAT? <ABOUT ANDERSON>
Q.C4B(5). ANYTHING ELSE?-FIFTH MENTION
-----------------------------------------
<SEE Q.C4 FOR COMPLETE QUESTION TEXT>
SEE APPENDIX NOTE

0001.
.
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VAR 800101  NAME-MIGHT R VOTE FOR CARTER
COLUMNS 252 - 252
NUMERIC
MD=8 OR GE 9

Q.C5. IS THERE ANYTHING IN PARTICULAR ABOUT MR. CARTER THAT MIGHT MAKE YOU WANT TO VOTE FOR HIM?

879  1. YES
663  5. NO
26  8. DK
46  9. NA

VAR 800102  NAME-WHY R WOULD VT F CRTER-1
COLUMNS 253 - 256
NUMERIC
MD=0 OR GE 9998

Q.C5A(1). WHAT IS THAT? <ABOUT CARTER>
Q.C5B(1). ANYTHING ELSE?-FIRST MENTION

<SEE Q.C5 FOR COMPLETE QUESTION TEXT>

SEE APPENDIX NOTE
VAR 800103  NAME-WHY R WOULD VT F CRTER-2
COLUMNS 257 - 260
NUMERIC
MD=0

Q.C5A(2). WHAT IS THAT? <ABOUT CARTER>

Q.C5B(2). ANYTHING ELSE?-SECOND MENTION
----------------------------------------

<SEE Q.C5 FOR COMPLETE QUESTION TEXT>

SEE APPENDIX NOTE

0001.
:

9997.

1077  0000. INAP, CODED 5, 8-9 IN Q.C5, NO FURTHER MENTION, CODED 9998-9999 ON Q.C5B(1)

CODE:  0  171  201  211  212  213  218  220  222
FREQ:  1077  2  13  1  1  5  20  1  49

CODE:  223  301  303  307  311  314  317  319  321
FREQ:  1  1  2  2  2  1  14  1

CODE:  325  401  403  407  413  415  419  421  423
FREQ:  2  41  5  6  7  1  2  7  28
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CODE</th>
<th>FREQ</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>425</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>428</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>429</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>435</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>437</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>439</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>441</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>442</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>443</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>445</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>446</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>447</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>448</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>455</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>456</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>457</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>459</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>460</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>500</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>502</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>508</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>509</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>542</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>601</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>606</td>
<td>17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>609</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>610</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>611</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>616</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>701</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>702</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>703</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>709</td>
<td>21</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>710</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>711</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>722</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>725</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>797</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>801</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>802</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>803</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>807</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>809</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>815</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>817</td>
<td>11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>829</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>833</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>843</td>
<td>17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>897</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>901</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>906</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>909</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>912</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>923</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>924</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>925</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>926</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>927</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>928</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>929</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>931</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>934</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>936</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>938</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>947</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>987</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1004</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1005</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1008</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1013</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1014</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1016</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1017</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1026</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1101</td>
<td>28</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1102</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1104</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1109</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1116</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1119</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1121</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1131</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1132</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1155</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1166</td>
<td>22</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1172</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1188</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1189</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1202</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1203</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1205</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1217</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1221</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1233</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---

**VAR 800104**  NAME-WHY R WOULD VT F CRTER-3  
**COLUMNS 261 - 264**  
**NUMERIC**  
**MD=0**

Q.C5A(3). WHAT IS THAT? <ABOUT CARTER>

Q.C5B(3). ANYTHING ELSE?—THIRD MENTION

<SEE Q.C5 FOR COMPLETE QUESTION TEXT>

SEE APPENDIX NOTE

1368 0000. INAP, CODED 5, 8-9 IN Q.C5, NO FURTHER MENTION, CODED 9998-9999 ON Q.C5B(1)
CODE: 313 314 317 319 321 325 327 401 402
FREQ: 2 1 2 4 1 1 1 8 1

CODE: 403 406 407 413 417 419 421 423 429
FREQ: 1 1 5 2 1 2 3 5 1

CODE: 435 437 445 446 447 455 456 457 459
FREQ: 1 3 3 3 2 4 1 4 1

CODE: 500 504 505 552 605 609 611 613 615
FREQ: 4 2 2 1 1 3 4 1 2

CODE: 701 707 709 722 725 801 807 817 833
FREQ: 4 1 7 5 7 4 1 1 1

CODE: 835 843 901 906 909 915 920 930 931
FREQ: 2 6 1 1 2 1 1 1 1

CODE: 932 934 936 938 950 952 962 966 995
FREQ: 1 1 5 1 1 2 1 1 1

CODE: 1004 1005 1013 1101 1102 1107 1116 1119 1129
FREQ: 1 1 5 1 1 3 6 2

CODE: 1153 1155 1171 1184 1187 1188 1205 1210 1217
FREQ: 1 1 1 2 1 10 1 1 3

CODE: 1221 1227 1229 1233
FREQ: 2 1 1 3

====================================================================
VAR 800105  NAME-WHY R WOULD VT F CRTER-4
COLUMNS 265 - 268
NUMERIC
MD=0

Q.C5A(4).  WHAT IS THAT? <ABOUT CARTER>
Q.C5B(4).  ANYTHING ELSE?-FOURTH MENTION

<SEE Q.C5 FOR COMPLETE QUESTION TEXT>
SEE APPENDIX NOTE

0001.
:

9997.

1527 0000.  INAP, CODED 5, 8-9 IN Q.C5, NO FURTHER MENTION, CODED 9998-9999 ON Q.C5B(1)
CODE: 0 171 201 213 218 222 314 319 401
FREQ: 1527 1 1 1 3 3 1 1 6
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CODE</th>
<th>403</th>
<th>411</th>
<th>413</th>
<th>417</th>
<th>421</th>
<th>423</th>
<th>425</th>
<th>445</th>
<th>446</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>FREQ</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CODE</th>
<th>457</th>
<th>500</th>
<th>503</th>
<th>505</th>
<th>607</th>
<th>609</th>
<th>701</th>
<th>709</th>
<th>711</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>FREQ</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CODE</th>
<th>722</th>
<th>725</th>
<th>807</th>
<th>817</th>
<th>901</th>
<th>915</th>
<th>934</th>
<th>936</th>
<th>937</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>FREQ</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CODE</th>
<th>938</th>
<th>1014</th>
<th>1101</th>
<th>1105</th>
<th>1116</th>
<th>1119</th>
<th>1153</th>
<th>1155</th>
<th>1187</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>FREQ</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CODE</th>
<th>1188</th>
<th>1205</th>
<th>1209</th>
<th>1215</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>FREQ</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---

VAR 800106  NAME-WHY R WOULD VT F CRTER-5
COLUMNS 269 - 272
NUMERIC
MD=0

Q.C5A(5). WHAT IS THAT <ABOUT CARTER>?

Q.C5B(5). ANYTHING ELSE? - FIFTH MENTION

SEE Q.C5 FOR COMPLETE QUESTION TEXT

SEE APPENDIX NOTE

0001.

9997.

1581 0000. INAP, CODED 5, 8-9 IN Q.C5, NO FURTHER MENTION, CODED 9998-9999 ON Q.C5B(1)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CODE</th>
<th>0</th>
<th>201</th>
<th>211</th>
<th>222</th>
<th>319</th>
<th>401</th>
<th>415</th>
<th>435</th>
<th>437</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>FREQ</td>
<td>1581</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CODE</th>
<th>446</th>
<th>449</th>
<th>455</th>
<th>722</th>
<th>843</th>
<th>906</th>
<th>936</th>
<th>941</th>
<th>947</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>FREQ</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CODE</th>
<th>968</th>
<th>1004</th>
<th>1005</th>
<th>1014</th>
<th>1026</th>
<th>1101</th>
<th>1126</th>
<th>1155</th>
<th>1188</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>FREQ</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CODE</th>
<th>1211</th>
<th>1225</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>FREQ</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---

VAR 800107  NAME-MIGHT R VOTE AGNS CARTER
COLUMNS 273 - 273
NUMERIC
MD=8 OR GE 9

Q.C6. IS THERE ANYTHING IN PARTICULAR ABOUT MR. CARTER THAT
MIGHT MAKE YOU WANT TO VOTE AGAINST HIM?

1070  1.  YES
482  5.  NO
14  8.  DK
48  9.  NA

VAR 800108  NAME-WHY R WOULD VT AG CRTR-1
COLUMNS 274 - 277
NUMERIC
MD=0 OR GE 9998

Q.C6A(1). WHAT IS THAT? <ABOUT CARTER>
Q.C6B(1). ANYTHING ELSE?-FIRST MENTION

<SEE Q.C6 FOR COMPLETE QUESTION TEXT>

SEE APPENDIX NOTE

544  0000.  INAP, CODED 5, 8-9 IN Q.C6
9998.  DK
3  9999.  NA

CODE:    0   102   201   212   214   217   218   219   221
FREQ:  544     1    23     1     9     6     1     1     1

CODE:  222   223   224   225   303   304   305   306   308
FREQ:   13    38     3    101     1   14     2

CODE:  313   314   316   318   320   322   323   397
FREQ:    4     3     3     2     1     1     1     1

CODE:  401   402   404   410   414   416   421   422   423
FREQ:    1    30     1     5     4     1     4     6

CODE:  424   430   431   441   445   446   447   449   455
FREQ:    1     5     2     1     28     4     1     1     1

CODE:  500   504   505   602   606   609   611   614   615
FREQ:    3    14    14     6     1    63     7     5     1

CODE:  702   704   710   725   801   804   805   811   815
FREQ:   11     1     2     1     4     1     3     1     4

CODE:  816   817   836   842   843   900   901   904   906
FREQ:    1     1     2     2     3    10     1     5

CODE:  907   910   916   928   929   931   933   935   936
FREQ:    1     1     1     5     7     4     2    63     1
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CODE:  937   939   942   944   959   981   986   987   996
FREQ:  62    16     3     1     2     1     4     1     2

CODE:  997  1004  1006  1008  1013  1014  1015  1016  1017
FREQ:    2     2     4     1     1     4     1     4     14

CODE: 1021  1101  1103  1104  1106  1107  1109  1114  1116
FREQ:    2    32    19     4     1    16     1     1     1

CODE: 1117  1118  1120  1122  1130  1131  1141  1154  1156
FREQ:   16     2     2     3     3     4     1     5     5

CODE: 1166  1169  1170  1172  1173  1187  1189  1197  1206
FREQ:    2    1     3     4     3     6   154     2     2

CODE: 1209  1210  1216  1217  1229  1230  1232  1234  9001
FREQ:    1     1     3     1     1     2     1     3     1

CODE: 9996  9999
FREQ:    1     3

---

VAR 800109  NAME-WHY R WOULD VT AG CRTR-2
COLUMNS 278 - 281
NUMERIC
MD=0

Q.C6A(2). WHAT IS THAT? <ABOUT CARTER>

Q.C6B(2). ANYTHING ELSE?-SECOND MENTION

<SEE Q.C6 FOR COMPLETE QUESTION TEXT>

SEE APPENDIX NOTE

0001.
.
9997.

901 0000. INAP, CODED 5, 8-9 IN Q.C6, NO FURTHER MENTION,
CODED 9998-9999 ON Q.C6B(1)

CODE:  0   102   172   201   212   214   217   222   223
FREQ:  901     1     1     8     5     6     2     3    13

CODE:  225   304   306   308   313   316   319   320   402
FREQ:   10    39    10    2     7     5     1     3    22

CODE:  408   410   411   414   416   420   423   430   436
FREQ:    1    1    1    1    2    1    3     5     1

CODE:  445   446   447   449   455   495   500   504   505
FREQ:   20     5     5     1     1     1     1    22     4
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VAR 800110  NAME-Why R Would VT AG CRTR-3
COLUMNS 282 - 285
NUMERIC
MD=0

Q.C6A(3). WHAT IS THAT? <ABOUT CARTER>
Q.C6B(3). ANYTHING ELSE?-THIRD MENTION

<SEE Q.C6 FOR COMPLETE QUESTION TEXT>

SEE APPENDIX NOTE

0001.
;
9997.

1224 0000. INAP, CODED 5, 8-9 IN Q.C6, NO FURTHER MENTION, CODED 9998-9999 ON Q.C6B(1)
CODE:  402  403  414  418  422  423  430  431  445
FREQ:    8     1     1     1     2     2     1    1   14
CODE:  446  447  449  454  495  504  505  542  602
FREQ:    4     1     2     2     1    14     6     1   5
CODE:  604  606  608  609  611  702  710  801  813
FREQ:    1     3     4    10     5     2     1    3    1
CODE:  815  836  843  846  900  901  904  906  907
FREQ:    1     1     1     1     2     7     1    3    2
CODE:  908  926  928  929  930  931  935  937  938
FREQ:    1     1     5     3     1     4     8    19     2
CODE:  939  940  942  946  900  901  904  906  907
FREQ:   10     1     1     1     2     1    1     5     5
CODE: 1008 1014 1016 1017 1018 1019 1023 1101 1102
FREQ:    1     2     3     5     1     1    1    1    1
CODE: 1103 1104 1106 1107 1111 1114 1117 1118 1120
FREQ:    6     1     1     1     1     6     3     3
CODE: 1128 1130 1131 1145 1154 1165 1172 1173 1184
FREQ:    1     1     3     1     7     1    1    1    3
CODE: 1187 1189 1197 1209 1214 1218 1222 1223 1224
FREQ:    3     28     1     2     1    2    1    1    1
CODE: 1228 1236
FREQ:    1     2

----------------------------------------
<SEE Q.C6 FOR COMPLETE QUESTION TEXT>

VAR 800111    NAME-WHY R WOULD VT AG CRTR-4
COLUMNS 286  - 289
NUMERIC
MD=0

Q.C6A(4). WHAT IS THAT? <ABOUT CARTER>
Q.C6B(4). ANYTHING ELSE?-FOURTH MENTION

SEE APPENDIX NOTE

0001.
  :  
9997.

1429 0000. INAP, CODED 5, 8-9 IN Q.C6, NO FURTHER MENTION, CODED 9998-9999 ON Q.C6B(1)

CODE:   0   201   212   214   221   222   223   225   302
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VAR 800112  NAME-WHY R WOULD VT AG CRTR-5
COLUMNS 290  - 293
NUMERIC
MD=0

Q.C6A(5). WHAT IS THAT? <ABOUT CARTER>

Q.C6B(5). ANYTHING ELSE?-FIFTH MENTION

<SEE Q.C6 FOR COMPLETE QUESTION TEXT>

SEE APPENDIX NOTE

0001.

9997.

1527 0000. INAP, CODED 5, 8-9 IN Q.C6, NO FURTHER MENTION, CODED 9998-9999 ON Q.C6B(1)
Q.D1. NOW WE WOULD LIKE TO KNOW SOMETHING ABOUT THE FEELINGS YOU HAVE TOWARD THE CANDIDATES FOR PRESIDENT. I AM GOING TO NAME A CANDIDATE, AND I WANT YOU TO TELL ME WHETHER SOMETHING ABOUT THAT PERSON, OR SOMETHING HE HAS DONE HAS MADE YOU HAVE CERTAIN FEELINGS LIKE "ANGER" OR "PRIDE," OR OTHERS I WILL MENTION. THINK ABOUT RONALD REAGAN. NOW, HAS REAGAN--BECAUSE OF THE KIND OF PERSON HE IS, OR BECAUSE OF SOMETHING HE HAS DONE--EVER MADE YOU FEEL:

Q.D1A. ANGRY <REAGAN>

369 1. YES; HAVE FELT  
1189 5. NO; NEVER FELT; DK  
56 9. NA

Q.D1B. HOPEFUL <REAGAN>

749 1. YES; HAVE FELT  
810 5. NO; NEVER FELT; DK  
55 9. NA

Q.D1C. AFRAID OF HIM <REAGAN>

<SEE Q.D1 FOR COMPLETE QUESTION TEXT>
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Q.D1G. UNEASY <REAGAN>

-----------------------

<SEE Q.D1 FOR COMPLETE QUESTION TEXT>

684  1. YES; HAVE FELT
873  5. NO; NEVER FELT; DK

57  9. NA

=================================================================

VAR 800120 NAME-DOES ANDRSN MAKE R-ANGRY
COLUMNS 301 - 301
NUMERIC
MD=9

Q.D3. NOW, THING ABOUT JOHN ANDERSON. HAS ANDERSON
(--BECAUSE OF THE KIND OF PERSON HE IS OR BECAUSE OF
SOMETHING HE HAS DONE--) EVER MADE YOU FEEL:

Q.D3A. ANGRY <ANDERSON>

----------------------------------------------------

187  1. YES; HAVE FELT
1319  5. NO; HAVEN'T FELT; DK

108  9. NA

=================================================================

VAR 800121 NAME-DOES ANDRSN MAKE R-HOPFL
COLUMNS 302 - 302
NUMERIC
MD=9

Q.D3B. HOPEFUL <ANDERSON>

--------------------------

<SEE Q.D3 FOR COMPLETE QUESTION TEXT>

435  1. YES; HAVE FELT
1068  5. NO; HAVEN'T FELT; DK

111  9. NA

=================================================================

VAR 800122 NAME-DOES ANDRSN MAKE R-AFRD
COLUMNS 303 - 303
NUMERIC
MD=9

Q.D3C. AFRAID OF HIM <ANDERSON>

--------------------------------

<SEE Q.D3 FOR COMPLETE QUESTION TEXT>

164  1. YES; HAVE FELT
1337  5. NO; HAVEN'T FELT; DK
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VAR 800123  NAME-DOES ANDRSN MAKE R-PROUD
COLUMNS 304  - 304
NUMERIC
MD=9

Q.D3D. PROUD <ANDERSON>
------------------------

<SEE Q.D3 FOR COMPLETE QUESTION TEXT>

286 1. YES; HAVE FELT
1209 5. NO; HAVEN'T FELT; DK

119 9. NA

VAR 800124  NAME-DOES ANDRSN MAKE R-DGST
COLUMNS 305  - 305
NUMERIC
MD=9

Q.D3E. DISGUSTED <ANDERSON>
----------------------------

<SEE Q.D3 FOR COMPLETE QUESTION TEXT>

208 1. YES; HAVE FELT
1292 5. NO; HAVEN'T FELT; DK

114 9. NA

VAR 800125  NAME-DOES ANDRSN MAKE R-SYMPT
COLUMNS 306  - 306
NUMERIC
MD=9

Q.D3F. SYMPATHETIC TOWARD HIM <ANDERSON>
-----------------------------------------

<SEE Q.D3 FOR COMPLETE QUESTION TEXT>

483 1. YES; HAVE FELT
1018 5. NO; HAVEN'T FELT; DK

113 9. NA

VAR 800126  NAME-DOES ANDRSN MAKE R-UNEAS
COLUMNS 307  - 307
NUMERIC
MD=9

Q.D3G. UNEASY <ANDERSON>
------------------------
Q.D5. NOW THINK ABOUT JIMMY CARTER. HAS CARTER (—BECAUSE OF THE KIND OF PERSON HE IS OR BECAUSE OF SOMETHING HE HAS DONE—) EVER MADE YOU FEEL:

Q.D5A. ANGRY <CARTER>

987 1. YES; HAVE FELT
571 5. NO; HAVEN'T FELT; DK

56 9. NA

Q.D5B. HOPEFUL <CARTER>

936 1. YES; HAVE FELT
622 5. NO; HAVEN'T FELT; DK

56 9. NA

Q.D5C. AFRAID OF HIM <CARTER>

365 1. YES; HAVE FELT
1195 5. NO; HAVEN'T FELT; DK

54 9. NA
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>VAR</th>
<th>Question Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>800131</td>
<td>Does Carter make you disgusted?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>800132</td>
<td>Does Carter make you sympathetic?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>800133</td>
<td>Does Carter make you uneasy?</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
VAR 800134   NAME-IS R REGISTERED TO VOTE
COLUMNS 315  - 315
NUMERIC
MD=8 OR GE  9

Q.E1. NOW, HOW ABOUT THE ELECTION THIS NOVEMBER? ARE YOU REGISTERED SO THAT YOU COULD VOTE IN THE NOVEMBER ELECTION IF YOU WANTED TO?

1159  1. YES
402  5. NO
1  6. R VOLUNTEERS: VOTERS NOT REQUIRED TO REGISTER

7  8. DK
45  9. NA

VAR 800135   NAME-R'S PARTY REGISTRATION
COLUMNS 316  - 316
NUMERIC
MD=0 OR GE  8

Q.ELA. ARE YOU REGISTERED AS BEING A REPUBLICAN, A DEMOCRAT, AN INDEPENDENT OR WHAT?

558  1. DEMOCRAT
135  2. INDEPENDENT
298  3. REPUBLICAN
2  4. OTHER PARTY, SPECIFY
117  5. R VOLUNTEERS: NOT REQUIRED TO DECLARE PARTY TO REGISTER; "NON-PARTISAN"
7  6. R VOLUNTEERS: NOT REQUIRED TO REGISTER
4  7. R VOLUNTEERS: I AM NOT REGISTERED

455  0. INAP, CODED 5-6, 8-9 IN Q.E1
29  8. DK
9  9. NA

VAR 800136   NAME-WILL R VOTE IN NOVEMBER
COLUMNS 317  - 317
NUMERIC
MD=8 OR GE  9

Q.E2. SO FAR AS YOU KNOW NOW, DO YOU EXPECT TO VOTE IN NOVEMBER OR NOT?

1215  1. YES, WILL VOTE
288  5. NO, WILL NOT VOTE

66  8. DK
45  9. NA
**VAR 800137**  NAME-WHO WILL R VOTE FOR-PRES  
**COLUMNS 318 - 318**  
**NUMERIC**  
**MD=8 OR GE 9**  

Q.E2A. (IF YES TO QE2) WHO DO YOU THINK YOU WILL VOTE FOR IN THE ELECTION FOR PRESIDENT? (PROBE: WE ALL KNOW THE ELECTION IS SOME TIME AWAY AND THAT PEOPLE ARE NOT CERTAIN AT THIS POINT WHO THEY WILL VOTE FOR. STILL, WHO DO YOU THINK YOU WILL VOTE FOR IN THE ELECTION FOR PRESIDENT?)

Q.E2B. (IF NO TO QE3) IF YOU WERE GOING TO VOTE, WHO DO YOU THINK YOU WOULD VOTE FOR IN THE ELECTION FOR PRESIDENT? (PROBE: WE ALL KNOW THE ELECTION IS SOME TIME AWAY AND THAT PEOPLE ARE NOT CERTAIN AT THIS POINT WHO THEY MIGHT VOTE FOR. STILL, WHO DO YOU THINK YOU WOULD VOTE FOR IN THE ELECTION FOR PRESIDENT?)

<p>| | | | | | |</p>
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>630</td>
<td>1. CARTER</td>
<td>569</td>
<td>5. REAGAN</td>
<td>125</td>
<td>6. ANDERSON</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>27</td>
<td>7. OTHER, SPECIFY</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<p>| | | | | | |</p>
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>193</td>
<td>8. DK</td>
<td>70</td>
<td>9. NA; WON'T VOTE FOR PRESIDENT; REFUSED TO SAY; NONE OF THEM</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**VAR 800138**  NAME-HAS R CONSIDERED ANDERSON  
**COLUMNS 319 - 319**  
**NUMERIC**  
**MD=0 OR GE 8**  

Q.E3. HAVE YOU AT ANY TIME CONSIDERED VOTING FOR JOHN ANDERSON IN NOVEMBER?

<p>| | | | | | |</p>
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>395</td>
<td>1. YES</td>
<td>1031</td>
<td>5. NO</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>125</td>
<td>0. INAP, CODED 6 IN Q.E2A/E2B</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>8. DK</td>
<td>46</td>
<td>9. NA</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**VAR 800139**  NAME-WHY VOTE AG AND-REASON 1  
**COLUMNS 320 - 320**  
**NUMERIC**  
**MD=0 OR GE 8**  

Q.E4. (IF YES ON QE3) NEXT I WILL READ SOME REASONS PEOPLE MIGHT HAVE FOR CHOOSING NOT TO VOTE FOR ANDERSON. AS I READ, PLEASE TELL ME WHETHER EACH STATEMENT IS TRUE FOR YOU, OR NOT:

Q.E4A. I AM NOT VOTING FOR ANDERSON BECAUSE HE HAS NO
CHANCE OF WINNING THE ELECTION. IS THIS STATEMENT TRUE FOR YOU OR NOT?

175  1.  TRUE FOR R
217  5.  NOT TRUE FOR R
1219  0.  INAP, CODED 6 IN Q.E2A/E2B; CODED 5, 8-9 IN Q.E3
   2  8.  DK
   1  9.  NA

NAME-WHY VOTE AG AND-REASON 2

Q.E4B. I BELIEVE THAT IF I VOTE FOR ANDERSON, I WILL HELP ELECT ANOTHER CANDIDATE I DISLIKE MORE.

NAME-WHY VOTE AG AND-REASON 3

Q.E4C. I FEEL UNEASY ABOUT VOTING FOR A PRESIDENTIAL CANDIDATE WHO IS NOT BACKED BY EITHER MAJOR POLITICAL PARTY.

NAME-WHY VOTE AG AND-REASON 4

Q.E4D. I CONSIDERED VOTING FOR ANDERSON AS A WAY OF PROTESTING THE CHOICE OF PRESIDENTIAL CANDIDATES FROM THE
<SEE Q.E4 FOR COMPLETE QUESTION TEXT>

181 1. TRUE FOR R
210 5. NOT TRUE FOR R

1219 0. INAP, CODED 6 IN Q.E2A/E2B; CODED 5, 8-9 IN Q.E3
  3 8. DK
  1 9. NA

Q.E5. NOW I'D LIKE TO READ SOME OF THE KINDS OF THINGS PEOPLE TELL US WHEN WE INTERVIEW THEM AND ASK YOU WHETHER YOU AGREE OR DISAGREE WITH THEM. I'LL READ THEM ONE AT A TIME AND YOU JUST TELL ME WHETHER YOU AGREE OR DISAGREE.

Q.E5A. IT ISN'T SO IMPORTANT TO VOTE WHEN YOU KNOW YOUR PARTY DOESN'T HAVE ANY CHANCE TO WIN.

123 1. AGREE
1434 5. DISAGREE

7 8. DK
50 9. NA

Q.E5B. SO MANY OTHER PEOPLE VOTE IN THE NATIONAL ELECTIONS THAT IT DOESN'T MATTER MUCH TO ME WHETHER I VOTE OR NOT.

<SEE Q.E5 FOR COMPLETE QUESTION TEXT>

141 1. AGREE
1421 5. DISAGREE

5 8. DK
47 9. NA

Q.E5C. IF A PERSON DOESN'T CARE HOW AN ELECTION COMES OUT THEN THAT PERSON SHOULDN'T VOTE IN IT.
<SEE Q.E5 FOR COMPLETE QUESTION TEXT>

638  1.  AGREE
905  5.  DISAGREE
16   8.  DK
55   9.  NA

-----------------------------
VAR 800146    NAME-LOCAL ELECTIONS UNIMPORT
COLUMNS 327  -  327
NUMERIC
MD=8 OR GE  9

Q.E5D. A GOOD MANY LOCAL ELECTIONS AREN'T IMPORTANT ENOUGH TO BOTHER WITH.

<SEE Q.E5 FOR COMPLETE QUESTION TEXT>

215  1.  AGREE
1341  5.  DISAGREE
5   8.  DK
53   9.  NA

-----------------------------
VAR 800147    NAME-FINANCIAL, COMPARED Y AGO
COLUMNS 328  -  328
NUMERIC
MD=8 OR GE  9

Q.F1. WE ARE INTERESTED IN HOW PEOPLE ARE GETTING ALONG FINANCIALLY THESE DAYS. WOULD YOU SAY THAT YOU (AND YOUR FAMILY LIVING HERE) ARE BETTER OFF OR WORSE OFF FINANCIALLY THAN YOU WERE A YEAR AGO?

516  1.  BETTER NOW
405  3.  SAME
672  5.  WORSE NOW
17   8.  DK
4    9.  NA

-----------------------------
VAR 800148    NAME-YEAR FROM NOW-FINANCIAL
COLUMNS 329  -  329
NUMERIC
MD=8 OR GE  9

Q.F2. NOW LOOKING AHEAD--DO YOU THINK THAT A YEAR FROM NOW YOU (AND YOUR FAMILY LIVING HERE) WILL BE BETTER OFF FINANCIALLY, OR WORSE OFF, OR JUST ABOUT THE SAME AS NOW?

428  1.  BETTER, YEAR FROM NOW
Q.F3. WHAT ABOUT THE ECONOMY? WOULD YOU SAY THAT OVER THE PAST YEAR THE NATION'S ECONOMY HAS GOTTEN BETTER, STAYED ABOUT THE SAME, OR GOTTEN WORSE?

59 1. GOTTEN BETTER
205 3. STAYED ABOUT THE SAME
1316 5. GOTTEN WORSE

Q.F3A. WOULD YOU SAY THAT THE ECONOMY HAS GOTTEN MUCH BETTER OR SOMewhat BETTER?

Q.F3B. WOULD YOU SAY THAT THE ECONOMY HAS GOTTEN MUCH WORSE OR SOMewhat WORSE?

6 1. MUCH BETTER
53 2. SOMEWHAT BETTER
205 3. STAYED ABOUT THE SAME (FROM Q.F3)
625 4. SOMEWHAT WORSE
682 5. MUCH WORSE

34 0. INAP, CODED 8-9 IN Q.F3
3 8. DK
6 9. NA

Q.F4. WHAT ABOUT THE NEXT 12 MONTHS OR SO? DO YOU EXPECT THE ECONOMY TO GET BETTER, GET WORSE, OR STAY ABOUT THE SAME?
Q.F4A. DO YOU EXPECT THE ECONOMY TO GET MUCH BETTER OR SOMEWHAT BETTER?

Q.F4B. DO YOU EXPECT THE ECONOMY TO GET MUCH WORSE OR SOMEWHAT WORSE?

Q.F5. DO YOU THINK THAT OVER THE LAST FIVE YEARS (YOUR/YOUR FAMILY'S) INCOME HAS GONE UP MORE THAN THE COST OF LIVING, HAS IT FALLEN BEHIND, OR HAS IT STAYED ABOUT EVEN WITH THE COST OF LIVING?

Q.G1. I'D LIKE TO GET YOUR FEELINGS TOWARD SOME OF OUR POLITICAL LEADERS AND OTHER PEOPLE WHO ARE IN THE NEWS THESE DAYS. I'LL READ THE NAME OF A PERSON AND I'D LIKE YOU TO
RATE THAT PERSON USING THIS FEELING THERMOMETER. YOU MAY USE ANY NUMBER FROM 0 TO 100 FOR A RATING. RATINGS BETWEEN 50 AND 100 DEGREES MEAN THAT YOU FEEL FAVORABLE AND WARM TOWARD THE PERSON. RATINGS BETWEEN 0 AND 50 DEGREES MEAN THAT YOU DON'T FEEL TOO FAVORABLE TOWARD THE PERSON. IF WE COME TO A PERSON WHOSE NAME YOU DON'T RECOGNIZE, YOU DON'T NEED TO RATE THAT PERSON. JUST TELL ME AND WE'LL MOVE ON TO THE THE NEXT ONE. IF YOU DO RECOGNIZE THE NAME, BUT DON'T FEEL PARTICULARLY WARM OR COLD TOWARD THE PERSON, YOU WOULD RATE THAT PERSON AT THE 50 DEGREE MARK. OUR FIRST PERSON IS JIMMY CARTER. HOW WOULD YOU RATE HIM USING THE THERMOMETER?

Q.GLA. JIMMY CARTER <FEELING THERMOMETER>
------------------------------------------------------------

ACTUAL NUMBER IS CODED.

000.
   .
   .
100.

997. R DOESN'T RECOGNIZE NAME
9 998. DK WHERE TO RATE; CAN'T JUDGE
60 999. NA

VALID-N=1545 MIN=0 MAX=100 MEAN=56.6 ST.DEV=27.4

==============================
VAR 800155    NAME-FEELING THERM-REAGAN
COLUMNS 338  - 340
NUMERIC
MD=GE  997

Q.G1B. RONALD REAGAN <FEELING THERMOMETER>
-------------------------------------------

<SEE Q.GI FOR COMPLETE QUESTION TEXT>

ACTUAL NUMBER IS CODED.

000.
   .
   .
100.

1 997. R DOESN'T RECOGNIZE NAME
30 998. DK WHERE TO RATE; CAN'T JUDGE
62 999. NA

VALID-N=1521 MIN=0 MAX=100 MEAN=56.1 ST.DEV=25.5

==============================
VAR 800156    NAME-FEELING THERM-KENNEDY
COLUMNS 341  - 343
NUMERIC
MD=GE  997

Q.G1C. TED KENNEDY <FEELING THERMOMETER>
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ACTUAL NUMBER IS CODED.

000.
.
100.

3 997. R DOESN'T RECOGNIZE NAME
31 998. DK WHERE TO RATE; CAN'T JUDGE
63 999. NA

VALID-N=1517  MIN=0  MAX=100  MEAN=47.9  ST.DEV=29.1

VAR 800157  NAME-FEELING THERM-CONNALLY
COLUMNS 344 - 346
NUMERIC
MD=GE  997

Q.G1D.  JOHN CONNALLY <FEELING THERMOMETER>

VALID-N=1267  MIN=0  MAX=100  MEAN=42.2  ST.DEV=21.5

VAR 800158  NAME-FEELING THERM-FORD
COLUMNS 347 - 349
NUMERIC
MD=GE  997

Q.G1E.  GERALD FORD <FEELING THERMOMETER>
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VALID-N=1554  MIN=0  MAX=100  MEAN=59.1  ST.DEV=23.3

=================================================================
VAR 800159  NAME-FEELING THERM-BROWN
COLUMNS 350 - 352
NUMERIC
MD=GE  997

Q.G1F.  JERRY BROWN <FEELING THERMOMETER>

<SEE Q.G1 FOR COMPLETE QUESTION TEXT>

ACTUAL NUMBER IS CODED.

 000.
  .
  .
 100.

88  997.  R DOESN'T RECOGNIZE NAME
227  998.  DK WHERE TO RATE; CAN'T JUDGE
31  999.  NA

VALID-N=1268  MIN=0  MAX=100  MEAN=44.8  ST.DEV=20.5

=================================================================
VAR 800160  NAME-FEELING THERM-BAKER
COLUMNS 353 - 355
NUMERIC
MD=GE  997

Q.G1G.  HOWARD BAKER <FEELING THERMOMETER>

<SEE Q.G1 FOR COMPLETE QUESTION TEXT>

ACTUAL NUMBER IS CODED.

 000.
  .
  .
 100.

152  997.  R DOESN'T RECOGNIZE NAME
359  998.  DK WHERE TO RATE; CAN'T JUDGE
27  999.  NA

VALID-N=1076  MIN=0  MAX=100  MEAN=51.4  ST.DEV=17.8

=================================================================
VAR 800161  NAME-FEELING THERM-MONDALE
COLUMNS 356 - 358
NUMERIC
MD=GE  997
Q.G1H. WALTER MONDALE <FEELING THERMOMETER>  
--------------------------------------------

<SEE Q.G1 FOR COMPLETE QUESTION TEXT>

ACTUAL NUMBER IS CODED.

000.

100.

27  997.  R DOESN'T RECOGNIZE NAME
131  998.  DK WHERE TO RATE; CAN'T JUDGE
24  999.  NA

VALID-N=1432  MIN=0  MAX=100  MEAN=54.2  ST.DEV=20.5

==============================================

VAR 800162    NAME-FEELING THERM-BUSH
COLUMNS 359  - 361
NUMERIC
MD=GE  997

Q.G1I.  GEORGE BUSH <FEELING THERMOMETER>  
-----------------------------------------

<SEE Q.G1 FOR COMPLETE QUESTION TEXT>

ACTUAL NUMBER IS CODED.

000.

100.

33  997.  R DOESN'T RECOGNIZE NAME
177  998.  DK WHERE TO RATE; CAN'T JUDGE
23  999.  NA

VALID-N=1381  MIN=0  MAX=100  MEAN=54.9  ST.DEV=18.5

==============================================

VAR 800163    NAME-FEELING THERM-ANDERSON
COLUMNS 362  - 364
NUMERIC
MD=GE  997

Q.G1V.  JOHN ANDERSON <FEELING THERMOMETER>  
-------------------------------------------

<SEE Q.G1 FOR COMPLETE QUESTION TEXT>

ACTUAL NUMBER IS CODED.

000.

100.
100.

23 997. R DOESN'T RECOGNIZE NAME
140 998. DK WHERE TO RATE; CAN'T JUDGE
66 999. NA

VALID-N=1385 MIN=0 MAX=100 MEAN=52.0 ST.DEV=21.3

==============================================
VAR 800164  NAME-FEELING THERM-LUCEY
COLUMNS 365 - 367
NUMERIC
MD=GE 997

Q.G1W. PATRICK LUCEY <FEELING THERMOMETER>
---------------------------------------------
<SEE Q.G1 FOR COMPLETE QUESTION TEXT>

ACTUAL NUMBER IS CODED.

000.

425 997. R DOESN'T RECOGNIZE NAME
479 998. DK WHERE TO RATE; CAN'T JUDGE
72 999. NA

VALID-N=638 MIN=0 MAX=100 MEAN=44.0 ST.DEV=17.5

==============================================
VAR 800165  NAME-FEELING THERM-MCGOVERN
COLUMNS 368 - 370
NUMERIC
MD=GE 997

Q.G1M. GEORGE MCGOVERN <FEELING THERMOMETER>
---------------------------------------------
<SEE Q.G1 FOR COMPLETE QUESTION TEXT>

ACTUAL NUMBER IS CODED.

79 997. R DOESN'T RECOGNIZE NAME
233 998. DK WHERE TO RATE; CAN'T JUDGE
23 999. NA

VALID-N=1279 MIN=0 MAX=100 MEAN=45.7 ST.DEV=20.9

==============================================
VAR 800166  NAME-FEELING THERM-WALLACE
COLUMNS 371 - 373
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Q.G1N.  GEORGE WALLACE <FEELING THERMOMETER>
---------------------------------------------

<SEE Q.G1 FOR COMPLETE QUESTION TEXT>
ACTUAL NUMBER IS CODED.

000.
   .
   100.

27 997.  R DOESN'T RECOGNIZE NAME
124 998.  DK WHERE TO RATE; CAN'T JUDGE
20 999.  NA

VALID-N=1443  MIN=0  MAX=100  MEAN=39.0  ST.DEV=25.1

-----------------------------
VAR 800167  NAME-Feeling Therm-Nixon
COLUMNS 374 - 376
NUMERIC
MD=GE 997

Q.G1Y.  RICHARD NIXON <FEELING THERMOMETER>
---------------------------------------------

<SEE Q.G1 FOR COMPLETE QUESTION TEXT>
ACTUAL NUMBER IS CODED.

000.
   .
   100.

1 997.  R DOESN'T RECOGNIZE NAME
46 998.  DK WHERE TO RATE; CAN'T JUDGE
19 999.  NA

VALID-N=1548  MIN=0  MAX=100  MEAN=35.8  ST.DEV=29.9

-----------------------------
VAR 800168  NAME-Feeling Therm-Dem Party
COLUMNS 377 - 379
NUMERIC
MD=GE 997

Q.G1O.  THE DEMOCRATIC PARTY <FEELING THERMOMETER>
---------------------------------------------

<SEE Q.G1 FOR COMPLETE QUESTION TEXT>
ACTUAL NUMBER IS CODED.

000.
VALID-N=1517  MIN=0  MAX=100  MEAN=61.1  ST.DEV=23.7

VAR 800169   NAME-FEELING THERM-REP PARTY
COLUMNS 380 - 382
NUMERIC
MD=GE  997

Q.G1P.  THE REPUBLICAN PARTY <FEELING THERMOMETER>
--------

<SEE Q.G1 FOR COMPLETE QUESTION TEXT>

ACTUAL NUMBER IS CODED.

000.

1  997.  R DOESN'T RECOGNIZE NAME
77  998.  DK WHERE TO RATE; CAN'T JUDGE
19  999.  NA

VALID-N=1513  MIN=0  MAX=100  MEAN=56.9  ST.DEV=22.2

VALID-N=1397  MIN=0  MAX=100  MEAN=51.8  ST.DEV=21.5
VAR 800171    NAME-FEELING THERM-POL PRTIES
COLUMNS 386  - 388
NUMERIC
MD=GE  997

Q.G1R.  POLITICAL PARTIES, IN GENERAL <FEELING THERMOMETER>
-----------------------------------------------------------

<SEE Q.G1 FOR COMPLETE QUESTION TEXT>

ACTUAL NUMBER IS CODED.

000.  
.  
100.  

997.  R DOESN'T RECOGNIZE NAME
156  998.  DK WHERE TO RATE; CAN'T JUDGE
22  999.  NA

VALID-N=1436  MIN=0  MAX=100  MEAN=55.5  ST.DEV=20.3

-----------------------------

VAR 800172    NAME-DOES R LIKE ANYTHING-DEM
COLUMNS 389  - 389
NUMERIC
MD=8 OR GE  9

Q.G2.  I'D LIKE TO ASK YOU WHAT YOU THINK ARE THE GOOD AND
BAD POINTS ABOUT THE TWO NATIONAL PARTIES. IS THERE
ANYTHING IN PARTICULAR THAT YOU LIKE ABOUT THE DEMOCRATIC
PARTY?
----------------------------------------------------------

747  1.  YES
707  5.  NO
6.  NO, DK--QUALIFIED; R VOLUNTEERS: "I DON'T PAY
ATTENTION TO PARTIES; I LOOK MORE TO THE
MAN/CANDIDATE THAN THE PARTY"; "I LOOK MORE FOR THE
QUALIFIED MAN"
7.  NO, DK--QUALIFIED; R VOLUNTEERS: "THE PARTIES ARE
THE SAME"; "THERE IS NO DIFFERENCE BETWEEN THE
PARTIES"

153  8.  DK
7  9.  NA

-----------------------------

VAR 800173    NAME-WHAT R LIKES,DEM PARTY-1
COLUMNS 390  - 393
NUMERIC
MD=0 OR GE  9998

Q.G2A(1).  WHAT IS THAT? <ABOUT THE DEMOCRATIC PARTY>

Q.G2B(1).  ANYTHING ELSE?
----------------------------------------------------------
SEE APPENDIX NOTE

0001.
.

9997.

867 0000. INAP, CODED 5, 8 OR 9 IN Q.G2
5 9998. DK
3 9999. NA

CODE: 0 2 4 5 7 9 12 52 53
FREQ: 867 2 3 3 9 8 1 2 8

CODE: 97 101 111 121 131 132 133 141 151
FREQ: 1 35 17 3 12 1 19 3 2

CODE: 163 171 173 222 224 401 500 601 603
FREQ: 1 29 2 1 1 1 1 3 1

CODE: 606 609 610 613 701 709 723 724 801
FREQ: 1 12 6 12 7 5 5 14

CODE: 807 809 815 816 817 829 831 833 835
FREQ: 7 22 26 3 2 3 4 2

CODE: 843 897 908 909 915 924
FREQ: 1 5 3 4 8 2 1 2

CODE: 930 934 936 938 946 947 950 952 985
FREQ: 2 9 1 20 1 8 1 5 1

CODE: 997 1002 1005 1013 1014 1026 1102 1104 1105
FREQ: 1 1 1 4 11 1 1 1 1

CODE: 1106 1131 1155 1202 1203 1205 1207 1209 1210
FREQ: 3 1 5 1 1 213 13 2 2

CODE: 1211 1213 1215 1217 1219 1223 1229 1231 1233
FREQ: 3 11 2 10 1 1 6 1 62

CODE: 9998 9999
FREQ: 5 3

----------------------------------------

VAR 800174 NAME-WHAT R LIKES,DEM PARTY-2
COLUMNS 394 - 397
NUMERIC
MD=0

Q.G2B(2). ANYTHING ELSE<THAT R LIKES ABOUT DEMOCRATIC PARTY>
----------------------------------------

<SEE Q.G2 FOR COMPLETE QUESTION TEXT>
1229  0000. INAP, CODED 5, 8 OR 9 IN Q. G2, CODED 9998-9999 ON Q.G2B(1), NO FURTHER MENTION

CODE:    0   2   4   5   6   7   9  51  53
FREQ: 1229   3   2   1   2  11   2   2   10

CODE: 101 111 131 132 133 141 151 163 170
FREQ: 10   6   4   1   6   3   2   1   1

CODE: 171 197 224 321 601 603 609 613 701
FREQ:  9   1   1   1   2   1   5   2   6

CODE: 707 709 723 724 801 805 807 809 815
FREQ:   1   2   1   3   7   4   8  10   1

CODE: 829 831 833 835 837 837 897 900 901 903
FREQ:   1   3   2   1   3   2   4   1

CODE: 905 906 908 909 915 923 924 932 934
FREQ:   1  13   2   1   3   1  18

CODE: 936 938 944 946 947 949 950 959 997
FREQ:   1  14   1   4   3   1   2   1

CODE: 1008 1013 1014 1101 1106 1107 1121 1153 1155
FREQ:   2   5   2   3   1   1   1   1   9

CODE: 1171 1184 1188 1205 1207 1209 1210 1211 1213
FREQ:   1   1   2   42  10   1  14   2   12

CODE: 1215 1217 1221 1229 1233 1297
FREQ:   1   8   7   7  25   1

-----------------------------

VAR 800175 NAME-WHAT R LIKES,DEM PARTY-3
COLUMNS 398 - 401
NUMERIC
MD=0

Q.G2B(3). ANYTHING ELSE<THAT R LIKES ABOUT DEMOCRATIC PARTY>

<SEE Q.G2 FOR COMPLETE QUESTION TEXT>

SEE APPENDIX NOTE

0001.

9997.
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### Code Frequencies

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Code</th>
<th>Frequency</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
<td>1474</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>52</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>53</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>101</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>111</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Code Frequencies

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Code</th>
<th>Frequency</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>121</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>133</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>171</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>197</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>603</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>606</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>609</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>613</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>701</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Code Frequencies

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Code</th>
<th>Frequency</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>709</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>801</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>809</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>815</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>817</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>818</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>835</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>845</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>897</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Code Frequencies

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Code</th>
<th>Frequency</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>901</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>905</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>906</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>908</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>909</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>914</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>923</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>924</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>926</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Code Frequencies

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Code</th>
<th>Frequency</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>929</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>930</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>934</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>936</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>938</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>947</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>949</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>985</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>986</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Code Frequencies

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Code</th>
<th>Frequency</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>997</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1002</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1013</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1014</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1017</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1027</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1101</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1103</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1107</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Code Frequencies

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Code</th>
<th>Frequency</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1202</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1205</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1207</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1209</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1210</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1211</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1213</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1217</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1221</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Code Frequencies

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Code</th>
<th>Frequency</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1229</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1233</td>
<td>14</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Variable Description

VAR 800176  NAME-WHAT R LIKES, DEM PARTY-4
COLUMNS 402 - 405
NUMERIC
MD=0

Q.G2B(4). ANYTHING ELSE<THAT R LIKES ABOUT DEMOCRATIC PARTY>

<SEE Q.G2 FOR COMPLETE QUESTION TEXT>

SEE APPENDIX NOTE

0001.

: 9997.

1564 0000. INAP, CODED 5, 8 OR 9 IN Q. G2, CODED 9998-9999
ON Q.G2B(1), NO FURTHER MENTION

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Code</th>
<th>Frequency</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
<td>1564</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>53</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>101</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>131</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>132</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>133</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>171</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Code</th>
<th>Frequency</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>724</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>801</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>805</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>809</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>831</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>901</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>905</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>906</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>909</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Code</th>
<th>Frequency</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>924</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>932</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>934</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>936</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>938</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>947</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>985</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1008</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1013</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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---

**VAR 800177**  NAME-WHAT R LIKES, DEM PARTY-5  
COLUMNS 406 - 409  
NUMERIC  
MD=0  

Q.G2B(5).  ANYTHING ELSE<THAT R LIKES ABOUT DEMOCRATIC PARTY>

<SEE Q.G2 FOR COMPLETE QUESTION TEXT>

SEE APPENDIX NOTE

0001.

9997.

1595  0000.  INAP, CODED 5, 8 OR 9 IN Q. G2, CODED 9998-9999 ON Q.G2B(1), NO FURTHER MENTION

---

**VAR 800178**  NAME-DOES R DISLK ANYTHNG-DEM  
COLUMNS 410 - 410  
NUMERIC  
MD=8 OR GE 9  

Q.G3.  IS THERE ANYTHING IN PARTICULAR THAT YOU DON'T LIKE ABOUT THE DEMOCRATIC PARTY?

---

596  1.  YES  
897  5.  NO  
6.  NO, DK--QUALIFIED; R VOLUNTEERS: "I DON'T PAY ATTENTION TO PARTIES; I LOOK MORE TO THE MAN/CANDIDATE THAN THE PARTY"; "I LOOK MORE FOR THE QUALIFIED MAN"  
7.  NO, DK--QUALIFIED; R VOLUNTEERS: "THE PARTIES ARE THE SAME"; "THERE IS NO DIFFERENCE BETWEEN THE PARTIES"  

113  8.  DK  
8  9.  NA
Q.G3A(1). WHAT IS THAT? <ABOUT THE DEMOCRATIC PARTY>
Q.G3B(1). ANYTHING ELSE?

<SEE Q.G3 FOR COMPLETE QUESTION TEXT>

SEE APPENDIX NOTE

0001.
.
9997.

1018 0000. INAP, CODED 5, 8 OR 9 IN Q.G3
3 9998. DK
2 9999. NA

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CODE:</th>
<th>0</th>
<th>4</th>
<th>5</th>
<th>9</th>
<th>51</th>
<th>52</th>
<th>53</th>
<th>54</th>
<th>97</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>FREQ:</td>
<td>1018</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CODE:</th>
<th>112</th>
<th>122</th>
<th>131</th>
<th>132</th>
<th>133</th>
<th>141</th>
<th>151</th>
<th>162</th>
<th>163</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>FREQ:</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CODE:</th>
<th>169</th>
<th>170</th>
<th>172</th>
<th>173</th>
<th>197</th>
<th>223</th>
<th>225</th>
<th>316</th>
<th>328</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>FREQ:</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CODE:</th>
<th>402</th>
<th>505</th>
<th>552</th>
<th>602</th>
<th>604</th>
<th>606</th>
<th>608</th>
<th>609</th>
<th>610</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>FREQ:</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>35</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CODE:</th>
<th>614</th>
<th>702</th>
<th>710</th>
<th>724</th>
<th>797</th>
<th>801</th>
<th>803</th>
<th>805</th>
<th>809</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>FREQ:</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CODE:</th>
<th>810</th>
<th>811</th>
<th>815</th>
<th>816</th>
<th>817</th>
<th>818</th>
<th>821</th>
<th>828</th>
<th>831</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>FREQ:</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>37</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CODE:</th>
<th>832</th>
<th>833</th>
<th>836</th>
<th>838</th>
<th>842</th>
<th>846</th>
<th>897</th>
<th>900</th>
<th>901</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>FREQ:</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CODE:</th>
<th>902</th>
<th>903</th>
<th>905</th>
<th>906</th>
<th>926</th>
<th>931</th>
<th>933</th>
<th>934</th>
<th>935</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>FREQ:</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>46</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>18</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CODE:</th>
<th>937</th>
<th>939</th>
<th>947</th>
<th>950</th>
<th>952</th>
<th>968</th>
<th>986</th>
<th>995</th>
<th>997</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>FREQ:</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CODE:</th>
<th>1004</th>
<th>1008</th>
<th>1013</th>
<th>1014</th>
<th>1015</th>
<th>1018</th>
<th>1101</th>
<th>1103</th>
<th>1104</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>FREQ:</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CODE:</th>
<th>1107</th>
<th>1109</th>
<th>1114</th>
<th>1117</th>
<th>1130</th>
<th>1156</th>
<th>1165</th>
<th>1184</th>
<th>1189</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>FREQ:</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CODE:</th>
<th>1201</th>
<th>1203</th>
<th>1205</th>
<th>1206</th>
<th>1207</th>
<th>1209</th>
<th>1210</th>
<th>1214</th>
<th>1219</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>FREQ:</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
VAR 800180  NAME-WHT R DISLKS,DEM PARTY-2
COLUMNS 415 - 418
NUMERIC
MD=0

Q.G3B(2). ANYTHING ELSE<THAT R LIKES ABOUT DEMOCRATIC PARTY>

<SEE Q.G3 FOR COMPLETE QUESTION TEXT>

SEE APPENDIX NOTE

0001.

9997.

1323 0000. INAP, CODED 5, 8 OR 9 IN Q. G3, CODED 9998-9999

ON Q.3B(1), NO FURTHER MENTION
VAR 800181    NAME=WHT R DISLKS,DEM PARTY-3
COLUMNS 419  - 422
NUMERIC
MD=0

Q.G3B(3).  ANYTHING ELSE<THAT R LIKES ABOUT DEMOCRATIC PARTY>

<SEE Q.G3 FOR COMPLETE QUESTION TEXT>

SEE APPENDIX NOTE

0001.          

9997.          

1492  0000.  INAP, CODED 5, 8 OR 9 IN Q. G3, CODED 9998-9999
ON Q.3B(1), NO FURTHER MENTION

CODE:  0    4    5    9    32    51    97    112    122
FREQ: 1492     1     1     1     1     1     1     3     4

CODE: 132   141   151   169   172   173    602   604   606
FREQ:    2     1     1     2     3     4     6     1     3

CODE:  609   610   611   801   803   805   815   828   838
FREQ:    1     1     1     1     9     3     1     2

CODE:  897   900   901   905   906   911   931   932   935
FREQ:    2     1     3     1     9     1     2     1     2

CODE:  936   937   939   985   986   987  1002  1004  1016
FREQ:    1     6     1     2     1     1     1     1     1

CODE: 1017  1022  1101  1106  1107  1113  1117  1154  1156
FREQ:    1     1     2     1     4     1     2     1     3

CODE: 1187  1206  1207  1209  1210  1214  1219  1222  1229
FREQ:    2     1     1     1     2     1     1     2

CODE: 9997
FREQ:  1

===================================

VAR 800182    NAME=WHT R DISLKS,DEM PARTY-4
COLUMNS 423  - 426
NUMERIC
MD=0

Q.G3B(4).  ANYTHING ELSE<THAT R LIKES ABOUT DEMOCRATIC PARTY>
<SEE Q.G3 FOR COMPLETE QUESTION TEXT>

SEE APPENDIX NOTE

0001.

9997.

1565  0000.  INAP, CODED 5, 8 OR 9 IN Q. G3, CODED 9998-9999 ON Q.3B(1), NO FURTHER MENTION

CODE:    0     4     7     9   132   602   610   801   805
FREQ: 1565     1     1     2     1     1     1     1     1

CODE:  806   811   813   815   838   897   901   906   914
FREQ:    1     3     1     1     1     1     1     3     1

CODE:  931   935   937   939  1013  1017  1018  1023  1101
FREQ:    2     1     1     1     1     3     1     1     2

CODE: 1107  1112  1114  1117  1120  1130  1154  1171  1184
FREQ:    2     1     1     1     1     1     1     1     1

CODE: 1189  1207  1209  1233
FREQ:    1     1     1     1

----------------------------------------------------------

VAR 800183    NAME-WHT R DISLKS,DEM PARTY-5
COLUMNS 427 - 430
NUMERIC
MD=0

Q.G3B(5).  ANYTHING ELSE<THAT R LIKES ABOUT DEMOCRATIC PARTY>

<SEE Q.G3 FOR COMPLETE QUESTION TEXT>

SEE APPENDIX NOTE

0001.

9997.

1598  0000.  INAP, CODED 5, 8 OR 9 IN Q. G3, CODED 9998-9999 ON Q.3B(1), NO FURTHER MENTION

CODE:  0   122  169  608  614  702  805  838  901
FREQ: 1598     2     1     1     1     1     1     1     1

CODE:  906  1101  1107  1117  1118  1126  1216
FREQ:    1     1     1     1     1     1     1

----------------------------------------------------------
Q.G4. IS THERE ANYTHING IN PARTICULAR THAT YOU LIKE ABOUT THE REPUBLICAN PARTY?

----------------------------------------------------------
545  1. YES
938  5. NO
6. NO, DK--QUALIFIED; R VOLUNTEERS: "I DON'T PAY ATTENTION TO PARTIES; I LOOK MORE TO THE MAN/CANDIDATE THAN THE PARTY"; "I LOOK MORE FOR THE QUALIFIED MAN"
7. NO, DK--QUALIFIED; R VOLUNTEERS: "THE PARTIES ARE THE SAME"; "THERE IS NO DIFFERENCE BETWEEN THE PARTIES"

124  8. DK
7  9. NA

=======================================
VAR 800185  NAME-WHAT R LIKES, REP PARTY-1
COLUMNS 432 - 435
NUMERIC
MD=0 OR GE  9998

Q.G4A(1). WHAT IS THAT? <ABOUT THE REPUBLICAN PARTY>

Q.G4B(1). ANYTHING ELSE?

<SEE Q.G4 FOR COMPLETE QUESTION TEXT>

SEE APPENDIX NOTE

0001. 

9997.

1069  0000. INAP, CODED 5, 8 OR 9 IN Q.G4
3  9998. DK
3  9999. NA

CODE:  0   31   32   35   36   51   53   102   111   20
FREQ: 1069     1     2    13     6     7    14    17    20

CODE: 121   131   133   151   165   169   170   171   173
FREQ:   5   10     2    1     1     1     3     2

CODE: 197   217   313   430   542   601   603   605   609
FREQ:   1     1     1     1     1     49     1     6     12

CODE: 610   613   701   707   709   723   724   797   801
FREQ:   1     3     5     2     5     7     8     2     17

CODE: 803   806   808   815   816   817   822   824   827
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VAR 800186  NAME-WHAT R LIKES, REP PARTY-2
COLUMNS 436 - 439
NUMERIC MD=0

Q.G4B(2). ANYTHING ELSE<THAT R LIKES ABOUT REPUBLICAN PARTY>

<SEE Q.G4 FOR COMPLETE QUESTION TEXT>

SEE APPENDIX NOTE

0001.
.

9997.

1345 0000. INAP, CODED 5, 8 OR 9 IN Q. G4, CODED 9998-9999
ON Q.G4B(1), NO FURTHER MENTION

Code: 0 31 32 34 35 36 52 53 102
Freq: 1345 1 1 1 1 1 2 5 2

Code: 111 121 131 141 171 197 213 303 307
Freq: 3 2 2 1 1 1 1 1 1

Code: 401 430 445 501 542 601 605 609 613
Freq: 1 1 1 1 1 24 4 4 1

Code: 705 707 709 723 801 802 803 806 807
Freq: 1 1 3 3 9 1 1 12 2

Code: 809 812 815 816 817 824 827 835 837
Freq: 1 1 1 11 5 1 1 6 2

Code: 897 900 901 904 905 906 907 908 914
Freq: 1 1 2 16 1 1 8 1 1
VAR 800187  NAME-WHAT R LIKES, REP PARTY-3
COLUMNS 440 - 443
NUMERIC
MD=0

Q.G4B(3). ANYTHING ELSE<THAT R LIKES ABOUT REPUBLICAN PARTY>

<SEE Q.G4 FOR COMPLETE QUESTION TEXT>

SEE APPENDIX NOTE

0001.
.
9997.

1507 0000. INAP, CODED 5, 8 OR 9 IN Q. G4, CODED 9998-9999
ON Q.G4B(1), NO FURTHER MENTION

VAR 800188  NAME-WHAT R LIKES, REP PARTY-4
### Q.4B(1)

**WHAT R LIKES, REP PARTY-5**

- **Code**: 0, 35, 51, 102, 111, 459, 601, 607, 609
- **Freq**: 1576, 1, 1, 2, 2, 1, 1, 1, 1

- **Code**: 806, 827, 833, 897, 901, 904, 907, 924, 929
- **Freq**: 1, 2, 1, 1, 3, 1, 2, 1, 1

- **Code**: 934, 938, 1015, 1101, 1106, 1108, 1128, 1156, 1209
- **Freq**: 1, 2, 1, 2, 3, 2, 1, 1, 1

- **Code**: 1126, 1155, 1188
- **Freq**: 1, 1, 1

### Q.4B(5)

**ANYTHING ELSE R LIKES ABOUT REPUBLICAN PARTY**

- **Code**: 0, 601, 613, 806, 904, 914, 936, 987, 1123
- **Freq**: 1600, 2, 1, 2, 1, 1, 2, 1

- **Code**: 1126, 1155, 1188
- **Freq**: 1, 1, 1

---

**VAR 800189  NAME-WHAT R LIKES, REP PARTY-5**

- **Columns**: 448 - 451
- **Numeric**: True
- **MD**: 0

---

SEE APPENDIX NOTE

0001.

: 9997.

1576 0000. INAP, CODED 5, 8 OR 9 IN Q. 4, CODED 9998-9999 IN Q.4B(1), NO FURTHER MENTION

---

SEE APPENDIX NOTE

0001.

: 9997.

1600 0000. INAP, CODED 5, 8 OR 9 IN Q. 4, CODED 9998-9999 IN Q.4B(1), NO FURTHER MENTION

---
Q.G5. IS THERE ANYTHING IN PARTICULAR THAT YOU DON'T LIKE ABOUT THE REPUBLICAN PARTY?
---------------------------------------------

601 1. YES
886 5. NO

6. NO, DK--QUALIFIED; R VOLUNTEERS: "I DON'T PAY ATTENTION TO PARTIES; I LOOK MORE TO THE MAN/CANDIDATE THAN THE PARTY"; "I LOOK MORE FOR THE QUALIFIED MAN"

7. NO, DK--QUALIFIED; R VOLUNTEERS: "THE PARTIES ARE THE SAME"; "THERE IS NO DIFFERENCE BETWEEN THE PARTIES"

116 8. DK
11 9. NA

Q.G5A(1). WHAT IS THAT? <ABOUT THE REPUBLICAN PARTY>
Q.G5B(1). ANYTHING ELSE?
---------------------------------------------

<SEE Q.G5 FOR COMPLETE QUESTION TEXT>

SEE APPENDIX NOTE

0001.
.
9997.

1013 0000. INAP, CODED 5, 8 OR 9 IN Q.G5
  2 9998. DK
  5 9999. NA

CODE:  0  15  32  35  36  51  54  101  111
FREQ: 1013  1  7  17  1  2  9  7  1

CODE: 112 122 131 132 133 134 141 151 164
FREQ:  9  19  5  8  1 10  7  4  1

CODE: 165 167 169 170 172 173 197 214 225
FREQ:  1  1  2  4  4 12  1  1  2

CODE: 456 505 601 602 604 606 609 614 702
FREQ:  1  2  2  2  5  2  4  4  7
VAR 800192    NAME-WHT R DISLKS, REP PARTY-2
COLUMNS 457 - 460
NUMERIC
MD=0

Q.G5B(2). ANYTHING ELSE THAT R LIKES ABOUT REPUBLICAN PARTY>

<SEE Q.G5 FOR COMPLETE QUESTION TEXT>

SEE APPENDIX NOTE

0001.
.
9997.

1343 0000. INAP, CODED 5, 8 OR 9 IN Q. G5, CODED 9998-9999
IN Q.G5B(1), NO FURTHER MENTION
VAR 800193    NAME-WHT R DISLKS, REP PARTY-3
COLUMNS 461 - 464
NUMERIC
MD=0

<SEE Q.G5 FOR COMPLETE QUESTION TEXT>

SEE APPENDIX NOTE

0001.

9997.

1514 0000. INAP, CODED 5, 8 OR 9 IN Q. G5, CODED 9998-9999 IN Q.G5B(1), NO FURTHER MENTION

CODE:  0  1  32  35  36  51  54  122  131
FREQ: 1514 1  2  2  1  2  1  2  1

CODE:  134  151  172  173  604  609  710  720  806
FREQ: 1  1  1  1  2  1  1  1  2

CODE:  808  810  816  830  834  836  897  901  906
FREQ: 1  4  2  1  1  1  4  1  2

CODE:  907  930  931  933  935  939  943  948  959
FREQ: 2  2  2  3  1  1  1  1  1

CODE:  960  974  985  996  997  1001  1005  1006  1013
FREQ: 1  1  2  1  1  1  1  1  2

CODE: 1021  1101  1105  1106  1156  1201  1206  1209  1214
FREQ: 1  1  1  2  1  1  5  11  2

CODE:  1222  1230  1234
FREQ: 1  4  5
VAR 800194    NAME-WHT R DISLKS, REP PARTY-4
COLUMNS 465  - 468
NUMERIC
MD=0

Q.G5B(4).  ANYTHING ELSE<THAT R LIKES ABOUT REPUBLICAN PARTY>
-------------------------------------------------------------------

<SEE Q.G5 FOR COMPLETE QUESTION TEXT>

SEE APPENDIX NOTE

0001.
...
9997.

1586  0000.  INAP, CODED 5, 8 OR 9 IN Q. G5, CODED 9998-9999
IN Q.G5B(1), NO FURTHER MENTION

CODE:    0    31    32    36   112   122   151   165   172
FREQ: 1586     1     1     1     2     1     1     1     1

CODE:  803   816   836   897   929   933   962   985   986
FREQ:    1     1     1     1     1     2     1     1     1

CODE: 1027  1156  1201  1206  1209  1218  1232
FREQ:    1     1     1     3     1     1     1
-------------------------------------------------------------------

==============================

VAR 800195    NAME-WHT R DISLKS, REP PARTY-5
COLUMNS 469  - 472
NUMERIC
MD=0

Q.G5B(5).  ANYTHING ELSE<THAT R LIKES ABOUT REPUBLICAN PARTY>
-------------------------------------------------------------------

<SEE Q.G5 FOR COMPLETE QUESTION TEXT>

SEE APPENDIX NOTE

0001.
...
9997.

1603  0000.  INAP, CODED 5, 8 OR 9 IN Q. G5, CODED 9998-9999
IN Q.G5B(1), NO FURTHER MENTION

CODE:    0   605   606   609   827   933   987  1013  1201
FREQ: 1603     1     1     1     1     1     1     1     1

CODE: 1209  1224  1234
FREQ:    1     1     1
-------------------------------------------------------------------
Q.G6. LOOKING AHEAD, DO YOU THINK THE PROBLEM OF KEEPING OUT OF WAR WOULD BE HANDLED BETTER IN THE NEXT FOUR YEARS BY THE REPUBLICANS, OR BY THE DEMOCRATS, OR ABOUT THE SAME BY BOTH?

----------------------------------------

424 1. BETTER BY DEMOCRATS
812 3. SAME BY BOTH
269 5. BETTER BY REPUBLICANS

100 8. DK
9 9. NA

Q.G7. IN GENERAL, DO YOU APPROVE OR DISAPPROVE OF THE WAY JIMMY CARTER IS HANDLING INFLATION?

----------------------------------------

333 1. APPROVE
1084 5. DISAPPROVE

143 8. DK
54 9. NA

Q.G7A. DO YOU APPROVE STRONGLY OR NOT STRONGLY? <CARTER'S HANDLING OF INFLATION>

Q.G7B. DO YOU DISAPPROVE STRONGLY OR NOT STRONGLY?

----------------------------------------

<SEE Q.G7 FOR COMPLETE QUESTION TEXT>

99 1. STRONGLY APPROVE
229 2. NOT STRONGLY APPROVE
347 4. NOT STRONGLY DISAPPROVE
731 5. STRONGLY DISAPPROVE

197 0. INAP, CODED 8 OR 9 IN Q.G7
2 8. DK
9 9. NA

Q.G7A. DO YOU APPROVE STRONGLY OR NOT STRONGLY? <CARTER'S HANDLING OF INFLATION>
Q.G8. IN GENERAL, DO YOU APPROVE OR DISAPPROVE OF THE WAY JIMMY CARTER IS HANDLING UNEMPLOYMENT?

```
411  1. APPROVE
914  5. DISAPPROVE
```

Q.G8A. DO YOU APPROVE STRONGLY OR NOT STRONGLY? <CARTER'S HANDLING OF UNEMPLOYMENT>

Q.G8B. DO YOU DISAPPROVE STRONGLY OR NOT STRONGLY?

```
140  1. STRONGLY APPROVE
266  2. NOT STRONGLY APPROVE
335  4. NOT STRONGLY DISAPPROVE
572  5. STRONGLY DISAPPROVE
```

Q.G9. SOME PEOPLE FEEL THERE IS A CONNECTION BETWEEN INFLATION AND UNEMPLOYMENT. THEY THINK IF INFLATION GOES DOWN, UNEMPLOYMENT WILL GO UP OR, IF YOU REDUCE UNEMPLOYMENT, INFLATION WILL GO UP. DO YOU BELIEVE THERE IS THIS KIND OF CONNECTION BETWEEN INFLATION AND UNEMPLOYMENT OR NOT?

```
650  1. YES
118  3. UNSURE; DEPENDS
646  5. NO
```
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Q.G10. DO YOU THINK SOMETHING CAN BE DONE TO DEAL SUCCESSFULLY WITH THE PROBLEM OF RISING PRICES, OR DO YOU FEEL THAT WE'LL HAVE TO CONTINUE LIVING WITH INFLATION BECAUSE NOT MUCH CAN BE DONE ABOUT IT?

1173 1. SOMETHING CAN BE DONE
364 2. NOT MUCH CAN BE DONE
75 8. DK
2 9. NA

Q.G11. HOW SERIOUS A NATIONAL PROBLEM DO YOU THINK INFLATION IS AT THIS TIME? IS IT AN EXTREMELY SERIOUS PROBLEM, FAIRLY SERIOUS PROBLEM, OR NOT A SERIOUS PROBLEM FOR THE COUNTRY AS A WHOLE RIGHT NOW?

40 1. NOT SERIOUS
527 2. FAIRLY SERIOUS
1020 3. EXTREMELY SERIOUS

Q.G12. DO YOU THINK INFLATION WOULD BE HANDLED BETTER BY THE DEMOCRATS, BY THE REPUBLICANS, OR ABOUT THE SAME BY BOTH?

217 1. BETTER BY DEMOCRATS
823 3. SAME BY BOTH
462 5. BETTER BY REPUBLICANS

107 8. DK
5 9. NA
Q.G13.  WE'D LIKE TO KNOW HOW PEOPLE ARE AFFECTED
FINANCIALLY BY INFLATION THESE DAYS.  WOULD YOU SAY THAT YOU
(AND YOUR FAMILY LIVING HERE) HAVE BEEN BADLY HURT BY
INFLATION, HURT SOMEWHAT, NOT AFFECTED VERY MUCH, OR HELPED
BY INFLATION?

317  1.  BADLY HURT
1010  2.  HURT SOMEWHAT
240  3.  NOT AFFECTED
31  4.  HELPED

12  8.  DK
4  9.  NA

VAR 800206   NAME-CAN UNEMPL BE DEALT WITH
COLUMNS 483  - 483
NUMERIC
MD=8 OR GE  9

Q.G14.  DO YOU THINK SOMETHING CAN BE DONE TO DEAL
SUCCESSFULLY WITH THE PROBLEM OF UNEMPLOYMENT, OR DO YOU
FEEL THAT WE'LL HAVE TO CONTINUE LIVING WITH UNEMPLOYMENT
BECAUSE NOT MUCH CAN BE DONE ABOUT IT?

1207  1.  SOMETHING CAN BE DONE
299  2.  NOT MUCH CAN BE DONE

99  8.  DK
9  9.  NA

VAR 800207   NAME-IS UNEMPL A SERIOUS PROB
COLUMNS 484  - 484
NUMERIC
MD=8 OR GE  9

Q.G15.  HOW SERIOUS A NATIONAL PROBLEM DO YOU THINK
UNEMPLOYMENT IS AT THIS TIME?  IS IT AN EXTREMELY SERIOUS
PROBLEM, FAIRLY SERIOUS PROBLEM OR NOT A SERIOUS PROBLEM FOR
THE COUNTRY AS A WHOLE RIGHT NOW?

86  1.  NOT SERIOUS
743  2.  FAIRLY SERIOUS
737  3.  EXTREMELY SERIOUS

47  8.  DK
1  9.  NA

VAR 800208   NAME-HANDLE UNEMPL BETTER-D/R
COLUMNS 485  - 485
NUMERIC
MD=8 OR GE  9
Q.G16. DO YOU THINK THE PROBLEMS OF UNEMPLOYMENT WOULD BE
HANDLED BETTER BY THE DEMOCRATS, BY THE REPUBLICANS, OR
ABOUT THE SAME BY BOTH?

286 1. BETTER BY DEMOCRATS
879 3. SAME BY BOTH
339 5. BETTER BY REPUBLICANS
102 8. DK
8 9. NA

VAR 800209 NAME-CAN ENERGYPROB BE SOLVED
COLUMNS 486 - 486
NUMERIC
MD=8 OR GE 9

Q.G17. DO YOU THINK SOMETHING CAN BE DONE TO DEAL
SUCCESSFULLY WITH THE ENERGY PROBLEM, OR DO YOU THINK WE'LL
HAVE TO CONTINUE TO LIVE WITH ENERGY SHORTAGES AND RISING
PRICES BECAUSE NOT MUCH CAN BE DONE ABOUT IT?

1269 1. DEAL SUCCESSFULLY WITH PROBLEM
262 2. LIVE WITH SHORTAGES AND RISING PRICES; NOT MUCH CAN
BE DONE
74 8. DK
9 9. NA

VAR 800210 NAME-CARTER,HOSTG CRS-A/D
COLUMNS 487 - 487
NUMERIC
MD=8 OR GE 9

Q.G18. DO YOU APPROVE OR DISAPPROVE OF JIMMY CARTER'S
HANDLING OF THE CRISIS BROUGHT ABOUT BY THE TAKING OF
AMERICANS AS HOSTAGE IN IRAN?

518 1. APPROVE
974 5. DISAPPROVE
109 8. DK
13 9. NA

VAR 800211 NAME-CARTER,HOSTG CRS-A/D:STR
COLUMNS 488 - 488
NUMERIC
MD=0 OR GE 8

Q.G18A. DO YOU APPROVE STRONGLY OR NOT STRONGLY? <CARTER'S
HANDLING OF THE HOSTAGE CRISIS>
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Q.G18B. DO YOU DISAPPROVE STRONGLY OR NOT STRONGLY?

<SEE Q.G18 FOR COMPLETE QUESTION TEXT>

254 1. STRONGLY APPROVE
248 2. NOT STRONGLY APPROVE
192 4. NOT STRONGLY DISAPPROVE
778 5. STRONGLY DISAPPROVE

122 0. INAP, CODED 8 OR 9 IN Q.G18
4 8. DK
16 9. NA

Q.G19. AS YOU MAY KNOW, IN LATE DECEMBER SOVIET TROOPS MOVED INTO AFGHANISTAN. SO FAR THE PRESIDENT HAS PROTESTED THIS SOVIET ACTION BY CUTTING BACK ON AMERICAN TRADE, DIPLOMATIC AND CULTURAL TIES WITH THE SOVIET UNION. CONSIDERING THE U.S. RESPONSE THUS FAR, WOULD YOU SAY THE JIMMY CARTER HAS REACTED TOO STRONGLY TO THE SOVIET UNION, NOT STRONGLY ENOUGH, OR HAS THE RESPONSE BEEN ABOUT RIGHT?

75 1. REACTED TOO STRONGLY
714 3. RESPONSE BEEN ABOUT RIGHT
691 5. REACTED NOT STRONGLY ENOUGH

124 8. DK
10 9. NA

Q.H1. IN GENERAL, WHICH DO YOU RELY ON MOST FOR NEWS ABOUT POLITICS AND CURRENT EVENTS -- TELEVISION, NEWSPAPERS, MAGAZINES, OR RADIO?

Q.H1A. TV

1017 1. MENTIONED/CHECKED
454 5. NOT MENTIONED/NOT CHECKED
80 6. ALL EQUALLY (TO ENTIRE QUESTION)
17 7. NONE (TO ENTIRE QUESTION)

2 8. DK (TO ENTIRE QUESTION)
44 9. NA (TO ENTIRE QUESTION)
Q.H1B. NEWSPAPERS
------------------

<SEE Q.H1 FOR COMPLETE QUESTION TEXT>

367 1. MENTIONED/CHECKED
1104 5. NOT MENTIONED/NOT CHECKED
80 6. ALL EQUALLY (TO ENTIRE QUESTION)
17 7. NONE (TO ENTIRE QUESTION)
2 8. DK (TO ENTIRE QUESTION)
44 9. NA (TO ENTIRE QUESTION)

Q.H1D. MAGAZINES
-----------------

<SEE Q.H1 FOR COMPLETE QUESTION TEXT>

78 1. MENTIONED/CHECKED
1393 5. NOT MENTIONED/NOT CHECKED
80 6. ALL EQUALLY (TO ENTIRE QUESTION)
17 7. NONE (TO ENTIRE QUESTION)
2 8. DK (TO ENTIRE QUESTION)
44 9. NA (TO ENTIRE QUESTION)

Q.A4D. RADIO
---------

<SEE Q.A4 FOR COMPLETE QUESTION TEXT>

177 1. MENTIONED/CHECKED
1294 5. NOT MENTIONED/NOT CHECKED
80 6. ALL EQUALLY (TO ENTIRE QUESTION)
17 7. NONE (TO ENTIRE QUESTION)
2 8. DK (TO ENTIRE QUESTION)
44 9. NA (TO ENTIRE QUESTION)

Q.H1D. R USES,POS NEWS-C
------------------------

VAR 800215

Q.A4D. R RELY RADIO POL NWS
-----------------------------

VAR 800216

Q.H1D. HOW OFTEN, R WATCHES NEWS
----------------------------------

VAR 800217
Q.H2. HOW OFTEN DO YOU WATCH THE NATIONAL NETWORK NEWS ON EARLY EVENING TV — EVERY EVENING, 3 OR 4 TIMES A WEEK, ONCE OR TWICE A WEEK, OR LESS OFTEN?

   596  1. EVERY EVENING

   370  2. THREE OR FOUR TIMES A WEEK

   283  3. ONCE OR TWICE A WEEK

   219  4. LESS OFTEN

   100  5. R VOLUNTEERS: NEVER WATCH NEWS ON TV

   8     8. DK

   46    9. NA

Q.H3. WHEN YOU WATCH THE NEWS ON TV, DO YOU PAY A GREAT DEAL OF ATTENTION TO NEWS ABOUT GOVERNMENT AND POLITICS, DO YOU PAY SOME ATTENTION, OR DON'T YOU PAY MUCH ATTENTION TO NEWS ABOUT GOVERNMENT AND POLITICS?

   123  1. DON'T PAY MUCH ATTENTION

   675  3. PAY SOME ATTENTION

   668  5. PAY A GREAT DEAL OF ATTENTION

   146  0. INAP, CODED 5, 8 OR 9 IN Q.H2

   8     8. DK

   2     9. NA

Q.H4. DURING THE LAST MONTH, TELEVISION, NEWSPAPERS AND MAGAZINES HAVE REPORTED THE RESULTS OF NATIONAL POLLS WHICH MEASURE THE POPULARITY OF THE CANDIDATES RUNNING FOR PRESIDENT. HAVE YOU READ OR HEARD ANY OF THE RESULTS FROM THESE NATIONAL POLLS TAKEN DURING THE LAST MONTH?

   1054  1. YES

   484   5. NO

   32   8. DK

   44    9. NA
Q.H5. DO YOU RECALL WHICH OF THE THREE PRESIDENTIAL CANDIDATES IS LEADING IN THE LATEST NATIONAL POLLS; ANDERSON, CARTER OR REAGAN? (WHO IS LEADING?)

-------------------------------
595  1. REAGAN
283  2. CARTER
1  3. ANDERSON
81  4. CARTER AND REAGAN TIED
1  5. CARTER AND ANDERSON TIED
6. REAGAN AND ANDERSON TIED
7. ALL THREE TIED
89  8. NO, CAN'T RECALL; DON'T KNOW
560  9. INAP, 5,8, OR 9 IN Q.H4
5  9. NA; OTHER CANDIDATES MENTIONED

Q.H5A. WHO IS IN SECOND PLACE?

-------------------------------
276  1. REAGAN
586  2. CARTER
6  3. ANDERSON
4. CARTER AND REAGAN TIED
5. CARTER AND ANDERSON TIED
6. REAGAN AND ANDERSON TIED
735  0. INAP, 5, 8, OR 9 IN Q.H4; 4-9 IN Q.H5
10  8. DK; CAN'T RECALL
1  9. NA; OTHER CANDIDATES MENTIONED

Q.H5B. INTERVIEWER: ENTER NAME OF CANDIDATE NOT MENTIONED IN H5 AND H5A (ANDERSON, CARTER, OR REAGAN)

Q.H5F. -INTERVIEWER: ENTER NAME OF CANDIDATE NOT MENTIONED IN H5 (ANDERSON, CARTER OR REAGAN).
Q.H5A

==============================================
VAR 800223  NAME-MARGIN BETWN 1ST-2ND CAN
COLUMNS 500 - 500
NUMERIC
MD=0 OR GE 8

Q.H5C,E,G.  ACCORDING TO THE POLLS IS/ARE <FIRST PLACE
CANDIDATE(S)> AHEAD OF <SECOND PLACE CANDIDATE(S)/THIRD
PLACE CANDIDATE> BY A WIDE MARGIN, A NARROW MARGIN, OR ARE
THEY NEARLY EVEN?

----------------------------------------------------------
252  1.  NEARLY EVEN
512  3.  A NARROW MARGIN
152  5.  A WIDE MARGIN

664  0.  INAP, 5,8, OR 9 IN Q.H4; 7-9 IN Q.H5; 8 OR 9 IN
Q.H5A
29  8.  DON'T KNOW
5  9.  NA

==============================================
VAR 800224  NAME-QH5D MARGIN-SECOND
COLUMNS 501 - 501
NUMERIC
MD=0 OR GE 8

Q.H5D.  IS (SECOND PLACE CAND. IN H5A) AHEAD OF (THIRD PLACE
CAND. IN H5B) BY A WIDE MARGIN, A NARROW MARGIN, OR ARE THEY
NEARLY EVEN?

------------------------------------------------------------
12  1.  NEARLY EVEN
55  3.  A NARROW MARGIN
738  5.  A WIDE MARGIN

746  0.  INAP, 5, 8 OR 9 IN Q.H4; 4-9 IN Q.H5; 4-6, 8 OR 9 IN
Q.H5A.
62  8.  DON'T KNOW
1  9.  NA

==============================================
VAR 800225  NAME-R'S PARTY IDENTIFICATION
COLUMNS 502 - 502
NUMERIC
MD=8 OR GE 9

Q.J1.  GENERALLY SPEAKING, DO YOU USUALLY THINK OF YOURSELF
AS A REPUBLICAN, A DEMOCRAT, AN INDEPENDENT, OR WHAT?

-----------------------------------------------------------
362  1.  REPUBLICAN
394  2.  INDEPENDENT
192  3.  NO PREFERENCE
7  4.  OTHER PARTY
658  5.  DEMOCRAT
VAR 800226 NAME-R'S PARTY ID-STRENGTH
COLUMNS 503 - 503
NUMERIC
MD=0 OR GE 8

Q.J1A. WOULD YOU CALL YOURSELF A STRONG REPUBLICAN OR A NOT VERY STRONG REPUBLICAN?

Q.J1D. WOULD YOU CALL YOURSELF A STRONG DEMOCRAT OR A NOT VERY STRONG DEMOCRAT?

Q.J1B/J1E(A). EVER SINCE I CAN REMEMBER I'VE BEEN A (REPUBLICAN/DEMOCRAT)

Q.J1B/J1E(B). MY PARENTS WERE (REPUBLICANS/DEMOCRATS) AND I AM TOO
219  1.  CHECKED
204  5.  NOT CHECKED

1191  0.  INAP, CODED 2-4, 8 OR 9 IN Q.J1; CODED 5, 8 OR 9 IN Q.J1A/J1D
8.  DK TO ENTIRE QUESTION
9.  NA TO ENTIRE QUESTION

-----------------------------
VAR 800229    NAME-STRONG PARTY ID-C
COLUMNS 506  - 506
NUMERIC
MD=0 OR GE  8

Q.J1B/J1E(C).  I INVOLVE MYSELF IN WHAT THE (REPUBLICAN/DEMOCRATIC) PARTY STANDS FOR

-----------------------------

VAR 800230    NAME-STRONG PARTY ID-D
COLUMNS 507  - 507
NUMERIC
MD=0 OR GE  8

Q.J1B/J1E(D).  I AM ENTHUSIASTIC ABOUT WHAT THE (REPUBLICAN/DEMOCRATIC) PARTY STANDS FOR

-----------------------------

VAR 800231    NAME-STRONG PARTY ID-E
COLUMNS 508  - 508
NUMERIC
MD=0 OR GE  8

Q.J1B/J1E(E).  I ALMOST ALWAYS SUPPORT THE (REPUBLICAN/DEMOCRATIC) CANDIDATES
Q.J1B/J1E(F). I REALLY MEAN THAT I LIKED (GERALD FORD/JIMMY CARTER) VERY MUCH IN THE LAST PRESIDENTIAL ELECTION

Q.J1B/J1E(G). I'M A STRONG (REPUBLICAN/DEMOCRAT) BECAUSE OF THE WAY I FEEL ABOUT WHAT JIMMY CARTER HAS BEEN DOING

Q.J1B/J1E(H). WITH ME IT'S MORE A MATTER OF STRONGLY
DISLIKING THE (DEMOCRATS/REPUBLICANS) THAN ANYTHING ELSE

<SEE Q.J1B, Q.J1E FOR COMPLETE QUESTION TEXT>

68  1. CHECKED
355  5. NOT CHECKED
1191  0. INAP, CODED 2-4, 8 OR 9 IN Q.J1; CODED 5, 8 OR 9 IN Q.J1A/J1D
8. DK TO ENTIRE QUESTION
9. NA TO ENTIRE QUESTION

VARIABLE 800235 NAME-STRONG PARTY ID-I
COLUMNS 512 - 512
NUMERIC
MD=0 OR GE 8

Q.J1B/J1E(I). OTHER, SPECIFY

<SEE Q.J1B, Q.J1E FOR COMPLETE QUESTION TEXT>

9  1. CHECKED
3  2. PARTY AFFILIATION TIED TO ETHNIC/RACIAL/SOCIAL/ECONOMIC GROUP
2  3. I'M A STRONG REPUBLICAN/DEMOCRAT BECAUSE OF THE WAY I FEEL ABOUT WHAT THE DEMOCRATIC PARTY HAS BEEN DOING.
409  5. NOT CHECKED
1191  0. INAP, 2-4, 8 OR 9 IN Q.J1B/J1E; 5, 8 OR 9 IN Q.J1A/J1D
8. DK TO ENTIRE QUESTION; 8 IN Q.J1B/J1E
9. NA TO ENTIRE QUESTION; 9 IN Q.J1B/J1E

VARIABLE 800236 NAME-WEAK PARTY ID-A
COLUMNS 513 - 513
NUMERIC
MD=0 OR GE 8

Q.J1C. DO ANY OF THESE STATEMENTS COME CLOSE TO WHAT YOU MEAN WHEN YOU SAY YOU ARE NOT A VERY STRONG REPUBLICAN? (WHICH ONES?) ANY OTHERS?

Q.J1F. DO ANY OF THESE STATEMENTS COME CLOSE TO WHAT YOU MEAN WHEN YOU SAY YOU ARE NOT A VERY STRONG DEMOCRAT? (WHICH ONES?) ANY OTHERS?

Q.J1C/J1F(A). I USUALLY THINK OF MYSELF AS A (REPUBLICAN/DEMOCRAT) BUT I DON'T AGREE COMPLETELY WITH WHAT THE PARTY STANDS FOR

253  1. CHECKED
343  5. NOT CHECKED
**VAR 800237**  NAME-WEAK PARTY ID-B  
COLUMNs 514  -  514  
NUMERIC  
MD=0 OR GE  8  

Q.J1C/J1F(B). I USUALLY PREFER (REPUBLICAN/DEMOCRATIC) CANDIDATES BUT SOMETIMES I SUPPORT (DEMOCRATS/REPUBLICANS)  

<SEE Q.J1C, Q.J1F FOR COMPLETE QUESTION TEXT>  

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>290</th>
<th>CHECKED</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>306</td>
<td>NOT CHECKED</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**VAR 800238**  NAME-WEAK PARTY ID-C  
COLUMNs 515  -  515  
NUMERIC  
MD=0 OR GE  8  

Q.J1C/J1F(C). I VOTE FOR THE PERSON NOT THE PARTY  

<SEE Q.J1C, Q.J1F FOR COMPLETE QUESTION TEXT>  

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>386</th>
<th>CHECKED</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>210</td>
<td>NOT CHECKED</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**VAR 800239**  NAME-WEAK PARTY ID-D  
COLUMNs 516  -  516  
NUMERIC  
MD=0 OR GE  8  

Q.J1C/J1F(D). I USUALLY SUPPORT (REPUBLICANS/DEMOCRATS) BUT I DIDN'T MUCH LIKE GERALD FORD/JIMMY CARTER IN THE LAST PRESIDENTIAL ELECTION  

<SEE Q.J1C, Q.J1F FOR COMPLETE QUESTION TEXT>  

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>75</th>
<th>CHECKED</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>521</td>
<td>NOT CHECKED</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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1018 0. INAP, CODED 2-4, 8 OR 9 IN Q.J1; CODED 1, 8 OR 9 IN Q.J1A/J1D
8. DK TO ENTIRE QUESTION
9. NA TO ENTIRE QUESTION

==============================
VAR 800240  NAME-WEAK PARTY ID-E
COLUMNS 517  - 517
NUMERIC
MD=0 OR GE 8

Q.J1C/J1F(E). I DON'T INVOLVE MYSELF IN WHAT THE (REPUBLICAN/DEMOCRATIC) PARTY IS DOING

<SEE Q.J1C, Q.J1F FOR COMPLETE QUESTION TEXT>

133 1. CHECKED
463 5. NOT CHECKED

1018 0. INAP, CODED 2-4, 8 OR 9 IN Q.J1; CODED 1, 8 OR 9 IN Q.J1A/J1D
8. DK TO ENTIRE QUESTION
9. NA TO ENTIRE QUESTION

==============================
VAR 800241  NAME-WEAK PARTY ID-F
COLUMNS 518  - 518
NUMERIC
MD=0 OR GE 8

Q.J1C/J1F(F). I'M A (REPUBLICAN/DEMOCRAT) BUT IT ISN'T VERY IMPORTANT TO ME

<SEE Q.J1C, Q.J1F FOR COMPLETE QUESTION TEXT>

136 1. CHECKED
460 5. NOT CHECKED

1018 0. INAP, CODED 2-4, 8 OR 9 IN Q.J1; CODED 1, 8 OR 9 IN Q.J1A/J1D
8. DK TO ENTIRE QUESTION
9. NA TO ENTIRE QUESTION

==============================
VAR 800242  NAME-WEAK PARTY ID-G
COLUMNS 519  - 519
NUMERIC
MD=0 OR GE 8

Q.J1C/J1F(G). I'M A NOT VERY STRONG (REPUBLICAN/DEMOCRAT) BECAUSE OF THE WAY I FEEL ABOUT WHAT JIMMY CARTER HAS BEEN DOING

<SEE Q.J1C, Q.J1F FOR COMPLETE QUESTION TEXT>
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Q.J1C/J1F(H). WITH ME IT'S A MATTER OF NOT LIKING THE (DEMOCRATS/REPUBLICANS) THAN ANYTHING ELSE

<SEE Q.J1C, Q.J1F FOR COMPLETE QUESTION TEXT>

Q.J1C/J1F(I). OTHER, SPECIFY

<SEE Q.J1C, Q.J1F FOR COMPLETE QUESTION TEXT>

Q.J1C/J1F(I). OTHER, SPECIFY

<SEE Q.J1C, Q.J1F FOR COMPLETE QUESTION TEXT>

RESPONDENT'S PARTY CHOICE RELATED TO THE NEED TO REGISTER WITH A PARTY TO VOTE IN THE PRIMARIES.
Q.J1G. DO YOU THINK OF YOURSELF AS CLOSER TO THE REPUBLICAN PARTY OR TO THE DEMOCRATIC PARTY?

Q.J1N. DO YOU THINK OF YOURSELF AS CLOSER TO THE REPUBLICAN PARTY OR TO THE DEMOCRATIC PARTY?

166 1. CLOSER TO REPUBLICAN
243 3. NEITHER
184 5. CLOSER TO DEMOCRATIC

1021 0. INAP, CODED 1,5,8 OR 9 IN Q.J1
8. DK
9. NA

VAR 800246 NAME-R IS HOW MUCH CLOSER-D/R
COLUMNS 523 - 523
NUMERIC
MD=0 OR GE 8

Q.J1H/J1O. DO YOU THINK OF YOURSELF AS MUCH CLOSER TO THE REPUBLICAN PARTY THAN TO THE DEMOCRATIC PARTY, OR ONLY A LITTLE CLOSER?

Q.J1J/J1Q. DO YOU THINK OF YOURSELF AS MUCH CLOSER TO THE DEMOCRATIC PARTY THAN TO THE REPUBLICAN PARTY, OR ONLY A LITTLE CLOSER?

111 1. MUCH CLOSER
237 5. A LITTLE CLOSER

1264 0. INAP, CODED 1,5,8, OR 9 IN Q.J1; CODED 3,8, OR 9 IN Q.J1G/J1N
8. DK
2 9. NA

VAR 800247 NAME-R IS CLOSER TO R/D-A
COLUMNS 524 - 524
NUMERIC
MD=0 OR GE 8

Q.J1I/J1P. DO ANY OF THESE STATEMENTS COME CLOSE TO WHAT YOU MEAN WHEN YOU SAY YOU THINK OF YOURSELF AS CLOSER TO THE REPUBLICAN PARTY? (WHICH ONES?) ANY OTHERS?

Q.J1K/J1R. DO ANY OF THESE STATEMENTS COME CLOSE TO WHAT YOU MEAN WHEN YOU SAY YOU THINK OF YOURSELF AS CLOSER TO THE DEMOCRATIC PARTY? (WHICH ONES?) ANY OTHERS?

Q.J1(A). MORE OFTEN THAN NOT, I FIND MYSELF SUPPORTING WHAT THE (REPUBLICAN/DEMOCRATIC) PARTY STANDS FOR

163 1. CHECKED
VAR 800248   NAME-R IS CLOSER TO R/D-B
COLUMNS 525  -  525
NUMERIC
MD=0 OR GE 8

Q.J1(B).  MOST OF THE TIME I PREFER (REPUBLICAN/DEMOCRATIC) CANDIDATES
-----------------------------------------------------------

VAR 800249   NAME-R IS CLOSER TO R/D-C
COLUMNS 526  -  526
NUMERIC
MD=0 OR GE 8

Q.J1(C).  I PREFERRED (GERALD FORD/JIMMY CARTER) IN THE LAST PRESIDENTIAL ELECTION
-----------------------------------------------------------

VAR 800250   NAME-R IS CLOSER TO R/D-D
COLUMNS 527  -  527
NUMERIC
MD=0 OR GE 8

Q.J1(D).  I'VE ALWAYS LIVED AROUND (REPUBLICANS/DEMOCRATS)
-----------------------------------------------------------
VAR 800251    NAME-R IS CLOSER TO R/D-E
COLUMNS 528  - 528
NUMERIC
MD=0 OR GE  8

Q.J1(E). I FEEL CLOSER TO THE (REPUBLICAN/DEMOCRATIC) PARTY
BECAUSE OF THE WAY I FEEL ABOUT WHAT JIMMY CARTER HAS BEEN
DOING

----------------------
<SEE Q.J1I/J1P, Q.J1K/J1R FOR COMPLETE QUESTION TEXT>

VAR 800252    NAME-R IS CLOSER TO R/D-F
COLUMNS 529  - 529
NUMERIC
MD=0 OR GE  8

Q.J1(F). I LIKE THE (DEMOCRATIC/REPUBLICAN) PARTY EVEN LESS
THAN I LIKE THE (REPUBLICAN/DEMOCRATIC) PARTY

----------------------
<SEE Q.J1I/J1P, Q.J1K/J1R FOR COMPLETE QUESTION TEXT>

VAR 800253    NAME-R IS CLOSER TO R/D-G
COLUMNS 530  - 530
NUMERIC
MD=0 OR GE  8

Q.(G). OTHER, SPECIFY

----------------------
<SEE Q.J1I/J1P, Q.J1KR FOR COMPLETE QUESTION TEXT>
1. CHECKED
3. NOT CHECKED
0. INAP, CODED 1, 5, 8 OR 9 IN Q.J1; CODED 3, 8 OR 9 IN Q.J1G/J1N
8. DK TO ENTIRE QUESTION; CODED 8 IN Q.J1IP/J1KR
9. NA TO ENTIRE QUESTION; CODED 9 IN Q.J1IP/J1KR

==============================

VAR 800254 NAME-INDEPENDENT/NO PREF-A
COLUMNS 531 - 531
NUMERIC
MD=0 OR GE 8

Q.J1M. DO ANY OF THESE STATEMENTS COME CLOSE TO WHAT YOU MEAN WHEN YOU SAY YOU (ARE AN INDEPENDENT/HAVE NO PREFERENCE)? (WHICH ONES?) ANY OTHERS?

Q.J1M(A). I SUPPORT BOTH DEMOCRATS AND REPUBLICANS

1. CHECKED
3. NOT CHECKED
0. INAP, CODED 1, 4, 5, 6, 8 OR 9 IN Q.J1; CODED 8 OR 9 IN Q.J1G/J1N
8. DK TO ENTIRE QUESTION
9. NA TO ENTIRE QUESTION

==============================

VAR 800255 NAME-INDEPENDENT/NO PREF-B
COLUMNS 532 - 532
NUMERIC
MD=0 OR GE 8

Q.J1M(B). I DECIDE ON THE PERSON NOT THE PARTY

<SEE Q.J1M FOR COMPLETE QUESTION TEXT>

1. CHECKED
3. NOT CHECKED
0. INAP, CODED 1, 4, 5, 6, 8 OR 9 IN Q.J1; CODED 8 OR 9 IN Q.J1G/J1N
8. DK TO ENTIRE QUESTION
9. NA TO ENTIRE QUESTION

==============================

VAR 800256 NAME-INDEPENDENT/NO PREF-C
COLUMNS 533 - 533
NUMERIC
MD=0 OR GE 8

Q.J1M(C). I DECIDE ON THE ISSUES NOT THE PARTY LABEL

<SEE Q.J1M FOR COMPLETE QUESTION TEXT>
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Q.J1M(D). NEITHER PARTY STANDS FOR WHAT I THINK IS IMPORTANT

Q.J1M(E). I DISLIKE BOTH PARTIES

Q.J1M(F). I'M NOT MUCH INTERESTED IN POLITICS
Q.J1M(G). THE PARTIES ALMOST NEVER DELIVER ON THEIR PROMISES

Q.J1M(H). I DON'T KNOW ENOUGH TO MAKE A CHOICE

Q.J1M(I). I LIKE BOTH PARTIES ABOUT THE SAME
Q.J1M(J). I'M INDEPENDENT BECAUSE OF THE WAY I FEEL ABOUT WHAT JIMMY CARTER HAS BEEN DOING

<SEE Q.J1M FOR COMPLETE QUESTION TEXT>

Q.J1M(K). MY PARENTS WERE INDEPENDENT AND I AM TOO

<SEE Q.J1M FOR COMPLETE QUESTION TEXT>

Q.J1M(L). OTHER, SPECIFY

<SEE Q.J1M FOR COMPLETE QUESTION TEXT>
3 2. APOLITICAL FOR RELIGIOUS REASONS (JEHOVAH'S WITNESS, ETC.).
3.
539 5. NOT CHECKED
1029 0. INAP, CODED 1,4,5,6,8 OR 9 IN Q.J1; CODED 8 OR 9 IN Q.J1G/J1N
8. DK TO ENTIRE QUESTION
37 9. NA TO ENTIRE QUESTION

==============================================
VAR 800266  NAME-PARTY ID-SUMMARY
COLUMNS 543 - 543
NUMERIC
MD=9

Q.J1X. SUMMARY: R'S PARTY ID
-------------------------------
BUILT FROM Q.J1, Q.J1A/J1D, Q.J1G/J1N

286 0. STRONG DEMOCRAT (5,1,0)
372 1. WEAK DEMOCRAT (5,5,0; 5,8,0; 5,9,0)
184 2. INDEPENDENT-DEMOCRAT (2,0,5; 3,0,5; 4,0,5)
208 3. INDEPENDENT-INDEPENDENT (2,0,3; 2,0,8; 2,0,9; 3,0,3; 3,0,8; 3,0,9)
165 4. INDEPENDENT-REPUBLICAN (2,0,1; 3,0,1; 4,0,1)
225 5. WEAK REPUBLICAN (1,5,0; 1,8,0; 1,9,0)
137 6. STRONG REPUBLICAN (L,L,0)
 1 7. OTHER--MINOR PARTY, REFUSED TO SAY (4,0,3; 4,0,8; 4,0,9)
 35 8. APOLITICAL (3,0,3; 3,0,8; 3,0,9 AND LITTLE OR NO INTEREST IN POLITICS)
 1 9. DK, NA (8,0,0; 9,0,0)

==============================================
VAR 800267  NAME-R RATING-LIB/CONS SCALE
COLUMNS 544 - 544
NUMERIC
MD=0 OR GE 8

Q.K1. WE HEAR A LOT OF TALK THESE DAYS ABOUT LIBERALS AND CONSERVATIVES. HERE IS A SEVEN-POINT SCALE ON WHICH THE POLITICAL VIEWS THAT PEOPLE MIGHT HOLD ARE ARRANGED FROM EXTREMELY LIBERAL TO EXTREMELY CONSERVATIVE.

Q.K1A. WHERE WOULD YOU PLACE YOURSELF ON THIS SCALE, OR HAVEN'T YOU THOUGHT MUCH ABOUT THIS?

25 1. EXTREMELY LIBERAL
93 2. LIBERAL
136 3. SLIGHTLY LIBERAL
307 4. MODERATE, MIDDLE OF THE ROAD
211 5. SLIGHTLY CONSERVATIVE
199 6. CONSERVATIVE
33 7. EXTREMELY CONSERVATIVE
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HAVEN'T THOUGHT MUCH

DK

NA

Q.K1B. WHERE WOULD YOU PLACE JIMMY CARTER? <ON THE LIBERAL/CONSERVATIVE SCALE>

WHERE WOULD YOU PLACE RONALD REAGAN? <ON THE LIBERAL/CONSERVATIVE SCALE>

WHERE WOULD YOU PLACE JIMMY CARTER? <ON THE LIBERAL/CONSERVATIVE SCALE>

WHERE WOULD YOU PLACE RONALD REAGAN? <ON THE LIBERAL/CONSERVATIVE SCALE>

WHERE WOULD YOU PLACE JIMMY CARTER? <ON THE LIBERAL/CONSERVATIVE SCALE>

WHERE WOULD YOU PLACE RONALD REAGAN? <ON THE LIBERAL/CONSERVATIVE SCALE>
Q.K1D. WHERE WOULD YOU PLACE TED KENNEDY? <ON THE LIBERAL/CONSERVATIVE SCALE>
---------------------------------------------------

<SEE Q.K1 FOR COMPLETE QUESTION TEXT>

259 1. EXTREMELY LIBERAL
271 2. LIBERAL
151 3. SLIGHTLY LIBERAL
96 4. MODERATE, MIDDLE OF THE ROAD
66 5. SLIGHTLY CONSERVATIVE
33 6. CONSERVATIVE
16 7. EXTREMELY CONSERVATIVE

610 0. INAP, CODED 0, 8 OR 9 IN Q.K1
107 8. DK
5 9. NA

================================

VAR 800271 NAME-LIB/CONS SCALE-CONNALLY
COLUMNS 548 - 548
NUMERIC
MD=0 OR GE 8

Q.K1E. WHERE WOULD YOU PLACE JOHN CONNALLY? <ON THE LIBERAL/CONSERVATIVE SCALE>
---------------------------------------------------

<SEE Q.K1 FOR COMPLETE QUESTION TEXT>

26 1. EXTREMELY LIBERAL
46 2. LIBERAL
65 3. SLIGHTLY LIBERAL
129 4. MODERATE, MIDDLE OF THE ROAD
123 5. SLIGHTLY CONSERVATIVE
119 6. CONSERVATIVE
48 7. EXTREMELY CONSERVATIVE

610 0. INAP, CODED 0, 8 OR 9 IN Q.K1
440 8. DK
8 9. NA

================================

VAR 800272 NAME-LIB/CONS SCALE-FORD
COLUMNS 549 - 549
NUMERIC
MD=0 OR GE 8

Q.K1F. WHERE WOULD YOU PLACE GERALD FORD? <ON THE LIBERAL/CONSERVATIVE SCALE>
---------------------------------------------------

<SEE Q.K1 FOR COMPLETE QUESTION TEXT>

8 1. EXTREMELY LIBERAL
22 2. LIBERAL
68 3. SLIGHTLY LIBERAL
238 4. METERAGE, MIDDLE OF THE ROAD
327 5. SLIGHTLY CONSERVATIVE
202 6. CONSERVATIVE
35 7. EXTREMELY CONSERVATIVE

610 0. INAP, CODED 0, 8 OR 9 IN Q.K1
101 8. DK
3 9. NA

VAR 800273 NAME-LIB/CONS SCALE-BROWN
COLUMNS 550 - 550
NUMERIC
MD=0 OR GE 8

Q.K1G. WHERE WOULD YOU PLACE JERRY BROWN? <ON THE LIBERAL/CONSERVATIVE SCALE>

<SEE Q.K1 FOR COMPLETE QUESTION TEXT>

108 1. EXTREMELY LIBERAL
228 2. LIBERAL
126 3. SLIGHTLY LIBERAL
90 4. MODERAGE, MIDDLE OF THE ROAD
56 5. SLIGHTLY CONSERVATIVE
27 6. CONSERVATIVE
10 7. EXTREMELY CONSERVATIVE

610 0. INAP, CODED 0, 8 OR 9 IN Q.K1
353 8. DK
6 9. NA

VAR 800274 NAME-LIB/CONS SCALE-ANDERSON
COLUMNS 551 - 551
NUMERIC
MD=0 OR GE 8

Q.K1H. WHERE WOULD YOU PLACE JOHN ANDERSON? <ON THE LIBERAL/CONSERVATIVE SCALE>

<SEE Q.K1 FOR COMPLETE QUESTION TEXT>

50 1. EXTREMELY LIBERAL
138 2. LIBERAL
165 3. SLIGHTLY LIBERAL
218 4. MODERAGE, MIDDLE OF THE ROAD
101 5. SLIGHTLY CONSERVATIVE
61 6. CONSERVATIVE
15 7. EXTREMELY CONSERVATIVE

610 0. INAP, CODED 0, 8 OR 9 IN Q.K1
252 8. DK
4 9. NA
Q.K1I. WHERE WOULD YOU PLACE GEORGE BUSH? <ON THE LIBERAL/CONSERVATIVE SCALE>

---

Q.K1J. WHERE WOULD YOU PLACE WALTER MONDALE? <ON THE LIBERAL/CONSERVATIVE SCALE>

---

Q.K1K. WHERE WOULD YOU PLACE PATRICK LUCEY? <ON THE LIBERAL/CONSERVATIVE SCALE>

---
11 1. EXTREMELY LIBERAL
38 2. LIBERAL
38 3. SLIGHTLY LIBERAL
52 4. MODERATE, MIDDLE OF THE ROAD
25 5. SLIGHTLY CONSERVATIVE
6 6. CONSERVATIVE
5 7. EXTREMELY CONSERVATIVE

610 0. INAP, CODED 0, 8 OR 9 IN Q.K1
801 8. DK
28 9. NA

=====================================
VAR 800278 NAME-LIB/CONS SCALE-REP PARTY
COLUMNS 555 - 555
NUMERIC
MD=0 OR GE 8

Q.K1X. WHERE WOULD YOU PLACE THE REPUBLICAN PARTY? <ON THE LIBERAL/CONSERVATIVE SCALE>
------------------------------------------------------------

<SEE Q.K1 FOR COMPLETE QUESTION TEXT>

18 1. EXTREMELY LIBERAL
37 2. LIBERAL
67 3. SLIGHTLY LIBERAL
108 4. MODERATE, MIDDLE OF THE ROAD
234 5. SLIGHTLY CONSERVATIVE
375 6. CONSERVATIVE
69 7. EXTREMELY CONSERVATIVE

610 0. INAP, CODED 0, 8 OR 9 IN Q.K1
90 8. DK
6 9. NA

=====================================
VAR 800279 NAME-LIB/CONS SCALE-DEM PARTY
COLUMNS 556 - 556
NUMERIC
MD=0 OR GE 8

Q.K1Y. WHERE WOULD YOU PLACE THE DEMOCRATIC PARTY? <ON THE LIBERAL/CONSERVATIVE SCALE>
------------------------------------------------------------

<SEE Q.K1 FOR COMPLETE QUESTION TEXT>

55 1. EXTREMELY LIBERAL
255 2. LIBERAL
238 3. SLIGHTLY LIBERAL
181 4. MODERATE, MIDDLE OF THE ROAD
93 5. SLIGHTLY CONSERVATIVE
77 6. CONSERVATIVE
15 7. EXTREMELY CONSERVATIVE

610 0. INAP, CODED 0, 8 OR 9 IN Q.K1
Q.K2. IF YOU HAD TO CHOOSE, WOULD YOU CONSIDER YOURSELF A LIBERAL OR A CONSERVATIVE?

ACTUAL NUMBER WAS CODED (1-7). IF R GAVE RANGE, MIDPOINT WAS CODED; FRACTIONS WERE ROUNDED TO EVEN WHOLE NUMBERS.

Q.K6A. WHERE WOULD YOU PLACE YOURSELF ON THIS SCALE, OR HAVEN'T YOU THOUGHT MUCH ABOUT THIS?

CODE: 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9
FREQ: 201 43 36 74 242 330 320 320 38 10
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Q.K6B. WHERE WOULD YOU PLACE JIMMY CARTER <ON THE DEFENSE SPENDING SCALE>

<SEE Q.K6 FOR COMPLETE QUESTION TEXT>

1. GREATLY DECREASE DEFENSE SPENDING
   .
7. GREATLY INCREASE DEFENSE SPENDING

CODE: 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9
FREQ: 249 0 181 296 313 217 108 43 124 3

=====

VAR 800283 NAME-DEFENSE SCALE-REAGAN
COLUMNS 560 - 560
NUMERIC
MD=0 OR GE 8

Q.K6C. WHERE WOULD YOU PLACE RONALD REAGAN? <ON THE DEFENSE SPENDING SCALE>

<SEE Q.K6 FOR COMPLETE QUESTION TEXT>

1. GREATLY DECREASE DEFENSE SPENDING
   .
7. GREATLY INCREASE DEFENSE SPENDING

CODE: 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9
FREQ: 249 15 31 63 104 256 393 284 214 5

=====

VAR 800284 NAME-DEFENSE SCALE-ANDERSON
COLUMNS 561 - 561
NUMERIC
MD=0 OR GE 8

Q.K6H. WHERE WOULD YOU PLACE JOHN ANDERSON? <ON THE DEFENSE SPENDING SCALE>

<SEE Q.K6 FOR COMPLETE QUESTION TEXT>

1. GREATLY DECREASE DEFENSE SPENDING
   .
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7. GREATLY INCREASE DEFENSE SPENDING

249 0. INAP, CODED 0, 8 OR 9 IN Q.K6
649 8. DK
42 9. NA

CODE: 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9
FREQ: 249 27 75 121 222 156 46 27 649 42

-------------------------------

VAR 800285 NAME-DEFENSE SCALE-KENNEDY
COLUMNS 562 - 562
NUMERIC
MD=0 OR GE 8

Q.K6M. WHERE WOULD YOU PLACE TED KENNEDY? <ON THE DEFENSE SPENDING SCALE>

<SEE Q.K6 FOR COMPLETE QUESTION TEXT>

1. GREATLY DECREASE DEFENSE SPENDING

7. GREATLY INCREASE DEFENSE SPENDING

249 0. INAP, CODED 0, 8 OR 9 IN Q.K6
425 8. DK
76 9. NA

CODE: 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9
FREQ: 249 55 115 132 162 194 134 72 425 76

-------------------------------

VAR 800286 NAME-DEFENSE SCALE-REP PARTY
COLUMNS 563 - 563
NUMERIC
MD=0 OR GE 8

Q.K6X. WHERE WOULD YOU PLACE THE REPUBLICAN PARTY? <ON THE DEFENSE SPENDING SCALE>

<SEE Q.K6 FOR COMPLETE QUESTION TEXT>

1. GREATLY DECREASE DEFENSE SPENDING

7. GREATLY INCREASE DEFENSE SPENDING

249 0. INAP, CODED 0, 8 OR 9 IN Q.K6
276 8. DK
2 9. NA

CODE: 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9
FREQ: 249 21 20 72 163 303 365 143 276 2
VAR 800287 NAME-DEFENSE SCALE-DEM PARTY
COLUMNS 564 - 564
NUMERIC
MD=0 OR GE 8

Q.K6Y. WHERE WOULD YOU PLACE THE DEMOCRATIC PARTY? <ON THE DEFENSE SPENDING SCALE>

<SEE Q.K6 FOR COMPLETE QUESTION TEXT>

1. GREATLY DECREASE DEFENSE SPENDING
   .
7. GREATLY INCREASE DEFENSE SPENDING

249 0. INAP, CODED 0, 8 OR 9 IN Q.K6
247 8. DK
4 9. NA

CODE: 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9
FREQ: 249 49 129 252 292 224 123 45 247 4

VAR 800288 NAME-DEFENSE SCALE-FED GOVT
COLUMNS 565 - 565
NUMERIC
MD=0 OR GE 8

Q.K6Z. WHERE WOULD YOU PLACE WHAT THE FEDERAL GOVERNMENT IS DOING AT THE PRESENT TIME? <ON THE DEFENSE SPENDING SCALE>

<SEE Q.K6 FOR COMPLETE QUESTION TEXT>

1. GREATLY DECREASE DEFENSE SPENDING
   .
7. GREATLY INCREASE DEFENSE SPENDING

249 0. INAP, CODED 0, 8 OR 9 IN Q.K6
193 8. DK
2 9. NA

CODE: 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9
FREQ: 249 54 173 271 347 199 93 33 193 2

VAR 800289 NAME-INT CKP-R RATING-DEFENSE
COLUMNS 566 - 566
NUMERIC
MD=8 OR GE 9

Q.K7. INTERVIEWER CHECKPOINT: R'S NUMBER RATINGS FOR
VAR 800290 NAME-HOWIMP-RATINGMATCH-DEFNS
COLUMNS 567 - 569
NUMERIC
MD=888 OR GE 998
Q.K7A/B. YOU PLACED YOURSELF AT POINT (NUMBER GIVEN IN K6A)
AND WHAT THE GOVERNMENT IS DOING AT POINT (NUMBER GIVEN IN
K6Z). USING THE BLUE CARD, TELL ME: HOW IMPORTANT IS IT
THAT THE GOVERNMENT (CONTINUE/CHANGE) WHAT IT IS DOING SO
THAT IT (STAYS CLOSE/COMES CLOSER) TO YOUR OWN POSITION ON
THIS ISSUE?

ACTUAL NUMBER IS CODED.

000.
.
.
100.

444 888. INAP, CODED 0, 8 OR 9 IN Q.K6; CODED 8 OR 9 IN Q.K6Z
2 998. DK
6 999. NA

VALID-N=1162 MIN=0 MAX=100 MEAN=81.8 ST.DEV=17.6

VAR 800291 NAME-GOVT SERVICES-R
COLUMNS 570 - 570
NUMERIC
MD=0 OR GE 8
Q.K10. SOME PEOPLE THINK THE GOVERNMENT SHOULD PROVIDE
FEWER SERVICES, EVEN IN AREAS SUCH AS HEALTH AND EDUCATION,
IN ORDER TO REDUCE SPENDING. OTHER PEOPLE FEEL IT IS
IMPORTANT FOR THE GOVERNMENT TO CONTINUE THE SERVICES IT NOW
PROVIDES EVEN IF IT MEANS NO REDUCTION IN SPENDING.

Q.K10A. WHERE WOULD YOU PLACE YOURSELF ON THIS SCALE, OR
HAVEN’T YOU THOUGHT MUCH ABOUT THIS?

ACTUAL NUMBER WAS CODED (1-7). IF R GAVE RANGE, MIDPOINT
WAS CODED; FRACTIONS WERE ROUNDED TO EVEN WHOLE NUMBERS.
### VAR 800292 NAME-GOVT SERVICES-CARTER

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Columns</th>
<th>571 - 571</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Numeric</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MD=0 or GE 8</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Q.K10B. WHERE WOULD YOU PLACE JIMMY CARTER? <ON THIS SCALE>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Freq</th>
<th>0</th>
<th>1</th>
<th>2</th>
<th>3</th>
<th>4</th>
<th>5</th>
<th>6</th>
<th>7</th>
<th>8</th>
<th>9</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>219</td>
<td>107</td>
<td>144</td>
<td>190</td>
<td>257</td>
<td>177</td>
<td>188</td>
<td>243</td>
<td>78</td>
<td>11</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### VAR 800293 NAME-GOVT SERVICES-REAGAN

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Columns</th>
<th>572 - 572</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Numeric</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MD=0 or GE 8</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Q.N12C. WHERE WOULD YOU PLACE RONALD REAGAN? <ON THIS SCALE>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Freq</th>
<th>0</th>
<th>1</th>
<th>2</th>
<th>3</th>
<th>4</th>
<th>5</th>
<th>6</th>
<th>7</th>
<th>8</th>
<th>9</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>308</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>38</td>
<td>91</td>
<td>226</td>
<td>345</td>
<td>302</td>
<td>149</td>
<td>134</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
**VAR 800294**  NAME-GOVT SERVICES-ANDERSON  
COLUMNS 573  - 573  
NUMERIC  
MD=0 OR GE  8  

Q.K10H. WHERE WOULD YOU PLACE JOHN ANDERSON? <ON THIS SCALE>  
<SEE Q.K10 FOR COMPLETE QUESTION TEXT>  

1. GOVERNMENT SHOULD PROVIDE MANY FEWER SERVICES; REDUCE SPENDING A LOT  
.  
7. GOVERNMENT SHOULD CONTINUE TO PROVIDE SERVICES; NO REDUCTION IN SPENDING  

**VAR 800295**  NAME-GOVT SERVICES-KENNEDY  
COLUMNS 574  - 574  
NUMERIC  
MD=0 OR GE  8  

Q.K10M. WHERE WOULD YOU PLACE TED KENNEDY? <ON THIS SCALE>  
<SEE Q.K10 FOR COMPLETE QUESTION TEXT>  

1. GOVERNMENT SHOULD PROVIDE MANY FEWER SERVICES; REDUCE SPENDING A LOT  
.  
7. GOVERNMENT SHOULD CONTINUE TO PROVIDE SERVICES; NO REDUCTION IN SPENDING
Q.K10X. WHERE WOULD YOU PLACE THE REPUBLICAN PARTY? <ON THIS SCALE>

<SEE Q.K10 FOR COMPLETE QUESTION TEXT>

1. GOVERNMENT SHOULD PROVIDE MANY FEWER SERVICES; REDUCE SPENDING A LOT

7. GOVERNMENT SHOULD CONTINUE TO PROVIDE SERVICES; NO REDUCTION IN SPENDING

308 0. INAP, CODED 0, 8 OR 9 IN Q.K10
291 8. DK
5 9. NA

CODE: 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9
FREQ: 308 72 165 279 256 126 83 29 291 5

Q.K10Y. WHERE WOULD YOU PLACE THE DEMOCRATIC PARTY? <ON THIS SCALE>

<SEE Q.K10 FOR COMPLETE QUESTION TEXT>

1. GOVERNMENT SHOULD PROVIDE MANY FEWER SERVICES; REDUCE SPENDING A LOT

7. GOVERNMENT SHOULD CONTINUE TO PROVIDE SERVICES; NO REDUCTION IN SPENDING

308 0. INAP, CODED 0, 8 OR 9 IN Q.K10
257 8. DK
8 9. NA

CODE: 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9
FREQ: 308 8 24 66 181 326 281 155 257 8

VAR 800297 NAME-GOVT SERVICES-DEM PARTY
COLUMNS 576 - 576
NUMERIC
MD=0 OR GE 8

VAR 800298 NAME-GOVT SERVICES-FED GOVT
Q.K10Z. WHERE WOULD YOU PLACE WHAT THE FEDERAL GOVERNMENT IS DOING AT THE PRESENT TIME? <ON THIS SCALE>  
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

<SEE Q.K10 FOR COMPLETE QUESTION TEXT>

1. GOVERNMENT SHOULD PROVIDE MANY FEWER SERVICES; REDUCE SPENDING A LOT  
   7. GOVERNMENT SHOULD CONTINUE TO PROVIDE SERVICES; NO REDUCTION IN SPENDING  

308 0. INAP, CODED 0, 8 OR 9 IN Q.K10  
133 8. DK  
  4 9. NA  

CODE: 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9  
FREQ: 308 14 33 92 232 311 287 200 133 4  
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

==============================================================
VAR 800299    NAME-INTCKPT-R RATING-GVTSERV  
COLUMNS 578 - 578  
NUMERIC  
MD=8 OR GE 9  

Q.K11. INTERVIEWER CHECKPOINT: R'S NUMBER RATINGS FOR STARRED ITEMS (Q.K10A AND Q.K10Z) ARE:  
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

198 0. THE SAME NUMBER  
280 1. DIFFERENT BY ONE POINT  
691 2. DIFFERENT BY TWO OR MORE POINTS  
445 8. INAP, CODED 0, 8 OR 9 IN Q.K10; CODED 8 OR 9 IN Q.K10Z  
  9. NA  

==============================================================
VAR 800300    NAME-HOWIMP-RATINGMATCH-G SRV  
COLUMNS 579 - 581  
NUMERIC  
MD=888 OR GE 998  

Q.K11A/B. YOU PLACE YOURSELF AT POINT (NUMBER GIVEN IN K10A) AND WHAT THE GOVERNMENT IS DOING AT POINT (NUMBER GIVEN IN K10Z). USING THE BLUE CARD, TELL ME: HOW IMPORTANT IS IT TO YOU THAT THE GOVERNMENT (CONTINUE/CHANGE) WHAT IT IS DOING SO THAT IT (STAYS CLOSE/COMES CLOSER) TO YOUR OWN POSITION ON THIS ISSUE?  
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

ACTUAL NUMBER IS CODED.
Q.K14. SOME PEOPLE FEEL THE FEDERAL GOVERNMENT SHOULD TAKE ACTION TO REDUCE THE INFLATION RATE, EVEN IF IT MEANS THAT UNEMPLOYMENT WOULD GO UP A LOT. OTHERS FEEL THE GOVERNMENT SHOULD TAKE ACTION TO REDUCE THE RATE OF UNEMPLOYMENT, EVEN IF IT MEANS THAT INFLATION WOULD GO UP A LOT.

Q.K14A. WHERE WOULD YOU PLACE YOURSELF ON THIS SCALE, OR HAVEN'T YOU THOUGHT MUCH ABOUT THIS?

ACTUAL NUMBER WAS CODED (1-7). IF R GAVE RANGE, MIDPOINT WAS CODED; FRACTIONS WERE ROUNDED TO EVEN WHOLE NUMBERS.

1. REDUCE INFLATION EVEN IF UNEMPLOYMENT GOES UP A LOT
   .
   7. REDUCE UNEMPLOYMENT EVEN IF INFLATION GOES UP A LOT

417 0. HAVEN'T THOUGHT MUCH
219 8. DK
43 9. NA

CODE: 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9
FREQ: 417 53 75 144 338 169 78 78 219 43

Q.K14B. WHERE WOULD YOU PLACE JIMMY CARTER? <ON THIS SCALE>

<SEE Q.K14 FOR COMPLETE QUESTION TEXT>

1. REDUCE INFLATION EVEN IF UNEMPLOYMENT GOES UP A LOT
7. REDUCE UNEMPLOYMENT EVEN IF INFLATION GOES UP A LOT

679 0. INAP, CODED 0, 8 OR 9 IN Q.K14
101 8. DK
1 9. NA

CODE: 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9
FREQ: 679 32 62 118 240 191 133 57 101 1

--------------------

VAR 800303  NAME-INFLTN/UNEMP-REAGAN
COLUMNS 584 - 584
NUMERIC
MD=0 OR GE 8

Q.K14C. WHERE WOULD YOU PLACE RONALD REAGAN? <ON THIS SCALE>

<SEE Q.K14 FOR COMPLETE QUESTION TEXT>

--------------------

VAR 800304  NAME-INFLTN/UNEMP-ANDERSON
COLUMNS 585 - 585
NUMERIC
MD=0 OR GE 8

Q.K14H. WHERE WOULD YOU PLACE JOHN ANDERSON? <ON THIS SCALE>

<SEE Q.K14 FOR COMPLETE QUESTION TEXT>
VAR 800305  NAME-INFLTN/UNEMP-KENNEDY
COLUMNS 586 - 586
NUMERIC
MD=0 OR GE 8

Q.K14M. WHERE WOULD YOU PLACE TED KENNEDY? <ON THIS SCALE>

<SEE Q.K14 FOR COMPLETE QUESTION TEXT>

1. REDUCE INFLATION EVEN IF UNEMPLOYMENT GOES UP A LOT

7. REDUCE UNEMPLOYMENT EVEN IF INFLATION GOES UP A LOT

679  0.  INAP, CODED 0, 8 OR 9 IN Q.K14
268  8.  DK
53   9.  NA

CODE:   0    1    2    3    4    5    6    7    8    9
FREQ: 679   14   36   52  110  153  151   98  268   53

VAR 800306  NAME-INFLTN/UNEMP-REP PARTY
COLUMNS 587 - 587
NUMERIC
MD=0 OR GE 8

Q.K14X. WHERE WOULD YOU PLACE THE REPUBLICAN PARTY? <ON THIS SCALE>

<SEE Q.K14 FOR COMPLETE QUESTION TEXT>

1. REDUCE INFLATION EVEN IF UNEMPLOYMENT GOES UP A LOT

7. REDUCE UNEMPLOYMENT EVEN IF INFLATION GOES UP A LOT

679  0.  INAP, CODED 0, 8 OR 9 IN Q.K14
202  8.  DK
 3  9.  NA

CODE:   0    1    2    3    4    5    6    7    8    9
FREQ: 679   39  103  193  203  122   53   17  202    3

VAR 800307  NAME-INFLTN/UNEMP-DEM PARTY
COLUMNS 588 - 588
NUMERIC
MD=0 OR GE 8

Q.K14Y. WHERE WOULD YOU PLACE THE DEMOCRATIC PARTY? <ON THIS SCALE>
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1. REDUCE INFLATION EVEN IF UNEMPLOYMENT GOES UP A LOT

7. REDUCE UNEMPLOYMENT EVEN IF INFLATION GOES UP A LOT

679 0. INAP, CODED 0, 8 OR 9 IN Q.K14
182 8. DK
3 9. NA

CODE: 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9
FREQ: 679 15 33 106 178 225 140 53 182 3

Q.K14Z. WHERE WOULD YOU PLACE WHAT THE FEDERAL GOVERNMENT IS DOING AT THE PRESENT TIME? <ON THIS SCALE>

679 0. INAP, CODED 0, 8 OR 9 IN Q.K14
129 8. DK
2 9. NA

CODE: 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9
FREQ: 679 27 68 122 276 168 97 46 129 2

Q.K15. INTERVIEWER CHECKPOINT: R'S NUMBER RATINGS FOR STARRED ITEMS (Q.K14A AND Q.K14Z) ARE:

186 0. THE SAME NUMBER
245 1. DIFFERENT BY ONE POINT
373 2. DIFFERENT BY TWO OR MORE POINTS
810 8. INAP, CODED 0, 8 OR 9 IN Q.K14; CODED 8 OR 9 IN Q.K14Z
9. NA
VAR 800310 NAME-HOWIMP-GVTCLOSE,R-INFUNE
COLUMNS 591 - 593
NUMERIC
MD=888 OR GE 998

Q.K15A/B. YOU PLACED YOURSELF AT POINT (NUMBER GIVEN IN K14A) AND WHAT THE GOVERNMENT IS DOING AT POINT (NUMBER GIVEN IN K14Z). USING THE BLUE CARD, TELL ME: HOW IMPORTANT IS IT TO YOU THAT THE GOVERNMENT (CONTINUE/CHANGE) WHAT IT IS DOING SO THAT IT (STAYS CLOSE/COMES CLOSER) TO YOUR OWN POSITION ON THIS ISSUE?

ACTUAL NUMBER IS CODED.

000.

100.

810 888. INAP, CODED 0, 8 OR 9 IN Q.K14; CODED 8 OR 9 IN Q.K14Z; CODED 9 IN Q.K15
6 998. DK
4 999. NA

VALID-N=794 MIN=0 MAX=100 MEAN=77.0 ST.DEV=21.0

VAR 800311 NAME-R'S OPINION ON ABORTION
COLUMNS 594 - 594
NUMERIC
MD=8 OR GE 9

Q.K16. THERE HAS BEEN SOME DISCUSSION ABOUT ABORTION DURING RECENT YEARS. WHICH ONE OF THE OPINIONS ON THIS PAGE BEST AGREES WITH YOUR VIEW? YOU CAN JUST TELL ME THE NUMBER OF THE OPINION YOU CHOOSE.

178  1. BY LAW, ABORTION SHOULD NEVER BE PERMITTED.
506  2. THE LAW SHOULD PERMIT ABORTION ONLY IN CASE OF RAPE, INCEST OR WHEN THE WOMAN'S LIFE IS IN DANGER.
294  3. THE LAW SHOULD PERMIT ABORTION FOR REASONS OTHER THAN RAPE, INCEST, OR DANGER TO THE WOMAN'S LIFE, BUT ONLY AFTER THE NEED FOR THE ABORTION HAS BEEN CLEARLY ESTABLISHED.
569  4. BY LAW, A WOMAN SHOULD ALWAYS BE ABLE TO OBTAIN AN ABORTION AS A MATTER OF PERSONAL CHOICE.
18   7. OTHER; SPECIFY
39   8. DK
10   9. NA

VAR 800312 NAME-CARR'S OPINION,ABORTION
COLUMNS 595 - 595
Q.K16B. AND WHAT DO YOU THINK IS JIMMY CARTER'S POSITION? <ON ABORTION>
----------------------------------------------------------

<SEE Q.K16 FOR COMPLETE QUESTION TEXT>

107  1.  BY LAW, ABORTION SHOULD NEVER BE PERMITTED.
328  2.  THE LAW SHOULD PERMIT ABORTION ONLY IN CASE OF RAPE, INCEST OR WHEN THE WOMAN'S LIFE IS IN DANGER.
241  3.  THE LAW SHOULD PERMIT ABORTION FOR REASONS OTHER THAN RAPE, INCEST, OR DANGER TO THE WOMAN'S LIFE, BUT ONLY AFTER THE NEED FOR THE ABORTION HAS BEEN CLEARLY ESTABLISHED.
231  4.  BY LAW, A WOMAN SHOULD ALWAYS BE ABLE TO OBTAIN AN ABORTION AS A MATTER OF PERSONAL CHOICE.
7.  OTHER; SPECIFY

67  0.  INAP, CODED 7, 8 OR 9 IN Q.K16
631  8.  DK
9  9.  NA

===============================================
VAR 800313    NAME-REAGN'S OPINION,ABORTION
COLUMNS 596  - 596
NUMERIC
MD=0 OR GE  8

Q.K16C. WHAT DO YOU THINK IS RONALD REAGAN'S POSITION? <ON ABORTION>
----------------------------------------------------------

<SEE Q.K16 FOR COMPLETE QUESTION TEXT>

246  1.  BY LAW, ABORTION SHOULD NEVER BE PERMITTED.
350  2.  THE LAW SHOULD PERMIT ABORTION ONLY IN CASE OF RAPE, INCEST OR WHEN THE WOMAN'S LIFE IS IN DANGER.
123  3.  THE LAW SHOULD PERMIT ABORTION FOR REASONS OTHER THAN RAPE, INCEST, OR DANGER TO THE WOMAN'S LIFE, BUT ONLY AFTER THE NEED FOR THE ABORTION HAS BEEN CLEARLY ESTABLISHED.
105  4.  BY LAW, A WOMAN SHOULD ALWAYS BE ABLE TO OBTAIN AN ABORTION AS A MATTER OF PERSONAL CHOICE.
7.  OTHER; SPECIFY

67  0.  INAP., CODED 7, 8 OR 9 IN Q.K16.
710  8.  DK
13  9.  NA

===============================================
VAR 800314    NAME-ANDSN'S OPINION,ABORTION
COLUMNS 597  - 597
NUMERIC
MD=0 OR GE  8

Q.K16H. WHAT DO YOU THINK IS JOHN ANDERSON'S POSITION? <ON ABORTION>
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<SEE Q.K16 FOR COMPLETE QUESTION TEXT>

54 1. BY LAW, ABORTION SHOULD NEVER BE PERMITTED.
105 2. THE LAW SHOULD PERMIT ABORTION ONLY IN CASE OF RAPE, INCEST OR WHEN THE WOMAN'S LIFE IS IN DANGER.
113 3. THE LAW SHOULD PERMIT ABORTION FOR REASONS OTHER THAN RAPE, INCEST, OR DANGER TO THE WOMAN'S LIFE, BUT ONLY AFTER THE NEED FOR THE ABORTION HAS BEEN CLEARLY ESTABLISHED.
202 4. BY LAW, A WOMAN SHOULD ALWAYS BE ABLE TO OBTAIN AN ABORTION AS A MATTER OF PERSONAL CHOICE.
7. OTHER; SPECIFY

67 0. INAP, CODED 7,8 OR 9 IN Q.K16
1016 8. DK
57 9. NA

Q.K16M. WHAT DO YOU THINK IS TED KENNEDY'S POSITION? <ON ABORTION>

<SEE Q.K16 FOR COMPLETE QUESTION TEXT>

225 1. BY LAW, ABORTION SHOULD NEVER BE PERMITTED.
179 2. THE LAW SHOULD PERMIT ABORTION ONLY IN CASE OF RAPE, INCEST OR WHEN THE WOMAN'S LIFE IS IN DANGER.
120 3. THE LAW SHOULD PERMIT ABORTION FOR REASONS OTHER THAN RAPE, INCEST, OR DANGER TO THE WOMAN'S LIFE, BUT ONLY AFTER THE NEED FOR THE ABORTION HAS BEEN CLEARLY ESTABLISHED.
208 4. BY LAW, A WOMAN SHOULD ALWAYS BE ABLE TO OBTAIN AN ABORTION AS A MATTER OF PERSONAL CHOICE.
7. OTHER; SPECIFY

67 0. INAP, CODED 7,8 OR 9 IN Q.K16
725 8. DK
90 9. NA

Q.K16X. WHAT DO YOU THINK IS THE POSITION OF THE REPUBLICAN PARTY? <ON ABORTION>

<SEE Q.K16 FOR COMPLETE QUESTION TEXT>
1. BY LAW, ABORTION SHOULD NEVER BE PERMITTED.
2. THE LAW SHOULD PERMIT ABORTION ONLY IN CASE OF RAPE, INCEST OR WHEN THE WOMAN'S LIFE IS IN DANGER.
3. THE LAW SHOULD PERMIT ABORTION FOR REASONS OTHER THAN RAPE, INCEST, OR DANGER TO THE WOMAN'S LIFE, BUT ONLY AFTER THE NEED FOR THE ABORTION HAS BEEN CLEARLY ESTABLISHED.
4. BY LAW, A WOMAN SHOULD ALWAYS BE ABLE TO OBTAIN AN ABORTION AS A MATTER OF PERSONAL CHOICE.
7. OTHER; SPECIFY

0. INAP, CODED 7,8 OR 9 IN Q.K16
8. DK
9. NA

Q.K16Y. WHAT DO YOU THINK IS THE POSITION OF THE DEMOCRATIC PARTY? <ON ABORTION>

SEE Q.K16 FOR COMPLETE QUESTION TEXT

35 1. BY LAW, ABORTION SHOULD NEVER BE PERMITTED.
217 2. THE LAW SHOULD PERMIT ABORTION ONLY IN CASE OF RAPE, INCEST OR WHEN THE WOMAN'S LIFE IS IN DANGER.
288 3. THE LAW SHOULD PERMIT ABORTION FOR REASONS OTHER THAN RAPE, INCEST, OR DANGER TO THE WOMAN'S LIFE, BUT ONLY AFTER THE NEED FOR THE ABORTION HAS BEEN CLEARLY ESTABLISHED.
CLEARLY ESTABLISHED.

BY LAW, A WOMAN SHOULD ALWAYS BE ABLE TO OBTAIN AN ABORTION AS A MATTER OF PERSONAL CHOICE.

OTHER; SPECIFY

INAP, CODED 7-9 IN Q.K16

DK

NA

INT CKPT-SM/DIFF #-ABRTN

COLUMNS 602 - 602
NUMERIC
MD=8 OR GE 9

INTERVIEWER CHECKPOINT: R'S NUMBER CHOICES IN K16 AND K16Z ARE:

THE SAME NUMBER
DIFFERENT NUMBERS
INAP, CODED 7-9 IN Q.K16 OR Q.K16Z
NA

NAME-HOW IMP TO MATCH GOVT-AB

COLUMNS 603 - 605
NUMERIC
MD=888 OR GE 998

USING THE BLUE CARD, TELL ME: HOW IMPORTANT IS IT TO YOU THAT THE GOVERNMENT (CONTINUE/CHANGE) WHAT IT IS DOING SO THAT IT (MATCHES/COMES) CLOSER TO YOUR OWN POSITION ON THIS ISSUE?

ACTUAL NUMBER IS CODED.

INAP, CODED 7-9 IN Q.K16 OR Q.K16Z; CODED 9 IN Q.K17
DK
NA

VALID-N=1271 MIN=0 MAX=100 MEAN=77.0 ST.DEV=26.3

NAME-DOES R PAY RIGHT AMT-TAX

COLUMNS 606 - 606
NUMERIC
MD=8 OR GE 9

DO YOU FEEL YOU ARE ASKED TO PAY MUCH MORE THAN YOU
SHOULD IN FEDERAL INCOME TAXES, SOMETHAT MORE THAN YOU
SHOULD, ABOUT THE RIGHT AMOUNT, OR LESS THAN YOU SHOULD?

571  1.  MUCH MORE
499  2.  SOMEWHAT MORE
361  3.  ABOUT RIGHT
 21  4.  LESS THAN SHOULD
 141  7.  DON'T PAY AT ALL
 8   8.  DK
 13  9.  NA

Q.K19. SOME POLITICAL LEADERS THINK FEDERAL INCOME TAXES
SHOULD BE CUT BY 30% OVER THE NEXT THREE YEARS. OTHER
POLITICAL LEADERS THINK THIS WOULD BE A BAD POLICY FOR THE
GOVERNMENT TO FOLLOW. DO YOU HAVE AN OPINION ON THIS
MATTER, OR HAVEN'T YOU THOUGHT MUCH ABOUT THIS?

1023  1.  YES, HAVE OPINION
 437  8.  HAVEN'T THOUGHT MUCH
 147  5.  NO, NO OPINION
  7  9.  NA

Q.K19A. WHICH OF THESE STATEMENTS BEST DESCRIBES WHAT YOU
WOULD LIKE TO SEE HAPPEN OVER THE NEXT THREE YEARS? OVER
THE NEXT THREE YEARS, FEDERAL INCOME TAXES:

213  1.  SHOULD NOT BE CUT
 181  2.  SHOULD BE CUT BY 10%
 189  3.  SHOULD BE CUT BY 20%
 254  4.  SHOULD BE CUT BY 30%
 120  5.  SHOULD BE CUT BY MORE THAN 30%
 591  0.  INAP, CODED 5,8 OR 9 IN Q.K19
  50  8.  DK
  16  9.  NA
Q.K19B. AND WHAT DO YOU THINK IS JIMMY CARTER'S POSITION? <ON A TAX CUT>
----------------------------------------------------------

<SEE Q.K19A FOR COMPLETE QUESTION TEXT>

315 1. SHOULD NOT BE CUT
219 2. SHOULD BE CUT BY 10%
100 3. SHOULD BE CUT BY 20%
58 4. SHOULD BE CUT BY 30%
7 5. SHOULD BE CUT BY MORE THAN 30%

657 0. INAP, CODED 5,8 OR 9 IN Q.K19; CODED 8 OR 9 IN Q.K19A
251 8. DK
7 9. NA

VAR 800325 NAME-REAGAN'S OPINION,TAX CUT
COLUMNS 610 - 610
NUMERIC
MD=0 OR GE 8

Q.K19C. WHAT DO YOU THINK IS RONALD REAGAN'S POSITION? <ON A TAX CUT>
----------------------------------------------------------

<SEE Q.K19A FOR COMPLETE QUESTION TEXT>

83 1. SHOULD NOT BE CUT
102 2. SHOULD BE CUT BY 10%
151 3. SHOULD BE CUT BY 20%

349 4. SHOULD BE CUT BY 30%
53 5. SHOULD BE CUT BY MORE THAN 30%

657 0. INAP, CODED 5,8 OR 9 IN Q.K19; CODED 8 OR 9 IN Q.K19A
215 8. DK
4 9. NA

VAR 800326 NAME-ANDRSN'S OPINION,TAX CUT
COLUMNS 611 - 611
NUMERIC
MD=0 OR GE 8

Q.K19H. WHAT DO YOU THINK IS JOHN ANDERSON'S POSITION? <ON A TAX CUT>
----------------------------------------------------------

<SEE Q.K19A FOR COMPLETE QUESTION TEXT>

125 1. SHOULD NOT BE CUT
92 2. SHOULD BE CUT BY 10%
92 3. SHOULD BE CUT BY 20%
73 4. SHOULD BE CUT BY 30%
12 5. SHOULD BE CUT BY MORE THAN 30%
Q.K19M. WHAT DO YOU THINK IS TED KENNEDY’S POSITION? <ON A TAX CUT>

166 1. SHOULD NOT BE CUT
99 2. SHOULD BE CUT BY 10%
78 3. SHOULD BE CUT BY 20%
77 4. SHOULD BE CUT BY 30%
21 5. SHOULD BE CUT BY MORE THAN 30%

Q.K19X. WHAT DO YOU THINK IS THE POSITION OF THE REPUBLICAN PARTY? <ON A TAX CUT>

90 1. SHOULD NOT BE CUT
121 2. SHOULD BE CUT BY 10%
149 3. SHOULD BE CUT BY 20%
255 4. SHOULD BE CUT BY 30%
41 5. SHOULD BE CUT BY MORE THAN 30%

Q.K19Y. WHAT DO YOU THINK IS THE POSITION OF THE DEMOCRATIC PARTY? <ON A TAX CUT>
<SEE Q.K19A FOR COMPLETE QUESTION TEXT>

1. SHOULD NOT BE CUT
2. SHOULD BE CUT BY 10%
3. SHOULD BE CUT BY 20%
4. SHOULD BE CUT BY 30%
5. SHOULD BE CUT BY MORE THAN 30%
0. INAP, CODED 5,8 OR 9 IN Q.K19; CODED 8 OR 9 IN Q.K19A
8. DK
9. NA

---

VAR 800330
NAME-FEDGOVT POSITION,TAX CUT
COLUMNS 615 - 615
NUMERIC
MD=0 OR GE 8

Q.K19Z. AND WHAT DO YOU THINK IS THE FEDERAL GOVERNMENT'S POSITION AT THE PRESENT TIME?

<SEE Q.K19A FOR COMPLETE QUESTION TEXT>

1. SHOULD NOT BE CUT
2. SHOULD BE CUT BY 10%
3. SHOULD BE CUT BY 20%
4. SHOULD BE CUT BY 30%
5. SHOULD BE CUT BY MORE THAN 30%
0. INAP, CODED 5,8 OR 9 IN Q.K19; CODED 8 OR 9 IN Q.K19A
8. DK
9. NA

---

VAR 800331
NAME-INTERVIEWER CHECKPOINT
COLUMNS 616 - 616
NUMERIC
MD=8 OR GE 9

Q.K20. INTERVIEWER CHECKPOINT: R'S NUMBER CHOICES IN K19A AND K19Z ARE:

1. THE SAME NUMBER
2. DIFFERENT NUMBERS
0. INAP, CODED 5,8 OR 9 IN Q.K19; CODED 8 OR 9 IN Q.K19A OR Q.K19Z
9. NA

---

VAR 800332
NAME-HOW IMP,MATCH GOVT-TXCUT
COLUMNS 617 - 619
Q.K20A/B. USING THE BLUE CARD, TELL ME: HOW IMPORTANT IS IT TO YOU THAT THE GOVERNMENT (CONTINUE/CHANGE) WHAT IT IS DOING SO THAT IT (MATCHES/COMES) CLOSER TO YOUR OWN POSITION ON THIS ISSUE?

ACTUAL NUMBER IS CODED.

000.
.
100.

895  888. INAP, CODED 5, 8 OR 9 IN Q.K19; CODED 8 OR 9 IN Q.K19A OR Q.K19Z; CODED 9 IN Q.K20
4   998. DK
3   999. NA

VALID-N=712 MIN=0 MAX=100 MEAN=80.0 ST.DEV=20.8

Q.K21. THERE HAS BEEN A GREAT DEAL OF TALK ABOUT THE PROBABLE EFFECTS OF A 30% REDUCTION OF FEDERAL INCOME TAXES OVER THE NEXT THREE YEARS. HAVE YOU READ OR HEARD ANYTHING ABOUT THIS?

493  1. YES
426  5. NO

657  0. INAP, CODED 5, 8 OR 9 IN Q.K19; CODED 8 OR 9 IN Q.K19A
34   8. DK
4   9. NA

Q.K21A. I AM GOING TO READ A FEW OF THESE IDEAS, AND I WOULD LIKE YOU TO TELL ME WHETHER YOU THINK THEY WOULD OR WOULD NOT HAPPEN. IF FEDERAL INCOME TAXES WERE REDUCED BY 30%, INFLATION WOULD GET WORSE. DO YOU THINK THIS WOULD OR WOULD NOT HAPPEN?
VAR 800335  NAME-30% TAXCUT-MORE EMPL-Y/N
COLUMNS 622  - 622
NUMERIC
MD=0 OR GE  8

Q.K21B. MORE PEOPLE WOULD BE EMPLOYED. (DO YOU THINK THIS
WOULD OR WOULD NOT HAPPEN?) <IF FEDERAL INCOME TAXES WERE
REDUCED BY 30%>

<SEE Q.K21A FOR COMPLETE QUESTION TEXT>

254  1. WOULD HAPPEN
207  5. WOULD NOT HAPPEN

VAR 800336  NAME-30%TAXCUT-GOTO BUSNS-Y/N
COLUMNS 623  - 623
NUMERIC
MD=0 OR GE  8

Q.K21C. MOST OF THE TAX SAVINGS WOULD GO TO BUSINESS AND
NOT TO THE ORDINARY TAXPAYER LIKE ME. (DO YOU THINK THIS
WOULD OR WOULD NOT HAPPEN?) <IF FEDERAL INCOME TAXES WERE
REDUCED BY 30%>

<SEE Q.K21A FOR COMPLETE QUESTION TEXT>

289  1. WOULD HAPPEN
164  5. WOULD NOT HAPPEN

VAR 800337  NAME-30%TAXCUT-GVTPROGCUT-Y/N
COLUMNS 624  - 624
NUMERIC
MD=0 OR GE  8

Q.K21D. GOVERNMENT PROGRAMS AND SERVICES WOULD BE CUT BACK
TO GET ALONG ON LESS MONEY. <IF FEDERAL INCOME TAXES WERE
REDUCED BY 30%>

<SEE Q.K21A FOR COMPLETE QUESTION TEXT>
**VAR 800338**  NAME-30%TAXCUT-DEFCTSPEND-Y/N
COLUMNS 625  - 625
NUMERIC
MD=0 OR GE  8

Q.K21E. GOVERNMENT DEFICIT SPENDING WOULD GO UP. <IF FEDERAL INCOME TAXES WERE REDUCED BY 30%>
------------------------------------------------------

**<SEE Q.K21A FOR COMPLETE QUESTION TEXT>**

289  1. WOULD HAPPEN
156  5. WOULD NOT HAPPEN

1121  0. INAP, CODED 5,8-9 IN Q.K19; CODED 8-9 IN Q.K19A; CODED 5,8-9 IN Q.K21
  41  8. DK
  7  9. NA

**-----------------------------**

**VAR 800339**  NAME-30%TAXCUT-HELPECNOMY-Y/N
COLUMNS 626  - 626
NUMERIC
MD=0 OR GE  8

Q.K21F. THE GOVERNMENT WOULD RECEIVE ABOUT THE SAME AMOUNT OF TAX MONEY AS NOW BECAUSE THE ECONOMY WOULD BE STRONGER. <IF FEDERAL INCOME TAXES WERE REDUCED BY 30%>
-----------------------------------------------------------

**<SEE Q.K21A FOR COMPLETE QUESTION TEXT>**

251  1. WOULD HAPPEN
193  5. WOULD NOT HAPPEN

1121  0. INAP, CODED 5,8-9 IN Q.K19; CODED 8-9 IN Q.K19A; CODED 5,8-9 IN Q.K21
  48  8. DK
  1  9. NA

**-----------------------------**

**VAR 800340**  NAME-CARTER,ENERGY-APP/DISAPP
COLUMNS 627  - 627
NUMERIC
MD=8 OR GE  9
Q.K22. IN GENERAL, DO YOU APPROVE OR DISAPPROVE OF THE WAY JIMMY CARTER IS HANDLING THE ENERGY PROBLEM?

-----------------------------------------------------------
542 1. APPROVE
836 5. DISAPPROVE
177 8. DK
59 9. NA

==============================
VAR 800341  NAME-CARTER,ENERGY-A/D-STRNGT
COLUMNS 628 - 628
NUMERIC
MD=0 OR GE 8

Q.K22A. DO YOU APPROVE STRONGLY OR NOT STRONGLY <OF CARTER'S HANDLING OF THE ENERGY PROBLEM?
Q.K22B. DO YOU DISAPPROVE STRONGLY OR NOT STRONGLY?

<SEE Q.K22 FOR COMPLETE QUESTION TEXT>

150 1. STRONGLY APPROVE
387 2. NOT STRONGLY APPROVE
321 4. NOT STRONGLY DISAPPROVE
511 5. STRONGLY DISAPPROVE

236 0. INAP, CODED 8-9 IN Q.K22
2 8. DK
7 9. NA

==============================
VAR 800342  NAME-IS R A PARTY SUPPORTER
COLUMNS 629 - 629
NUMERIC
MD=8 OR GE 9

Q.R1. IN YOUR OWN MIND, DO YOU THINK OF YOURSELF AS A SUPPORTER OF ONE OF THE POLITICAL PARTIES, OR NOT?

636 1. YES, SUPPORTER
939 5. NO, NOT SUPPORTER

35 8. DK
4 9. NA

==============================
VAR 800343  NAME-WHCH PARTY DOES R SUPPRT
COLUMNS 630 - 630
NUMERIC
MD=0 OR GE 8

Q.R1A. (IF SUPPORTER) WHICH POLITICAL PARTY DO YOU SUPPORT?

Page 147
VAR 800344 NAME-RATE R'S PTYSUPPRT STRNG
COLUMNS 631 - 631
NUMERIC
MD=0 OR GE 8
Q.R1B. (IF SUPPORTER) ON THIS SCALE FROM 1 TO 7 WHERE 1 MEANS "NOT VERY STRONGLY" AND 7 MEANS "VERY STRONGLY," PLEASE CHOOSE THE NUMBER THAT DESCRIBES HOW STRONGLY YOU SUPPORT THE (PARTY NAMED IN R1A) PARTY.

ACTUAL NUMBER CODED (1-7)

1. NOT VERY STRONGLY
   .
7. VERY STRONGLY

981 0. INAP, CODED 5,8-9 IN Q.R1; CODED 9 IN Q.R1A
3 8. DK
1 9. NA

CODE: 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9
FREQ: 981 10 25 29 94 162 145 164 3 1

=====================================================================

VAR 800345 NAME-RATE,CLOSER,REP/DEM
COLUMNS 632 - 632
NUMERIC
MD=0 OR GE 8
Q.R1C. (IF SUPPORTER) HERE IS A SCALE FROM 1 TO 7 WHERE 1 MEANS FEELING VERY CLOSE TO THE REPUBLICAN PARTY AND 7 MEANS FEELING VERY CLOSE TO THE DEMOCRATIC PARTY. WHERE WOULD YOU PLACE YOURSELF ON THIS SCALE?

ACTUAL NUMBER CODED (1-7)

1. I FEEL VERY CLOSE TO THE REPUBLICAN PARTY
   .
7. I FEEL VERY CLOSE TO THE DEMOCRATIC PARTY

985 0. INAP, CODED 5,8-9 IN Q. R1; CODED 9 IN Q.R1A;
CODED 8 OR 9 IN Q.R1B
2 8. DK
1 9. NA
VAR 800346  NAME-IS R CLOSER TO ONE PARTY
COLUMNS 633  - 633
NUMERIC
MD=0 OR GE 8

Q.R1D. DO YOU EVER THINK OF YOURSELF AS CLOSER TO ONE OF THE TWO MAJOR POLITICAL PARTIES, OR NOT?

507 1. YES
428 5. NO

675 0. INAP, CODED 1, 8 OR 9 IN Q.R1
8. DK
4 9. NA

VAR 800347  NAME-R'S RATING-PARTY SCALE
COLUMNS 634  - 634
NUMERIC
MD=0 OR GE 8

Q.R1E. HERE IS A SCALE FROM 1 TO 7 WHERE 1 MEANS FEELING VERY CLOSE TO THE REPUBLICAN PARTY AND 7 MEANS FEELING VERY CLOSE TO THE DEMOCRATIC PARTY. WHERE WOULD YOU PLACE YOURSELF ON THIS SCALE?

ACTUAL NUMBER WAS CODED (1-7), EXCEPT: IF R GAVE A RANGE THE MIDPOINT WAS CODED WITH FRACTIONS ROUNDED TO EVEN WHOLE NUMBER.

1. I FEEL VERY CLOSE TO THE REPUBLICAN PARTY

7. I FEEL VERY CLOSE TO THE DEMOCRATIC PARTY

1107 0. INAP, CODED 1, 8 OR 9 IN Q.R1; CODED 5, 8 OR 9 IN Q.R1D
2 8. DK
9. NA

CODE: 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8
FREQ: 1107 15 36 104 99 174 48 29 2

VAR 800348  NAME-R'S PARTY ID:INDEPENDENT
COLUMNS 635  - 635
NUMERIC
MD=8 OR GE 9
Q.R2. DO YOU EVER THINK OF YOURSELF AS A POLITICAL INDEPENDENT, OR NOT?

682 1. YES
889 5. NO
38 8. DK
5 9. NA

Q.R2A. ON THIS SCALE FROM 1 TO 7 (WHERE 1 MEANS "NOT VERY STRONGLY," AND 7 MEANS "VERY STRONGLY"), PLEASE CHOOSE THE NUMBER THAT DESCRIBES HOW STRONGLY INDEPENDENT IN POLITICS YOU FEEL.

1. NOT VERY STRONGLY
   .
   .

7. VERY STRONGLY

932 0. INAP, CODED 5, 8 OR 9 IN Q.R2
4 8. DK
1 9. NA

CODE: 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9
FREQ: 932 18 31 67 159 137 113 152 4 1

Q.R3. IN THE ELECTIONS FOR PRESIDENT SINCE YOU HAVE BEEN OLD ENOUGH TO VOTE, WOULD YOU SAY YOU HAVE VOTED IN ALL OF THEM, MOST OF THEM, SOME OF THEM, OR NONE OF THEM.

635 1. ALL
362 2. MOST
270 3. SOME
205 5. NONE
   6. VOTE, NA HOW MAY

94 0. NOT OF VOTING AGE IN L976; NOT A CITIZEN IN L976
8. DK
VAR 800351  NAME-HAS R VOTED SAME PARTY-P
COLUMNS 638  - 638
NUMERIC
MD=0 OR GE  8

Q.R3A. HAVE YOU ALWAYS VOTED FOR THE SAME PARTY OR HAVE YOU VOTED FOR DIFFERENT PARTIES FOR PRESIDENT?

539  1. SAME PARTY
721  3. DIFFERENT PARTIES
347  0. INAP, CODED 0, 5, 8-9 IN Q.R3
3  8. DK
4  9. NA

VAR 800352  NAME-WHCHPTY-R ALWAYS VOTED-P
COLUMNS 639  - 639
NUMERIC
MD=0 OR GE  8

Q.R3B. WHICH PARTY WAS THAT? <THAT R HAS ALWAYS VOTED FOR, FOR PRESIDENT>

<SEE Q.R3A FOR COMPLETE QUESTION TEXT>

369  1. DEMOCRATIC
164  5. REPUBLICAN
4  7. OTHER, SPECIFY
1075  0. INAP, CODED 0, 5,8-9 IN Q.R3; CODED 3,8-9 IN Q.R3A
8  8. DK
2  9. NA

VAR 800353  NAME-DID R VOTE IN 1976 ELCTN
COLUMNS 640  - 640
NUMERIC
MD=0 OR GE  9

Q.R3C. NOW, IN 1976 YOU REMEMBER THAT GERALD FORD RAN ON THE REPUBLICAN TICKET AGAINST JIMMY CARTER FOR THE DEMOCRATS. DO YOU REMEMBER FOR SURE WHETHER OR NOT YOU VOTED IN THAT ELECTION?

1041  1. YES, DID VOTE
185  5. NO, DIDN’T VOTE
36  7. DON’T REMEMBER IF VOTED
347  0. INAP, CODED 0, 5, 8-9 IN Q.R3
5  9. NA
VAR 800354    NAME-WHO R VOTED FOR, 76 P ELC
COLUMNS 641  - 641
NUMERIC
MD=0 OR GE  8

Q.R3D. WHICH ONE DID YOU VOTE FOR? <CANDIDATE IN THE 1976 PRESIDENTIAL ELECTION>
                                    
<SEE Q.R3C FOR COMPLETE QUESTION TEXT>

463  1.  FORD
541  2.  CARTER
12  5.  OTHER

573  0.  INAP, CODED 5,8-9 IN Q.R3; CODED 5,7 OR 9 IN Q.R3C
12  8.  DK
13  9.  NA

=================================

VAR 800355    NAME-PARTY ID-R'S FATHER
COLUMNS 642  - 642
NUMERIC
MD=0 OR GE  8

Q.R3E. DID YOUR FATHER (OR FATHER SUBSTITUTE) THINK OF HIMSELF MOSTLY AS A DEMOCRAT, AS A REPUBLICAN, AS AN INDEPENDENT, OR WHAT?
                                    
692  1.  DEMOCRAT
112  2.  INDEPENDENT
375  3.  REPUBLICAN
  4.  OTHER PARTY, SPECIFY
41  5.  NOT INTERESTED IN POLITICS
47  6.  WASN’T U.S. CITIZEN; NO RIGHT TO VOTE
  0.  NO FATHER OR FATHER SUBSTITUTE
257  8.  DK
52  9.  NA

=================================

VAR 800356    NAME-PARTY ID-R'S MOTHER
COLUMNS 643  - 643
NUMERIC
MD=0 OR GE  8

Q.R3F. DID YOUR MOTHER (OR MOTHER SUBSTITUTE) THINK OF HERSELF MOSTLY AS A DEMOCRAT, AS A REPUBLICAN, AS AN INDEPENDENT, OR WHAT?
                                    
668  1.  DEMOCRAT
103  2.  INDEPENDENT
384  3.  REPUBLICAN
  4.  OTHER PARTY, SPECIFY
99  5.  NOT INTERESTED IN POLITICS
48  6.  WASN’T U.S. CITIZEN; NO RIGHT TO VOTE
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Q.R4. NEXT I WILL READ SOME GENERAL STATEMENTS ABOUT POLITICAL PARTIES. PLEASE USE THE SCALE ON THIS PAGE TO TELL ME HOW STRONGLY YOU AGREE OR DISAGREE WITH EACH STATEMENT. THE SCALE RUNS FROM "DISAGREE VERY STRONGLY" AT POINT 1 TO "AGREE VERY STRONGLY" AT POINT 7. AFTER I READ EACH STATEMENT, YOU CAN JUST GIVE ME THE NUMBER FROM THE SCALE THAT APPLIES.

Q.R4A. THE BEST RULE IN VOTING IS TO PICK A CANDIDATE REGARDLESS OF PARTY LABEL.

1. DISAGREE VERY STRONGLY
   7. AGREE VERY STRONGLY

48  8. DK
18  9. NA

CODE:   1    2    3    4    5    6    7    8    9  
FREQ: 138   67   82  126  176  325  634   48   18

Q.R4B. IT IS BETTER TO BE A FIRM PARTY SUPPORTER THAN TO BE A POLITICAL INDEPENDENT.

<SEE Q.R4 FOR COMPLETE QUESTION TEXT>

1. DISAGREE VERY STRONGLY
   7. AGREE VERY STRONGLY

93  8. DK
17  9. NA

CODE:   1    2    3    4    5    6    7    8    9  
FREQ: 395  237  181  204  165  140  182   93   17
### Statement C

**Q.R4C.** The parties do more to confuse the issues than to provide a clear choice on issues.

<SEE Q.R4 FOR COMPLETE QUESTION TEXT>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Code</th>
<th>Frequency</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>92</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>133</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>125</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>307</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>287</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>274</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>272</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>107</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>17</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Statement D

**Q.R4D.** It would be better if, in all elections, we put no party labels on the ballot.

<SEE Q.R4 FOR COMPLETE QUESTION TEXT>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Code</th>
<th>Frequency</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>274</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>178</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>116</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>182</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>174</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>224</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>320</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>128</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>18</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Statement E

**Q.R4E.** The truth is we probably don’t need political parties in America anymore.

<SEE Q.R4 FOR COMPLETE QUESTION TEXT>
1. DISAGREE VERY STRONGLY

7. AGREE VERY STRONGLY

125  8. DK
18   9. NA

CODE:  1    2    3    4    5    6    7    8    9
FREQ: 459  223  150  166  116  130  227  125   18

-----------------------------

VAR 800362  NAME-R-TRY TO CONVENCE, SUP P CD
COLUMNS 649 - 649
NUMERIC
MD=8 OR GE 9

Q.R5. SO FAR THIS YEAR HAVE YOU TALKED TO ANYONE AND TRIED TO SHOW THEM WHY THEY SHOULD SUPPORT ONE OF THE CANDIDATES FOR PRESIDENT?

453  1. YES
1110  5. NO

1  8. DK
50  9. NA

-----------------------------

VAR 800363  NAME-DID R TALK TO CAMP WRKR
COLUMNS 650 - 650
NUMERIC
MD=8 OR GE 9

Q.R6. HAS ANYONE FROM ONE OF THE POLITICAL PARTIES OR CANDIDATES FOR PRESIDENT CALLED YOU UP OR COME AROUND AND TALKED TO YOU ABOUT THE ELECTION THIS YEAR?

179  1. YES
1384  5. NO

Q.T2F. <DOES> INSPIRING <DESCRIBE ANDERSON>

1  8. DK
50  9. NA

-----------------------------

VAR 800364  NAME-WHC PARTY/CND CNTCTD R-1
COLUMNS 651 - 652
NUMERIC
MD=0 OR GE 98

Q.R6A(1). WHICH PARTY OR CANDIDATE WAS THAT?-FIRST MENTION
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REPUBLICAN CANDIDATES/ORGANIZED SUPPORTERS FOR:

24 10. RONALD REAGAN
   11. JOHN CONNALLY
   12. GERALD FORD
   13. HOWARD BAKER
   14. GEORGE BUSH
   15. PHILIP CRANE
   16. ROBERT DOLE

3 28. REPUBLICAN CANDIDATE(S)—NA WHICH CANDIDATE(S)

2 29. OTHER REPUBLICAN CANDIDATE; INCLUDING
   STATE/LOCAL/U.S. CONGRESS OFFICES

DEMOCRATIC CANDIDATE(S)/ORGANIZED SUPPORTERS FOR:

13 50. JIMMY CARTER
   3 51. EDWARD KENNEDY
   1 52. JERRY BROWN
   53. WALTER MONDALE

9 68. DEMOCRATIC CANDIDATE(S)—NA WHICH CANDIDATE(S)
   69. OTHER DEMOCRATIC CANDIDATE; INCLUDING
       STATE/LOCAL/U.S. CONGRESS OFFICES

INDEPENDENT CANDIDATE

11 17. JOHN ANDERSON

PARTY ORGANIZATION MENTIONED AS SUCH

58 71. REPUBLICAN PARTY
   37 75. DEMOCRATIC PARTY
   2 79. OTHER PARTY (ONLY)
   1 80. OTHER GROUPS OR INDIVIDUALS WHICH ARE NEITHER
          PARTIES NOR ORGANIZED SUPPORTERS OF SPECIFIC
          CANDIDATES
   81. OTHER MINOR PARTY CANDIDATE

1435 00. INAP, NO FURTHER MENTION; CODED 5,8-9 IN Q.R6
   11 98. DK; CAN'T REMEMBER
   4 99. NA
11. JOHN CONNALLY
12. GERALD FORD
13. HOWARD BAKER
14. GEORGE BUSH
15. PHILIP CRANE
16. ROBERT DOLE
28. REPUBLICAN CANDIDATE(S)—NA WHICH CANDIDATE(S)
29. OTHER REPUBLICAN CANDIDATE; INCLUDING STATE/LOCAL/U.S. CONGRESS OFFICES

DEMOCRATIC CANDIDATE(S)/ORGANIZED SUPPORTERS FOR:

50. JIMMY CARTER
51. EDWARD KENNEDY
52. JERRY BROWN
53. WALTER MONDALE
58. DEMOCRATIC CANDIDATE(S)—NA WHICH CANDIDATE(S)
59. OTHER DEMOCRATIC CANDIDATE; INCLUDING STATE/LOCAL/U.S. CONGRESS OFFICES

INDEPENDENT CANDIDATE

17. JOHN ANDERSON

PARTY ORGANIZATION MENTIONED AS SUCH

71. REPUBLICAN PARTY
75. DEMOCRATIC PARTY
79. OTHER PARTY (ONLY)
80. OTHER GROUPS OR INDIVIDUALS WHICH ARE NEITHER PARTIES NOR ORGANIZED SUPPORTERS OF SPECIFIC CANDIDATES
81. OTHER MINOR PARTY CANDIDATE

1564 00. INAP, NO FURTHER MENTION; CODED 5,8-9 IN Q.R6; CODED 98 OR 99 IN Q.R6A(1)

=================================================================================================

VAR 800366 NAME-WHC PARTY/CND CNTCTD R-3
COLUMNS 655 - 656
NUMERIC
MD=0

Q.R6A(3). WHICH PARTY OR CANDIDATE WAS THAT?—THIRD MENTION

<SEE Q.R6 FOR COMPLETE QUESTION TEXT>

REPUBLICAN CANDIDATES/ORGANIZED SUPPORTERS FOR:

10. RONALD REAGAN
11. JOHN CONNALLY
12. GERALD FORD
13. HOWARD BAKER
14. GEORGE BUSH
15. PHILIP CRANE
16. ROBERT DOLE
28. REPUBLICAN CANDIDATE(S)—NA WHICH CANDIDATE(S)
29. OTHER REPUBLICAN CANDIDATE; INCLUDING STATE/LOCAL/U.S. CONGRESS OFFICES

DEMOCRATIC CANDIDATE(S)/ORGANIZED SUPPORTERS FOR:

  50. JIMMY CARTER
  1  51. EDWARD KENNEDY
  52. JERRY BROWN
  53. WALTER MONDALE

68. DEMOCRATIC CANDIDATE(S)—NA WHICH CANDIDATE(S)
69. OTHER DEMOCRATIC CANDIDATE; INCLUDING STATE/LOCAL/U.S. CONGRESS OFFICES

INDEPENDENT CANDIDATE

  3  17. JOHN ANDERSON

PARTY ORGANIZATION MENTIONED AS SUCH

  1  71. REPUBLICAN PARTY
  1  75. DEMOCRATIC PARTY
  1  79. OTHER PARTY (ONLY)

80. OTHER GROUPS OR INDIVIDUALS WHICH ARE NEITHER PARTIES NOR ORGANIZED SUPPORTERS OF SPECIFIC CANDIDATES

  1  81. OTHER MINOR PARTY CANDIDATE

1606 00. INAP, NO FURTHER MENTION; CODED 5,8-9 IN Q.R6; CODED 98 OR 99 IN Q.R6A(1)

===============================================================================
VAR 800367   NAME-WHC PARTY/CND CNTCTD R-4
COLUMNS 657 - 658
NUMERIC
MD=0 OR GE  98

Q.R6A(4). WHICH PARTY OR CANDIDATE WAS THAT?-FOURTH MENTION
===============================================================================

<SEE Q.R6 FOR COMPLETE QUESTION TEXT>

REPUBLICAN CANDIDATES/ORGANIZED SUPPORTERS FOR:

  10. RONALD REAGAN
  11. JOHN CONNALLY
  12. GERALD FORD
  13. HOWARD BAKER
  1  14. GEORGE BUSH
  15. PHILIP CRANE
  16. ROBERT DOLE
  28. REPUBLICAN CANDIDATE(S)—NA WHICH CANDIDATE(S)
  29. OTHER REPUBLICAN CANDIDATE; INCLUDING STATE/LOCAL/U.S. CONGRESS OFFICES

DEMOCRATIC CANDIDATE(S)/ORGANIZED SUPPORTERS FOR:

  50. JIMMY CARTER
  1  51. EDWARD KENNEDY
  52. JERRY BROWN
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53. WALTER MONDALE
68. DEMOCRATIC CANDIDATE(S)—NA WHICH CANDIDATE(S)
69. OTHER DEMOCRATIC CANDIDATE; INCLUDING
   STATE/LOCAL/U.S. CONGRESS OFFICES

INDEPENDENT CANDIDATE

17. JOHN ANDERSON

PARTY ORGANIZATION MENTIONED AS SUCH

71. REPUBLICAN PARTY
75. DEMOCRATIC PARTY
79. OTHER PARTY (ONLY)
80. OTHER GROUPS OR INDIVIDUALS WHICH ARE NEITHER
   PARTIES NOR ORGANIZED SUPPORTERS OF SPECIFIC
   CANDIDATES
81. OTHER MINOR PARTY CANDIDATE

1612 00. INAP, NO FURTHER MENTION; CODED 5,8-9 IN Q.R6;
   CODED 98 OR 99 IN Q.R6A(1)

-----------------------------
VAR 800368 NAME-WHC PARTY/CND CNTCTD R-5
COLUMNS 659 - 660
NUMERIC
MD=0 OR GE  98

Q.R6A(5). WHICH PARTY OR CANDIDATE WAS THAT?—FIFTH MENTION
-----------------------------

<SEE Q.R6 FOR COMPLETE QUESTION TEXT>

REPUBLICAN CANDIDATE(S)/ORGANIZED SUPPORTERS FOR:

10. RONALD REAGAN
11. JOHN CONNALLY
12. GERALD FORD
13. HOWARD BAKER
14. GEORGE BUSH
15. PHILIP CRANE
16. ROBERT DOLE
28. REPUBLICAN CANDIDATE(S)—NA WHICH CANDIDATE(S)
29. OTHER REPUBLICAN CANDIDATE; INCLUDING
   STATE/LOCAL/U.S. CONGRESS OFFICES

DEMOCRATIC CANDIDATE(S)/ORGANIZED SUPPORTERS FOR:

50. JIMMY CARTER
51. EDWARD KENNEDY
52. JERRY BROWN
53. WALTER MONDALE
68. DEMOCRATIC CANDIDATE(S)—NA WHICH CANDIDATE(S)
69. OTHER DEMOCRATIC CANDIDATE; INCLUDING
   STATE/LOCAL/U.S. CONGRESS OFFICES

INDEPENDENT CANDIDATE
PARTY ORGANIZATION MENTIONED AS SUCH

71. REPUBLICAN PARTY
75. DEMOCRATIC PARTY
79. OTHER PARTY (ONLY)
80. OTHER GROUPS OR INDIVIDUALS WHICH ARE NEITHER PARTIES NOR ORGANIZED SUPPORTERS OF SPECIFIC CANDIDATES
81. OTHER MINOR PARTY CANDIDATE

1613 00. INAP, NO FURTHER MENTION; CODED 5,8-9 IN Q.R6

VAR 800369 NAME-R'S POLITICAL ACTIVITY
COLUMNS 661 - 661
NUMERIC
MD=9

Q.R7. SO FAR THIS YEAR, HAVE YOU GONE TO ANY POLITICAL MEETINGS, RALLIES, FUND-RAISING DINNERS, OR THINGS LIKE THAT?

106 1. YES
1457 5. NO
51 9. NA

VAR 800370 NAME-INTRVWR CHECKPNT-PRIMARY
COLUMNS 662 - 662
NUMERIC
MD=9

Q.S1. INTERVIEWER CHECKPOINT

1333 1. R'S STATE HAD A PRIMARY ELECTION
281 3. R'S STATE HAD NO PRIMARY ELECTION IN 1980
9. NA

VAR 800371 NAME-DID R VOTE IN PRIMARY
COLUMNS 663 - 663
NUMERIC
MD=0 OR GE 8

Q.S2. (FOR INTERVIEWS TAKEN IN ARKANSAS): YOUR STATE HELD A PRIMARY ELECTION ON MAY 27, 1980. AS YOU MAY KNOW, THE REPUBLICAN PARTY DID NOT HAVE A PRIMARY CONTEST IN ARKANSAS THIS YEAR, SO THERE WAS ONLY A DEMOCRATIC PRIMARY ELECTION. DID YOU VOTE IN THAT ELECTION OR WERE YOU UNABLE TO DO SO? (FOR INTERVIEWS TAKEN IN SOUTH CAROLINA): YOUR STATE HELD A PRIMARY ELECTION ON MARCH 8, 1980. AS YOU MAY KNOW THE DEMOCRATIC PARTY HELD NO PRIMARY CONTEST IN SOUTH CAROLINA
THIS YEAR SO THERE WAS ONLY A REPUBLICAN PRIMARY ELECTION. DID YOU VOTE IN THAT ELECTION OR WERE YOU UNABLE TO DO SO?

(For interviews taken in Mississippi): You held a primary election on June 3, 1980. As you may know, the Democratic party had no primary contest in Mississippi this year, so there was only a Republican primary election. Did you vote in that election or were you unable to do so? (For other states which had primary elections): Your state held a primary election on (date). Did you vote in that election, or were you unable to do so?

---

482 1. YES, DID VOTE
829 5. NO, DIDN'T VOTE
281 0. INAP, CODED 3 OR 9 IN Q.S1
16 8. DK, CAN'T REMEMBER
6 9. NA

------------------

VAR 800372 NAME-DID R VOTE IN D/R PRIMARY
COLUMNS 664 - 664
NUMERIC
MD=0 OR GE 8

Q.S3. DID YOU VOTE IN THE REPUBLICAN PRIMARY OR THE DEMOCRATIC PRIMARY?

------------------

177 1. REPUBLICAN
286 5. DEMOCRATIC
1132 0. INAP, CODED 3 OR 9 IN Q.S1; CODED 5,8-9 IN Q.S2
7 8. DK, CAN'T RECALL
12 9. NA

------------------

VAR 800373 NAME-WHC PRES CND R VTD,PRMRY
COLUMNS 665 - 666
NUMERIC
MD=0 OR GE 98

Q.S4. HERE IS A LIST OF THE REPUBLICAN PRESIDENTIAL CANDIDATES ON YOUR STATE'S PRIMARY ELECTION BALLOT. WHO DID YOU VOTE FOR?

Q.S5. HERE IS A LIST OF THE DEMOCRATIC PRESIDENTIAL CANDIDATES ON YOUR STATE'S PRIMARY ELECTION BALLOT. WHO DID YOU VOTE FOR?

------------------

119 10. RONALD REAGAN
11. JOHN CONNALLY
1 12. GERALD FORD
2 13. HOWARD BAKER
26 14. GEORGE BUSH
15. PHILIP CRANE
16. ROBERT DOLE
14 17. JOHN ANDERSON
| 29. | OTHER REPUBLICAN CANDIDATE |
| 30. | BELLUSO |
| 31. | STASSEN |
| 32. | FERNANDEZ |
| 33. | KELLEY |
| 34. | BADGELEY |
| 35. | CARLSON |
| 36. | CARRIS |
| 37. | YEAGER |
| 38. | STROM |
| 39. | PICKETT |
| 40. | JACOBSEN |
| 41. | KELSO |
| 48. | VOLUNTEERED: CHECKED "NO PREFERENCE", "UNCOMMITTED" OR "NONE OF THE ABOVE" ON REPUBLICAN BALLOT |
| 193 | 50. | JIMMY CARTER |
| 51. | EDWARD KENNEDY |
| 52. | JERRY BROWN |
| 53. | WALTER MONDALE |
| 69. | OTHER DEMOCRATIC CANDIDATE |
| 70. | MADDOX |
| 71. | NUCKOLS |
| 72. | FINCH |
| 73. | LAROCHE |
| 74. | KAY |
| 75. | AHERN |
| 76. | ROLLINSON |
| 77. | REAUX |
| 12 | 88. | VOLUNTEERED: CHECKED "NO PREFERENCE", "UNCOMMITTED" OR "NONE OF THE ABOVE" ON DEMOCRATIC BALLOT |
| 1160 | 00. | INAP, CODED 3 OR 9 IN Q.S1; CODED 46 IN Q.X6 AND 1 IN Q.S2; CODED 5,8-9 IN Q.S2; CODED 13 IN Q.X6 AND 1 IN Q.S3 |
| 15 | 98. | DK, CAN'T REMEMBER |
| 99. | NA |

---

VAR 800374  NAME-REAGAN-MORAL
COLUMNS 667 - 667
NUMERIC
MD=8 OR GE 9

Q.T1. I AM GOING TO READ A LIST OF WORDS AND PHRASES PEOPLE USE TO DESCRIBE POLITICAL FIGURES. FOR EACH, PLEASE TELL ME WHETHER THE WORD OR PHRASE DESCRIBES THE CANDIDATE I NAME EXTREMELY WELL, QUITE WELL, NOT TOO WELL, OR NOT WELL AT ALL. THINK ABOUT RONALD REAGAN. THE FIRST WORD ON OUR LIST IS "MORAL". IN YOUR OPINION DOES THE WORD "MORAL" DESCRIBE REAGAN EXTREMELY WELL, QUITE WELL, NOT TOO WELL, OR NOT WELL AT ALL? YOU CAN JUST TELL ME THE NUMBER OF YOUR CHOICE.

Q.T1A. MORAL

252 1. EXTREMELY WELL
Q.T1B. <DOES> DISHONEST <DESCRIBE REAGAN>

SEE Q.T1 FOR COMPLETE QUESTION TEXT

Q.T1C. <DOES> WEAK <DESCRIBE REAGAN>

SEE Q.T1 FOR COMPLETE QUESTION TEXT

Q.T1D. <DOES> KNOWLEDGEABLE <DESCRIBE REAGAN>

SEE Q.T1 FOR COMPLETE QUESTION TEXT
VAR 800381  NAME-REAGAN-STRONG LEADERSHIP
COLUMNS 674  -  674
NUMERIC
MD=8 OR GE  9

Q.T1H.  <DOES> HE WOULD PROVIDE STRONG LEADERSHIP <DESCRIBE REAGAN>

<SEE Q.T1 FOR COMPLETE QUESTION TEXT>

VAR 800382  NAME-REAGAN-GOOD FOREIGNRELAT
COLUMNS 675  -  675
NUMERIC
MD=8 OR GE  9

Q.T1J.  <DOES> HE WOULD DEVELOP GOOD RELATIONS WITH OTHER COUNTRIES <DESCRIBE REAGAN>

<SEE Q.T1 FOR COMPLETE QUESTION TEXT>

VAR 800383  NAME-ANDERSON-MORAL
COLUMNS 676  -  676
NUMERIC
MD=8 OR GE  9

Q.T2.  THINK ABOUT JOHN ANDERSON.  THE FIRST WORD IS "MORAL".  (IN YOUR OPINION DOES THE WORD "MORAL" DESCRIBE ANDERSON EXTREMELY WELL, QUITE WELL, NOT TOO WELL, OR NOT WELL AT ALL?)

Q.T2A.  MORAL
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VAR 800384  NAME-ANDERSON-DISHONEST
COLUMNS 677  - 677
NUMERIC
MD=8 OR GE  9
Q.T2B.  <DOES> DISHONEST <DESCRIBE ANDERSON>
--------------------------------------------
<SEE Q.T2 FOR COMPLETE QUESTION TEXT>

VAR 800385  NAME-ANDERSON-WEAK
COLUMNS 678  - 678
NUMERIC
MD=8 OR GE  9
Q.T2C.  <DOES> WEAK <DESCRIBE ANDERSON>
---------------------------------------
<SEE Q.T2 FOR COMPLETE QUESTION TEXT>

VAR 800386  NAME-ANDERSON-KNOWLEDGEABLE
COLUMNS 679  - 679
NUMERIC
MD=8 OR GE  9
Q.T2D.  <DOES> KNOWLEDGEABLE <DESCRIBE ANDERSON>
-----------------------------------------------
<SEE Q.T2 FOR COMPLETE QUESTION TEXT>
VAR 800387 NAME-ANDERSON-POWER HUNGRY
COLUMNS 680  - 680
NUMERIC
MD=8 OR GE 9

Q.T2E. <DOES> POWER-HUNGRY <DESCRIBE ANDERSON>
-----------------------------------------------

<SEE Q.T2 FOR COMPLETE QUESTION TEXT>

VAR 800388 NAME-ANDERSON-INSPIRING
COLUMNS 681  - 681
NUMERIC
MD=8 OR GE 9

Q.T2F. <DOES> INSPIRING <DESCRIBE ANDERSON>
--------------------------------------------

VAR 800389 NAME-ANDERSON-SOLVE EC PRBLMS
COLUMNS 682  - 682
NUMERIC
MD=8 OR GE 9

Q.T2G. <DOES> HE WOULD SOLVE OUR ECONOMIC PROBLEMS
<DESCRIBE ANDERSON>
-----------------------------------------------

<SEE Q.T2 FOR COMPLETE QUESTION TEXT>

VAR 800390 NAME-ANDERSON-STRONG LEADERSH
COLUMNS 683  - 683
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Q.T2H.  <DOES> HE WOULD PROVIDE STRONG LEADERSHIP <DESCRIBE ANDERSON>

<SEE Q.T2 FOR COMPLETE QUESTION TEXT>

49  1.  EXTREMELY WELL
374  2.  QUITE WELL
428  3.  NOT TOO WELL
180  4.  NOT WELL AT ALL
462  8.  DK
121  9.  NA

Q.T2J.  <DOES> HE WOULD DEVELOP GOOD RELATIONS WITH OTHER COUNTRIES <DESCRIBE ANDERSON>

<SEE Q.T2 FOR COMPLETE QUESTION TEXT>

45  1.  EXTREMELY WELL
399  2.  QUITE WELL
387  3.  NOT TOO WELL
135  4.  NOT WELL AT ALL
527  8.  DK
121  9.  NA

Q.T3.  THINK ABOUT JIMMY CARTER.  THE FIRST WORD IS "MORAL". (IN YOUR OPINION DOES THE WORD "MORAL" DESCRIBE CARTER EXTREMELY WELL, QUITE WELL, NOT TOO WELL, OR NOT WELL AT ALL?)

Q.T3A.  MORAL

526  1.  EXTREMELY WELL
683  2.  QUITE WELL
211  3.  NOT TOO WELL
71  4.  NOT WELL AT ALL
55  8.  DK
68  9.  NA
VAR 800393    NAME-CARTER-DISHONEST
COLUMNS 686 - 686
NUMERIC
MD=8 OR GE 9

Q.T3B.  <DOES> DISHONEST <DESCRIBE CARTER>
------------------------------------------

<SEE Q.T3 FOR COMPLETE QUESTION TEXT>

57 1. EXTREMELY WELL
159 2. QUITE WELL
604 3. NOT TOO WELL
656 4. NOT WELL AT ALL

66 8. DK
72 9. NA

VAR 800394    NAME-CARTER-WEAK
COLUMNS 687 - 687
NUMERIC
MD=8 OR GE 9

Q.T3C.  <DOES> WEAK <DESCRIBE CARTER>
-------------------------------------

<SEE Q.T3 FOR COMPLETE QUESTION TEXT>

170 1. EXTREMELY WELL
497 2. QUITE WELL
566 3. NOT TOO WELL
273 4. NOT WELL AT ALL

38 8. DK
70 9. NA

VAR 800395    NAME-CARTER-KNOWLEDGEABLE
COLUMNS 688 - 688
NUMERIC
MD=8 OR GE 9

Q.T3D.  <DOES> KNOWLEDGEABLE <DESCRIBE CARTER>
-----------------------------------------------

<SEE Q.T3 FOR COMPLETE QUESTION TEXT>

344 1. EXTREMELY WELL
787 2. QUITE WELL
303 3. NOT TOO WELL
66 4. NOT WELL AT ALL

45 8. DK
69 9. NA

VAR 800396    NAME-CARTER-POWER HUNGRY
Q.T3E.  <DOES> POWER-HUNGRY <DESCRIBE CARTER>

<SEE Q.T3 FOR COMPLETE QUESTION TEXT>

1.  EXTREMELY WELL
2.  QUITE WELL
3.  NOT TOO WELL
4.  NOT WELL AT ALL
8.  DK
9.  NA

Q.T3F.  <DOES> INSPIRING <DESCRIBE CARTER>

<SEE Q.T3 FOR COMPLETE QUESTION TEXT>

1.  EXTREMELY WELL
2.  QUITE WELL
3.  NOT TOO WELL
4.  NOT WELL AT ALL
8.  DK
9.  NA

Q.T3G.  <DOES> HE WOULD SOLVE OUR ECONOMIC PROBLEMS <DESCRIBE CARTER>

<SEE Q.T3 FOR COMPLETE QUESTION TEXT>

1.  EXTREMELY WELL
2.  QUITE WELL
3.  NOT TOO WELL
4.  NOT WELL AT ALL
8.  DK
9.  NA
Q.T3H. <DOES> HE WOULD PROVIDE STRONG LEADERSHIP <DESCRIBE CARTER>
-----------------------------------------------------------

<SEE Q.T3 FOR COMPLETE QUESTION TEXT>

94  1.  EXTREMELY WELL
449  2.  QUITE WELL
602  3.  NOT TOO WELL
350  4.  NOT WELL AT ALL

53  8.  DK
66  9.  NA

Q.T3J. <DOES> HE WOULD DEVELOP GOOD RELATIONS WITH OTHER COUNTRIES <DESCRIBE CARTER>
-----------------------------------------------------------

<SEE Q.T3 FOR COMPLETE QUESTION TEXT>

204  1.  EXTREMELY WELL
603  2.  QUITE WELL
436  3.  NOT TOO WELL
244  4.  NOT WELL AT ALL

61  8.  DK
66  9.  NA

Q.U1. DO YOU THINK THAT PEOPLE IN THE GOVERNMENT WASTE A LOT OF THE MONEY WE PAY IN TAXES, WASTE SOME OF IT, OR DON'T WASTE VERY MUCH OF IT?
-----------------------------------------------------------

32  1.  NOT VERY MUCH
282  3.  SOME
1258  5.  A LOT

35  8.  DK
7  9.  NA
Q.U2. HOW MUCH OF THE TIME DO YOU THINK YOU CAN TRUST THE GOVERNMENT IN WASHINGTON TO DO WHAT IS RIGHT—JUST ABOUT ALWAYS, MOST OF THE TIME, OR ONLY SOME OF THE TIME?

33 1. ALWAYS
372 3. MOST OF THE TIME
1107 5. SOME OF THE TIME
64 7. R VOLUNTEERS: NONE OF THE TIME

30 8. DK
8 9. NA

Q.U3. WOULD YOU SAY THE GOVERNMENT IS PRETTY MUCH RUN BY A FEW BIG INTERESTS LOOKING OUT FOR THEMSELVES OR THAT IT IS RUN FOR THE BENEFIT OF ALL THE PEOPLE?

336 1. FOR THE BENEFIT OF ALL
1121 5. FEW BIG INTERESTS

6 7. OTHER, DEPENDS; BOTH BOXES CHECKED; REFUSED TO CHOOSE

130 8. DK
21 9. NA

Q.U4. DO YOU FEEL THAT ALMOST ALL OF THE PEOPLE RUNNING THE GOVERNMENT ARE SMART PEOPLE, OR DO YOU THINK THAT QUITE A FEW OF THEM DON'T SEEM TO KNOW WHAT THEY ARE DOING?

536 1. ARE SMART PEOPLE
996 5. DON'T KNOW WHAT THEY ARE DOING

5 7. OTHER; DEPENDS; BOTH BOXES CHECKED; REFUSED TO CHOOSE

58 8. DK
19 9. NA

Q.U5. NAME-CROOKS IN GOVERNMENT

VAR 800403 NAME-WHO IS GOVT RUN FOR
COLUMNS 696 - 696
NUMERIC
MD=8 OR GE 9

VAR 800404 NAME-IS GOVT RUN BY SMART PPL
COLUMNS 697 - 697
NUMERIC
MD=8 OR GE 9

VAR 800405 NAME-CROOKS IN GOVERNMENT
COLUMNS 698 - 698
NUMERIC
MD=8 OR GE 9
Q.U5. DO YOU THINK THAT QUITE A FEW OF THE PEOPLE RUNNING THE GOVERNMENT ARE CROOKED, NOT VERY MANY ARE, OR DO YOU THINK HARDLY ANY OF THEM ARE CROOKED?

136 1. HARDLY ANY
659 3. NOT MANY
748 5. QUITE A FEW

57 8. DK
14 9. NA

VAR 800406 NAME-MONTH OF R’S BIRTH
COLUMNS 699 - 700
NUMERIC
MD=99

Q.Y1. WHAT IS THE MONTH AND YEAR OF YOUR BIRTH?

Q.Y1A. MONTH

142 01. JANUARY
113 02. FEBRUARY
128 03. MARCH
133 04. APRIL
136 05. MAY
115 06. JUNE
150 07. JULY
150 08. AUGUST
136 09. SEPTEMBER
144 10. OCTOBER
136 11. NOVEMBER
126 12. DECEMBER

5 99. NA; DK

VAR 800407 NAME-YEAR OF R’S BIRTH
COLUMNS 701 - 702
NUMERIC
MD=65

Q.Y1B. YEAR

<SEE Q.Y1 FOR COMPLETE QUESTION TEXT>

00. (1900)
.
.
62. (1962)
84. (1866)
.
.
99. (1899)
2 65. NA; DK

CODE: 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13
FREQ: 12 9 6 9 13 13 12 13 18 24 18 17 20 24

CODE: 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 26 27
FREQ: 16 21 26 17 18 26 26 31 25 28 22 15 24 32

CODE: 28 29 30 31 32 33 34 35 36 37 38 39 40 41
FREQ: 23 23 18 16 21 15 21 20 18 24 23 28 35 16

CODE: 42 43 44 45 46 47 48 49 50 51 52 53 54 55
FREQ: 16 21 26 17 18 26 26 31 25 28 22 15 24 34

CODE: 56 57 58 59 60 61 62 65 84 87 89 91 92 93
FREQ: 35 41 40 32 25 30 25 2 1 1 2 1 1 2

CODE: 94 95 96 97 98 99
FREQ: 4 2 4 7 8 4

===============================================================================
VAR 800408   NAME-WHAT IS R'S AGE
COLUMNS 703 - 704
NUMERIC
MD=0

Q.Y1X. SUMMARY: R'S AGE IN YEARS

----------------------------------
18.
98.
99. NINETY-NINE YEARS OR OLDER
----------------------------------
2 00. INAP, CODED 65 IN Q.Y1B

CODE: 0 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 26 27 28 29 30
FREQ: 2 26 32 26 30 43 39 36 32 37 51 39 37 38

CODE: 31 32 33 34 35 36 37 38 39 40 41 42 43 44
FREQ: 28 43 42 29 35 33 31 32 19 35 25 25 25 16

CODE: 45 46 47 48 49 50 51 52 53 54 55 56 57 58
FREQ: 22 20 14 22 15 20 21 25 30 26 12 23 29 24

CODE: 59 60 61 62 63 64 65 66 67 68 69 70 71 72
FREQ: 32 24 26 19 19 24 21 16 24 20 17 17 26 19

CODE: 73 74 75 76 77 78 79 80 81 82 83 84 85 86
FREQ: 10 13 13 13 11 5 10 9 4 9 7 3 2 5

CODE: 87 88 89 90 91 93 96
FREQ: 1 1 1 1 1 1 1

===============================================================================
VAR 800409   NAME-R'S MARITAL STATUS
Q.Y2. ARE YOU MARRIED NOW AND LIVING WITH YOUR (HUSBAND/WIFE)--OR ARE YOU WIDOWED, DIVORCED, SEPARATED, OR HAVE YOU NEVER MARRIED?

974  1. MARRIED AND LIVING WITH SPOUSE (OR SPOUSE IN SERVICE)
243  2. NEVER MARRIED
150  3. DIVORCED
 42  4. SEPARATED
182  5. WIDOWED
 21  7. COMMON LAW MARRIAGE; "LIVING TOGETHER"
  2  9. NA

VAR 800410 NAME—DOES R HAVE ANY CHILDREN

Q.Y2A. DO YOU HAVE ANY CHILDREN? (IF R MENTIONS DECEASED CHILDREN, RECORD COMMENTS BUT DO NOT COUNT THEM IN V2B–V2D/Y2B–Y2D)

1148  1. YES
 213  5. NO

245  0. INAP, CODED 2 OR 9 IN Q.Y2
  8  9. NA

VAR 800411 NAME—HOW MANY SONS

Q.Y2B(S). HOW MANY SONS AND HOW MANY Daughters DO YOU HAVE? SONS

267  0. NONE
 458  1. ONE
 265  2. TWO
 100  3. THREE
  35  4. FOUR
  11  5. FIVE
   7  6. SIX
   2  7. SEVEN
   3  8. EIGHT OR MORE

466  9. NA; DK; INAP, CODED 2 OR 9 IN Q.Y2; CODED 5 OR 9 IN Q.Y2A
Q.Y2C. WHAT (IS/ARE) THE AGE(S) OF YOUR SON(S), (OLDEST TO YOUNGEST)?

Q.V2C/Y2C(1). FIRST SON

ACTUAL NUMBER IS CODED.

14 00. LESS THAN ONE YEAR
01. ONE YEAR
.
96. NINETY-SIX YEARS

733 97. INAP, CODED 2 OR 9 IN Q.V2/Y2; CODED 5 OR 9 IN Q.V2A/Y2A; CODED 0 IN Q.V2B/Y2B(S)
1 98. DK
3 99. NA

VALID-N=877 MIN=0 MAX=66 MEAN=22.8 ST.DEV=14.9

Q.Y2C(2). SECOND SON

<SEE Q.Y2C FOR COMPLETE QUESTION TEXT>

ACTUAL NUMBER IS CODED.

5 00. LESS THAN ONE YEAR
01. ONE YEAR
.
96. NINETY-SIX YEARS

1191 97. INAP, CODED 2 OR 9 IN Q.Y2; CODED 5 OR 9 IN Q.Y2A; CODED 0 OR 1 IN Q.Y2B(S)
2 98. DK
1 99. NA

VALID-N=420 MIN=0 MAX=60 MEAN=21.8 ST.DEV=13.7

Q.Y2C(3). THIRD SON

<SEE Q.Y2C FOR COMPLETE QUESTION TEXT>

ACTUAL NUMBER IS CODED.

13 00. LESS THAN ONE YEAR
01. ONE YEAR
.
96. NINETY-SIX YEARS

1849 97. INAP, CODED 2 OR 9 IN Q.V2/Y2; CODED 5 OR 9 IN Q.V2A/Y2A; CODED 0 IN Q.V2B/Y2B(S)
2 98. DK
1 99. NA

VALID-N=213 MIN=0 MAX=60 MEAN=20.9 ST.DEV=12.7
Q.Y2C(3). THIRD SON

<SEE Q.Y2C FOR COMPLETE QUESTION TEXT>
ACTUAL NUMBER IS CODED.

5  00. LESS THAN ONE YEAR
  01. ONE YEAR
  .
  96. NINETY-SIX YEARS
1456  97. INAP, CODED 2 OR 9 IN Q.Y2; CODED 5 OR 9 IN Q.Y2A; CODED 0, 1 OR 2 IN Q.Y2B(S)
  1  98. DK
  2  99. NA

VALID-N=155  MIN=0  MAX=52  MEAN=21.4  ST.DEV=12.7

=================================================================
VAR 800415  NAME-SON'S AGE-4
COLUMNS 714  - 715
NUMERIC
MD=97 OR GE 98

Q.Y2C(4). FOURTH SON

<SEE Q.Y2C FOR COMPLETE QUESTION TEXT>
ACTUAL NUMBER IS CODED.

1  00. LESS THAN ONE YEAR
  01. ONE YEAR
  .
  96. NINETY-SIX YEARS
1556  97. INAP, CODED 2 OR 9 IN Q.Y2; CODED 5 OR 9 IN Q.Y2A; CODED 0-3 IN Q.Y2B(S)
  98. DK
  1  99. NA

VALID-N=57  MIN=0  MAX=49  MEAN=20.8  ST.DEV=12.5

=================================================================
VAR 800416  NAME-SON'S AGE-5
COLUMNS 716  - 717
NUMERIC
MD=97 OR GE 98

Q.Y2C(5). FIFTH SON

<SEE Q.Y2C FOR COMPLETE QUESTION TEXT>
ACTUAL NUMBER IS CODED.
00. LESS THAN ONE YEAR
01. ONE YEAR
.
.
96. NINETY-SIX YEARS

1591 97. INAP, CODED 2 OR 9 IN Q.Y2; CODED 5 OR 9 IN Q.Y2A; CODED 0-4 IN Q.Y2B(S)
98. DK
2 99. NA

VALID-N=21 MIN=2 MAX=36 MEAN=18.3 ST.DEV=9.4

==============================

VAR 800417 NAME-SON’S AGE=6
COLUMNS 718 - 719
NUMERIC
MD=97 OR GE 98

Q.Y2C(6). SIXTH SON
---------------------

<SEE Q.Y2C FOR COMPLETE QUESTION TEXT>
ACTUAL NUMBER IS CODED.

1 00. LESS THAN ONE YEAR
01. ONE YEAR
.
.
96. NINETY-SIX YEARS

1602 97. INAP, CODED 2 OR 9 IN Q.Y2; CODED 5 OR 9 IN Q.Y2A; CODED 0-5 IN Q.Y2B(S)
98. DK
1 99. NA

VALID-N=11 MIN=0 MAX=26 MEAN=17.4 ST.DEV=8.2

==============================

VAR 800418 NAME-SON’S AGE=7
COLUMNS 720 - 721
NUMERIC
MD=97 OR GE 98

Q.Y2C(7). SEVENTH SON
----------------------

<SEE Q.Y2C FOR COMPLETE QUESTION TEXT>

ACTUAL NUMBER IS CODED.

00. LESS THAN ONE YEAR
01. ONE YEAR
.
.
.
96. NINETY-SIX YEARS
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1609  97. INAP, CODED 2 OR 9 IN Q.Y2; CODED 5 OR 9 IN Q.Y2A; CODED 0-6 IN Q.Y2B(S)
98. DK
99. NA

VALID-N=5  MIN=6  MAX=24  MEAN=17.0  ST.DEV=7.5

=========================================
VAR 800419  NAME-SON'S AGE-8
COLUMNS 722 - 723
NUMERIC
MD=97 OR GE 98

Q.Y2C(8). EIGHTH SON
---------------------

<SEE Q.Y2C FOR COMPLETE QUESTION TEXT>

ACTUAL NUMBER IS CODED.

  00. LESS THAN ONE YEAR
  01. ONE YEAR
   .
  96. NINETY-SIX YEARS

1611  97. INAP, CODED 2 OR 9 IN Q.Y2; CODED 5 OR 9 IN Q.Y2A; CODED 0-7 IN Q.Y2B(S)
98. DK
99. NA

VALID-N=3  MIN=4  MAX=23  MEAN=12.3  ST.DEV=9.7

=========================================

VAR 800420  NAME-HOW MANY DAUGHTERS
COLUMNS 724 - 724
NUMERIC
MD=9

Q.Y2B(D). HOW MANY SONS AND HOW MANY DAUGHTERS DO YOU HAVE? <DAUGHTERS>
-----------------------------------------------

  249  0. NONE
  456  1. ONE
  280  2. TWO
  103  3. THREE
   37  4. FOUR
   15  5. FIVE
    4  6. SIX
    2  7. SEVEN
    2  8. EIGHT OR MORE

  466  9. NA; DK; INAP, CODED 2 OR 9 IN Q.Y2; CODED 5 OR 9 IN Q.Y2A

=========================================
Q.Y2D. WHAT (IS/ARE) THE AGE(S) OF YOUR DAUGHTER(S), (OLDEST TO YOUNGEST)?

Q.Y2D(1). FIRST DAUGHTER

ACTUAL NUMBER IS CODED.

00. LESS THAN ONE YEAR
01. ONE YEAR
96. NINETY-SIX YEARS

715 97. INAP, CODED 2 OR 9 IN Q.Y2; CODED 5 OR 9 IN Q.Y2A; CODED 0 IN Q.Y2B(D)
3 98. DK
2 99. NA

VALID-N=894 MIN=0 MAX=73 MEAN=23.5 ST.DEV=14.4

Q.Y2D(2). SECOND DAUGHTER

<SEE Q.Y2D FOR COMPLETE QUESTION TEXT>

ACTUAL NUMBER IS CODED.

00. LESS THAN ONE YEAR
01. ONE YEAR
96. NINETY-SIX YEARS

1171 97. INAP, CODED 2 OR 9 IN Q.Y2; CODED 5 OR 9 IN Q.Y2A; CODED 0, 1 IN Q.Y2B(D)
3 98. DK
4 99. NA

VALID-N=436 MIN=0 MAX=60 MEAN=21.6 ST.DEV=13.2

Q.Y2D(3). THIRD DAUGHTER
<SEE Q.Y2D FOR COMPLETE QUESTION TEXT>

ACTUAL NUMBER IS CODED.

00. LESS THAN ONE YEAR
01. ONE YEAR
.
.
96. NINETY-SIX YEARS

1451  97. INAP, CODED 2 OR 9 IN Q.Y2; CODED 5 OR 9 IN Q.Y2A; CODED 0, 1-2 IN Q.Y2B(D)
1  98. DK
5  99. NA

VALID-N=157 MIN=1 MAX=53 MEAN=21.1 ST.DEV=11.7

==============================================

VAR 800424    NAME-DAUGHTER'S AGE-4
COLUMNS 731  - 732
NUMERIC
MD=97 OR GE  98

Q.Y2D(4). FOURTH DAUGHTER

<SEE Q.Y2D FOR COMPLETE QUESTION TEXT>

ACTUAL NUMBER IS CODED.

00. LESS THAN ONE YEAR
01. ONE YEAR
.
.
96. NINETY-SIX YEARS

1554  97. INAP, CODED 2 OR 9 IN Q.Y2; CODED 5 OR 9 IN Q.Y2A; CODED 0, 1-3 IN Q.Y2B(D)
1  98. DK
1  99. NA

VALID-N=58 MIN=2 MAX=48 MEAN=19.4 ST.DEV=9.0

==============================================

VAR 800425    NAME-DAUGHTER'S AGE-5
COLUMNS 733  - 734
NUMERIC
MD=97 OR GE  98

Q.Y2D(5). FIFTH DAUGHTER

<SEE Q.Y2D FOR COMPLETE QUESTION TEXT>

ACTUAL NUMBER IS CODED.

00. LESS THAN ONE YEAR
01. ONE YEAR
.
96. NINETY-SIX YEARS

1591 97. INAP, CODED 2 OR 9 IN Q.Y2; CODED 5 OR 9 IN Q.Y2A; CODED 0, 1-4 IN Q.Y2B(D)
98. DK
1 99. NA

VALID-N=22 MIN=2 MAX=45 MEAN=19.8 ST.DEV=9.3

-----------------------------
VAR 800426 NAME-DAUGHTER'S AGE-6
COLUMNS 735 - 736
NUMERIC
MD=97 OR GE 98

Q.Y2D(6). SIXTH DAUGHTER
-------------------------

<SEE Q.Y2D FOR COMPLETE QUESTION TEXT>

ACTUAL NUMBER IS CODED.

00. LESS THAN ONE YEAR
01. ONE YEAR
.
96. NINETY-SIX YEARS

1606 97. INAP, CODED 2 OR 9 IN Q.Y2; CODED 5 OR 9 IN Q.Y2A; CODED 0, 1-5 IN Q.Y2B(D)
98. DK
1 99. NA

VALID-N=7 MIN=2 MAX=24 MEAN=15.3 ST.DEV=8.4

------------------------------
VAR 800427 NAME-DAUGHTER'S AGE-7
COLUMNS 737 - 738
NUMERIC
MD=97 OR GE 98

Q.Y2D(7). SEVENTH DAUGHTER
---------------------------

<SEE Q.Y2D FOR COMPLETE QUESTION TEXT>

ACTUAL NUMBER IS CODED.

1 00. LESS THAN ONE YEAR
01. ONE YEAR
.
.
96. NINETY-SIX YEARS

1610 97. INAP, CODED 2 OR 9 IN Q.Y2; CODED 5 OR 9 IN Q.Y2A; CODED 0, 1-6 IN Q.Y2B(D)
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VALID-N=4  MIN=0  MAX=21  MEAN=10.8  ST.DEV=9.2

VAR 800428  NAME-DAUGHTER'S AGE-8
COLUMNS 739 - 740
NUMERIC
MD=97 OR GE 98

Q.Y2D(8). EIGHTH DAUGHTER

<SEE Q.Y2D FOR COMPLETE QUESTION TEXT>

ACTUAL NUMBER IS CODED.

00. LESS THAN ONE YEAR
01. ONE YEAR

96. NINETY-SIX YEARS

1612 97. INAP, CODED 2 OR 9 IN Q.Y2; CODED 5 OR 9 IN Q.Y2A; CODED 0, 1-7 IN Q.Y2B(D)
98. DK
99. NA

TOO FEW CASES TO CALCULATE STATISTICS.

VAR 800429  NAME-R'S EDUCATION
COLUMNS 741 - 742
NUMERIC
MD=98 OR GE 99

Q.Y3. WHAT IS THE HIGHEST GRADE OF SCHOOL OR YEAR OF COLLEGE YOU COMPLETED?

00. NONE, NO GRADES COMPLETED

12. TWELVE GRADES COMPLETED; Q.Y3A ANSWERED YES
13. THIRTEEN YEARS COMPLETED; ONE YEAR OF COLLEGE COMPLETED

17. SEVENTEEN OR MORE YEARS COMPLETED; FIVE OR MORE YEARS OF COLLEGE COMPLETED

1 98. DK
4 99. NA

CODE:  0  1  2  3  4  5  6  7  8  9  10
FREQ:  6   1   1  12  15  19  24  26  89  62  77
CODE:  11   12   13   14   15   16   17   98   99
FREQ:  84  601  130  142   46  136  138    1    4
-----------------------------------------------------------

==============================
VAR 800430    NAME-R’S HI SCHL DIPL/EQ
COLUMNS 743  - 743
NUMERIC
MD=0 OR GE  8

Q.Y3A.  DID YOU GET A HIGH SCHOOL DIPLOMA OR PASS A HIGH
SCHOOL EQUIVALENCY TEST?

------------------------------------------------------------------
583  1.  YES
431  5.  NO

596  0.  INAP, CODED 13-17,99 IN Q.Y3
8.  DK
4  9.  NA  

==============================
VAR 800431    NAME-R’S OTHER SCHOOLING
COLUMNS 744  - 744
NUMERIC
MD=0 OR GE  8

Q.Y3G.  HAVE YOU HAD ANY OTHER SCHOOLING?

---------------------------------------------------------------
372  1.  YES
633  5.  NO

596  0.  INAP, CODED 13-17,99 IN Q.Y3
8.  DK
13  9.  NA

==============================
VAR 800432    NAME-R HAVE COL DEGREE?
COLUMNS 745  - 745
NUMERIC
MD=0 OR GE  8

Q.Y3B.  DO YOU HAVE A COLLEGE DEGREE?

---------------------------------------------------------------
261  1.  YES
330  5.  NO; ASSOCIATE DEGREE ONLY

1022  0.  INAP, CODED 00-12,98-99 IN Q.Y3
8.  DK
1  9.  NA

==============================
VAR 800433    NAME-R’S HIGHEST DEGREE
COLUMNS 746  - 746
NUMERIC
MD=0 OR GE  8
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Q.Y3D. WHAT IS THE HIGHEST DEGREE THAT YOU HAVE EARNED?
------------------------------------------------------------------------
171  1. BACHELOR'S DEGREE: BS, BA, AB, AB IN TH, B ARCH, B
    CH E, BCL, BCS, BE, B ED, BFA, BJ, B LIT, BSA, BSC,
    BSED, BSES, BS IN CE, BS IN CHE, BS IN ED, BS IN LS,
    JCB, LITB, PRB, SB, STB, BD
65   2. MASTER'S DEGREE: MS, MSC, MA MAT, MBA, BDS, MED,
    MFA, EDM, LIM, MPH, MPA, MS IN LS, MSW, MUSM, SM,
    STM, MMUS, MFS, MLS
10   3. PHD, LITD, SCD, DFA, DLIT, DPH, DPHIL, JSC, SJD
   8   4. LLB, JD
   4   5. MD, DDS, SCD, VS, DSC, DO (DOCTOR OF OSTEOPATHY)
   1   6. JDC, STD, THD
   7. HONORARY DEGREE LLD, DD, LHD
1353 0. INAP, CODED 00-12,98-99 IN Q.Y3; CODED 5,8-9 IN
    Q.Y3B
   1   8. DK
   1   9. NA

-----------------------------------------------
VAR 800434   NAME-WHICH CLLGE DID R ATTEND
COLUMNS 747  - 750
NUMERIC
MD=0 OR GE  9999

Q.Y3C. (IF NO COLLEGE DEGREE) WHAT WAS THE LAST COLLEGE YOU
ATTENDED? WHERE IS IT LOCATED? (COMPLETE NAME)

Q.Y3E. (IF HAS COLLEGE DEGREE) FROM WHAT COLLEGE IS THAT
AND WHERE IS IT LOCATED? (COMPLETE NAME)

-----------------------------------------------
SEE APPENDIX NOTE

0001.

9997.

38 9998. COLLEGE NAME GIVEN, BUT NOT ON LIST; FOREIGN
       COLLEGE

1022 0000. INAP, CODED 00-12,98-99 IN Q.Y3
  21 9999. NA, DK

CODE:  0   29   57  117  123  183  187  193  247
FREQ: 1022   1   1   1   2   1   1   1   2

CODE: 289  291  313  325  429  455  467  481  511
FREQ:  2   1   1   1   1   1   2   2   1

CODE: 517  545  555  563  571  599  601  607  629
FREQ:  3   1   1   2   2   1   3   1   1

CODE: 637  649  661  665  667  673  675  741  747
FREQ:  1   2   2   1   1   1   2   2   1
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CODE</th>
<th>755</th>
<th>801</th>
<th>807</th>
<th>821</th>
<th>831</th>
<th>851</th>
<th>929</th>
<th>953</th>
<th>955</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>FREQ</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CODE</th>
<th>959</th>
<th>973</th>
<th>989</th>
<th>1013</th>
<th>1091</th>
<th>1163</th>
<th>1185</th>
<th>1199</th>
<th>1213</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>FREQ</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CODE</th>
<th>1227</th>
<th>1229</th>
<th>1237</th>
<th>1255</th>
<th>1271</th>
<th>1303</th>
<th>1317</th>
<th>1325</th>
<th>1337</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>FREQ</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CODE</th>
<th>1385</th>
<th>1425</th>
<th>1431</th>
<th>1447</th>
<th>1457</th>
<th>1495</th>
<th>1503</th>
<th>1555</th>
<th>1561</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>FREQ</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CODE</th>
<th>1571</th>
<th>1583</th>
<th>1607</th>
<th>1645</th>
<th>1659</th>
<th>1701</th>
<th>1715</th>
<th>1723</th>
<th>1739</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>FREQ</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CODE</th>
<th>1745</th>
<th>1757</th>
<th>1785</th>
<th>1823</th>
<th>1851</th>
<th>1907</th>
<th>1959</th>
<th>1961</th>
<th>1975</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>FREQ</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CODE</th>
<th>1993</th>
<th>2007</th>
<th>2063</th>
<th>2073</th>
<th>2075</th>
<th>2117</th>
<th>2123</th>
<th>2143</th>
<th>2185</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>FREQ</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CODE</th>
<th>2213</th>
<th>2217</th>
<th>2223</th>
<th>2255</th>
<th>2267</th>
<th>2269</th>
<th>2271</th>
<th>2313</th>
<th>2315</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>FREQ</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CODE</th>
<th>2355</th>
<th>2359</th>
<th>2373</th>
<th>2377</th>
<th>2481</th>
<th>2493</th>
<th>2507</th>
<th>2515</th>
<th>2527</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>FREQ</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CODE</th>
<th>2529</th>
<th>2565</th>
<th>2591</th>
<th>2607</th>
<th>2639</th>
<th>2719</th>
<th>2721</th>
<th>2745</th>
<th>2763</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>FREQ</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CODE</th>
<th>2765</th>
<th>2773</th>
<th>2779</th>
<th>2803</th>
<th>2817</th>
<th>2819</th>
<th>2879</th>
<th>2883</th>
<th>2887</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>FREQ</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CODE</th>
<th>2891</th>
<th>2905</th>
<th>2933</th>
<th>2983</th>
<th>2993</th>
<th>3001</th>
<th>3005</th>
<th>3041</th>
<th>3045</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>FREQ</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CODE</th>
<th>3089</th>
<th>3097</th>
<th>3129</th>
<th>3153</th>
<th>3177</th>
<th>3235</th>
<th>3269</th>
<th>3299</th>
<th>3303</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>FREQ</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CODE</th>
<th>3311</th>
<th>3341</th>
<th>3345</th>
<th>3371</th>
<th>3377</th>
<th>3429</th>
<th>3437</th>
<th>3455</th>
<th>3509</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>FREQ</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CODE</th>
<th>3519</th>
<th>3521</th>
<th>3535</th>
<th>3545</th>
<th>3567</th>
<th>3633</th>
<th>3643</th>
<th>3655</th>
<th>3733</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>FREQ</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CODE</th>
<th>3741</th>
<th>3745</th>
<th>3755</th>
<th>3763</th>
<th>3765</th>
<th>3775</th>
<th>3777</th>
<th>3789</th>
<th>3837</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>FREQ</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CODE</th>
<th>3839</th>
<th>3845</th>
<th>3867</th>
<th>3869</th>
<th>3881</th>
<th>3887</th>
<th>3903</th>
<th>3909</th>
<th>3919</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>FREQ</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CODE</th>
<th>3935</th>
<th>3947</th>
<th>3971</th>
<th>3981</th>
<th>4059</th>
<th>4061</th>
<th>4091</th>
<th>4123</th>
<th>4143</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>FREQ</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CODE</th>
<th>4145</th>
<th>4171</th>
<th>4193</th>
<th>4251</th>
<th>4263</th>
<th>4271</th>
<th>4285</th>
<th>4361</th>
<th>4371</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>FREQ</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Page 186
VAR 800435  NAME-R'S MAJOR FIELD OF STUDY
COLUMNS 751 - 752
NUMERIC
MD=0 OR GE 98

Q.Y3F. WHAT WAS YOUR MAJOR FIELD OF STUDY?
Page 187
NATURAL SCIENCES

5 10. BIOLOGY
11. BOTANY, HORTICULTURAL SCIENCES
1 12. CHEMISTRY
13. PHYSICS
14. ASTRONOMY, ASTROPHYSICS
15. BIOCHEMISTRY, BIOPHYSICS
1 16. ZOOLOGY, ENTOMOLOGY
2 17. EARTH SCIENCES--GEOLOGY, GEOPHYSICS, MINEROGEOLOGY,
OCEANOGRAPHY
2 20. MATHEMATICS
21. STATISTICS
3 22. COMPUTER SCIENCES
1 28. NATURAL SCIENCES--NA WHAT; GENERAL SCIENCE PROGRAM
WITHOUT A SPECIFIC MAJOR
1 29. OTHER NATURAL SCIENCES

SOCIAL SCIENCES

3 30. ANTHROPOLOGY
6 31. ECONOMICS
32. GEOGRAPHY
9 33. POLITICAL SCIENCE; GOVERNMENT; PUBLIC AFFAIRS;
INTERNATIONAL RELATIONS
10 34. PSYCHOLOGY
9 35. SOCIOLOGY, SOCIAL PSYCHOLOGY
36. U.S. HISTORY
37. OTHER SPECIFIED HISTORY; WORLD HISTORY; ANCIENT
HISTORY; ASIAN HISTORY
3 38. HISTORY, KIND UNSPECIFIED
39. ARCHAEOLOGY
1 40. AMERICAN STUDIES/CIVILIZATION/CULTURE
1 41. REGIONAL STUDIES--AFRICAN, ASIA, NEAR EAST,
ORIENTAL, ETC.
1 47. PRE-LAW, NFS
48. SOCIAL SCIENCES--NA WHAT; GENERAL SOCIAL SCIENCE
PROGRAM WITHOUT A SPECIFIC MAJOR
49. OTHER SOCIAL SCIENCES

HUMANITIES AND THE ARTS

5 50. ART; FINE ART, ART HISTORY, DESIGN, PAINTING,
DRAWING (ART EDUCATION SHOULD BE CODED UNDER
EDUCATION)
3 51. ARCHITECTURE
12 52. ENGLISH; LITERATURE, COMPOSITION
3 53. SPEECH AND DRAMATIC ARTS (INCLUDING
RADIO/TELEVISION)

4 54. MODERN FOREIGN LANGUAGES AND LITERATURE
1 55. CLASSIC LANGUAGES AND LITERATURE
56. LINGUISTICS
57. PHILOSOPHY
1 58. RELIGION, THEOLOGY
2 59. MUSIC; (MUSIC EDUCATION SHOULD BE CODED UNDER
EDUCATION)
OTHER MAJORS

54 70. EDUCATION (ALL TYPES)
24 71. ENGINEERING (ALL TYPES)
35 72. BUSINESS AND COMMERCE—ACCOUNTING, BUSINESS, ETC.
9 73. HEALTH PROFESSIONS—MEDICINE, DENTISTRY, DIETETICS
1 74. PRE-MEDICAL, PRE-DENTAL, PRE-VETERINARY
10 75. NURSING, PUBLIC HEALTH, PHARMACY
11 76. LAW
4 77. AGRICULTURE, VETERINARY SCIENCE
1 78. LIBRARY SCIENCE
6 79. APPLIED SOCIAL SCIENCE—SOCIAL WORK, INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS, ETC.
3 80. PHYSICAL EDUCATION
3 81. COUNSELING, GUIDANCE, VOCATIONAL GUIDANCE
82. URBAN PLANNING
5 83. HOME ECONOMICS
3 89. OTHER SPECIFIED MAJOR
97. NO SPECIFIC MAJOR; LIBERAL ARTS, BGS

1353 00. INAP, CODED 00-12, 98-99 IN Q.Y3; CODED 5, 8-9 IN Q.Y3B
98. DK
99. NA

-------------------------------

VAR 800436 NAME-SUMMARY-R'S EDUCATION
COLUMNS 753 - 754
NUMERIC
MD=98 OR GE 99

Q.Y3-Y3G. SUMMARY: R'S EDUCATION
-------------------------------

165 01. 8 GRADES OR LESS, NO FURTHER SCHOOLING
29 02. 8 GRADES OR LESS, PLUS NON-ACADEMIC TRAINING
188 03. 9-11 GRADES, NO FURTHER SCHOOLING (INCLUDES 12 GRADES BUT NO DIPLOMA OR EQUIVALENCY)
53 04. 9-11 GRADES, PLUS NON-ACADEMIC TRAINING (INCLUDES 12 GRADES BUT NO DIPLOMA OR EQUIVALENCY)
293 05. HIGH SCHOOL DIPLOMA, NO FURTHER SCHOOLING
290 06. HIGH SCHOOL DIPLOMA, PLUS NON-ACADEMIC TRAINING
286 07. SOME COLLEGE; PART OF A YEAR TO 3 YEARS OR MORE, BUT NO DEGREE (INCLUDE "16" OR "17+" IF NO DEGREE), MISCELLANEOUS ACADEMIC COURSES TAKEN FOR CREDIT AT A JUNIOR/COMMUNITY COLLEGE OR A FOUR-YEAR COLLEGE, BUT NO DEGREE
45 08. JUNIOR OR COMMUNITY COLLEGE LEVEL DEGREES (AA DEGREE)
172 09. BA LEVEL DEGREES; 17+ YEARS, NO ADVANCED DEGREE
89 10. ADVANCED DEGREE, INCLUDING LLB

98. DK
VAR 800437    NAME-INTERVIEWER CHECKPOINT
COLUMNS 755  - 755
NUMERIC
MD=9

Q.Y3J. INTERVIEWER CHECKPOINT
-------------------------------
492  1.  R IS FAMILY HEAD; NO SPOUSE IN FAMILY
476  2.  R IS FAMILY HEAD; LIVING WITH SPOUSE
646  3.  R IS NOT FAMILY HEAD

9.  NA

VAR 800438    NAME-EDUCATION-HEAD
COLUMNS 756  - 757
NUMERIC
MD=98 OR GE  99

Q.Y3K. AND WHAT IS THE HIGHEST GRADE OF SCHOOL OR YEAR OF
COLLEGE THAT (THE HEAD OF THE FAMILY) COMPLETED?
----------------------------------------------------------
00.  NONE:  NO GRADES COMPLETED
   .
12.  TWELVE GRADES COMPLETED; Y3M ANSWERED "YES"
13.  THIRTEEN GRADES COMPLETED; ONE YEAR OF COLLEGE
     COMPLETED
   .
17.  SEVENTEEN YEARS OR MORE COMPLETED; FIVE OR MORE
     YEARS OF COLLEGE COMPLETED (17+)
26  98.  DK
27  99.  NA

CODE:   0    1    2    3    4    5    6    7    8    9   10
FREQ:   4    1   13   13   13   15   27   26   95   69   79

CODE:  11   12   13   14   15   16   17   98   99
FREQ:  74  523  100  135   65  160  161   26   27

-----------------------------------------------------------

VAR 800439    NAME-HIGH SCHOOL-HEAD
COLUMNS 758  - 758
NUMERIC
MD=0 OR GE  8

Q.Y3M. DID (HE/SHE) GET A HIGH SCHOOL DIPLOMA OR PASS A
HIGH SCHOOL EQUIVALENCY TEST?
--------------------------------------------
509  1.  YES
VAR 800440    NAME-OTHER SCHOOLING-HEAD
COLUMNS 759 - 759
NUMERIC
MD=0 OR GE 8
Q.Y3T. HAS (HE/SHE) HAD ANY OTHER SCHOOLING
------------------------------------------------------------
360 1. YES
579 5. NO
648 0. INAP., CODED 13-17, 99 IN Q.Y3K
11 8. DK
16 9. NA

VAR 800441    NAME-COL DEGREE-HEAD
COLUMNS 760 - 760
NUMERIC
MD=0 OR GE 8
Q.Y3N. DOES (HE/SHE) HAVE A COLLEGE DEGREE?
------------------------------------------------------------
305 1. YES
314 5. NO; ASSOCIATE DEGREE ONLY
1993 0. INAP, CODED 00-12, 98-99 IN Q.Y3K
1 8. DK
1 9. NA

VAR 800442    NAME-HGHST DEGREE-HEAD
COLUMNS 761 - 761
NUMERIC
MD=0 OR GE 8
Q.Y3P. WHAT IS THE HIGHEST DEGREE THAT (HE/SHE) HAS EARNED?
------------------------------------------------------------
197 1. BACHELOR'S DEGREE: BS, BA, AB, AB IN TH, B ARCH, B
CH E, BCL, BCS, BE, B ED, BFA, BJ, B LIT, BSA, BSC,
BSED, BSES, BS IN CE, BS IN CHE, BS IN ED, BS IN LS,
JCB, LITB, PRB, SB, STB, BD
69 2. MASTER'S DEGREE: MS, MSC, MA MAT, MBA, BDS, MED,
MFA, EDM, LIM, MPH, MPA, MS IN LS, MSN, MUSM, SM,
STM, MMUS, MFS, MSLS
12 3. PHD, LITD, SCD, DFA, DLIT, DPH, DPHIL, JSC, SJD
14 4. LLB, JD
9 5. MD, DDS, DVM, VS, DSC, DO (DOCTOR OF OSTEOPATHY)
1 6. JDC, STD, THD
7. HONORARY DEGREE LLD, DD, LHD
Q.Y3O. (IF NO COLLEGE DEGREE) WHAT WAS THE LAST COLLEGE
(HE/SHE) ATTENDED? WHERE IS IT LOCATED?

Q.Y3Q. (IF HAS COLLEGE DEGREE) FROM WHAT COLLEGE IS THAT
AND WHERE IS IT LOCATED?

SEE APPENDIX NOTE

0001.
.
9997.
40 9998. COLLEGE NAME GIVEN, BUT NOT ON LIST; FOREIGN
COLLEGE

993 0000. INAP, CODED 0-12,98-99 IN Q.Y3K
29 9999. NA, DK
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>FREQ</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CODE</th>
<th>2073</th>
<th>2075</th>
<th>2117</th>
<th>2143</th>
<th>2185</th>
<th>2213</th>
<th>2217</th>
<th>2223</th>
<th>2267</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>FREQ</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CODE</th>
<th>2269</th>
<th>2271</th>
<th>2275</th>
<th>2301</th>
<th>2313</th>
<th>2315</th>
<th>2319</th>
<th>2355</th>
<th>2359</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>FREQ</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CODE</th>
<th>2369</th>
<th>2371</th>
<th>2375</th>
<th>2387</th>
<th>2507</th>
<th>2527</th>
<th>2529</th>
<th>2591</th>
<th>2639</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>FREQ</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CODE</th>
<th>2719</th>
<th>2721</th>
<th>2745</th>
<th>2763</th>
<th>2765</th>
<th>2773</th>
<th>2779</th>
<th>2785</th>
<th>2789</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>FREQ</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CODE</th>
<th>2803</th>
<th>2815</th>
<th>2819</th>
<th>2879</th>
<th>2883</th>
<th>2887</th>
<th>2891</th>
<th>2901</th>
<th>2905</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>FREQ</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CODE</th>
<th>2911</th>
<th>2927</th>
<th>2973</th>
<th>2993</th>
<th>2993</th>
<th>3001</th>
<th>3009</th>
<th>3035</th>
<th>3041</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>FREQ</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CODE</th>
<th>3045</th>
<th>3087</th>
<th>3089</th>
<th>3097</th>
<th>3101</th>
<th>3129</th>
<th>3153</th>
<th>3177</th>
<th>3235</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>FREQ</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CODE</th>
<th>3283</th>
<th>3299</th>
<th>3303</th>
<th>3311</th>
<th>3334</th>
<th>3345</th>
<th>3371</th>
<th>3387</th>
<th>3437</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>FREQ</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CODE</th>
<th>3455</th>
<th>3477</th>
<th>3483</th>
<th>3509</th>
<th>3519</th>
<th>3521</th>
<th>3529</th>
<th>3545</th>
<th>3567</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>FREQ</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CODE</th>
<th>3633</th>
<th>3643</th>
<th>3655</th>
<th>3689</th>
<th>3733</th>
<th>3745</th>
<th>3755</th>
<th>3763</th>
<th>3765</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>FREQ</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CODE</th>
<th>3755</th>
<th>3775</th>
<th>3785</th>
<th>3815</th>
<th>3839</th>
<th>3845</th>
<th>3867</th>
<th>3869</th>
<th>3881</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>FREQ</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CODE</th>
<th>3885</th>
<th>3887</th>
<th>3903</th>
<th>3909</th>
<th>3919</th>
<th>3935</th>
<th>3947</th>
<th>3963</th>
<th>3981</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>FREQ</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CODE</th>
<th>4009</th>
<th>4061</th>
<th>4091</th>
<th>4123</th>
<th>4145</th>
<th>4171</th>
<th>4193</th>
<th>4239</th>
<th>4251</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>FREQ</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CODE</th>
<th>4263</th>
<th>4271</th>
<th>4285</th>
<th>4335</th>
<th>4361</th>
<th>4371</th>
<th>4385</th>
<th>4397</th>
<th>4409</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>FREQ</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CODE</th>
<th>4431</th>
<th>4445</th>
<th>4469</th>
<th>4471</th>
<th>4505</th>
<th>4529</th>
<th>4675</th>
<th>4679</th>
<th>4689</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>FREQ</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CODE</th>
<th>4707</th>
<th>4709</th>
<th>4719</th>
<th>4721</th>
<th>4727</th>
<th>4731</th>
<th>4739</th>
<th>4753</th>
<th>4761</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>FREQ</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CODE</th>
<th>4767</th>
<th>4769</th>
<th>4799</th>
<th>4827</th>
<th>4831</th>
<th>4849</th>
<th>4875</th>
<th>4877</th>
<th>4891</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>FREQ</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CODE</th>
<th>4909</th>
<th>4917</th>
<th>4945</th>
<th>4997</th>
<th>5003</th>
<th>5009</th>
<th>5047</th>
<th>5069</th>
<th>5075</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>FREQ</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CODE</th>
<th>5113</th>
<th>5133</th>
<th>5137</th>
<th>5145</th>
<th>5151</th>
<th>5159</th>
<th>5165</th>
<th>5167</th>
<th>5199</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>FREQ</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Q.Y3R. WHAT WAS (HIS/HER) MAJOR FIELD OF STUDY?

NATURAL SCIENCES

4  10. BIOLOGY
   11. BIOLOGY, HORTICULTURAL SCIENCES
6  12. CHEMISTRY
1  13. PHYSICS
14. ASTRONOMY, ASTROPHYSICS
15. BIOCHEMISTRY, BIOPHYSICS
16. ZOOLOGY, ENTOMOLOGY
17. EARTH SCIENCES--GEOLOGY, GEOPHYSICS, MINEROGY, OCEANOGRAPHY
20. MATHEMATICS
21. STATISTICS
22. COMPUTER SCIENCES
28. NATURAL SCIENCES--NA WHAT; GENERAL SCIENCE PROGRAM WITHOUT A SPECIFIC MAJOR
29. OTHER NATURAL SCIENCES

SOCIAL SCIENCES
30. ANTHROPOLOGY
31. ECONOMICS
32. GEOGRAPHY
33. POLITICAL SCIENCE; GOVERNMENT; PUBLIC AFFAIRS; INTERNATIONAL RELATIONS
34. PSYCHOLOGY
35. SOCIOLOGY, SOCIAL PSYCHOLOGY
36. U.S. HISTORY
37. OTHER SPECIFIED HISTORY; WORLD HISTORY; ANCIENT HISTORY; ASIAN HISTORY
38. HISTORY, KIND UNSPECIFIED
39. ARCHAEOLOGY
40. AMERICAN STUDIES/CIVILIZATION/CULTURE
41. REGIONAL STUDIES--AFRICAN, ASIA, NEAR EAST, ORIENTAL, ETC.
47. PRE-LAW, NFS
48. SOCIAL SCIENCES--NA WHAT; GENERAL SOCIAL SCIENCE PROGRAM WITHOUT A SPECIFIC MAJOR
49. OTHER SOCIAL SCIENCES

HUMANITIES AND THE ARTS
50. ART; FINE ART, ART HISTORY, DESIGN, PAINTING, DRAWING (ART EDUCATION SHOULD BE CODED UNDER EDUCATION)
51. ARCHITECTURE
52. ENGLISH; LITERATURE, COMPOSITION
53. SPEECH AND DRAMATIC ARTS (INCLUDING RADIO/TELEVISION)
54. MODERN FOREIGN LANGUAGES AND LITERATURE
55. CLASSIC LANGUAGES AND LITERATURE
56. LINGUISTICS
57. PHILOSOPHY
58. RELIGION, THEOLOGY
59. MUSIC; (MUSIC EDUCATION SHOULD BE CODED UNDER EDUCATION)
60. JOURNALISM
68. HUMANITIES OR ARTS--NA WHAT; GENERAL HUMANITIES/ARTS PROGRAM WITHOUT A SPECIFIC MAJOR
69. OTHER HUMANITIES/ARTS

OTHER MAJORS
70. EDUCATION (ALL TYPES)
71. ENGINEERING (ALL TYPES)
72. BUSINESS AND COMMERCE--ACCOUNTING, BUSINESS, ETC.
73. HEALTH PROFESSIONS--MEDICINE, DENTISTRY, DIETETICS
1  74. PRE-MEDICAL, PRE-DENTAL, PRE-VETERINARY
6  75. NURSING, PUBLIC HEALTH, PHARMACY
17  76. LAW
5  77. AGRICULTURE, VETERINARY SCIENCE
78. LIBRARY SCIENCE
6  79. APPLIED SOCIAL SCIENCE--SOCIAL WORK, INDUSTRIAL
RELATIONS, ETC.
80. PHYSICAL EDUCATION
1  81. COUNSELING, GUIDANCE, VOCATIONAL GUIDANCE
1  82. URBAN PLANNING
5  83. HOME ECONOMICS
5  89. OTHER SPECIFIED MAJOR
97. NO SPECIFIC MAJOR; LIBERAL ARTS, BGS

1309  00. INAP, CODED 00-12, 98-99 IN Q.Y3K; CODED 5,
8-9 IN Q.Y3N
  3  98. DK
  99. NA

========================================

VAR 800445 NAME-EDUC SUMMARY-HEAD
COLUMNS 768  - 769
NUMERIC
MD=98 OR GE 99

Q.Y3K-Y3R. SUMMARY: EDUCATION OF HEAD OF FAMILY

---------------------------------------

157  01. 8 GRADES OR LESS, NO FURTHER SCHOOLING
39  02. 8 GRADES OR LESS, PLUS NON-ACADEMIC TRAINING
174  03. 9-11 GRADES, NO FURTHER SCHOOLING (INCLUDES 12
GRADES BUT NO DIPLOMA OR EQUIVALENCY)
63  04. 9-11 GRADES, PLUS NON-ACADEMIC TRAINING (INCLUDES
12 GRADES BUT NO DIPLOMA OR EQUIVALENCY)
251  05. HIGH SCHOOL DIPLOMA, NO FURTHER SCHOOLING
257  06. HIGH SCHOOL DIPLOMA, PLUS NON-ACADEMIC TRAINING
272  07. SOME COLLEGE; PART OF A YEAR TO 3 YEARS OR MORE,
BUT NO DEGREE (INCLUDE "16" OR "17+" IF NO DEGREE),
MISCELLANEOUS ACADEMIC COURSES TAKEN FOR CREDIT AT
A JUNIOR/COMMUNITY COLLEGE OR A FOUR-YEAR COLLEGE,
BUT NO DEGREE
44  08. JUNIOR OR COMMUNITY COLLEGE LEVEL DEGREES (AA
DEGREE)
200  09. BA LEVEL DEGREES; 17+ YEARS, NO ADVANCED DEGREE
105  10. ADVANCED DEGREE, INCLUDING LLB
  25  98. DK
  27  99. NA

========================================

VAR 800446 NAME-EDUCATION-WIFE
COLUMNS 770  - 771
NUMERIC
MD=88 OR GE 98

EDUCATION OF WIFE OF FAMILY HEAD

Q.Y3K(W) AND WHAT IS THE HIGHEST GRADE OF SCHOOL OR YEAR
OF COLLEGE THAT (WIFE OF RESPONDENT) COMPLETED?

---------------------------------
THIS VARIABLE COMBINES THE INFORMATION FROM Q.Y3 AND Q.Y3K.
IF RESPONDENT WAS THE WIFE OF THE FAMILY HEAD, THE
INFORMATION ABOUT HER HIGHEST GRADE WAS CODED FROM Q.Y3; IF
RESPONDENT WAS THE FAMILY HEAD AND HAD A WIFE, IT WAS CODED
FROM Q.Y3K.

00.  NONE:  NO GRADES COMPLETED

12.  TWELVE GRADES COMPLETED; Y3M ANSWERED "YES"

13.  THIRTEEN GRADES COMPLETED; ONE YEAR OF COLLEGE
    COMPLETED

17.  SEVENTEEN YEARS OR MORE COMPLETED; FIVE OR MORE
    YEARS OF COLLEGE COMPLETED (17+)

622  88.  INAP., CODED 1 IN REFNO 437; CODED 3 IN REFNO 437
    AND 0,1,4-9 IN REFNO 723

98.  DK

99.  NA

CODE:   0    3    4    5    6    7    8    9   10   11   12
FREQ:   6    1    5    8    8    9   39   29   62   40  468

CODE:  13   14   15   16   17   88   98   99
FREQ:  67   67   17   83   59  622    4   20

==-----------------------------------------------------------

VAR 800447    NAME-HIGH SCHOOL-WIFE
COLUMNS 772  - 772
NUMERIC
MD=0 OR GE  8

Q.Y3M(W). DID (SHE) GET A HIGH SCHOOL DIPLOMA OR PASS
A HIGH SCHOOL EQUIVALENCY TEST?

==-----------------------------------------------------------

THIS VARIABLE COMBINES THE INFORMATION FROM Q.Y3A AND Q.Y3M
IF RESPONDENT WAS THE WIFE OF THE FAMILY HEAD, HER HIGH
SCHOOL DIPLOMA INFORMATION WAS CODED FROM Q.Y3A IF
RESPONDENT WAS THE FAMILY HEAD AND HAD A WIFE, THE
INFORMATION ABOUT THE WIFE WAS CODED FROM Q.Y3M

460  1.  YES

216  5.  NO

935  0.  INAP., CODED 13-17, OR 99 IN Q.Y3K(W); CODED 1 IN
    REFNO 437; CODED 3 IN REFNO 437 AND 0,1,4-9 IN
    REFNO 723

8.  DK

3  9.  NA

==-----------------------------------------------------------

VAR 800448    NAME-OTHER SCHOOLING-WIFE
COLUMNS 773  - 773
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Q.Y3T(W). HAS (SHE) HAD ANY OTHER SCHOOLING?
--------------------------------------------
THIS VARIABLE COMBINES THE INFORMATION FROM Q.Y3G AND Q.Y3T.
IF RESPONDENT WAS THE WIFE OF THE FAMILY HEAD, THE HEAD
INFORMATION ABOUT HER OTHER SCHOOLING WAS CODED FROM Q.Y3G;
IF RESPONDENT WAS THE FAMILY HEAD AND HAD A WIFE, IT WAS
CODED FROM Q.Y3T.

205  1.  YES
462  5.  NO
935  0.  INAP, CODED 13-17, 99 IN Q.Y3K(W); CODED 1 IN REFNO
     437; CODED 3 IN REFNO 437 AND 0,1,4-9 IN REFNO 723
     8.  DK
12  9.  NA

VAR 800449  NAME-COL DEGREE-WIFE
COLUMNS 774  - 774
NUMERIC
MD=0 OR GE  8

Q.Y3N(W). DOES (SHE) HAVE A COLLEGE DEGREE?
--------------------------------------------
THIS VARIABLE COMBINES THE INFORMATION FROM Q.Y3B AND Q.Y3N
IF RESPONDENT WAS THE WIFE OF THE FAMILY HEAD, THE
INFORMATION ABOUT HER COLLEGE DEGREE WAS CODED FROM Q.Y3B;
IF RESPONDENT WAS THE FAMILY HEAD AND HAD A WIFE, HIS WIFE'S
COLLEGE DEGREE WAS CODED FROM Q.Y3N.

139  1.  YES
154  5.  NO; ASSOCIATE DEGREE ONLY
1321  0.  INAP, CODED 00-12, 98-99 IN Q.Y3K(W); CODED 1 IN
      REFNO 437; CODED 3 IN REFNO 437 AND 0,1,4-9 IN
      REFNO 723
     8.  DK
     9.  NA

VAR 800450  NAME-HGHST DEGREE-WIFE
COLUMNS 775  - 775
NUMERIC
MD=0 OR GE  8

Q.Y3P(W). WHAT IS THE HIGHEST DEGREE THAT (SHE) HAS EARNED?
------------------------------------------------------------
THIS VARIABLE COMBINES THE INFORMATION FROM Q.Y3D AND Q.Y3P.
IF RESPONDENT WAS THE WIFE OF THE FAMILY HEAD, HER HIGHEST
DEGREE WAS CODED FROM Q.Y3D; IF RESPONDENT WAS THE FAMILY
HEAD AND HAD A WIFE, IT WAS CODED FROM Q.Y3P.

102  1.  BACHELOR'S DEGREE:  BS, BA, AB, AB IN TH, B ARCH, B
VAR 800451    NAME-COL ATTENDED-WIFE
COLUMNS 776 - 779
NUMERIC
MD=0 OR GE 9999
Q.Y30(W). (IF NO COLLEGE DEGREE) WHAT WAS THE LAST COLLEGE
(SHE) ATTENDED? WHERE IS IT LOCATED?
Q.Y3Q(W). (IF HAS COLLEGE DEGREE) FROM WHAT COLLEGE IS
THAT AND WHERE IS IT LOCATED?

THIS VARIABLE COMBINES THE INFORMATION FROM Q.Y3C/Q.Y3E AND
Q.Y30/Q.Y3Q. IF RESPONDENT WAS THE WIFE OF THE FAMILY HEAD,
INFORMATION WAS TAKEN FROM Q.Y3C/Q.Y3E. IF RESPONDENT WAS
THE FAMILY HEAD, THE INFORMATION ABOUT HIS WIFE'S COLLEGE
WAS CODED FROM Q.Y30/Q.Y3Q.

SEE APPENDIX NOTE

0001.
9997.
27 9998. COLLEGE NAME GIVEN, BUT NOT ON LIST; FOREIGN
COLLEGE

1321 0000. INAP, CODED 0-12, 98-99 IN Q.Y3K(W); CODED 1 IN
REFNO 437; CODED 3 IN REFNO 437 AND 0,1,4-9 IN REFNO 723
11 9999. NA, DK

CODE: 0 13 123 149 169 291 313 369 429
FREQ: 1321 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
CODE: 431 455 467 481 545 563 601 607 649
FREQ: 1 1 1 1 1 2 1 1 1
CODE: 659 661 673 723 725 741 747 755 801
FREQ: 2 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CODE</th>
<th>807</th>
<th>821</th>
<th>831</th>
<th>851</th>
<th>923</th>
<th>941</th>
<th>959</th>
<th>973</th>
<th>989</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>FREQ</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CODE</td>
<td>1013</td>
<td>1047</td>
<td>1091</td>
<td>1199</td>
<td>1213</td>
<td>1227</td>
<td>1229</td>
<td>1271</td>
<td>1425</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FREQ</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CODE</td>
<td>1431</td>
<td>1447</td>
<td>1459</td>
<td>1571</td>
<td>1607</td>
<td>1645</td>
<td>1659</td>
<td>1723</td>
<td>1757</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FREQ</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CODE</td>
<td>1897</td>
<td>1907</td>
<td>1993</td>
<td>2007</td>
<td>2063</td>
<td>2117</td>
<td>2123</td>
<td>2185</td>
<td>2201</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FREQ</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CODE</td>
<td>2223</td>
<td>2255</td>
<td>2271</td>
<td>2273</td>
<td>2315</td>
<td>2355</td>
<td>2359</td>
<td>2373</td>
<td>2377</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FREQ</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CODE</td>
<td>2473</td>
<td>2481</td>
<td>2485</td>
<td>2493</td>
<td>2515</td>
<td>2565</td>
<td>2591</td>
<td>2607</td>
<td>2721</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FREQ</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CODE</td>
<td>2745</td>
<td>2773</td>
<td>2817</td>
<td>2875</td>
<td>2879</td>
<td>2887</td>
<td>2993</td>
<td>3071</td>
<td>3129</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FREQ</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CODE</td>
<td>3191</td>
<td>3223</td>
<td>3235</td>
<td>3259</td>
<td>3329</td>
<td>3341</td>
<td>3395</td>
<td>3429</td>
<td>3437</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FREQ</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CODE</td>
<td>3459</td>
<td>3519</td>
<td>3535</td>
<td>3655</td>
<td>3691</td>
<td>3733</td>
<td>3741</td>
<td>3745</td>
<td>3755</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FREQ</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CODE</td>
<td>3773</td>
<td>3777</td>
<td>3837</td>
<td>3839</td>
<td>3869</td>
<td>3935</td>
<td>3951</td>
<td>3981</td>
<td>4061</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FREQ</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CODE</td>
<td>4123</td>
<td>4151</td>
<td>4163</td>
<td>4193</td>
<td>4223</td>
<td>4251</td>
<td>4271</td>
<td>4275</td>
<td>4371</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FREQ</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CODE</td>
<td>4397</td>
<td>4411</td>
<td>4431</td>
<td>4485</td>
<td>4527</td>
<td>4623</td>
<td>4707</td>
<td>4721</td>
<td>4723</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FREQ</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CODE</td>
<td>4735</td>
<td>4739</td>
<td>4753</td>
<td>4831</td>
<td>4853</td>
<td>4883</td>
<td>5003</td>
<td>5009</td>
<td>5047</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FREQ</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CODE</td>
<td>5057</td>
<td>5141</td>
<td>5145</td>
<td>5147</td>
<td>5165</td>
<td>5199</td>
<td>5241</td>
<td>5243</td>
<td>5293</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FREQ</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CODE</td>
<td>5337</td>
<td>5341</td>
<td>5433</td>
<td>5463</td>
<td>5471</td>
<td>5473</td>
<td>5523</td>
<td>5527</td>
<td>5577</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FREQ</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CODE</td>
<td>5577</td>
<td>5579</td>
<td>5581</td>
<td>5587</td>
<td>5595</td>
<td>5599</td>
<td>5601</td>
<td>5611</td>
<td>5621</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FREQ</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CODE</td>
<td>5635</td>
<td>5649</td>
<td>5679</td>
<td>5685</td>
<td>5691</td>
<td>5697</td>
<td>5705</td>
<td>5721</td>
<td>5733</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FREQ</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CODE</td>
<td>5739</td>
<td>5741</td>
<td>5753</td>
<td>5763</td>
<td>5779</td>
<td>5803</td>
<td>5807</td>
<td>5817</td>
<td>5825</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FREQ</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CODE</td>
<td>5829</td>
<td>5839</td>
<td>5865</td>
<td>5903</td>
<td>5921</td>
<td>5923</td>
<td>5933</td>
<td>5959</td>
<td>5965</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FREQ</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
VAR 800452 NAME-MAJOR FIELD-WIFE
COLUMNS 780 - 781
NUMERIC
MD=0 OR GE 98

Q.Y3R(W). WHAT WAS (HER) MAJOR FIELD OF STUDY?

THIS VARIABLE COMBINES THE INFORMATION FROM Q.Y3F AND Q.Y3R
IF RESPONDENT WAS THE FAMILY HEAD, THE INFORMATION ABOUT
HIS/HER MAJOR FIELD OF STUDY WAS CODED FROM Q.Y3F; IF
RESPONDENT WAS NOT A FAMILY HEAD, IT WAS CODED FROM Q.Y3R.

NATURAL SCIENCES
4 10. BIOLOGY
11. BOTANY, HORTICULTURAL SCIENCES
2 12. CHEMISTRY
13. PHYSICS
14. ASTRONOMY, ASTROPHYSICS
15. BIOCHEMISTRY, BIOPHYSICS
16. ZOOLOGY, ENTOMOLOGY
17. EARTH SCIENCES--GEOLGY, GEOPHYSICS, MINEROLOGY, OCEANOGRAPHY
3 20. MATHEMATICS
21. STATISTICS
22. COMPUTER SCIENCES
1 28. NATURAL SCIENCES--NA WHAT; GENERAL SCIENCE PROGRAM
WITHOUT A SPECIFIC MAJOR
29. OTHER NATURAL SCIENCES

SOCIAL SCIENCES
2 30. ANTHROPOLOGY
1 31. ECONOMICS
32. GEOGRAPHY
33. POLITICAL SCIENCE; GOVERNMENT; PUBLIC AFFAIRS;
INTERNATIONAL RELATIONS
5 34. PSYCHOLOGY
5 35. SOCIOLOGY, SOCIAL PSYCHOLOGY
36. U.S. HISTORY
37. OTHER SPECIFIED HISTORY; WORLD HISTORY; ANCIENT
HISTORY; ASIAN HISTORY
1 38. HISTORY, KIND UNSPECIFIED
39. ARCHAEOLOGY
40. AMERICAN STUDIES/CIVILIZATION/CULTURE
41. REGIONAL STUDIES--AFRICAN, ASIA, NEAR EAST,
ORIENTAL, ETC.
47. PRE-LAW, NFS
2 48. SOCIAL SCIENCES--NA WHAT; GENERAL SOCIAL SCIENCE
PROGRAM WITHOUT A SPECIFIC MAJOR

49. OTHER SOCIAL SCIENCES

HUMANITIES AND THE ARTS

2  50. ART; FINE ART, ART HISTORY, DESIGN, PAINTING, DRAWING (ART EDUCATION SHOULD BE CODED UNDER EDUCATION)

1  51. ARCHITECTURE

9  52. ENGLISH; LITERATURE, COMPOSITION

53. SPEECH AND DRAMATIC ARTS (INCLUDING RADIO/TELEVISION)

3  54. MODERN FOREIGN LANGUAGES AND LITERATURE

55. CLASSIC LANGUAGES AND LITERATURE

56. LINGUISTICS

1  57. PHILOSOPHY

58. RELIGION, THEOLOGY

3  59. MUSIC; (MUSIC EDUCATION SHOULD BE CODED UNDER EDUCATION)

60. JOURNALISM

68. HUMANITIES OR ARTS--NA WHAT; GENERAL HUMANITIES/ARTS PROGRAM WITHOUT A SPECIFIC MAJOR

1  69. OTHER HUMANITIES/ARTS

OTHER MAJORS

55  70. EDUCATION (ALL TYPES)

71. ENGINEERING (ALL TYPES)

10  72. BUSINESS AND COMMERCE--ACCOUNTING, BUSINESS, ETC.

2  73. HEALTH PROFESSIONS--MEDICINE, DENTISTRY, DIETETICS

74. PRE-MEDICAL, PRE-DENTAL, PRE-VETERINARY

9  75. NURSING, PUBLIC HEALTH, PHARMACY

2  76. LAW

77. AGRICULTURE, VETERINARY SCIENCE

78. LIBRARY SCIENCE

3  79. APPLIED SOCIAL SCIENCE--SOCIAL WORK, INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS, ETC.

3  80. PHYSICAL EDUCATION

3  81. COUNSELING, GUIDANCE, VOCATIONAL GUIDANCE

82. URBAN PLANNING

3  83. HOME ECONOMICS

3  89. OTHER SPECIFIED MAJOR

97. NO SPECIFIC MAJOR; LIBERAL ARTS, BGS

1475  00. INAP, CODED 00-12, 98-99 IN Q.Y3K(W); CODED 5, 8-9 IN Q.Y3N(W); CODED 1 IN REFNO 437; CODED 3 IN REFNO 437 AND 0,1,4-9 IN REFNO 723

98. DK

99. NA

==================================================================
VAR 800453   NAME-EDUC SUMMARY-WIFE
COLUMNS 782 - 783
NUMERIC
MD=0 OR GE 98

Q.Y3K-Y3R(W) SUMMARY: EDUCATION OF WIFE OF HEAD
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70 01. 8 GRADES OR LESS, NO FURTHER SCHOOLING
6 02. 8 GRADES OR LESS, PLUS NON-ACADEMIC TRAINING
120 03. 9-11 GRADES, NO FURTHER SCHOOLING (INCLUDES 12 GRADES BUT NO DIPLOMA OR EQUIVALENCY)
19 04. 9-11 GRADES, PLUS NON-ACADEMIC TRAINING (INCLUDES 12 GRADES BUT NO DIPLOMA OR EQUIVALENCY)
280 05. HIGH SCHOOL DIPLOMA, NO FURTHER SCHOOLING
180 06. HIGH SCHOOL DIPLOMA, PLUS NON-ACADEMIC TRAINING
139 07. SOME COLLEGE; PART OF A YEAR TO 3 YEARS OR MORE, BUT NO DEGREE (INCLUDE "16" OR "17+" IF NO DEGREE), MISCELLANEOUS ACADEMIC COURSES TAKEN FOR CREDIT AT A JUNIOR/COMMUNITY COLLEGE OR A FOUR-YEAR COLLEGE, BUT NO DEGREE
15 08. JUNIOR OR COMMUNITY COLLEGE LEVEL DEGREES (AA DEGREE)
104 09. BA LEVEL DEGREES; 17+ YEARS, NO ADVANCED DEGREE
35 10. ADVANCED DEGREE, INCLUDING LLB
622 00. INAP., CODED 1 IN REFNO 437; CODED 3 IN REFNO 437 AND 0,1,4-9 IN REFNO 723
4 98. DK
20 99. NA

VAR 800454  NAME-R'S JOB STATUS
COLUMNS 784 - 785
NUMERIC
MD=99

Q.Y4. WE'D LIKE TO KNOW IF YOU ARE WORKING NOW, OR ARE YOU UNEMPLOYED, RETIRED, (A HOUSEWIFE), (A STUDENT), OR WHAT?

THIS OCCUPATIONAL CODING SCHEME, FIRST USED IN THE FALL 1980 PRE-ELECTION STUDY, WAS DESIGNED TO CLASSIFY

RESPONDENTS WHO, IN ADDITION TO WORKING NOW, VOLUNTEERED MEMBERSHIP IN ONE OTHER OF THE FOLLOWING CATEGORIES: RETIRED, HOUSEWIFE, STUDENT. THESE RESPONDENTS ARE FURTHER DIFFERENTIATED FOR CODING PURPOSES ACCORDING TO THE NUMBER OF HOURS WORKED PER WEEK AT THEIR PRESENT JOB (EITHER 20 HOURS OR MORE PER WEEK, OR LESS THAN 20 HOURS PER WEEK). FOR A WORKING STATUS VARIABLE COMPARABLE TO PREVIOUS ELECTION STUDIES, SEE REFNO 515. USERS SHOULD NOTE THAT RESPONDENTS CODED 71, OR 81, HOUSEWIFE OR STUDENT WORKING FEWER THAN 20 HOURS/WEEK, HAVE BEEN CODED IN THE WORKING NOW SERIES BUT ARE CODED 7 OR 8 (HOUSEWIFE OR STUDENT WORKING FEWER THAN 20 HOURS PER WEEK) IN THE SUMMARY VARIABLE, REFNO 515.
7 15. R VOLUNTEERS: WORKING NOW AND RETIRED--CURRENTLY WORKING 20 HOURS OR MORE A WEEK
10 17. R VOLUNTEERS: WORKING NOW AND HOUSEWIFE--CURRENTLY WORKING 20 HOURS OR MORE A WEEK
18 18. R VOLUNTEERS: WORKING NOW AND STUDENT--CURRENTLY WORKING 20 HOURS OR MORE A WEEK
13 20. TEMPORARILY LAID OFF
74 40. UNEMPLOYED
208 50. RETIRED-NO OTHER OCCUPATION
9 51. R VOLUNTEERS: RETIRED AND WORKING NOW--CURRENTLY WORKING LESS THAN 20 HOURS A WEEK
48 60. PERMANENTLY DISABLED
242 70. HOUSEWIFE-NO OTHER OCCUPATION
6 71. R VOLUNTEERS: HOUSEWIFE AND WORKING NOW--CURRENTLY WORKING LESS THAN 20 HOURS A WEEK
34 80. STUDENT-NO OTHER OCCUPATION
11 81. R VOLUNTEERS: STUDENT AND WORKING NOW--CURRENTLY WORKING LESS THAN 20 HOURS A WEEK
1 99. NA

==============================
VAR 800455 NAME-R'S MAIN OCCUPATION
COLUMNS 786 - 788
NUMERIC
MD=0 OR GE 998

R'S OCCUPATION: R IS CURRENTLY EMPLOYED OR TEMPORARILY LAID OFF QY5-Y9A
Q.Y5. WHAT IS YOUR MAIN OCCUPATION? (WHAT SORT OF WORK DO YOU DO?) (IF NOT CLEAR: TELL ME A LITTLE MORE ABOUT WHAT YOU DO.)
-----------------------------------------------
SEE APPENDIX NOTE

001.
.
997.

616 000. INAP, CODED 40,50-51,60,70,80,99 IN Q.Y4
998. DK
19 999. NA

CODE: 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 11 12 13 23
FREQ: 616 14 3 1 1 3 1 4 9 2 5

CODE: 30 31 32 33 55 56 62 64 65 75 76
FREQ: 2 6 5 1 2 3 3 1 1 15 1

CODE: 80 82 83 85 86 100 101 110 111 120 121
FREQ: 3 1 2 3 6 1 2 1 1 1 1

CODE: 123 126 135 140 142 143 144 145 150 152 153
FREQ: 1 1 1 2 20 2 12 5 1 3 1

CODE: 161 162 173 174 175 181 183 184 185 190 191
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VAR 800456  NAME-R EMPLOYED-DUNCAN SEI
COLUMNS 789 - 791
NUMERIC
MD=0 OR GE 998

Q.Y5AA. DUNCAN SEI SCORE FOR R'S CURRENT OCCUPATION.
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ACTUAL NUMBER IS CODED.

SEE APPENDIX NOTE
001.
   .
997.
641  000. INAP, OCCUPATION NOT ASCERTAINED; CODED 580 OR 600 IN Q.Y5 (OCCUPATION WITH NO DUNCAN SCORE); CODED 40, 50-51, 60, 70, 80, OR 99 IN Q.Y4
998. DK
999. NA

VALID-N=973 MIN=41 MAX=960 MEAN=433.7 ST.DEV=225.6

-----------------------------
VAR 800457 NAME-R EMPLOYED-NORC PRESTIGE
COLUMNS 792 - 794
NUMERIC
MD=0 OR GE 998

Q.Y5BB. NORC PRESTIGE SCORE FOR R'S CURRENT OCCUPATION.

ACTUAL NUMBER IS CODED.

SEE APPENDIX NOTE
001.
   .
997.
641  000. INAP, OCCUPATION NOT ASCERTAINED; OR CODED 580, 600, 750, 752 IN Q.Y5 (OCCUPATION WITH NO NORC SCORE); CODED 40, 50-51, 60,70,80,99 IN Q.Y4
998. DK
999. NA

VALID-N=973 MIN=141 MAX=812 MEAN=414.4 ST.DEV=137.1

-----------------------------
VAR 800458 NAME-R EMP--TYPE BUS/IND
COLUMNS 795 - 797
NUMERIC
MD=0 OR GE 998

Q.Y5A. WHAT KIND OF (BUSINESS/INDUSTRY) IS THAT?

SEE APPENDIX NOTE
001.
   .
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CODE</th>
<th>FREQ</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
<td>616</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17</td>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>19</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>48</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>49</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>57</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>67</td>
<td>16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>68</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>69</td>
<td>29</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>77</td>
<td>13</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CODE</th>
<th>FREQ</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>107</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>108</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>118</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>119</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>127</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>138</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>147</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>149</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>157</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>158</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>168</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CODE</th>
<th>FREQ</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>169</td>
<td>23</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>177</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>178</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>179</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>187</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>188</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>189</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>197</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>207</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>208</td>
<td>29</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>209</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CODE</th>
<th>FREQ</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>219</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>227</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>228</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>229</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>239</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>247</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>258</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>259</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>268</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>278</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>297</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CODE</th>
<th>FREQ</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>299</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>307</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>317</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>319</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>329</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>337</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>338</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>339</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>348</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>357</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>358</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CODE</th>
<th>FREQ</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>359</td>
<td>52</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>368</td>
<td>13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>369</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>377</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>379</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>387</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>389</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>397</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>398</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>407</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>408</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CODE</th>
<th>FREQ</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>409</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>417</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>418</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>427</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>429</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>447</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>448</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>467</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>469</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>478</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>479</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CODE</th>
<th>FREQ</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>508</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>509</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>527</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>528</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>529</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>539</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>558</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>559</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>567</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>569</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>587</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CODE</th>
<th>FREQ</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>588</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>608</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>609</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>619</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>628</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>629</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>637</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>638</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>639</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>647</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>648</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CODE</th>
<th>FREQ</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>657</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>658</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>667</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>668</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>669</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>677</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>679</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>688</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>689</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>697</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>698</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CODE</th>
<th>FREQ</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>707</td>
<td>13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>708</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>709</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>717</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>718</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>727</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>728</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>729</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>737</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>738</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>739</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CODE</th>
<th>FREQ</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>747</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>748</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>749</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>757</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>759</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>769</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>777</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>778</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>779</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>787</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>788</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CODE</th>
<th>FREQ</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>798</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>807</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>809</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>828</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>829</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>839</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>848</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>849</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>857</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>858</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CODE</th>
<th>FREQ</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>859</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>867</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>868</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>869</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>877</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>878</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>887</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>888</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>889</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>897</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>907</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CODE</th>
<th>FREQ</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>917</td>
<td>25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>927</td>
<td>13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>937</td>
<td>17</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

VAR 800459   NAME-R EMP--SELF-EMP Y/N
COLUMNS 798 - 798
NUMERIC
MD=0 OR GE 9
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Q.Y6. DO YOU WORK FOR SOMEONE ELSE, YOURSELF, OR WHAT?
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------
851  1. SOMEONE ELSE
25   2. BOTH SOMEONE ELSE AND SELF
122  3. SELF ONLY

616  0. INAP; CODED 40,50-51,60,70,80,99 IN Q.Y4
   9. NA

==============================================
VAR 800460   NAME-R EMP--SUPERV WRKRS?
COLUMNS 799  - 799
NUMERIC
MD=0 OR ≥ 9

Q.Y6A. DO YOU SUPERVISE ANY WORKERS OR EMPLOYEES AS PART OF YOUR JOB?
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------
314  1. YES
560  5. NO

738  0. INAP, CODED 40,50-51,60,70,80,99 IN Q.Y4; CODED 3 OR 9 IN Q.Y6
   2 9. NA

===============================================
VAR 800461   NAME-R EMP-NUM WKRS SUPERV
COLUMNS 800  - 801
NUMERIC
MD=0 OR ≥ 98

Q.Y6B. HOW MANY? <WORKERS R SUPERVISES>
----------------------------------------
<SEE Q.Y6A FOR COMPLETE QUESTION TEXT>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CODE</th>
<th>FREQUENCY</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>00</td>
<td>1300</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>01</td>
<td>40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>02</td>
<td>49</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>03</td>
<td>32</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>04</td>
<td>32</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>05</td>
<td>21</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>06</td>
<td>18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>07</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>08</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>09</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td>13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13</td>
<td>14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14</td>
<td>15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15</td>
<td>16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16</td>
<td>17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>19</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>21</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>22</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>23</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>24</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>25</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>26</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>27</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>28</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>29</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>31</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>32</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>33</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>34</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>35</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>36</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>37</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>38</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>39</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>40</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>41</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>42</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>43</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>44</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>45</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>46</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>47</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>48</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>49</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>50</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>51</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>52</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>53</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>54</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>55</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>56</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>57</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>58</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>59</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>60</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>61</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>62</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>63</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>64</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>65</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>66</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>67</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>68</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>69</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>70</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>71</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>72</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>73</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>74</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>75</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>76</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>77</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>78</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>79</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>80</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>81</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>82</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>83</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>84</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>85</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>86</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>87</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>88</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>89</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>90</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>91</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>92</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>93</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>94</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>95</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>96</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>97</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>98</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>99</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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VAR 800462  NAME-R EMP-PAID EMPLOYEES?
COLUMNS 802 - 802
NUMERIC
MD=0 OR GE 9

Q.Y6C. ARE THERE ANY PEOPLE WHO WORK FOR YOU AND ARE PAID BY YOU?

55  1. YES
67  5. NO

1492  0. INAP, CODED 40,50-51,60,70,80,99 IN Q.Y4; CODED 1-2,9 IN Q.Y6
9. NA

VAR 800463  NAME-R EMP-NUM PAID EMPLOYEES
COLUMNS 803 - 804
NUMERIC
MD=0 OR GE 98

Q.Y6D. HOW MANY? <PEOPLE WORK FOR/PAID BY R>

<SEE Q.Y6C FOR COMPLETE QUESTION TEXT>

01.
.
97. NINETY-SEVEN OR MORE

1559  00. INAP, CODED 40,50-51,60,70,80,99 IN Q.Y4; CODED 1-2,9 IN Q.Y6; CODED 5 OR 9 IN Q.Y6C
98. DK
2  99. NA

CODE:  0  1  2  3  4  5  7  8  9
FREQ: 1559  10  11  7  4  5  1  3  1

CODE:  10  11  12  20  25  30  99
FREQ:   2  1  3  2  2  1  2

VAR 800464  NAME-R EMP-JOB RIGHT?
COLUMNS 805 - 805
NUMERIC
MD=0 OR GE 8

Q.Y7. GENERALLY, DOES YOUR TRAINING AND EXPERIENCE QUALIFY YOU FOR A MUCH HIGHER LEVEL JOB, A SOMEWHAT HIGHER JOB, OR IS THIS JOB RIGHT FOR SOMEONE WITH YOUR TRAINING AND
EXPERIENCE?

1. ABOUT RIGHT
2. SOMEWHAT RIGHT
3. MUCH HIGHER

0. INAP, CODED 40,50-51,60,70,80,99 IN Q.Y4
14 8. DK
4 9. NA

Q.Y7A. ABOUT HOW MANY HOURS DO YOU WORK ON YOUR JOB IN THE AVERAGE WEEK?

01.
97. NINETY-SEVEN OR MORE

00. INAP, CODED 40,50-51,60,70,80,99 IN Q.Y4
2 98. DK
7 99. NA

Q.Y7B. IS THAT MORE HOURS THAN YOU WANT TO WORK, FEWER HOURS THAN YOU WANT TO WORK, OR GENERALLY ABOUT RIGHT?
<SEE Q.Y7A FOR COMPLETE QUESTION TEXT>

76 1. FEWER

693 3. ABOUT RIGHT

224 5. MORE

616 0. INAP, CODED 40, 50-51, 60, 70, 80, 99 IN Q.Y4

8. DK

5 9. NA

-------------------------------
VAR 800467  NAME-R EMP-JOB SECURITY
COLUMNS 809 - 809
NUMERIC
MD=0 OR GE 8

Q.Y8. HOW WORRIED ARE YOU ABOUT LOSING YOUR JOB IN THE NEAR FUTURE; A LOT, SOMewhat, OR NOT MUCH AT ALL?

------------------------------
53 1. A LOT
115 3. SOMEWHAT
819 5. NOT MUCH AT ALL

616 0. INAP, CODED 40, 50-51, 60, 70, 80, 99 IN Q.Y4

6 8. DK; REFUSED
5 9. NA

-------------------------------
VAR 800468  NAME-R EMP-OUT OF WRK-LST 12
COLUMNS 810 - 810
NUMERIC
MD=0 OR GE 9

Q.Y9. (IF R IS WORKING NOW): WERE YOU OUT OF WORK OR LAID OFF AT ANY TIME DURING THE LAST TWELVE MONTHS?

-------------------------------
159 1. YES
818 5. NO

629 0. INAP., CODED 20, 40, 50-51, 60, 70, 80, 99 IN Q.Y4

8 9. NA

-------------------------------
VAR 800469  NAME-R EMP-PAY CUT-LAST 12 M
COLUMNS 811 - 811
NUMERIC
MD=0 OR GE 9

Q.Y9A. (IF R IS WORKING NOW): HAVE YOU HAD TO REDUCE YOUR WORK HOURS OR TAKE A CUT IN PAY AT ANY TIME DURING THE LAST TWELVE MONTHS?

-------------------------------
148 1. YES
829 5. NO
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VAR 800470  NAME-R UEMP-EVER WORKED?
COLUMNS 812 - 812
NUMERIC
MD=0 OR GE 9

R’S OCCUPATION: R IS UNEMPLOYED QY10-Y13A
Q.Y10. HAVE YOU EVER DONE ANY WORK FOR PAY?
--------------------------------------------
71  1.  YES
3  5.  NO

VAR 800471  NAME-R UEMP-LAST OCCUPATION
COLUMNS 813 - 815
NUMERIC
MD=0 OR GE 998

Q.Y10A. WHAT KIND OF WORK DID YOU DO ON YOUR LAST REGULAR JOB? (WHAT WAS YOUR OCCUPATION?)
----------------------------------------------------------
SEE APPENDIX NOTE

001.    .    .
997.    .    .

1543 000. INAP, CODED 10,15,17-18,20,50-51,60,70-71, 80-81,99 IN Q.Y4
998. DK
1 999. NA

CODE:  0  1  11  142  144  162  230  245  283
FREQ: 1543  2  1  1  1  1  1  3  2

CODE:  310  341  343  345  361  371  372  394  395
FREQ:  2  1  1  1  1  5  1  2

CODE:  401  412  430  436  473  510  530  535  580
FREQ:  1  1  1  1  1  1  1  1

CODE:  602  605  630  644  656  692  694  695  706
FREQ:  4  1  1  1  1  5  1  1

CODE:  714  715  751  755  902  903  915  925  926
FREQ:  1  2  2  1  2  1  1  3  2
CODE:  944   962   999
FREQ:    1     2     1

VAR 800472    NAME-R UNEMPLOYED-DUNCAN SEI
COLUMNS 816  - 818
NUMERIC
MD=0

Q.Y10AA.  DUNCAN SEI SCORE FOR R'S LAST OCCUPATION.

ACTUAL NUMBER IS CODED.

SEE APPENDIX NOTE
001.
:.
999.

1545 000.  INAP, OCCUPATION NOT ASCERTAINED; CODED 580 OR
600 IN Q.Y10A (OCCUPATION WITH NO DUNCAN SCORE)
CODED 10, 15, 17-18, 20, 50-51, 60, 70-71, 80-81,
99 IN Q.Y4; CODED 5 OR 9 IN Q.Y10

VALID-N=69  MIN=71  MAX=840  MEAN=330.0  ST.DEV=210.3

VAR 800473    NAME-R UNEMPLOYD-NORC PRESTIGE
COLUMNS 819  - 821
NUMERIC
MD=0

Q.Y10BB.  NORC PRESTIGE SCORE FOR R'S LAST OCCUPATION.

ACTUAL NUMBER IS CODED.

SEE APPENDIX NOTE
001.
:.
999.

1545 000.  INAP, OCCUPATION NOT ASCERTAINED; CODED 580, 600,
750 OR 752 IN Q.Y10A (OCCUPATION WITH NO NORC
SCORE); CODED 10, 15, 17-18, 20, 50-51, 60, 70-71,
80-81, 99 IN Q.Y4; CODED 5 OR 9 IN Q.Y10

VALID-N=69  MIN=174  MAX=678  MEAN=355.1  ST.DEV=114.2

VAR 800474    NAME-R UEMP-LAST JOB-BUS/IND
COLUMNS 822  - 824
NUMERIC
MD=0 OR GE  998
Q.Y10B. WHAT KIND OF (BUSINESS/INDUSTRY) WAS THAT? <R'S LAST JOB>

<SEE Q.Y10A FOR COMPLETE QUESTION TEXT>

SEE APPENDIX NOTE

001.
.
997.

1543 000. INAP, CODED 10,15,17-18,20,50-51,60,70-71, 80-81, 99 IN Q.Y4; CODED 5 OR 9 IN Y10

998. DK
4 999. NA

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CODE</th>
<th>FREQ</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
<td>1543</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>19</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>68</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>69</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>77</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>119</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>178</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>207</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>208</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>219</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>247</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>268</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>278</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>297</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>299</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>339</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>398</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>407</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>409</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>417</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>419</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>609</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>628</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>639</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>657</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>669</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>677</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>697</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>707</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>717</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>728</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>737</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>747</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>748</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>757</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>759</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>779</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>787</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>838</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>839</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>848</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>857</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>858</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>869</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>877</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>888</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>889</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>917</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>937</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>999</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

VAR 800475 NAME-R UEMP-LST JB-SELF-EMP?
COLUMNS 825 - 825
NUMERIC
MD=0 OR GE  9

Q.Y11. ON YOUR LAST REGULAR JOB, DID YOU WORK FOR SOMEONE ELSE, YOURSELF, OR WHAT?

69  1. SOMEONE ELSE
   2. BOTH SOMEONE ELSE AND SELF
   3. SELF ONLY

1543 0. INAP, CODED 5 OR 9 IN Q.Y10; CODED 10,15,17-18,20, 50-51,60,70-71,80-81,99 IN Q.Y4
   9. NA

VAR 800476 NAME-R UEMP-SUPERV WRKRS?
Q.Y11A. DID YOU SUPERVISE ANY WORKERS OR EMPLOYEES AS PART OF YOUR JOB?

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Code</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>17</td>
<td>YES</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>51</td>
<td>NO</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

1545 0. INAP, CODED 10,15,17-18,50-51,60,70-71,80-81,99 IN Q.Y4; CODED 5 OR 9 IN Q.Y10; CODED 3 OR 9 IN Q.Y11

1 9. NA

Q.Y11B. HOW MANY? <WORKERS DID R SUPERVISES>

01.

97. NINETY-SEVEN OR MORE

1597 00. INAP, CODED 10,15,17-18,50-51,60,70-71,80-81,99 IN Q.Y4; CODED 5 OR 9 IN Q.Y10; CODED 3 OR 9 IN Q.Y11; CODED 5 OR 9 IN Q.Y11A

98. DK

99. NA

CODE: 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 8 10
FREQ: 1597 1 2 3 2 2 1 1 3

CODE: 11 30
FREQ: 1 1

Q.Y11C. WERE THERE ANY PEOPLE WHO WORKED FOR YOU AND WERE PAID BY YOU?

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Code</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>YES</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>NO</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

1612 0. INAP, CODED 10,15,17-18,50-51,60,70-71,80-81,99 IN Q.Y4; CODED 5 OR 9 IN Q.Y10; CODED 3 OR 9 IN Q.Y11
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**VAR 800479**  NAME-R UEMP-NO. PD. EMPLYEES
COLUMNS 830 - 830
NUMERIC
MD=0 OR GE 98

Q.Y11D. HOW MANY? <PEOPLE WORKED FOR/WERE PAID BY R>

<SEE Q.Y11C FOR COMPLETE QUESTION TEXT>

01.
.
97. NINETY-SEVEN OR MORE

1613 00. INAP, CODED 10,15,17-18,20,50-51,60,70-71,80-81,99 IN Q.Y4; CODED 1-2 OR 9 IN Q.Y11; CODED 5 OR 9 IN Q.Y10; CODED 5 OR 9 IN Q.Y11C
98. DK
99. NA

CODE: 0 3
FREQ: 1613  1

**VAR 800480**  NAME-R UEMP-WORKD LAST 12 MO?
COLUMNS 831 - 831
NUMERIC
MD=0 OR GE 9

Q.Y12. HAVE YOU HAD A JOB IN THE PAST TWELVE MONTHS?

44 1. YES
26 5. NO

1543 0. INAP, CODED 10,15,17-18,20,50-51,60,70-71,80-81,99 IN Q.Y4; CODED 5 OR 9 IN Q.Y10
1 9. NA

**VAR 800481**  NAME-R UEMP-HRS/WK LST 12 MO
COLUMNS 832 - 833
NUMERIC
MD=0 OR GE 98

Q.Y12A. ABOUT HOW MANY HOURS DID YOU WORK ON YOUR JOB IN THE AVERAGE WEEK?

01.
.
97. NINETY-SEVEN OR MORE
VAR 800482  NAME-R UEMP-LOOK FOR WRK?
COLUMNS 834 - 834
NUMERIC
MD=0 OR GE 9

Q.Y13. ARE YOU LOOKING FOR WORK AT THE PRESENT TIME?

54 1. YES
19 5. NO

VAR 800483  NAME-R UEMP-WORRY FNDING JB?
COLUMNS 835 - 835
NUMERIC
MD=0 OR GE 8

Q.Y13A. HOW WORRIED ARE YOU ABOUT NOT BEING ABLE TO FIND A
JOB IN THE NEAR FUTURE; A LOT, SOMEWHAT, OR NOT MUCH AT ALL?

34 1. A LOT
9 3. SOMEWHAT
11 5. NOT MUCH AT ALL

VAR 800484  NAME-R RETIRED-WHEN RETIRED?
COLUMNS 836 - 837
NUMERIC
MD=0 OR GE 98

R'S OCCUPATION: R IS RETIRED OR PERMANENTLY DISABLED
QY14-Y20A

Q.Y14. (IF RETIRED) WHEN DID YOU RETIRE?
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## VAR 800485  NAME-R DISABLED-EVER WORK?

**Columns**: 838 - 838  
**Numeric**  
**MD=0 or GE 9**  

Q.Y15. (IF PERMANENTLY DISABLED) HAVE YOU EVER DONE ANY WORK FOR PAY?

| 44 | 1. YES |
| 4  | 5. NO  |

## VAR 800486  NAME-R RT/DS-PREV OCCUP

**Columns**: 839 - 841  
**Numeric**  
**MD=0 or GE 998**  

Q.Y16. WHAT KIND OF WORK DID YOU DO WHEN YOU WORKED? (WHAT WAS YOUR OCCUPATION?)

SEE APPENDIX NOTE

---
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1346 000. INAP, CODED 10,17-18,20,40,70-71,80-81,99 IN Q.Y4; CODED 5 OR 9 IN Q.Y15
998. DK
8 999. NA

CODE:    0    23    30    31    36    75    76    90    100
FREQ: 1346     1     1     1     1     5     1     1     1

CODE: 104 122 141 142 143 144 145 153 162
FREQ:  1     1     9     1     2     2     1     1

CODE: 171 175 184 194 202 205 215 216 222
FREQ:   2     1     1     1     1     1     1     1

CODE: 226 230 233 240 245 265 270 280 283
FREQ:  1     1     1     1     1     4    1     3

CODE: 305 310 314 321 332 343 345 360 361
FREQ:  5     5     1     2     1     1     1    4

CODE: 364 372 374 375 381 382 385 390 395
FREQ:  1    10     1     1     1     2     1     2

CODE: 410 415 426 430 436 441 443 446 461
FREQ:  2     4     1     3     2     5     1     1

CODE: 471 473 483 492 510 514 522 542 551
FREQ:  1     2     1     1     1     2     1     1

CODE: 561 575 580 602 610 611 612 613 630
FREQ:  2     3     3     1     1     2     1     1

CODE: 631 634 653 663 664 665 680 690 692
FREQ:  1     1     1     8     1     1     3     2

CODE: 695 703 714 715 751 753 780 785 801
FREQ:  5     1     1     3     3     3     5     3     1

CODE: 822 901 902 903 912 914 915 916 921
FREQ:  1     2     3     8     5     1     5     2     1

CODE: 925 926 942 944 950 961 964 984 999
FREQ:  2     4     1     2     1     1     3     1     8

==============================================
VAR 800487    NAME-R RET/DISABLE-DUNCAN SEI
COLUMNS 842 - 844
NUMERIC
MD=0

Q.Y16AA. DUNCAN SEI SCORE FOR R'S LAST OCCUPATION.
---------------------------------------

ACTUAL NUMBER IS CODED.
SEE APPENDIX NOTE

001.
.
.
999.

1357 000. INAP, OCCUPATION NOT ASCERTAINED OR CODED 580, 600 IN Q.Y16 (OCCUPATION WITH NO DUNCAN SCORE); CODED 10,17-18,20,40,70-71,80-81,99 IN Q.Y4; CODED 5 OR 9 IN Q.Y15

VALID-N=257 MIN=63 MAX=930 MEAN=368.4 ST.DEV=223.8

============================================

VAR 800488 NAME-R RET/DSABLE-NORC PRSTGE
COLUMNS 845 - 847
NUMERIC
MD=0

Q.Y16BB. NORC PRESTIGE SCORE FOR R'S LAST OCCUPATION.

-----------------------------------------------

ACTUAL NUMBER IS CODED.

SEE APPENDIX NOTE

001.
.
.
999.

1357 000. INAP, OCCUPATION NOT ASCERTAINED OR CODED 580, 600,750,752 IN Q.Y16 (OCCUPATION WITH NO NORC SCORE); CODED 10,17-18,20,40,70-71,80-81,99 IN Q.Y4; CODED 5 OR 9 IN Q.Y15

VALID-N=257 MIN=141 MAX=783 MEAN=384.2 ST.DEV=133.2

============================================

VAR 800489 NAME-R RT/DS-PRV TYPE BUS/IND
COLUMNS 848 - 850
NUMERIC
MD=0 OR GE 998

Q.Y16A. WHAT KIND OF (BUSINESS/INDUSTRY) WAS THAT? <R WORKED IN WHEN R WORKED>

-----------------------------------------------

<SEE Q.Y16 FOR COMPLETE QUESTION TEXT>

SEE APPENDIX NOTE

001.
.
.
997.
**VAR 800490**  NAME-R RT/DS-WAS R SELF-EMP?
COLUMNS 851 - 851
NUMERIC
MD=0 OR GE 9

Q.Y17. ON YOUR LAST REGULAR JOB, DID YOU WORK FOR SOMEONE ELSE, YOURSELF, OR WHAT?

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Code</th>
<th>Frequency</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
<td>1346</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**VAR 800491**  NAME-R RT/DS-DID R SUPERV WKR

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Code</th>
<th>Frequency</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
<td>1346</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>19</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---

1346  000. INAP, CODED 10,17-18,20,40,70-71,80-81, OR 99 IN Q.Y4; CODED 5 OR 9 IN Q.Y15
19  999. NA

1346  0. INAP, CODED 5 OR 9 IN Q.Y15; CODED 10,17-18,20,40,70-71,80-81,99 IN Q.Y4
19  9. NA
Q.Y17A. DID YOU SUPERVISE ANY WORKERS OR EMPLOYEES AS PART OF YOUR JOB?

- YES
- NO

Q.Y17B. HOW MANY? <EMPLOYEES R SUPERVISED WHEN R WORKED>

- NINETY-SEVEN OR MORE

Q.Y17C. WERE THERE ANY PEOPLE WHO WORKED FOR YOU AND WERE PAID BY YOU?
18  1.  YES
11  5.  NO

1585  0.  INAP, CODED 10,17-18,20,40,70-71,80-81,99 IN Q.Y4; CODED 5 OR 9 IN Q.Y15; CODED 1-2 OR 9 IN Q.Y17
9.  NA

==============================================================================

VAR 800494   NAME-R RT/DS-NO. PD. WRKRS
COLUMNS 856  - 857
NUMERIC
MD=0 OR GE  98

Q.Y17D.  HOW MANY? <WORKERS WORKED FOR/WERE PAID BY R WHEN R WORKED>
<SEE Q.Y17C FOR COMPLETE QUESTION TEXT>

01. 97. NINETY-SEVEN OR MORE

1596  00.  INAP, CODED 10,17-18,20,40,70-71,80-81,99 IN Q.Y4; CODED 1-2 OR 9 IN Q.Y17; CODED 5 OR 9 IN Q.Y15;
CODING 5 OR 9 IN Q.Y17C
98. DK
99. NA

CODE: 0 1 2 3 4 6 7 11
FREQ: 1596 3 5 3 4 1 1 1
---------------------------------------------------------------------------

==============================================================================

VAR 800495   NAME-R RT/DS-WRK LAST 12 MO.?
COLUMNS 858  - 858
NUMERIC
MD=0 OR GE  9

Q.Y18.  DURING THE LAST TWELVE MONTHS DID YOU DO ANY WORK FOR PAY?
<SEE Q.Y18C FOR COMPLETE QUESTION TEXT>

40  1.  YES
226  5.  NO

1346  0.  INAP, CODED 10,17-18,20,40,70-71,80-81,99 IN Q.Y4; CODED 5 OR 9 IN Q.Y15
2  9.  NA

==============================================================================

VAR 800496   NAME-R RT/DS-HRS/WK LST 12 M
COLUMNS 859  - 860
NUMERIC
MD=0 OR GE  98
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Q.Y18A. ABOUT HOW MANY HOURS A WEEK DID YOU WORK IN THE AVERAGE WEEK WHEN YOU WERE WORKING?

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Code</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Frequency</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>01</td>
<td>Ninety-seven or more</td>
<td>97</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1574</td>
<td>INAP, coded 10, 17-18, 20, 40, 70-71, 80-81, 99 in Q.Y4; coded 5 or 9 in Q.Y15; coded 5 or 9 in Q.Y18</td>
<td>98</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>DK</td>
<td>99</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1574</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1574</td>
<td>DK</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1574</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1574</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1574</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1574</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---

VAR 800497  NAME-WORKING NON-R RETIRED
COLUMNS 861 - 861
NUMERIC
MD=0 OR GE 9

Q.Y19. ARE YOU DOING ANY WORK FOR PAY AT THE PRESENT TIME?

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Code</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Frequency</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>16</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>250</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

VAR 800498  NAME-R RETIRED-WORKING 20+ HRS
COLUMNS 862 - 862
NUMERIC
MD=0 OR GE 9

Q.Y19A. IN AN AVERAGE WEEK DO YOU WORK 20 OR MORE HOURS ON THAT JOB?

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Code</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Frequency</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

VAR 800499  NAME-R RETIRED-LOOKING FOR WORK
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Q.Y20. ARE YOU LOOKING FOR WORK AT THE PRESENT TIME?  

1. YES  
2. NO  
3. NA  

Q.Y20A. HOW WORRIED ARE YOU ABOUT NOT BEING ABLE TO FIND A JOB IN THE NEAR FUTURE; A LOT, SOMEWHAT, OR NOT MUCH AT ALL?  

1. A LOT  
2. SOMEWHAT  
3. NOT MUCH AT ALL  

Q.Y21. ARE YOU DOING ANY WORK FOR PAY AT THE PRESENT TIME?  

1. YES  
2. NO  
3. NA  

Q.Y22. IN THE LAST TWELVE MONTHS, DID YOU DO ANY WORK FOR PAY?  

1. YES  
2. NO  
3. NA
58 1. YES
216 5. NO
1340 0. INAP, CODED 10,15,17,18,20,40,50-51,60,71,81,99 IN Q.Y4; CODED 1 OR 9 IN Q.Y21
9. NA

============================================================================
VAR 800503   NAME-R HSWF/STD-LAST JOB
COLUMNS 867 - 869
NUMERIC
MD=0 OR GE 999

Q.Y23. WHAT KIND OF WORK DID YOU DO? (WHAT WAS YOUR OCCUPATION?)

SEE APPENDIX NOTE

001.
. .
997.

1556 000. INAP, CODED 10,15,17,18,20,40,50-51,60,71,81,99 IN Q.Y4; CODED 1 OR 9 IN Q.Y21; CODED 5 OR 9 IN Q.Y22
3 999. NA

CODE: 0 75 101 145 216 231 283 305 320
FREQ: 1556 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1

CODE: 323 364 372 374 391 395 510 530 602
FREQ: 1 2 4 1 1 2 1 1 2

CODE: 620 643 663 690 694 695 750 751 755
FREQ: 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1

CODE: 822 902 903 912 915 916 921 922 925
FREQ: 2 1 1 2 3 1 1 1 1

CODE: 942 944 980 984 999
FREQ: 5 1 1 1 3

============================================================================
VAR 800504   NAME-R HSWF/STUD-DUNCAN SEI
COLUMNS 870 - 872
NUMERIC
MD=0

Q.Y23AA. DUNCAN SEI SCORE FOR R'S LAST OCCUPATION.

ACTUAL NUMBER IS CODED.

SEE APPENDIX NOTE
001.  
999.

1559 000. INAP, OCCUPATION NOT ASCERTAINED; CODED 10, 15, 17, 18, 20, 40, 50-51, 60, 71, 81, 99 IN Q.Y4; CODED 1 OR 9 IN Q.Y21; CODED 5 OR 9 IN Q.Y22

VALID-N=55 MIN=63 MAX=698 MEAN=304.5 ST.DEV=186.5

-----------------------------
VAR 800505 NAME-R HSWF/STD-NORC PRESTIGE
COLUMNS 873 - 875
NUMERIC
MD=0

Q.Y23BB. NORC PRESTIGE SCORE FOR R'S LAST OCCUPATION.
-----------------------------------------------
ACTUAL NUMBER IS CODED.
SEE APPENDIX NOTE

001.  
999.

1560 000. INAP, OCCUPATION NOT ASCERTAINED; CODED 10, 15, 17, 18, 20, 40, 50-51, 60, 71, 81, 99 IN Q.Y4; CODED 1 OR 9 IN Q.Y21; CODED 5 OR 9 IN Q.Y22

VALID-N=54 MIN=174 MAX=601 MEAN=321.3 ST.DEV=108.2

-----------------------------
VAR 800506 NAME-R HSWF/STD-LAST BUS/IND
COLUMNS 876 - 878
NUMERIC
MD=0 OR GE 999

Q.Y23A. WHAT KIND OF (BUSINESS/INDUSTRY) WAS THAT?
<HOUWIFE/STUDENT>
-----------------------------------------------

<SEE Q.Y23 FOR COMPLETE QUESTION TEXT>
SEE APPENDIX NOTE

001.  
997.

1556 000. INAP, CODED 10,15,17,18,20,40,50-51,60,71,81 OR 99 IN Q.Y4; CODED 1 OR 9 IN Q.Y21; CODED 5 OR 9 IN Q.Y22
VAR 800507 NAME-R HSWF/STD-SELF-EMP?
COLUMNS 879 - 879
NUMERIC
MD=0 OR GE 9
Q.Y24. (DO/DID) YOU WORK FOR SOMEONE ELSE, YOURSELF, OR WHAT?
------------------------------------------
54 1. SOMEONE ELSE
  2. BOTH SOMEONE ELSE AND SELF
  4 3. SELF ONLY
1556 0. INAP., CODED 10,15,17,18,20,40,50-51,60,71,81 OR 99 IN Q.Y4; CODED 1 OR 9 IN Q.Y21; CODED 5 OR 9 IN Q.Y22
  9. NA

VAR 800508 NAME-R HSWF/STD-SUPERV WRKRS?
COLUMNS 880 - 880
NUMERIC
MD=0 OR GE 9
Q.Y24A. (DO/DID) YOU SUPERVISE ANY WORKERS OR EMPLOYEES AS PART OF YOUR JOB?
------------------------------------------
  9 1. YES
  45 5. NO
1560 0. INAP, CODED 10,15,17,18,20,40,50-51,60,71,81 OR 99 IN Q.Y4; CODED 1 OR 9 IN Q.Y21; CODED 5 OR 9 IN Q.Y22; CODED 3 OR 9 IN Q.Y24.
  9. NA

VAR 800509 NAME-R HSWF/STD-# WRKRS SUPR
COLUMNS 881 - 882
NUMERIC
MD=0 OR GE 98
Q.Y24B. HOW MANY? <HSWF/STDNT-NO. OF WORKERS R SUPERVISES>
<SEE Q.Y24A FOR COMPLETE QUESTION TEXT>

01.

97. NINETY-SEVEN OR MORE

1605 00. INAP., CODED 10,15,17,18,20,40,50-51,60,71,81 OR 99 IN Q.Y4; CODED 1 OR 5 IN Q.Y21; CODED 3, 5 OR 9 IN Q.Y24; CODED 5 OR 9 IN Q.Y24A.

98. DK

99. NA

CODE: 0 2 3 5 12 14
FREQ: 1605 3 1 3 1 1

========================================

VAR 800510 NAME-R HSWF/STD-PD. EMPS.?
COLUMNS 883  - 883
NUMERIC
MD=0 OR GE 9

Q.Y24C. (ARE/WERE) THERE ANY PEOPLE WHO WORKED FOR YOU AND WERE PAID BY YOU?

1 1. YES
3 5. NO

1610 0. INAP. CODED 10,15,17,18,20,40,50-51,60,71,81 OR 99 IN Q.Y4; CODED 1 OR 9 IN Q.Y21; CODED 5 OR 9 IN Q.Y22; CODED 1, 2 OR 9 IN Q.Y24

9. NA

=========================================

VAR 800511 NAME-R HSWF/STD-# PD. EMPS.
COLUMNS 884  - 884
NUMERIC
MD=0 OR GE 98

Q.Y24D. HOW MANY? <HSWF/STDNT-NO. PEOPLE R EMPLOYEES AND PAYS>

<SEE Q.Y24C FOR COMPLETE QUESTION TEXT>
Q. Y25. ABOUT HOW MANY HOURS A WEEK DID YOU WORK IN THE AVERAGE WEEK WHEN YOU WERE WORKING?

01.

97. NINETY-SEVEN OR MORE

1556 00. INAP., CODED 10,15,17,18,20,40,50-51,60,71,81 OR 99 IN Q.Y4; CODED 1 OR 9 IN Q.Y21; CODED 5 OR 9 IN Q.Y22

98. DK
1 99. NA

Q. Y26. ARE YOU LOOKING FOR WORK AT THE PRESENT TIME?

31 1. YES
243 5. NO

1340 0. INAP, CODED 10,15,17,18,20,40,50-51,60,71,81 OR 99 IN Q.Y4; CODED 1 OR 9 IN Q.Y21

9. NA
Q.Y26A. HOW WORRIED ARE YOU ABOUT NOT BEING ABLE TO FIND A
JOB IN THE NEAR FUTURE; A LOT, SOMEWHAT, OR NOT MUCH AT ALL?
------------------------------------------------------------
10  1. A LOT
10  3. SOMEWHAT
11  5. NOT MUCH AT ALL

1583  0. INAP, CODED 10,15,17,18,20,40,50-51,60,71,81 OR 99
IN Q.Y4; CODED 1 OR 9 IN Q.Y21; CODED 5 OR 9 IN
Q.Y26
8. DK; REFUSED
9. NA

===========================================
VAR 800515  NAME-SUMMARY-R'S WORKING STAT
COLUMNS 889 - 889
NUMERIC
MD=9

Q.V3X/Y4X. SUMMARY: R'S WORKING STATUS
----------------------------------------
968  1. R WORKING NOW OR IS RETIRED/HOUSWIFE/STUDENT WORKING
20 HOURS OR MORE PER WEEK (10,15,17-18 IN Q.Y4)
13  2. R TEMPORARILY LAID OFF (20 IN Q.Y4)
74  4. R UNEMPLOYED (40 IN Q.Y4)
217  5. R RETIRED AND NOT WORKING 20 HOURS OR MORE PER WEEK
(50 OR 51 IN Q.Y4)
48  6. R PERMANENTLY DISABLED (60 IN Q.Y4)
248  7. R HOUSEWIFE NOT WORKING 20 HOURS OR MORE PER WEEK
(70 OR 71 IN Q.Y4)
45  8. R STUDENT NOT WORKING 20 HOURS OR MORE PER WEEK (80
OR 81 IN Q.Y4)
1  9. R NA TO Q.Y4 (99 IN Q.Y4)

===========================================
VAR 800516  NAME-R'S CENSUS OCCUPATION
COLUMNS 890 - 892
NUMERIC
MD=0 OR GE  998

Q.RC.17. WHAT IS/WAS YOUR MAIN OCCUPATION? (WHAT SORT OF
WORK DO YOU DO?) (IF NOT CLEAR: TELL ME A LITTLE MORE ABOUT
WHAT YOU DO.)
------------------------------------------------------------
THIS VARIABLE COMBINES DATA FROM ALL R'S THAT ARE CURRENTLY
EMPLOYED, TEMPORARILY LAID OFF, UNEMPLOYED, RETIRED OR
PERMANENTLY DISABLED. IF RESPONDENT WAS CODED 15,
"WORKING NOW AND RETIRED" IN Q.Y4, HIS/HER Former OCCUPATION
WAS USED.

SEE APPENDIX NOTE
001.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CODE</th>
<th>FREQ</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
<td>284</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>23</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>31</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>32</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>33</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>36</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>55</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>56</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>62</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>64</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>65</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>75</td>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>76</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>80</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>82</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>83</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>85</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>86</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>90</td>
<td>100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>100</td>
<td>101</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>101</td>
<td>104</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>104</td>
<td>110</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>111</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>120</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>121</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>122</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>123</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>126</td>
<td>135</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>136</td>
<td>140</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>140</td>
<td>141</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>141</td>
<td>142</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>142</td>
<td>143</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>205</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>210</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>211</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>212</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>215</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>216</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>220</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>222</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>225</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>226</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>227</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>228</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>229</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>230</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>231</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>233</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>236</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>262</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>264</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>265</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>266</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>270</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>280</td>
<td>18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>281</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>282</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>284</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>285</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>301</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>305</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>310</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>312</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>314</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>315</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>321</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>323</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>325</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>331</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>332</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>341</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>343</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>345</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>355</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>360</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>361</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>362</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>364</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>370</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>371</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>372</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>374</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>376</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>378</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>381</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>382</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>385</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>390</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>391</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>394</td>
<td>11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>395</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>401</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>402</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>405</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>410</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>412</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>413</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>414</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>422</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>424</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>425</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>426</td>
<td>15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>430</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>436</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>441</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>443</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>444</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>446</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>453</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>454</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>461</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>470</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>471</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>472</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>473</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>474</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>480</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>481</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>483</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>492</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>495</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>502</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>503</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>510</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>514</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>515</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>522</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>525</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>530</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>534</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>535</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>542</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>545</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>551</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>552</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>554</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>561</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>575</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>580</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>600</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>602</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>604</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>605</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>610</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>611</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>612</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>613</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>615</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>621</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>622</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>623</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>625</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>630</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>631</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>634</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>640</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
This variable codes respondent's present/former occupation according to the Duncan SEI scale. All the respondents are included, except for those who are housewives or students. If respondent was coded 15-"working now and retired"-in Q.Y4, his/her former occupation was used.

SEE APPENDIX NOTE

001.
.
.
997.

321 000. INAP., OCCUPATION NOT ASCERTAINED; CODED 580 OR 600 IN Q.RC17 (OCCUPATION WITH NO DUNCAN SCORE); CODED 70,80,99 IN Q.Y4; CODED 5 OR 9 IN Q.RC28

998. DK
999. NA

VALID-N=1293 MIN=41 MAX=960 MEAN=415.8 ST.DEV=226.7

=====================================================================
VAR 800518 NAME-R'S NORC
COLUMNS 896 - 898
NUMERIC
MD=0

Q.RC.19. NORC PRESTIGE SCORE FOR R'S CURRENT/FORMER OCCUPATION.
=====================================================================
THIS VARIABLE CODES R'S CURRENT/FORMER OCCUPATION ACCORDING TO THE NORC SCALE. ALL THE RESPONDENTS ARE INCLUDED, EXCEPT FOR THOSE WHO ARE STUDENTS OR HOUSEWIVES. IF RESPONDENT WAS CODED 15- "WORKING NOW AND RETIRED"- IN Q.Y4, HIS/HER FORMER OCCUPATION WAS USED.

SEE APPENDIX NOTE

001.
.
997.

321 000. INAP., OCCUPATION NOT ASCERTAINED; CODED 580, 600 750, 752 IN Q.RC17 (OCCUPATION WITH NO NORC SCORE); CODED 70, 80, 99 IN Q.Y4; CODED 5 OR 9 Q.RC28
998. DK
999. NA

VALID-N=1293 MIN=141 MAX=812 MEAN=405.6 ST.DEV=136.2

---------------------------
VAR 800519 NAME-R’S INDUSTRY
COLUMNS 899 - 901
NUMERIC
MD=0 OR GE 998

Q.RC.20. WHAT KIND OF (BUSINESS/INDUSTRY) IS/WAS THAT?

------------------------------------------------------------------------

IF RESPONDENT WAS CODED 15- "WORKING NOW AND RETIRED"- IN Q.Y4, HIS/HER FORMER OCCUPATION’S INDUSTRY WAS USED. THIS VARIABLE COMBINES DATA FROM ALL R'S THAT ARE CURRENTLY EMPLOYED, TEMPORARILY LAID OFF, UNEMPLOYED, RETIRED OR PERMANENTLY DISABLED.

SEE APPENDIX NOTE

001.
.
997.

284 000. INAP., CODED 70, 80, 99 IN Q.Y4; CODED 5 OR 9 IN Q.RC28
998. DK
74 999. NA

CODE: 0 17 18 19 27 48 49 57 67 68 69
FREQ: 284 35 3 6 1 5 12 2 19 16 36

CODE: 77 107 108 118 119 127 138 139 147 148 149
FREQ: 18 2 5 11 2 2 2 1 3 1 1

CODE: 157 158 159 168 169 177 178 179 187 188 189
FREQ: 2 2 1 4 3 1 6 4 1 2 7

CODE: 197 199 207 208 209 219 227 228 229 239 247
### nes1980.txt

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>FREQ:</th>
<th>7</th>
<th>2</th>
<th>5</th>
<th>9</th>
<th>10</th>
<th>29</th>
<th>10</th>
<th>5</th>
<th>1</th>
<th>2</th>
<th>5</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>CODE:</td>
<td>258</td>
<td>259</td>
<td>268</td>
<td>278</td>
<td>289</td>
<td>297</td>
<td>299</td>
<td>307</td>
<td>317</td>
<td>319</td>
<td>327</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FREQ:</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CODE:</td>
<td>329</td>
<td>337</td>
<td>338</td>
<td>339</td>
<td>348</td>
<td>357</td>
<td>358</td>
<td>359</td>
<td>368</td>
<td>369</td>
<td>377</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FREQ:</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CODE:</td>
<td>379</td>
<td>387</td>
<td>388</td>
<td>389</td>
<td>397</td>
<td>398</td>
<td>407</td>
<td>408</td>
<td>409</td>
<td>417</td>
<td>418</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FREQ:</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>31</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>23</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CODE:</td>
<td>419</td>
<td>427</td>
<td>429</td>
<td>447</td>
<td>448</td>
<td>467</td>
<td>469</td>
<td>478</td>
<td>479</td>
<td>508</td>
<td>509</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FREQ:</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CODE:</td>
<td>527</td>
<td>528</td>
<td>529</td>
<td>539</td>
<td>558</td>
<td>559</td>
<td>567</td>
<td>569</td>
<td>587</td>
<td>588</td>
<td>608</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FREQ:</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>6</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CODE:</td>
<td>609</td>
<td>617</td>
<td>619</td>
<td>628</td>
<td>629</td>
<td>637</td>
<td>638</td>
<td>639</td>
<td>647</td>
<td>648</td>
<td>657</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FREQ:</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CODE:</td>
<td>658</td>
<td>667</td>
<td>668</td>
<td>669</td>
<td>677</td>
<td>678</td>
<td>679</td>
<td>688</td>
<td>689</td>
<td>697</td>
<td>698</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FREQ:</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>45</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>11</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CODE:</td>
<td>707</td>
<td>708</td>
<td>709</td>
<td>717</td>
<td>718</td>
<td>727</td>
<td>728</td>
<td>729</td>
<td>737</td>
<td>738</td>
<td>739</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FREQ:</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CODE:</td>
<td>747</td>
<td>748</td>
<td>749</td>
<td>757</td>
<td>759</td>
<td>769</td>
<td>777</td>
<td>778</td>
<td>779</td>
<td>787</td>
<td>788</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FREQ:</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CODE:</td>
<td>789</td>
<td>798</td>
<td>807</td>
<td>809</td>
<td>829</td>
<td>828</td>
<td>838</td>
<td>839</td>
<td>849</td>
<td>848</td>
<td>857</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FREQ:</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>105</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CODE:</td>
<td>858</td>
<td>859</td>
<td>867</td>
<td>868</td>
<td>869</td>
<td>877</td>
<td>878</td>
<td>887</td>
<td>888</td>
<td>889</td>
<td>897</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FREQ:</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CODE:</td>
<td>907</td>
<td>917</td>
<td>927</td>
<td>937</td>
<td>997</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FREQ:</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>35</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>74</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

```

VARIABLE
800520  NAME-R'S SELF EMPLOYED
COLUMNS 902 - 902
NUMERIC
MD=0 OR GE 9

Q.RC.21.  DO YOU WORK FOR SOMEONE ELSE, YOURSELF, OR WHAT?
```

**THIS VARIABLE COMBINES DATA FROM ALL R'S THAT ARE CURRENTLY EMPLOYED, TEMPORARILY LAID OFF, UNEMPLOYED, RETIRED OR PERMANENTLY DISABLED. IF R WAS CODED 15 IN Q.Y4-"WORKING NOW AND RETIRED"- HIS/HER FORMER OCCUPATION INFORMATION WAS USED.**

**SEE APPENDIX NOTE**

| 1147 | 1. SOMEONE ELSE |
| 31   | 2. BOTH SOMEONE ELSE AND SELF |
| 150  | 3. SELF ONLY |

---
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VAR 800521  NAME-R'S SUPERVISE
COLUMNS 903 - 903
NUMERIC
MD=0 OR GE 9

Q.RC.22. DO YOU SUPERVISE ANY WORKERS OR EMPLOYEES AS PART OF YOUR JOB?
---------------------------------------------------------------------

THIS VARIABLE COMBINES DATA FROM ALL R'S THAT ARE CURRENTLY EMPLOYED, TEMPORARILY LAID OFF, UNEMPLOYED, RETIRED OR PERMANENTLY DISABLED. IF R WAS CODED 15 -"WORKING NOW AND RETIRED" IN Q.Y4, HIS/HER FORMER OCCUPATION DATA WAS USED.

SEE APPENDIX NOTE

438 1. YES
736 5. NO

VAR 800522  NAME-R'S #SUPERVISE
COLUMNS 904 - 905
NUMERIC
MD=0 OR GE 98

Q.RC.23. (IF R SUPERVISES/ED EMPLOYEES) HOW MANY?
---------------------------------------------------------------------

THIS VARIABLE COMBINES DATA FROM ALL R'S THAT ARE CURRENTLY EMPLOYED, TEMPORARILY LAID OFF, UNEMPLOYED, RETIRED OR PERMANENTLY DISABLED. IF R WAS CODED 15 -"WORKING NOW AND RETIRED"- IN Q.Y4, HIS/HER FORMER OCCUPATION DATA WAS USED.

SEE APPENDIX NOTE

01. 
97. NINETY-SEVEN OR MORE

1176 00. INAP., CODED 70,80,99 IN Q.Y4; CODED 5 OR 9 IN Q.RC28; CODED 3 OR 9 IN Q.RC21; CODED 5 OR 9 IN Q.RC22
98. DK
4 99. NA

CODE: 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8
FREQ: 1176 49 68 43 42 28 21 13 15

CODE: 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17
FREQ: 8 22 4 12 5 4 8 2 2

CODE: 18 20 23 25 26 28 29 30 32
Q.RC.24. ARE THERE ANY PEOPLE WHO WORK FOR YOU AND ARE PAID BY YOU?

THIS VARIABLE COMBINES DATA FROM ALL R'S THAT ARE CURRENTLY EMPLOYED, TEMPORARILY LAID OFF, UNEMPLOYED, RETIRED OR PERMANENTLY DISABLED. IF R WAS CODED 15- "WORKING NOW AND RETIRED"- IN Q.Y4, HIS/HER FORMER OCCUPATION'S DATA WAS USED.

SEE APPENDIX NOTE
71 1. YES
79 5. NO

Q.RC.25. (IF R PAYS/D WORKERS) HOW MANY?

THIS VARIABLE COMBINES DATA FROM ALL R'S THAT ARE CURRENTLY EMPLOYED, TEMPORARILY LAID OFF, UNEMPLOYED, RETIRED OR PERMANENTLY DISABLED. IF R WAS CODED 15- "WORKING NOW AND RETIRED IN Q.Y4; HIS/HER FORMER OCCUPATION'S DATA WERE USED.

SEE APPENDIX NOTE
01.
97. NINETY-SEVEN OR MORE

1543 00. INAP., CODED 70,80,99 IN Q.Y4; CODED 5 OR 9 IN Q.RC28; CODED 1,2,9 IN Q.RC 21
98. DK
2 99. NA
VAR 800525  NAME-R'S HOURS/WEEK
COLUMNS 909 - 910
NUMERIC
MD=0 OR GE 98

Q.RC.26. ABOUT HOW MANY HOURS DO/DID YOU WORK ON YOUR JOB
IN THE AVERAGE WEEK?

THIS VARIABLE COMBINES DATA FROM ALL R'S THAT ARE CURRENTLY
EMPLOYED, TEMPORARILY LAID OFF, UNEMPLOYED, RETIRED OR
PERMANENTLY DISABLED. IF R IS CODED 15-"WORKING NOW AND
RETIRED"- IN Q.Y4, HIS/HER FORMER OCCUPATION'S HOURS WERE
USED.

SEE APPENDIX NOTE
01.
.
97. NINETY-SEVEN OR MORE

539 00. INAP., CODED 70, 80, 99 IN Q.Y4; CODED 5 OR 9 IN
Q.RC28; CODED 5 OR 9 IN Q.RC29
2 98. DK
11 99. NA

CODE: 0 2 4 5 6 7 8 10 12 13 14
FREQ: 539 1 1 1 2 2 7 8 9 1 2

CODE: 15 16 17 18 20 21 22 23 24 25 26
FREQ: 10 12 3 7 37 2 6 2 11 15 2

CODE: 27 28 29 30 32 35 36 37 38 39 40
FREQ: 2 5 1 39 11 32 8 7 26 1 385

CODE: 41 42 43 44 45 46 47 48 49 50 51
FREQ: 1 24 7 13 76 6 2 24 1 106 1

CODE: 52 54 55 56 57 58 60 62 64 65 66
FREQ: 7 1 17 4 2 3 58 2 1 15 3

CODE: 68 70 72 75 80 84 90 91 97 98 99
FREQ: 1 10 2 4 5 1 3 2 3 2 10

Page 238
Q.RC.27. HOW WORRIED ARE YOU ABOUT LOSING/FINDING JOB IN THE NEAR FUTURE; A LOT, SOMEWHAT OR NOT MUCH AT ALL?

THIS VARIABLE COMBINES DATA FROM ALL R'S THAT ARE CURRENTLY EMPLOYED, TEMPORARILY LAID OFF, UNEMPLOYED, RETIRED OR PERMANENTLY DISABLED. THIS VARIABLE COMBINES DATA FROM Q.Y8, Q.Y13A AND Q.Y20A.

SEE APPENDIX NOTE
88 1. A LOT
125 3. SOMEWHAT
825 5. NOT MUCH AT ALL
565 0. INAP.; CODED 70,80, OR 99 ON Q.Y4; CODED 1 OR 9 IN Q.Y19A; CODED 5 OR 9 IN Q.RC30
6 8. DK; REFUSED
5 9. NA

VAR 800527 NAME-R'S EVER WORKED
COLUMNS 912 - 912
NUMERIC
MD=0 OR GE 9

Q.RC.28. HAVE YOU EVER DONE ANY WORK FOR PAY?

THIS VARIABLE COMBINES DATA FROM ALL R'S THAT ARE UNEMPLOYED, OR PERMANENTLY DISABLED.

SEE APPENDIX NOTE
115 1. YES
7 5. NO
1492 0. INAP., CODED 10,15,17-18,20,50-51,70-71,80-81,99 IN Q.Y4
9. NA

VAR 800528 NAME-R'S JOB W/N 12 MOS.
COLUMNS 913 - 913
NUMERIC
MD=0 OR GE 9

Q.RC.29. HAVE YOU HAD A JOB IN THE PAST TWELVE MONTHS?

THIS VARIABLE COMBINES DATA FROM ALL R'S THAT ARE UNEMPLOYED, RETIRED OR PERMANENTLY DISABLED.

SEE APPENDIX NOTE
84 1. YES
252 5. NO
1275 0. INAP., CODED 10,17-18,20,70-71,80-81,99 IN Q.Y4; CODED 5 OR 9 IN Q.RC28
3 9. NA
VAR 800529    NAME-R'S LOOKING FOR WORK  
COLUMNS 914 - 914  
NUMERIC  
MD=0 OR GE 9  

Q.RC.30. ARE YOU LOOKING FOR WORK AT THE PRESENT TIME?  
-------------------------------------------------------  

SEE APPENDIX NOTE  

58  1. YES  
278  5. NO  
1274  0. INAP., CODED 10,17-18,20,70-71,80-81,99 IN Q.Y4; CODED 1 OR 9 IN Q.19A  
4  9. NA  

=============================================  

VAR 800530    NAME-INTERVIEWER CHECKPOINT  
COLUMNS 915 - 915  
NUMERIC  
MD=9  

Q.Y27. INTERVIEWER CHECKPOINT: IS R HEAD  
-----------------------------------------  

492  1. R IS FAMILY HEAD; NO SPOUSE IN FAMILY  
476  2. R IS FAMILY HEAD, LIVING WITH SPOUSE  
646  3. R IS NOT FAMILY HEAD  
9. NA  

=============================================  

VAR 800531    NAME-HEAD-WORK STATUS  
COLUMNS 916 - 917  
NUMERIC  
MD=98 OR GE 99  

HEAD'S EMPLOYMENT SECTION  

Q.Y27A. WE'D ALSO LIKE TO KNOW ABOUT (THE HEAD OF THE FAMILY)... IS (HE/SHE) WORKING NOW, UNEMPLOYED, RETIRED, (A HOUSEWIFE), (A STUDENT), OR WHAT?  
---------------------------------------------------------  

THIS OCCUPATIONAL CODING SCHEME, FIRST USED IN THE FALL 1980 PRE-ELECTION STUDY, WAS DESIGNED TO CLASSIFY RESPONDENTS WHO, IN ADDITION TO WORKING NOW, VOLUNTEERED MEMBERSHIP IN ONE OTHER OF THE FOLLOWING CATEGORIES: RETIRED, HOUSEWIFE, STUDENT. THESE RESPONDENTS ARE FURTHER DIFFERENTIATED FOR CODING PURPOSES ACCORDING TO THE NUMBER OF HOURS WORKED PER WEEK AT THEIR PRESENT JOB (EITHER 20 HOURS OR MORE PER WEEK, OR LESS THAN 20 HOURS PER WEEK). FOR A WORKING STATUS VARIABLE COMPARABLE TO PREVIOUS ELECTION STUDIES, SEE REFNO 592. USERS SHOULD NOTE THAT RESPONDENTS CODED 71 OR 81, HOUSEWIFE OR STUDENT WORKING FEWER THAN 20 HOURS/WEEK, HAVE BEEN CODED IN THE WORKING NOW SERIES, BUT ARE CODED 7 OR 8, HOUSEWIFE OR STUDENT WORKING WORKING FEWER THAN 20 HOURS PER WEEK, IN THE SUMMARY VARIABLE, REFNO 592.
IF R IS THE HEAD OF THE FAMILY, HIS/HER OCCUPATION DATA ARE INCLUDED IN THIS SERIES.

SEE APPENDIX NOTE

1082 10. WORKING NOW

8 15. R VOLUNTEERS: WORKING NOW AND RETIRED--CURRENTLY WORKING 20 HOURS OR MORE A WEEK

17. R VOLUNTEERS: WORKING NOW AND HOUSEWIFE--CURRENTLY WORKING 20 HOURS OR MORE A WEEK

15 18. R VOLUNTEERS: WORKING NOW AND STUDENT--CURRENTLY WORKING 20 HOURS OR MORE A WEEK

21 20. TEMPORARILY LAID OFF

54 40. UNEMPLOYED

256 50. RETIRED-NO OTHER OCCUPATION

12 51. R VOLUNTEERS: RETIRED AND WORKING NOW--CURRENTLY WORKING LESS THAN 20 HOURS A WEEK

61 60. PERMANENTLY DISABLED

56 70. HOUSEWIFE-NO OTHER OCCUPATION

71. R VOLUNTEERS: HOUSEWIFE AND WORKING NOW--CURRENTLY WORKING LESS THAN 20 HOURS A WEEK

20 80. STUDENT-NO OTHER OCCUPATION

5 81. R VOLUNTEERS: STUDENT AND WORKING NOW--CURRENTLY WORKING LESS THAN 20 HOURS A WEEK

98. DK

24 99. NA

================================

VAR 800532    NAME-HEAD EMP-MAIN OCCUPATION

COLUMNS 918 - 920

NUMERIC

MD=0 OR GE 999

Q.Y28-Y32A: HEAD OCCUPATION--HEAD IS CURRENTLY EMPLOYED OR TEMPORARILY LAID OFF

Q.Y28. WHAT IS (HIS/HER) MAIN OCCUPATION? (WHAT SORT OF WORK DOES <HE/SHE> DO?) (IF NOT CLEAR: TELL ME A LITTLE MORE ABOUT WHAT <HE/SHE> DOES?)

SEE APPENDIX NOTE

001.

.

997.

483 000. INAP, CODED 40, 50-51,60,70,80,98-99 IN Q.Y27A

28 999. NA

CODE:  0 1 2 3 4 5 6 11 12 13 14
FREQ:  483 13 4 2 4 4 1 5 11 5 1

CODE:  22 23 24 30 31 32 33 44 55 56 62
FREQ:  1 9 1 3 6 4 1 1 1 5 4

CODE:  63 64 65 75 76 80 82 83 85 86 91
FREQ:  1 1 5 9 1 2 1 2 2 9 1
CODE: 100 101 104 110 111 120 121 123 126 135 140
FREQ:  1  2  1  1  1  1  1  1  1  2  1

CODE: 142 144 145 152 153 162 163 164 173 175 183
FREQ:  11 17  5  5  5  4  2  2  2  1  2

CODE: 184 185 190 191 192 194 195 202 203 205 210
FREQ:  1  2  3  2  1  1  1  7  2  1  1

CODE: 211 212 216 220 222 224 225 226 230 231 233
FREQ:  1  1  3  3 10  1  3  1  8  7  9

CODE: 235 240 245 262 265 266 270 280 281 282 283
FREQ:  1  5 133  1  6  1  8 20  5  6  7

CODE: 284 285 305 310 312 314 315 321 323 325 326
FREQ: 11 17  5  5  5  4  2  2  2  1  2

CODE: 331 332 334 343 345 361 363 364 370 372 374
FREQ:  1  3  1  3  1  5  1  4  1 15  3

CODE: 375 381 391 394 395 401 402 410 412 413 415
FREQ:  2  5  3  4  6  1  1  2  2  1 22

CODE: 421 422 424 425 430 436 441 446 453 454 461
FREQ:  1  5 133  1  6  1  8 20  5  6  7

CODE: 470 471 472 473 480 481 482 483 484 485 492
FREQ:  5  3  3 17  1 11  1  1 1  2  5

CODE: 495 502 503 506 510 514 522 525 530 534 535
FREQ:  5  3 2  1  2  2  6  1  1  2  3

CODE: 536 543 545 551 552 554 560 561 571 575 600
FREQ:  1  1  2  1  5  2  1  8  1  4  8

CODE: 602 604 610 611 612 615 621 622 623 625 630
FREQ: 12  1  8  2  3  2  2  1  3  1  2

CODE: 631 634 640 641 643 644 645 650 651 652 653
FREQ:  4  1  5  1  3  2  2  2  1  3  1

CODE: 656 662 663 665 666 672 680 681 690 692 694
FREQ:  1  1  3 1  2  1 14  1  9  6  3

CODE: 695 703 705 706 712 714 715 751 753 754 755
FREQ:  9  3  4  7  1  2 36  9 10  3  7

CODE: 762 764 770 780 785 801 802 822 823 902 903
FREQ:  2  2  1  4  6 29  1  3  1  2  20

CODE: 910 912 913 914 915 916 922 925 926 932 933
FREQ:  1  3  1  1  6  1  1  8  2  1  1

CODE: 934 942 943 944 950 952 961 962 964 965 981
FREQ:  1  5  2  2  3  1  2  6  5  2  1

CODE: 982 984 999
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FREQ: 1  2   28  

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>VAR 800533</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Q.Y28AA.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ACTUAL NUMBER IS CODED.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SEE APPENDIX NOTE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>001.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>999.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>519 000. INAP, OCCUPATION NOT ASCERTAINED OR CODED 580, 600 IN Q.Y28 (OCCUPATION WITH NO DUNCAN SCORE); CODED 40, 50-51, 60, 70, 80, 98-99 IN Q.Y27A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VALID-N=1095 MIN=41 MAX=960 MEAN=432.2 ST.DEV=236.1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>VAR 800534</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Q.Y28BB.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ACTUAL NUMBER IS CODED.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SEE APPENDIX NOTE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>001.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>999.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>519 000. INAP, OCCUPATION NOT ASCERTAINED OR CODED 580, 600, 750, 752 IN Q.Y28 (OCCUPATION WITH NO NORC SCORE); CODED 40, 50-51, 60, 70, 80, 98-99 IN Q.Y27A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VALID-N=1095 MIN=141 MAX=812 MEAN=423.6 ST.DEV=137.2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>VAR 800535</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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Q.Y28A. WHAT KIND OF (BUSINESS/INDUSTRY) IS THAT? <HEAD EMP-MAIN OCCUPATION>

SEE Q.Y28 FOR COMPLETE QUESTION TEXT

SEE APPENDIX NOTE
001.
997.

483 000. INAP, CODED 40, 50-51, 60, 70, 80, 98-99 IN Q.Y27A
73 999. NA

------------------------------
VAR 800536 NAME-HEAD EMP-SLF EMPLOYED-Y/N
COLUMNS 930 - 930
NUMERIC
MD=0 OR GE 8

Q.Y29. DOES (HE/SHE) WORK FOR SOMEONE ELSE, (HIMSELF/HERSELF), OR WHAT?

SEE APPENDIX NOTE
943 1. SOMEONE ELSE
42 2. BOTH SOMEONE ELSE AND SELF
144 3. SELF ONLY

483 0. INAP, CODED 40, 50-51, 60, 70, 80, 98-99 IN Q.Y27A
8. DK
2 9. NA

------------------------------
VAR 800537 NAME-HEAD EMP-SUPERVISE WRKRS
COLUMNS 931 - 931
NUMERIC
MD=0 OR GE 8

Q.Y29A. DOES (HE/SHE) SUPERVISE ANY WORKERS OR EMPLOYEES AS PART OF (HIS/HER) JOB?

SEE APPENDIX NOTE
409 1. YES
569 5. NO

629 0. INAP, CODED 1 OR 9 IN Q.Y27; CODED 40, 50-51, 60, 70, 80, 98-99 IN Q.Y27A; CODED 3, 8 OR 9 IN Q.Y29
3 8. DK
4 9. NA

------------------------------
VAR 800538 NAME-HEAD EMP-# WRKRS SUPERVS
COLUMNS 932 - 933
NUMERIC
Q.Y29B. HOW MANY? <HEAD EMP-WORKERS HE/SHE SUPERVISES>

<SEE Q.Y29A FOR COMPLETE QUESTION TEXT>

SEE APPENDIX NOTE

01. 
97. NINETY-SEVEN OR MORE

1205 00. INAP, CODED 40,50-51,60,70,80,99 IN Q.Y27A;
CODED 3,8 OR 9 IN Q.Y29; CODED 5,8-9 IN Q.Y29A
16 98. DK
 2 99. NA

CODE:    0     1     2     3     4     5     6     7     8
FREQ: 1205    36    47    38    48    28    25    12    13

CODE:    9    10    11    12    13    14    15    16    17
FREQ:     6    20     2    12     4     3     9     3     2

CODE:   20    23    24    25    26    28    29    30    32
FREQ:    12     2     1     7     3     2     2     5     1

CODE:   35    36    40    42    45    46    50    55    58
FREQ:     2     1     4     1     6     1     4     1     2

CODE:   60    65    70    75    80    90    97    98    99
FREQ:     3     5     1     1     1     1     1     1     1

----------------------------------------------------------

VAR 800539    NAME-HEAD EMP-PAID EMPLOYEES
COLUMNS 934  - 934
NUMERIC
MD=0 OR GE  8

Q.Y29C. ARE THERE ANY PEOPLE WHO WORK FOR (HIM/HER) AND ARE PAID BY (HIM/HER)?

SEE APPENDIX NOTE

70  1. YES
74  5. NO

1470 0. INAP, CODED 40,50-51,60,70,80,98-99 IN Q.Y27A;
CODED 1-2,8-9 IN Q.Y29
 8. DK
 9. NA

=====================================================================

VAR 800540    NAME-HEAD EMP-#WRKRS PAID
COLUMNS 935  - 936
NUMERIC
MD=0 OR GE  98
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Q.Y29D. HOW MANY? <HEAD EMP-PEOPLE WORK FOR/PAID BY HIM/HER>

<SEE Q.Y29C FOR COMPLETE QUESTION TEXT>

SEE APPENDIX NOTE

01. 
97. NINETY-SEVEN OR MORE

1544 00. INAP, CODED 40,50-51,60,70,80,98-99 IN Q.Y27A; CODED 1-2,8-9 IN Q.Y29; CODED 5,8-9 IN Q.Y29C
98. DK
3 99. NA

CODE: 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8
FREQ: 1544 12 12 8 7 5 1 1 4

CODE: 9 10 11 12 20 25 40 55 99
FREQ: 1 3 1 3 2 5 1 1 3

Q.Y30. GENERALLY, DOES (HIS/HER) TRAINING AND EXPERIENCE QUALIFY (HIM/HER) FOR A MUCH HIGHER LEVEL JOB, A SOMEWHAT HIGHER JOB, OR IS THIS JOB RIGHT FOR SOMEONE WITH (HIS/HER) TRAINING AND EXPERIENCE?

SEE APPENDIX NOTE

555 1. ABOUT RIGHT
362 2. SOMEWHAT RIGHT
181 3. MUCH HIGHER

483 0. INAP, CODED 40,50-51,60,70,80,98-99 IN Q.Y27A
26 8. DK
7 9. NA

Q.Y30A. ABOUT HOW MANY HOURS DOES (HE/SHE) WORK ON (HIS/HER) JOB IN THE AVERAGE WEEK?

SEE APPENDIX NOTE

01. 

97. NINETY-SEVEN HOURS OR MORE

483 0. INAP, CODED 40, 50-51,60,70,80,98-99 IN Q.Y27A
9 98. DK
7 99. NA

CODE: 0 3 8 10 12 13 15 16 18 20 22
FREQ: 483 1 2 1 1 1 5 4 2 10 3

CODE: 23 24 25 28 30 32 35 36 37 38 39
FREQ: 2 9 12 4 22 6 18 6 7 14 2

CODE: 40 41 42 43 44 45 46 47 48 49 50
FREQ: 475 2 19 6 16 81 6 4 34 1 132

CODE: 51 52 53 54 55 56 57 58 60 62 64
FREQ: 1 9 1 1 28 8 1 4 76 3 1

CODE: 65 66 68 69 70 72 75 80 84 85 87
FREQ: 18 4 1 1 15 9 3 8 4 1 1

CODE: 90 91 97 98 99
FREQ: 5 2 2 9 7

====================================

VAR 800543 NAME-HEAD EMP-WRKS RIGHT #HRS
COLUMNS 940 - 940
NUMERIC
MD=0 OR GE 8

Q.Y30B. IS THAT MORE HOURS THAN (HE/SHE) WANTS TO WORK,
FEWER HOURS THAN (HE/SHE) WANTS TO WORK, OR GENERALLY ABOUT
RIGHT?

SEE APPENDIX NOTE
69 1. FEWER
766 3. ABOUT RIGHT
282 5. MORE

483 0. INAP, CODED 40,50-51,60,70,80,98-99 IN Q.Y27A
4 8. DK
10 9. NA

====================================

VAR 800544 NAME-HEAD EMP-WORRY LOSING JO
COLUMNS 941 - 941
NUMERIC
MD=0 OR GE 8

Q.Y31. HOW WORRIED IS (HE/SHE) ABOUT LOSING (HIS/HER) JOB
IN THE NEAR FUTURE; A LOT, SOMEWHAT, OR NOT MUCH AT ALL?

SEE APPENDIX NOTE
7 1. A LOT
14 0. SOMEWHAT
90 3. NOT MUCH AT ALL

483 0. INAP, CODED 40, 50-51, 60, 70, 80, 98-99 IN Q.Y27A
11 8. DK
6 9. NA

-----------------------------
VAR 800545 NAME-HEAD EMP-OUT OF WORK-12M
COLUMNS 942 - 942
NUMERIC
MD=0 OR GE 8

Q.Y32. (IF HEAD WORKING NOW): WAS (HE/SHE) OUT OF WORK OR LAID OFF AT ANY TIME DURING THE LAST TWELVE MONTHS?

SEE APPENDIX NOTE
148 1. YES
953 5. NO

504 0. INAP, CODED 20, 40, 50-51, 60, 70, 80, 98-99 IN Q.Y27A
1 8. DK
8 9. NA

-----------------------------
VAR 800546 NAME-HEAD EMP-CUT HOURS/PAY
COLUMNS 943 - 943
NUMERIC
MD=0 OR GE 8

Q.Y32A. (IF HEAD IS WORKING NOW): HAS (HE/SHE) HAD TO REDUCE (HIS/HER) HOURS OR TAKE A CUT IN PAY AT ANY TIME DURING THE LAST TWELVE MONTHS?

SEE APPENDIX NOTE
180 1. YES
921 5. NO

504 0. INAP, CODED 20, 40, 50, 60, 70, 80-81, 98-99 IN Q.Y27A
1 8. DK
8 9. NA

-----------------------------
VAR 800547 NAME-HEAD UNEM-EVER WRKD PAID
COLUMNS 944 - 944
NUMERIC
MD=0 OR GE 8

Q.Y33-Q.Y36A: HEAD OCCUPATION -- HEAD IS UNEMPLOYED

Q.Y33. HAS (HE/SHE) EVER DONE ANY WORK FOR PAY?

SEE APPENDIX NOTE
51 1. YES
3 5. NO
1560 0. INAP, CODED 10,15, 17-18,20,50-51,60,70-71, 80-81, 98-99 IN Q.Y27A
8. DK
9. NA

=====================================
VAR 800548 NAME-HEAD UNEM-OCCUPATION
COLUMNS 945  -  947
NUMERIC
MD=0 OR GE  999

Q.Y33A. WHAT KIND OF WORK DID (HE/SHE) DO ON (HIS/HER) LAST REGULAR JOB? (WHAT WAS <HIS/HER> OCCUPATION?)
------------------------------------------------------------
SEE APPENDIX NOTE

001.
.
997.

1563 000. INAP, CODED 10,15,17-18,20,50-51,60,70-71, 80-81,98-99 IN Q.Y27A; CODED 5,8,9 IN Q.Y33
1  999. NA

CODE:    0    11   144   230   245   265   283   341   343
FREQ: 1563     1     1     2     2     1     1     1     1

CODE:  344   345   361   372   395   412   415   430   436
FREQ:    0     1     1     3     1     1     1     2     1

CODE:  473   510   535   602   612   644   656   690   692
FREQ:    2     1     1     3     1     1     1     1     1

CODE:  694   695   706   715   751   755   902   903   925
FREQ:    2     2     1     2     2     1     1     1     3

CODE:  962   984   999
FREQ:    1     1     1

=========================================================

VAR 800549 NAME-HEAD UNEM-DUNCAN SEI
COLUMNS 948  -  950
NUMERIC
MD=0

Q.Y33AA. DUNCAN SEI SCORE FOR HEAD'S LAST OCCUPATION
-------------------------------------------------------------

ACTUAL NUMBER IS CODED.

SEE APPENDIX NOTE

001.
VAR 800550  NAME-HEAD UNEM-NORC PRESTIGE
COLUMNS 951 - 953
NUMERIC
MD=0

Q.Y33BB. NORC PRESTIGE SCORE FOR HEAD'S LAST OCCUPATION
-----------------------------
ACTUAL NUMBER IS CODED.

SEE APPENDIX NOTE

001.
.
999.

VAR 800551  NAME-HEAD UNEMP-INDUSTRY
COLUMNS 954 - 956
NUMERIC
MD=0 OR GE 999

Q.Y33B. WHAT KIND OF (BUSINESS/INDUSTRY) WAS THAT?
-----------------------------
CODED USING CENSUS INDUSTRY CODE

SEE APPENDIX NOTE

001.
.
997.

1563 000. INAP, CODED 10,15,17-18,20,50-51,60,70-71,80-81,98-99 IN Q.Y27A; CODED 5,8,9 IN Q.Y33

2 999. NA

CODE:  0  19  68  69  77  108  168  178  207
FREQ: 1563  1  4  2  1  1  1  1  1

CODE:  219  247  268  278  329  369  398  407  417
FREQ:  5  1  1  1  1  2  1  2
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CODE:  419   639   657   669   697   707   717   728   737
FREQ:    1     1     1     2     1     1     2     2     1
CODE:  769   838   839   848   857   858   869   889   937
FREQ:    1     1     1     1     1     1     1     1     2
CODE:  999
FREQ:    2

-----------------------------

VAR 800552    NAME-HEAD UNEM-SELF EMPLOYED
COLUMNS 957  - 957
NUMERIC
MD=0 OR GE  8
Q.Y34. DID (HE/SHE) WORK FOR SOMEONE ELSE, (HIMSELF/HERSELF), OR WHAT?
-------------------------------------------
 47  1. SOMEONE ELSE
 1  2. BOTH SOMEONE ELSE AND SELF
 3  3. SELF ONLY
1563  0. INAP, CODED 10,15,17-18,20,50-51,60, 70-71,  80-81,OR 98-99 IN Q.Y27A; CODED 5,8-9 IN Q.Y33
 8. DK
 9. NA

-----------------------------

VAR 800553    NAME-HEAD UNEM-SUPERVS WRKR
COLUMNS 958  - 958
NUMERIC
MD=0 OR GE  8
Q.Y34A. DID (HE/SHE) SUPERVISE ANY WORKERS OR EMPLOYEES AS PART OF (HIS/HER) JOB?
-----------------------------------------------------------
 10  1. YES
 38  5. NO
1566  0. INAP, CODED 10,15,17-18,20,50-51,60, 70-71,  80-81,98-99 IN Q.Y27A; CODED 5,8-9 IN Q.Y33; CODED 3,8-9 IN Q.Y34
 8. DK
 9. NA

-----------------------------

VAR 800554    NAME-HEAD UNEM-# SUPERVISED
COLUMNS 959  - 960
NUMERIC
MD=0 OR GE  98
Q.Y34B. HOW MANY? <WORKERS SUPERVISED>
----------------------------------------
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Code</th>
<th>Freq</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1612</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---

**VAR 800555**

NAME-HEAD UNEM-PD EMPLOYEES  
COLUMNS 961 - 961  
NUMERIC  
MD=0 OR GE 8  
Q.Y34C. WERE THERE ANY PEOPLE WHO WORKED FOR (HIM/HER) AND WERE PAID BY (HIM/HER)?

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Code</th>
<th>Freq</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---

**VAR 800556**

NAME-HEAD UNEM-# PD WORKERS  
COLUMNS 962 - 963  
NUMERIC  
MD=0 OR GE 98  
Q.Y34D. HOW MANY? <WORKED FOR/PAID BY HIM/HER>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Code</th>
<th>Freq</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
<td>1612</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>99</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
VAR 800557    NAME-HEAD UNEM-WORKED PAST YR  
COLUMNS 964  - 964  
NUMERIC  
MD=0 OR GE 8  

Q.Y35. HAS (HE/SHE) HAD A JOB IN THE PAST TWELVE MONTHS?  
-------------------------------------------------------------  

36  1. YES  
15  5. NO  

1563 0. INAP, CODED 10, 15, 17-18,20,50-51,60,70-71, 
80-81, 98-99 IN Q.Y27A; CODED 5,8-9 IN Q.Y33 
8. DK 
9. NA  

VAR 800558    NAME-HEAD UNEM-#HRS HAD WRK  
COLUMNS 965  - 966  
NUMERIC  
MD=0 OR GE 98  

Q.Y35A. ABOUT HOW MANY HOURS DID (HE/SHE) WORK ON (HIS/HER) 
JOB IN THE AVERAGE WEEK?  
-------------------------------------------------------------  

01.  
97. NINETY-SEVEN HOURS OR MORE  

1578 00. INAP, CODED 10,15, 17-18,20,50-51,60,70-71, 
80-81, 98-99 IN Q.Y27A; CODED 5,8-9 IN Q.Y33; 
CODED 5,8-9 IN Q.Y35  
98. DK 
99. NA  

CODE: 0 8 15 20 25 27 30 38 39  
FREQ: 1578 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1  

CODE: 40 43 45 55 56 57 58 60 99  
FREQ: 17 1 2 1 1 1 1 1 1  

VAR 800559    NAME-HEAD UNEM-LOOKG F WORK  
COLUMNS 967  - 967  
NUMERIC  
MD=0 OR GE 8  

Q.Y36. IS (HE/SHE) LOOKING FOR WORK AT THE PRESENT TIME?  
-------------------------------------------------------------  

38  1. YES  
15  5. NO  

1560 0. INAP, CODED 10,15,17-18,20,50-51,60,70-71, 
80-81, 98-99 IN Q.Y27A  
8. DK
VAR 800560  NAME-HEAD UNEM-WORRY,FNDG JOB
COLUMNS 968 - 968
NUMERIC
MD=0 OR GE 8

Q.Y36A. HOW WORRIED IS (HE/SHE) ABOUT NOT BEING ABLE TO FIND A JOB IN THE FUTURE; A LOT, SOMEWHAT, OR NOT MUCH AT ALL?

SEE APPENDIX NOTE
26  1. A LOT
6  3. SOMEWHAT
6  5. NOT MUCH AT ALL

1576  0. INAP, CODED 10,15,17-18,20,50-51,60,70-71, 80-81, 98, OR 99 IN Q.Y27A; CODED 5,8 OR 9
     IN Q.Y36
8. DK
9. NA

VAR 800561  NAME-HEAD RET/DIS-YR RETIRED
COLUMNS 969 - 970
NUMERIC
MD=0 OR GE 98

HEAD OCCUPATION: HEAD IS RETIRED OR PERMANENTLY DISABLED

Q.Y37. (IF RETIRED) WHEN DID (HE/SHE) RETIRE?

SEE APPENDIX NOTE
01. 
. 
80. 

1338  00. INAP, CODED 10, 17-18,20,40,60,70-71, 80-81,98-99 IN Q.Y27A
     98. DK
6  99. NA

CODE:   0    22    41    45    47    48    52    53    54
FREQ: 1338     1     1     1     1     1     2     1     2

CODE:   55    56    57    58    59    60    61    62    63
FREQ:  2     2     1     3     3     1     3     3

CODE:   64    65    66    67    68    69    70    71    72
FREQ:   6     7     5     1     7    11    17     8    21

CODE:   73    74    75    76    77    78    79    80    99
FREQ:  14    18    31    21    10    25    19    18     6
Q.Y38. (IF PERMANENTLY DISABLED) HAS (HE/SHE) EVER DONE ANY WORK FOR PAY?

SEE APPENDIX NOTE
58 1. YES
3 5. NO
1553 0. INAP, CODED 10,15, 17-18,20,40,50-51,70-71, 80-81, 98-99 IN Q.Y27A
  8. DK
  9. NA

Q.Y39. WHAT KIND OF WORK DID (HE/SHE) DO WHEN (HE/SHE) WORKED? (WHAT WAS <HIS/HER> MAIN OCCUPATION?)

CENSUS OCCUPATION CODE USED

SEE APPENDIX NOTE

001.
.
997.

1280 000. INAP, CODED 10, 17-18,20,40,70-71,80-81
  98-99 IN Q.Y27A; CODED 5,8,9 IN Q.Y38
  8 999. NA

CODE:  0  1  12  14  21  23  30  31  36
FREQ: 1280 1  3  1  1  2  1  2  1

CODE:  37  75  76  90  93 104 115 141 142
FREQ:   0  3  1  1  1  1  1  1  7

CODE:  143 144 145 153 162 171 175 184 194
FREQ:   1  2  1  1  2  3  1  1  1

CODE:  202 205 215 216 222 225 226 230 231
FREQ:   2  1  1  1  1  1  1  2  1

CODE:  233 240 245 264 265 270 280 283 284
FREQ:   2  2  26  1  3  1  3  1  1
CODE:  305  310  314  321  332  345  361  364  372  
FREQ:  3  3  1  3  1  1  6  1  3

CODE:  372  374  375  381  382  385  390  395  410  
FREQ:  3  2  2  3  2  1  1  2  2

CODE:  415  424  426  430  436  441  443  446  452  
FREQ:  7  1  1  2  3  9  1  1  1

CODE:  461  470  471  473  481  482  483  485  486  
FREQ:  1  2  1  4  3  1  1  2  1

CODE:  492  506  510  514  515  522  530  542  551  
FREQ:  1  1  1  2  1  4  1  1  1

CODE:  561  575  580  602  610  611  612  630  631  
FREQ:  3  1  5  2  3  1  1  1  1

CODE:  633  640  643  653  663  664  665  666  666  
FREQ:  1  1  1  5  1  5  1  1  1

CODE:  680  690  692  694  695  703  705  714  715  
FREQ:  4  7  2  1  6  1  1  3  9

CODE:  751  753  755  761  762  780  785  801  822  
FREQ:  4  3  1  1  1  5  4  10  1

CODE:  901  902  903  912  914  915  916  925  926  
FREQ:  1  4  6  3  1  3  2  1  4

CODE:  935  942  944  950  961  962  964  984  999  
FREQ:  1  1  2  1  1  4  2  8

=================================
VAR 800564  NAME-HEAD RET/DIS-DUNCAN SEI
COLUMNS 975  -  977
NUMERIC
MD=0

Q.Y39AA.  DUNCAN SEI SCORE FOR HEAD'S LAST OCCUPATION.
=================================

ACTUAL NUMBER IS CODED.

SEE APPENDIX NOTE

001.

1293  000.  INAP, OCCUPATION NOT ASCERTAINED OR CODED 580, 600 IN Q.Y39 (OCCUPATION WITH NO DUNCAN SCORE); CODED 10, 17-18,20,40,70-71,80-81,98-99 IN Q.Y27A; CODED 5,8,9 IN Q.Y38

VALID-N=321  MIN=41  MAX=930  MEAN=367.9  ST.DEV=232.3
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VAR 800565    NAME-HEAD RET/DIS-NORC PRSTG
COLUMNS 978  - 980
NUMERIC
MD=0

Q.Y39BB.  NORC PRESTIGE SCORE FOR HEAD'S LAST OCCUPATION.
---------------------------------------------------------
ACTUAL NUMBER IS CODED.
SEE APPENDIX NOTE
001.
    .
999.

1293 000.  INAP, OCCUPATION NOT ASCERTAINED OR CODED 580,
600,750,752 IN Q.Y39 (OCCUPATION WITH NO NORC
SCORE); CODED 10, 17-18,20,40,70-71,80-81,98-99
IN Q.Y27A; CODED 5,8,9 IN Q.Y38
VALID-N=321  MIN=141  MAX=783  MEAN=387.9  ST.DEV=133.1

=================================================================
VAR 800566    NAME-HEAD RET/DIS-INDUSTRY
COLUMNS 981  - 983
NUMERIC
MD=0 OR GE 999

Q.Y39A.  WHAT KIND OF (BUSINESS/INDUSTRY) WAS THAT?
---------------------------------------------------
CENSUS INDUSTRY CODE USED
SEE APPENDIX NOTE
001.
    .
997.

1280 000.  INAP, CODED 10, 17-18,20,40,70-71,80-81,
98-99 IN Q.Y27A; CODED 5,8,9 IN Q.Y38
20 999. NA

CODE:    0     17    18    27    48    49    67    68    69
FREQ: 1280    20     1     1     3     3     5     6     9
CODE:    77    107   118   139   148   157   158   179   189
FREQ:    7     1     2     2     2     2     3     1
CODE:   199   207   219   237   258   259   268   287   289
FREQ:    1     1     6     1     1     2     1     1     1
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FREQ:    2     4     1     1     2     1     1     4     4
CODE:  408   409   417   448   477   478   479   527   558
FREQ:    1     1     4     2     1     1     1     1     1
CODE:  587   607   609   619   648   658   669   687   688
FREQ:    1     1     4     1     1     1     1     1     1
CODE:  697   698   717   728   757   758   759   769   779
FREQ:    1     1     4     1     1     2     1     2     1
CODE:  788   809   838   839   849   857   858   878   889
FREQ:    1     1     4     3     1     5     1     1     1
CODE:  897   907   917   927   937   999
FREQ:    1     3     5     1     5     5

-----------------------------

VAR 800567    NAME-HEAD RET/DIS-SELF EMPLOY
COLUMNS 984  - 984
NUMERIC
MD=0 OR GE  8
Q.Y40.  DID (HE/SHE) WORK FOR SOMEONE ELSE, (HIMSELF/HERSELF), OR WHAT?

274  1.  SOMEONE ELSE
  9  2.  BOTH SOMEONE ELSE AND SELF
 49  3.  SELF ONLY
1280  0.  INAP; CODED 10,17-18,20,40,70-71,80-81, 98-99 IN Q.Y27A; CODED 5,8,9 IN Q.Y38
  8.  DK
  2  9.  NA

-----------------------------

VAR 800568    NAME-HEAD RET/DIS-SUPERVISE
COLUMNS 985  - 985
NUMERIC
MD=0 OR GE  8
Q.Y40A.  DID (HE/SHE) SUPERVISE ANY WORKERS OR EMPLOYEES AS PART OF (HIS/HER) JOB?

SEE APPENDIX NOTE
130  1.  YES
150  5.  NO
1331  0.  INAP, CODED 10,17-18,20,40,70-71,80-81, 98-99 IN Q.Y27A; CODED 5,8,9 IN Q.Y38;
       CODED 3,8-9 IN Q.Y40
  1  8.  DK
  2  9.  NA

-----------------------------

VAR 800569    NAME-HEAD RET/DIS-# SUPERVISD
Q.Y40B. HOW MANY? <WORKERS HE/SHE SUPERVISES>

SEE APPENDIX NOTE

01. .

97. NINETY-SEVEN OR MORE

1484 00. INAP, CODED 10,17-18,20,40,70-71,80-81, 98-99 IN Q.Y27A; CODED 5,8-9 IN Q.Y38; CODED 3,8-9 IN Q.Y40; CODED 5,8-9 IN Q.Y40A

3  98. DK

99. NA

CODE:    0     1     2     3     4     5     6     7     8
FREQ: 1484     9    13     9     6     7     2     1     5

CODE:    9    10    12    13    14    15    16    17    20
FREQ:  5     8     7     2     1     4     2     1     7

CODE:   23    25    28    30    32    35    40    45    50
FREQ:    1     4     1     1     1     3     3     1     2

CODE:   55    60    70    75    97    98    99
FREQ:    1     3     1     1    14     3     1

====================================================================

VAR 800570    NAME-HEAD RET/DIS-PAID EMPLOY

Q.Y40C. WERE THERE ANY PEOPLE WHO WORKED FOR (HIM/HER) AND WERE PAID BY (HIM/HER)?

SEE APPENDIX NOTE

29  1. YES

20  5. NO

1565 0. INAP, CODED 10,17-18,20,40,70-71,80-81, 98-99 IN Q.Y27A; CODED 5,8,9 IN Q.Y38; CODED 1-2,8-9 IN Q.Y40

8. DK

9. NA

====================================================================

VAR 800571    NAME-HEAD RET/DIS-#PD EMPLOY

Q.Y40D. HOW MANY? <WORKED FOR/PAID BY HIM/HER>
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SEE APPENDIX NOTE
01.  .
  97. NINETY-SEVEN OR MORE

1585  00. INAP, CODED 10, 17-18, 20, 40, 70-71, 80-81, 98-99 IN Q.Y27A; CODED 5, 8-9 IN Q.Y38; CODED 1-2, 8-9 IN Q.Y40; CODED 5, 8-9 IN Q.Y40C
  98. DK
  99. NA

CODE:    0     1     2     3     4     5     6     7    10
FREQ: 1585     6     8     3     4     1     2     2     1

CODE:   11    30
FREQ:    1     1

-------------------------------

VAR 800572 NAME-HEAD RET/DIS-PD WRK L YR
COLUMNS 991 - 991
NUMERIC
MD=0 OR GE 8

Q.Y41. DURING THE LAST TWELVE MONTHS DID (HE/SHE) DO ANY WORK FOR PAY?

SEE APPENDIX NOTE
55  1. YES
276  5. NO

1280  0. INAP, CODED 10, 17-18, 20, 40, 70-71, 80-81, 98-99 IN Q.Y27A; CODED 5, 8, 9 IN Q.Y38
  8. DK
  3  9. NA

-------------------------------

VAR 800573 NAME-HEAD RET/DIS-# HOURS WK
COLUMNS 992 - 993
NUMERIC
MD=0 OR GE 98

Q.Y41A. ABOUT HOW MANY HOURS A WEEK DID (HE/SHE) WORK IN THE AVERAGE WEEK WHEN (HE/SHE) WAS WORKING?

SEE APPENDIX NOTE
01.  .
  97. NINETY-SEVEN HOURS OR MORE

1559  00. INAP, CODED 10, 17-18, 20, 40, 70-71, 80-81, 98-99 IN Q.Y27A; CODED 5, 8-9 IN Q.Y38; CODED 5, 8-9 IN Q.Y41
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---

**VAR 800574**  
NAME-HEAD RET/DIS-NOW WK PAY  
COLUMNS 994 - 994  
NUMERIC  
MD=0 OR GE 8  

Q.Y42. IS (HE/SHE) DOING ANY WORK FOR PAY AT THE PRESENT TIME?

---

SEE APPENDIX NOTE

23 1. YES  
309 5. NO  
1280 0. INAP, CODED 10,17-18,20,40,70-71,80-81,98-99 IN Q.Y27A; CODED 5,8,9 IN Q.Y38  
8. DK  
2 9. NA

---

**VAR 800575**  
NAME-HEAD RET/DIS-WK 20+ H/WK  
COLUMNS 995 - 995  
NUMERIC  
MD=0 OR GE 8  

Q.Y42A. IN A AVERAGE WEEK, DOES (HE/SHE) WORK 20 OR MORE HOURS ON THAT JOB?

---

SEE APPENDIX NOTE

7 1. YES  
16 5. NO  
1591 0. INAP, CODED 10,17-18,20,40,70-71,80-81,98-99 IN Q.Y27A; CODED 5,8,9 IN Q.Y38; CODED 5,8-9 IN Q.Y42  
8. DK  
9. NA

---

**VAR 800576**  
NAME-HEAD RET/DIS-LOOKING WRK  
COLUMNS 996 - 996  
NUMERIC  
MD=0 OR GE 8  

Q.Y43. IS (HE/SHE) LOOKING FOR WORK AT THE PRESENT TIME?
SEE APPENDIX NOTE
5  1.  YES
322  5.  NO
1284  0.  INAP, CODED 10,17-18,20,40,70-71,80-81,  
98-99 IN Q.Y27A; CODED 1 OR 9 IN Q.Y42A  
8.  DK
3  9.  NA

==============================
VAR 800577    NAME-HEAD RET/DIS-WRRY F JOB  
COLUMNS 997  - 997  
NUMERIC  
MD=0 OR GE  8  

Q.Y43A.  HOW WORRIED IS (HE/SHE) ABOUT NOT BEING ABLE TO  
FIND A JOB IN THE NEAR FUTURE; A LOT, SOMewhat, OR NOT MUCH  
AT ALL?  

SEE APPENDIX NOTE
1  1.  A LOT
2  3.  SOMEWHAT
2  5.  NOT MUCH AT ALL
1609  0.  INAP, CODED 10,17-18,20,40,70-71,80-81,  
98-99 IN Q.Y27A; CODED 1 OR 9 IN Q.Y42A;  
CODED 5,8,9 IN Q.Y43  
8.  DK
9.  NA

==============================
VAR 800578    NAME-HEAD HSW/ST-ANY PAID WK  
COLUMNS 998  - 998  
NUMERIC  
MD=0 OR GE  8  

Q.Y44-Y49B:HEAD OCCUPATION: HEAD IS HOUSEWIFE/STUDENT  
Q.Y44.  IS (HE/SHE) DOING ANY WORK FOR PAY AT THE PRESENT  
TIME?

SEE APPENDIX NOTE
18  1.  YES
75  5.  NO
1518  0.  INAP, CODED 10,15,20,40,50-51,60,  
98-99 IN Q.Y27A  
8.  DK
3  9.  NA

==============================
VAR 800579    NAME-HEAD HSW/ST-LS YR,PD WRK  
COLUMNS 999  - 999  
NUMERIC  
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Q.Y45. IN THE LAST TWELVE MONTHS, DID (HE/SHE) DO ANY WORK FOR PAY?
-----------------------------------------------------------
21  1. YES
54  5. NO

1539  0. INAP, CODED 10,15, 17-18,20,40,50-51,60,71, 81,98-99 IN Q.Y27A; CODED 1, 8 OR 9 IN Q.Y44
8. DK
9. NA

Q.Y46. WHAT KIND OF WORK DID (HE/SHE) DO? (WHAT WAS <HIS/HER> MAIN OCCUPATION?)
-------------------------------------------------------
SEE APPENDIX NOTE

001.
997.

1593  000. INAP, CODED 10,15 17-18,20,40,50-51,60, 71,81, 98-99 IN Q.Y27A; CODED 1, 8 OR 9 IN Q.Y44; CODED 5,8, OR 9 IN Q.Y45
1  999. NA

CODE:    0    75   145   323   510   530   620   643   663
FREQ: 1593     1     1     1     1     1     1     1     1

CODE:  750   751   785   822   903   912   915   942   980
FREQ:    1     1     1     1     1     1     2     2     1

CODE:  984   999
FREQ:    1     1

Q.Y46AA. DUNCAN SEI SCORE FOR HEAD'S LAST OCCUPATION.
--------------------------------------------------------
ACTUAL NUMBER IS CODED.
SEE APPENDIX NOTE
001.  
999.  
1594  000.  INAP, OCCUPATION NOT ASCERTAINED; CODED 10, 15, 17-18, 20, 40, 50-51, 60, 71, 81, 98-99 IN Q.Y27A; CODED 1, 8 OR 9 IN Q.Y44; CODED 5, 8 OR 9 IN Q.Y45 CODED 5, 8 OR 9 IN Q.Y45

VALID-N=30  MIN=63  MAX=577  MEAN=215.2  ST.DEV=151.3

========================================================================
VAR 800582    NAME-HEAD HSW/ST-NORC PRSTG
COLUMNS 1006 - 1008
NUMERIC
MD=0

Q.Y46BB.  NORC PRESTIGE SCORE FOR HEAD'S LAST OCCUPATION.
------------------------------------------------------------------------
ACTUAL NUMBER IS CODED.
SEE APPENDIX NOTE

001.  
999.  
1595  000.  INAP, OCCUPATION NOT ASCERTAINED; CODED 10, 15, 17-18, 20, 40, 50-51, 60, 71, 81, 98-99 IN Q.Y27A; CODED 1, 8 OR 9 IN Q.Y44; CODED 5, 8 OR 9 IN Q.Y45

VALID-N=19  MIN=174  MAX=601  MEAN=267.7  ST.DEV=111.3

========================================================================
VAR 800583    NAME-HEAD HSW/ST-BUSINESS/IND
COLUMNS 1009 - 1011
NUMERIC
MD=0 OR GE 999

Q.Y46A.  WHAT KIND OF (BUSINESS/INDUSTRY) WAS THAT?
------------------------------------------------------------------------
SEE APPENDIX NOTE

001.  
997.  
999.  NA
VAR 800584  NAME-HEAD HSW/S-SELF EMPLYED
COLUMNS 1012 - 1012
NUMERIC
MD=0 OR GE 8

Q.Y47. (DOES/DID) (HE/SHE) WORK FOR SOMEONE ELSE, (HIMSELF/HERSELF), OR WHAT?

SEE APPENDIX NOTE
20  1. SOMEONE ELSE
    2. BOTH SOMEONE ELSE AND SELF
    1  3. SELF ONLY

1593  0. INAP; CODED 10,15,17,18,20,40,50-51,60,71,81,98-99 IN Q.Y27A; CODED 1,8 OR 9 IN Q.Y44; CODED 5,8 OR 9 IN Q.Y45
    8. DK
    9. NA

VAR 800585  NAME-HEAD HSW/ST-SUPERVISE
COLUMNS 1013 - 1013
NUMERIC
MD=0 OR GE 8

Q.Y47A. (DOES/DID) (HE/SHE) SUPERVISE ANY WORKERS OR EMPLOYEES AS PART OF (HIS/HER) JOB?

SEE APPENDIX NOTE
2  1. YES
    18  5. NO

1594  0. INAP, CODED 10,15,17,18,20,40,50-51,60,71,81,98-99 IN Q.Y27A; CODED 17-18,71 OR 81 IN Q.Y27A; CODED 1,8 OR 9 IN Q.Y44; CODED 3,8 OR 9 IN Q.Y47; CODED 5,8,9 IN Q.Y45
    8. DK
    9. NA

VAR 800586  NAME-HEAD HSW/ST-# EMPL SUPR
COLUMNS 1014 - 1014
NUMERIC
MD=0 OR GE 98

Q.Y47B. HOW MANY? <WORKERS DOES/DID HE/SHE SUPERVISE>

-----------------------------
SEE APPENDIX NOTE
01.
.
97. NINETY-SEVEN OR MORE

1612 00. INAP, CODED 10,15,17,18,20,40,50-51,60,71,81, 98-99 IN Q.Y27A; CODED 17-18,71 OR 81 IN Q.Y27A; CODED 1, 8 OR 9 IN Q.Y44; CODED 3, 8 OR 9 IN Q.Y47; CODED 5,8,9 IN Q.Y47A; CODED 5,8 OR 9 IN Q.Y45
98. DK
1 99. NA

CODE: 0 2 6
FREQ: 1612 1 1

---------------------

VAR 800587 NAME-HEAD HSW/ST-ANY PD EMPLOY
COLUMNS 1015 - 1015
NUMERIC
MD=0 OR GE 8
Q.Y47C. (ARE/WERE) THERE ANY PEOPLE WHO WORKED FOR (HIM/HER) AND WERE PAID BY (HIM/HER)?

SEE APPENDIX NOTE
1. YES
1 5. NO

1613 0. INAP, CODED 10,15,17,18,20,40,50-51,60,71,81, 98-99 IN Q.Y27A; CODED 1, 8, OR 9 IN Q.Y44; CODED 5, 8 OR 9 IN Q.Y45; CODED 1, 2, 8 OR 9 IN Q.Y47
8. DK
9. NA

---------------------

VAR 800588 NAME-HEAD HSW/ST-# PD EMPLOY
COLUMNS 1016 - 1016
NUMERIC
MD=0 OR GE 98
Q.Y47D. HOW MANY? <PEOPLE WORKED FOR/Paid BY HIM/HER>

SEE APPENDIX NOTE
01.
.
97. NINETY-SEVEN OR MORE

1614 00. INAP, CODED 10,15,17,18,20,40,50-51,60,98-99 IN Q.Y27A; CODED 71 OR 81 IN Q.Y27A; CODED 1, 8 OR 9 IN Q.Y44; CODED 1, 2, 8 OR 9 IN Q.Y47; CODED 5,8,9 IN Q.Y47C; CODED 5,8, OR 9 IN Q.Y45
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VAR 800589  NAME-HEAD HSW/ST HRS/WK
COLUMNS 1017 - 1018
NUMERIC
MD=0 OR GE  98
Q.Y48.  HOW MANY HOURS PER WEEK DID (HE/SHE) WORK IN THE AVERAGE WEEK WHEN (HE/SHE) WAS WORKING?
ACTUAL NUMBER WAS CODED.
SEE APPENDIX NOTE
01.  .
97.  NINETY-SEVEN OR MORE
1593  00.  INAP, CODED 10,15, 17-18,20,40,50-51,60,71 OR 81, 98-99 IN Q.Y27A; CODED 1,8 OR 9 IN Q.Y44; CODED 5, 8 OR 9 IN Q.Y45
98.  DK
1  99.  NA
CODE:  0  12  25  30  32  36  40  45  48
FREQ: 1593  1  1  1  1  1  8  1  1
CODE:  52  53  60  75  99
FREQ: 1  1  1  1  1

VAR 800590  NAME-HEAD HSW/ST-LOOK FR WORK
COLUMNS 1019 - 1019
NUMERIC
MD=0 OR GE  8
Q.Y49.  IS (HE/SHE) LOOKING FOR WORK AT THE PRESENT TIME?
SEE APPENDIX NOTE
10  1.  YES
65  5.  NO
1539  0.  INAP, CODED 10,15,17,18,20,40,50-51,60,71,81, 98-99 IN Q.Y27A; CODED 1, 8 OR 9 IN Q.Y44
8.  DK
9.  NA

VAR 800591  NAME-HEAD HSW/ST WRRY,FND JOB
COLUMNS 1020 - 1020
Q.Y49A. HOW WORRIED IS (HE/SHE) ABOUT NOT BEING ABLE TO FIND A JOB IN THE NEAR FUTURE; A LOT, SOMEWHAT, OR NOT MUCH AT ALL?

SEE APPENDIX NOTE

1. A LOT
2. SOMEWHAT
5. NOT MUCH AT ALL

1604 0. INAP, CODED 10,15,17,18,20,40,50-51,60,71,

81,98-99 IN Q.Y27A; CODED 1,8 OR 9 IN Q.Y44;
CODED 5,8,9 IN Q.Y49
8. DK
9. NA

==============================================

VAR 800592  NAME-SUMMARY-HEAD-WRKING STAT
COLUMNS 1021 - 1021
NUMERIC
MD=9

Q.Y27X. SUMMARY: HEAD'S WORKING STATUS

1105 1. HEAD WORKING NOW OR IS RETIRED/HOUSWIFE/STUDENT WORKING 20 HOURS OR MORE PER WEEK (10,15,17-18 IN Q.Y27A)
21 2. HEAD TEMPORARILY LAID OFF (20 IN Q.Y27A)
54 4. HEAD UNEMPLOYED (40 IN Q.Y27A)
268 5. HEAD RETIRED AND NOT WORKING 20 HOURS OR MORE PER WEEK (50 IN Q.Y27A)
61 6. HEAD PERMANENTLY DISABLED (60 IN Q.Y27A)
56 0. HEAD HOUSEWIFE NOT WORKING 20 HOURS OR MORE PER WEEK (70 OR 71 IN Q.Y27A)
25 8. HEAD STUDENT NOT WORKING 20 HOURS OR MORE PER WEEK (80 OR 81 IN Q.Y27A)
24 9. HEAD/SPOUSE NA TO Q.Y27A (99 IN Q.Y27A)

==============================================

VAR 800593  NAME-HEAD: CENSUS OCCUPATION
COLUMNS 1022 - 1024
NUMERIC
MD=0 OR GE 998

Q.RC.31. WHAT IS/WAS (HEAD'S) MAIN OCCUPATION? (WHAT SORT OF WORK DOES/DID <HEAD> DO?) (IF NOT CLEAR: TELL ME A LITTLE MORE ABOUT WHAT <YOU/HE/SHE> <DOES/DID>?)

THIS VARIABLE INCLUDES INFORMATION FOR ALL HEADS OF HOUSE EXCEPT FOR THOSE WHO ARE HOUSEWIVES OR STUDENTS.

IN THIS VARIABLE AND IN REF. NOS. 594-602, IF HEAD IS CODED 15: "WORKING NOW AND RETIRED," IN Q.Y27A OR IN
Q.Y4, HIS/HER FORMER OCCUPATION DATA IS USED.

SEE APPENDIX NOTE 001.

997.

106 000. INAP., CODED 70,80,99 IN Q.Y27A; CODED 5 OR 9 IN Q.RC45

36 999. NA

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CODE:</th>
<th>0</th>
<th>1</th>
<th>2</th>
<th>3</th>
<th>4</th>
<th>5</th>
<th>6</th>
<th>11</th>
<th>12</th>
<th>13</th>
<th>14</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>FREQ:</td>
<td>106</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CODE:</th>
<th>21</th>
<th>22</th>
<th>23</th>
<th>24</th>
<th>30</th>
<th>31</th>
<th>32</th>
<th>33</th>
<th>36</th>
<th>44</th>
<th>55</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>FREQ:</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CODE:</th>
<th>56</th>
<th>62</th>
<th>63</th>
<th>64</th>
<th>65</th>
<th>75</th>
<th>76</th>
<th>80</th>
<th>82</th>
<th>83</th>
<th>85</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>FREQ:</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CODE:</th>
<th>86</th>
<th>90</th>
<th>91</th>
<th>93</th>
<th>100</th>
<th>101</th>
<th>104</th>
<th>110</th>
<th>111</th>
<th>115</th>
<th>120</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>FREQ:</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CODE:</th>
<th>121</th>
<th>123</th>
<th>126</th>
<th>135</th>
<th>140</th>
<th>141</th>
<th>142</th>
<th>143</th>
<th>144</th>
<th>145</th>
<th>152</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>FREQ:</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CODE:</th>
<th>153</th>
<th>162</th>
<th>163</th>
<th>164</th>
<th>171</th>
<th>173</th>
<th>175</th>
<th>183</th>
<th>184</th>
<th>185</th>
<th>190</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>FREQ:</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CODE:</th>
<th>191</th>
<th>192</th>
<th>194</th>
<th>195</th>
<th>202</th>
<th>203</th>
<th>205</th>
<th>206</th>
<th>210</th>
<th>211</th>
<th>212</th>
<th>215</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>FREQ:</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CODE:</th>
<th>216</th>
<th>220</th>
<th>222</th>
<th>224</th>
<th>225</th>
<th>226</th>
<th>230</th>
<th>231</th>
<th>233</th>
<th>235</th>
<th>240</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>FREQ:</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CODE:</th>
<th>245</th>
<th>262</th>
<th>264</th>
<th>265</th>
<th>266</th>
<th>270</th>
<th>280</th>
<th>281</th>
<th>282</th>
<th>283</th>
<th>284</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>FREQ:</td>
<td>160</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>23</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CODE:</th>
<th>285</th>
<th>305</th>
<th>310</th>
<th>312</th>
<th>314</th>
<th>315</th>
<th>321</th>
<th>323</th>
<th>325</th>
<th>326</th>
<th>331</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>FREQ:</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CODE:</th>
<th>332</th>
<th>334</th>
<th>341</th>
<th>343</th>
<th>345</th>
<th>361</th>
<th>363</th>
<th>364</th>
<th>370</th>
<th>372</th>
<th>374</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>FREQ:</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CODE:</th>
<th>375</th>
<th>381</th>
<th>382</th>
<th>385</th>
<th>390</th>
<th>391</th>
<th>394</th>
<th>395</th>
<th>401</th>
<th>402</th>
<th>410</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>FREQ:</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CODE:</th>
<th>412</th>
<th>413</th>
<th>415</th>
<th>421</th>
<th>422</th>
<th>424</th>
<th>425</th>
<th>426</th>
<th>430</th>
<th>436</th>
<th>441</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>FREQ:</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>51</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CODE:</th>
<th>443</th>
<th>446</th>
<th>452</th>
<th>453</th>
<th>454</th>
<th>461</th>
<th>470</th>
<th>471</th>
<th>472</th>
<th>473</th>
<th>480</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>FREQ:</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>23</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CODE:</th>
<th>481</th>
<th>482</th>
<th>483</th>
<th>484</th>
<th>485</th>
<th>486</th>
<th>492</th>
<th>495</th>
<th>502</th>
<th>503</th>
<th>506</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>FREQ:</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

| CODE:   | 510  | 514  | 515  | 522  | 525  | 530  | 534  | 535  | 536  | 542  | 543  |
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VAR 800594 NAME-HEAD: DUNCAN
COLUMNS 1025 - 1027
NUMERIC
MD=0

Q.RC.32. DUNCAN SEI SCORE FOR HEAD'S CURRENT/FORMER OCCUPATION.

THIS VARIABLE INCLUDES ALL HEADS EXCEPT FOR THOSE WHO ARE HOUSEWIVES OR STUDENTS.

SEE APPENDIX NOTE

001.
.
.
999.

155 000. INAP.; OCCUPATION NOT ASCERTAINED; CODED 580 OR 600 ON Q.RC31 (OCCUPATION HAVING NO DUNCAN SCORE); CODED 70,80,99 IN Q.Y27A; CODED 5 OR 9 IN Q.RC45

VALID-N=1459 MIN=41 MAX=960 MEAN=413.9 ST.DEV=236.2

-----------------------------

VAR 800595 NAME-HEAD: NORC
COLUMNS 1028 - 1030
Q.RC.33. NORC PRESTIGE SCORE FOR HEAD'S CURRENT/FORMER OCCUPATION.

------------------------------------------------------------------------

THIS VARIABLE INCLUDES ALL HEADS OF HOUSE EXCEPT FOR THOSE WHO ARE HOUSEWIVES OR STUDENTS.

SEE APPENDIX NOTE
001.
999.

155 000. INAP., OCCUPATION NA; OCCUPATION WITH NO NORC SCORE CODED 70,80,99 IN Q.Y27A; CODED 5 OR 9 IN Q.RC45

VALID-N=1459 MIN=141 MAX=812 MEAN=413.3 ST.DEV=136.4

=====================================

VAR 800596 NAME-HEAD: INDUSTRY
COLUMNS 1031 - 1033
NUMERIC
MD=0 OR GE 998

Q.RC.34. WHAT KIND OF (BUSINESS/INDUSTRY) IS/WAS <HEAD'S MAIN OCCUPATION>?

------------------------------------------------------------------------

SEE APPENDIX NOTE
001.
997.

106 000. INAP., CODED 70,80,99 IN Q.Y27A; CODED 5 OR 9 IN Q.RC45
95 999. NA

CODE: 0 17 18 19 27 47 48 49 57 67 68
FREQ: 106 54 4 6 1 2 9 13 2 28 28

CODE: 69 77 107 108 118 127 137 138 139 147
FREQ: 58 29 3 10 14 2 3 1 1 5 4

CODE: 148 149 157 158 159 167 168 169 177 178 179
FREQ: 4 1 3 3 1 1 6 6 3 6 8

CODE: 187 188 189 197 198 199 207 208 209 219 227
FREQ: 2 4 8 14 1 4 6 10 10 49 15

CODE: 228 229 237 239 247 258 259 268 278 279 287
FREQ: 4 1 1 3 2 3 6 3 2 2 2

CODE: 289 297 298 299 317 318 319 327 328 329 337
FREQ: 2 4 1 2 5 1 13 1 1 3 3
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VAR 800597    NAME-HEAD: SELF EMPLOYED
COLUMNS 1034 - 1034
NUMERIC
MD=0 OR GE  8
Q.RC.35. DOES/DID <HEAD> WORK FOR SOMEONE ELSE, (YOURSELF/HIMSELF/HERSELF), OR WHAT?

SEE APPENDIX NOTE
1260 1. SOMEONE ELSE
52 2. BOTH SOMEONE ELSE AND SELF
192 3. SELF ONLY
106 0. INAP., CODED 70,80,99 IN Q.Y27A; CODED 5 OR 9 IN Q.RC45
8. DK
4 9. NA

VAR 800598    NAME-HEAD: SUPERVISE
COLUMNS 1035 - 1035
NUMERIC
MD=0 OR GE  8
Q.RC.36. DOES/DID <HEAD> SUPERVISE ANY WORKERS OR EMPLOYEES AS PART OF (YOUR/HIS/HER) JOB?

SEE APPENDIX NOTE

548 1. YES
754 5. NO
302 0. INAP., CODED 70,80,99 IN Q.Y27A; CODED 5 OR 9 IN Q.RC45; CODED 3 OR 9 IN Q.RC35

4 8. DK
6 9. NA

Q.RC.37. <IF HEAD SUPERVISES/ED EMPLOYEES> HOW MANY?

SEE APPENDIX NOTE

01.
.
97. NINETY-SEVEN OR MORE

1066 00. INAP., CODED 70,80,99 IN Q.Y27A; CODED 5 OR 9 IN Q.RC45; CODED 3 OR 9 IN Q.RC35; CODED 5,8,9 IN Q.RC36

19 98. DK
3 99. NA

CODE: 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8
FREQ: 1066 46 62 46 55 36 28 13 19

CODE: 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17
FREQ: 11 29 3 19 6 4 13 5 3

CODE: 18 20 23 24 25 26 28 29 30
FREQ: 1 19 3 11 3 3 2 7

CODE: 32 35 36 40 42 45 46 50 55
FREQ: 2 5 1 7 1 7 1 6 2

CODE: 58 60 65 70 75 80 90 97 98
FREQ: 1 6 1 3 4 1 1 29 19

CODE: 99
FREQ: 3

VAR 800600 NAME-HEAD: PAID
COLUMNS 1038 - 1038
NUMERIC
Q.RC.38. ARE/WERE THERE ANY PEOPLE WHO WORK/ED FOR <HEAD>AND ARE/WERE PAID BY (HIM/HER)?:

SEE APPENDIX NOTE
98  1. YES
94  5. NO

1422  0. INAP., CODED 70,80,99 IN Q.Y27A; CODED 5 OR 9 IN Q.RC45; CODED 1,2,9 IN Q.RC35
8. DK
9. NA

-------------------------

VAR 800601    NAME-HEAD: #PAID
COLUMNS 1039 - 1040
NUMERIC
MD=0 OR GE  98

Q.RC.39. <IF HEAD HAS PEOPLE WHO WORK FOR HIM/HER> HOW MANY?:

SEE APPENDIX NOTE
01.     .
97. NINETY-SEVEN OR MORE

1516  00. INAP., CODED 70,80,90 IN Q.Y27A; CODED 5 OR 9 IN Q.RC45; CODED 1,2,9 IN Q.RC35; CODED 5,8,9 IN Q.RC38
98. DK
4  99. NA

CODE:    0     1     2     3     4     5     6     7     8
FREQ: 1516    19    18    11    10     6     3     3     4

CODE:    9    10    11    12    20    25    30    40    55
FREQ:    1     4     2     3     2     5     1     1     1

CODE:    99
FREQ:    4

-----------------------------------

VAR 800602    NAME-HEAD: HOURS/WEEK
COLUMNS 1041 - 1042
NUMERIC
MD=0 OR GE  98

Q.RC40. ABOUT HOW MANY HOURS DOES/DID <HEAD> WORK ON (HIS/HER) JOB IN THE AVERAGE WEEK?:

SEE APPENDIX NOTE
01.
97. NINETY-SEVEN HOURS OR MORE

400 00. INAP., CODED 70,80,99 IN Q.Y27A; CODED 5 OR 9 IN Q.RC45; CODED 5,8,9 IN Q.RC46
10 98. DK
12 99. NA

CODE: 0 1 3 5 6 7 8 10 12 13 15
FREQ: 400 2 1 1 1 1 4 3 4 1 6

CODE: 16 17 18 20 22 24 25 27 28 30
FREQ: 6 1 3 14 4 2 9 12 1 4 26

CODE: 32 35 36 37 38 39 40 41 42 43 44
FREQ: 7 18 6 7 14 3 503 2 19 7 17

CODE: 45 46 47 48 49 50 51 52 53 54 55
FREQ: 84 6 4 35 1 133 1 9 1 1 26

CODE: 56 57 58 60 62 64 65 66 68 69 70
FREQ: 10 2 5 82 3 1 19 4 1 1 15

CODE: 72 75 80 84 85 87 90 91 97 98 99
FREQ: 9 3 8 3 1 1 5 2 3 10 12

---

VAR 800603  NAME-HEAD: WORRIED
COLUMNS 1043 - 1043
NUMERIC
MD=0 OR GE 8

Q.RC.41. HOW WORRIED IS <HEAD> ABOUT LOSING/FINDING
JOB (IN THE NEAR FUTURE); A LOT, SOMEWHAT, OR NOT MUCH AT
ALL?

---

THIS VARIABLE COMBINES DATA FROM Q.Y31, Q.Y36A, AND Q.Y43A.

SEE APPENDIX NOTE
98 1. A LOT
148 3. SOMEWHAT
903 5. NOT MUCH AT ALL

448 0. INAP., CODED 70,80,99 IN Q.Y27A; CODED 1 OR 9 IN
Q.Y42A; CODED 5 OR 9 IN Q.RC47
11 8. DK
6 9. NA

---

VAR 800604  NAME-HEAD: EVER WORKED
COLUMNS 1044 - 1044
NUMERIC
MD=0 OR GE 8

Q.RC.45. HAS <HEAD> EVER DONE ANY WORK FOR PAY?

---
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THIS VARIABLE INCLUDES ONLY THOSE HEADS OF HOUSE WHO ARE UNEMPLOYED, OR PERMANENTLY DISABLED.

109 1. YES
  6  5. NO

1499 0. INAP., CODED 10,15,17-18,20,50-51,70-71, 80-81, OR 99 IN Q.Y27A
  8. DK
  9. NA

==========================================================================

VAR 800605  NAME-HEAD: JOB W/N 12 MOS.
COLUMNS 1045 - 1045
NUMERIC
MD=0 OR GE  8

Q.RC.46. HAS <HEAD> HAD A JOB IN THE PAST TWELVE MONTHS?
---------------------------------------------------------

THIS VARIABLE INCLUDES ONLY THOSE HEADS OF HOUSE WHO ARE UNEMPLOYED OR RETIRED/PERMANENTLY DISABLED.

SEE APPENDIX NOTE
  91  1. YES
  291  5. NO

1229 0. INAP., CODED 10,17-18,20,70-71,80-81 IN Q.Y27A;
  CODED 5 OR 9 IN Q.RC45
  8. DK
  3  9. NA

==========================================================================

VAR 800606  NAME-HEAD: LOOKING FOR WORK
COLUMNS 1046 - 1046
NUMERIC
MD=0 OR GE  8

Q.RC.47. IS <HEAD> LOOKING FOR WORK AT THE PRESENT TIME?

THIS VARIABLE INCLUDES ONLY THOSE HEADS OF HOUSE WHO ARE UNEMPLOYED OR RETIRED/PERMANENTLY DISABLED.

SEE APPENDIX NOTE
  43  1. YES
  337  5. NO

1230 0. INAP., CODED 10,17-18,20,70-71,80-81,99 IN Q.Y27A;
  CODED 1 OR 9 IN Q.42A
  8. DK
  4  9. NA

==========================================================================

VAR 800607  NAME-WIFE-WORK STATUS
COLUMNS 1047 - 1048
NUMERIC
MD=0 OR GE  98
Q.Y27A(W). We'd also like to know about (the wife of family head). Is (she) working now, unemployed, retired, (a housewife), (a student), or what?

-------------------------------

This occupational coding scheme, first used in the Fall 1980 pre-election study, was designed to classify respondents who, in addition to working now, volunteered membership in one other of the following categories: retired, housewife, student. These respondents are further differentiated for coding purposes according to the number of hours worked per week at their present job (either 20 hours or more per week, or less than 20 hours per week). For a working status variable comparable to previous election studies, see Refno 668. Users should note that respondents coded 71 or 81, housewife or student working fewer than 20 hours/week, have been coded in the working now series, but are coded 7 or 8, housewife or student working working fewer than 20 hours per week, in the summary variable, Refno 668.

If R is the wife of the family head, her occupation data are included in this series.

453 10. Working now
1 15. R volunteers: working now and retired—currently working 20 hours or more a week
16 17. R volunteers: working now and housewife—currently working 20 hours or more a week
1 18. R volunteers: working now and student—currently working 20 hours or more a week
6 20. Temporarily laid off
30 40. Unemployed
58 50. Retired—no other occupation
1 51. R volunteers: retired and working now—currently working less than 20 hours a week
7 60. Permanently disabled
379 70. Housewife—no other occupation
14 71. R volunteers: housewife and working now—currently working less than 20 hours a week
5 80. Student—no other occupation
3 81. R volunteers: student and working now—currently working less than 20 hours a week

622 00. Inap., coded 1 in Refno 530; coded 3 in Refno 530 and 0, 1, 4-9 in Refno 723
98. DK
18 99. NA

See Appendix Note

-------------------------------

Var 800608 Name-Wife Emp-Main occupation
Columns 1049 - 1051
Numeric
MD=0 or GE 999
Q.Y28(W)-Y32A(W): WIFE'S OCCUPATION--WIFE IS CURRENTLY
EMPLOYED OR TEMPORARILY LAID OFF

Q.Y28(W). WHAT IS (HER) MAIN OCCUPATION? (WHAT SORT OF
WORK DOES <SHE> DO?) (IF NOT CLEAR: TELL ME A LITTLE
MORE ABOUT WHAT <SHE> DOES?)
---------------------------------------------------------------------

SEE APPENDIX NOTE

1120  000. INAP, CODED 40, 50-51,60,70,80,98-99 IN Q.Y27A(W);
CODED 1 IN REFNO 530; CODED 3 IN REFNO 530
AND 0, 1, 4-9 IN REF. NO. 723
8  999. NA

CODE:  0    1    2    23   31   55   56   75   80   83   85
FREQ:1120   5   1    1    2    1    2   14   2   1    4

CODE:  86  101  113  140  141  142  143  144  145  152  162
FREQ:  1   1    1    1    1    1    1   6   1    1

CODE: 173  174  175  181  183  191  202  205  210  212  220
FREQ:  1   2    1    1    3    1    2    2    1    4    3

CODE: 225  230  231  233  245  262  264  265  270  280  283
FREQ:  4   4    2    1    3    2    5    4    2   11   12

CODE: 284  285  301  303  305  310  312  313  314  321  325
FREQ:  1   1    5    1    2    2    8    3   1    3    2

CODE: 331  332  343  355  360  364  370  371  372  376  381
FREQ:  2   2    4    1    1    6   2    3   43   1    7

CODE: 382  385  391  394  395  402  405  415  425  441  461
FREQ:  6   4    5    5    3    1    1    1    3    1

CODE: 492  515  575  602  604  610  612  621  623  630  643
FREQ:  1   1   11   12   12   1    2    1    1    3    4

CODE: 651  663  672  681  690  692  694  695  703  740  755
FREQ:  1  10   2    1    1    2    1   1    3    1    1

CODE: 762  801  822  901  902  903  910  912  914  915  916

CODE: 922  925  926  933  942  944  950  952  960  962  980
FREQ:  3   8    6    1  17    5   1    1    2    1    2

CODE: 944  950  952  960  962  980  982  984  999
FREQ:  5   1    1    2    1    2    1    1    8

---------------------------------------------------------------------
VAR 800609  NAME-WIFE EMPLOYED-DUNCAN SEI
COLUMNS 1052 - 1054
NUMERIC
MD=0

Q.Y28AA(W). DUNCAN SEI SCORE FOR WIFE'S CURRENT OCCUPATION
----------------------------------------------------------

ACTUAL NUMBER IS CODED.

SEE APPENDIX NOTE

001.
.
.
999.

1128 000. INAP, OCCUPATION NOT ASCERTAINED OR CODED 580,
600 IN Q.Y28(W) (OCCUPATION WITH NO DUNCAN SCORE);
CODED 40, 50-51,60,70,80,98-99 IN Q.Y27A(W);
CODED 1 IN REFNO 530; CODED 3 IN REFNO 530;
AND 0, 1, 4-9 IN REFNO 723

VALID-N=486 MIN=41 MAX=923 MEAN=457.9 ST.DEV=204.7

SEE APPENDIX NOTE

=================================

VAR 800610  NAME-WIFE EMPLOYED-NORC PRSTG
COLUMNS 1055 - 1057
NUMERIC
MD=0

Q.Y28BB(W). NORC PRESTIGE SCORE FOR WIFE'S CURRENT
OCCUPATION
---------------------------------------------------

ACTUAL NUMBER IS CODED.

SEE APPENDIX NOTE

001.
.
.
999.

1128 000. INAP, OCCUPATION NOT ASCERTAINED OR CODED 580,
600,750,752 IN Q.Y28(W) (OCCUPATION WITH NO NORC
SCORE); CODED 40, 50-51,60,70,80,98-99 IN
Q.Y27A(W); CODED 1 IN REFNO 530; CODED 3 IN
REFNO 530 AND 0, 1, 4-9 IN REFNO 723

VALID-N=486 MIN=141 MAX=783 MEAN=409.0 ST.DEV=132.9

SEE APPENDIX NOTE

=================================

VAR 800611  NAME-WIFE EMP-INDUSTRY
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Q.Y28A(W). WHAT KIND OF (BUSINESS/INDUSTRY) IS THAT?

<SEE Q.Y28 FOR COMPLETE QUESTION TEXT>

SEE APPENDIX NOTE

001.

997.

1120  000. INAP, CODED 40, 50-51, 60, 70, 80, 98-99 IN Q.Y27A(W); CODED 1 IN REFNO 530; CODED 3 IN REFNO 530 AND 0, 1, 4-9 IN REFNO 723

46  999. NA

CODE:   0   17   18   19   48   49   67   69   77  118  119
FREQ:1120    1    3    2    1    1    3    2    3    3    1

CODE: 138  157  168  179  189  197  208  209  219  227  228
FREQ:   1    1    1    1    1    4    4    4    2    1    2

CODE: 239  247  258  259  278  297  307  317  319  337  338
FREQ:   1    3    1    1    1    1    2    8    1    3

CODE: 339  348  357  358  359  368  387  389  397  398  408
FREQ:   4    2    1    2    2    1    2    1    3    4

CODE: 417  429  448  467  477  479  509  527  558  587  588
FREQ:   3    3    5    2    2    2    1    2    1    1

CODE: 607  608  609  619  628  629  637  647  648  657
FREQ:   2    3    11   9    1    8    2    2    1    2    7

CODE: 667  668  669  677  679  689  697  698  707  717  718
FREQ:   4    3    21   5    1    2    7    3    13   11

CODE: 729  737  738  747  748  769  777  778  779  787  798
FREQ:   1    2    2    1    1    4    5    12    2    6    4

CODE: 807  809  828  829  837  838  839  847  848  849  857
FREQ:   1    2    10   2    1    34    9    1    10    7    77

CODE: 858  867  877  878  887  888  889  897  907  917  927
FREQ:   8    5    1    2    2    3    1    1    2    6    5

CODE: 937  999
FREQ:   7    23

------------------------------------------------------------------

VAR 800612    NAME-WIFE EMP-SLF EMPLOYED-Y/N
COLUMNS 1061 - 1061
Q.Y29(W). DOES (SHE) WORK FOR SOMEONE ELSE, (HERSELF), OR WHAT?
---------------------------------------------------------------

SEE APPENDIX NOTE
441 1. SOMEONE ELSE
3 2. BOTH SOMEONE ELSE AND SELF
50 3. SELF ONLY

1120 0. INAP, CODED 40,50-51,60,70,80,98-99 IN Q.Y27A(W);
       CODED 1 IN REFNO 530; CODED 3 IN REFNO 530;
       AND 0, 1, 4-9 IN REFNO 723
     8. DK
     9. NA

---------------------------------------------------------------

VAR 800613 NAME-WIFE EMP-SUPRIVE WRKRS
COLUMNS 1062 - 1062
NUMERIC
MD=0 OR GE 8

Q.Y29A(W). DOES (SHE) SUPERVISE ANY WORKERS OR EMPLOYEES
AS PART OF (HER) JOB?
---------------------------------------------------------------

SEE APPENDIX NOTE
109 1. YES
334 5. NO

1170 0. INAP, CODED 1 OR 9 IN Q.Y27(W); CODED 40,50-51,60,70,
       80,98-99 IN Q.Y27A(W); CODED 3,8 OR 9 IN Q.Y29(W);
       CODED 1 IN REFNO 530; CODED 3 IN REFNO 530;
       AND 0, 1, 4-9 IN REFNO 723
     8. DK
     1 9. NA

---------------------------------

VAR 800614 NAME-WIFE EMP-# WRKRS SUPERVS
COLUMNS 1063 - 1064
NUMERIC
MD=0 OR GE 98

Q.Y29B(W). HOW MANY? <EMP WIFE-WORKERS SHE SUPERVISES>
---------------------------------------------------------------

SEE APPENDIX NOTE

<SEE Q.Y29A(W) FOR COMPLETE QUESTION TEXT>

01.

97. NINETY-SEVEN OR MORE

1505 00. INAP, CODED 40,50-51,60,70,80,99 IN Q.Y27A(W);
       CODED 3,8 OR 9 IN Q.Y29(W); CODED 5, 8-9 IN
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Q.Y29A(W); CODED 1 IN REFNO 530, CODED 3 IN REFNO 508 AND 0,1,4-9 IN REFNO 723

1 98. DK
99. NA

CODE: 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8
FREQ: 1505 24 22 11 8 6 3 2 2

CODE: 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 25 26
FREQ: 2 4 1 2 1 1 4 5 1

CODE: 30 32 39 40 75 97 98
FREQ: 3 1 1 1 1 1 1

Q.Y29C(W). ARE THERE ANY PEOPLE WHO WORK FOR (HER) AND ARE PAID BY (HER)?

SEE APPENDIX NOTE
22 1. YES
28 5. NO
1564 0. INAP, CODED 40,50-51,60,70,80,98-99 IN Q.Y27A(W);
CODED 1-2,8-9 IN Q.Y29(W); CODED 1 IN REFNO 530;
CODED 3 IN REFNO 530 AND 0,1,4-9 IN REFNO 723
8. DK
9. NA

Q.Y29D(W). HOW MANY?

<SEE Q.Y29C(W) FOR COMPLETE QUESTION TEXT>

SEE APPENDIX NOTE
01.
.
97. NINETY-SEVEN OR MORE
1592 00. INAP, CODED 40,50-51,60,70,80,98-99 IN Q.Y27A(W);
CODED 1-2,8-9 IN Q.Y29(W); CODED 5,8-9 IN Q.Y29C(W);
CODED 1 IN REFNO 530; CODED 3 IN REFNO 530
AND 0,1,4-9 IN REFNO 723
98. DK
1 99. NA
VAR 800617  NAME-WIFE EMP-UNDEREMPLOYED
COLUMNS 1068 - 1068
NUMERIC
MD=0 OR GE  8

Q.Y30(W).  GENERALLY, DOES (HER) TRAINING AND EXPERIENCE
QUALIFY (HER) FOR A MUCH HIGHER LEVEL JOB, A SOMEWHAT
HIGHER JOB, OR IS THIS JOB RIGHT FOR SOMEONE WITH (HER)
TRAINING AND EXPERIENCE?

SEE APPENDIX NOTE

264  1.  ABOUT RIGHT
160  2.  SOMEWHAT RIGHT
57   3.  MUCH HIGHER

1120  0.  INAP, CODED 40,50-51,60,70,80,98-99 IN Q.Y27A(W);
CODED 1 IN REFNO 530; CODED 3 IN REFNO 530
AND 0, 1, 4-9 IN REFNO 723

9  8.  DK
4  9.  NA

=====================================================================

VAR 800618  NAME-WIFE EMP-AVRG HOURS/WEEK
COLUMNS 1069 - 1070
NUMERIC
MD=0 OR GE  98

Q.Y30A(W).  ABOUT HOW MANY HOURS DOES (SHE) WORK ON
(HER) JOB IN THE AVERAGE WEEK?

SEE APPENDIX NOTE

01.

97.  NINETY-SEVEN HOURS OR MORE

1120  00.  INAP, CODED 40, 50-51,60,70,80,98-99 IN Q.Y27A(W);
CODED 1 IN REFNO 530; CODED 3 IN REFNO 530
AND 0, 1, 4-9 IN REFNO 723

98.  DK
7   99.  NA

CODE:   0    2    4    5    6    7    8    9   10   12   13
FREQ:1120  3    1    2    4    1    7   13   4    9    1

CODE:  14   15   16   17   18   20   21   22   24   25   26
FREQ:   2  10  11   3    7   34   2   1   7   11   2
Q.Y30B(W). IS THAT MORE HOURS THAN (SHE) WANTS TO WORK, FEWER HOURS THAN (SHE) WANTS TO WORK, OR GENERALLY ABOUT RIGHT?

SEE APPENDIX NOTE
42 1. FEWER
323 3. ABOUT RIGHT
125 5. MORE

1120 0. INAP, CODED 40,50-51,60,70,80,98-99 IN Q.Y27A(W); CODED 1 IN REFNO 530; CODED 3 IN REFNO 530 AND 0, 1, 4-9 IN REFNO 723
2 8. DK
2 9. NA

Q.Y31(W). HOW WORRIED IS (SHE) ABOUT LOSING (HER) JOB IN THE NEAR FUTURE; A LOT, SOMEWHAT, OR NOT MUCH AT ALL?

SEE APPENDIX NOTE
8 1. A LOT
51 3. SOMEWHAT
427 5. NOT MUCH AT ALL

1120 0. INAP, CODED 40,50-51,60,70,80,98-99 IN Q.Y27A(W); CODED 1 IN REFNO 530; CODED 3 IN REFNO 530 AND 0, 1, 4-9 IN REFNO 723
6 8. DK
2 9. NA
Q.Y32(W). (IF WIFE WORKING NOW): WAS (SHE) OUT OF WORK OR LAID OFF AT ANY TIME DURING THE LAST TWELVE MONTHS?

SEE APPENDIX NOTE

89  1. YES
392  5. NO

1126  0. INAP, CODED 20,40,50-51,60,70,80,98-99 IN Q.Y27A(W); CODED 1 IN REFNO 530; CODED 3 IN REFNO 530 AND 0, 1, 4-9 IN REFNO 723
8. DK
7  9. NA

-----------------------------
VAR 800622 NAME-WIFE EMP-CUT HOURS/PAY
COLUMNS 1074 - 1074
NUMERIC
MD=0 OR GE  8

Q.Y32A(W). (IF WIFE IS WORKING NOW): HAS (SHE) HAD TO REDUCE (HER) HOURS OR TAKE A CUT IN PAY AT ANY TIME DURING THE LAST TWELVE MONTHS?

SEE APPENDIX NOTE

53  1. YES
428  5. NO

1126  0. INAP, CODED 20,40,50,60,70,80-81,98-99 IN Q.Y27A(W); CODED 1 IN REFNO 530; CODED 3 IN REFNO 530 AND 0, 1, 4-9 IN REFNO 723
8. DK
7  9. NA

-----------------------------
VAR 800623 NAME-WIFE UNEM-EVER WRKD,PAID
COLUMNS 1075 - 1075
NUMERIC
MD=0 OR GE  8

Q.Y33(W)-Q.Y36A(W): WIFE OCCUPATION -- WIFE IS UNEMPLOYED
Q.Y33(W) HAS (SHE) EVER DONE ANY WORK FOR PAY?

SEE APPENDIX NOTE

28  1. YES
2  5. NO

1584  0. INAP, CODED 10,15, 17-18,20,50-51,60,70-71, 80-81, 98-99 IN Q.Y27A(W); CODED 1 IN REFNO 530; CODED 3 IN REFNO 530 AND 0, 1, 4-9 IN REFNO 723
8. DK
9. NA
VAR 800624    NAME-WIFE UNEM-OCCUPATION
COLUMNS 1076 - 1078
NUMERIC
MD=0 OR GE  999

Q.Y33A(W).  WHAT KIND OF WORK DID (SHE) DO ON (HER) LAST REGULAR JOB? (WHAT WAS <HER> OCCUPATION?)

SEE APPENDIX NOTE

001.
.

997.

1586  000.  INAP, CODED 10,15,17-18,20,50-51,60,70-71, 80-81,98-99 IN Q.Y27A(W); CODED 5,8,9 IN Q.Y33(W); CODED 1 IN REFNO 530; CODED 3 IN REFNO 530 AND 0, 1, 4-9 IN REFNO 723
1  999.  NA

CODE:    0   142   162   245   280   283   310   371   372
FREQ: 1586     1     1     2     1     1     1     1     4

CODE:  381   394   395   602   663   692   694   695   915
FREQ:    1     1     1     1     2     1     1     1     2

CODE:  944   999
FREQ:    2     1

--------------------

VAR 800625    NAME-WIFE UNEM-DUNCAN SEI
COLUMNS 1079 - 1081
NUMERIC
MD=0

Q.Y33AA(W).  DUNCAN SEI SCORE FOR WIFE'S LAST OCCUPATION

ACTUAL NUMBER IS CODED.

SEE APPENDIX NOTE

001.
.

999.

1587  000.  INAP, OCCUPATION NOT ASCERTAINED; CODED 10, 15, 17-18,20,50-51,60,70-71,80-81,98-99 IN Q.Y27A(W); CODED 5,8,9 IN Q.Y33(W); CODED 1 IN REFNO 530; CODED 3 IN REFNO 530 AND 0, 1, 4-9 IN REFNO 723

VALID-N=27  MIN=160  MAX=769  MEAN=428.9  ST.DEV=217.1
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VAR 800626 NAME-WIFE UNEM-NORC PRESTIGE
COLUMNS 1082 - 1084
NUMERIC
MD=0

Q.Y33BB(W). NORC PRESTIGE SCORE FOR WIFE'S LAST OCCUPATION
-----------------------------------------------
ACTUAL NUMBER IS CODED.
SEE APPENDIX NOTE
  001. 
  . 
  999.
1587 000. INAP, OCCUPATION NOT ASCERTAINED; CODED 10, 15, 17-18, 20, 50-51, 60, 70-71, 80-81, 98-99 IN Q.Y27A(W); CODED 5, 8, 9 IN Q.Y33(W); CODED 1 IN REFNO 530; CODED 3 IN REFNO 530 AND 0, 1, 4-9 IN REFNO 723

VALID-N=27 MIN=203 MAX=592 MEAN=375.4 ST.DEV=115.5

-----------------------------
VAR 800627 NAME-WIFE UNEMP-INDUSTRY
COLUMNS 1085 - 1087
NUMERIC
MD=0 OR GE 999

Q.Y33B(W). WHAT KIND OF (BUSINESS/INDUSTRY) WAS THAT?
-----------------------------------------------
CODED USING CENSUS INDUSTRY CODE
SEE APPENDIX NOTE
  001. 
  . 
  997.
1586 000. INAP, CODED 10, 15, 17-18, 20, 50-51, 60, 70-71
80-81, 98-99 IN Q.Y27A(W); CODED 5, 8, 9 IN Q.Y33(W); CODED 1 IN REFNO 530; CODED 3 IN REFNO 530 AND 0, 1, 4-9 IN REFNO 723
2 999. NA

CODE:  0  119  199  208  228  247  297  299  319
FREQ: 1586  1  1  1  1  1  1  1  2

CODE:  417  507  609  628  638  647  648  669  728
FREQ:  1  1  1  1  1  1  1  1  1

CODE:  748  787  809  838  857  877  917  999
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VAR 800628  NAME-WIFE UNEM-SELF EMPLOYED 
COLUMNS 1088 - 1088 
NUMERIC 
MD=0 OR GE  8

Q.Y34(W). DID (SHE) WORK FOR SOMEONE ELSE, (HERSELF), OR WHAT? 
--------------------------------------------------------------

SEE APPENDIX NOTE 
26 1. SOMEONE ELSE 
2 3. SELF ONLY 

1586  0. INAP, CODED 10,15,17-18,20,50-51,60, 70-71, 80-81, OR 98-99 IN Q.Y27A(W); CODED 5,8-9 IN Q.Y33(W); CODED 1 IN REFNO 530; CODED 3 IN REFNO 530 AND 0, 1, 4-9 IN REFNO 723 
8. DK 
9. NA

-------------------------------

VAR 800629  NAME-WIFE UNEM-SUPERVS WRKR 
COLUMNS 1089 - 1089 
NUMERIC 
MD=0 OR GE  8

Q.Y34A(W). DID (SHE) SUPERVISE ANY WORKERS OR EMPLOYEES AS PART OF (HER) JOB? 
------------------------------------------

SEE APPENDIX NOTE 
5 1. YES 
21 5. NO 

1588  0. INAP, CODED 10,15,17-18,20,50-51,60,70-71, 80-81,98-99 IN Q.Y27A(W); CODED 5,8-9 IN Q.Y33(W); 
CODED 3,8-9 IN Q.Y34(W); CODED 1 IN REFNO 530; 
CODED 3 IN REFNO 530 AND 0, 1, 4-9 IN REFNO 723 
8. DK 
9. NA

-------------------------------

VAR 800630  NAME-WIFE UNEM-# SUPERVISED 
COLUMNS 1090 - 1091 
NUMERIC 
MD=0 OR GE  98

Q.Y34B(W). HOW MANY? <WORKERS SUPERVISED> 
------------------------------------------

SEE APPENDIX NOTE 
01. 
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97. NINETY-SEVEN HOURS OR MORE

00. INAP, CODED 10,15,17-18,20,50-51,60,70-71,80-81, 98-99 IN Q.Y27A(W); CODED 5,8-9 IN Q.Y33(W); CODED 3,8-9 IN Q.Y34(W); CODED 5,8-9 IN Q.Y34A(W); CODED 1 IN REFNO 530; CODED 3 IN REFNO 530 AND 0, 1, 4-9 IN REFNO 723

98. DK

99. NA

CODE: 0 1 3 5 10
FREQ: 1609 1 1 1 2

----------------------------------

==============================

VAR 800631  NAME-WIFE UNEM-PD EMPLOYEES
COLUMNS 1092 - 1092
NUMERIC
MD=0 OR GE 8

Q.Y34C(W). WERE THERE ANY PEOPLE WHO WORKED FOR (HER) AND WERE PAID BY (HER)?

SEE APPENDIX NOTE
1 1. YES
1 5. NO

00. INAP, CODED 10,15,17-18,20,50-51,60,70-71, 80-81, 98-99 IN Q.Y27A(W); CODED 5,8-9 IN Q.Y33(W); CODED 1-2,8-9 IN Q.Y34(W); CODED 1 IN REFNO 530; CODED 3 IN REFNO 530 AND 0,1,4-9 IN REFNO 723

8. DK

9. NA

----------------------------------

-----------------------------

VAR 800632  NAME-WIFE UNEM-# PD WORKERS
COLUMNS 1093 - 1093
NUMERIC
MD=0 OR GE 98

Q.Y34D(W). HOW MANY? <WORKED FOR/PAID BY HER>

SEE APPENDIX NOTE
01.

97. NINETY-SEVEN HOURS OR MORE

00. INAP, CODED 10,15,17-18,20,50-51,60,70-71,80-81, 98-99 IN Q.Y27A(W); CODED 5,8-9 IN Q.Y33(W); CODED 1-2,8-9 IN Q.Y34(W); CODED 5,8-9 IN Q.Y34C(W); CODED 1 IN REFNO 530; CODED 3 IN REFNO 530 AND 0,1,4-9 IN REFNO 723

98. DK
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Code</th>
<th>Frequency</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
<td>1601</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>35</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>40</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>45</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>50</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### VAR 800633 NAME-WIFE UNEM-WORKED PAST YR

**Columns:** 1094 - 1094

**Numeric:**

MD = 0 OR GE 8

**Q.Y35(W). Has (she) had a job in the past twelve months?**

**See Appendix Note**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Code</th>
<th>Frequency</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
<td>1586</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### VAR 800634 NAME-WIFE UNEM-#HRS HAD WRK

**Columns:** 1095 - 1096

**Numeric:**

MD = 0 OR GE 98

**Q.Y35A(W). About how many hours did (she) work on (her) job in the average week?**

**See Appendix Note**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Code</th>
<th>Frequency</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
<td>1601</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>97</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### VAR 800635 NAME-WIFE UNEM-LOOKG F WORK

**Columns:** 1097 - 1097

**Numeric**
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Q.Y36A(W) IS (SHE) LOOKING FOR WORK AT THE PRESENT TIME?

SEE APPENDIX NOTE

19 1. YES
11 5. NO

1584 0. INAP, CODED 10,15,17-18,20,50-51,60,70-71, 80-81, 98-99 IN Q.Y27A(W); CODED 1 IN REFNO 530; CODED 3 IN REFNO 530 AND 0,1,4-9 IN REFNO 723

8. DK
9. NA

-----------------------------
VAR 800636    NAME-WIFE UNEM-WORRY,FNDG JOB
COLUMNS 1098 - 1098
NUMERIC
MD=0 OR GE 8

Q.Y36A(W). HOW WORRIED IS (SHE) ABOUT NOT BEING ABLE TO FIND A JOB IN THE FUTURE; A LOT, SOMEWHAT, OR NOT MUCH AT ALL?

SEE APPENDIX NOTE

7 1. A LOT
5 3. SOMEWHAT
7 5. NOT MUCH AT ALL

1595 0. INAP, CODED 10,15,17-18,20,50-51,60,70-71, 80-81, 98, OR 99 IN Q.Y27A(W); CODED 5,8 OR 9 IN Q.Y36(W); CODED 1 IN REFNO 530; CODED 3 IN REFNO 530 AND 0,1,4-9 IN REFNO 723

8. DK
9. NA

-----------------------------
VAR 800637    NAME-WIFE RET/DIS-YR RETIRED
COLUMNS 1099 - 1100
NUMERIC
MD=0 OR GE 98

WIFE'S OCCUPATION: WIFE IS RETIRED OR PERMANENTLY DISABLED

Q.Y37(W). (IF RETIRED) WHEN DID (SHE) RETIRE?

SEE APPENDIX NOTE

01.

80.

1554 00. INAP, CODED 10, 17-18,20,40,60,70-71, 80-81,98-99 IN Q.Y27A(W); CODED 1 IN REFNO 530;
CODED 3 IN REFNO 530 AND 0,1,4-9 IN REFNO 723

98. DK
1  99. NA

CODE: 0  6  31  42  57  59  60  62  65
FREQ: 1554  1  1  1  1  1  1  1  1

CODE: 66  67  68  69  70  71  72  73  74
FREQ:  2  1  1  1  4  2  6  3  4

CODE: 75  76  77  78  79  80  99
FREQ:  1  5  2 11  2  4  1

=================================

VAR 800638  NAME-WIFE-PERM DIS-PAID WORK
COLUMNS 1101 - 1101
NUMERIC
MD=0 OR GE 8

Q.Y38(W). (IF PERMANENTLY DISABLED) HAS (SHE) EVER DONE ANY WORK FOR PAY?

SEE APPENDIX NOTE
5  1.  YES
2  5.  NO

1607  0.  INAP, CODED 10,15, 17-18,20,40,50-51,70-71, 80-81, 98-99 IN Q.Y27A(W); CODED 1 IN REFNO 530;
CODED 3 IN REFNO 530 AND 0,1,4-9 IN REFNO 723
8.  DK
9.  NA

=================================

VAR 800639  NAME-WIFE RET/DIS-OCCUPATION
COLUMNS 1102 - 1104
NUMERIC
MD=0 OR GE 999

Q.Y39(W). WHAT KIND OF WORK DID (SHE) DO WHEN (SHE) WORKED? (WHAT WAS <HER> MAIN OCCUPATION?)

CENSUS OCCUPATION CODE USED

SEE APPENDIX NOTE
001.

997.

1549  000.  INAP, CODED 10, 17-18,20,40,70-71,80-81, 98-99 IN Q.Y27A(W); CODED 5,8,9 IN Q.Y38(W);
CODED 1 IN REFNO 530; CODED 3 IN REFNO 530 AND 0,1,4-9 IN REFNO 723
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2 999. NA

CODE:  0  74  75  100  122  142  144  145  212
FREQ: 1549  1  3  1  1  1  1  1  1

CODE: 245  280  283  305  310  343  355  372  376
FREQ:  3  1  5  4  1  1  1  9  1

CODE: 394  395  441  530  602  612  613  630  663
FREQ:  1  1  1  1  1  1  1  9  1

CODE: 690  695  780  901  902  903  912  915  921
FREQ:  1  2  1  1  1  2  2  9  1

CODE: 755  761  762  780  785  801  902  903  925
FREQ:  1  1  1  1  1  5  2  1  1

CODE: 926  999
FREQ:  1  2

-------------------------------------------------------------------

VAR 800640  NAME-WIFE RET/DIS-DUNCAN SEI
COLUMNS 1105 - 1107
NUMERIC
MD=0

Q.Y39AA(W). DUNCAN SEI SCORE FOR WIFE'S LAST OCCUPATION.

ACTUAL NUMBER IS CODED.

SEE APPENDIX NOTE

001.
.
999.

1551 000. INAP, OCCUPATION NOT ASCERTAINED OR CODED 580,
600 IN Q.Y39(W) (OCCUPATION WITH NO DUNCAN
SCORE) CODED 10, 17-18,20,40,70-71,80-81,98-99
IN Q.Y27A(W); CODED 5,8,9 IN Q.Y38(W); CODED 1 IN
REFNO 530; CODED 3 IN REFNO 530 AND 0,1,4-9 IN
REFNO 723

VALID-N=63 MIN=82 MAX=840 MEAN=409.4 ST.DEV=201.3

-------------------------------------------------------------------

VAR 800641  NAME-WIFE RET/DIS-NORC PRSTG
COLUMNS 1108 - 1110
NUMERIC
MD=0

Q.Y39BB(W). NORC PRESTIGE SCORE FOR WIFE'S LAST
OCCUPATION.

-------------------------------------------------------------------
ACTUAL NUMBER IS CODED.

SEE APPENDIX NOTE
001.
.
999.

1551  000.  INAP, OCCUPATION NOT ASCERTAINED OR CODED 580, 600, 750, 752 IN Q.Y39(W) (OCCUPATION WITH NO NORC SCORE); CODED 10, 17-18, 20, 40, 70-71, 80-81, 98-99 IN Q.Y27A(W); CODED 5, 8, 9 IN Q.Y38(W); CODED 1 IN REFNO 530; CODED 3 IN REFNO 530 AND 0, 1, 4-9 IN REFNO 723

VALID-N=63   MIN=141  MAX=783  MEAN=394.7  ST.DEV=136.8

==============================================
VAR 800642    NAME-WIFE RET/DIS-INDUSTRY
COLUMNS 1111 - 1113
NUMERIC
MD=0 OR GE  999

Q.Y39A(W). WHAT KIND OF (BUSINESS/INDUSTRY) WAS THAT?

CENSUS INDUSTRY CODE USED

SEE APPENDIX NOTE
001.
.
997.

1549  000.  INAP, CODED 10, 17-18, 20, 40, 70-71, 80-81, 98-99 IN Q.Y27A(W); CODED 5, 8, 9 IN Q.Y38(W); CODED 1 IN REFNO 530; CODED 3 IN REFNO 530 AND 0, 1, 4-9 IN REFNO 723

   2  999.   NA

CODE:    0    17    49   159   219   259   317   319   388
FREQ: 1549     1     1     1     1     1     1     2     1

CODE: 398   417   609   648   657   658   667   669   687
FREQ:    4     1     4     1     3     1     1     3     1

CODE: 697   698   717   769   777   779   829   838   839
FREQ:    1     1     1     1     2     1     1     6     1

CODE: 848   857   858   877   878   888   889   907   927
FREQ:    1     8     1     1     2     1     1     1     2

CODE: 937   999
FREQ:    2     2

==============================================
VAR 800643    NAME-WIFE RET/DIS-SELF EMPLOY
COLUMNS 1114 - 1114
NUMERIC
MD=0 OR GE 8

Q.Y40(W).  DID (SHE) WORK FOR SOMEONE ELSE, (HERSELF), OR WHAT?
---------------------------------------------------------------

SEE APPENDIX NOTE
65  1.  SOMEONE ELSE
    2.  BOTH SOMEONE ELSE AND SELF
    3.  SELF ONLY

1549  0.  INAP; CODED 10,17-18,20,40,70-71,80-81, 98-99 IN Q.Y27A(W); CODED 5,8,9 IN Q.Y38(W); CODED 1 IN REFNO 530; CODED 3 IN REFNO 530 AND 0,1,4-9 IN REFNO 723
    8.  DK
    9.  NA

-----------------------------

VAR 800644    NAME-WIFE RET/DIS-SUPERVISE
COLUMNS 1115 - 1115
NUMERIC
MD=0 OR GE 8

Q.Y40A(W).  DID (SHE) SUPERVISE ANY WORKERS OR EMPLOYEES AS PART OF (HER) JOB?
---------------------------------------------------------------

SEE APPENDIX NOTE
22  1.  YES
    43  5.  NO

1549  0.  INAP, CODED 10,17-18,20,40,70-71,80-81, 98-99 IN Q.Y27A(W); CODED 5,8,9 IN Q.Y38(W); CODED 3,8-9 IN Q.Y40(W); CODED 1 IN REFNO 530; CODED 3 IN REFNO 530 AND 0,1,4-9 IN REFNO 723
    8.  DK
    9.  NA

-----------------------------

VAR 800645    NAME-WIFE RET/DIS-# SUPERVISD
COLUMNS 1116 - 1117
NUMERIC
MD=0 OR GE 98

Q.Y40B(W).  HOW MANY? <WORKERS SHE SUPERVISES>

SEE APPENDIX NOTE
01.
    97.  NINETY-SEVEN OR MORE

1592  00.  INAP, CODED 10,17-18,20,40,70-71,80-81, 98-99 IN Q.Y27A(W); CODED 5,8-9 IN Q.Y38(W);
CODED 3, 8-9 IN Q.Y40(W); CODED 5, 8, 9 IN Q.Y40A(W); CODED 1 IN REFNO 530; CODED 3 IN REFNO 530 AND 0, 1, 4-9 IN REFNO 723

98. DK
2 99. NA

CODE: 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 8 10
FREQ: 1592 1 4 2 4 1 2 1 1

CODE: 20 30 45 62 99
FREQ: 1 1 1 1 2

----------------------------------------------------------

VAR 800646 NAME-WIFE RET/DIS-PAID EMPLOY
COLUMNS 1118 - 1118
NUMERIC
MD=0 OR GE 8

Q.Y40C(W). WERE THERE ANY PEOPLE WHO WORKED FOR (HER) AND WERE PAID BY (HER)?

SEE APPENDIX NOTE
1. YES
5. NO

1614 0. INAP, CODED 10, 17-18, 20, 40, 70-71, 80-81, 98-99 IN Q.Y27A(W); CODED 5, 8, 9 IN Q.Y38(W); CODED 1-2, 8-9 IN Q.Y40(W); CODED 1 IN REFNO 530; CODED 3 IN REFNO 530 AND 0, 1, 4-9 IN REFNO 723
8. DK
9. NA

========================================================================

VAR 800647 NAME-WIFE RET/DIS-# PD EMPLOY
COLUMNS 1119 - 1119
NUMERIC
MD=0 OR GE 98

Q.Y40D(W). HOW MANY? <WORKED FOR/PAID BY HER>

SEE APPENDIX NOTE
01.
.

97. NINETY-SEVEN OR MORE

1614 00. INAP, CODED 10, 17-18, 20, 40, 70-71, 80-81, 98-99 IN Q.Y27A(W); CODED 5, 8-9 IN Q.Y38(W);
CODED 1-2, 8-9 IN Q.Y40(W); CODED 5, 8-9 IN Q.Y40C(W); CODED 1 IN REFNO 530; CODED 3 IN REFNO 530 AND 0, 1, 4-9 IN REFNO 723
98. DK
99. NA
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CODE: 0
FREQ: 1614

---

VAR 800648  NAME-WIFE RET/DIS-PD WRK L YR
COLUMNS 1120 - 1120
NUMERIC
MD=0 OR GE 8

Q.Y41(W). DURING THE LAST TWELVE MONTHS DID (SHE) DO ANY WORK FOR PAY?

SEE APPENDIX NOTE

7 1. YES
57 5. NO

1549 0. INAP, CODED 10, 17-18,20,40,70-71,80-81, 98-99 IN Q.Y27A(W); CODED 5,8,9 IN Q.Y38(W);  CODED 1 IN REFNO 530; CODED 3 IN REFNO 530 AND 0,1,4-9 IN REFNO 723
8. DK
1 9. NA

---

VAR 800649  NAME-WIFE RET/DIS-# HOURS WK
COLUMNS 1121 - 1122
NUMERIC
MD=0 OR GE 98

Q.Y41A(W). ABOUT HOW MANY HOURS A WEEK DID (SHE) WORK IN THE AVERAGE WEEK WHEN (SHE) WAS WORKING?

SEE APPENDIX NOTE

01.
.
97. NINETY-SEVEN HOURS OR MORE

1607 00. INAP, CODED 10, 17-18,20,40,70-71,80-81, 98-99 IN Q.Y27A(W); CODED 5,8,9 IN Q.Y38(W);  CODED 5,8-9 IN Q.Y41(W); CODED 1 IN REF. NO. 530; CODED 3 IN REF. NO. 530 AND 0, 1, 4-9 IN REF. NO. 723
98. DK
99. NA

CODE: 0 8 16 35 40 45 50 90
FREQ: 1607 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1

---

VAR 800650  NAME-WIFE RET/DIS-NOW WK PAY
COLUMNS 1123 - 1123
NUMERIC
MD=0 OR GE 8

---
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Q.Y42(W). IS (SHE) DOING ANY WORK FOR PAY AT THE PRESENT TIME?
---------------------------------------------------------

SEE APPENDIX NOTE
2 1. YES
62 5. NO

1549 0. INAP, CODED 10,17-18,20,40,70-71,80-81,98-99
IN Q.Y27A(W); CODED 5,8,9 IN Q.Y38(W); CODED 1
IN REFNO 530; CODED 3 IN REFNO 530 AND 0,1,4-9 IN
REFNO 723
8. DK
1 9. NA

-------------------------------
VAR 800651
NAME-WIFE RET/DIS-WK 20+ H/WK
COLUMNS 1124 - 1124
NUMERIC
MD=0 OR GE 8

Q.Y42A(W). IN A AVERAGE WEEK, DOES (SHE) WORK 20 OR MORE
HOURS ON THAT JOB?
---------------------------------------------------------

SEE APPENDIX NOTE
1 1. YES
1 5. NO

1612 0. INAP, CODED 10,17-18,20,40,70-71,80-81,98-99 IN
Q.Y27A(W); CODED 5,8,9 IN Q.Y38(W); CODED 1,
8-9 IN Q.Y42(W); CODED 1 IN REFNO 530; CODED
3 IN REFNO 530 AND 0,1,4-9 IN REFNO 723
8. DK
9. NA

-------------------------------
VAR 800652
NAME-WIFE RET/DIS-LOOKING WRK
COLUMNS 1125 - 1125
NUMERIC
MD=0 OR GE 8

Q.Y43(W). IS (SHE) LOOKING FOR WORK AT THE PRESENT TIME?
---------------------------------------------------------

SEE APPENDIX NOTE
1. YES
66 5. NO

1548 0. INAP, CODED 10,17-18,20,40,70-71,80-81,98-99
IN Q.Y27A(W); CODED 1 OR 9 IN Q.Y42A(W); CODED
1 IN REFNO 530; CODED 3 IN REFNO 530 AND 0,1,4-9 IN
REFNO 723
8. DK
9. NA

-------------------------------
VAR 800653
NAME-WIFE RET/DIS-WRRY F JOB
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Q.Y43A(W). HOW WORRIED IS (SHE) ABOUT NOT BEING ABLE TO FIND A JOB IN THE NEAR FUTURE; A LOT, SOMewhat, OR NOT MUCH AT ALL?

SEE APPENDIX NOTE
1. A LOT
3. SOMEWHAT
5. NOT MUCH AT ALL

1614 0. INAP, CODED 10,17-18,20,40,70-71,80-81,90-99 IN Q.Y27A(W); CODED 1 OR 9 IN Q.Y42A(W); CODED 5,8, 9 IN Q.Y43(W); CODED 1 IN REFNO 530; CODED 3 IN REFNO 530 AND 0,1,4-9 IN REFNO 723
8. DK
9. NA

VAR 800654 NAME-WIFE HSW/ST-ANY PAID WK
COLUMNS 1127 - 1127
NUMERIC
MD=0 OR GE 8

Q.Y44(W)-Y49B(W): WIFE OCCUPATION: WIFE IS HOUSEWIFE/STUDENT
Q.Y44(W) IS (SHE) DOING ANY WORK FOR PAY AT THE PRESENT TIME?

SEE APPENDIX NOTE
33 1. YES
385 5. NO

1196 0. INAP, CODED 10,15,20,40,50-51,60,98-99 IN Q.Y27A(W); CODED 1 IN REFNO 530; CODED 3 IN REFNO 530 AND 0,1, 4-9 IN REFNO 723
8. DK
9. NA

VAR 800655 NAME-WIFE HSW/ST-LS YR,PD WRK
COLUMNS 1128 - 1128
NUMERIC
MD=0 OR GE 8

Q.Y45(W). IN THE LAST TWELVE MONTHS, DID (SHE) DO ANY WORK FOR PAY?

SEE APPENDIX NOTE
57 1. YES
327 5. NO

1230 0. INAP, CODED 10,15, 17-18,20,40,50-51,60,71,81, 98-99 IN Q.Y27A(W); CODED 1, 8 OR 9 IN Q.Y44(W);
VAR 800656 NAME-WIFE HD/S HSW/ST OCCUPAT
COLUMNS 1129 - 1131
NUMERIC
MD=0 OR GE 999
Q.Y46(W). WHAT KIND OF WORK DID (SHE) DO? (WHAT WAS <HER> MAIN OCCUPATION?)
---------------------------------------------------------------------
SEE APPENDIX NOTE
001.

997.
1557 000. INAP, CODED 10,15 17-18,20,40,50-51,60,71,81,98-99 IN Q.Y27A(W); CODED 1, 8 OR 9 IN Q.Y44(W); CODED 5,8, OR 9 IN Q.Y45(W); CODED 1 IN REFNO 530; CODED 3 IN REFNO 530 AND 0,1,4-9 IN REFNO 1183
2 999. NA

CODE: 0 1 101 144 183 230 231 245 280
FREQ: 1557 1 1 1 1 1 1 2 1 1

CODE: 283 305 310 320 321 325 364 372 374
FREQ: 2 4 1 1 2 2 2 7 1

CODE: 381 391 395 602 663 690 694 822 902
FREQ: 1 1 1 3 1 2 1 1 1

CODE: 915 921 922 925 925 942 944 980 984 999
FREQ: 1 1 1 2 5 1 1 1 1 2
---------------------------------------------------------------------

VAR 800657 NAME-WIFE HSW/ST-DUNCAN SEI
COLUMNS 1132 - 1134
NUMERIC
MD=0
Q.Y46AA(W). DUNCAN SEI SCORE FOR WIFE'S LAST OCCUPATION.
---------------------------------------------------------------------
ACTUAL NUMBER IS CODED.
SEE APPENDIX NOTE
001.
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999.

1559 000. INAP, OCCUPATION NOT ASCERTAINED; CODED 10, 15,
17-18, 20, 40, 50-51, 60, 71, 81, 98-99 IN Q.Y27A(W);
CODED 1,8 OR 9 IN Q.Y44(W); CODED 5,8 OR 9
IN Q.Y45(W); CODED 1 IN REFNO 530; CODED 3 IN
REFNO 530 AND 0,1,4-9 IN REFNO 723

VALID-N=55 MIN=63 MAX=769 MEAN=402.3 ST.DEV=202.2

====================================================================================================
 VAR 800658 NAME-WIFE HSW/ST-NORC PRSTG
 COLUMNS 1135 - 1137
 NUMERIC
 MD=0

 Q.Y46BB(W). NORC PRESTIGE SCORE FOR WIFE'S LAST
 OCCUPATION.

 ACTUAL NUMBER IS CODED.

 SEE APPENDIX NOTE

 001.
  .
  .

 999.

1559 000. INAP, OCCUPATION NOT ASCERTAINED; CODED 10,15,
17-18, 20, 40, 50-51, 60, 71, 81, 98-99 IN Q.Y27A(W);
CODED 1,8 OR 9 IN Q.Y44(W); CODED 5,8 OR 9 IN
Q.Y45(W); CODED 1 IN REFNO 530; CODED 3 IN REFNO
530 AND 0,1,4-9 IN REFNO 723

VALID-N=55 MIN=174 MAX=601 MEAN=364.7 ST.DEV=109.0

====================================================================================================
 VAR 800659 NAME-WIFE HSW/ST-BUSNESS/IND
 COLUMNS 1138 - 1140
 NUMERIC
 MD=0 OR GE 999

 Q.Y46A(W). WHAT KIND OF (BUSINESS/INDUSTRY) WAS THAT?

 SEE APPENDIX NOTE

 001.
  .
  .

 997.

1557 000. INAP, CODED 10,15 17-18, 20, 40, 50-51, 60, 71
81, 98-99 IN Q.Y27A(W); CODED 1,8 OR 9 IN
Q.Y44(W); CODED 5,8, OR 9 IN Q.Y45(W); CODED
1 IN REFNO 530; CODED 3 IN REFNO 530 AND 0,1,4-9 IN
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CODE</th>
<th>FREQ</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
<td>1557</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>69</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>179</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>208</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>219</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>247</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>287</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>339</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>377</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>398</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>539</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>609</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>627</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>628</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>647</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>657</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>669</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>689</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>707</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>708</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>717</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>728</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>738</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>769</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>777</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>778</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>787</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>829</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>838</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>839</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>848</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>857</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>858</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>887</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>889</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>917</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>927</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>937</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---

VAR 800660  NAME-WIFE HSW/S-SELF EMPLOYED
COLUMNS 1141 - 1141
NUMERIC
MD=0 OR GE 8

Q.Y47(W). (DOES/DID) (SHE) WORK FOR SOMEONE ELSE, (HERSELF), OR WHAT?

SEE APPENDIX NOTE
48 1. SOMEONE ELSE
   2. BOTH SOMEONE ELSE AND SELF
   8 3. SELF ONLY

1557 0. INAP; CODED 10,15,17,18,20,40,50-51,60,71,81,98-99 IN Q.Y27A(W); CODED 1, 8 OR 9 IN Q.Y44(W); CODED 5, 8 OR 9 IN Q.Y45(W); CODED 1 IN REFNO 530; CODED 3 IN REFNO 530 AND 0,1,4-9 IN REFNO 723
   8. DK
   1 9. NA

---

VAR 800661  NAME-WIFE HSW/ST-SUPERVISE
COLUMNS 1142 - 1142
NUMERIC
MD=0 OR GE 8

Q.Y47A(W). (DOES/DID) (SHE) SUPERVISE ANY WORKERS OR EMPLOYEES AS PART OF (HER) JOB?

SEE APPENDIX NOTE
11 1. YES
   37 5. NO

1566 0. INAP, CODED 10,15,17,18,20,40,50-51,60,71,81,98-99 IN Q.Y27A(W); CODED 17-18,71 OR 81 IN Q.Y27A; CODED 1, 8 OR 9 IN Q.Y44(W); CODED 3, 8 OR 9 IN Q.Y45(W); CODED 5, 8 OR 9 IN Q.Y45(W);
VAR 800662  NAME-WIFE HSW/ST-# EMPL SUPR
COLUMNS 1143 - 1144
NUMERIC
MD=0 OR GE  98

Q.Y47B(W).  HOW MANY?  <WORKERS DOES/DID SHE SUPERVISE>

SEE APPENDIX NOTE

01.  
.  
97.  NINETY-SEVEN OR MORE

1603  00.  INAP, CODED 10,15,17,18,20,40,50-51,60,71,81,  
98-99 IN Q.Y27A(W); CODED 17-18,71 OR 81 IN  
Q.Y27A(W); CODED 1, 8 OR 9 IN Q.Y44(W); CODED  
3,8 OR 9 IN Q.Y47(W); CODED 5,8,9 IN Q.Y47A(W);  
CODED 5,8 OR 9 IN Q.Y45(W); CODED 1 IN REFNO 530;  
CODED 3 IN REFNO 530 AND 0,1,4-9 IN REFNO 723

98.  DK
1  99.  NA

CODE:  0     2     3     5     9    12    14    99
FREQ: 1603     5     1     1     1     1     1     1

VAR 800663  NAME-WIFE HSW/ST-ANY PD EMPLY
COLUMNS 1145 - 1145
NUMERIC
MD=0 OR GE  8

Q.Y47C(W).  (ARE/WERE) THERE ANY PEOPLE WHO WORKED  
FOR (HER) AND WERE PAID BY (HER)?

SEE APPENDIX NOTE

2  1.  YES
6  5.  NO

1606  0.  INAP, CODED 10,15,17,18,20,40,50-51,60,71,81,  
98-99 IN Q.Y27A(W); CODED 1, 8, OR 9 IN Q.Y44(W);  
CODED 5, 8 OR 9 IN Q.Y45(W); CODED 1, 2, 8 OR  
9 IN Q.Y47(W); CODED 1 IN REFNO 530; CODED 3 IN  
REFNO 530 AND 0,1,4-9 IN REFNO 723

8.  DK
9.  NA

VAR 800664  NAME-WIFE HSW/ST-# PD EMPLOY
COLUMNS 1146 - 1146
NUMERIC
Q.Y47D(W). HOW MANY? <PEOPLE WORKED FOR/PAID BY HER>

SEE APPENDIX NOTE

01.  

97. NINETY-SEVEN OR MORE

1612  00.  INAP, CODED 10,15,17,18,20,40,50-51,60,98-99 IN Q.Y27A(W); CODED 71 OR 81 IN Q.Y27A(W); CODED 1, 8 OR 9 IN Q.Y44(A); CODED 1, 2, 8 OR 9 IN Q.Y47(W); CODED 5,8,9 IN Q.Y47C(W); CODED 5,8, OR 9 IN Q.Y45(W); CODED 1 IN REFNO 530; CODED 3 IN REFNO 530 AND 0,1,4-9 IN REFNO 723

98. DK

99. NA

CODE:    0     1     4
FREQ: 1612     1     1

----------------------

VAR 800665    NAME-WIFE HSW/ST HRS/WK
COLUMNS 1147 - 1148
NUMERIC
MD=0 OR GE  98

Q.Y48(W). HOW MANY HOURS PER WEEK DID (SHE) WORK IN THE AVERAGE WEEK WHEN (SHE) WAS WORKING?

SEE APPENDIX NOTE

01.  

97. NINETY-SEVEN OR MORE

1557  00.  INAP, CODED 10,15,17-18,20,40,50-51,60,71 OR 81, 98-99 IN Q.Y27A(W); CODED 1,8 OR 9 IN Q.Y44(W); CODED 5, 8 OR 9 IN Q.Y45(W); CODED 1 IN REFNO 530; CODED 3 IN REFNO 530 AND 0,1,4-9 IN REFNO 723

1  98. DK

1  99. NA

CODE:    0     2     6     7     8     10    12    15    20
FREQ: 1557     1     1     1     4     1     1     2     4

CODE: 24    25    27    30    36    40    42    43    75
FREQ:  2     2     7     1     1     1     1     1

CODE: 97    98    99
FREQ:  1     1     1

------------------------------------------------------------------------
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VAR 800666   NAME-WIFE HSW/ST-LOOK FR WORK
COLUMNS 1149 - 1149
NUMERIC
MD=0 OR GE  8

Q.Y49(W). IS (SHE) LOOKING FOR WORK AT THE PRESENT TIME?
---------------------------------------------------------
SEE APPENDIX NOTE
30  1. YES
352  5. NO
1230  0. INAP, CODED 10,15,17,18,20,40,50-51,60,71,81,98-99 IN Q.Y27A(W); CODED 1, 8 OR 9 IN Q.Y44(W);
CODED 1 IN REFNO 530; CODED 3 IN REFNO 530 AND 0,1,4-9 IN REFNO 723
8. DK
2  9. NA

VAR 800667   NAME-WIFE HSW/ST-WRRY,FND JOB
COLUMNS 1150 - 1150
NUMERIC
MD=0 OR GE  8

Q.Y49A(W). HOW WORRIED IS (SHE) ABOUT NOT BEING ABLE TO
FIND A JOB IN THE NEAR FUTURE; A LOT, SOMEWHAT, OR NOT MUCH
AT ALL?
-----------------------------------------------------------
SEE APPENDIX NOTE
7  1. A LOT
7  3. SOMEWHAT
16  5. NOT MUCH AT ALL
1584  0. INAP, CODED 10,15,17,18,20,40,50-51,60,71,81,98-99 IN Q.Y27A(W); CODED 1,8 OR 9 IN Q.Y44(W);
CODED 5,8,9 IN Q.Y49(W); CODED 1 IN REFNO 530;
CODED 3 IN REFNO 530 AND 0,1,4-9 IN REFNO 723
8. DK
2  9. NA

VAR 800668   NAME-SUMMARY-WIFE WRKNG STAT
COLUMNS 1151 - 1151
NUMERIC
MD=0 OR GE  9

Q.Y27X(W). SUMMARY: WIFE'S WORKING STATUS
--------------------------------------------------------------
SEE APPENDIX NOTE
471  1. WIFE WORKING NOW OR IS
RETIRED/HOUWSWIFE/STUDENT WORKING 20 HOURS OR MORE
PER WEEK <(10,15,17-18 IN Q.Y27A(W)>
6  2. WIFE TEMPORARILY LAID OFF <(20 IN Q.Y27A(W)>
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30  4.  WIFE UNEMPLOYED <(40 IN Q.Y27A(W)>
59  5.  WIFE RETIRED AND NOT WORKING 20 HOURS OR MORE PER WEEK <(50 IN Q.Y27A(W)>
  7  6.  WIFE PERMANENTLY DISABLED <(60 IN Q.Y27A(W)>
393 7.  WIFE HOUSEWIFE NOT WORKING 20 HOURS OR MORE PER WEEK <(70 OR 71 IN Q.Y27A(W)>
  8  8.  WIFE STUDENT NOT WORKING 20 HOURS OR MORE PER WEEK <(80 OR 81 IN Q.Y27A(W)>
    622 0.  INAP., CODED 1 IN REFN0 530; CODED 3 IN REFN0 530 AND 0,1,4-9 IN REFN0 723
  18  9.  WIFE/SPOUSE NA TO Q.Y27A <(99 IN Q.Y27A(W)>

========================================================================
VAR 800669  NAME-WIFE OF HEAD: CENS.OCCUP
COLUMNS 1152 - 1154
NUMERIC
MD=0 OR GE  998
Q.RC.66.  WIFE OF HEAD'S OCCUPATION: 1970 CENSUS OCCUPATION CODE.

IF WIFE OF THE FAMILY HEAD WAS CODED 15-"WORKING NOW AND RETIRED" -IN Q.Y27A(W) OR IN Q.Y4 HER FORMER OCCUPATION WAS USED.
========================================================================

SEE APPENDIX NOTE

  001.  

  997.  

1028 000.  INAP., NO WIFE OF HEAD IN HOUSEHOLD; CODED 70, 80 OR 99 IN Q.Y27A(W); CODED 5 OR 9 IN Q.RC.80
  998.  DK
  11  999.  NA

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CODE</th>
<th>FREQ</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
<td>1028</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>23</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>31</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>55</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>56</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>74</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>75</td>
<td>17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>80</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>83</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>85</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>86</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>100</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>101</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>113</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>122</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>140</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>141</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>142</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>143</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>144</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>145</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>152</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>162</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>173</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>174</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>175</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>181</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>183</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>191</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>202</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>205</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>210</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>212</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>220</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>225</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>230</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>231</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>233</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>245</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>262</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>264</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>265</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>270</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>280</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>283</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>284</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>285</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>301</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>303</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>305</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>310</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>312</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>313</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>314</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>321</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>325</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>331</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>332</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>343</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>355</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>360</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Q.RC.67. DUNCAN SEI SCORE FOR WIFE OF HEAD'S CURRENT/FORMER OCCUPATION.

IF THE WIFE OF THE FAMILY HEAD WAS CODED 15 - "WORKING NOW AND RETIRED" - IN Q.Y27A(W) OR IN QY.4 THE DATA ABOUT HER FORMER OCCUPATION WAS USED.

ACTUAL NUMBER IS CODED.

SEE APPENDIX NOTE

001.

999.

1039 000. INAP., NO WIFE OF HEAD IN HOUSEHOLD; OCCUPATION NOT ASCERTAINED; CODED 70, 80 OR 99 IN Q.Y27A(W); CODED 5 OR 9 IN Q.RC.80

VALID-N=575 MIN=41 MAX=923 MEAN=451.2 ST.DEV=205.3
Q.RC.68. NORC PRESTIGE SCORE FOR WIFE OF HEAD'S CURRENT/FORMER OCCUPATION.

IF THE WIFE OF THE FAMILY HEAD WAS CODED 15 - "WORKING NOW AND RETIRED" - IN Q.Y27A(W) OR Q.Y4 THE INFORMATION ABOUT HER FORMER OCCUPATION WAS USED.

ACTUAL NUMBER IS CODED.

SEE APPENDIX NOTE

001.
.
999.

1039 000. INAP., NO WIFE OF HEAD IN HOUSEHOLD; OCCUPATION NOT ASCERTAINED; CODED 70, 80 OR 99 IN Q.Y27A(W); CODED 5 OR 9 IN Q.RC.80

VALID-N=575 MIN=141 MAX=783 MEAN=405.9 ST.DEV=132.7

-----------------------------

VAR 800672 NAME-WIFE OF HEAD: INDUSTRY
COLUMNS 1161 - 1163
NUMERIC
MD=0 OR GE 998

Q.RC.69. WIFE OF HEAD'S INDUSTRY: 1970 CENSUS INDUSTRY CODE.

IF THE WIFE WAS CODED 15 - "WORKING NOW AND RETIRED" - IN Q.Y27A(W) OR IN Q.Y4, THE DATA ABOUT HER FORMER OCCUPATION WAS USED.

SEE APPENDIX NOTE

001.
.
997.

1028 000. INAP., NO WIFE OF HEAD IN HOUSEHOLD; CODED 70, 80, OR 99 IN Q.Y27A(W); CODED 5 OR 9 IN Q.RC.80
998. DK
27 999. NA

CODE: 0 17 18 19 48 49 67 69 77
FREQ: 1028 2 3 2 1 2 3 2 3

CODE: 118 119 138 157 159 168 179 189 197
FREQ: 3 2 1 1 1 1 1 1 4
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CODE:</th>
<th>199</th>
<th>208</th>
<th>209</th>
<th>219</th>
<th>227</th>
<th>228</th>
<th>239</th>
<th>247</th>
<th>258</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>FREQ:</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CODE:</td>
<td>259</td>
<td>278</td>
<td>297</td>
<td>299</td>
<td>307</td>
<td>317</td>
<td>319</td>
<td>337</td>
<td>338</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FREQ:</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>3</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CODE:</td>
<td>339</td>
<td>348</td>
<td>357</td>
<td>358</td>
<td>359</td>
<td>368</td>
<td>388</td>
<td>389</td>
<td>397</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FREQ:</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CODE:</td>
<td>398</td>
<td>408</td>
<td>417</td>
<td>429</td>
<td>448</td>
<td>467</td>
<td>477</td>
<td>479</td>
<td>507</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FREQ:</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CODE:</td>
<td>509</td>
<td>527</td>
<td>558</td>
<td>587</td>
<td>588</td>
<td>607</td>
<td>608</td>
<td>609</td>
<td>619</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FREQ:</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>9</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CODE:</td>
<td>627</td>
<td>628</td>
<td>629</td>
<td>637</td>
<td>638</td>
<td>647</td>
<td>648</td>
<td>657</td>
<td>658</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FREQ:</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CODE:</td>
<td>667</td>
<td>668</td>
<td>669</td>
<td>677</td>
<td>679</td>
<td>687</td>
<td>689</td>
<td>697</td>
<td>698</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FREQ:</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td></td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CODE:</td>
<td>707</td>
<td>717</td>
<td>718</td>
<td>728</td>
<td>729</td>
<td>737</td>
<td>738</td>
<td>747</td>
<td>748</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FREQ:</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CODE:</td>
<td>769</td>
<td>777</td>
<td>778</td>
<td>779</td>
<td>787</td>
<td>798</td>
<td>807</td>
<td>809</td>
<td>828</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FREQ:</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CODE:</td>
<td>829</td>
<td>837</td>
<td>838</td>
<td>839</td>
<td>847</td>
<td>848</td>
<td>849</td>
<td>857</td>
<td>858</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FREQ:</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>41</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>86</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CODE:</td>
<td>867</td>
<td>877</td>
<td>878</td>
<td>887</td>
<td>888</td>
<td>889</td>
<td>897</td>
<td>907</td>
<td>917</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FREQ:</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CODE:</td>
<td>927</td>
<td>937</td>
<td>999</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FREQ:</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>27</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

VAR 800673  NAME-WIFE OF HEAD: SELF EMPL.
COLUMNS 1164 - 1164
NUMERIC
MD=0 OR GE 8

Q.RC.70. DOES (WIFE OF HEAD) WORK FOR SOMEONE ELSE, (YOURSELF/HERSELF), OR WHAT?

IF THE WIFE OF THE FAMILY HEAD WAS CODED 15 - "WORKING NOW AND RETIRED" IN Q.Y27A(W) OR IN Q.Y4, DATA ABOUT HER FORMER OCCUPATION WAS USED.

531 1. SOMEONE ELSE
3 2. BOTH SOMEONE ELSE AND SELF
52 3. SELF ONLY

1028 0. INAP., NO WIFE OF HEAD IN HOUSEHOLD; CODED 70, 80, OR 99 IN Q.Y27A(W); CODED 5 OR 9 IN Q.RC.80
8. DK
9. NA
### Q.RC.71. Does/did (wife of head) supervise any workers or employees as part of (your/her) job?

- **YES**: 136
- **NO**: 397
- **INAP.** (no wife of head in household; coded 70, 80 or 99 in Q.Y27A(W); coded 5 or 9 in Q.RC.80; coded 3 in Q.RC.70): 1080
- **DK**: 1
- **NA**: 9

### Q.RC.72. <If wife of head supervises employees> how many?

- **97. NINETY-SEVEN OR MORE**: 1478
- **INAP.** (no wife of head in household; coded 70, 80 or 99 in Q.Y27A(W); coded 5 or 9 in Q.RC.80; coded 3 in Q.RC.70; coded 5 or 9 in Q.RC.71): 1478
- **DK**: 1
- **NA**: 9

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Code</th>
<th>Frequency</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
<td>1478</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>26</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>26</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>25</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>26</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>32</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>39</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>40</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>45</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>62</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>75</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>97</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Code:** 98 99
VAR 800676  NAME-WIFE OF HEAD: PAID
COLUMNS 1168 - 1168
NUMERIC
MD=0 OR GE  8

Q.RC.73. ARE/WERE THERE ANY PEOPLE WHO WORK/ED FOR (WIFE OF
HEAD) AND ARE/WERE PAID BY YOU/ HER?

IF THE WIFE OF THE FAMILY HEAD WAS CODED 15 - "WORKING NOW
AND RETIRED" - IN Q.Y27A(W) OR Q.Y4, THE DATA ABOUT HER
FORMER OCCUPATION WAS USED.

----------------------------------------------------------
23  1.  YES
29  5.  NO
1562  0.  INAP., NO WIFE OF HEAD IN HOUSEHOLD; CODED 70, 80
OR 99 IN Q.Y27A(W); CODED 5 OR 9 IN Q.RC.80;
CODED 1 OR 2 IN Q.RC.70
8.  DK
9.  NA

VAR 800677  NAME-WIFE OF HEAD: #PAID
COLUMNS 1169 - 1170
NUMERIC
MD=0 OR GE  98

Q.RC.74. (IF WIFE OF HEAD PAYS EMPLOYEES) HOW MANY?

IF WIFE OF FAMILY HEAD WAS CODED 15 - "WORKING NOW AND
RETIRED" - IN Q.Y27A(W) OR Q.Y4, THE DATA ABOUT HER
FORMER OCCUPATION WAS USED.

----------------------------------------------------------
01. 
97. NINETY-SEVEN OR MORE
1591  00.  INAP., NO WIFE OF HEAD IN HOUSEHOLD; CODED 70,
80 OR 99 IN Q.Y27A(W); CODED 5 OR 9 IN Q.RC.80;
CODED 1 OR 2 IN Q.RC70; CODED 5 OR 9 IN Q.RC.73
98.  DK
1  99.  NA

CODE:    0     1     2     3     4     5     8    10    12
FREQ: 1591     3     4     5     2     2     1     1     1

CODE:    20    25    30    99
FREQ:    1     1     1     1

VAR 800678  NAME-WIFE OF HEAD: HOURS/WEEK
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Q.RC.75. HOW MANY HOURS DOES/DID (WIFE OF HEAD) WORK ON YOUR/HER JOB IN AN AVERAGE WEEK?


<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CODE</th>
<th>FREQ</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
<td>1101</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Q.RC.76. HOW WORRIED IS (WIFE OF HEAD) ABOUT (LOSING JOB/BEING ABLE TO FIND A JOB) IN THE NEAR FUTURE?

THIS VARIABLE COMBINES DATA FROM Q.Y31(W), Q.Y36A(W) AND Q.Y43A(W).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CODE</th>
<th>FREQ</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>27</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
VAR 800680  NAME-WIFE OF HEAD: EVER WORKD 
COLUMNS 1174 - 1174 
NUMERIC 
MD=0 OR GE 8 

Q.RC.80.  HAS (WIFE) EVER DONE ANY WORK FOR PAY? 

THIS VARIABLE INCLUDES ONLY THOSE RESPONDENTS WHO ARE UNEMPLOYED, RETIRED OR PERMANENTLY DISABLED. 

-----------------------------------------------------
33  1.  YES 
4  5.  NO 

VAR 800681  NAME-WIFE OF HEAD: JOB W/N 12 
COLUMNS 1175 - 1175 
NUMERIC 
MD=0 OR GE 8 

Q.RC.81.  HAS (WIFE) HAD A JOB IN THE PAST TWELVE MONTHS? 

THIS VARIABLE INCLUDES ONLY THOSE WIVES WHO ARE UNEMPLOYED OR RETIRED OR PERMANENTLY DISABLED. 

----------------------------------------------------------
20  1.  YES 
72  5.  NO 

VAR 800682  NAME-WIFE OF HEAD: LOOK WORK 
COLUMNS 1176 - 1176 
NUMERIC 
MD=0 OR GE 8 

Q.RC.82.  IS (WIFE) LOOKING FOR WORK AT THE PRESENT TIME? 

THIS VARIABLE INCLUDES ONLY THOSE WIVES WHO ARE UNEMPLOYED, RETIRED OR PERMANENTLY DISABLED.
19  1.  YES
71  5.  NO

1518  0.  INAP., NO WIFE OF HEAD OF HOUSEHOLD; CODED 10,
17-18, 20, 70-71, 80, 81, OR 99 IN Q.Y27A(W); CODED
1 OR 9 IN Q.Y42A(W)
8.  DK
9.  NA

-----------------------------
VAR 800683  NAME-BELONG, LABOR UNION-Y/N
COLUMNS 1177 - 1177
NUMERIC
MD=8 OR GE 9
Q.Y50.  DOES ANYONE IN THIS HOUSEHOLD BELONG TO A LABOR
UNION?
-----------------------------

412  1.  YES
1189  5.  NO

4  8.  DK
9  9.  NA

-----------------------------
VAR 800684  NAME-WHO BELONGS, LABOR UNION
COLUMNS 1178 - 1179
NUMERIC
MD=0 OR GE 99
Q.Y50A.  WHO IS IT THAT BELONGS? <TO A LABOR UNION>
-----------------------------

190  11.  A       R (WHO IS HEAD) ONLY
21  12.  B       WIFE OF R (R IS HEAD) ONLY
23  13.  C       R (WHO IS NOT HEAD) ONLY
123  14.  D       HEAD OF HOUSEHOLD (R IS NOT HEAD) ONLY
18  15.  E       SOMEONE ELSE IN HOUSEHOLD ONLY
15  21.  A,B     R (WHO IS HEAD) AND WIFE OF R
3  22.  A,E     R (WHO IS HEAD) AND SOMEONE ELSE
23.  B,E     WIFE OF R (R IS HEAD) AND SOMEONE ELSE
11  24.  C,D     R (WHO IS NOT HEAD) AND HEAD
1  25.  C,E     R (WHO IS NOT HEAD) AND SOMEONE ELSE
5  26.  D,E     HEAD OF HOUSEHOLD (R IS NOT HEAD) AND
SOMEONE ELSE
31.  A,B,E   R (WHO IS HEAD), WIFE OF R AND SOMEONE ELSE
1  32.  C,D,E   R (WHO IS NOT HEAD), HEAD OF HOUSEHOLD, AND
SOMEONE ELSE

1202  00.  INAP, CODED 5,8-9 IN Q.Y50
1  99.  NA

-----------------------------
VAR 800685  NAME-INTERVIEWER CHECKPOINT
COLUMNS 1180 - 1180
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Q.Y51. INTERVIEWER CHECKPOINT: OTHER FAMILY MEMBERS AGE 14 OR OLDER

400  1. R ONLY FAMILY MEMBER AGE 14 OR OLDER
1211 2. R LIVES WITH OTHER FAMILY MEMBERS AGE 14 OR OLDER

3  9. NA

VAR 800686 NAME-FAMILY INCOME, 1979
COLUMNS 1181 - 1182
NUMERIC
MD=98 OR GE 99

Q.Y52. PLEASE LOOK AT THIS PAGE AND TELL ME THE LETTER OF THE INCOME GROUP THAT INCLUDES THE INCOME OF ALL MEMBERS OF YOUR FAMILY LIVING HERE IN 1979 BEFORE TAXES. THIS FIGURE SHOULD INCLUDE SALARIES, WAGES, PENSIONS, DIVIDENDS, INTEREST, AND ALL OTHER INCOME. (IF UNCERTAIN: WHAT WOULD BE YOUR BEST GUESS?)

RESPONSES FROM Q.52A HAVE BEEN INCORPORATED INTO THE VARIABLES SO THAT FAMILY INCOME INCLUDES DATA FOR R'S WHO ARE ONLY FAMILY MEMBERS.

30  01. A. NONE OR LESS THAN $2,000
28  02. B. $2,000-$2,999
50  03. C. $3,000-$3,999
40  04. D. $4,000-$4,999
50  05. E. $5,000-$5,999
48  06. F. $6,000-$6,999
38  07. G. $7,000-$7,999
45  08. H. $8,000-$8,999
39  09. J. $9,000-$9,999
58  10. K. $10,000-$10,999
42  11. M. $11,000-$11,999
50  12. N. $12,000-$12,999
35  13. P. $13,000-$13,999
39  14. Q. $14,000-$14,999
69  15. R. $15,000-$16,999
106 16. S. $17,000-$19,999
132 17. T. $20,000-$22,999
84  18. U. $23,000-$24,999
134 19. V. $25,000-$29,999
106 20. W. $30,000-$34,999
122 21. X. $35,000-$49,999
79  22. Z. $50,000 AND OVER

122 98. R REFUSED TO ANSWER
68 99. NA, DK

VAR 800687 NAME-R'S 1979 INCOME
Q.Y52A. NOW WE ARE INTERESTED IN THE INCOME THAT YOU YOURSELF RECEIVED IN 1979, NOT INCLUDING ANY OF THE INCOME RECEIVED BY (YOUR SPOUSE AND) THE REST OF YOUR FAMILY. PLEASE LOOK AT THIS PAGE AND TELL ME THE INCOME GROUP THAT INCLUDES THE INCOME YOU YOURSELF HAD IN 1979 BEFORE TAXES.

Q.Y53. PLEASE LOOK AT THIS PAGE AND TELL ME THE LETTER OF THE INCOME GROUP THAT INCLUDES THE INCOME YOU HAD IN 1979 BEFORE TAXES. THIS FIGURE SHOULD INCLUDE SALARIES, WAGES, PENSIONS, DIVIDENDS, INTEREST, AND ALL OTHER INCOME.

---

260  01.  A.  NONE OR LESS THAN $2,000
78  02.  B.  $2,000-$2,999
87  03.  C.  $3,000-$3,999
76  04.  D.  $4,000-$4,999
67  05.  E.  $5,000-$5,999
75  06.  F.  $6,000-$6,999
48  07.  G.  $7,000-$7,999
68  08.  H.  $8,000-$8,999
54  09.  J.  $9,000-$9,999
58  10.  K.  $10,000-$10,999
41  11.  M.  $11,000-$11,999
54  12.  N.  $12,000-$12,999
40  13.  P.  $13,000-$13,999
35  14.  Q.  $14,000-$14,999
71  15.  R.  $15,000-$16,999
82  16.  S.  $17,000-$19,999
71  17.  T.  $20,000-$22,999
50  18.  U.  $23,000-$24,999
49  19.  V.  $25,000-$29,999
38  20.  W.  $30,000-$34,999
29  21.  X.  $35,000-$49,999
24  22.  Z.  $50,000 AND OVER

122  00.  INAP, CODED 98 IN Q.Y52
  8  98.  R REFUSED TO ANSWER
  29  99.  NA, DK

---

Q.Y54. THERE'S BEEN SOME TALK THESE DAYS ABOUT DIFFERENT SOCIAL CLASSES. MOST PEOPLE SAY THEY BELONG EITHER TO THE MIDDLE CLASS OR TO THE WORKING CLASS. DO YOU EVER THINK OF YOURSELF AS BELONGING TO ONE OF THESE CLASSES?

---

1037  1.  YES
439  5.  NO
13  7.  OTHER (SPECIFY)
VAR 800689  NAME-WHICH SOCIAL CLASS
COLUMNS 1186 - 1186
NUMERIC
MD=9

Q.Y54A/Y54B. WHICH ONE? <SOCIAL CLASS>/WELL, IF YOU HAD TO
MAKE A CHOICE, WOULD YOU CALL YOURSELF MIDDLE CLASS OR
WORKING CLASS?

718 1. MIDDLE CLASS
783 2. WORKING CLASS
 5  5. LOWER CLASS
 1  6. UPPER CLASS
13  7. OTHER
14  8. REFUSES TO ACCEPT THE IDEA OF CLASS
80  9. NA, DK

-----------------------------

VAR 800690  NAME-AV/UPPER MID/WRKNG CLASS
COLUMNS 1187 - 1187
NUMERIC
MD=0 OR GE 8

Q.Y54C WOULD YOU SAY THAT YOU ARE ABOUT AVERAGE
MIDDLE CLASS, OR THAT YOU ARE IN THE UPPER PART OF THE
MIDDLE CLASS?

Q.Y54E WOULD YOU SAY THAT YOU ARE ABOUT AVERAGE
WORKING CLASS, OR THAT YOU ARE IN THE UPPER PART OF THE
WORKING CLASS?

-----------------------------

620 1. AVERAGE WORKING
148 3. UPPER WORKING
553 4. AVERAGE MIDDLE
150 6. UPPER MIDDLE

113 0. INAP, CODED 5-9 IN Q.Y54A/Y54B
 5  8. DK
25  9. NA

-----------------------------

VAR 800691  NAME-SUMMARY: SOCIAL CLASS
COLUMNS 1188 - 1188
NUMERIC
MD=9

Q.Y54G. SUMMARY: SOCIAL CLASS

---------------------------------------------------

COMMENT: BUILT FROM Q.Y54A/Y54B AND Q.Y54C/Y54E. THE
NUMBERS IN PARENTHESES INDICATE THE PATTERN OF CODES ON
THOSE QUESTIONS WHICH ARE INCLUDED IN THAT CODE VALUE.
E.G., CODE 0, "LOWER CLASS," INCLUDES RESPONDENTS CODED 5 IN Q.Y54A/Y54B AND CODED 0 IN Q.Y54C/Y54E.

5 0. LOWER CLASS (50)
620 1. AVERAGE WORKING (21)
15 2. WORKING--NA AVERAGE OR UPPER (28,29)
148 3. UPPER WORKING (23)
553 4. AVERAGE MIDDLE (14)
15 5. MIDDLE CLASS--NA AVERAGE OR UPPER (18,19)
150 6. UPPER MIDDLE (16)
1 7. UPPER CLASS (60)
14 8. REFUSES TO ACCEPT IDEA OF CLASS (80)
93 9. NA, DK; OTHER (70,90)

VAR 800692 NAME-FEELS CLOSE,MID/WRKG-Y/N
COLUMNS 1189 - 1189
NUMERIC
MD=0 OR GE 8

Q.Y54D. WOULD YOU SAY YOU FEEL PRETTY CLOSE TO MIDDLE CLASS PEOPLE, OR THAT YOU DON'T FEEL MUCH CLOSER TO THEM THAN TO PEOPLE IN OTHER CLASSES?

Q.Y54F. WOULD YOU SAY YOU FEEL PRETTY CLOSE TO WORKING CLASS PEOPLE, OR THAT YOU DON'T FEEL MUCH CLOSER TO THEM THAN TO PEOPLE IN OTHER CLASSES?

------------------------------
374 1. CLOSE TO MIDDLE CLASS
488 2. CLOSE TO WORKING CLASS
327 4. NOT CLOSER TO MIDDLE CLASS
274 5. NOT CLOSER TO WORKING CLASS
113 0. INAP, CODED 5-9 IN Q.Y54A/Y54B
11 8. DK
27 9. NA

------------------------------
VAR 800693 NAME-RELIGIOUS PREFERENCE
COLUMNS 1190 - 1192
NUMERIC
MD=999

Q.Y55. IS YOUR RELIGIOUS PREFERENCE PROTESTANT, ROMAN CATHOLIC, JEWISH, OR SOMETHING ELSE?

Q.Y55A. (IF PROTESTANT) WHAT CHURCH OR DENOMINATION IS THAT?

Q.Y55B. (IF BAPTIST) IS THAT SOUTHERN BAPTIST OR SOMETHING ELSE?

------------------------------
PROTESTANT, GENERAL
42 100. PROTESTANT, NO DENOMINATION GIVEN
20 101. NON-DENOMINATIONAL PROTESTANT CHURCH
PROTESTANT, REFORMATION ERA

65  110.  PRESBYTARIAN

110  111.  LUTHERAN (EXCEPT 141)
  16  112.  CONGREGATIONAL
  1  113.  EVANGELICAL AND REFORMED
  7  114.  REFORMED, DUTCH REFORMED, OR CHRISTIAN REFORMED
  14  115.  UNITED CHURCH OF CHRIST (NOT CHURCH OF CHRIST--SEE 136)
  44  116.  EPISCOPALIAN, ANGLICAN, CHURCH OF ENGLAND

PROTESTANT, PIETISTIC

169  120.  METHODIST
  1  121.  AFRICAN METHODIST EPISCOPAL (AME)
  2  122.  UNITED BRETHREN OR EVANGELICAL BRETHREN
  140  123.  BAPTIST (EXCEPT 138 OR 140)
  2  124.  DISCIPLES OF CHRIST
  27  125.  'CHRISTIAN'
  3  126.  Mennonite 'Amish'
  127.  CHURCH OF THE BRETHREN

PROTESTANT, NEO-FUNDAMENTALIST

  130.  UNITED MISSIONARY OR PROTESTANT MISSIONARY
  17  131.  CHURCH OF GOD; HOLINESS
  4  132.  NAZARENE OR FREE METHODIST
  2  133.  CHURCH OF GOD IN CHRIST
  134.  PLYMOUTH BRETHREN
  29  135.  PENTECOSTAL OR ASSEMBLY OF GOD
  32  136.  CHURCH OF CHRIST
  2  137.  SALVATION ARMY
  23  138.  PRIMITIVE, FREE WILL, MISSIONARY, FUNDAMENTALIST, OR GOSPEL BAPTIST
  5  139.  SEVENTH DAY ADVENTIST
  161  140.  SOUTHERN BAPTIST
  2  141.  MISSOURI SYNOD LUTHERAN
  7  149.  OTHER FUNDAMENTALIST

NEO-TRADITIONAL CHRISTIAN

  6  150.  CHRISTIAN SCIENTISTS
  151.  SPIRITUALISTS
  23  152.  LATTER DAY SAINTS, MORMONS
  2  153.  UNITARIAN OR UNIVERSALIST
  8  154.  JEHOVAH'S WITNESSES
  5  155.  QUAKERS
  4  156.  UNITY

CATHOLIC

370  200.  ROMAN CATHOLIC

JEWISH
51  300.  JEWISH
GREEK RITE CATHOLIC
    700.  GREEK RITE CATHOLIC
EASTERN ORTHODOX
    3  710.  GREEK ORTHODOX
    1  711.  RUSSIAN ORTHODOX
    1  712.  RUMANIAN ORTHODOX
    1  713.  SERBIAN ORTHODOX
    2  719.  OTHER EASTERN ORTHODOX
NON-CHRISTIANS, OTHER THAN JEWISH
    6  720.  MOHAMMEDANS
    721.  BUDDHISTS
    722.  HINDU
    2  723.  BAHAI
    13  728.  AGNOSTICS, ATHEISTS
    2  729.  OTHER NON-JUDEO-CHRISTIAN RELIGIONS
    3  729.  OTHER RELIGIONS
130  998.  NONE:  DK PREFERENCE; NO PREFERENCE
    16  999.  NA

-------------------------------
VAR 800694    NAME-CHURCH/SYNAG ATTENDANCE
COLUMNS 1193 - 1193
NUMERIC
MD=0 OR GE  8
Q.Y56.  (IF ANY RELIGIOUS PREFERENCE)  WOULD YOU SAY YOU GO
TO (CHURCH/SYNAGOGUE) EVERY WEEK, ALMOST EVERY WEEK, ONCE OR
TWICE A MONTH, A FEW TIMES A YEAR, OR NEVER?

399  1.  EVERY WEEK
190  2.  ALMOST EVERY WEEK
180  3.  ONCE OR TWICE A MONTH
459  4.  A FEW TIMES A YEAR
228  5.  NEVER
146  0.  INAP, CODED 998-999 IN Q.Y55/Y55A/Y55B
    1  8.  DK
    11 9.  NA

-------------------------------
VAR 800695    NAME-ETHNIC/NATIONALITY GRP-1
COLUMNS 1194 - 1195
NUMERIC
MD=0 OR GE  98
Q.Y57(1).  IN ADDITION TO BEING AMERICAN, WHAT DO YOU
CONSIDER YOU MAIN ETHNIC GROUP OR NATIONALITY GROUP?
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NATIONALITY CODE USED

SEE APPENDIX NOTE

01.

97. OTHER; COMBINATIONS NOT ELSEWHERE CODABLE

524 00. NONE; NOTHING; NO FURTHER MENTIONS
20 98. DK
24 99. NA

CODE:  0    1    2    3    4    8   12   16   18   19   20 
FREQ: 524   29    3   10   13    4   6   1   95  116   37

CODE: 21 23 24 26 27 28 29 30 31 32 33 
FREQ:  4   10   11   3   3 224   1   27   3   3

CODE: 35 36 37 38 40 41 43 45 46 47 48 
FREQ:   9    2   12   26    5   2   13   5   1   3   31

CODE: 49 50 51 55 56 57 60 61 62 64 66 
FREQ:  10    2    2    3    1    4  55    2   12   1   1

CODE: 67 68 70 76 78 80 81 83 85 86 87 
FREQ:   3    2    1   1   1   8   2   24  101

CODE: 88 93 97 98 99 
FREQ:  15   33   8  20   24 

===============================================

VAR 800696  NAME-ETHNIC/NATIONALITY GRP-2 
COLUMNS 1196 - 1197 
NUMERIC 
MD=0 OR GE 98

Q.Y57(2). IN ADDITION TO BEING AMERICAN, WHAT DO YOU CONSIDER YOUR MAIN ETHNIC GROUP OR NATIONALITY GROUP?

NATIONALITY CODE USED

SEE APPENDIX NOTE

01.

97. OTHER; COMBINATIONS NOT ELSEWHERE CODABLE

1393 00. NONE; NOTHING; NO FURTHER MENTIONS; CODED 98 OR 99 ON Q.Y57(1)

CODE:  0    1    2    3    4    8   18   19   20   21 (1)
FREQ: 1393 16   1   1   1   36   55   9   3

CODE: 23 24 26 27 28 29 31 32 33 
FREQ:   5   5    2    1    7   32  12   3   1 
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VAR 800697 NAME-ETHNIC GROUP-CLOSEST ID
COLUMNS 1198 - 1199
NUMERIC
MD=0

Q.Y57A. (IF MORE THAN ONE GROUP NAMED IN Y57) WITH WHICH
OF THESE GROUPS DO YOU MOST CLOSELY IDENTIFY?

NATIONALITY CODE USED

SEE APPENDIX NOTE

01.

.90. NONE; NEITHER
9 97. OTHER; COMBINATIONS NOT ELSEWHERE CODABLE; NA
1393 00. INAP, CODED 00,98,99 IN Q.Y57; ONLY ONE GROUP
MENTIONED IN Q.Y57

CODE: 0 1 4 18 19 20 23 24 26
FREQ: 1393 8 1 18 35 13 1 1 1

CODE: 28 29 31 35 37 41 48 60 62
FREQ: 6 24 7 1 1 1 6 7 1

CODE: 83 86 87 88 90 97
FREQ: 1 1 2 1 75 9

=================================

VAR 800698 NAME-ETHNIC ID STRENGTH
COLUMNS 1200 - 1200
NUMERIC
MD=0 OR GE 8

Q.Y57B. HOW STRONGLY DO YOU FEEL A PART OF (R'S ETHNIC
GROUP FROM Y57 OR Y57A)? WOULD YOU SAY YOU IDENTIFY VERY
STRONGLY, SOMEWHAT STRONGLY, OR NOT STRONGLY?

239 1. VERY STRONGLY
236 3. SOMEWHAT STRONGLY
391 5. NOT STRONGLY
VAR 800699  NAME-WERE PARENTS USA BORN
COLUMNS 1201 - 1201
NUMERIC
MD=8 OR GE 9
Q.Y58.  WERE BOTH YOUR PARENTS BORN IN THIS COUNTRY?

----------------------------------------------------
1292  1.  YES
263   5.  NO

VAR 800700  NAME-COUNTRY, FATHER'S BIRTH
COLUMNS 1202 - 1204
NUMERIC
MD=0 OR GE 998
Q.Y58A.  WHICH COUNTRY WAS YOUR FATHER BORN IN?

SEE APPENDIX NOTE

/code:  0   149   171  182  199  207  208  209  219
/freq: 1351    1    1    10    35    2    3    12    11

/code:  232  239  301  302  303  310  311  313  315
/freq:   4    1    12    8    6    10    2    1    26

/code:  317  318  321  323  324  331  333  334  335
/freq:    5    1    3    4    4    5    4    1    3

/code:  336  337  338  343  344  345  351  352  353
/freq:   22   12    2    3    2    4   21    2    5

/code:  404  428  451  504  508  509  599  704  998
/freq:   2    2    1    1    1    1    1    2    3

/code:  999
freq:  1
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VAR 800701  NAME-COUNTRY, MOTHER'S BIRTH
COLUMNS 1205 - 1207
NUMERIC
MD=0 OR GE 998

Q.Y58B. WHICH COUNTRY WAS YOUR MOTHER BORN IN?
-----------------------------------------------
SEE APPENDIX NOTE

  001.
  .
  997. OTHER; COMBINATIONS NOT CODABLE ELSEWHERE

1351  000. INAP, CODED 1,8,9 IN Q.Y58
  3  998. DK
  1  999. NA

CODE:  0   121   123   124   140   145   181   182   186
FREQ: 1351    1     1     2     1     1     1    10     1

CODE:  191   199   208   209   219   232   301   302   303
FREQ:  1    47     1    14     7     4    13     5     7

CODE:  304   310   311   312   313   315   316   317   318
FREQ:  1     5     1     3    16     1    6     1

CODE:  321   323   324   331   333   334   335   336   337
FREQ:  2     2     5     3     5     1     1    21    13

CODE:  338   343   344   345   351   352   353   404   428
FREQ:  2     1     2     4    19     1     3     3     2

CODE:  451   508   509   599   655   704   998   999
FREQ:  1     1     1     1    17     2     3     1

=================================================================

VAR 800702  NAME-ORIGIN, FATHER'S FAMILY
COLUMNS 1208 - 1210
NUMERIC
MD=0 OR GE 998

Q.Y58C. DO YOU REMEMBER WHICH COUNTRY YOUR FAMILY CAME FROM
ORIGINALY ON YOUR FATHER'S SIDE?
-----------------------------------------------
SEE APPENDIX NOTE

  001.
  .
  997. OTHER; COMBINATIONS NOT CODABLE ELSEWHERE

312  000. INAP, CODED 5 OR 9 IN Q.Y58
396  998. DK
11  999. NA
VAR 800703    NAME-ORIGIN, MOTHER'S FAMILY
COLUMNS 1211 - 1213
NUMERIC
MD=0 OR GE  998

Q.Y58D. DO YOU REMEMBER WHICH COUNTRY YOUR FAMILY CAME FROM ORIGINALLY ON YOUR MOTHER'S SIDE?

SEE APPENDIX NOTE

001.
.

997. OTHER; COMBINATIONS NOT CODABLE ELSEWHERE

313  000. INAP, CODED 5 OR 9 IN Q.Y58
441  998. DK
12  999. NA
VAR 800704   NAME-MAIN FAMILY ORIGIN
COLUMNS 1214 - 1216
NUMERIC
MD=0 OR GE 998

Q.Y59. (ASK IF MORE THAN ONE FOREIGN COUNTRY MENTIONED IN Y58) ASIDE FROM BEING AMERICAN, WHICH COUNTRY OF THOSE YOU JUST MENTIONED DO YOU THINK OF YOUR FAMILY AS MAINLY COMING FROM?

SEE APPENDIX NOTE
001.
.
997. OTHER; COMBINATIONS NOT CODABLE ELSEWHERE

1085  000. INAP, ONLY ONE COUNTRY MENTIONED; CODED 9 IN Q.Y58
19  998. DK
112  999. NA; NONE; NOTHING; AMERICAN

CODE:    0   199   201   207   208   209   239   259   301
FREQ:   1085    11     1     1     2     6     1     1    65

CODE:    302   303   304   305   306   308   309   310   311
FREQ:     64    24     6     1     3     1     2     4     1

CODE:    312   314   315   317   318   319   321   322   323
FREQ:     8     1    87    10     2     5     3     1     5

CODE:    324   328   329   331   335   336   337   338   339
FREQ:    13     3     4    52    15     6     1     2

CODE:    343   345   351   353   399   504   509   699   997
FREQ:     1     2    15     1     6     1     1     1     3

CODE:    998   999
FREQ:    19   112

=====================================================================

VAR 800705   NAME-FATHER'S OCCUPATION
COLUMNS 1217 - 1218
NUMERIC
MD=0 OR GE 98

Q.Y60. WHAT KIND OF WORK DID YOUR FATHER (OR FATHER SUBSTITUTE) DO FOR A LIVING WHILE YOU WERE GROWING UP? (IF NECESSARY, PROBE FOR TYPE OF WORK)

CPS OCCUPATION CODEUSED

164  01. PROFESSIONAL, TECHNICAL AND KINDRED WORKERS
173  02. MANAGERS AND ADMINISTRATORS EXCEPT FARM
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VAR 800706  NAME-DID MOTHER HAVE A JOB
COLUMNS 1219 - 1219
NUMERIC
MD=0 OR GE 8

Q.Y61. OTHER THAN BEING A HOUSEWIFE, DID YOUR MOTHER (OR MOTHER SUBSTITUTE) HAVE A JOB WHILE YOU WERE GROWING UP?

0. INAP, MOTHER WASN'T LIVING; NOT RAISED BY MOTHER; NO PARALLEL INFORMATION FOR MATERNAL SURROGATE
13 8. DK
7 9. NA

VAR 800707  NAME-TYPE OF WORK, MOTHER
COLUMNS 1220 - 1221
NUMERIC
MD=0 OR GE 98

Q.Y61A. WHAT KIND OF WORK DID SHE DO?

CPS OCCUPATION CODE USED

98 01. PROFESSIONAL, TECHNICAL AND KINDRED WORKERS
26 02. MANAGERS AND ADMINISTRATORS, EXCEPT FARM
38 03. SALES WORKERS
128 04. CLERICAL AND KINDRED WORKERS
9 05. CRAFTSMEN AND KINDRED WORKERS
137 06. OPERATIVES, EXCEPT TRANSPORT
3 07. TRANSPORT EQUIPMENT OPERATIVES
nes1980.txt

4 08. LABORERS, EXCEPT FARM
14 09. FARMERS (OWNERS AND TENANTS), FARM MANAGERS, FARMER-NA TYPE
16 10. FARM FOREMEN, FARM LABORERS (WAGE WORKERS)
119 11. SERVICE WORKERS, EXCEPT PRIVATE HOUSEHOLD AND GOVERNMENT PORTECTIVE SERVICES
2 12. GOVERNMENT PROTECTIVE SERVICE: FIREMEN, POLICE, MARSHALS AND CONSTABLES
40 13. PRIVATE HOUSEHOLD WORKERS
14. MEMBERS OF THE ARMED FORCES
15. NOT IN LABOR FORCE

940 00. INAP, CODED 5,8-9 IN Q.Y61
4 98. DK
36 99. NA

-----------------------------

VAR 800708 NAME-R’S BIRTHPLACE
COLUMNS 1222 - 1224
NUMERIC
MD=998 OR GE 999

Q.Y62. WHERE WERE YOU BORN? (IF UNITED STATES) WHICH STATE?

-----------------------------

STATE AND COUNTRY CODE USED

SEE APPENDIX NOTE

001.
.

997.

998. DK
8 999. NA

CODE: 101 102 103 104 105 106 111 112 113 114 121
FREQ: 17 9 45 2 10 6 2 42 120 103 61

CODE: 122 123 124 125 131 132 133 134 135 136 137
FREQ: 45 70 85 32 16 18 32 47 28 2 6

CODE: 140 141 142 143 144 145 146 147 148 149 151
FREQ: 31 37 28 21 38 30 35 49 26 115 38

CODE: 152 153 154 155 156 161 162 163 164 165 167
FREQ: 14 23 46 9 23 1 20 3 6 1 18

CODE: 168 171 172 173 181 182 186 209 219 232 259
FREQ: 4 68 17 20 2 8 1 7 3 5 4

CODE: 301 303 304 310 311 312 313 314 315 317 318
FREQ: 5 3 1 2 1 1 1 1 1 1

CODE: 333 334 336 337 338 352 353 404 428 451 504
FREQ: 4 1 1 1 2 1 1 4 2 1 1
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VAR 800709 NAME-WHERE DID R GROW UP
COLUMNS 1225 - 1227
NUMERIC
MD=998 OR GE 999

Q.Y63. WHERE WAS IT THAT YOU GREW UP? (IF UNITED STATES)
WHICH STATE OR STATES?

STATE AND COUNTRY CODE USED
SEE APPENDIX NOTE

001.
997.
998. DK
9 999. NA

CODE: 101 102 103 104 105 106 109 111 112 113 114
FREQ: 22 11 48 2 5 3 1 2 42 133 95

CODE: 121 122 123 124 125 131 132 133 134 135 136
FREQ: 64 45 79 91 31 13 13 32 40 32 1

CODE: 137 139 140 141 142 143 144 145 146 147 148
FREQ: 3 1 31 35 26 26 37 30 30 42 23

CODE: 149 151 152 153 154 155 156 157 161 162 163
FREQ: 119 33 15 24 43 5 21 1 1 22 2

CODE: 164 167 168 169 171 172 173 179 182 186 191
FREQ: 5 17 3 1 88 21 22 1 6 1 4

CODE: 194 198 209 219 232 259 301 303 310 315 317
FREQ: 1 4 4 3 4 2 5 1 1 8 1

CODE: 318 333 334 336 337 338 343 345 352 353 399
FREQ: 1 3 1 2 1 2 1 1 1 1 1

CODE: 404 405 428 451 504 509 704 999
FREQ: 2 2 2 1 1 1 2 9

VAR 800710 NAME-TYPE OF COMMUNITY
COLUMNS 1228 - 1228
NUMERIC
MD=9

Q.Y64. LOOKING AT THIS LIST, PLEASE TELL ME, WERE YOU
BROUGHT UP MOSTLY IN THE COUNTRY, IN A TOWN, IN A SMALL CITY, OR IN A LARGE CITY?

326  1.  ON A FARM
164  2.  IN THE COUNTRY, NOT ON A FARM
462  3.  IN A SMALL CITY OR TOWN (UNDER 50,000 PEOPLE)
172  4.  IN A MEDIUM SIZED CITY (50,000-100,000)
241  5.  IN A LARGE CITY (100,000-500,000)
66   6.  IN A SUBURB OF A LARGE CITY
96   7.  IN A VERY LARGE CITY (OVER 500,000)
27   8.  IN A SUBURB OF A VERY LARGE CITY
60   9.  NA

VAR 800711  NAME-WHERE R LIVED, 14 YRS OLD
COLUMNS 1229 - 1232
 NUMERIC
 MD=9998 OR GE  9999

Q.Y64A(1). WHERE DID YOU LIVE WHEN YOU WERE ABOUT 14 YEARS OLD?
Q.Y64A(2). CITY AND STATE--NUMERIC CODE

RESPONDENTS CODED 90 IN Q.Y65, OR WHO HAVE LIVED IN THE SAME TOWN SINCE THEY WERE AGE 15 OR YOUNGER, HAVE BEEN RECODED TO 9999 FOR REASONS OF CONFIDENTIALITY

CITY CODE USED

SEE APPENDIX NOTE

0001.
   :
5101.
59 9996. FOREIGN COUNTRY GIVEN -- CODED IN ALPHABETIC VARIABLE
560 9997. CITY NOT ON LIST -- CODED IN ALPHABETIC VARIABLE
1 9998. DK
489 9999. NA

VAR 800712  NAME-CITY/FOREIGN COUNTRY CD
COLUMNS 1233 - 1262
CHARACTER
NO MISSING DATA CODES

Q.Y64A-A. CITY AND FOREIGN COUNTRY--ALPHABETIC CODE

ALL RESPONDENTS HAVE BEEN PADDED WITH NINES FOR REASONS OF CONFIDENTIALITY

====================================
VAR 800713  NAME-STATE-ALPHABETIC CODE
COLUMNS 1263 - 1264
CHARACTER
NO MISSING DATA CODES

Q.Y64A-B. STATE--ALPHABETIC CODE
---------------------------------
IF THE RESPONSE TO Q.Y64A(2) WAS THE NAME OF A FOREIGN COUNTRY, THE CHARACTERS "FC" WERE CODED HERE. IF THE NAME OF THE STATE WAS NOT ASCERTAINED, THE CHARACTERS "NA" WERE CODED. IF THIS CASE WAS CODED 0001-9995,9998 OR 9999 IN Q.Y64A(1), THEN A FIELD OF BLANKS WAS CODED HERE, REPRESENTING INAPPROPRIATE.

THIS IS AN ALPHABETIC VARIABLE.

=================================
VAR 800714  NAME-# YRS R HAS LIVED HERE
COLUMNS 1265 - 1266
NUMERIC
MD=98 OR GE  99

Q.Y65. HOW LONG HAVE YOU LIVED HERE IN (CITY, TOWN, COUNTY)?
---------------------------------
61  00. LESS THAN SIX MONTHS
102  01. 6-12 MONTHS; 1 YEAR
02.  13-24 MONTHS; 2 YEARS
.
89.  89 OR MORE YEARS
312  90. ALL OF LIFE (REGARDLESS OF NUMBER OF YEARS)

98. DK
8  99. NA

CODE:  0   1   2   3   4   5   6   7   8   9  10
FREQ:  61  102   92   69   66   54   36   44   46   33   43

CODE:  11  12  13  14  15  16  17  18  19  20  21
FREQ:  33  31  29  24  34  22  22  22  22  35  14

CODE:  22  23  24  25  26  27  28  29  30  31  32
FREQ:  27  12  13  26  10  10  11  8  30  7  10

CODE:  33  34  35  36  37  38  39  40  41  42  43
FREQ:  15  14  12   7   8   8  22  8  6   6   4

CODE:  44  45  46  47  48  49  50  51  52  53  54
FREQ:  7   5   3   5   4   2   7   4   3   5   2

CODE:  55  56  57  58  59  60  61  62  63  64  65
FREQ:  5   7   2   1   3   4   2   2   2   2   1

CODE:  66  67  68  69  79  90  99
FREQ:  1   2   1   1  1312  8
VAR 800715  NAME-R'S PREVIOUS RESIDENCE
COLUMNS 1267 - 1270
NUMERIC
MD=0 OR GE  9998

Q.Y65A. WHERE DID YOU LIVE BEFORE YOU MOVED HERE? (CITY AND STATE--NUMERIC CODE)

SEE APPENDIX NOTE

0001.

5101.

38 9996. FOREIGN COUNTRY GIVEN--CODED IN ALPHABETIC VARIABLE
627 9997. CITY NOT ON LIST--CODED IN ALPHABETIC VARIABLE

312 0000. INAP, CODED 90 IN Q.Y65
  2 9998. DK
  26 9999. NA

CODE:  0  3  8  9 10 11 203 207 300
FREQ: 312  3  1  1  2  1  4  1  1

CODE: 303 305 403 413 415 425 428 431 438
FREQ:  1  2  1  4  1  1  1  1  1

CODE: 439 460 461 462 466 468 479 487 490
FREQ:  1  1  2  1  2 10  1  1  1

CODE: 500 501 508 510 515 516 518 519 526
FREQ:  1  1  1  2  6 10  1  2  1

CODE: 530 535 539 540 541 546 551 555 603
FREQ:  2  1  1  1  1  1  2  1  1

CODE: 604 606 607 608 611 700 708 710 716
FREQ:  2  1  1  1  1  1  1  1  1

CODE: 719 720 726 732 733 900 1005 1007 1012
FREQ:  1  2  1  1 13 1  1  1  1

CODE: 1015 1017 1018 1022 1023 1024 1026 1102 1103
FREQ:  1  1  2  2  1  1  1  4  1

CODE: 1107 1108 1111 1112 1300 1303 1403 1406 1411
FREQ:  1  1  1  1  1  1  1  1  17

CODE: 1416 1422 1423 1424 1426 1436 1438 1440 1444
FREQ:  1  2  1  1  3  2  1  1

CODE: 1445 1450 1452 1453 1457 1500 1501 1504 1510
FREQ:  1  1  1  2  1  1  1  1  8
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CODE:</th>
<th>1512</th>
<th>1517</th>
<th>1519</th>
<th>1603</th>
<th>1607</th>
<th>1615</th>
<th>1701</th>
<th>1707</th>
<th>1709</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>FREQ:</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CODE:</td>
<td>1801</td>
<td>1804</td>
<td>1805</td>
<td>1808</td>
<td>1901</td>
<td>1910</td>
<td>1912</td>
<td>1913</td>
<td>2000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FREQ:</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CODE:</td>
<td>2003</td>
<td>2101</td>
<td>2104</td>
<td>2106</td>
<td>2108</td>
<td>2118</td>
<td>2200</td>
<td>2202</td>
<td>2207</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FREQ:</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CODE:</td>
<td>2208</td>
<td>2211</td>
<td>2219</td>
<td>2232</td>
<td>2243</td>
<td>2244</td>
<td>2245</td>
<td>2248</td>
<td>2253</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FREQ:</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CODE:</td>
<td>2258</td>
<td>2259</td>
<td>2303</td>
<td>2305</td>
<td>2307</td>
<td>2308</td>
<td>2310</td>
<td>2311</td>
<td>2312</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FREQ:</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CODE:</td>
<td>2313</td>
<td>2316</td>
<td>2320</td>
<td>2322</td>
<td>2323</td>
<td>2327</td>
<td>2336</td>
<td>2339</td>
<td>2340</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FREQ:</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CODE:</td>
<td>2342</td>
<td>2400</td>
<td>2404</td>
<td>2405</td>
<td>2408</td>
<td>2412</td>
<td>2420</td>
<td>2504</td>
<td>2505</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FREQ:</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CODE:</td>
<td>2506</td>
<td>2602</td>
<td>2609</td>
<td>2616</td>
<td>2619</td>
<td>2801</td>
<td>2900</td>
<td>2903</td>
<td>3101</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FREQ:</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CODE:</td>
<td>3102</td>
<td>3106</td>
<td>3107</td>
<td>3109</td>
<td>3113</td>
<td>3115</td>
<td>3123</td>
<td>3135</td>
<td>3145</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FREQ:</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CODE:</td>
<td>3155</td>
<td>3200</td>
<td>3202</td>
<td>3300</td>
<td>3306</td>
<td>3311</td>
<td>3318</td>
<td>3319</td>
<td>3321</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FREQ:</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CODE:</td>
<td>3322</td>
<td>3323</td>
<td>3328</td>
<td>3330</td>
<td>3332</td>
<td>3334</td>
<td>3338</td>
<td>3341</td>
<td>3342</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FREQ:</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CODE:</td>
<td>3346</td>
<td>3347</td>
<td>3351</td>
<td>3352</td>
<td>3353</td>
<td>3401</td>
<td>3404</td>
<td>3411</td>
<td>3414</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FREQ:</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CODE:</td>
<td>3415</td>
<td>3416</td>
<td>3418</td>
<td>3501</td>
<td>3600</td>
<td>3602</td>
<td>3608</td>
<td>3609</td>
<td>3611</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FREQ:</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CODE:</td>
<td>3613</td>
<td>3615</td>
<td>3631</td>
<td>3633</td>
<td>3644</td>
<td>3646</td>
<td>3648</td>
<td>3649</td>
<td>3650</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FREQ:</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CODE:</td>
<td>3706</td>
<td>3707</td>
<td>3711</td>
<td>3800</td>
<td>3801</td>
<td>3803</td>
<td>3804</td>
<td>3902</td>
<td>3907</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FREQ:</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CODE:</td>
<td>3912</td>
<td>3916</td>
<td>3917</td>
<td>3918</td>
<td>3924</td>
<td>3927</td>
<td>4008</td>
<td>4101</td>
<td>4104</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FREQ:</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CODE:</td>
<td>4300</td>
<td>4303</td>
<td>4304</td>
<td>4306</td>
<td>4308</td>
<td>4400</td>
<td>4403</td>
<td>4404</td>
<td>4408</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FREQ:</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CODE:</td>
<td>4409</td>
<td>4410</td>
<td>4412</td>
<td>4414</td>
<td>4416</td>
<td>4417</td>
<td>4419</td>
<td>4422</td>
<td>4424</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FREQ:</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CODE:</td>
<td>4429</td>
<td>4432</td>
<td>4433</td>
<td>4434</td>
<td>4437</td>
<td>4438</td>
<td>4443</td>
<td>4446</td>
<td>4502</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FREQ:</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CODE:</td>
<td>4504</td>
<td>4505</td>
<td>4700</td>
<td>4703</td>
<td>4704</td>
<td>4708</td>
<td>4709</td>
<td>4710</td>
<td>4712</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FREQ:</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
CODE: 4713  4716  4800  4801  4804  4810  4811  4814  4900  
FREQ:  4   1   3   1   1   4   1   1   5
CODE: 4902  5008  5013  5014  5015  5017  5021  9996  9997  
FREQ:  1   1   4   1   1   2   1   38   627
CODE: 9998  9999  
FREQ:  2   26

VAR 800716  NAME-CITY/FOREIGN CNTRY-BEFOR  
COLUMNS 1271 - 1299  
CHARACTER  
NO MISSING DATA CODES  
Q.Y65A-A.  CITY AND FOREIGN COUNTRY-ALPHABETIC CODE  
---------------------------------------------------  
The actual name of the city or foreign country was coded here. If the name of the city or foreign country was not ascertained, the characters "NA" were coded in the first two columns of the variable field, followed by blanks. If it was inappropriate for this case to have an alphabetic response, a full field of blanks was coded (the inappropriate condition is: coded 4 in Q.X3; coded 90 in Q.Y65; coded 0001-5101,9998-9999 in Q.Y65A).  
This is an alphabetic variable.  

VAR 800717  NAME-STATE-R LIVED IN BEFORE  
COLUMNS 1300 - 1301  
CHARACTER  
NO MISSING DATA CODES  
Q.Y65A-B.  STATE--ALPHABETIC CODE  
---------------------------------  
This is an alphabetic variable.  

VAR 800718  NAME-# YRS IN THIS APT/HOUSE  
COLUMNS 1302 - 1303  
NUMERIC  
MD=98 OR GE  99  
Q.Y66.  HOW LONG HAVE YOU LIVED IN THIS (HOUSE/APARTMENT) ?  
----------------------------------------------------------  
155  00.  LESS THAN SIX MONTHS  
206  01.  6-12 MONTHS; 1 YEAR  
02.  13-24 MONTHS; 2 YEARS  
.  
89.  89 OR MORE YEARS  
17  90.  ALL OF LIFE (REGARDLESS OF NUMBER OF YEARS)
### Variable 800719: Does R Own/Rent Home

**Columns:** 1304 - 1304  
**Numeric:** MD=8 OR GE 9  

- **Q.Y67.** (DO YOU/DOES YOUR FAMILY) OWN YOUR HOME, PAY RENT, OR WHAT?  

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Code</th>
<th>Frequency</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>114</td>
<td>OWN</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td>111</td>
<td>RENT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>OCCUPANCY PART OF FINANCIAL ARRANGEMENT WITH EMPLOYER OR OWNER</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15</td>
<td>101</td>
<td>OTHER</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16</td>
<td>78</td>
<td>OTHER</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>OTHER</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>19</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>OTHER</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>OTHER</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>21</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>OTHER</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>22</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>OTHER</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>24</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>OTHER</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>25</td>
<td>23</td>
<td>OTHER</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>26</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>OTHER</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>29</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>OTHER</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>OTHER</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>31</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>OTHER</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>32</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>OTHER</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>33</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>OTHER</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>34</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>OTHER</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>35</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>OTHER</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>36</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>OTHER</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>37</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>OTHER</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>38</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>OTHER</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>40</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>OTHER</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>43</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>OTHER</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>44</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>OTHER</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>45</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>OTHER</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>46</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>OTHER</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>47</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>OTHER</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>48</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>OTHER</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>49</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>OTHER</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---

### Variable 800720: R's Sex

**Columns:** 1305 - 1305  
**Numeric:** MD=9  

- **Q.Z1.** RESPONDENT'S SEX IS:  

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Code</th>
<th>Frequency</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>693</td>
<td>MALE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>903</td>
<td>FEMALE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td></td>
<td>NA</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---

### Variable 800721: R's Race

**Columns:** 1306 - 1306  
**Numeric:**  

---
Q.Z2. RESPONDENT'S RACE IS:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Code</th>
<th>Race</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1406</td>
<td>WHITE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>187</td>
<td>BLACK</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>AMERICAN INDIAN OR ALASKAN NATIVE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>ASIAN OR PACIFIC ISLANDER</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>OTHER</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>NA</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Q.Z3. IS R OF HISPANIC ORIGIN?

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Code</th>
<th>Hispanic Origin</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>34</td>
<td>YES, MEXICAN-AMERICAN, CHICANO</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td>YES, PUERTO RICAN</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15</td>
<td>YES, OTHER HISPANIC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1547</td>
<td>NO</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>DK</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>NA</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Q.Z4. RELATIONSHIP OF R TO HEAD:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Code</th>
<th>Relationship</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>NO RELATION TO HEAD</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>968</td>
<td>R IS HEAD</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>516</td>
<td>R IS WIFE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>52</td>
<td>SON OF HEAD</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>38</td>
<td>DAUGHTER OF HEAD</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>FATHER OF HEAD</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td>MOTHER OF HEAD</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>22</td>
<td>OTHER RELATIVE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>NA</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Q.Z5. OTHER PERSONS PRESENT AT INTERVIEW WERE: (CHECK MORE THAN ONE BOX IF NECESSARY)
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Code</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>00</td>
<td>NONE (ONLY BOX CHECKED)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>01</td>
<td>CHILDREN UNDER 6 ONLY</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>02</td>
<td>OLDER CHILDREN ONLY</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>03</td>
<td>CHILDREN UNDER SIX AND OLDER CHILDREN</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>04</td>
<td>SPOUSE ONLY</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>05</td>
<td>SPOUSE ONLY AND CHILDREN UNDER SIX</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>06</td>
<td>SPOUSE ONLY AND OLDER CHILDREN</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>07</td>
<td>SPOUSE ONLY AND CHILDREN UNDER SIX AND OLDER CHILDREN</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>08</td>
<td>OTHER RELATIVES ONLY</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>09</td>
<td>OTHER RELATIVES ONLY AND CHILDREN UNDER SIX</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>OTHER RELATIVES ONLY AND OLDER CHILDREN</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>OTHER RELATIVES ONLY AND CHILDREN UNDER SIX AND OLDER CHILDREN</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td>OTHER RELATIVES ONLY AND SPOUSE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13</td>
<td>OTHER RELATIVES ONLY AND SPOUSE AND CHILDREN UNDER SIX</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14</td>
<td>OTHER RELATIVES ONLY AND SPOUSE AND OLDER CHILDREN</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15</td>
<td>OTHER RELATIVES ONLY AND SPOUSE AND CHILDREN UNDER SIX AND OLDER CHILDREN</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16</td>
<td>OTHER ADULTS ONLY</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17</td>
<td>OTHER ADULTS ONLY AND CHILDREN UNDER SIX</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18</td>
<td>OTHER ADULTS ONLY AND OLDER CHILDREN</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>19</td>
<td>OTHER ADULTS ONLY AND CHILDREN UNDER SIX AND OLDER CHILDREN</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20</td>
<td>OTHER ADULTS ONLY AND SPOUSE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>21</td>
<td>OTHER ADULTS ONLY AND SPOUSE AND CHILDREN UNDER SIX</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>22</td>
<td>OTHER ADULTS ONLY AND SPOUSE AND OLDER CHILDREN</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>23</td>
<td>OTHER ADULTS ONLY AND SPOUSE AND CHILDREN UNDER SIX AND OLDER CHILDREN</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>24</td>
<td>OTHER ADULTS ONLY AND OTHER RELATIVES</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>25</td>
<td>OTHER ADULTS ONLY AND OTHER RELATIVES AND CHILDREN UNDER SIX</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>26</td>
<td>OTHER ADULTS ONLY AND OTHER RELATIVES AND OLDER CHILDREN</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>27</td>
<td>OTHER ADULTS ONLY AND OTHER RELATIVES AND CHILDREN UNDER SIX AND OLDER CHILDREN</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>28</td>
<td>OTHER ADULTS ONLY AND OTHER RELATIVES AND SPOUSE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>29</td>
<td>OTHER ADULTS ONLY AND OTHER RELATIVES AND SPOUSE AND CHILDREN UNDER SIX</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30</td>
<td>OTHER ADULTS ONLY AND OTHER RELATIVES AND SPOUSE AND CHILDREN UNDER SIX AND OLDER CHILDREN (ALL BOXES CHECKED IN INTERVIEW SCHEDULE)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>99</td>
<td>NA</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---

Q.26. RESPONDENT'S COOPERATION WAS:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Code</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>841</td>
<td>VERY GOOD</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>586</td>
<td>GOOD</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Q.Z7. RESPONDENT'S GENERAL LEVEL OF INFORMATION ABOUT POLITICS AND PUBLIC AFFAIRS SEEMED:

122 1. VERY HIGH
422 2. FAIRLY HIGH
636 3. AVERAGE
320 4. FAIRLY LOW
109 5. VERY LOW
9 9. NA

Q.Z8. RATE R'S APPARENT INTELLIGENCE:

112 1. VERY HIGH
544 2. ABOVE AVERAGE
825 3. AVERAGE
113 4. BELOW AVERAGE
15 5. VERY LOW
9 9. NA

Q.Z9. HOW SUSPICIOUS DID R SEEM TO BE ABOUT THE STUDY, BEFORE THE INTERVIEW?

1282 1. NOT AT ALL SUSPICIOUS
274 3. SOMEWHAT SUSPICIOUS
56 5. VERY SUSPICIOUS
2 9. NA
Q.Z10. OVERALL, HOW GREAT WAS R'S INTEREST IN THE INTERVIEW?
--------------------------------------------------
228 1. VERY HIGH
523 2. ABOVE AVERAGE
654 3. AVERAGE
161 4. BELOW AVERAGE
45 5. VERY LOW
3 9. NA

Q.Z11. HOW SINCERE DID R SEEM TO BE IN (HIS/HER) ANSWERS?
----------------------------------------------------------
1495 1. COMPLETELY SINCERE
102 2. USUALLY SINCERE
14 3. OFTEN SEEMED TO BE INSINCERE
3 9. NA

Q.Z13. DO YOU FEEL R REPORTED INCOME HONESTLY?
--------------------------------------------------------
1369 1. YES, THINK R REPORTED HONESTLY
157 3. R REFUSED INCOME QUESTIONS
35 5. NO, THINK R REPORTED DISHONESTLY
53 9. NA

Q.Z13A. IF POSSIBLE, GIVE A REASONABLE ESTIMATE OF WHAT R'S FAMILY INCOME IS: (BEFORE TAXES)
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
01. A. NONE OR LESS THAN $2,000
2 02. B. $2,000-$2,999
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3 03. C. $3,000-$3,999
4 04. D. $4,000-$4,999
5 05. E. $5,000-$5,999
6 06. F. $6,000-$6,999
4 07. G. $7,000-$7,999
12 08. H. $8,000-$8,999
3 09. J. $9,000-$9,999
20 10. K. $10,000-$10,999
3 11. M. $11,000-$11,999
6 12. N. $12,000-$12,999
13. P. $13,000-$13,999
2 14. Q. $14,000-$14,999
19 15. R. $15,000-$16,999
8 16. S. $17,000-$19,999
24 17. T. $20,000-$22,999
4 18. U. $23,000-$24,999
20 19. V. $25,000-$29,999
11 20. W. $30,000-$34,999
9 21. X. $35,000-$49,999
5 22. Z. $50,000 AND OVER

1422 00. INAP, CODED 1 OR 9 IN Q.Z13
22 99. NA

---------------------------------------------------------------------
VAR 800733 NAME-WAS INTERVIEW IN ENGLISH
COLUMNS 1320 - 1320
NUMERIC
MD=9

Q.Z14. WAS THIS INTERVIEW CONDUCTED IN ENGLISH?

------------------------------------------------
1602 1. YES
9 5. NO
3 9. NA

---------------------------------------------------------------------
VAR 800734 NAME-INTERVIEW LANGUAGE
COLUMNS 1321 - 1321
NUMERIC
MD=0 OR GE 9

Q.Z14A. IN WHAT LANGUAGE WAS THE INTERVIEW CONDUCTED? <IF NOT IN ENGLISH>

-----------------------------------------------------
8 1. SPANISH
1 2. FRENCH
7. OTHER

1605 0. INAP, CODED 1 OR 9 IN Q.Z14
9. NA

---------------------------------------------------------------------
VAR 800735 NAME-STRUCTURE R LIVES IN
COLUMNS 1322 - 1322
Q.Z15. TYPE OF STRUCTURE IN WHICH RESPONDENT LIVES:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Code</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>46</td>
<td>1. MOBILE HOME (TRAILER) IN MOBILE HOME (TRAILER) PARK</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>52</td>
<td>2. MOBILE HOME (TRAILER) IN OTHER LOCATION</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1142</td>
<td>3. BUILDING WITH NO OTHER HU'S (SINGLE FAMILY HOME)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>355</td>
<td>4. BUILDING WITH OTHER HU'S</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17</td>
<td>7. OTHER</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>9. NA</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Q.Z15B. ABOUT HOW MANY UNITS? <IN STRUCTURE IN WHICH R LIVES>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Code</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>SEVEN OR MORE UNITS</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Code</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Frequency</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
<td>INAP, CODED 1-3,7,9 IN Q.Z15</td>
<td>1259</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>DK</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>15</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Q.Z15C. (IF NOT MOBILE HOME OR TRAILER) HOW MANY FLOORS ARE THERE IN THIS BUILDING?

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Code</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>SEVEN OR MORE FLOORS</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Code</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Frequency</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
<td>INAP, CODED 1-2,9 IN Q.Z15</td>
<td>100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>DK</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>70</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
CODE:   0    1    2    3    4    5    6    7    8    9  
FREQ: 100  768  545   72   17   10   12   18    2   70  

==============================
VAR 800738    NAME-POST-ELECTION INTERVIEW#  
COLUMNS 1325 - 1328  
NUMERIC  
NO MISSING DATA CODES  

********THIS BEGINS THE POST-ELECTION INTERVIEW********

Q.XX6.  POST-ELECTION INTERVIEW NUMBER  

-------------------------------------------------------

THE FOLLOWING NUMBERS ARE NOT ASSIGNED AND WERE GAPS IN THE  
NUMBER SERIES:  3026-3029,3042,3313-3317,3327,3337,3338,  
3351,3359,3360-3362, 3398-3500,0000  

ACTUAL NUMBER IS CODED.  

VALID-N=1614  MIN=2001  MAX=7207  

==============================
VAR 800739    NAME-TYPE OF INTERVIEW  
COLUMNS 1329 - 1329  
NUMERIC  
NO MISSING DATA CODES  

Q.AA2.  TYPE OF INTERVIEW  

-------------------------

1614  6.  C3PO  


=====

VAR 800740    NAME-TYPE RACE-CONGSL  
COLUMNS 1330 - 1331  
NUMERIC  
MD=0  

Q.AA5.  TYPE OF CONGRESSIONAL RACE  

-------------------------

597  12.  DEMOCRATIC INCUMBENT RUNNING -- REPUBLICAN  
CHALLENGER  
10  13.  DEMOCRATIC INCUMBENT RUNNING -- OTHER CHALLENGER  
(THIRD PARTY(S)/INDEPENDENT  
201  14.  DEMOCRATIC INCUMBENT RUNNING -- UNOPPOSED  
34  19.  DEMOCRATIC INCUMBENT RUNNING -- REPUBLICAN AND  
OTHER CANDIDATES  
445  21.  REPUBLICAN INCUMBENT RUNNING -- DEMOCRATIC  
CHALLENGER  
23.  REPUBLICAN INCUMBENT RUNNING -- OTHER CHALLENGER  
14  24.  REPUBLICAN INCUMBENT RUNNING -- UNOPPOSED  
9  29.  REPUBLICAN INCUMBENT RUNNING -- DEMOCRATIC AND  
OTHER CANDIDATES  
31.  OTHER INCUMBENT RUNNING -- DEMOCRATIC CHALLENGER  
32.  OTHER INCUMBENT RUNNING -- REPUBLICAN CHALLENGER  
34.  OTHER INCUMBENT RUNNING -- UNOPPOSED  
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51. DEMOCRATIC INCUMBENT NOT RUNNING -- DEMOCRATIC CANDIDATE UNOPPOSED
52. DEMOCRATIC INCUMBENT NOT RUNNING -- REPUBLICAN CANDIDATE UNOPPOSED
53. DEMOCRATIC INCUMBENT NOT RUNNING -- OTHER CANDIDATE UNOPPOSED
55. DEMOCRATIC INCUMBENT NOT RUNNING -- DEMOCRATIC AND REPUBLICAN CANDIDATES
56. DEMOCRATIC INCUMBENT NOT RUNNING -- REPUBLICAN AND OTHER CANDIDATES
57. DEMOCRATIC INCUMBENT NOT RUNNING -- DEMOCRATIC AND OTHER CANDIDATES
59. DEMOCRATIC INCUMBENT NOT RUNNING -- DEMOCRATIC AND REPUBLICAN AND OTHER CANDIDATES
61. REPUBLICAN INCUMBENT NOT RUNNING -- DEMOCRATIC CANDIDATE UNOPPOSED
62. REPUBLICAN INCUMBENT NOT RUNNING -- REPUBLICAN CANDIDATE UNOPPOSED
63. REPUBLICAN INCUMBENT NOT RUNNING -- OTHER CANDIDATE UNOPPOSED
65. REPUBLICAN INCUMBENT NOT RUNNING -- DEMOCRATIC AND REPUBLICAN CANDIDATES
66. REPUBLICAN INCUMBENT NOT RUNNING -- REPUBLICAN AND OTHER CANDIDATES
67. REPUBLICAN INCUMBENT NOT RUNNING -- DEMOCRATIC AND OTHER CANDIDATES
69. REPUBLICAN INCUMBENT NOT RUNNING -- DEMOCRATIC AND REPUBLICAN AND OTHER CANDIDATES
71. OTHER INCUMBENT NOT RUNNING -- DEMOCRATIC CANDIDATE UNOPPOSED
72. OTHER INCUMBENT NOT RUNNING -- REPUBLICAN CANDIDATE UNOPPOSED
73. OTHER INCUMBENT NOT RUNNING -- OTHER CANDIDATE UNOPPOSED
75. OTHER INCUMBENT NOT RUNNING -- DEMOCRATIC AND REPUBLICAN CANDIDATES
76. OTHER INCUMBENT NOT RUNNING -- REPUBLICAN AND OTHER CANDIDATES
77. OTHER INCUMBENT NOT RUNNING -- DEMOCRATIC AND OTHER CANDIDATES
79. OTHER INCUMBENT NOT RUNNING -- DEMOCRATIC AND REPUBLICAN AND OTHER CANDIDATES

00. INAP., NO POST ELECTION INTERVIEW

=========================================
VAR 800741    NAME:- TYPE OF RACE-SENATE
COLUMNS 1332 - 1333
NUMERIC
MD=0

Q.AA6. TYPE OF SENATE RACE

12. DEMOCRATIC INCUMBENT RUNNING -- REPUBLICAN CHALLENGER
13. DEMOCRATIC INCUMBENT RUNNING -- OTHER CHALLENGER
   (THIRD PARTY(S)/INDEPENDENT
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Number</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>20</td>
<td>Democratic incumbent running -- unopposed</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>19</td>
<td>Democratic incumbent running -- republican and other candidates</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>82</td>
<td>Republican incumbent running -- democratic challenger</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>23</td>
<td>Republican incumbent running -- other challenger</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>24</td>
<td>Republican incumbent running -- unopposed</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>29</td>
<td>Republican incumbent running -- democratic and other candidates</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>31</td>
<td>Other incumbent running -- democratic challenger</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>32</td>
<td>Other incumbent running -- republican challenger</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>34</td>
<td>Other incumbent running -- unopposed</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>51</td>
<td>Democratic incumbent not running -- democratic candidate unopposed</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>52</td>
<td>Democratic incumbent not running -- republican candidate unopposed</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>53</td>
<td>Democratic incumbent not running -- other candidate unopposed</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>179</td>
<td>Democratic incumbent not running -- democratic and republican candidates</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>55</td>
<td>Democratic incumbent not running -- democratic and republican candidates</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>56</td>
<td>Democratic incumbent not running -- republican and other candidates</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>57</td>
<td>Democratic incumbent not running -- democratic and other candidates</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>59</td>
<td>Democratic incumbent not running -- democratic and republican and other candidates</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>61</td>
<td>Republican incumbent not running -- democratic candidate unopposed</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>62</td>
<td>Republican incumbent not running -- republican candidate unopposed</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>63</td>
<td>Republican incumbent not running -- other candidate unopposed</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>98</td>
<td>Republican incumbent not running -- democratic and republican candidates</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>65</td>
<td>Republican incumbent not running -- democratic and republican candidates</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>66</td>
<td>Republican incumbent not running -- republican and other candidates</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>67</td>
<td>Republican incumbent not running -- democratic and other candidates</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>102</td>
<td>Republican incumbent not running -- democratic and republican and other candidates</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>69</td>
<td>Republican incumbent not running -- democratic and republican and other candidates</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>71</td>
<td>Other incumbent not running -- democratic candidate unopposed</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>72</td>
<td>Other incumbent not running -- republican candidate unopposed</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>73</td>
<td>Other incumbent not running -- other candidate unopposed</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>75</td>
<td>Other incumbent not running -- democratic and republican candidates</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>76</td>
<td>Other incumbent not running -- republican and other candidates</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>77</td>
<td>Other incumbent not running -- democratic and other candidates</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>79</td>
<td>Other incumbent not running -- democratic and republican and other candidates</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>173</td>
<td>Democratic incumbents -- no race in state</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>81</td>
<td>Democratic incumbents -- no race in state</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>42</td>
<td>Republican incumbents -- no race in state</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>84</td>
<td>Republican and independent incumbents -- no race in state</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Democratic and Republican incumbents -- no race in state

No post election interview

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Q.AA7. Party of other incumbent senator (whose term term is not up) in state holding a senate election in 1980</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>478 1. Democrat</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>498 2. Republican</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3. Independent</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4. Other</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

0. INAP., no senate race in state; no post election interview

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Q.AA8. Type of race - governor</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>115 12. Democratic incumbent running -- Republican challenger</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13. Democratic incumbent running -- other challenger (third party(s)/independent</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14. Democratic incumbent running -- unopposed</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>19. Democratic incumbent running -- Republican and other candidates</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5 21. Republican incumbent running -- Democratic challenger</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>23. Republican incumbent running -- other challenger</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>24. Republican incumbent running -- unopposed</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>29. Republican incumbent running -- Democratic and other candidates</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>31. Other incumbent running -- Democratic challenger</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>32. Other incumbent running -- Republican challenger</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>34. Other incumbent running -- unopposed</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>51. Democratic incumbent not running -- Democratic candidate unopposed</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>52. Democratic incumbent not running -- Republican candidate unopposed</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>53. Democratic incumbent not running -- other candidate unopposed</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>25 55. Democratic incumbent not running -- Democratic and Republican candidates</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
| 56. Democratic incumbent not running -- Republican and
### OTHER CANDIDATES

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Number</th>
<th>Scenario Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>57</td>
<td>Democratic Incumbent Not Running -- Democratic and Other Candidates</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>59</td>
<td>Democratic Incumbent Not Running -- Democratic and Republican and Other Candidates</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>61</td>
<td>Republican Incumbent Not Running -- Democratic Candidate Unopposed</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>62</td>
<td>Republican Incumbent Not Running -- Republican Candidate Unopposed</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>63</td>
<td>Republican Incumbent Not Running -- Other Candidate Unopposed</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>50 65</td>
<td>Republican Incumbent Not Running -- Democratic and Republican Candidates</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>66</td>
<td>Republican Incumbent Not Running -- Republican and Other Candidates</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>67</td>
<td>Republican Incumbent Not Running -- Democratic and Other Candidates</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>69</td>
<td>Republican Incumbent Not Running -- Democratic and Republican and Other Candidates</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>71</td>
<td>Other Incumbent Not Running -- Democratic Candidate Unopposed</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>72</td>
<td>Other Incumbent Not Running -- Republican Candidate Unopposed</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>73</td>
<td>Other Incumbent Not Running -- Other Candidate Unopposed</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>75</td>
<td>Other Incumbent Not Running -- Democratic and Republican Candidates</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>76</td>
<td>Other Incumbent Not Running -- Republican and Other Candidates</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>77</td>
<td>Other Incumbent Not Running -- Democratic and Other Candidates</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>79</td>
<td>Other Incumbent Not Running -- Democratic and Republican and Other Candidates</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

#### 631 81. Democratic Incumbent -- No Race in State

#### 582 82. Republican Incumbent -- No Race in State

#### 83. Other Incumbent -- No Race in State

#### 206 00. INAP., No Post Election Interview

---

**VAR 800744 NAME-R INTEREST-POL CAMPGN**

**COLUMNS 1337 - 1337**

**NUMERIC**

**MD=8 OR GE 9**

**Q.A1. Some people don’t pay much attention to campaigns. How about you? Would you say that you were very much interested, somewhat interested, or not much interested in following the political campaigns this year?**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Number</th>
<th>Interest Level</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>504 1</td>
<td>Very Much Interested</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>632 3</td>
<td>Somewhat Interested</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>270 5</td>
<td>Not Much Interested</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

8. DK

208 9. NA; No Post Election Interview
VAR 800745  NAME-HEARD ABT CMPGN-RADIO
COLUMNS 1338 - 1338
NUMERIC
MD=8 OR GE 9

Q.A2. DID YOU LISTEN TO ANY SPEECHES OR DISCUSSIONS ABOUT THE CAMPAIGN ON THE RADIO?
-----------------------------------------------

659  1.  YES
747  5.  NO
8.  DK
208  9.  NA; NO POST ELECTION INTERVIEW

VAR 800746  NAME-#CMPAGN PRGRMS HRD-RADIO
COLUMNS 1339 - 1339
NUMERIC
MD=0 OR GE 8

Q.A2A. WOULD YOU SAY YOU LISTENED TO A GOOD MANY, SEVERAL, OR JUST ONE OR TWO <RADIO PROGRAMS>?
-----------------------------------------------

134  1.  A GOOD MANY
299  2.  SEVERAL
225  3.  JUST ONE OR TWO

955  0.  INAP., CODED 5, 8 OR 9 IN Q.A2
  8.  DK
  9.  NA

VAR 800747  NAME-READ ABT CMPGN-MAGAZINES
COLUMNS 1340 - 1340
NUMERIC
MD=8 OR GE 9

Q.A3. HOW ABOUT MAGAZINES -- DID YOU READ ABOUT THE CAMPAIGN IN ANY MAGAZINES?
-----------------------------------------------

486  1.  YES
917  5.  NO

3  8.  DK
208  9.  NA; NO POST ELECTION INTERVIEW

VAR 800748  NAME-#CMPGN ARTICLES READ-MAGS
COLUMNS 1341 - 1341
NUMERIC
MD=0 OR GE 8

Q.A3A. HOW MANY MAGAZINE ARTICLES ABOUT THE CAMPAIGN WOULD YOU SAY YOU READ -- (A GOOD MANY, SEVERAL, OR JUST ONE OR TWO)?
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92  1.  A GOOD MANY
222  2.  SEVERAL
172  3.  JUST ONE OR TWO

1128  0.  INAP., CODED 5, 8 OR 9 IN Q.A3
  8.  DK
  9.  NA

-----------------------------
VAR 800749  NAME-R WATCH CMPGN PRGRMS-TV
COLUMNS 1342 - 1342
NUMERIC
MD=8 OR GE  9

Q.A4.  DID YOU WATCH ANY PROGRAMS ABOUT THE CAMPAIGN ON TELEVISION?

---------------------------------
1208  1.  YES
  198  5.  NO

  1  8.  DK
207  9.  NA; NO POST ELECTION INTERVIEW

-----------------------------
VAR 800750  NAME-#CMPGN PRGRMS SEEN - TV
COLUMNS 1343 - 1343
NUMERIC
MD=0 OR GE  8

Q.A4A.  WOULD YOU SAY YOU WATCHED -- A GOOD MANY, SEVERAL, OR JUST ONE OR TWO? <TELEVISION PROGRAMS ABOUT THE CAMPAIGN>

---------------------------------
329  1.  A GOOD MANY
532  2.  SEVERAL
343  3.  JUST ONE OR TWO

406  0.  INAP., CODED 5, 8 OR 9 IN Q.A4
  1  8.  DK
  3  9.  NA

-----------------------------
VAR 800751  NAME-R SEE TV RGN-CRTR DEBATE
COLUMNS 1344 - 1344
NUMERIC
MD=8 OR GE  9

Q.A5.  DID YOU WATCH THE TELEvised DEBATE BETWEEN CARTER AND REAGAN?

---------------------------------
974  1.  YES
  13  3.  R VOLUNTEERS: LISTENED TO ON RADIO
414  5.  NO

  3  8.  DK
VAR 800752    NAME-R SEE/HEAR ENTIRE DEBATE
COLUMNS 1345 - 1345
NUMERIC
MD=0 OR GE  8

Q.A5A.  DID YOU (WATCH/LISTEN TO) THE ENTIRE DEBATE, OR JUST
PART OF IT?

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------
570  1.  ENTIRE
25  3.  R VOLUNTEERS: PART, INTERRUPTION DUE TO
CIRCUMSTANCES OTHER THAN R'S PERSONAL CHOICE
384  5.  PART

627  0.  INAP., CODED 5, 8, OR 9 IN Q.A5
8  8.  DK
8  9.  NA

================================================================================
VAR 800753    NAME-IMPRSSN OF CANDS-DEBATES
COLUMNS 1346 - 1346
NUMERIC
MD=0 OR GE  8

Q.A5B.  NOW, THINKING JUST ABOUT THE DEBATE AND NOT THE REST
OF THE CAMPAIGN, WHICH OF THE TWO CANDIDATES IMPRESSED YOU
AS BEING THE MORE QUALIFIED TO BE PRESIDENT?

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------
464  1.  REAGAN
283  2.  CARTER
134  3.  NEITHER
69  4.  BOTH EQUALLY QUALIFIED

627  0.  INAP., CODED 5, 8 OR 9 IN Q.A5.
32  8.  DK
5  9.  NA

================================================================================
VAR 800754    NAME-R READ DAILY NEWSPAPER
COLUMNS 1347 - 1347
NUMERIC
MD=8 OR GE  9

Q.A6.  NOW LET'S SWITCH TO NEWSPAPERS. DO YOU READ A DAILY
NEWSPAPER?

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------
922  1.  YES
208  5.  NO

1  8.  DK
207  9.  NA; NO POST ELECTION INTERVIEW

================================================================================
VAR 800755    NAME-WHAT NEWSPAPER R READS-1
Q.A6A. WHICH PAPER OR PAPERS DO YOU READ?

Q.A6A(1). <FIRST MENTION>

------------------------------------------------------------------------

IF THE NEWSPAPER(S) MENTIONED DID NOT APPEAR IN THE NUMERIC NEWSPAPER LIST, THE CODE VALUE "997" WAS ASSIGNED AS APPROPRIATE, AND THE ACTUAL NAME OF THE NEWSPAPER WAS CODED.

SEE APPENDIX NOTE

001. .

997. NEWSPAPER NOT ON LIST

692 000. INAP., CODED 5, 8 OR 9 IN Q.A6.
1 998. DK
1 999. NA

CODE: 0 2 9 14 15 20 21 22 24 25 26
FREQ: 692 10 1 4 9 3 1 4 3 2 7

CODE: 30 38 39 40 45 46 47 48 49 51 52
FREQ: 1 3 1 3 2 7 5 3 4 7 2

CODE: 53 56 57 59 60 66 67 68 69 70 74
FREQ: 3 1 10 5 4 3 4 4 4 1 11

CODE: 75 80 81 84 85 88 92 97 99 100 107
FREQ: 7 8 1 1 6 1 1 4 4 2 7

CODE: 108 113 114 115 118 120 121 127 128 130 133
FREQ: 6 2 6 8 6 15 10 1 3 5 10

CODE: 135 139 152 156 158 165 166 179 180 186 187
FREQ: 15 15 1 1 4 2 8 7 9 2 9

CODE: 188 189 191 192 193 200 202 205 207 223 224
FREQ: 1 3 5 1 4 2 1 4 9 6 5

CODE: 228 229 231 232 245 251 256 261 267 272 273
FREQ: 6 20 11 8 2 1 3 6 6 2 1

CODE: 274 275 276 277 279 280 281 282 286 290 294
FREQ: 5 1 10 4 5 2 4 2 12 1 4

CODE: 296 297 298 299 300 305 313 317 321 323 324
FREQ: 6 24 6 11 5 1 1 3 3 4 2

CODE: 325 334 336 337 338 339 340 341 342 346 351
FREQ: 6 1 4 7 2 2 2 3 6 1 1

CODE: 352 353 355 358 364 365 367 368 370 373 374
FREQ: 1 1 8 1 13 20 4 4 4 1 12
VAR 800756 NAME-WHAT NEWSPAPER R READS-2
COLUMNS 1351 - 1353
NUMERIC
MD=0 OR GE 998

Q.A6A(2). SECOND MENTION OF NEWSPAPER READ

<SEE Q.A6A FOR COMPLETE QUESTION TEXT>

SEE APPENDIX NOTE

001.

997. NEWSPAPER NOT ON LIST

1366 000. INAP., CODED 5, 8 OR 9 IN Q.A6; CODED 98 OR 99 ON Q.A6A(1); NO FURTHER MENTION
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CODE</th>
<th>FREQ</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>256</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>261</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>262</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>267</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>268</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>273</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>275</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>277</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>280</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>286</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>290</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>294</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>296</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>297</td>
<td>11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>298</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>299</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>300</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>307</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>313</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>317</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>321</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>325</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>326</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>336</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>337</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>342</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>346</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>351</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>355</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>358</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>364</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>367</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>373</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>386</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>387</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>396</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>398</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>399</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>405</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>406</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>411</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>414</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>419</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>427</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>435</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>436</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>442</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>445</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>455</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>456</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>464</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>470</td>
<td>17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>472</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>473</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>480</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>481</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>484</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>485</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>497</td>
<td>14</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---

### VAR 800757 NAME-WHAT NEWSPAPER R READS-3
COLUMNS 1354 - 1356
NUMERIC
MD=0

Q.A6A(3). THIRD MENTION OF NEWSPAPER READ

SEE APPENDIX NOTE

001.

997. NEWSPAPER NOT ON LIST

1575 000. INAP., CODED 5, 8 OR 9 IN Q.A6.; CODED 98 OR 99 ON Q.A6A(1); NO FURTHER MENTION

998. DK

999. NA

---

### VAR 800758 NAME-INT CHECKPOINT:#NWSPAPRS
COLUMNS 1357 - 1357
NUMERIC

Page 352
Q.A6B. INTERVIEWER CHECKPOINT: NUMBER OF NEWSPAPERS MENTIONED

---

674 1. R MENTIONED ONE NEWSPAPER ONLY
248 5. R MENTIONED TWO OR MORE NEWSPAPERS
692 0. INAP., CODED 5, 8 OR 9 IN Q.A6
9. NA

---

VAR 800759 NAME-LOCL NWSP READ MOST POL
COLUMNS 1358 - 1360
NUMERIC
MD=0 OR GE 998

Q.A6C. WHAT LOCAL DAILY PAPER DO YOU READ MOST FOR NEWS ABOUT POLITICS AND CURRENT EVENTS?

SEE APPENDIX NOTE

001.

888. R REFUSES TO CHOOSE AMONG NEWSPAPERS; "ALL EQUAL", "ALL ABOUT THE SAME"
7 997. NEWSPAPER NOT ON LIST
1366 000. INAP., CODED 5, 8 OR 9 IN Q.A6; CODED 1 OR 9 IN Q.A6B.
998. DK
6 999. NA

CODE:  0  14  24  25  38  40  45  46  47
FREQ: 1366  1  1  1  1  1  1  4  1

CODE:  48  51  56  57  59  60  66  69  74
FREQ:  2  5  1  2  2  1  1  1  7

CODE:  75  80  81  88  100  107  108  114  115
FREQ:  4  2  1  2  2  2  1  1

CODE: 120 128 135 139 158 165 166 172 179
FREQ:  7  1  3  4  2  2  3  1  1

CODE: 180 186 187 189 193 195 202 207 219
FREQ:  4  1  1  1  1  1  1  3  1

CODE: 223 224 228 229 231 232 245 256 261
FREQ:  4  2  1  4  4  3  1  1  1

CODE: 267 273 274 276 277 279 280 286 290
FREQ:  2  1  3  2  1  2  1  5  2

CODE: 294 296 297 298 299 300 305 307 317
FREQ:  4  1  7  3  6  1  1  1  2
Q.A7.  DID YOU READ ABOUT THE CAMPAIGN IN ANY (OF THE) NEWSPAPERS?

993  1.  YES
407  5.  NO
5  8.  DK
209  9.  NA; NO POST ELECTION INTERVIEW

Q.A7A.  HOW MANY NEWSPAPER ARTICLES DID YOU READ ABOUT THE CAMPAIGN -- WOULD YOU SAY YOU READ A GOOD MANY, SEVERAL, OR JUST ONE OR TWO?

357  1.  A GOOD MANY
417  2.  SEVERAL
214  3.  JUST ONE OR TWO
3  5.  DIDN’T READ ANY
621  0.  INAP., CODED 5, 8 OR 9 IN Q.A7
1  8.  DK
1  9.  NA
Q.C1. NOW WE'D LIKE TO ASK YOU HOW GOOD A JOB YOU FEEL SOME OF THE PARTS OF OUR GOVERNMENT ARE DOING. AS I READ, PLEASE GIVE ME THE NUMBER THAT BEST DESCRIBES HOW GOOD A JOB YOU FEEL THAT PART OF GOVERNMENT IS DOING FOR THE COUNTRY AS A WHOLE.

Q.C1A. THE FEDERAL GOVERNMENT IN WASHINGTON

63 0. VERY POOR JOB
29 1.
260 2. POOR JOB
162 3.
603 4. FAIR JOB
103 5.
101 6. GOOD JOB
13 7.
7 8. VERY GOOD JOB
273 9. NO OPINION; I HAVEN'T THOUGHT ABOUT IT; NO POST ELECTION INTERVIEW

Q.C1B. STATE GOVERNMENTS, IN GENERAL

21 0. VERY POOR JOB
12 1.
139 2. POOR JOB
116 3.
541 4. FAIR JOB
183 5.
254 6. GOOD JOB
17 7.
20 8. VERY GOOD JOB
311 9. NO OPINION; I HAVEN'T THOUGHT ABOUT IT; NO POST ELECTION INTERVIEW

Q.C1C. LOCAL GOVERNMENTS, IN GENERAL

<SEE Q.C1 FOR COMPLETE QUESTION TEXT>
37 0. VERY POOR JOB
15 1.
128 2. POOR JOB
109 3.
474 4. FAIR JOB
180 5.
290 6. GOOD JOB
44 7.
31 8. VERY GOOD JOB

306 9. NO OPINION; I HAVEN'T THOUGHT ABOUT IT; NO POST ELECTION INTERVIEW

-----------------------------
VAR 800765 NAME-PERFORMNC RTNG-PRESIDNCY
COLUMNS 1366 - 1366
NUMERIC
MD=9

Q.C1D. THE PRESIDENCY
----------------------

<SEE Q.C1 FOR COMPLETE QUESTION TEXT>

69 0. VERY POOR JOB
37 1.
255 2. POOR JOB
159 3.
448 4. FAIR JOB
149 5.
176 6. GOOD JOB
22 7.
33 8. VERY GOOD JOB

266 9. NO OPINION; I HAVEN'T THOUGHT ABOUT IT; NO POST ELECTION INTERVIEW

-----------------------------
VAR 800766 NAME-PERFORMNCE RTNG-CONGRESS
COLUMNS 1367 - 1367
NUMERIC
MD=9

Q.C1E. CONGRESS -- THAT IS THE U.S. SENATE AND THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES

<SEE Q.C1 FOR COMPLETE QUESTION TEXT>

57 0. VERY POOR JOB
31 1.
275 2. POOR JOB
179 3.
444 4. FAIR JOB
139 5.
110 6. GOOD JOB
16 7.
18 8. VERY GOOD JOB
NO OPINION; I HAVEN'T THOUGHT ABOUT IT; NO POST ELECTION INTERVIEW

Q.C1F. THE U.S. SUPREME COURT

<SEE Q.C1 FOR COMPLETE QUESTION TEXT>

VERY POOR JOB

POOR JOB

FAIR JOB

GOOD JOB

VERY GOOD JOB

NO OPINION; I HAVEN'T THOUGHT ABOUT IT; NO POST ELECTION INTERVIEW

Q.C1G. THE POLITICAL PARTIES

<SEE Q.C1 FOR COMPLETE QUESTION TEXT>

VERY POOR JOB

POOR JOB

FAIR JOB

GOOD JOB

VERY GOOD JOB

NO OPINION; I HAVEN'T THOUGHT ABOUT IT; NO POST ELECTION INTERVIEW

Q.C1H. THE NATIONAL TV NEWS

Page 357
<SEE Q.C1 FOR COMPLETE QUESTION TEXT>

28  0.  VERY POOR JOB
12  1.  
66  2.  POOR JOB
73  3.  
292  4.  FAIR JOB
155  5.  
477  6.  GOOD JOB
83  7.  
133  8.  VERY GOOD JOB
295  9.  NO OPINION; I HAVEN'T THOUGHT ABOUT IT; NO POST ELECTION INTERVIEW

-----------------------------------------------
VAR 800770    NAME-OPINION PRSNT BUSN CONDS
COLUMNS 1371 - 1371
NUMERIC
MD=8 OR GE  9

Q.C2.  WOULD YOU SAY THAT AT THE PRESENT TIME BUSINESS CONDITIONS ARE BETTER OR WORSE THAN THEY WERE A YEAR AGO?

180  1.  BETTER NOW
215  3.  SAME
991  5.  WORSE NOW

15  8.  DK
213  9.  NA; NO POST ELECTION INTERVIEW

-----------------------------------------------
VAR 800771    NAME-12 MONTH BUSN PREDICTI
COLUMNS 1372 - 1372
NUMERIC
MD=8 OR GE  9

Q.C3.  AND HOW ABOUT A YEAR FROM NOW, DO YOU EXPECT THAT IN THE COUNTRY AS A WHOLE BUSINESS CONDITIONS WILL BE BETTER OR WORSE THAN THEY ARE AT THE PRESENT, OR JUST ABOUT THE SAME?

543  1.  BETTER A YEAR FROM NOW
583  3.  ABOUT SAME
234  5.  WORSE A YEAR FROM NOW
1  7.  DEPENDS; REFUSED TO CHOOSE

31  8.  DK
222  9.  NA; NO POST ELECTION INTERVIEW

-----------------------------------------------
VAR 800772    NAME-R'S PARTY ID
COLUMNS 1373 - 1373
NUMERIC
MD=8 OR GE  9
R'S PARTY IDENTIFICATION

Q.C4. GENERALLY SPEAKING, DO YOU USUALLY THINK OF YOURSELF AS A REPUBLICAN, A DEMOCRAT, AN INDEPENDENT, OR WHAT?

--------------------------------------------------------

330  1. REPUBLICAN
385  2. INDEPENDENT
129  3. NO PREFERENCE
   6  4. OTHER PARTY
554  5. DEMOCRAT

  2  8. DK
208  9. NA; NO POST ELECTION INTERVIEW

-------------------------------

VAR 800773   NAME-STRENGTH OF PARTY ID
COLUMNS 1374 - 1374
NUMERIC
MD=0 OR GE  8

Q.C4A. WOULD YOU CALL YOURSELF A STRONG REPUBLICAN OR A NOT VERY STRONG REPUBLICAN?

Q.C4B. WOULD YOU CALL YOURSELF A STRONG DEMOCRAT OR A NOT VERY STRONG DEMOCRAT?

-------------------------------------------------------------

365  1. STRONG
514  5. NOT VERY STRONG

730  0. INAP., CODED 2-4, 8 OR 9 IN Q.C4
  8. DK
  5  9. NA

-------------------------------

VAR 800774   NAME-INDEPNDNT-CLOSER REP/DEM
COLUMNS 1375 - 1375
NUMERIC
MD=0 OR GE  8

Q.C4C. DO YOU THINK OF YOURSELF AS CLOSER TO THE REPUBLICAN PARTY OR TO THE DEMOCRATIC PARTY?

-------------------------------------------------------------

171  1. CLOSER TO REPUBLICAN
198  3. NEITHER
150  5. CLOSER TO DEMOCRATIC

1094  0. INAP., CODED 1, 5, 8 OR 9 IN Q.C4
  8. DK
  1  9. NA

-------------------------------

VAR 800775   NAME-SUMMARY - R'S PARTY ID
COLUMNS 1376 - 1376
NUMERIC
MD=9
SUMMARY: R'S PARTY ID

----------------------

THIS VARIABLE REPRESENTS A SUMMARY OF ALL RESPONSES TO QUESTIONS C4, C4A, C4B, C4C. THE CODE 8 (APOLITICAL) WAS USED ONLY IF THE RESPONDENT HAD A CODE OF 3 ON Q.C4 AND A CODE OF 3, 8 OR 9 IN Q.C4C AND ALSO SEEMED TO HAVE LITTLE INTEREST IN POLITICS IN RESPONSE TO EACH OF THE FOLLOWING VARIABLES: V743, V973, AND V987. THE NUMBERS IN PARENTHESES INDICATE VALUES ON THE COMPONENT VARIABLES WHICH RESULT IN THE CODING OF THE PRESENT VALUE IN THIS SUMMARY VARIABLE.

228 0. STRONG DEMOCRAT (5,1,0)
326 1. WEAK DEMOCRAT (5,5,0) OR (5,8,0) OR (5,9,0)
150 2. INDEPENDENT--DEMOCRAT (2,0,5) OR (3,0,5) OR (4,0,5)
171 3. INDEPENDENT--INDEPENDENT (2,0,3) OR (2,0,8) OR (2,0,9) OR (3,0,3) OR (3,0,8) OR (3,0,9)
171 4. INDEPENDENT--REPUBLICAN (2,0,1) OR (3,0,1) OR (4,0,1)
193 5. WEAK REPUBLICAN (1,5,0) OR (1,8,0) OR (1,9,0)
137 6. STRONG REPUBLICAN (1,1,0)
2 7. OTHER, MINOR PARTY, REFUSED TO SAY (4,0,3) OR (4,0,8) OR (4,0,9)
26 8. APOLITICAL (3,0,3) OR (3,0,8) OR (3,0,9) AND LITTLE OR NO INTEREST IN POLITICS
210 9. NA, DK; (8,0,0) OR (9,0,0) NO POST ELECTION INTERVIEW

-----------------------------

VAR 800776 NAME-IMP DFRNCS BTWN REP/DEM
COLUMNS 1377 - 1377
NUMERIC
MD=8 OR GE 9

Q.C5. DO YOU THINK THERE ARE ANY IMPORTANT DIFFERENCES IN WHAT THE REPUBLICANS AND DEMOCRATS STAND FOR?

-----------------------------------------------

816 1. YES
473 5. NO

117 8. DK
208 9. NA; NO POST ELECTION INTERVIEW

-----------------------------

VAR 800777 NAME-PTY DIFF-PARTY (1)
COLUMNS 1378 - 1378
NUMERIC
MD=0 OR GE 8

--Q.C5A1-C5A2 ASKED IF R SEES DIFFERENCES BETWEEN PARTIES--

Q.C5A. (IF R SEES DIFFERENCES BETWEEN PARTIES) WHAT ARE THOSE DIFFERENCES? (ANYTHING ELSE?)
Q.C5A1(A). PARTY REFERENCE CODE-FIRST MENTION
RESPONSES THAT REFER SPECIFICALLY TO THE CANDIDATES RATHER THAN PARTIES SHOULD BE CODED "7". HOWEVER, IF THE CANDIDATES ARE REFERRED TO AS LEADERS OR REPRESENTATIVES OF THE PARTIES THE RESPONSE SHOULD BE CODED WITH THE APPROPRIATE CODE CATEGORY.

360  1. DEMOCRATIC PARTY MENTION
355  5. REPUBLICAN PARTY MENTION
   6. OTHER PARTY MENTIONED INSTEAD
   80  7. UNCLEAR PARTY REFERENCE--SOME SUBSTANTIVE AREA OF PARTY DIFFERENCE MENTIONED, BUT PARTY REFERENCE IS NOT CLEAR; REFERENCE TO CANDIDATE RATHER THAN PARTY

798  0. INAP., CODED 5, 8 OR 9 IN Q.C5
   17  8. DK
   4  9. NA

=================================
VAR 800778   NAME-PTY DIFF-CONTENT (1)
COLUMNS 1379 - 1381
NUMERIC
MD=0 OR GE  998

Q.C5A2(A). FIRST REPUBLICAN-DEMOCRATIC PARTY DIFFERENCE: CONTENT CODE

SEE APPENDIX NOTE

001.
 .
 .

997.

819  000. INAP., CODED 5, 8 OR 9 IN Q.C5; CODED 8 OR 9 IN Q.C5A1(A)
   9  998. DK ("YES" TO Q.C5, "DK" TO Q.C5A)
   1  999. NA ("YES" TO Q.C5, "NA" TO Q.C5A)

CODE:  0   1   10   30   40   50   90  100  110  120  130
FREQ: 819   51   3    1   27    9    3   68    2    1    1

CODE: 140  150  160  190  200  210  212  220  230  231  240
FREQ:  42   10    7    3  34  106    2   11   75   38    3

CODE: 250  270  284  300  310  384  400  401  402  404  405
FREQ:   4    3    3    4   1  19   6   7   1    1

CODE: 411  412  413  415  420  440  451  490  491  492  499
FREQ:   1    2    3    8   1   1    1    1    1

CODE: 500  501  502  504  511  512  513  520  590  591  599
FREQ:  20   12    1    2    2    1    4    1    2    6

CODE: 601  620  630  640  645  670  675  682  686  687  690
FREQ:   1    2    1    4   16   1   9    3    2    3

Page 361
CODE: 700 701 770 782 800 810 820 840 845 850 870
FREQ: 1 1 5 6 6 7 1 18 6 2 1

CODE: 880 881 891 900 901 910 980 991 992 994 995
FREQ: 1 2 1 5 2 5 19 6 1 1 1

CODE: 997 998 999
FREQ: 8 9 1

==========================================================

=----------------------------=

VAR 800779  NAME-PTY DIFF- PARTY (2)
COLUMNS 1382 - 1382
NUMERIC
MD=0

Q.C5A1(B).  SECOND REPUBLICAN-DEMOCRATIC PARTY DIFFERENCE MENTIONED: PARTY REFERENCE CODE
---------------------------------------------------------

<SEE Q.C5A FOR COMPLETE QUESTION TEXT>

RESPONSES THAT REFER SPECIFICALLY TO THE CANDIDATES RATHER THAN PARTIES SHOULD BE CODED "7". HOWEVER, IF THE CANDIDATES ARE REFERRED TO AS LEADERS OR REPRESENTATIVES OF THE PARTIES THE RESPONSE SHOULD BE CODED WITH THE APPROPRIATE CODE CATEGORY.

281  1.  DEMOCRATIC PARTY MENTION
367  5.  REPUBLICAN PARTY MENTION
6.  OTHER PARTY MENTIONED INSTEAD
27  7.  UNCLEAR PARTY REFERENCE--SOME SUBSTANTIVE AREA OF PARTY DIFFERENCE MENTIONED, BUT PARTY REFERENCE IS NOT CLEAR; REFERENCE TO CANDIDATE RATHER THAN PARTY

939  0.  INAP., CODED 5, 8 OR 9 IN Q.C5; NO FURTHER MENTION

=----------------------------=

VAR 800780  NAME-PTY DIFF-CONTENT (2)
COLUMNS 1383 - 1385
NUMERIC
MD=0 OR GE 998

Q.C5A2(B).  SECOND REPUBLICAN-DEMOCRATIC PARTY DIFFERENCE MENTIONED: CONTENT CODE
---------------------------------------------------------

SEE APPENDIX NOTE

001.

997.

939  000.  INAP., CODED 5,8,9 IN Q.C5; NO FURTHER MENTION.
998.  DK
999.  NA
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CODE</th>
<th>FREQ</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
<td>939</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>28</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>40</td>
<td>29</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>50</td>
<td>15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>60</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>90</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>100</td>
<td>40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>110</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>120</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>130</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>140</td>
<td>38</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>150</td>
<td>16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>160</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>170</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>190</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>200</td>
<td>62</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>210</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>212</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>220</td>
<td>68</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>230</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>231</td>
<td>58</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>240</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>250</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>270</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>283</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>284</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>300</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>310</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>312</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>320</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>330</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>331</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>350</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>360</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>370</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>371</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>384</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>400</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>401</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>402</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>411</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>412</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>413</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>415</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>420</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>431</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>450</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>451</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>490</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>491</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>492</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>499</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>500</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>501</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>502</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>504</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>511</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>515</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>520</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>531</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>550</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>590</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>591</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>599</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>601</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>610</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>625</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>630</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>670</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>672</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>675</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>681</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>682</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>686</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>690</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>701</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>740</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>860</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>870</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>880</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>881</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>891</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>900</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>910</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>920</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>930</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>980</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>993</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>994</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>997</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CODE</th>
<th>FREQ</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>994</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>997</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**VAR 800781 NAME-PTY DIFF-PARTY (3)
COLUMNS 1386 - 1386
NUMERIC
**

Q.C5A1(C). THIRD REPUBLICAN-DEMOCRATIC PARTY DIFFERENCE MENTIONED: PARTY REFERENCE CODE

<SEE Q.C5A FOR COMPLETE QUESTION TEXT>

RESPONSES THAT REFER SPECIFICALLY TO THE CANDIDATES RATHER THAN PARTIES SHOULD BE CODED "7". HOWEVER, IF THE CANDIDATES ARE REFERRED TO AS LEADERS OR REPRESENTATIVES OF THE PARTIES THE RESPONSE SHOULD BE CODED WITH THE APPROPRIATE CODE CATEGORY.

156 1. DEMOCRATIC PARTY MENTION
191 5. REPUBLICAN PARTY MENTION
19 6. OTHER PARTY MENTIONED INSTEAD
19 7. UNCLEAR PARTY REFERENCE--SOME SUBSTANTIVE AREA OF PARTY DIFFERENCE MENTIONED, BUT PARTY REFERENCE IS NOT CLEAR; REFERENCE TO CANDIDATE RATHER THAN PARTY

1248 0. INAP., CODED 5, 8 OR 9 IN Q.C5; NO FURTHER MENTION
Q.C5A2(C).  THIRD REPUBLICAN-DEMOCRATIC PARTY DIFFERENCE MENTIONED: CONTENT CODE

SEE APPENDIX NOTE

001.
.
997.

1248 000.  INAP., CODED 5, 8 OR 9 IN Q.C5; NO FURTHER MENTION

CODE:  0  1  10  20  30  40  50  60  70  FREQ: 1248 4  5  1  1  15  8  1  1
CODE: 100  110  120  140  150  160  200  210  212  FREQ: 15  6  2  17  9  5  7  17  1
CODE: 220  230  231  240  250  260  270  284  285  FREQ: 3  15  11  3  4  1  5  4  1
CODE: 300  310  320  330  360  383  384  400  401  FREQ: 7  10  1  1  1  1  1  2  2
CODE: 402  411  412  413  415  420  431  450  451  FREQ: 1  1  5  2  2  3  1  2  2
CODE: 492  499  500  501  502  505  511  512  520  FREQ: 1  1  8  3  4  1  1  2  2
CODE: 531  550  599  601  620  630  631  640  642  FREQ: 1  1  4  1  1  2  1  3  1
CODE: 646  670  672  675  681  686  687  690  700  FREQ: 1  23  3  3  7  2  1  2  2
CODE: 701  710  730  731  770  772  781  790  800  FREQ: 1  1  1  1  1  1  1  1  7
CODE: 810  820  840  850  870  881  900  910  930  FREQ: 1  2  25  1  2  1  3  1  3
CODE: 991  992  993  997  FREQ: 1  1  1  1

---------------------------

VAR 800783    NAME-DIS/APPROVE CONGRESS
COLUMNS 1390 - 1390
NUMERIC
MD=8 OR GE 9
Q.C6.  DO YOU APPROVE OR DISAPPROVE OF THE WAY THE U.S. CONGRESS IS HANDLING ITS JOB?

472  1.  APPROVE
672  5.  DISAPPROVE
7.  PRO-CON:  BOTH APPROVE AND DISAPPROVE

257  8.  DK
213  9.  NA; NO POST ELECTION INTERVIEW

VAR 800784  NAME-DIS/APPROVE CONG-STRNGTH
COLUMNS 1391 - 1391
NUMERIC
MD=0 OR GE  8

Q.C6A.  DO YOU APPROVE STRONGLY OR NOT STRONGLY <OF CONGRESS' HANDLING ITS JOB>?
Q.C6B.  DO YOU DISAPPROVE STRONGLY OR NOT STRONGLY <OF CONGRESS' HANDLING ITS JOB>?

62  1.  STRONGLY APPROVE
409  2.  NOT STRONGLY APPROVE
299  4.  NOT STRONGLY DISAPPROVE
370  5.  STRONGLY DISAPPROVE
470  0.  INAP., CODED 7-9 IN Q.C6
3  8.  DK (TO EITHER Q.C6A OR Q.C6B)
4  9.  NA (TO EITHER Q.C6A OR Q.C6B)

VAR 800785  NAME-R CONTACTED BY PARTY
COLUMNS 1392 - 1392
NUMERIC
MD=8 OR GE  9

Q.E1.  AS YOU KNOW, THE POLITICAL PARTIES TRY TO TALK TO AS MANY PEOPLE AS THEY CAN TO GET THEM TO VOTE FOR THEIR CANDIDATE.  DID ANYONE FROM ONE OF THE POLITICAL PARTIES CALL YOU UP OR COME AROUND AND TALK TO YOU ABOUT THE CAMPAIGN THIS YEAR?

343  1.  YES
1062  5.  NO
3  8.  DK
206  9.  NA; NO POST ELECTION INTERVIEW

VAR 800786  NAME-WHICH PRTY CONTACTED R
COLUMNS 1393 - 1393
NUMERIC
MD=0 OR GE  8
Q.E01A. WHICH PARTY WAS THAT <THAT CONTACTED R DURING CAMPAIGN>?

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Code</th>
<th>Party</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>125</td>
<td>REPUBLICAN</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>74</td>
<td>BOTH</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>115</td>
<td>DEMOCRATIC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>OTHER (SPECIFY)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1271</td>
<td>INAP., CODED 5, 8-9 IN Q.E1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>21</td>
<td>DK</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>NA</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Q.E2. OTHER THAN SOMEONE FROM THE TWO MAJOR PARTIES, DID ANYONE ELSE CALL YOU UP OR COME AROUND AND TALK TO YOU ABOUT SUPPORTING SPECIFIC CANDIDATES IN THIS LAST ELECTION?

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Code</th>
<th>Answer</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>140</td>
<td>YES</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1266</td>
<td>NO</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>DK</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>206</td>
<td>NA; NO POST ELECTION INTERVIEW</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Q.E2A. DO YOU HAPPEN TO KNOW IF THIS WAS SOMEONE FROM THE CANDIDATE'S OWN ORGANIZATION OR WAS IT SOMEONE ELSE?

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Code</th>
<th>Answer</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>94</td>
<td>FROM CANDIDATE'S OWN ORGANIZATION</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>28</td>
<td>SOMEONE ELSE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1474</td>
<td>INAP., CODED 5, 8 OR 9 IN Q.E2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18</td>
<td>DK</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>NA</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Q.E2B. WHICH CANDIDATE(S) DID (HE/SHE/THEY) ASK YOU TO SUPPORT?

Q.E2B(1). <FIRST MENTION>
REPUBLICAN CANDIDATES/ORGANIZED SUPPORTERS FOR: PRESIDENT

11  01. RONALD REAGAN
     02. JOHN CONNALLY
     03. GERALD FORD
     1  04. HOWARD BAKER
     05. GEORGE BUSH
     1  06. PHILIP CRANE
     07. ROBERT DOLE

REPUBLICAN SENATE

1  12. U.S. SENATE CANDIDATE (STATE WITH 'RETIRING' INCUMBENT REPRESENTATIVE)
1  14. U.S. SENATE INCUMBENT CANDIDATE
16. U.S. SENATE CANDIDATE CHALLENGING INCUMBENT CANDIDATE

REPUBLICAN HOUSE

1  28. REPUBLICAN CANDIDATES(S) - NA WHICH CANDIDATE(S)
2  29. OTHER REPUBLICAN CANDIDATE ANY OFFICE LEVEL
32. U.S. HOUSE CANDIDATE (DISTRICT WITH 'RETIRING' INCUMBENT)
2  34. U.S. HOUSE INCUMBENT CANDIDATE
2  36. U.S. HOUSE CANDIDATE CHALLENGING INCUMBENT CANDIDATE

DEMOCRATIC CANDIDATES/ORGANIZED SUPPORTERS FOR: PRESIDENT

0  50. JIMMY CARTER
2  51. EDWARD KENNEDY
52. JERRY BROWN
53. WALTER MONDALE

DEMOCRATIC SENATE

1  11. U.S. SENATE CANDIDATE (STATE WITH 'RETIRING' INCUMBENT SENATOR)
2  13. U.S. SENATE INCUMBENT CANDIDATE
15. U.S. SENATE CANDIDATE CHALLENGING INCUMBENT CANDIDATE

DEMOCRATIC HOUSE

1  31. U.S. HOUSE CANDIDATE (DISTRICT WITH 'RETIRING' INCUMBENT)
3  33. U.S. HOUSE INCUMBENT CANDIDATE
35. U.S. HOUSE CANDIDATE CHALLENGING INCUMBENT CANDIDATE
1  68. DEMOCRATIC CANDIDATE(S) - NA WHICH CANDIDATE(S)
4  69. OTHER DEMOCRATIC CANDIDATE - ANY OFFICE LEVEL

INDEPENDENT CANDIDATE

27  17. JOHN ANDERSON

PARTY ORGANIZATION MENTIONED AS SUCH
71. REPUBLICAN PARTY
75. DEMOCRATIC PARTY
79. OTHER PARTY (ONLY)
6 80. OTHER INDEPENDENT OR MINOR PARTY CANDIDATE - ANY OFFICE LEVEL
24 95. CANDIDATE(S) FOR OTHER STATE/LOCAL OFFICES

96. OTHER GROUPS OR INDIVIDUALS WHICH ARE NEITHER PARTIES NOR ORGANIZED SUPPORTERS OF SPECIFIC CANDIDATES
20 97. CANDIDATE NAME GIVEN BUT PARTY/OFFICE LEVEL NA

1474 00. INAP., CODED 5, 8 OR 9 IN Q.E2; CODED 9 IN Q.E2A
18 98. DK
1 99. NA

-----------------------------

VAR 800790  NAME-WHICH CANDIDATE CONTACT-2
COLUMNS 1398 - 1399
NUMERIC
MD=0

Q.E2B(2). SECOND MENTION OF CANDIDATE THAT R WAS ASKED TO SUPPORT

<<SEE Q.E2B FOR COMPLETE QUESTION TEXT>>

REPUBLICAN CANDIDATES/ORGANIZED SUPPORTERS FOR: PRESIDENT

1 01. RONALD REAGAN
02. JOHN CONNALLY
03. GERALD FORD
04. HOWARD BAKER
05. GEORGE BUSH
06. PHILIP CRANE
07. ROBERT DOLE

REPUBLICAN SENATE

12. U.S. SENATE CANDIDATE (STATE WITH 'RETIRING' INCUMBENT SENATOR)
14. U.S. SENATE INCUMBENT CANDIDATE
16. U.S. SENATE CANDIDATE CHALLENGING INCUMBENT CANDIDATE

REPUBLICAN HOUSE

1 28. REPUBLICAN CANDIDATES(S) - NA WHICH CANDIDATE(S)
29. OTHER REPUBLICAN CANDIDATE - ANY OFFICE LEVEL
32. U.S. HOUSE CANDIDATE (DISTRICT WITH 'RETIRING' INCUMBENT)
34. U.S. HOUSE INCUMBENT CANDIDATE
1 36. U.S. HOUSE CANDIDATE CHALLENGING INCUMBENT CANDIDATE

DEMOCRATIC CANDIDATES/ORGANIZED SUPPORTERS FOR: PRESIDENT
1  50.  JIMMY CARTER
1  51.  EDWARD KENNEDY
1  52.  JERRY BROWN
1  53.  WALTER MONDALE

DEMOCRATIC SENATE

11.  U.S. SENATE CANDIDATE (STATE WITH 'RETIRING' INCUMBENT SENATOR)
13.  U.S. SENATE INCUMBENT CANDIDATE
15.  U.S. SENATE CANDIDATE CHALLENGING INCUMBENT CANDIDATE

DEMOCRATIC HOUSE

31.  U.S. HOUSE CANDIDATE (DISTRICT WITH 'RETIRING' INCUMBENT)
33.  U.S. HOUSE INCUMBENT CANDIDATE
35.  U.S. HOUSE CANDIDATE CHALLENGING INCUMBENT CANDIDATE

68.  DEMOCRATIC CANDIDATE(S) - NA WHICH CANDIDATE(S)
1  69.  OTHER DEMOCRATIC CANDIDATE - ANY OFFICE LEVEL

INDEPENDENT CANDIDATE

17.  JOHN ANDERSON

PARTY ORGANIZATION MENTIONED AS SUCH

71.  REPUBLICAN PARTY
2  75.  DEMOCRATIC PARTY
79.  OTHER PARTY (ONLY)
2  80.  OTHER INDEPENDENT OR MINOR PARTY CANDIDATE - ANY OFFICE LEVEL
5  95.  OTHER CANDIDATE(S) FOR STATE/LOCAL OFFICES (OFFICE LEVEL GIVEN BUT PARTY NA)
96.  OTHER GROUPS OR INDIVIDUALS WHICH ARE NEITHER PARTIES NOR ORGANIZED SUPPORTERS OF SPECIFIC CANDIDATES
5  97.  CANDIDATE NAME NOT ON LIST FOR MAJOR RACES IN STATE/DISTRICT

1595  00.  INAP., CODED 5, 8 OR 9 IN Q.E2; CODED 9 IN Q.E2A; CODED 98 OR 99 ON Q.E2B(1); NO FURTHER MENTION

==============================================
01. RONALD REAGAN
02. JOHN CONNALLY
03. GERALD FORD
04. HOWARD BAKER
05. GEORGE BUSH
06. PHILIP CRANE
07. ROBERT DOLE

REPUBLICAN SENATE

12. U.S. SENATE CANDIDATE (STATE WITH 'RETIRING'
    INCUMBENT SENATOR)
14. U.S. SENATE INCUMBENT CANDIDATE
16. U.S. SENATE CANDIDATE CHALLENGING INCUMBENT
    CANDIDATE

REPUBLICAN HOUSE

28. REPUBLICAN CANDIDATES(S) - NA WHICH CANDIDATE(S)
29. OTHER REPUBLICAN CANDIDATE - ANY OFFICE LEVEL
32. U.S. HOUSE CANDIDATE (DISTRICT WITH 'RETIRING'
    INCUMBENT)
34. U.S. HOUSE INCUMBENT CANDIDATE
36. U.S. HOUSE CANDIDATE CHALLENGING INCUMBENT
    CANDIDATE

DEMOCRATIC CANDIDATES/ORGANIZED SUPPORTERS FOR: PRESIDENT

50. JIMMY CARTER
51. EDWARD KENNEDY
52. JERRY BROWN
53. WALTER MONDALE

DEMOCRATIC SENATE

11. U.S. SENATE CANDIDATE (STATE WITH 'RETIRING'
    INCUMBENT SENATOR)
13. U.S. SENATE INCUMBENT CANDIDATE
15. U.S. SENATE CANDIDATE CHALLENGING INCUMBENT
    CANDIDATE

DEMOCRATIC HOUSE

31. U.S. HOUSE CANDIDATE (DISTRICT WITH 'RETIRING'
    INCUMBENT)
33. U.S. HOUSE INCUMBENT CANDIDATE
35. U.S. HOUSE CANDIDATE CHALLENGING INCUMBENT
    CANDIDATE
68. DEMOCRATIC CANDIDATE(S) - NA WHICH CANDIDATE(S)
69. OTHER DEMOCRATIC CANDIDATE - ANY OFFICE LEVEL

INDEPENDENT CANDIDATE

17. JOHN ANDERSON

PARTY ORGANIZATION MENTIONED AS SUCH

71. REPUBLICAN PARTY
75. DEMOCRATIC PARTY
79. OTHER PARTY (ONLY)
80. OTHER INDEPENDENT OR MINOR PARTY CANDIDATE - ANY
OFFICE LEVEL
95. OTHER CANDIDATE(S) FOR STATE/LOCAL OFFICES (OFFICE
LEVEL GIVEN BUT PARTY NA)
96. OTHER GROUPS OR INDIVIDUALS WHICH ARE NEITHER
PARTIES NOR ORGANIZED SUPPORTERS OF SPECIFIC
CANDIDATES
97. CANDIDATE NAME NOT ON LIST FOR MAJOR RACES IN
STATE/DISTRICT

1612 00. INAP., CODED 5, 8 OR 9 IN Q.E2; CODED 9 IN Q.E2A;
CODED 98 OR 99 ON Q.E2B(1); NO FURTHER MENTION

-----------------------------------------------

VAR 800792   NAME-WHICH CANDIDATE CONTACT-4
COLUMNS 1402 - 1402
NUMERIC
MD=0

Q.E2B(4). FOURTH MENTION OF CANDIDATE THAT R WAS ASKED TO
SUPPORT

<SEE Q.E02B FOR COMPLETE QUESTION TEXT>

REPUBLICAN CANDIDATES/ORGANIZED SUPPORTERS FOR: PRESIDENT

01. RONALD REAGAN
02. JOHN CONNALLY
03. GERALD FORD
04. HOWARD BAKER
05. GEORGE BUSH
06. PHILIP CRANE
07. ROBERT DOLE

REPUBLICAN SENATE

12. U.S. SENATE CANDIDATE (STATE WITH 'RETIRING'
INCUMBENT SENATOR)
14. U.S. SENATE INCUMBENT CANDIDATE
16. U.S. SENATE CANDIDATE CHALLENGING INCUMBENT
CANDIDATE

REPUBLICAN HOUSE

28. REPUBLICAN CANDIDATES(S) - NA WHICH CANDIDATE(S)
29. OTHER REPUBLICAN CANDIDATE - ANY OFFICE LEVEL
32. U.S. HOUSE CANDIDATE (DISTRICT WITH 'RETIRING'
INCUMBENT)
34. U.S. HOUSE INCUMBENT CANDIDATE
36. U.S. HOUSE CANDIDATE CHALLENGING INCUMBENT
CANDIDATE

DEMOCRATIC CANDIDATES/ORGANIZED SUPPORTERS FOR: PRESIDENT

50. JIMMY CARTER
**Democratic Senate**

11. U.S. Senate candidate (state with 'retiring' incumbent senator)
13. U.S. Senate incumbent candidate
15. U.S. Senate candidate challenging incumbent candidate

**Democratic House**

31. U.S. House candidate (district with 'retiring' incumbent)
33. U.S. House incumbent candidate
35. U.S. House candidate challenging incumbent candidate

**Independent Candidate**

17. John Anderson

**Party Organization Mentioned as Such**

71. Republican Party
75. Democratic Party
79. Other Party (only)
80. Other Independent or Minor Party Candidate - Any Office Level
95. Other Candidate(s) for State/Local Offices (Office Level Given But Party NA)
96. Other groups or individuals which are neither parties nor organized supporters of specific candidates
97. Candidate name not on list for major races in state/district

1614 00. Inap., coded 5, 8 or 9 in Q.E2; coded 9 in Q.E2A; coded 98 or 99 on Q.E2B(1); no further mention

**R's Political Activity**

Q.E3. We would like to find out about some of the things people do to help a party or a candidate win an election. During the campaign, did you talk to any people and try to show them why they should vote for one of the parties or candidates?

Page 372
VAR 800794  NAME-ANYONE INFLUENC R’S VOTE
COLUMNS 1404 - 1404
NUMERIC
MD=8 OR GE 9
Q.E3A. DID ANYONE YOU KNOW TALK TO YOU AND TRY TO SHOW YOU WHICH CANDIDATE FOR PRESIDENT TO VOTE FOR? (DO NOT INCLUDE PARTY CANVASSERS OR WORKERS)
-----------------------------------------------------------
619  1. YES
788  5. NO
8. DK
207  9. NA; NO POST ELECTION INTERVIEW

VAR 800795  NAME-R ATTEND POLITCL MEETING
COLUMNS 1405 - 1405
NUMERIC
MD=8 OR GE 9
Q.E4. DID YOU GO TO ANY POLITICAL MEETINGS, RALLIES, FUND-RAISING DINNERS, OR THINGS LIKE THAT?
-----------------------------------------------------
106  1. YES
1301  5. NO
8. DK
207  9. NA; NO POST ELECTION INTERVIEW

VAR 800796  NAME-R WORK FOR PARTY/CANDIDT
COLUMNS 1406 - 1406
NUMERIC
MD=8 OR GE 9
Q.E5. DID YOU DO ANY (OTHER) WORK FOR ONE OF THE PARTIES OR CANDIDATES <DURING THE CAMPAIGN>?
-------------------------------------------------
50  1. YES
1355  5. NO
8. DK
209  9. NA; NO POST ELECTION INTERVIEW

VAR 800797  NAME-R HAD CMPGN BUTTN/STICKR
COLUMNS 1407 - 1407
NUMERIC
Q.E6. DID YOU WEAR A CAMPAIGN BUTTON OR PUT A CAMPAIGN STICKER ON YOUR CAR?

94  1. YES
1313  5. NO
8. DK
207  9. NA; NO POST ELECTION INTERVIEW

Q.E7. DO YOU BELONG TO ANY POLITICAL CLUBS OR ORGANIZATIONS?

46  1. YES
1362  5. NO
8. DK
206  9. NA; NO POST ELECTION INTERVIEW

Q.E8. NOW A FEW QUESTIONS ABOUT GIVING MONEY DURING THIS LAST ELECTION CAMPAIGN. FIRST, DID YOU USE THE ONE-DOLLAR CHECK-OFF OPTION ON YOUR FEDERAL INCOME TAX RETURN TO MAKE A POLITICAL CONTRIBUTION THIS YEAR?

411  1. YES
852  5. NO
9  7. (R VOLUNTEERS); DON'T FILE FEDERAL INCOME TAX
123  8. DK
219  9. NA; NO POST ELECTION INTERVIEW

Q.E9. INTERVIEWER CHECKPOINT: STATES WITH CHECK-OFF OPTION ON ITS INCOME TAX FORM

364  1. INTERVIEW TAKEN IN STATE WHICH HAS CHECK-OFF OPTION
ON ITS INCOME TAX FORM (STATES IN NES SAMPLE WERE: IOWA, MAINE, UTAH, MARYLAND, MICHIGAN, MINNESOTA, NEW JERSEY, MASSACHUSETTS, NORTH CAROLINA, KENTUCKY, OREGON, WISCONSIN, OKLAHOMA)

1044 2. INTERVIEW TAKEN IN ANY OTHER STATE

206 9. NA; NO POST ELECTION INTERVIEW

VAR 800801  NAME-R USE POL $-STATE INC TX
COLUMNS 1411 - 1411
NUMERIC
MD=0 OR GE 7

Q.E9A. AND ON YOUR STATE TAX RETURN; DID YOU MAKE A POLITICAL CONTRIBUTION BY CHECKING OFF THAT ITEM ON YOUR STATE INCOME TAX RETURN?

95 1. YES
219 5. NO

1250 0. INAP., CODED 2 OR 9 IN Q.E9
2 7. (R VOLUNTEERS): DON'T FILE STATE INCOME TAX
46 8. DK
2 9. NA

VAR 800802  NAME-R GIVE $ POLITICAL CAND
COLUMNS 1412 - 1412
NUMERIC
MD=8 OR GE 9

Q.E10. WHAT ABOUT OTHER POLITICAL CONTRIBUTIONS. DID YOU GIVE ANY MONEY THIS YEAR TO A CANDIDATE RUNNING FOR PUBLIC OFFICE?

83 1. YES
1320 5. NO

2 8. DK
209 9. NA; NO POST ELECTION INTERVIEW

VAR 800803  NAME-R GAVE $ TO CND-OFFICE 1
COLUMNS 1413 - 1413
NUMERIC
MD=0 OR GE 9

Q.E10A. WHAT OFFICE WAS THAT CANDIDATE RUNNING FOR <THAT R GAVE MONEY TO>?

Q.E10A(1). <OFFICE FO WHICH FIRST MENTIONED CANDIDATE RAN>

26 1. PRESIDENT
12 2. U.S. SENATE
VARIABLE 800804
NAME-R GAVE $ TO CAND-PARTY 1
COLUMNS 1414 - 1414
NUMERIC
MD=0 OR GE 9

Q.E10B. WHAT PARTY DID THIS CANDIDATE BELONG TO <THAT R GAVE MONEY TO>?
Q.E10B(1). <PARTY OF FIRST CANDIDATE MENTIONED>

48 1. REPUBLICAN
25 5. DEMOCRATIC
7. OTHER
9 8. NON-PARTISAN; INDEPENDENT

VARIABLE 800805
NAME-R GAVE $ TO CND-OFFICE 2
COLUMNS 1415 - 1415
NUMERIC
MD=0 OR GE 9

Q.E10A(2). <OFFICE FOR WHICH SECOND MENTIONED CANDIDATE RAN>

VARIABLE 800806
NAME-R GAVE $ TO CAND-PARTY 2
COLUMNS 1416 - 1416
NUMERIC
Q.E10B(2).  <PARTY OF SECOND CANDIDATE MENTIONED>
-------------------------------------------------

<SEE Q.E10B FOR COMPLETE QUESTION TEXT>
4  1.  REPUBLICAN
5  5.  DEMOCRATIC
7.  OTHER
2  8.  NON-PARTISAN; INDEPENDENT
1603  0.  INAP., CODED 5, 8 OR 9 IN Q.E10; NO FURTHER MENTION

=================================
VAR 800807  NAME-R GAVE $ TO CND-OFFICE 3
COLUMNS 1417 - 1417
NUMERIC
MD=0 OR GE  9

Q.E10A(3).  <OFFICE FOR WHICH THIRD MENTIONED CANDIDATE RAN>
-------------------------------------------------------------

<SEE Q.E10A FOR COMPLETE QUESTION TEXT>

1.  PRESIDENT
2.  U.S. SENATE
1  3.  U.S. HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
4.  GOVERNOR
5.  STATE LEGISLATOR
6.  OTHER STATE ELECTIVE OFFICE
1  7.  COUNTY ELECTIVE OFFICE
8.  MUNICIPAL TOWNSHIP ELECTIVE OFFICE
1611  0.  INAP., CODED 5,8 OR 9 IN Q.E10; NO FURTHER MENTION
1  9.  DK; NA

=================================
VAR 800808  NAME-R GAVE $ TO CAND-PARTY 3
COLUMNS 1418 - 1418
NUMERIC
MD=0 OR GE  9

Q.E10B(3).  <PARTY OF THIRD MENTIONED CANDIDATE>
-------------------------------------------------

<SEE Q.E10B FOR COMPLETE QUESTION TEXT>

1  1.  REPUBLICAN
1  5.  DEMOCRATIC
7.  OTHER
8.  NON-PARTISAN
1611  0.  INAP., CODED 5, 8 OR 9 IN Q.E10; NO FURTHER MENTION
1  9.  DK, NA

=================================
VAR 800809  NAME-R GAVE $ TO CND-OFFICE 4
COLUMNS 1419 - 1419
Q.E10A(4).  <OFFICE FOR WHICH FOURTH CANDIDATE RAN>
---------------------------------------------------

<SEE Q.E10A FOR COMPLETE QUESTION TEXT>

1.  PRESIDENT
2.  U.S. SENATE
3.  U.S. HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
4.  GOVERNOR
5.  STATE LEGISLATOR
6.  OTHER ELECTIVE OFFICE
7.  COUNTY ELECTIVE OFFICE
8.  MUNICIPAL TOWNSHIP ELECTIVE OFFICE

1614  0.  INAP., CODED 5, 8 OR 9 IN Q.E10; NO FURTHER MENTION
9.  DK; NA

==========================================================================
VAR 800810  NAME-R GAVE $ TO CAND-PARTY 4
COLUMNS 1420 - 1420
NUMERIC
MD=0

Q.E10B(4).  <PARTY OF THIRD MENTIONED CANDIDATE>
------------------------------------------------

<SEE Q.E10B FOR COMPLETE QUESTION TEXT>

1.  REPUBLICAN
5.  DEMOCRATIC
7.  OTHER
8.  NON-PARTISAN

1614  0.  INAP., CODED 5, 8 OR 9 IN Q.E10; NO FURTHER MENTION

==========================================================================
VAR 800811  NAME-DID R GIVE TO POL PARTY
COLUMNS 1421 - 1421
NUMERIC
MD=8 OR GE  9

Q.E11.  APART FROM CONTRIBUTIONS TO SPECIFIC CANDIDATES, HOW ABOUT CONTRIBUTIONS TO ANY OF THE POLITICAL PARTIES? DID YOU GIVE MONEY TO A POLITICAL PARTY DURING THIS ELECTION YEAR?

------------------------------------------------------------------------

51  1.  YES
1353  5.  NO

1  8.  DK
209  9.  NA; NO POST ELECTION INTERVIEW

==========================================================================
VAR 800812  NAME-CONTRIBUTION TO PARTY -1
COLUMNS 1422 - 1422
Q.E11A. WHICH PARTY WAS THAT <R CONTRIBUTED MONEY TO>?

Q.E11A(1). <FIRST PARTY MENTIONED>
-------------------------------------------------------
39 1. REPUBLICAN
12 5. DEMOCRATIC
7. OTHER
8. NON-PARTISAN
1563 0. INAP,, CODED 5, 8 OR 9 IN Q.E11
9. NA; DK

Q.E11B. (ASK FOR EACH PARTY NAMED IN E11A) WAS YOUR CONTRIBUTION MADE TO THE LOCAL (PARTY NAME) PARTY ORGANIZATION, THE STATE PARTY ORGANIZATION, OR THE NATIONAL ONE?

Q.E11B(1). <FIRST PARTY ORGANIZATION>
-----------------------------------------------------------
16 1. LOCAL
11 2. STATE
22 3. NATIONAL
1563 0. INAP,, CODED 5, 8 OR 9 IN Q.E11
1 8. DK
1 9. NA

Q.E11A(2). SECOND PARTY TO WHICH R GAVE CONTRIBUTION
--------------------------------------------------------
<SEE Q.E11A FOR COMPLETE QUESTION TEXT>
4 1. REPUBLICAN
5. DEMOCRATIC
1 7. OTHER
8. NON-PARTISAN
1609 0. INAP,, CODED 5, 8 OR 9 IN Q.E11; NO FURTHER MENTION
Q.E11B(2). WAS YOUR CONTRIBUTION MADE TO THE LOCAL (PARTY NAMED IN Q.E11A(2)) PARTY ORGANIZATION, THE STATE PARTY ORGANIZATION, OR THE NATIONAL ONE?

1 1. LOCAL
2 2. STATE
3 3. NATIONAL

1609 0. INAP., CODED 5, 8 OR 9 IN Q.E11; NO FURTHER MENTION
8. DK

Q.E11A(3). THIRD PARTY TO WHICH R GAVE CONTRIBUTION

<SEE Q.E11A FOR COMPLETE QUESTION TEXT>

1. REPUBLICAN
5. DEMOCRATIC
7. OTHER
8. NON-PARTISAN

1614 0. INAP., CODED 5, 8 OR 9 IN Q.E11; NO FURTHER MENTION

Q.E11B(3). WAS YOUR CONTRIBUTION MADE TO THE LOCAL (PARTY NAMED IN Q.E11A(3)) PARTY ORGANIZATION, THE STATE PARTY ORGANIZATION, OR THE NATIONAL ONE?

1. LOCAL
2. STATE
3. NATIONAL

1614 0. INAP., CODED 5, 8 OR 9 IN Q.E11; NO FURTHER MENTION
8. DK

Q.E12. NOW, WHAT ABOUT POLITICAL ACTION GROUPS SUCH AS GROUPS SPONSORED BY A UNION OR A BUSINESS, OR ISSUE GROUPS
LIKE THE NATIONAL RIFLE ASSOCIATION OR THE NATIONAL ORGANIZATION FOR WOMEN. DID YOU GIVE MONEY THIS ELECTION YEAR TO A POLITICAL ACTION GROUP OR ANY OTHER GROUP THAT SUPPORTED OR OPPOSED PARTICULAR CANDIDATES IN THE ELECTION?

94  1.  YES
1303  5.  NO
2  7.  (R VOLUNTEERS): HAVE ONLY PAID UNION/ASSOCIATION DUES AND HAVE NOT CONTRIBUTED TO ANY OTHER ELECTION FUNDS

7  8.  DK
208  9.  NA; NO POST ELECTION INTERVIEW

Q.E12A. WHAT KIND OF ORGANIZATION OR ISSUE GROUP WAS THAT? CAN YOU GIVE ME THE NAME OF THE GROUP? DID YOU CONTRIBUTE TO ANY OTHERS? (WHICH ONES?)

Q.E12A(1). <FIRST GROUP MENTIONED>

POLITICAL ACTION COMMITTEE SPONSORED BY:

7 10. CORPORATIONS AND OTHER BUSINESS GROUPS - AMOCO PAC, CIVIL INVOLVEMENT PROGRAM (G.M. CORP), DART PAC (DART IND.), NON-PARTISAN POLITICAL SUPPORT COMMITTEE (G.E. CORP), REAL ESTATE PAC (RPAC), ETC.

21 11. PROFESSIONAL ORGANIZATIONS AND ASSOCIATIONS - AMERICAN MEDICAL ASSOCIATION PAC, NURSING ASSOCIATION PAC, ATTORNEYS CONGRESSIONAL CAMPAIGN TRUST, NATIONAL EDUCATIONAL ASSOCIATION PAC (PACE), ETC.

15 12. TRADE UNIONS - AFL-CIO COPE, MACHINISTS NON-PARTISAN POLITICAL LEAGUE, TRANSPORTATION POLITICAL EDUCATION LEAGUE, VAW COMMUNITY ACTION PROGRAM (CAP)

1 13. TRADE ASSOCIATIONS W/AT-LARGE MEMBERSHIP

1 14. FARM CO-OPERATIVES - COMM. FOR THOROUGH AGRICULTURAL POLITICAL EDUCATION (TAPE), AGRICULTURAL AND DAIRY EDUCATION POLITICAL TRUST, ETC.

7 15. IDEOLOGICAL/AT-LARGE POLITICAL GROUPS - CITIZENS FOR THE REPUBLIC, COMM. FOR THE SURVIVAL OF A FREE CONGRESS, NATIONAL CONSERVATIVE PAC, ETC.

1 18. RELIGION-CENTERED ORGANIZATIONS - MORAL MAJORITY, CHRISTIAN VOICE, ETC., GROUPS CONCERNED WITH SEPARATION OF CHURCH AND STATE

1 19. OTHER POLITICAL ACTION COMMITTEES

ISSUE GROUPS
21. PRO-ABORTION, PRO-CHOICE
22. ANTI-ABORTION, PRO-LIFE (RIGHT TO LIFE
23. ABORTION - NA WHETHER PRO OR ANTI
24. PRO-ERA, PRO-WOMEN'S RIGHTS (NOW)
25. ANTI-ERA
26. ERA, WOMEN'S RIGHTS - NA WHETHER PRO OR ANTI
27. PRAYERS IN SCHOOL - PRO
28. PRAYERS IN SCHOOL - ANTI
29. PRAYERS IN SCHOOL - NA WHETHER PRO OR ANTI
30. NUCLEAR WEAPONS, PLANTS - PRO
31. NUCLEAR WEAPONS, PLANTS - ANTI
32. NUCLEAR WEAPONS, PLANTS - NA WHETHER PRO OR ANTI
33. ETHNIC, MINORITY ISSUES - PRO (NAACP)
34. ETHNIC, MINORITY ISSUES - ANTI
35. ETHNIC, MINORITY ISSUES - NA WHETHER PRO OR ANTI
36. GUN CONTROL - PRO
37. GUN CONTROL - ANTI
38. GUN CONTROL - NA WHETHER PRO OR ANTI
39. CIVIL LIBERTIES - PRO (ACLU)
40. CIVIL LIBERTIES - ANTI
41. CIVIL LIBERTIES - NA WHETHER PRO OR ANTI
49. OTHER ISSUE GROUPS

Q.E12A(2). SECOND POLITICAL ACTION GROUP MENTIONED TO WHICH R GAVE MONEY

POLITICAL ACTION COMMITTEE SPONSORED BY:

1. CORPORATIONS AND OTHER BUSINESS GROUPS - AMOCO PAC, CIVIL INVOLVEMENT PROGRAM (G.M. CORP), DART PAC (DART IND.), NON-PARTISAN POLITICAL SUPPORT COMMITTEE (G.E. CORP), REAL ESTATE PAC (RPAC), ETC.
2. PROFESSIONAL ORGANIZATIONS AND ASSOCIATIONS - AMERICAN MEDICAL ASSOCIATION PAC, NURSING ASSOCIATION PAC, ATTORNEYS CONGRESSIONAL CAMPAIGN TRUST, NATIONAL EDUCATIONAL ASSOCIATION PAC (PACE), ETC.
11. TRADE UNIONS - AFL-CIO COPE, MACHINISTS NON-PARTISAN POLITICAL LEAGUE, TRANSPORTATION POLITICAL EDUCATION LEAGUE, VAW COMMUNITY ACTION PROGRAM (CAP)
12. TRADE ASSOCIATIONS W/AT-LARGE MEMBERSHIP
14. FARM CO-OPERATIVES - COMM. FOR THOROUGH AGRICULTURAL POLITICAL EDUCATION (TAPE), AGRICULTURAL AND DAIRY EDUCATION POLITICAL TRUST, ETC.
IDEOLOGICAL/AT-LARGE POLITICAL GROUPS - CITIZENS FOR THE REPUBLIC, COMM. FOR THE SURVIVAL OF A FREE CONGRESS, NATIONAL CONSERVATIVE PAC, ETC.

RELIGION-CENTERED ORGANIZATIONS - MORAL MAJORITY, CHRISTIAN VOICE, ETC., GROUPS CONCERNED WITH SEPARATION OF CHURCH AND STATE

OTHER POLITICAL ACTION COMMITTEES

ISSUE GROUPS

PRO-ABORTION, PRO-CHOICE
ANTI-ABORTION, PRO-LIFE (RIGHT TO LIFE
ABORTION - NA WHETHER PRO OR ANTI

PRO-ERA, PRO-WOMEN'S RIGHTS (NOW)
ANTI-ERA
ERA, WOMEN'S RIGHTS - NA WHETHER PRO OR ANTI

PRAYERS IN SCHOOL - PRO
PRAYERS IN SCHOOL - ANTI
PRAYERS IN SCHOOL - NA WHETHER PRO OR ANTI

NUCLEAR WEAPONS, PLANTS - PRO
NUCLEAR WEAPONS, PLANTS - ANTI
NUCLEAR WEAPONS, PLANTS - NA WHETHER PRO OR ANTI

ETHNIC, MINORITY ISSUES - PRO (NAACP)
ETHNIC, MINORITY ISSUES - ANTI
ETHNIC, MINORITY ISSUES - NA WHETHER PRO OR ANTI

GUN CONTROL - PRO
GUN CONTROL - ANTI
GUN CONTROL - NA WHETHER PRO OR ANTI

CIVIL LIBERTIES - PRO (ACLU)
CIVIL LIBERTIES - ANTI
CIVIL LIBERTIES - NA WHETHER PRO OR ANTI

OTHER ISSUE GROUPS

INAP., CODED 5, 7, 8 OR 9 IN Q.E12; CODED 99 IN Q.E12A(1); NO FURTHER MENTION

VAR 800821 NAME-Which PAC/issue group-3
COLUMNS 1433 - 1434
NUMERIC
MD=0

Q.E12A(3). THIRD POLITICAL ACTION GROUP MENTIONED TO WHICH R GAVE MONEY

POLITICAL ACTION COMMITTEE SPONSORED BY:

CORPORATIONS AND OTHER BUSINESS GROUPS - AMOCO PAC,
CIVIL INVOLVEMENT PROGRAM (G.M. CORP), DART PAC
(DART IND.), NON-PARTISAN POLITICAL SUPPORT
COMMITTEE (G.E. CORP), REAL ESTATE PAC (RPAC), ETC.

PROFESSIONAL ORGANIZATIONS AND ASSOCIATIONS -
AMERICAN MEDICAL ASSOCIATION PAC, NURSING
ASSOCIATION PAC, ATTORNEYS CONGRESSIONAL CAMPAIGN
TRUST, NATIONAL EDUCATIONAL ASSOCIATION PAC (PACE),

Page 383
12. TRADE UNIONS - AFL-CIO COPE, MACHINISTS
   NON-PARTISAN POLITICAL LEAGUE, TRANSPORTATION
   POLITICAL EDUCATION LEAGUE, VAW COMMUNITY ACTION
   PROGRAM (CAP)
13. TRADE ASSOCIATIONS W/AT-LARGE MEMBERSHIP
14. FARM CO-OPERATIVES - COMM. FOR THOROUGH
   AGRICULTURAL POLITICAL EDUCATION (TAPE),
   AGRICULTURAL AND DAIRY EDUCATION POLITICAL TRUST,
   ETC.
15. IDEOLOGICAL/AT-LARGE POLITICAL GROUPS - CITIZENS
   FOR THE REPUBLIC, COMM. FOR THE SURVIVAL OF A FREE
   CONGRESS, NATIONAL CONSERVATIVE PAC, ETC.
18. RELIGION-CENTERED ORGANIZATIONS - MORAL MAJORITY,
   CHRISTIAN VOICE, ETC., GROUPS CONCERNED WITH
   SEPARATION OF CHURCH AND STATE
19. OTHER POLITICAL ACTION COMMITTEES

ISSUE GROUPS

21. PRO-ABORTION, PRO-CHOICE
22. ANTI-ABORTION, PRO-LIFE (RIGHT TO LIFE
23. ABORTION - NA WHETHER PRO OR ANTI
24. PRO-ERA, PRO-WOMEN’S RIGHTS (NOW)
25. ANTI-ERA
26. ERA, WOMEN'S RIGHTS - NA WHETHER PRO OR ANTI
27. PRAYERS IN SCHOOL - PRO
28. PRAYERS IN SCHOOL - ANTI
29. PRAYERS IN SCHOOL - NA WHETHER PRO OR ANTI
30. NUCLEAR WEAPONS, PLANTS - PRO
31. NUCLEAR WEAPONS, PLANTS - ANTI
32. NUCLEAR WEAPONS, PLANTS - NA WHETHER PRO OR ANTI
33. ETHNIC, MINORITY ISSUES - PRO (NAACP)
34. ETHNIC, MINORITY ISSUES - ANTI
35. ETHNIC, MINORITY ISSUES - NA WHETHER PRO OR ANTI
36. GUN CONTROL - PRO
37. GUN CONTROL - ANTI
38. GUN CONTROL - NA WHETHER PRO OR ANTI
39. CIVIL LIBERTIES - PRO (ACLU)
40. CIVIL LIBERTIES - ANTI
41. CIVIL LIBERTIES - NA WHETHER PRO OR ANTI
42. ECOLOGY, CONSERVATION - PRO
43. ECOLOGY, CONSERVATION - ANTI
44. ECOLOGY, CONSERVATION - NA WHETHER PRO OR ANTI

OTHER ISSUE GROUPS

1609 00. INAP., CODED 5, 7, 8 OR 9 IN Q.E12; CODED 99 IN
         Q.E12A(1); NO FURTHER MENTION

=================================================================
VAR 800822  NAME-R’S INTEREST-CONGR ELCTN
COLUMNS 1435 - 1435
NUMERIC
MD=8 OR GE  9

Q.G1. AS YOU KNOW, REPRESENTATIVES TO CONGRESS IN
WASHINGTON WERE CHOSEN IN THIS ELECTION FROM CONGRESSIONAL
DISTRICTS ALL AROUND THE COUNTRY. HOW MUCH WOULD YOU SAY
THAT YOU PERSONALLY CARED ABOUT THE WAY THE ELECTION TO THE
U.S. HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES CAME OUT:  DID YOU CARE VERY
MUCH, PRETTY MUCH, NOT VERY MUCH, OR NOT AT ALL?

293 1. VERY MUCH
439 2. PRETTY MUCH
468 4. NOT VERY MUCH
177 5. NOT AT ALL

27 8. DK
210 9. NA; NO POST ELECTION INTERVIEW

Q.G2. DO YOU HAPPEN TO REMEMBER THE NAMES OF THE CANDIDATES
FOR CONGRESS -- THAT IS, FOR THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES IN
WASHINGTON -- THAT RAN IN THIS DISTRICT THIS NOVEMBER?

566 1. YES
841 5. NO; DK
207 9. NA; NO POST ELECTION INTERVIEW

Q.G2A. WHO WERE THEY?

Q.G2A(1). CANDIDATE NUMBER CODE FOR FIRST CONGRESSIONAL
CANDIDATE NAMED

5 31. DEMOCRATIC CANDIDATE (DISTRICT WITH "RETIRING"
INCUMBENT REPRESENTATIVE)
20 32. REPUBLICAN CANDIDATE (DISTRICT WITH "RETIRING"
INCUMBENT REPRESENTATIVE)
252 33. DEMOCRATIC INCUMBENT (DISTRICT WITH RUNNING
INCUMBENT REPRESENTATIVE)
140 34. REPUBLICAN INCUMBENT (DISTRICT WITH RUNNING
INCUMBENT REPRESENTATIVE)
14 35. DEMOCRATIC CANDIDATE (DISTRICT WITH RUNNING
INCUMBENT REPRESENTATIVE)
19 36. REPUBLICAN CANDIDATE (DISTRICT WITH RUNNING
INCUMBENT REPRESENTATIVE)
37. LIBERAL OR CONSERVATIVE CANDIDATE (DISTRICT WITH
RUNNING INCUMBENT REPRESENTATIVE)
39. INDEPENDENT CANDIDATE (DISTRICT WITH RUNNING OR
"RETIRING" INCUMBENT REPRESENTATIVE)
VAR 800825 NAME-WHICH PRTY-1ST CONGR CND
COLUMNS 1439 - 1439
NUMERIC
MD=0 OR GE 8

Q.G2B. (ASK FOR EACH NAME IN Q.G2A) WHAT WAS (FIRST MENTIONED CANDIDATE'S) PARTY?

Q.G2B(1).

274 1. DEMOCRATIC
201 5. REPUBLICAN
1 7. OTHER PARTY; SPECIFY (INCLUDING INDEPENDENT)

VAR 800826 NAME-R KNOWLEDGE/CAND.RUNNING
COLUMNS 1440 - 1440
NUMERIC
MD=0 OR GE 9

Q.G2C. RESPONDENT'S KNOWLEDGE OF THE NAMES AND PARTIES OF CANDIDATES RUNNING IN THE CONGRESSIONAL RACE FOR R'S DISTRICT (STATE) OF CURRENT RESIDENCE. NAME OF FIRST CONGRESSIONAL CANDIDATE

Q.G2(C1). FIRST CONGRESSIONAL CANDIDATE

385 1. VALID CANDIDATE NAME GIVEN AND CORRECT PARTY ASSOCIATED WITH NAME
15 2. VALID CANDIDATE NAME GIVEN, BUT INCORRECT PARTY ASSOCIATED WITH NAME
51 3. VALID CANDIDATE NAME GIVEN, DK OR NA FOR PARTY ASSOCIATED WITH NAME
75 4. INVALID CANDIDATE NAME GIVEN WITH ANY MENTION OF PARTY ASSOCIATED WITH NAME
35 5. INVALID CANDIDATE NAME GIVEN WITH ANY DK OR NA FOR PARTY ASSOCIATED WITH NAME
1 6. NO CANDIDATE NAME GIVEN (DK OR NA) - ANY PARTY MENTION
2 7. NO CANDIDATE NAME GIVEN (DK) - DK OR NA FOR PARTY MENTION, NO CANDIDATE NAME (NA) - DK FOR PARTY MENTION

842 0. INAP., R REMEMBERS NO NAMES (DK OR NA TO Q.G2)
208 9. NA FOR CANDIDATE NAME AND NA FOR PARTY MENTION; NO POST ELECTION INTERVIEW

==========================================
VAR 800827  NAME-R REMEMBERS CONGR CAND-2
COLUMNS 1441 - 1442
NUMERIC
MD=0 OR GE 98

Q.G2A(2). CANDIDATE NUMBER CODE FOR SECOND CONGRESSIONAL CANDIDATE MENTIONED
-----------------------------------------------

<SEE Q.G2A FOR COMPLETE QUESTION TEXT>

14 31. DEMOCRATIC CANDIDATE (DISTRICT WITH "RETIRING" INCUMBENT REPRESENTATIVE)
3 32. REPUBLICAN CANDIDATE (DISTRICT WITH "RETIRING" INCUMBENT REPRESENTATIVE)
23 33. DEMOCRATIC INCUMBENT (DISTRICT WITH RUNNING INCUMBENT REPRESENTATIVE)
13 34. REPUBLICAN INCUMBENT (DISTRICT WITH RUNNING INCUMBENT REPRESENTATIVE)
45 35. DEMOCRATIC CANDIDATE (DISTRICT WITH RUNNING INCUMBENT REPRESENTATIVE)
84 36. REPUBLICAN CANDIDATE (DISTRICT WITH RUNNING INCUMBENT REPRESENTATIVE)
37. LIBERAL OR CONSERVATIVE CANDIDATE (DISTRICT WITH RUNNING INCUMBENT REPRESENTATIVE)

1 39. INDEPENDENT CANDIDATE (DISTRICT WITH RUNNING OR "RETIRING" INCUMBENT REPRESENTATIVE)
1 80. MINOR PARTY CANDIDATE; INDEPENDENT CANDIDATE
70 97. NAME GIVEN <WAS> NOT ON <THE> CANDIDATE LIST FOR THIS RACE

1348 00. INAP., CODED 5 OR 9 IN Q.G2; NO SECOND MENTION
12 98. DK

==========================================
VAR 800828  NAME-WHICH PRTY-2ND CONGR CND
COLUMNS 1443 - 1443
NUMERIC
MD=0 OR GE 8

Q.G2B(2). WHAT WAS (SECOND MENTIONED CONGRESSIONAL CANDIDATE'S) PARTY?
-----------------------------------------------

<SEE Q.G2B FOR COMPLETE QUESTION TEXT>

98 1. DEMOCRATIC
116 5. REPUBLICAN
1 7. OTHER PARTY; SPECIFY

1348 0. INAP., CODED 5 OR 9 IN Q.G2; NO SECOND MENTION
20 8. DK
31 9. NA
Q.G2(C2). KNOWLEDGE OF NAME AND PARTY FOR SECOND MENTIONED CONGRESSIONAL CANDIDATE

153
1. VALID CANDIDATE NAME GIVEN AND CORRECT PARTY ASSOCIATED WITH NAME
6
2. VALID CANDIDATE NAME GIVEN, BUT INCORRECT PARTY ASSOCIATED WITH NAME
25
3. VALID CANDIDATE NAME GIVEN, DK OR NA FOR PARTY ASSOCIATED WITH NAME
49
4. INVALID CANDIDATE NAME GIVEN WITH ANY MENTION OF PARTY ASSOCIATED WITH NAME
21
5. INVALID CANDIDATE NAME GIVEN WITH ANY DK OR NA FOR PARTY ASSOCIATED WITH NAME
7
6. NO CANDIDATE NAME GIVEN (DK OR NA) - ANY PARTY MENTION
5
7. NO CANDIDATE NAME GIVEN (DK) - DK OR NA FOR PARTY MENTION, NO CANDIDATE NAME (NA) - DK FOR PARTY MENTION
1142
0. INAP., R REMembers NO NAMES (DK OR NA TO Q.G2); NO SECOND MENTION
206
9. NA FOR CANDIDATE NAME AND NA FOR PARTY MENTION; NO POST ELECTION INTERVIEW

Q.G2A(3). CANDIDATE NUMBER CODE FOR THIRD CONGRESSIONAL CANDIDATE MENTIONED.

1
31. DEMOCRATIC CANDIDATE (DISTRICT WITH "RETIRING" INCUMBENT REPRESENTATIVE)
1
32. REPUBLICAN CANDIDATE (DISTRICT WITH "RETIRING" INCUMBENT REPRESENTATIVE)
2
33. DEMOCRATIC INCUMBENT (DISTRICT WITH RUNNING INCUMBENT REPRESENTATIVE)
1
34. REPUBLICAN INCUMBENT (DISTRICT WITH RUNNING INCUMBENT REPRESENTATIVE)
35. DEMOCRATIC CANDIDATE (DISTRICT WITH RUNNING INCUMBENT REPRESENTATIVE)
36. REPUBLICAN CANDIDATE (DISTRICT WITH RUNNING INCUMBENT REPRESENTATIVE)
37. LIBERAL OR CONSERVATIVE CANDIDATE (DISTRICT WITH RUNNING INCUMBENT REPRESENTATIVE)
2
39. INDEPENDENT CANDIDATE (DISTRICT WITH RUNNING OR "RETIRING" INCUMBENT REPRESENTATIVE)
2
80. MINOR PARTY CANDIDATE; INDEPENDENT CANDIDATE
### VAR 800831 NAME-WHICH PRTY-3RD CANDIDATE

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Code</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>DEMOCRATIC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>REPUBLICAN</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>OTHER PARTY; SPECIFY</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Code</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1592</td>
<td>INAP., CODED 5 OR 9 IN Q.G2; NO THIRD MENTION</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>98</td>
<td>DK</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### VAR 800832 NAME-DID R RECOGN NAME/PRTY-3

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Code</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>VALID CANDIDATE NAME GIVEN AND CORRECT PARTY ASSOCIATED WITH NAME</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>VALID CANDIDATE NAME GIVEN, BUT INCORRECT PARTY ASSOCIATED WITH NAME</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>VALID CANDIDATE NAME GIVEN, DK OR NA FOR PARTY ASSOCIATED WITH NAME</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>INVALID CANDIDATE NAME GIVEN WITH ANY MENTION OF PARTY ASSOCIATED WITH NAME</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>INVALID CANDIDATE NAME GIVEN WITH ANY DK OR NA FOR PARTY ASSOCIATED WITH NAME</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>NO CANDIDATE NAME GIVEN (DK OR NA) - ANY PARTY MENTION</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>NO CANDIDATE NAME GIVEN (DK) - DK OR NA FOR PARTY MENTION, NO CANDIDATE NAME (NA) - DK FOR PARTY MENTION</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Code</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1386</td>
<td>INAP., R REMEMBERS NO NAMES (DK OR NA TO Q.G2); NO THIRD MENTION</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>206</td>
<td>NA FOR CANDIDATE NAME AND NA FOR PARTY MENTION; NO POST ELECTION INTERVIEW</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### VAR 800833 NAME-INTVWR CHKPT-SENATE RACE

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Code</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>NAME-INTVWR CHKPT-SENATE RACE</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Code</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>NAME-INTVWR CHKPT-SENATE RACE</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Q.G3. INTERVIEWER CHECKPOINT: SENATE RACE
------------------------------------------
SEE APPENDIX NOTE

976 1. U.S. SENATE RACE IN STATE (CANDIDATE LIST INCLUDES AT LEAST ONE NAME FROM #10-#16)
432 2. NO U.S. SENATE RACE (NO NAME FROM #10-#16 ON CANDIDATE LIST) (CODED 81, 82, 84 OR 85 IN Q.RA6)
206 9. NA; NO POST ELECTION INTERVIEW

VAR 800834 NAME-DOES R REMEM SENATE CAND
COLUMNS 1450 - 1450
NUMERIC
MD=0 OR GE 9

Q.G4. AND HOW ABOUT THE CANDIDATES THAT RAN IN THIS STATE FOR THE (UNITED STATES) SENATE IN WASHINGTON? DO YOU HAPPEN TO REMEMBER WHAT THE CANDIDATES' NAMES WERE?

503 1. YES
473 5. NO; DK
638 0. INAP., CODED 2 OR 9 IN Q.G3
9. NA

VAR 800835 NAME-R REMEMBERS SENATE CND-1
COLUMNS 1451 - 1452
NUMERIC
MD=0 OR GE 98

Q.G4A. WHO WERE THEY?
Q.G4A(1). CANDIDATE NUMBER CODE FOR FIRST SENATORIAL CANDIDATE MENTIONED


45 11. DEMOCRATIC CANDIDATE (FOR STATES WITH "RETIRING" INCUMBENT SENATOR)
68 12. REPUBLICAN CANDIDATE (FOR STATES WITH "RETIRING" INCUMBENT SENATOR)
197 13. DEMOCRATIC INCUMBENT (FOR STATES WITH RUNNING INCUMBENT SENATOR)
34 14. REPUBLICAN INCUMBENT (FOR STATES WITH RUNNING INCUMBENT SENATOR)
24 15. DEMOCRATIC CANDIDATE (FOR STATES WITH RUNNING INCUMBENT SENATOR)
69 16. REPUBLICAN CANDIDATE (FOR STATES WITH RUNNING INCUMBENT SENATOR)
11 20. INDEPENDENT CANDIDATE (FOR STATES WITH RUNNING INCUMBENT SENATOR)
1 80. MINOR PARTY CANDIDATE; INDEPENDENT CANDIDATE
51 97. NAME GIVEN NOT ON CANDIDATE CARD FOR THIS RACE

1111 00. INAP., CODED 2 OR 9 IN Q.G3;
CODED 5 OR 9 IN Q.G4
2 98. DK
1 99. NA

--------------------
VAR 800836  NAME-WHICH PARTY-SENATE CND-1
COLUMNS 1453 - 1453
NUMERIC
MD=0 OR GE 8

Q.G4B. WHAT WAS (NAME OF FIRST MENTIONED SENATORIAL CANDIDATE'S) PARTY?

--------------------
263  1. DEMOCRATIC
172  5. REPUBLICAN
  5  7. OTHER PARTY

1111  0. INAP., CODED 2 OR 9 IN Q.G4; CODED 5 OR 9 IN Q.G4
  24  8. DK
  39  9. NA

--------------------
VAR 800837  NAME-RECOGN SEN CN NAME/PTY-1
COLUMNS 1454 - 1454
NUMERIC
MD=0 OR GE 9

Q.G4C. RESPONDENT'S KNOWLEDGE OF THE NAMES AND PARTIES OF CANDIDATES RUNNING IN THE SENATE RACE FOR R'S DISTRICT (STATE) OF CURRENT RESIDENCE.

Q.G4C(1). KNOWLEDGE OF NAME AND PARTY OF FIRST SENATORIAL CANDIDATE MENTIONED

--------------------
380  1. VALID CANDIDATE NAME GIVEN AND CORRECT PARTY ASSOCIATED WITH NAME
  23  2. VALID CANDIDATE NAME GIVEN, BUT INCORRECT PARTY ASSOCIATED WITH NAME
  46  3. VALID CANDIDATE NAME GIVEN, DK OR NA FOR PARTY ASSOCIATED WITH NAME
  35  4. INVALID CANDIDATE NAME GIVEN WITH ANY MENTION OF PARTY ASSOCIATED WITH NAME
  16  5. INVALID CANDIDATE NAME GIVEN WITH ANY DK OR NA FOR PARTY ASSOCIATED WITH NAME
   2  6. NO CANDIDATE NAME GIVEN (DK OR NA) - ANY PARTY MENTION
   7  7. NO CANDIDATE NAME GIVEN (DK) - DK OR NA FOR PARTY MENTION, NO CANDIDATE NAME (NA) - DK FOR PARTY MENTION
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<p>| | |</p>
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>905</td>
<td>0. INAP., CODED 2 IN Q.G3; CODED 5 IN Q.G4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>207</td>
<td>9. NA FOR CANDIDATE NAME AND NA FOR PARTY MENTION; NO POST ELECTION INTERVIEW</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---

**VAR 800838**  
**NAME-R REMEMBERS SENATE CND-2**  
COLUMNS 1455 - 1456  
NUMERIC  
MD=0 OR GE 98  

Q.G4A(2). CANDIDATE NUMBER CODE FOR SECOND SENATORIAL CANDIDATE MENTIONED

<p>| | |</p>
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>52</td>
<td>11. DEMOCRATIC CANDIDATE (FOR STATES WITH &quot;RETIRING&quot; INCUMBENT SENATOR)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>28</td>
<td>12. REPUBLICAN CANDIDATE (FOR STATES WITH &quot;RETIRING&quot; INCUMBENT SENATOR)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>42</td>
<td>13. DEMOCRATIC INCUMBENT (FOR STATES WITH RUNNING INCUMBENT SENATOR)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>14. REPUBLICAN INCUMBENT (FOR STATES WITH RUNNING INCUMBENT SENATOR)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>26</td>
<td>15. DEMOCRATIC CANDIDATE (FOR STATES WITH RUNNING INCUMBENT SENATOR)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>115</td>
<td>16. REPUBLICAN CANDIDATE (FOR STATES WITH RUNNING INCUMBENT SENATOR)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>21</td>
<td>20. INDEPENDENT CANDIDATE; INDEPENDENT CANDIDATE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>80. MINOR PARTY CANDIDATE; INDEPENDENT CANDIDATE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>28</td>
<td>97. NAME GIVEN NOT ON CANDIDATE CARD FOR THIS RACE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1284</td>
<td>00. INAP., CODED 2 OR 9 IN Q.G3; CODED 5 OR 9 IN Q.G4; NO SECOND MENTION</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>98. DK</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---

**VAR 800839**  
**NAME-WHICH PARTY-SENATE CND-1**  
COLUMNS 1457 - 1457  
NUMERIC  
MD=0 OR GE 8  

Q.G04B. WHAT WAS (NAME OF SECOND MENTIONED SENATORIAL CANDIDATE'S) PARTY?  

<p>| | |</p>
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>111</td>
<td>1. DEMOCRATIC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>168</td>
<td>5. REPUBLICAN</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td>7. OTHER PARTY</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1284</td>
<td>0. INAP., CODED 2 OR 9 IN Q.G3; CODED 5 OR 9 IN Q.G4; NO SECOND MENTION;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14</td>
<td>8. DK</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>25</td>
<td>9. NA</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---

**VAR 800840**  
**NAME-RECOGN SEN CN NAME/PTY-2**  
COLUMNS 1458 - 1458  
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Q.G4C(2). KNOWLEDGE OF PARTY AND NAME OF SECOND MENTIONED SENATORIAL CANDIDATE

----------------------------------------------------------

248  1. VALID CANDIDATE NAME GIVEN AND CORRECT PARTY ASSOCIATED WITH NAME
15  2. VALID CANDIDATE NAME GIVEN, BUT INCORRECT PARTY ASSOCIATED WITH NAME
29  3. VALID CANDIDATE NAME GIVEN, DK OR NA FOR PARTY ASSOCIATED WITH NAME
23  4. INVALID CANDIDATE NAME GIVEN WITH ANY MENTION OF PARTY ASSOCIATED WITH NAME
5  5. INVALID CANDIDATE NAME GIVEN WITH ANY DK OR NA FOR PARTY ASSOCIATED WITH NAME
5  6. NO CANDIDATE NAME GIVEN (DK OR NA) - ANY PARTY MENTION
5  7. NO CANDIDATE NAME GIVEN (DK) - DK OR NA FOR PARTY MENTION, NO CANDIDATE NAME (NA) - DK FOR PARTY MENTION

1078  0. INAP., CODED 2 IN Q.G3; CODED 5 IN Q.G4; NO SECOND MENTION
206  9. NA; NO POST ELECTION INTERVIEW

-----------------------------
VAR 800841  NAME-R REMEMBERS SENATE CND-3
COLUMNS 1459 - 1460
NUMERIC
MD=0 OR GE 98

Q.G4A(3). CANDIDATE NUMBER CODE FOR THIRD SENATORIAL CANDIDATE MENTIONED

-------------------------------------------------------------


11  12. DEMOCRATIC CANDIDATE (FOR STATES WITH "RETIRING" INCUMBENT SENATOR)
1  13. REPUBLICAN CANDIDATE (FOR STATES WITH "RETIRING" INCUMBENT SENATOR)
14  15. DEMOCRATIC INCUMBENT (FOR STATES WITH RUNNING INCUMBENT SENATOR)
1  16. REPUBLICAN INCUMBENT (FOR STATES WITH RUNNING INCUMBENT SENATOR)
11  17. DEMOCRATIC CANDIDATE (FOR STATES WITH RUNNING INCUMBENT SENATOR)
12  18. REPUBLICAN CANDIDATE (FOR STATES WITH RUNNING INCUMBENT SENATOR)
12  20. INDEPENDENT CANDIDATE (FOR STATES WITH RUNNING INCUMBENT SENATOR)
2  80. MINOR PARTY CANDIDATE; INDEPENDENT CANDIDATE
VAR 800842  NAME-WHICH PARTY-SENATE CND-3
COLUMNS 1461 - 1461
NUMERIC
MD=0 OR GE 8

Q.G4B(3). WHAT WAS (NAME OF THIRD MENTIONED SENATORIAL CANDIDATE'S) PARTY?
-----------------------------------------------
17  1. DEMOCRATIC
17  5. REPUBLICAN
14  7. OTHER PARTY

1561 0. INAP., CODED 2 OR 9 IN Q.G3; CODED 5 OR 9 IN Q.G4; NO THIRD MENTION
3  8. DK
2  9. NA

==============================================================================
VAR 800843  NAME-RECOGN SEN CN NAME/PTY-3
COLUMNS 1462 - 1462
NUMERIC
MD=0 OR GE 9

Q.G4C(3). KNOWLEDGE OF NAME AND PARTY OF THIRD MENTIONED SENATORIAL CANDIDATE
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------
33  1. VALID CANDIDATE NAME GIVEN AND CORRECT PARTY ASSOCIATED WITH NAME
4  2. VALID CANDIDATE NAME GIVEN, BUT INCORRECT PARTY ASSOCIATED WITH NAME
2  3. VALID CANDIDATE NAME GIVEN, DK OR NA FOR PARTY ASSOCIATED WITH NAME
8  4. INVALID CANDIDATE NAME GIVEN WITH ANY MENTION OF PARTY ASSOCIATED WITH NAME
3  5. INVALID CANDIDATE NAME GIVEN WITH ANY DK OR NA FOR PARTY ASSOCIATED WITH NAME
3  6. NO CANDIDATE NAME GIVEN (DK OR NA) - ANY PARTY MENTION
7  7. NO CANDIDATE NAME GIVEN (DK) - DK OR NA FOR PARTY MENTION, NO CANDIDATE NAME (NA) - DK FOR PARTY MENTION

1355 0. INAP., CODED 2 IN Q.G3; CODED 5 IN Q.G4; NO THIRD MENTION
206 9. NA FOR CANDIDATE NAME AND NA FOR PARTY MENTION; NO POST ELECTION INTERVIEW

==============================================================================
VAR 800844  NAME-FEELING THERM-CARTER
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Q.G5. I'D LIKE TO GET YOUR FEELINGS TOWARD SOME OF OUR POLITICAL LEADERS AND OTHER PEOPLE WHO ARE IN THE NEWS THESE DAYS. I'LL READ THE NAME OF A PERSON AND I'D LIKE YOU TO RATE THAT PERSON USING THIS FEELING THERMOMETER. YOU MAY USE ANY NUMBER FROM 0 TO 100 FOR RATING. RATINGS BETWEEN 50 DEGREES AND 100 DEGREES MEAN THAT YOU FEEL FAVORABLE AND WARM TOWARD THE PERSON. RATINGS BETWEEN 0 AND 50 DEGREES MEAN THAT YOU DON'T FEEL TOO FAVORABLE TOWARD THE PERSON. IF WE COME TO A PERSON WHOSE NAME YOU DON'T RECOGNIZE, YOU DON'T NEED TO RATE THAT PERSON. JUST TELL ME AND WE'LL MOVE ON TO THE NEXT ONE. IF YOU DO RECOGNIZE NAME, BUT DON'T FEEL PARTICULARLY WARM OR COLD TOWARD THE PERSON, YOU WOULD RATE THE PERSON AT THE 50 DEGREE MARK.

Q.G5B. JIMMY CARTER

ACTUAL NUMBER IS CODED.

000.
   
100.

997. R DOESN'T RECOGNIZE NAME
17 998. DON'T KNOW WHERE TO RATE; CAN'T JUDGE
210 999. NA; REFUSED; LEFT BLANK; NO POST ELECTION INTERVIEW

VALID-N=1387 MIN=0 MAX=100 MEAN=55.2 ST.DEV=25.9

-----------------------------

VAR 800845 NAME-FEELING THERM: REAGAN
COLUMNS 1466 - 1468
NUMERIC
MD=GE 997

Q.G05C. RONALD REAGAN -- SCORE ON THE THERMOMETER

<SEE Q.G5 FOR COMPLETE QUESTION TEXT>

ACTUAL NUMBER IS CODED.

000.
   
100.

997. R DOESN'T RECOGNIZE NAME
27 998. DON'T KNOW WHERE TO RATE; CAN'T JUDGE
210 999. NA; REFUSED; LEFT BLANK; NO POST ELECTION INTERVIEW

VALID-N=1377 MIN=0 MAX=100 MEAN=59.5 ST.DEV=24.1
VAR 800846    NAME-FEELING THERM:  KENNEDY
COLUMNS 1469 - 1471
NUMERIC
MD=GE 997

Q.G5D.  TED KENNEDY - SCORE ON THE THERMOMETER

<SEE Q.G5 FOR COMPLETE QUESTION TEXT>

ACTUAL NUMBER IS CODED.

 000.
  .
 100.

2 997.  R DOESN'T RECOGNIZE NAME
34 998.  DON'T KNOW WHERE TO RATE; CAN'T JUDGE
211 999.  NA; REFUSED; LEFT BLANK; NO POST ELECTION INTERVIEW

VALID-N=1367  MIN=0  MAX=100  MEAN=47.6  ST.DEV=27.1

VAR 800847    NAME-FEELING THERM: ANDERSON
COLUMNS 1472 - 1474
NUMERIC
MD=GE 997

Q.G5H.  JOHN ANDERSON - SCORE ON THE THERMOMETER

<SEE Q.G5 FOR COMPLETE QUESTION TEXT>

ACTUAL NUMBER IS CODED.

 000.
  .
 100.

14 997.  R DOESN'T RECOGNIZE NAME
109 998.  DON'T KNOW WHERE TO RATE; CAN'T JUDGE
213 999.  NA; REFUSED; LEFT BLANK; NO POST ELECTION INTERVIEW

VALID-N=1278  MIN=0  MAX=100  MEAN=49.5  ST.DEV=20.7

VAR 800848    NAME-FEELING THERM-D SEN CAND
COLUMNS 1475 - 1477
NUMERIC
MD=888 OR GE 997

Q.G5M.  DEMOCRATIC U.S. SENATE CANDIDATE - STATE WITH SENATE RACE IN 1980 <SCORE ON THE THERMOMETER>
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<SEE Q.G5 FOR COMPLETE QUESTION TEXT>

ACTUAL NUMBER IS CODED.

SEE APPENDIX NOTE

000.
.
.
100.

432 888. INAP., CODED 23-24, 32, 34, 52-53, 56, 62-63, 66, 72-73, 76, 81-82, 84 OR 85 Q.AA6; (NO SENATE RACE OR NO DEMOCRATIC CANDIDATE IN SENATE RACE)

47 997. R DOESN'T RECOGNIZE NAME
117 998. DON'T KNOW WHERE TO RATE; CAN'T JUDGE
209 999. NA; REFUSED; LEFT BLANK; NO POST ELECTION INTERVIEW

VALID-N=809 MIN=0 MAX=100 MEAN=55.8 ST.DEV=23.5

================================

VAR 800849 NAME-FEELING THERM-R SEN CAND
COLUMNS 1478 - 1480
NUMERIC
MD=888 OR GE 997

Q.G5N. REPUBLICAN U.S. SENATE CANDIDATE - STATE WITH SENATE RACE IN 1980 <SCORE ON THE THERMOMETER>

<SEE Q.G5 FOR COMPLETE QUESTION TEXT>

ACTUAL NUMBER IS CODED.

000.
.
.
100.

452 888. INAP., CODED 13-14, 31, 34, 51, 53, 57, 61, 63, 67, 71, 73, 77, 81-82, 84 OR 85 IN Q.AA6 (NO SENATE RACE OR NO REPUBLICAN CANDIDATE IN SENATE RACE)

118 997. R DOESN'T RECOGNIZE NAME
118 998. DON'T KNOW WHERE TO RATE; CAN'T JUDGE
210 999. NA; REFUSED; LEFT BLANK; NO POST ELECTION INTERVIEW

VALID-N=716 MIN=0 MAX=100 MEAN=55.4 ST.DEV=20.9

================================

VAR 800850 NAME-FEELING THERM-I SEN CAND
COLUMNS 1481 - 1483
NUMERIC
MD=888 OR GE 997
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Q.G5O. INDEPENDENT/THIRD PARTY U.S. SENATE CANDIDATE - STATE WITH SENATE RACE IN 1980 <SCORE ON THE THERMOMETER>

<SEE Q.G5 FOR COMPLETE QUESTION TEXT>

ACTUAL NUMBER IS CODED.

000.

100.

1306 888. INAP., CODED 12, 14, 21, 24, 51-52, 55, 61-62, 65, 71-72, 75, 81-82, 84, OR 85 IN Q.AA6 (NO SENATE RACE OR NO INDEPENDENT/OTHER PARTY CANDIDATE IN SENATE RACE)

2  997. R DOESN'T RECOGNIZE NAME
5  998. DON'T KNOW WHERE TO RATE; CAN'T JUDGE
207 999. NA; REFUSED; LEFT BLANK; NO POST ELECTION INTERVIEW

VALID-N=94 MIN=0 MAX=100 MEAN=53.3 ST.DEV=22.1

Q.G5P. RETIRING U.S. SENATE INCUMBENT - STATE WITH SENATE RACE IN 1980 <SCORE ON THE THERMOMETER>

<SEE Q.G5 FOR COMPLETE QUESTION TEXT>

ACTUAL NUMBER IS CODED.

000.

100.

1029 888. INAP., CODED 12-14, 19, 21, 23-24, 29, 31, 32, 34, 81-82, 84 OR 85 IN Q.AA6 (NO SENATE RACE OR NO INCUMBENT SENATOR RUNNING IN SENATE RACE)

25  997. R DOESN'T RECOGNIZE NAME
38  998. DON'T KNOW WHERE TO RATE; CAN'T JUDGE
308 999. NA; REFUSED; LEFT BLANK; NO POST ELECTION INTERVIEW

VALID-N=214 MIN=0 MAX=100 MEAN=56.4 ST.DEV=20.5

Q.G5R. INCUMBENT U.S. SENATORS RANKED - STATE WITH SENATE RACE IN 1980 <SCORE ON THE THERMOMETER>

<SEE Q.G5 FOR COMPLETE QUESTION TEXT>

ACTUAL NUMBER IS CODED.

000.

100.

1029 888. INAP., CODED 12-14, 19, 21, 23-24, 29, 31, 32, 34, 81-82, 84 OR 85 IN Q.AA6 (NO SENATE RACE OR NO INCUMBENT SENATOR RUNNING IN SENATE RACE)

25  997. R DOESN'T RECOGNIZE NAME
38  998. DON'T KNOW WHERE TO RATE; CAN'T JUDGE
308 999. NA; REFUSED; LEFT BLANK; NO POST ELECTION INTERVIEW

VALID-N=214 MIN=0 MAX=100 MEAN=56.4 ST.DEV=20.5

-----------

VAR 800851 NAME-FEEL THERM-RET SEN INCUM
COLUMNS 1484 - 1486
NUMERIC
MD=888 OR GE 997

VAR 800852 NAME-FEEL THERM-INCUMB SEN #1
COLUMNS 1487 - 1489
NUMERIC
MD=888 OR GE 997
Q.G5Q. INCUMBENT U.S. SENATOR #1 - STATE WITH NO SENATE RACE IN 1980 <SCORE ON THE THERMOMETER>

<SEE Q.G5 FOR COMPLETE QUESTION TEXT>

ACTUAL NUMBER IS CODED.

000.
.
.
100.


32 997. R DOESN'T RECOGNIZE NAME

40 998. DON'T KNOW WHERE TO RATE; CAN'T JUDGE

218 999. NA; REFUSED; LEFT BLANK; NO POST ELECTION INTERVIEW

VALID-N=348 MIN=0 MAX=100 MEAN=56.6 ST.DEV=21.6

-----------------------------

VAR 800853 NAME-FL THERM-INC S TRM NOT UP
COLUMNS 1490 - 1492
NUMERIC
MD=888 OR GE 997

Q.G5R. INCUMBENT U.S. SENATOR #2 - STATE WITH NO SENATE RACE IN 1980 <SCORE ON THE THERMOMETER>

<SEE Q.G5 FOR COMPLETE QUESTION TEXT>

ACTUAL NUMBER IS CODED.

000.
.
.
100.


36 997. R DOESN'T RECOGNIZE NAME

40 998. DON'T KNOW WHERE TO RATE; CAN'T JUDGE

218 999. NA; REFUSED; LEFT BLANK; NO POST ELECTION INTERVIEW

VALID-N=344 MIN=0 MAX=100 MEAN=53.9 ST.DEV=21.3

-------------------------------

VAR 800854 NAME-FL THERM-INC S TRM NOT UP
COLUMNS 1493 - 1495
NUMERIC
MD=888 OR GE 997
Q.G5S. INCUMBENT U.S. SENATOR TERM NOT UP - STATE WITH SENATE RACE IN 1980 <SCORE ON THE THERMOMETER>

<SEE Q.G5 FOR COMPLETE QUESTION TEXT>

ACTUAL NUMBER IS CODED.

000.
.
100.

432 888. INAP., CODED 81-82, 84 OR 85 IN Q.AA6
89 997. R DOESN'T RECOGNIZE NAME
107 998. DON'T KNOW WHERE TO RATE; CAN'T JUDGE
216 999. NA; REFUSED; LEFT BLANK; NO POST ELECTION INTERVIEW

VALID-N=770 MIN=0 MAX=100 MEAN=57.9 ST.DEV=21.2

VAR 800855 NAME-FEEL THERM-DEM HSE CAND
COLUMNS 1496 - 1498
NUMERIC
MD=888 OR GE  997

Q.G5T. DEMOCRATIC U.S. HOUSE CANDIDATE - RACE IN 1980 <SCORE ON THE THERMOMETER>

<SEE Q.G5 FOR COMPLETE QUESTION TEXT>

ACTUAL NUMBER IS CODED.

000.
.
100.

296 997. R DOESN'T RECOGNIZE NAME
168 998. DON'T KNOW WHERE TO RATE; CAN'T JUDGE
218 999. NA; REFUSED; LEFT BLANK; NO POST ELECTION INTERVIEW

VALID-N=918 MIN=0 MAX=100 MEAN=60.8 ST.DEV=21.9

VAR 800856 NAME-FEEL THERM-REP HSE CAND
COLUMNS 1499 - 1501
NUMERIC
MD=888 OR GE  997

Q.G05M. REPUBLICAN U.S. HOUSE CANDIDATE - <SCORE ON THE THERMOMETER>

-----------------------------------------

Page 400
ACTUAL NUMBER IS CODED.

000.

100.

211 888. INAP., CODED 13-14, 31, 34, 51, 53, 57, 61, 63, 67, 71, 73, 77 IN Q.AA5 (NO REPUBLICAN U.S. HOUSE CANDIDATE)
253 997. R DOESN'T RECOGNIZE NAME
163 998. DON'T KNOW WHERE TO RATE; CAN'T JUDGE
221 999. NA; REFUSED; LEFT BLANK; NO POST ELECTION INTERVIEW

VALID-N=766 MIN=0 MAX=100 MEAN=59.7 ST.DEV=19.1

-----------------------------
VAR 800857 NAME-FEEL THRM-IND HOUSE CAND
COLUMNS 1502 - 1504
NUMERIC
MD=888 OR GE 997

Q.G5V. INDEPENDENT/THIRD PARTY U.S. HOUSE CANDIDATE <SCORE ON THE THERMOMETER>
------------------------------------------------------------

ACTUAL NUMBER IS CODED.

000.

100.

1342 888. INAP., CODED 12, 14, 21, 24, 51-52, 55, 61-62, 65, 71-72, 75 IN Q.AA5 (NO INDEPENDENT/THIRD PARTY U.S. HOUSE CANDIDATE)
33 997. R DOESN'T RECOGNIZE NAME
15 998. DON'T KNOW WHERE TO RATE; CAN'T JUDGE
208 999. NA; REFUSED; LEFT BLANK; NO POST ELECTION INTERVIEW

VALID-N=16 MIN=50 MAX=85 MEAN=58.1 ST.DEV=12.6

-----------------------------
VAR 800858 NAME-FEEL THRM-RET HOUSE CAND
COLUMNS 1505 - 1507
NUMERIC
MD=888 OR GE 997

Q.G5W. 'RETIRING' U.S. HOUSE INCUMBENT <SCORE ON THE THERMOMETER>
---------------------------------------------------------

Page 401
ACTUAL NUMBER IS CODED.

000.
.
100.

1310 888. INAP., CODED 12-14, 19, 21, 23,-24, 29, 31, 32, 34
IN Q.AA5 (INCUMBENT U.S. HOUSE CANDIDATE RUNNING)
13 997. R DOESN'T RECOGNIZE NAME
14 998. DON'T KNOW WHERE TO RATE; CAN'T JUDGE
207 999. NA; REFUSED; LEFT BLANK; NO POST ELECTION INTERVIEW

VALID-N=70  MIN=0  MAX=100  MEAN=56.0  ST.DEV=23.8

-------------------------------
VAR 800859    NAME-FEEL THERM-BIG BUSINESS
COLUMNS 1508 - 1510
NUMERIC
MD=GE 998

Q.G6. AND STILL USING THE THERMOMETER, HOW WOULD YOU RATE THE FOLLOWING:

Q.G6A. BIG BUSINESS
-----------------------------------------------

CODE ACTUAL NUMBER

ACTUAL NUMBER IS CODED.

000.
.
100.

96 998. DON'T KNOW WHERE TO RATE; CAN'T JUDGE
214 999. NA; NO POST ELECTION INTERVIEW

VALID-N=1304  MIN=0  MAX=100  MEAN=52.9  ST.DEV=22.5

-------------------------------
VAR 800860    NAME-FEEL THERM-POOR PEOPLE
COLUMNS 1511 - 1513
NUMERIC
MD=GE 998

Q.G6B. POOR PEOPLE <SCORE ON THE THERMOMETER>
-----------------------------------------------

<SEE Q.G6 FOR COMPLETE QUESTION TEXT>

ACTUAL NUMBER IS CODED.

000.
VALID-N=1329  MIN=0  MAX=100  MEAN=75.2  ST.DEV=18.4

===========================================
VAR 800861  NAME-Feeling Therm-Liberals
COLUMNS 1514 - 1516
NUMERIC
MD=GE 998

Q.G6C. Liberals <score on the thermometer>
-------------------------------------------

<see Q.G6 for complete question text>

Actual number is coded.

000.

.

.

167 998. DON'T KNOW WHERE TO RATE; CAN'T JUDGE
215 999. NA; NO POST ELECTION INTERVIEW

VALID-N=1232  MIN=0  MAX=100  MEAN=51.7  ST.DEV=21.0

===========================================
VAR 800862  NAME-Feeling Therm-Southerners
COLUMNS 1517 - 1519
NUMERIC
MD=GE 998

Q.G6D. Southerners <rate on the thermometer>
----------------------------------------------

<see Q.G6 for complete question text>

Actual number is coded.

000.

.

.

83 998. DON'T KNOW WHERE TO RATE; CAN'T JUDGE
216 999. NA; NO POST ELECTION INTERVIEW

VALID-N=1315  MIN=0  MAX=100  MEAN=66.2  ST.DEV=20.2

===========================================
VAR 800863  NAME-Feeling Therm-Hispanics
COLUMNS 1520 - 1522
Q.G6E.  HISPANICS <RATE ON THE THERMOMETER>  
-------------------------------------------

<SEE Q.G6 FOR COMPLETE QUESTION TEXT>
ACTUAL NUMBER IS CODED.
  
000.
  .
  100.

182 998.  DON'T KNOW WHERE TO RATE; CAN'T JUDGE
217 999.  NA; NO POST ELECTION INTERVIEW

VALID-N=1215  MIN=0  MAX=100  MEAN=57.8  ST.DEV=19.6

VAR 800864    NAME-FEEL THERM-RADICAL STDNT
COLUMNS 1523 - 1525
NUMERIC
MD=GE 998

Q.G6F.  RADICAL STUDENTS <SCORE ON THE THERMOMETER>  
---------------------------------------------------

<SEE Q.G6 FOR COMPLETE QUESTION TEXT>
ACTUAL NUMBER IS CODED.
  
000.
  .
  100.

98 998.  DON'T KNOW WHERE TO RATE; CAN'T JUDGE
216 999.  NA; NO POST ELECTION INTERVIEW

VALID-N=1300  MIN=0  MAX=100  MEAN=29.7  ST.DEV=22.5

VAR 800865    NAME-FEEL THERM-OLDER PEOPLE
COLUMNS 1526 - 1528
NUMERIC
MD=GE 998

Q.G06G.  OLDER PEOPLE <SCORE ON THE THERMOMETER>  
------------------------------------------------

<SEE Q.G6 FOR COMPLETE QUESTION TEXT>
ACTUAL NUMBER IS CODED.
  
000.
  .
  .

Page 404
100.

15 998. DON'T KNOW WHERE TO RATE; CAN'T JUDGE
215 999. NA; NO POST ELECTION INTERVIEW

VALID-N=1384  MIN=0  MAX=100  MEAN=83.2  ST.DEV=15.9

==============================================

VAR 800866  NAME-FEEL THERM-SUPREME COURT
COLUMNS 1529 - 1531
NUMERIC
MD=GE 998

Q.G6H. THE U.S. SUPREME COURT <SCORE ON THE THERMOMETER>
-----------------------------------------------

<SEE Q.G6 FOR COMPLETE QUESTION TEXT>

ACTUAL NUMBER IS CODED.

000.

100.

124 998. DON'T KNOW WHERE TO RATE; CAN'T JUDGE
216 999. NA; NO POST ELECTION INTERVIEW

VALID-N=1274  MIN=0  MAX=100  MEAN=57.7  ST.DEV=20.3

==============================================

VAR 800867  NAME-FEEL THRM-ENVIRONMNTLIST
COLUMNS 1532 - 1534
NUMERIC
MD=GE 998

Q.G6I. PEOPLE SEEKING TO PROTECT THE ENVIRONMENT <SCORE ON
THE THERMOMETER>
-----------------------------------------------

<SEE Q.G6 FOR COMPLETE QUESTION TEXT>

ACTUAL NUMBER IS CODED.

000.

100.

61 998. DON'T KNOW WHERE TO RATE; CAN'T JUDGE
217 999. NA; NO POST ELECTION INTERVIEW

VALID-N=1336  MIN=0  MAX=100  MEAN=70.9  ST.DEV=21.5

==============================================

VAR 800868  NAME-FEEL THERM-FEDERAL GOVT
COLUMNS 1535 - 1537
NUMERIC
Q.G6J. THE FEDERAL GOVERNMENT IN WASHINGTON <SCORE ON THE THERMOMETER>
----------------------------------------------------------
<SEE Q.G6 FOR COMPLETE QUESTION TEXT>
ACTUAL NUMBER IS CODED.

000.
.
100.

63 998. DON'T KNOW WHERE TO RATE; CAN'T JUDGE
216 999. NA; NO POST ELECTION INTERVIEW

VALID-N=1335 MIN=0 MAX=100 MEAN=51.8 ST.DEV=20.2

-----------------------------
VAR 800869 NAME-FEEL THERM-THE MILITARY
COLUMNS 1538 - 1540
NUMERIC
MD=GE 998

Q.G6K. THE MILITARY <SCORE ON THE THERMOMETER>
-----------------------------------------------
<SEE Q.G6 FOR COMPLETE QUESTION TEXT>
ACTUAL NUMBER IS CODED.

000.
.
100.

51 998. DON'T KNOW WHERE TO RATE; CAN'T JUDGE
217 999. NA; NO POST ELECTION INTERVIEW

VALID-N=1346 MIN=0 MAX=100 MEAN=65.1 ST.DEV=22.2

-----------------------------
VAR 800870 NAME-FeELING THERMOM-BLACKS
COLUMNS 1541 - 1543
NUMERIC
MD=GE 998

Q.G6L. BLACKS <SCORE ON THE THERMOMETER>
----------------------------------------
<SEE Q.G6 FOR COMPLETE QUESTION TEXT>
ACTUAL NUMBER IS CODED.

000.
100.

41 998. DON'T KNOW WHERE TO RATE; CAN'T JUDGE
217 999. NA; NO POST ELECTION INTERVIEW

VALID-N=1356  MIN=0  MAX=100  MEAN=64.2  ST.DEV=20.8

=================================
VAR 800871  NAME-FEELING THERM-DEMOCRATS
COLUMNS 1544 - 1546
NUMERIC
MD=GE 998

Q.G6M. DEMOCRATS <SCORE ON THE THERMOMETER>
--------------------------------------------------

<SEE Q.G6 FOR COMPLETE QUESTION TEXT>
ACTUAL NUMBER IS CODED.

000.

100.

44 998. DON'T KNOW WHERE TO RATE; CAN'T JUDGE
216 999. NA; NO POST ELECTION INTERVIEW

VALID-N=1354  MIN=0  MAX=100  MEAN=63.9  ST.DEV=20.4

=================================
VAR 800872  NAME-FEEL THRM-PPL ON WELFRE
COLUMNS 1547 - 1549
NUMERIC
MD=GE 998

Q.G6N. PEOPLE ON WELFARE <SCORE ON THE THERMOMETER>
----------------------------------------------------

<SEE Q.G6 FOR COMPLETE QUESTION TEXT>
ACTUAL NUMBER IS CODED.

000.

100.

88 998. DON'T KNOW WHERE TO RATE; CAN'T JUDGE
221 999. NA; NO POST ELECTION INTERVIEW

VALID-N=1305  MIN=0  MAX=100  MEAN=52.2  ST.DEV=23.1

=================================
VAR 800873  NAME-FEELING THERM-REPUBLICANS
COLUMNS 1550 - 1552
NUMERIC

Page 407
Q.G60.  REPUBLICANS <SCORE ON THE THERMOMETER> 
----------------------------------------------
<SEE Q.G6 FOR COMPLETE QUESTION TEXT>
ACTUAL NUMBER IS CODED.

000.
.
100.

49 998.  DON'T KNOW WHERE TO RATE; CAN'T JUDGE 
218 999.  NA; NO POST ELECTION INTERVIEW

VALID-N=1347  MIN=0  MAX=100  MEAN=59.2  ST.DEV=19.0

VAR 800874  NAME-FEEL THERM-LABOR UNIONS 
COLUMNS 1553 - 1555 
NUMERIC 
MD=GE  998 

Q.G6P.  LABOR UNIONS <SCORE ON THE THERMOMETER> 
-----------------------------------------------
<SEE Q.G6 FOR COMPLETE QUESTION TEXT>
ACTUAL NUMBER IS CODED.

000.
.
100.

74 998.  DON'T KNOW WHERE TO RATE; CAN'T JUDGE 
217 999.  NA; NO POST ELECTION INTERVIEW

VALID-N=1323  MIN=0  MAX=100  MEAN=54.4  ST.DEV=23.4

VAR 800875  NAME-FEEL THRM-CVL RGHTS LDRS 
COLUMNS 1556 - 1558 
NUMERIC 
MD=GE  998 

Q.G6Q.  CIVIL RIGHTS LEADERS <SCORE ON THE THERMOMETER> 
-----------------------------------------------
<SEE Q.G6 FOR COMPLETE QUESTION TEXT>
ACTUAL NUMBER IS CODED.

000.
.
100.
DON'T KNOW WHERE TO RATE; CAN'T JUDGE
NA; NO POST ELECTION INTERVIEW

VALID-N=1318  MIN=0  MAX=100  MEAN=53.6  ST.DEV=23.8

-----------------------------
VAR 800876  NAME-FEEL THERM-YOUNG PEOPLE
COLUMNS 1559 - 1561
NUMERIC
MD=GE 998

Q.G6R.  YOUNG PEOPLE <SCORE ON THE THERMOMETER>

<SEE Q.G6 FOR COMPLETE QUESTION TEXT>

ACTUAL NUMBER IS CODED.

000.

.

100.

DON'T KNOW WHERE TO RATE; CAN'T JUDGE
NA; NO POST ELECTION INTERVIEW

VALID-N=1362  MIN=0  MAX=100  MEAN=76.9  ST.DEV=17.7

-----------------------------
VAR 800877  NAME-FEEL THERM-CONSERVATIVES
COLUMNS 1562 - 1564
NUMERIC
MD=GE 998

Q.G6S.  CONSERVATIVES <SCORE ON THE THERMOMETER>

<SEE Q.G6 FOR COMPLETE QUESTION TEXT>

ACTUAL NUMBER IS CODED.

000.

.

100.

CONSERVATIVES

DON'T KNOW WHERE TO RATE; CAN'T JUDGE
NA; NO POST ELECTION INTERVIEW

VALID-N=1259  MIN=0  MAX=100  MEAN=62.7  ST.DEV=18.6

-----------------------------
VAR 800878  NAME-FEEL THRM-WMN'S LIB MVMT
COLUMNS 1565 - 1567
NUMERIC
MD=GE 998

Q.G6T.  WOMEN'S LIBERATION MOVEMENT <SCORE ON THE
THERMOMETER>
-------------------------------------------------
<SEE Q.G6 FOR COMPLETE QUESTION TEXT>
ACTUAL NUMBER IS CODED.

000.
   .
  100.

71 998. DON'T KNOW WHERE TO RATE; CAN'T JUDGE
217 999. NA; NO POST ELECTION INTERVIEW

VALID-N=1326  MIN=0  MAX=100  MEAN=53.8  ST.DEV=25.9

-------------------------------
VAR 800879    NAME-FEEL THERM-FED EMPLOYEES
COLUMNS 1568 - 1570
NUMERIC
MD=GE  998

Q.G6U.  PEOPLE WORKING FOR THE FEDERAL GOVERNMENT <SCORE ON
THE THERMOMETER>
---------------------------------------------------
<SEE Q.G6 FOR COMPLETE QUESTION TEXT>
ACTUAL NUMBER IS CODED.

000.
   .
  100.

89 998. DON'T KNOW WHERE TO RATE; CAN'T JUDGE
218 999. NA; NO POST ELECTION INTERVIEW

VALID-N=1307  MIN=0  MAX=100  MEAN=59.5  ST.DEV=18.0

-------------------------------
VAR 800880    NAME-FEEL THRM-BLCK MILITANTS
COLUMNS 1571 - 1573
NUMERIC
MD=GE  998

Q.G6V.  BLACK MILITANTS <SCORE ON THE THERMOMETER>
---------------------------------------------------
<SEE Q.G6 FOR COMPLETE QUESTION TEXT>
ACTUAL NUMBER IS CODED.

000.
   .
  100.
DON'T KNOW WHERE TO RATE; CAN'T JUDGE
NA; NO POST ELECTION INTERVIEW

VALID-N=1289 MIN=0 MAX=100 MEAN=29.6 ST.DEV=25.0

NAME-FEEL THRM-WRKNMEN/WOMEN

Q.G6W. WORKINGMEN AND WORKINGWOMEN <SCORE ON THE THERMOMETER>

SEE Q.G6 FOR COMPLETE QUESTION TEXT

ACTUAL NUMBER IS CODED.

000.
.
.
100.

DON'T KNOW WHERE TO RATE; CAN'T JUDGE
NA; NO POST ELECTION INTERVIEW

VALID-N=1369 MIN=0 MAX=100 MEAN=82.8 ST.DEV=16.3

NAME-FEELING THERMOM-CONGRESS

Q.G6X. CONGRESS -- THAT IS THE U.S. SENATE AND THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES <SCORE ON THE THERMOMETER>

SEE Q.G6 FOR COMPLETE QUESTION TEXT

ACTUAL NUMBER IS CODED.

000.
.
.
100.

DON'T KNOW WHERE TO RATE; CAN'T JUDGE
NA; NO POST ELECTION INTERVIEW

VALID-N=1324 MIN=0 MAX=100 MEAN=57.4 ST.DEV=18.2

NAME-FEELING THERMOM-FARMERS

000.
.
.
100.

DON'T KNOW WHERE TO RATE; CAN'T JUDGE
NA; NO POST ELECTION INTERVIEW

VALID-N=1324 MIN=0 MAX=100 MEAN=57.4 ST.DEV=18.2
Q.G6Y. FARMERS <SCORE ON THE THERMOMETER>
------------------------------------------

<SEE Q.G6 FOR COMPLETE QUESTION TEXT>
ACTUAL NUMBER IS CODED.

000.
.
.
100.

27  998. DON'T KNOW WHERE TO RATE; CAN'T JUDGE
217  999. NA; NO POST ELECTION INTERVIEW

VALID-N=1370  MIN=0  MAX=100  MEAN=79.6  ST.DEV=16.4

==============================================

VAR 800884    NAME-FEELING THERMOM-WHITES
COLUMNS 1583 - 1585
NUMERIC
MD=GE 998

Q.G6Z. WHITES <SCORE ON THE THERMOMETER>
-----------------------------------------

<SEE Q.G6 FOR COMPLETE QUESTION TEXT>
ACTUAL NUMBER IS CODED.

000.
.
.
100.

32  998. DON'T KNOW WHERE TO RATE; CAN'T JUDGE
217  999. NA; NO POST ELECTION INTERVIEW

VALID-N=1365  MIN=0  MAX=100  MEAN=77.4  ST.DEV=17.8

==============================================

VAR 800885    NAME-FEEL THERM-EVANGELICALS
COLUMNS 1586 - 1588
NUMERIC
MD=GE 998

Q.G6AA. EVANGELICAL GROUPS ACTIVE IN POLITICS, SUCH AS THE
MORAL MAJORITY <SCORE ON THE THERMOMETER>
-------------------------------------------

<SEE Q.G6 FOR COMPLETE QUESTION TEXT>
ACTUAL NUMBER IS CODED.

000.
.
.
100.
198  998.  DON'T KNOW WHERE TO RATE; CAN'T JUDGE
217  999.  NA; NO POST ELECTION INTERVIEW

VALID-N=1199  MIN=0  MAX=100  MEAN=45.3  ST.DEV=25.6

-----------------------------
VAR 800886  NAME-PEEL THERM-MIDDLE CLASS
COLUMNS 1589 - 1591
NUMERIC
MD=GE  998

Q.G6BB.  MIDDLE CLASS PEOPLE <SCORE ON THE THERMOMETER>
-------------------------------------------------------

<SEE Q.G6 FOR COMPLETE QUESTION TEXT>

ACTUAL NUMBER IS CODED.

000.
  .
100.

53  998.  DON'T KNOW WHERE TO RATE; CAN'T JUDGE
217  999.  NA; NO POST ELECTION INTERVIEW

VALID-N=1344  MIN=0  MAX=100  MEAN=76.2  ST.DEV=17.1

-----------------------------
VAR 800887  NAME-PEEL THERM-BUSNSMEN/WOMEN
COLUMNS 1592 - 1594
NUMERIC
MD=GE  998

Q.G6CC.  BUSINESSMEN AND BUSINESSWOMEN <SCORE ON THE THERMOMETER>
-------------------------------------------------------

<SEE Q.G6 FOR COMPLETE QUESTION TEXT>

ACTUAL NUMBER IS CODED.

000.
  .
100.

51  998.  DON'T KNOW WHERE TO RATE; CAN'T JUDGE
219  999.  NA; NO POST ELECTION INTERVIEW

VALID-N=1344  MIN=0  MAX=100  MEAN=72.9  ST.DEV=17.4

-----------------------------
VAR 800888  NAME-AMT GOVT LISTN TO PEOPLE
COLUMNS 1595 - 1595
NUMERIC
MD=8 OR GE  9

GOVERNMENT ATTENTION TO PEOPLE: "RESPONSIVENESS"
Q.H1. OVER THE YEARS, HOW MUCH ATTENTION DO YOU FEEL
THE GOVERNMENT PAYS TO WHAT THE PEOPLE THINK WHEN IT DECIDES
WHAT TO DO -- A GOOD DEAL, SOME, OR NOT MUCH?

118  1.  A GOOD DEAL
689  3.  SOME
575  5.  NOT MUCH
26   8.  DK
206  9.  NA; NO POST ELECTION INTERVIEW

Q.H2. HOW MUCH DO YOU FEEL THAT POLITICAL PARTIES HELP
TO MAKE THE GOVERNMENT PAY ATTENTION TO WHAT THE PEOPLE
THINK -- A GOOD DEAL, SOME, OR NOT MUCH?

252  1.  A GOOD DEAL
719  3.  SOME
395  5.  NOT MUCH
41   8.  DK
207  9.  NA; NO POST ELECTION INTERVIEW

Q.H3. AND HOW MUCH DO YOU FEEL THAT HAVING ELECTIONS
MAKES THE GOVERNMENT PAY ATTENTION TO WHAT THE PEOPLE THINK
-- A GOOD DEAL, SOME, OR NOT MUCH?

712  1.  A GOOD DEAL
487  3.  SOME
176  5.  NOT MUCH
32   8.  DK
207  9.  NA; NO POST ELECTION INTERVIEW

Q.H4. HOW MUCH ATTENTION DO YOU THINK MOST CONGRESSMEN
PAY TO THE PEOPLE WHO ELECT THEM WHEN THEY DECIDE WHAT TO DO
IN CONGRESS -- A GOOD DEAL, SOME, OR NOT MUCH?

HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES CAMPAIGN

Q.H5. NEXT I WOULD LIKE TO ASK YOU SOME QUESTIONS ABOUT THE CANDIDATE(S) WHO RAN IN THIS DISTRICT FOR THE U.S. HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES. WAS THERE ANYTHING IN PARTICULAR THAT YOU LIKED ABOUT THE DEMOCRATIC CANDIDATE FOR THE U.S. HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES?

(FOR LA03 AND LA07 WHERE THE REPRESENTATIVES WERE ELECTED IN THE PRIMARY)

WAS THERE ANYTHING IN PARTICULAR THAT YOU LIKED ABOUT (NAME) WHO WAS THE DEMOCRATIC CANDIDATE FOR THE U.S. HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES?

------------------------------------------------------------

417 1. YES
487 5. NO
366 7. R VOLUNTEERS: "I DON'T KNOW ANYTHING ABOUT THIS PERSON"

14 0. INAP., NO DEMOCRATIC U.S. HOUSE CANDIDATE IN DISTRICT; CODED 23-24, 32, 34, 52-53, 56, 62-63, 66, 72-73, 76 IN Q.AA5

118 8. DK
212 9. NA; NO POST ELECTION INTERVIEW

====================================================================

VAR 800893 NAME-WHAT R LIKES-D CAND,HR1
COLUMNS 1600 - 1603
NUMERIC
MD=0 OR GE 9998

Q.H5A(1). WHAT WAS THAT <THAT RESPONDENT LIKED ABOUT THE DEMOCRATIC CANDIDATE>?

FIRST REASON RESPONDENT LIKED DEMOCRATIC CANDIDATE

====================================================================

SEE APPENDIX NOTE

0001.

0.       P

9997.
VAR 800894  NAME-WHAT R LIKES-D CAND, HR 2
COLUMNS 1604 - 1607
NUMERIC
MD=0

Q.H5A(2). ANYTHING ELSE <THAT RESPONDENT LIKED ABOUT THE DEMOCRATIC CANDIDATE>?

SEE APPENDIX NOTE

0001.

9997.

1381 0000. INAP., NO DEMOCRATIC U.S. HOUSE CANDIDATE (CODED 23-24, 32, 34, 52-53, 56 62-63, 66, 72-73 AND 76 IN Q.AA5; CODED 5, 7, 8 OR 9 IN Q.H5; CODED 9998 IN Q.H5A(1); NO FURTHER MENTION
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CODE: 0 201 211 213 217 218 222 224 301
FREQ: 1381 9 4 2 4 3 11 2 2

CODE: 303 307 313 314 321 323 325 327 329
FREQ: 7 2 2 2 18 8 14 20 4

CODE: 444 447 449 452 456 459 461 462 496
FREQ: 1 2 3 1 1 2 2 1 2

CODE: 505 601 605 609 701 707 709 723 801
FREQ: 7 1 1 1 3 1 1 1 2

CODE: 815 816 833 897 901 907 909 912 915
FREQ: 2 1 1 1 2 1 1 1 1

CODE: 931 938 961 962 987 997 1004 1008 1106
FREQ: 1 1 1 3 1 1 1 1 1

CODE: 1164 1184 1205 1211 1217 1221 1227 1233
FREQ: 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 2

====================================================================
VAR 800895   NAME-WHAT R LIKES-D CAND,HR 3
COLUMNS 1608 - 1611
NUMERIC
MD=0

Q.H5A(3). ANYTHING ELSE <THAT RESPONDENT LIKED ABOUT THE
DEmOCRATIC CANDIDATE>?

THIRD REASON RESPONDENT LIKED DEMOCRATIC CANDIDATE
====================================================================

SEE APPENDIX NOTE

0001.
.
9997.

1525 0000. INAP., NO DEMOCRATIC U.S. HOUSE CANDIDATE (CODED
23-24, 32, 34, 52-53, 56 62-63, 66, 72-73 AND 76
IN Q.AA5; CODED 5, 7, 8 OR 9 IN Q.H5; CODED 9998
IN Q.H5A(1); NO FURTHER MENTION

CODE: 0 201 211 213 217 218 222 305 314 315
FREQ: 1525 2 1 2 1 4 1 1 2

CODE: 319 321 323 325 327 329 331 397 401
FREQ: 1 6 7 1 9 1 3 1 4

CODE: 407 413 430 435 437 443 445 449 452
FREQ: 6 1 1 1 2 2 1 2 1

CODE: 609 705 709 801 821 837 938 957 985
**VAR 800896 **
NAME-WHAT R LIKES-D CAND, HR 4
COLUMNS 1612 - 1615
NUMERIC
MD=0

Q.H5A(4). ANYTHING ELSE <THAT RESPONDENT LIKED ABOUT THE
DEMOCRATIC CANDIDATE>?

THIRD REASON RESPONDENT LIKED DEMOCRATIC CANDIDATE

SEE APPENDIX NOTE

0001.

.

9997.

1582 0000. INAP., NO DEMOCRATIC U.S. HOUSE CANDIDATE (CODED
23-24, 32, 34, 52-53, 56 62-63, 66, 72-73 AND 76
IN Q.AA5; CODED 5, 7, 8 OR 9 IN Q.H5; CODED 9998
IN Q.H5A(1); NO FURTHER MENTION

CODE: 0 201 217 222 224 303 321 325 327
FREQ: 1582 1 1 2 1 1 1 1 2

CODE: 329 331 401 417 443 449 504 505 701
FREQ: 1 1 1 3 1 1 1 1 1

CODE: 801 901 915 986 994 1021 1023 1209 1221
FREQ: 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1

CODE: 1227 1229
FREQ: 1 1

====================================

**VAR 800897 **
NAME-DOES R DISLK-DEM CAND, HR
COLUMNS 1616 - 1616
NUMERIC
MD=0 OR GE 8

Q.H6. WAS THERE ANYTHING IN PARTICULAR THAT YOU DIDN'T
LIKE ABOUT <THE DEMOCRATIC CANDIDATE FOR THE U.S. HOUSE OF
REPRESENTATIVES>?

180 1. YES
741 5. NO
380  0.  INAP., NO DEMOCRATIC U.S. HOUSE CANDIDATE IN
   DISTRICT (CODED 23-24, 32, 34, 52-53, 56, 62-63, 66,
   72-73, 76 IN Q.AA5; CODED 7 IN Q.H5

97  8.  DK
216  9.  NA; NO POST ELECTION INTERVIEW

=================================================================

VAR 800898   NAME-WHAT R DISLKS-D CND, HR 1
COLUMNS 1617 - 1620
NUMERIC
MD=0 OR GE  9998

Q.H6A(1). WHAT WAS THAT <THAT RESPONDENT DISLIKED ABOUT THE
   DEMOCRATIC CANDIDATE>?

FIRST REASON RESPONDENT DISLIKED DEMOCRATIC CANDIDATE
=================================================================

SEE APPENDIX NOTE

   0001.
   .
9997.

1434  0000.  INAP., NO DEMOCRATIC U.S. HOUSE CANDIDATE (CODED
   23-24, 32, 34, 52-53, 56 62-63, 66, 72-73 AND 76
   IN Q.AA5; CODED 7 IN Q.H5; CODED 5, 8 OR 9 IN
   Q.H6
9998.  DK
1  9999.  NA

CODE:    0   201   212   217   219   222   223   225   302
FREQ: 1434     2     2     4     1     3     1     1     3

CODE:  306   310   313   316   318   320   322   324   328
FREQ:  1     1     4     1     3     2     1     3     1

CODE:  332   401   402   408   410   414   420   422   424
FREQ:  1     1    12    11     3     2     1     1

CODE:  427   430   438   444   445   446   447   448   449
FREQ:  1     5     2     1     2     2     2     1

CODE:  450   451   462   495   497   500   502   505   507
FREQ:  3     6     1     4     1     9     1     1

CODE:  606   609   702   796   797   809   815   816   832
FREQ:  3     1     5     1     1     8     1     1

CODE:  901   905   906   929   961   963   985   986   991
FREQ:  1     1     1     1     1     1     1     3     1

CODE:  997   1023  1107  1117  1166  1201  1206  1207  1297
FREQ:  5     1     1     2     1     1     1     2     1

CODE:  9997   9999
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VAR 800899  NAME-WHAT R DISLKS-D CND, HR 2
COLUMNS 1621 - 1624
NUMERIC
MD=0

Q.H6A(2). ANYTHING ELSE <THAT RESPONDENT DISLIKED ABOUT THE
DEMOCRATIC CANDIDATE>?

SECOND REASON RESPONDENT DISLIKED DEMOCRATIC CANDIDATE

SEE APPENDIX NOTE

0001.

9997.

1548 0000. INAP., NO DEMOCRATIC U.S. HOUSE CANDIDATE (CODED
23-24, 32, 34, 52-53, 56 62-63, 66, 72-73 AND 76
IN Q.AA5; CODED 7 IN Q.H5; CODED 5, 8 OR 9 IN
Q.H6; CODED 9999 IN Q.H6A(1); NO FURTHER MENTION

CODE:  0  201  212  217  222  223  225  313  318
FREQ: 1548   2    2    3    1    3    1    1    4

CODE:  320  324  326  328  402  404  408  410  430
FREQ:   1    3    1    1    2    2    1    2    2

CODE:  433  444  445  446  449  456  495  500  505
FREQ:   1    2    1    2    1    1    1    2

CODE:  542  606  610  614  702  710  801  804  805
FREQ:   1    1    1    1    2    1    1    2

CODE:  834  903  915  947  961  986  1184 1201 1214
FREQ:   1    1    1    1    1    1    1

---------------------------------------------------------------------

VAR 800900  NAME-WHAT R DISLKS-D CND, HR 3
COLUMNS 1625 - 1628
NUMERIC
MD=0

Q.H6A(3). ANYTHING ELSE <THAT RESPONDENT DISLIKED ABOUT THE
DEMOCRATIC CANDIDATE>?

THIRD REASON RESPONDENT DISLIKED DEMOCRATIC CANDIDATE

SEE APPENDIX NOTE

0001.
1599 0000. INAP., NO DEMOCRATIC U.S. HOUSE CANDIDATE (CODED 23-24, 32, 34, 52-53, 56 62-63, 66, 72-73 AND 76 IN Q.AA5; CODED 7 IN Q.H5; CODED 5, 8 OR 9 IN Q.H6; CODED 9999 IN Q.H6A(1); NO FURTHER MENTION

CODE: 0 201 217 222 223 324 328 402 408
FREQ: 1599 2 1 1 1 1 1 1

CODE: 505 610 906 931 1014 1101
FREQ: 1 1 1 1 1

Q.H6A(4). ANYTHING ELSE <THAT RESPONDENT DISLIKED ABOUT THE DEMOCRATIC CANDIDATE>?

FOURTH REASON RESPONDENT DISLIKED DEMOCRATIC CANDIDATE

SEE APPENDIX NOTE

1612 0000. INAP., NO DEMOCRATIC U.S. HOUSE CANDIDATE (CODED 23-24,32, 34, 52-53, 56, 62-63, 66, 72-73 AND 76 IN Q.AA5; CODED 7 IN Q.H5; CODED 5, 8 OR 9 IN Q.H6; CODED 9999 IN Q.H6A(1); NO FURTHER MENTION

CODE: 0 500 697
FREQ: 1612 1 1

-------------------------------

Q.H7. WAS THERE ANYTHING IN PARTICULAR THAT YOU LIKED ABOUT THE REPUBLICAN CANDIDATE FOR THE U.S. HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES?

(WHERE THE REPRESENTATIVES WERE ELECTED IN THE PRIMARY)

VAR 800902 NAME-DOES R LIKE-REP CAND HR
COLUMNS 1632 - 1632
NUMERIC
MD=0 OR GE 8

SEE APPENDIX NOTE
329  1.  YES
415  5.  NO
332  7.  R VOLUNTEERS: "I DON'T KNOW ANYTHING ABOUT THIS PERSON"
211  0.  INAP., NO REPUBLICAN U.S. HOUSE CANDIDATE IN DISTRICT; CODED 13-14, 31, 34, 51, 53, 57, 61, 63, 67, 71, 73, 77 IN Q.AA5
105  8.  DK
222  9.  NA; NO POST ELECTION INTERVIEW

================================================================================

VAR 800903  NAME-WHAT R LIKES-R CAND, HR 1
COLUMNS 1633 - 1636
NUMERIC
MD=0 OR GE  9998

Q.H7A(1). WHAT WAS THAT <THAT RESPONDENT LIKED ABOUT THE DEMOCRATIC CANDIDATE>?

FIRST REASON RESPONDENT LIKED REPUBLICAN CANDIDATE

SEE APPENDIX NOTE

0001.
.
9997.

1285  0000.  INAP., NO REPUBLICAN U.S. HOUSE CANDIDATE IN DISTRICT (CODED 13-14, 31, 34, 51, 53, 57, 61, 63, 67, 71, 73, OR 77 IN Q.AA5); CODED 5, 7-9 IN Q.H7
  1  9998.  DK
  9999.  NA

CODE:  0   201   211   213   217   218   222   303   312
FREQ: 1285  17     6     1   13     6    25     1

CODE:  321   323   325   327   329   331   401   407   409
FREQ:   7    10    12    15     1    5    33     9     1

CODE:  413   417   421   423   430   432   435   437   442
FREQ:    2     2     1     1     1     4    1     3     1

CODE:  443   445   446   447   449   452   455   456   459
FREQ:   11     2     1     3     8     4     2     1     1

CODE:  461   500   501   504   505   506   601   605   609
FREQ:    2     1    18     2    17     1    2    2     2

CODE:  613   701   725   801   806   807   809   814   816
FREQ:    1    4     3     6     2     1     1     1    10

CODE:  833   901   905   914   930   962   963   985   987
FREQ:    2     1     1     4     1     1     1     1     1
VAR 800904  NAME-WHAT R LIKES-R CAND, HR 2
COLUMNS 1637 - 1640
NUMERIC
MD=0

Q.H7A(2). ANYTHING ELSE <THAT RESPONDENT LIKED ABOUT THE
REPUBLICAN CANDIDATE>?
SECOND REASON RESPONDENT LIKED REPUBLICAN CANDIDATE

SEE APPENDIX NOTE

0001.
.
9997.

1415 0000. INAP., NO REPUBLICAN U.S. HOUSE CANDIDATE IN
DISTRICT (CODED 13-14, 31, 34, 51, 53, 57, 61,
63, 67, 71, 73, OR 77 IN Q.AA5); CODED 5, 7-9 IN
Q.H7; CODED 9998 IN Q.H7A(1); NO FURTHER MENTION
Q. H7A(3). ANYTHING ELSE <THAT RESPONDENT LIKED ABOUT THE
REPUBLICAN CANDIDATE>?
THIRD REASON RESPONDENT LIKED REPUBLICAN CANDIDATE
---------------------------------------------
SEE APPENDIX NOTE
0001.
.
9997.

1527  0000. INAP., NO REPUBLICAN U.S. HOUSE CANDIDATE IN
DISTRICT (CODED 13-14, 31, 34, 51, 53, 57, 61,
63, 67, 71, 73, OR 77 IN Q.AA5); CODED 5, 7-9 IN
Q.H7; CODED 9998 IN Q.H7A(1); NO FURTHER MENTION

CODE:  0  201  213  217  218  222  301  303  315
FREQ:  1527  8  1  2  2  2  1  2  1

CODE:  321  323  325  327  331  401  403  407  417
FREQ:  4  3  4  4  1  5  2  8  1

CODE:  421  423  428  430  442  443  447  449  455
FREQ:  1  1  1  1  1  1  1  1  1

CODE:  457  497  505  605  610  801  816  835  901
FREQ:  2  1  2  1  1  1  3  2  3

CODE:  909  924  929  938  963  1203  1205  1209  1215
FREQ:  1  1  1  2  1  1  2  1  1

= = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = =

VAR 800906  NAME-WHAT R LIKES-R CAND, HR 4
COLUMNS 1645 - 1648
NUMERIC
MD=0

Q. H7A(4). ANYTHING ELSE <THAT RESPONDENT LIKES ABOUT THE
REPUBLICAN CANDIDATE>?
FOURTH REASON RESPONDENT LIKES REPUBLICAN CANDIDATE
---------------------------------------------
SEE APPENDIX NOTE
0001.
.
9997.
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1585 0000. INAP., NO REPUBLICAN U.S. HOUSE CANDIDATE IN
DISTRICT (CODED 13-14, 31, 34, 51, 53, 57, 61,
63, 67, 71, 73, OR 77 IN Q.AA5); CODED 0, 5, 7-9 IN
Q.H7; CODED 9998 IN Q.H7A(1); NO FURTHER MENTION

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CODE</th>
<th>FREQ</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
<td>1585</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>413</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>417</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>445</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>452</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>455</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>457</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>505</td>
<td>505</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>613</td>
<td>613</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>701</td>
<td>701</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>801</td>
<td>801</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>806</td>
<td>806</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>816</td>
<td>816</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>843</td>
<td>843</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>904</td>
<td>904</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>997</td>
<td>997</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1221</td>
<td>1221</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

-----------------------------

VAR 800907 NAME-DOES R DISLK-REP CAND, HR
COLUMNS 1649 - 1649
NUMERIC
MD=0 OR GE 8

Q.H8. WAS THERE ANYTHING IN PARTICULAR THAT YOU DIDN'T LIKE
ABOUT <THE REPUBLICAN CANDIDATE FOR HOUSE OF
REPRESENTATIVES>?

------------------------------------------------------------

127 1. YES
639 5. NO

543 0. INAP., NO REPUBLICAN U.S. HOUSE CANDIDATE IN
DISTRICT (CODED 13-14, 31, 34, 51, 53, 57, 61, 63,
67, 71, 73, 77, IN Q.AA5; CODED 7 IN Q.H7
83 8. DK
222 9. NA; NO POST ELECTION INTERVIEW

-----------------------------

VAR 800908 NAME-WHAT R DISLKS-R CND, HR 1
COLUMNS 1650 - 1653
NUMERIC
MD=0 OR GE 9998

Q.H8A(1). WHAT WAS THAT <THAT RESPONDENT DISLIKED ABOUT THE
REPUBLICAN CANDIDATE FOR THE U.S. HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES>?

FIRST REASON RESPONDENT DISLIKED REPUBLICAN CANDIDATE

SEE APPENDIX NOTE

0001.
9997.

1487 0000. INAP., NO REPUBLICAN U.S. HOUSE CANDIDATE IN
DISTRICT (CODED 13-14, 31, 34, 51, 53, 57, 61,
63, 67, 71, 73, OR 77 IN Q.AA5); CODED 5, 7, 9 IN Q.H7
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VAR 800909 NAME-WHAT R DISLKS-R CND,HR 2
COLUMNS 1654 - 1657
NUMERIC
MD=0

Q.H8A(2). ANYTHING ELSE <THAT RESPONDENT DISLIKED ABOUT THE
REPUBLICAN CANDIDATE>?

SECOND REASON RESPONDENT DISLIKED REPUBLICAN CANDIDATE
---------------------------------------------------------------

SEE APPENDIX NOTE

0001.

.

9997.

1571 0000. INAP., NO REPUBLICAN U.S. HOUSE CANDIDATE IN
DISTRICT (CODED 13-14, 31, 34, 51, 53, 57, 61, 63, 67, 71, 73, OR 77 IN Q.AA5); CODED 7 IN Q.H7;
CODED 5, 8 OR 9 IN Q.H8; CODED 99 IN Q.H8A(1);
NO FURTHER MENTION

CODE: 0 225 313 318 322 324 402 410 414
FREQ: 1571 1 1 1 1 2 3 1 3

CODE: 441 444 505 702 801 804 901 906 907
FREQ: 1 2 4 3 1 2 1 1 2

CODE: 1001 1019 1107 1156 1184 1206 1218 1234
FREQ: 1 1 1 1 1 3 2 3

---------------------------------------------------------------
Q.H8A(3). ANYTHING ELSE <THAT RESPONDENT DISLIKED ABOUT THE REPUBLICAN CANDIDATE>?

THIRD REASON RESPONDENT DISLIKED REPUBLICAN CANDIDATE

------------------------------------------------------------

SEE APPENDIX NOTE

0001.
.
9997.

1601 0000. INAP., NO REPUBLICAN U.S. HOUSE CANDIDATE IN DISTRICT (CODED 13-14, 31, 34, 51, 53, 57, 61, 63, 67, 71, 73, OR 77 IN Q.AA5); CODED 7 IN Q.H7; CODED 5, 8 OR 9 IN Q.H8; CODED 99 IN Q.H8A(1); NO FURTHER MENTION

CODE: 0 225 402 445 495 702 797 808 916
FREQ: 1601 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1

CODE: 995 997 1106 1206 1209
FREQ: 1 1 1 1 1

---------------------------------------------------------------------

VAR 800911    NAME-WHAT R DISLKS-R CND,HR 4
COLUMNS 1662 - 1664
NUMERIC
MD=0

Q.H8A(4). ANYTHING ELSE <THAT RESPONDENT DISLIKED ABOUT THE REPUBLICAN CANDIDATE>?

FOURTH REASON RESPONDEENT DISLIKED REPUBLICAN CANDIDATE

------------------------------------------------------------

SEE APPENDIX NOTE

0001.
.
9997.

1611 0000. INAP., NO REPUBLICAN U.S. HOUSE CANDIDATE IN DISTRICT (CODED 13-14, 31, 34, 51, 53, 57, 61, 63, 67, 71, 73, OR 77 IN Q.AA5); CODED 7 IN Q.H7; CODED 5, 8 OR 9 IN Q.H8; CODED 99 IN Q.H8A(1); NO FURTHER MENTION

CODE: 0 901 904 954
FREQ: 1611 1 1 1 1
### VAR 800912  NAME-WAS EITHER CAND IN CONGR
COLUMNS 1665 - 1665
NUMERIC
MD=5 OR GE 9

Q.H9. DO YOU HAPPEN TO KNOW IF EITHER OF THESE CANDIDATES,

<THE DEMOCRATIC HOUSE CANDIDATE> OR <THE REPUBLICAN HOUSE
CANDIDATE>, WAS ALREADY IN THE U.S. HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
BEFORE THE ELECTION?

---

FOR DISTRICTS WITH UNOPPOSED HOUSE RACES, THIS QUESTION WAS
REPHRASED AS FOLLOWS: DO YOU HAPPEN TO KNOW IF (NAME) WAS
ALREADY IN THE U.S HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES BEFORE THE
ELECTION?

942 1. YES, ONE CANDIDATE WAS
41 3. NEITHER CANDIDATE WAS
412 5. DK
219 9. NA; NO POST ELECTION INTERVIEW

---

### VAR 800913  NAME-WHICH CND-ALREADY IN CNG
COLUMNS 1666 - 1667
NUMERIC
MD=0 OR GE 98

Q.H9A. WHICH CANDIDATE WAS THAT <WHO WAS ALREADY IN THE
U.S. HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES>?

---

IN DISTRICTS WITH UNOPPOSED HOUSE RACES, THIS QUESTION WAS
POST-EDITED ON THE BASIS OF R'S RESPONSES TO Q.H9

16 31. DEMOCRATIC CANDIDATE (DISTRICT WITH "RETIRING"
INCUMBENT REPRESENTATIVE)
5 32. REPUBLICAN CANDIDATE (DISTRICT WITH "RETIRING"
INCUMBENT REPRESENTATIVE)
569 33. DEMOCRATIC INCUMBENT (DISTRICT WITH RUNNING
INCUMBENT REPRESENTATIVE)
334 34. REPUBLICAN INCUMBENT (DISTRICT WITH RUNNING
INCUMBENT REPRESENTATIVE)
8 35. DEMOCRATIC CANDIDATE (DISTRICT WITH RUNNING
INCUMBENT REPRESENTATIVE)
5 36. REPUBLICAN CANDIDATE (DISTRICT WITH RUNNING
INCUMBENT REPRESENTATIVE)

672 00. INAP., CODED 3, 5, OR 9 IN Q.H9
1 98. DK
4 99. NA

---

### VAR 800914  NAME-MOST IMPORT ISSUE FOR HR
COLUMNS 1668 - 1670
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Q.H10. IN THE CAMPAIGN FOR THE U.S. HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES IN THIS DISTRICT, WHAT WOULD YOU SAY WAS THE MOST IMPORTANT SINGLE ISSUE?

-------------------------------------

IF MORE THAN ONE ANSWER WAS GIVEN, CODE THE ONE DESIGNATED BY R AS MOST IMPORTANT. IF NONE WAS DESIGNATED AS MOST IMPORTANT, CODE THE FIRST MENTION.

SEE APPENDIX NOTE

001.

995. "THERE WERE NO ISSUES"; "THERE WERE NO ISSUES, JUST PARTY POLITICS"

9 996. "THERE WAS NO CAMPAIGN IN MY DISTRICT"

9 997. OTHER

985 998. DK

222 999. NA; NO POST ELECTION INTERVIEW

CODE:   5   10   11   19   20   21   29   30   31   40   45
FREQ:   3   54    1    4    2    2    3    3    1    1    1

CODE:   46   49   50   51   54   59   61   90   91  100  103
FREQ:   1    4    1    4    1    3    3    2    1    4    2

CODE:  109  150  151  154  160  161  169  190  300  310  312
FREQ:   1    3    1    7    8    5    2    2    1   10    3

CODE:  321  330  340  342  360  365  368  369  380  400  405
FREQ:   1    3    2    2    1    2    1    1    1   41    1

CODE:  408  412  415  416  417  419  420  431  440  463  484
FREQ:   4    1    1    1    1    1    1    1    1   1     4

CODE:  490  491  493  495  496  515  524  700  710  712  810
FREQ:   1    2    2    1    2    1    2    1   2    2    1

CODE:  830  832  833  837  840  842  860  862  869  870  875
FREQ:   8    3    1    1    2    2    1    2    1    4    2    13

CODE:  876  880  881  882  995  996  997  998  999
FREQ:  10    2    1   15   22    9    9  985  222

-------------------------------------

=================================================================
VAR 800915  NAME-HOW IMPORT IS ISSUE TO R
COLUMNS 1671 - 1671
NUMERIC
MD=0 OR GE  8

Q.H10A. HOW IMPORTANT WAS THIS PARTICULAR ISSUE TO YOU:
VERY IMPORTANT, SOMEWHAT IMPORTANT NOT VERY IMPORTANT, NOT
VERY IMPORTANT, OR NOT AT ALL IMPORTANT?
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214 1. VERY IMPORTANT
113 2. SOMEWHAT IMPORTANT
32 4. NOT VERY IMPORTANT
11 5. NOT AT ALL IMPORTANT

1238 0. INAP., CODED 995-996, 998-999 IN Q.H10
  1 8. DK
  5 9. NA

-----------------------------
VAR 800916 NAME-DID R PREFER CND BCS ISU
COLUMNS 1672 - 1672
NUMERIC
MD=0 OR GE 8

Q.H10B. DID YOU TEND TO PREFER ONE OF THE CANDIDATES
BECAUSE OF THIS?

THIS QUESTION WAS NOT ASKED IN DISTRICTS WITH UNOPPOSED
HOUSE RACES

155 1. YES
169 5. NO

1279 0. INAP., CODED 995-996, 998-999 IN Q.H10; CODED 5, 8
OR 9 IN Q.H10A; CODED 14, 24, 34, 51-53, 61-63,
71-73 IN Q.AA5
  8 8. DK
  3 9. NA

-----------------------------
VAR 800917 NAME-CND R PREFER BECS OF ISU
COLUMNS 1673 - 1674
NUMERIC
MD=0 OR GE 98

Q.H10C. WHICH CANDIDATE DID YOU PREFER?

THIS QUESTION WAS NOT ASKED IN DISTRICTS WITH UNOPPOSED
HOUSE RACES

  5 31. DEMOCRATIC CANDIDATE (DISTRICT WITH "RETIRING"
        INCUMBENT REPRESENTATIVE)
  5 32. REPUBLICAN CANDIDATE (DISTRICT WITH "RETIRING"
        INCUMBENT REPRESENTATIVE)
  57 33. DEMOCRATIC INCUMBENT (DISTRICT WITH RUNNING
        INCUMBENT REPRESENTATIVE)
  39 34. REPUBLICAN INCUMBENT (DISTRICT WITH RUNNING
        INCUMBENT REPRESENTATIVE)
  11 35. DEMOCRATIC CANDIDATE (DISTRICT WITH RUNNING
        INCUMBENT REPRESENTATIVE)
  29 36. REPUBLICAN CANDIDATE (DISTRICT WITH RUNNING
        INCUMBENT REPRESENTATIVE)
  37. LIBERAL OR CONSERVATIVE CANDIDATE (DISTRICT WITH
        RUNNING INCUMBENT REPRESENTATIVE)
INDEPENDENT CANDIDATE (DISTRICT WITH RUNNING OR "RETIRING" INCUMBENT REPRESENTATIVE)

MINOR PARTY CANDIDATE; MINOR INDEPENDENT CANDIDATE

NAME GIVEN <WAS> NOT ON <THE> CANDIDATE LIST FOR THIS RACE

INAP., CODED 995-996, 998-999 IN Q.H10; CODED 5, 8 OR 9 IN Q.H10A OR Q.H10B; CODED 14, 24, 34, 51-53 61-63, 71-73 IN Q.AA5

DK
NA

VAR 800918  NAME-CONTACT W/ HR INCUMBENT
COLUMNS 1675 - 1675
NUMERIC
MD=9

Q.H11. THERE ARE MANY WAYS IN WHICH U.S. REPRESENTATIVES CAN HAVE CONTACT WITH THE PEOPLE FROM THEIR DISTRICTS. ON THIS PAGE ARE SOME OF THESE WAYS. THINK OF (NAME OF HOUSE INCUMBENT) WHO HAS BEEN THE U.S. REPRESENTATIVE FROM THIS DISTRICT. HAVE YOU COME INTO CONTACT WITH OR LEARNED ANYTHING ABOUT (HIM/HER) THROUGH ANY OF THESE WAYS?

1092  1. YES
308  5. NO
214  9. NA; NO POST ELECTION INTERVIEW

VAR 800919  NAME-DID R MEET HR CANDIDATE
COLUMNS 1676 - 1676
NUMERIC
MD=0

Q.H11A. WHICH ONES? <WAYS R HAD CONTACT WITH U.S. REPRESENTATIVES FROM HIS DISTRICT>

Q.H11A(A). <RESPONDENT> MET HIM/HER <THE U.S. REPRESENTATIVE> PERSONALLY

173  1. MARKED
919  5. NOT MARKED
9. NA TO ENTIRE QUESTION

VAR 800920  NAME-DID R HEAR INCUMB AT MTG
COLUMNS 1677 - 1677
NUMERIC
MD=0

Q.H11A(B). <RESPONDENT> ATTENDED A MEETING OR GATHERING WHERE HE/SHE <THE HOUSE INCUMBENT> SPOKE.
<SEE Q.H11 FOR COMPLETE QUESTION TEXT>

137 1. MARKED
955 5. NOT MARKED
9. NA TO ENTIRE QUESTION
522 0. INAP., CODED 5 OR 9 IN Q.H11

===========================================

VAR 800921  NAME-DID R TLK W/INCUMB STAFF
COLUMNS 1678 - 1678
NUMERIC
MD=0

Q.H11A(C).  <RESPONDENT> TALKED TO A MEMBER OF HIS/HER
<THE HOUSE INCUMBENT'S> STAFF OR SOMEONE IN HIS/HER OFFICE

<SEE Q.H11 FOR COMPLETE QUESTION TEXT>

118 1. MARKED
974 5. NOT MARKED
9. NA TO ENTIRE QUESTION
522 0. INAP., CODED 5 OR 9 IN Q.H11

===========================================

VAR 800922  NAME-DID R RECV MAIL F INCUMB
COLUMNS 1679 - 1679
NUMERIC
MD=0

Q.H11A(D).  <RESPONDENT> RECEIVED SOMETHING IN THE MAIL FROM
HIM/HER <THE HOUSE INCUMBENT>

<SEE Q.H11 FOR COMPLETE QUESTION TEXT>

723 1. MARKED
369 5. NOT MARKED
9. NA TO ENTIRE QUESTION
522 0. INAP., CODED 5 OR 9 IN Q.H11

===========================================

VAR 800923  NAME-DID R READ,INCMB IN NEWS
COLUMNS 1680 - 1680
NUMERIC
MD=0

Q.H11A(E).  <RESPONDENT> READ ABOUT HIM/HER <THE HOUSE
INCUMBENT> IN A NEWSPAPER OR MAGAZINE

<SEE Q.H11 FOR COMPLETE QUESTION TEXT>

671 1. MARKED
VAR 800924
NAME-DID R HEAR INCUMBENT, RADIO
COLUMNS 1681 - 1681
NUMERIC
MD=0

Q.H11A(F). <RESPONDENT> HEARD HIM/HER <THE HOUSE INCUMBENT>
ON THE RADIO

<SEE Q.H11 FOR COMPLETE QUESTION TEXT>

VAR 800925
NAME-DID R SEE INCUMBENT ON TV
COLUMNS 1682 - 1682
NUMERIC
MD=0

Q.H11A(G). <RESPONDENT> SAW HIM/HER <THE HOUSE INCUMBENT>
ON TV

<SEE Q.H11 FOR COMPLETE QUESTION TEXT>

VAR 800926
NAME-NONE OF ABOVE CNTCT W/IN
COLUMNS 1683 - 1683
NUMERIC
MD=0

Q.H11A(H). <RESPONDENT MENTIONED> NONE OF THE ABOVE

<SEE Q.H11 FOR COMPLETE QUESTION TEXT>
Q.H12. DO YOU KNOW ANYONE, ANY OF YOUR FAMILY, FRIENDS, OR PEOPLE AT WORK, WHO HAVE HAD SOME CONTACT WITH <U.S. HOUSE INCUMBENT>?

379  1.  YES
975  5.  NO
42   8.  DK
218  9.  NA; NO POST ELECTION INTERVIEW

Q.H13. INTERVIEWER CHECKPOINT: DID INCUMBENT RUN?

<SEE APPENDIX NOTE

1310  1.  DISTRICTS IN WHICH HOUSE INCUMBENT RAN (CANDIDATE LIST INCLUDES #33 OR 34) CODED 12-14, 19, 21, 23, 24, 29, 31, 32, AND 34 IN Q.AA5
206  9.  NA; NO POST ELECTION INTERVIEW

Q.H14. HOW ABOUT <NAME OF THE DEMOCRATIC OR REPUBLICAN HOUSE CANDIDATE WHO OPPOSED THE DISTRICT HOUSE INCUMBENT> WHO ALSO RAN FOR THE U.S. HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES FROM HIS DISTRICT IN THE LAST ELECTION. HAVE YOU COME INTO CONTACT WITH OR LEARNED ANYTHING ABOUT (HIM/HER) THROUGH ANY OF THESE WAYS?

415  1.  YES
655  5.  NO
529  0.  INAP., CODED 2 OR 9 IN Q.H13; U.S. HOUSE INCUMBENT HAD NO MAJOR PARTY OPPOSITION; CODED 13, 14, 23, 24, OR 34 IN Q.AA5
15   9.  NA
VAR 800930  NAME-DID R MEET HR CANDIDATE
COLUMNS 1687 - 1687
NUMERIC
MD=0

Q.H14A. WHICH ONES?

Q.H14A(A). <RESPONDENT> MET HIM/HER <THE HOUSE INCUMBENT'S OPPONENT> PERSONALLY?
-----------------------------------------------------------

30  1. MARKED
385  5. NOT MARKED
9. NA TO ENTIRE QUESTION
1199  0. INAP., CODED 2 OR 9 IN Q.H13; U.S. HOUSE INCUMBENT HAD NO MAJOR PARTY OPPOSITION; CODED 13, 14, 23, 24 OR 34 IN Q.AA5; CODED 5 OR 9 IN Q.H14

VAR 800931  NAME-HEAR CND SPEAK AT MEETNG
COLUMNS 1688 - 1688
NUMERIC
MD=0

Q.H14A(B). <RESPONDENT> ATTENDED A MEETING OR GATHERING WHERE HE/SHE <THE HOUSE INCUMBENT'S OPPONENT> SPOKE
--------------------------------------------------------

<SEE Q.H14 FOR COMPLETE QUESTION TEXT>

17  1. MARKED
398  5. NOT MAARKED
9. NA TO ENTIRE QUESTION
1199  0. INAP., CODED 2 OR 9 IN Q.H13; U.S. HOUSE INCUMBENT HAD NO MAJOR PARTY OPPOSITION; CODED 13, 14, 23, 24 OR 34 IN Q.AA5; CODED 5 OR 9 IN Q.H14

VAR 800932  NAME-TALK W/CANDIDATE'S STAFF
COLUMNS 1689 - 1689
NUMERIC
MD=0

Q.H14A(C). <RESPONDENT> TALKED TO A MEMBER OF HIS/HER <THE HOUSE INCUMBENT'S OPPONENT'S> STAFF OR SOMEONE IN HIS/HER OFFICE
-----------------------------------------------------------

<SEE Q.H14 FOR COMPLETE QUESTION TEXT>

14  1. MARKED
401  5. NOT MARKED
9. NA TO ENTIRE QUESTION
1199  0. INAP., CODED 2 OR 9 IN Q.H13; U.S. HOUSE INCUMBENT
HAD NO MAJOR PARTY OPPOSITION; CODED 13, 14, 23, 24, 
OR 34 IN Q.AA5; CODED 5 OR 9 IN Q.H14

VAR 800933    NAME-RECEIVED MAIL FROM CANDI 
COLUMNS 1690 - 1690 
NUMERIC 
MD=0 

Q.H14A(D).  <RESPONDENT> RECEIVED SOMETHING IN THE MAIL FROM 
HIM/HER <THE HOUSE INCUMBENT'S OPPONENT> 
--------------------------------------------------------

<SEE Q.H14 FOR COMPLETE QUESTION TEXT>

139  1.  MARKED
276  5.  NOT MARKED
9.  NA TO ENTIRE QUESTION

1199  0.  INAP., CODED 2 OR 9 IN Q.H13; U.S. HOUSE INCUMBENT 
HAD NO MAJOR PARTY OPPOSITION; CODED 13, 14, 23, 24, 
OR 34 IN Q.AA5; CODED 5 OR 9 IN Q.H14

VAR 800934    NAME-READ ABOUT CND IN MAG/NP 
COLUMNS 1691 - 1691 
NUMERIC 
MD=0 

Q.H14A(E).  <RESPONDENT> READ ABOUT HIM/HER <THE HOUSE 
INCUMBENT'S OPPONENT> IN A NEWSPAPER OR MAGAZINE 
--------------------------------------------------------

<SEE Q.H14 FOR COMPLETE QUESTION TEXT>

230  1.  MARKED
185  5.  NOT MARKED
9.  NA TO ENTIRE QUESTION

1199  0.  INAP., CODED 2 OR 9 IN Q.H13; U.S. HOUSE INCUMBENT 
HAD NO MAJOR PARTY OPPOSITION; CODED 13, 14, 23, 24, 
34 IN Q.AA5; CODED 5 OR 9 IN Q.H14

VAR 800935    NAME-MED CANDIDATE ON RADIO 
COLUMNS 1692 - 1692 
NUMERIC 
MD=0 

Q.H14A(F).  <RESPONDENT> HEARD HIM/HER <THE HOUSE 
INCUMBENT'S OPPONENT> ON THE RADIO 
--------------------------------------------------------

<SEE Q.H14 FOR COMPLETE QUESTION TEXT>

122  1.  MARKED
293  5.  NOT MARKED
9.  NA TO ENTIRE QUESTION

Page 436
nes1980.txt
1199 0. INAP., CODED 2 OR 9 IN Q.H13; U.S. HOUSE INCUMBENT
HAD NO MAJOR PARTY OPPOSITION; CODED 13, 14, 23, 24,
34 IN Q.AA5; CODED 5 OR 9 IN Q.H14

===============================================
VAR 800936 NAME-SEE HR CANDIDATE ON TV
COLUMNS 1693 - 1693
NUMERIC
MD=0

Q.H14A(G). <RESPONDENT> SAW HIM/HER <THE HOUSE INCUMBENT'S
OPPONENT> ON TV

<SEE Q.H14 FOR COMPLETE QUESTION TEXT>

228 1. MARKED
187 5. NOT MARKED
9. NA TO ENTIRE QUESTION

1199 0. INAP., CODED 2 OR 9 IN Q.H13; U.S. HOUSE INCUMBENT
HAD NO MAJOR PARTY OPPOSITION; CODED 13, 14, 23, 24,
34 IN Q.AA5; CODED 5 OR 9 IN Q.H14

===============================================
VAR 800937 NAME-NONE OF ABOVE CNTCT,CAND
COLUMNS 1694 - 1694
NUMERIC
MD=0

Q.H14A(H). <RESPONDENT MENTIONED> NONE OF THE ABOVE

<SEE Q.H14 FOR COMPLETE QUESTION TEXT>

24 1. MARKED
391 5. NOT MARKED
9. NA TO ENTIRE QUESTION

1199 0. INAP., CODED 2 OR 9 IN Q.H13; U.S. HOUSE INCUMBENT
HAD NO MAJOR PARTY OPPOSITION; CODED 13, 14, 23, 24,
34 IN Q.AA5; CODED 5 OR 9 IN Q.H14

===============================================
VAR 800938 NAME-KNOW ANY WHO CONTCT CAND
COLUMNS 1695 - 1695
NUMERIC
MD=0 OR GE 8

Q.H15. DO YOU KNOW ANYONE, ANY OF YOUR FAMILY, FRIENDS, OR
PEOPLE AT WORK, WHO HAVE HAD SOME CONTACT WITH <THE U.S.
HOUSE INCUMBENT'S OPPONENT>

<SEE Q.H14 FOR COMPLETE QUESTION TEXT>

83 1. YES
940 5. NO

529 0. INAP., CODED 2 OR 9 IN Q.H13; U.S. HOUSE INCUMBENT
HAD NO MAJOR PARTY OPPOSITION; CODED 13, 14, 23, 24,
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VAR 800939  NAME-CONTACT W/DEM HR CANDIDA
COLUMNS 1696 - 1696
NUMERIC
MD=0 OR GE 9

FOR DISTRICTS WITH RETIRING INCUMBENTS:
Q.H16. (INTERVIEWER: SHOW RESPONDENT BOOKLET, PAGE 3) HOW ABOUT <NAME OF DEMOCRATIC HOUSE CANDIDATE> WHO RAN FOR THE U.S. HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES FROM THIS DISTRICT IN THE LAST ELECTION, HAVE YOU COME INTO CONTACT WITH OR LEARNED ANYTHING ABOUT (HIM/HER) THROUGH ANY OF THESE WAYS?
---------------------------------------------------------------------
56 1. YES
41 5. NO

1516 0. INAP., CODED 1 OR 9 IN Q.H13; NO DEMOCRATIC U.S. HOUSE CANDIDATE IN DISTRICT; CODED 52, 53, 56, 62, 63, 66, 72, 73 OR 76 IN Q.AA5
1 9. NA

============================================
VAR 800940  NAME-DID R MEET DEM CANDIDATE
COLUMNS 1697 - 1697
NUMERIC
MD=0

FOR DISTRICTS WITH RETIRING INCUMBENTS:
Q.H16A. WHICH ONES?
Q.H16A(A). <RESPONDENT> MET HIM/HER <THE DEMOCRATIC HOUSE CANDIDATE> PERSONALLY?
---------------------------------------------------------------------
8 1. MARKED
48 5. NOT MARKED
9. NA TO ENTIRE QUESTION

1558 0. INAP., CODED 1 OR 9 IN Q.H13; NO DEMOCRATIC U.S. HOUSE CANDIDATE IN DISTRICT; CODED 52, 53, 56, 62, 63, 66, 72, 73 OR 76 IN Q.AA5; CODED 5 OR 9 IN Q.H16

============================================
VAR 800941  NAME-HEAR D CAND SPEAK AT MTG
COLUMNS 1698 - 1698
NUMERIC
MD=0

FOR DISTRICTS WITH RETIRING INCUMBENTS:
Q.H16A(B). <RESPONDENT> ATTENDED A MEETING OR GATHERING WHERE HE/SHE <THE DEMOCRATIC HOUSE CANDIDATE> SPOKE 
---------------------------------------------------------------------
For districts with retiring incumbents:
Q.H16A(C). <RESPONDENT> talked to a member of his/her <the Democratic House candidate's> staff or someone in his/her office.

---

For districts with retiring incumbents:
Q.H16A(D). <RESPONDENT> received something in the mail from him/her <the House Democratic candidate>.

---

For districts with retiring incumbents:
Q.H16A(E). <RESPONDENT> read about the Democratic House candidate in a magazine or newspaper.
FOR DISTRICTS WITH RETIRING INCUMBENTS:
Q.H16A(E). <RESPONDENT> READ ABOUT HIM/HER <THE DEMOCRATIC HOUSE CANDIDATE> IN A NEWSPAPER OR MAGAZINE

<SEE Q.H16 FOR COMPLETE QUESTION TEXT>

35 1. MARKED
21 5. NOT MARKED
9. NA TO ENTIRE QUESTION

1558 0. INAP., CODED 1 OR 9 IN Q.H13; NO DEMOCRATIC U.S. HOUSE CANDIDATE IN DISTRICT; CODED 52, 53, 56, 62, 63, 66, 72, 73 OR 76 IN Q.AA6; CODED 5 OR 9 IN Q.H16

VAR 800945 NAME-HEARD HR CAND ON RADIO
COLUMNS 1702 - 1702
NUMERIC
MD=0

FOR DISTRICTS WITH RETIRING INCUMBENTS:
Q.H16A(F). <RESPONDENT> HEARD HIM/HER <THE HOUSE DEMOCRATIC CANDIDATE> ON THE RADIO

<SEE Q.H16 FOR COMPLETE QUESTION TEXT>

15 1. MARKED
41 5. NOT MARKED
9. NA TO ENTIRE QUESTION

1558 0. INAP., CODED 1 OR 9 IN Q.H13; NO DEMOCRATIC U.S. HOUSE CANDIDATE IN DISTRICT; CODED 52, 53, 56, 62, 63, 66, 72, 73 OR 76 IN Q.AA6; CODED 5 OR 9 IN Q.H16

VAR 800946 NAME-SEE D HR CANDIDATE ON TV
COLUMNS 1703 - 1703
NUMERIC
MD=0

FOR DISTRICTS WITH RETIRING INCUMBENTS:
Q.H16A(G). <RESPONDENT> SAW HIM/HER <THE HOUSE DEMOCRATIC CANDIDATE> ON TV

<SEE Q.H16 FOR COMPLETE QUESTION TEXT>

34 1. MARKED
22 5. NOT MARKED
9. NA TO ENTIRE QUESTION
1558 0. INAP., CODED 1 OR 9 IN Q.H13; NO DEMOCRATIC U.S. HOUSE CANDIDATE IN DISTRICT; CODED 52, 53, 56, 62, 63, 66, 72, 73 OR 76 IN Q.AA6; CODED 5 OR 9 IN Q.H16

==================================
VAR 800947 NAME-NNE OF ABVE CNT, HR D CND
COLUMNS 1704 - 1704
NUMERIC
MD=0

FOR DISTRICTS WITH RETIRING INCUMBENTS:
Q.H16A(H). <RESPONDENT MENTIONED> NONE OF THE ABOVE
----------------------------------------------------
<SEE Q.H16 FOR COMPLETE QUESTION TEXT>

2 1. MARKED
54 5. NOT MARKED
9. NA TO ENTIRE QUESTION

1558 0. INAP., CODED 1 OR 9 IN Q.H13; NO DEMOCRATIC U.S. HOUSE CANDIDATE IN DISTRICT; CODED 52, 53, 56, 62, 63, 66, 72, 73 OR 76 IN Q.AA6, CODED 5 OR 9 IN Q.H16

==================================
VAR 800948 NAME-KNW ANY WHO CNTC HR D CN
COLUMNS 1705 - 1705
NUMERIC
MD=0 OR GE 8

FOR DISTRICTS WITH RETIRING INCUMBENTS:
Q.H17. DO YOU KNOW ANYONE, ANY OF YOUR FAMILY, FRIENDS, OR PEOPLE AT WORK, WHO HAVE HAD SOME CONTACT WITH <THE U.S. HOUSE DEMOCRATIC CANDIDATE>
-----------------------------------------------------------
14 1. YES
76 5. NO

1516 0. INAP., CODED 1 OR 9 IN Q.H13; NO DEMOCRATIC U.S. HOUSE CANDIDATE IN DISTRICT (CODED 52, 53, 56, 62, 63, 66, 72, 73 OR 76 IN Q.AA6)
6 8. DON'T KNOW
2 9. NA

==================================
VAR 800949 NAME-CONTACT W/ HR REP CANDID
COLUMNS 1706 - 1706
NUMERIC
MD=0 OR GE 9

FOR DISTRICTS WITH RETIRING INCUMBENTS:
Q.H18. HOW ABOUT <NAME OF U.S. HOUSE REPUBLICAN CANDIDATE> WHO (ALSO) RAN FOR THE U.S. HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES FROM THIS DISTRICT IN THE LAST ELECTION, HAVE YOU COME INTO CONTACT WITH OR LEARNED ANYTHING ABOUT (HIM/HER) THROUGH ANY
OF THESE WAYS?

1. YES
5. NO
0. INAP., CODED 1 OR 9 IN Q.H13; NO REPUBLICAN U.S. HOUSE CANDIDATE IN DISTRICT; CODED 51, 53, 57, 61, 63, 67, 71, 73 OR 77 IN Q.AA6.
9. NA

FOR DISTRICTS WITH RETIRING INCUMBENTS:

Q.H18A. WHICH ONES?

1. MARKED
5. NOT MARKED
9. NA TO ENTIRE QUESTION
0. INAP., CODED 1 OR 9 IN Q.H13; NO REPUBLICAN U.S. HOUSE CANDIDATE IN DISTRICT; CODED 51, 53, 57, 61, 63, 67, 71, 73 OR 77 IN Q.AA6; CODED 5 OR 9 IN Q.H18

FOR DISTRICTS WITH RETIRING INCUMBENTS:

Q.H18A(B). <RESPONDENT> ATTENDED A MEETING OR GATHERING WHERE HE/SHE <THE REPUBLICAN HOUSE CANDIDATE> SPOKE

4. MARKED
57. NOT MARKED
9. NA TO ENTIRE QUESTION
0. INAP., CODED 1 OR 9 IN Q.H13; NO REPUBLICAN U.S. HOUSE CANDIDATE IN DISTRICT; CODED 51, 53, 57, 61, 63, 67, 71, 73 OR 77 IN Q.AA6; CODED 5 OR 9 IN Q.H18

FOR DISTRICTS WITH RETIRING INCUMBENTS:

Q.H18B. <RESPONDENT> TALKED WITH <THE REPUBLICAN HOUSE CANDIDATE'S STAFF>

4. MARKED
57. NOT MARKED
9. NA TO ENTIRE QUESTION
0. INAP., CODED 1 OR 9 IN Q.H13; NO REPUBLICAN U.S. HOUSE CANDIDATE IN DISTRICT; CODED 51, 53, 57, 61, 63, 67, 71, 73 OR 77 IN Q.AA6; CODED 5 OR 9 IN Q.H18
FOR DISTRICTS WITH RETIRING INCUMBENTS:
Q.H18A(C). <RESPONDENT> TALKED TO A MEMBER OF HIS/HER <THE REPUBLICAN HOUSE CANDIDATE'S> STAFF OR SOMEONE IN HIS/HER OFFICE

<SEE Q.H18 FOR COMPLETE QUESTION TEXT>

2  1.  MARKED
59  5.  NOT MARKED
9.  NA TO ENTIRE QUESTION

1553  0.  INAP., CODED 1 OR 9 IN Q.H13; NO REPUBLICAN U.S. HOUSE CANDIDATE IN DISTRICT; CODED 51, 53, 57, 61, 63, 67, 71, 73 OR 77 IN Q.AA6; CODED 5 OR 9 IN Q.H18

=================================================================
VAR 800953  NAME-RECEIVE MAIL F HR R CAND
COLUMNS 1710 - 1710
NUMERIC
MD=0

FOR DISTRICTS WITH RETIRING INCUMBENTS:
Q.H18A(D). <RESPONDENT> RECEIVED SOMETHING IN THE MAIL FROM HIM/HER <THE HOUSE REPUBLICAN CANDIDATE>

<SEE Q.H18 FOR COMPLETE QUESTION TEXT>

26  1.  MARKED
35  5.  NOT MARKED
9.  NA TO ENTIRE QUESTION

1553  0.  INAP., CODED 1 OR 9 IN Q.H13; NO REPUBLICAN U.S. HOUSE CANDIDATE IN DISTRICT; CODED 51, 53, 57, 61, 63, 67, 71, 73 OR 77 IN Q.AA6; CODED 5 OR 9 IN Q.H18

=================================================================
VAR 800954  NAME-READ, HR R CND,IN MAG/NP
COLUMNS 1711 - 1711
NUMERIC
MD=0

FOR DISTRICTS WITH RETIRING INCUMBENTS:
Q.H18A(E). <RESPONDENT> READ ABOUT HIM/HER <THE REPUBLICAN HOUSE CANDIDATE> IN A NEWSPAPER OR MAGAZINE

<SEE Q.H18 FOR COMPLETE QUESTION TEXT>

38  1.  MARKED
23  5.  NOT MARKED
9.  NA TO ENTIRE QUESTION

1553  0.  INAP., CODED 1 OR 9 IN Q.H13; NO REPUBLICAN U.S.
VAR 800955  NAME-HEARD HR R CAND ON RADIO  
COLUMNS 1712 - 1712     
NUMERIC  
MD=0  

FOR DISTRICTS WITH RETIRING INCUMBENTS:  
Q.H18A(F). <RESPONDENT> HEARD HIM/HER <THE HOUSE REPUBLICAN CANDIDATE> ON THE RADIO  
------------------------------------------------------------  

<SEE Q.H18 FOR COMPLETE QUESTION TEXT>  

12  1. MARKED  
49  5. NOT MARKED  
9. NA TO ENTIRE QUESTION  
1553  0. INAP., CODED 1 OR 9 IN Q.H13; NO REPUBLICAN U.S. HOUSE CANDIDATE IN DISTRICT; CODED 51, 53, 57, 61, 63, 67, 71, 73 OR 77 IN Q.AA6; CODED 5 OR 9 IN Q.H18  

VAR 800956  NAME-SEE HR R CANDIDATE ON TV  
COLUMNS 1713 - 1713  
NUMERIC  
MD=0  

FOR DISTRICTS WITH RETIRING INCUMBENTS:  
Q.H18A(G). <RESPONDENT> SAW HIM/HER <THE HOUSE REPUBLICAN CANDIDATE> ON TV  
----------------------------------------------------------  

<SEE Q.H18 FOR COMPLETE QUESTION TEXT>  

35  1. MARKED  
26  5. NOT MARKED  
9. NA TO ENTIRE QUESTION  
1553  0. INAP., CODED 1 OR 9 IN Q.H13; NO REPUBLICAN U.S. HOUSE CANDIDATE IN DISTRICT; CODED 51, 53, 57, 61, 63, 67, 71, 73 OR 77 IN Q.AA6; CODED 5 OR 9 IN Q.H18  

VAR 800957  NAME-NNE ABV CNTCT W HR R CND  
COLUMNS 1714 - 1714  
NUMERIC  
MD=0  

FOR DISTRICTS WITH RETIRING INCUMBENTS:  
Q.H18A(H). <RESPONDENT MENTIONED> NONE OF THE ABOVE  
----------------------------------------------------  

<SEE Q.H18 FOR COMPLETE QUESTION TEXT>  
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3 1. MARKED
58 5. NOT MARKED
9. NA TO ENTIRE QUESTION

1553 0. INAP., CODED 1 OR 9 IN Q.H13; NO REPUBLICAN U.S. HOUSE CANDIDATE IN DISTRICT; CODED 51, 53, 57, 61, 63, 67, 71, 73 OR 77 IN Q.AA6; CODED 5 OR 9 IN Q.H18

Carol Street

VAR 800958 NAME-KNW ANY WHO CNT HR R CND
COLUMNS 1715 - 1715
NUMERIC
MD=0 OR GE 8

FOR DISTRICTS WITH RETIRING INCUMBENTS:

Q.H19. DO YOU KNOW ANYONE, ANY OF YOUR FAMILY, FRIENDS, OR PEOPLE AT WORK, WHO HAVE HAD SOME CONTACT WITH <THE U.S. HOUSE REPUBLICAN CANDIDATE>?

13 1. YES
76 5. NO

1516 0. INAP., CODED 1 OR 9 IN Q.H13; NO REPUBLICAN U.S. HOUSE CANDIDATE IN DISTRICT (CODED 51, 53, 57, 61, 63, 67, 71, 73 OR 77 IN Q.H18)

6 8. DON'T KNOW
3 9. NA

VAR 800959 NAME-R/FAM CONTACT HR INCUMB
COLUMNS 1716 - 1716
NUMERIC
MD=8 OR GE 9

Q.H20. HAVE YOU (OR ANYONE IN YOUR FAMILY LIVING HERE) EVER CONTACTED (NAME OF HOUSE INCUMBENT) OR ANYONE IN (HIS/HER) OFFICE?

194 1. YES
1183 5. NO

19 8. DK
218 9. NA; NO POST ELECTION INTERVIEW

VAR 800960 NAME-CNTCT HR INCMB-EXPRS OPN
COLUMNS 1717 - 1717
NUMERIC
MD=0 OR GE 9

Q.H20A. WAS IT <CONTACT WITH HOUSE INCUMBENT> TO:

Q.H20A(1). TO EXPRESS AN OPINION
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70  1.  MARKED
122  5.  NOT MARKED
1420  0.  INAP., CODED 5, 8 OR 9 IN Q.H20
    2   9.  NA (TO ENTIRE QUESTION)

=========================================
VAR 800961  NAME-CNTCT HR INCMB-SEEK INFO
COLUMNS 1718 - 1718
NUMERIC
MD=0 OR GE  9

Q.H20A(2).  <WAS CONTACT WITH HOUSE INCUMBENT TO:> SEEK INFORMATION

<SEE Q.H20 FOR COMPLETE QUESTION TEXT>

108  1.  MARKED
15   5.  NO
1420  0.  INAP., CODED 5, 8 OR 9 IN Q.H20
    2   9.  NA (TO ENTIRE QUESTION)

=========================================
VAR 800962  NAME-CNTCT HR INCMB-HELP,PROB
COLUMNS 1719 - 1719
NUMERIC
MD=0 OR GE  9

Q.H20A(3).  <WAS CONTACT WITH HOUSE INCUMBENT TO:> SEEK HELP ON A PROBLEM YOU HAD

<SEE Q.H20 FOR COMPLETE QUESTION TEXT>

173  1.  YES
15   5.  NO
1420  0.  INAP., CODED 5, 8 OR 9 IN Q.H20
    4   8.  DK

=========================================
VAR 800963  NAME-DID HR INCMB RESPND TO R
COLUMNS 1720 - 1720
NUMERIC
MD=0 OR GE  8

Q.H20B.  DID YOU GET A RESPONSE FROM YOUR REPRESENTATIVE OR (HIS/HER) OFFICE?

173  1.  YES
15   5.  NO
1420  0.  INAP., CODED 5, 8 OR 9 IN Q.H20
    4   8.  DK
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**VAR 800964  NAME-SATSFCTION, HR INCM RSPNS**

**COLUMNS 1721 - 1721**
**NUMERIC**
**MD=0 OR GE 8**

Q.H20C. HOW SATISFIED WERE YOU WITH THE RESPONSE <FROM YOUR REPRESENTATIVE:> VERY SATISFIED, SOMEWHAT SATISFIED, NOT VERY SATISFIED, OR NOT AT ALL SATISFIED?

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Code</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>106</td>
<td>VERY SATISFIED</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>37</td>
<td>SOMEWHAT SATISFIED</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13</td>
<td>NOT VERY SATISFIED</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15</td>
<td>NOT AT ALL SATISFIED</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1441</td>
<td>INAP., CODED 5, 8 OR 9 IN Q.H20 OR Q.H20B</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>DK</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>NA</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**VAR 800965  NAME-KNW ANY WHO CNTCT HR INC**

**COLUMNS 1722 - 1722**
**NUMERIC**
**MD=8 OR GE 9**

Q.H21. DO YOU KNOW ANYONE ELSE WHO HAS CONTACTED REPRESENTATIVE (NAME OF HOUSE INCUMBENT) OR ANYONE IN (HIS/HER) OFFICE?

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Code</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>277</td>
<td>YES</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1085</td>
<td>NO</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>33</td>
<td>DK</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>219</td>
<td>NA; NO POST ELECTION INTERVIEW</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**VAR 800966  NAME-OTHR GET RSPNSE F HR INC**

**COLUMNS 1723 - 1723**
**NUMERIC**
**MD=0 OR GE 8**

Q.H21A. DID THIS (PERSON/GROUP) GET A RESPONSE FROM YOUR REPRESENTATIVE OR (HIS/HER) OFFICE?

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Code</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>238</td>
<td>YES</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>NO</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1337</td>
<td>INAP., CODED 5, 8 OR 9 IN Q.H21</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>32</td>
<td>DK</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>NA</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**VAR 800967  NAME-OTH SATSFD W HR INC RSPN**

**COLUMNS 1724 - 1724**
Q.H21B. WAS THIS (PERSON/GROUP) SATISFIED WITH THE RESPONSE?

Q.H22. IF YOU HAD (ANOTHER/A) PROBLEM THAT REPRESENTATIVE (NAME OF HOUSE INCUMBENT) COULD DO SOMETHING ABOUT, DO YOU THINK (HE/SHE) WOULD BE VERY HELPFUL, SOMEWHAT HELPFUL, OR NOT VERY HELPFUL TO YOU?

Q.H23. DO YOU HAPPEN TO REMEMBER ANYTHING SPECIAL THAT YOUR U.S. REPRESENTATIVE (NAME OF HOUSE INCUMBENT) HAS DONE FOR THIS DISTRICT OR FOR THE PEOPLE IN THIS DISTRICT WHILE (HE/SHE) HAS BEEN IN CONGRESS?
Q.H23A(1). WHAT WAS THAT <THAT HOUSE INCUMBENT HAS DONE FOR THE DISTRICT OR FOR THE PEOPLE IN THIS DISTRICT WHILE IN CONGRESS>? <FIRST RESPONSE>

------------------------------------------------------------

GENERAL COMPETENCE IN OFFICE

11  01. SERVES CONSTITUENTS WELL, DOES A GOOD JOB (GENERAL)
16  02. SERVES CONSTITUENTS WELL, DOES A GOOD JOB -- SPECIFIC INSTANCES MENTIONED
5  03. ACTIVE/VISIBLE FULFILLS DUTIES OF CONGRESSMAN; (GOOD) VOTING RECORD

CONGRESSMAN AS MEANS OF ACCESS TO GOVERNMENT

11. KNOWS RIGHT PEOPLE FOR CONSTITUENTS TO TALK TO/SEE; WILL MAKE APPOINTMENTS, CONTACTS, FOR CONSTITUENTS WITH APPROPRIATE OFFICIALS IN WASHINGTON
4  12. PERSONALLY MEETS/TALKS TO CONSTITUENTS, TO VISITORS TO WASHINGTON
3  13. HELPS CONSTITUENTS GET BETTER SERVICE FROM FEDERAL GOVERNMENT (E.G., RURAL MAIL DELIVERY, SOCIAL SECURITY)
1  14. HELPS CONSTITUENTS IN DEALING WITH LOCAL OR STATE GOVERNMENT
15. "REPRESENTS US,"; IS ACCESSIBLE IF NEEDED
19. OTHER

CONGRESSMAN AS MEANS OF ACCESS TO GOVERNMENT

3  21. INFORMS CONSTITUENTS; SENDS OUT BULLETIN/NEWSLETTER TO CONSTITUENTS
1  22. ANSWERS MAIL REQUESTING INFORMATION
5  25. KEEPS IN TOUCH REQUESTING INFORMATION, SOLICITS PEOPLE'S OPINIONS, MAILS QUESTIONNAIRES TO CONSTITUENTS
29. OTHER

NATIONAL LEGISLATION AND POLICY

2  30. DOMESTIC ISSUE -- NA WHAT
31. FARM POLICY
7  32. CONSERVATION, NATURAL RESOURCES
4  33. INFLATION, PRICES, WAGES
34. GENERAL PROSPERITY, DEPRESSION, UNEMPLOYMENT
7  35. TAXATION
36. LABOR, UNIONS, RIGHT-TO-WORK LAWS
3  37. SOCIAL WELFARE, EDUCATION, SOCIAL SECURITY, HEALTH, UNEMPLOYMENT COMPENSATION
1  38. BUSIN, INTEGRATION, OTHER CIVIL RIGHTS ISSUES
6  39. OTHER DOMESTIC POLICY OR ISSUE

STRICTLY LOCAL PROBLEMS (WHERE NO PARTICULAR GROUP OR SELF-INTEREST EXPRESSED)

3  40. SELF-INTEREST; GOOD FOR R'S OR FAMILY'S WELFARE
42  41. PROMOTES LOCAL INDUSTRY; HAS HELPED BRING/KEEP DEFENSE CONTRACTS FOR AREA; HAS HELPED BRING/KEEP
JOBS/PROJECTS FOR DISTRICT; SECURED FEDERAL
GRANTS/REVENUE SHARING

1  42.  HAS HELPED REGION IN SPECIFIC EMERGENCIES, E.G.,
FLOOD RELIEFS, MINE DISASTER
35  43.  AID FOR SCHOOLS, ROADS, OTHER MUNICIPAL-LOCAL
PROJECTS
4  44.  CIVIC ACTION; REPRESENTATIVE RESPONSIBLE FOR
ORGANIZING LOCAL/COMMUNITY PROJECTS
5  45.  ACTED AS INTERMEDIARY IN LABOR/INDUSTRY DISPUTE OR
STRIKE; OMBUDSMAN
8  49.  OTHER LOCAL ISSUE OR AID

CONGRESSMAN AS PARTY MEMBER

51.  UPHOLDS HIS PARTY IN CONGRESS, VOTES WITH HIS PARTY
1  52.  WORKS HARD FOR THE PARTY, FOR THE PARTY
ORGANIZATION
59.  OTHER REFERENCES LINKING CONGRESSMAN TO PARTY OR
PARTY ORGANIZATION, OR GENERAL POLITICAL
LIKE CONGRESSMAN BECAUSE BAD FOR/HELPS KEEP IN CHECK

61.  WORKING CLASS, LOWER CLASS PEOPLE, UNION INTEREST
62.  INDUSTRY, (BIG) BUSINESS, UPPER CLASSES -- BIG
(RICH, POWERFUL) PEOPLE, WALL STREET
63.  BLACKS
69.  OTHER GROUPS

CONGRESSMAN GOOD FOR, KNOWS PROBLEMS OF, OR SUPPORTS
INTERESTS OF:

13  65.  ELDERLY; SENIOR CITIZENS; RETIRED
13  66.  MILITARY PERSONNEL, SOLDIERS, MIA'S/POW'S, VETERANS
67.  MINORITIES
1  70.  SECTIONAL INTERESTS
71.  ALL THE PEOPLE, EVERYONE; PEOPLE LIKE ME; PEOPLE
LIKE US
3  72.  WORKING CLASS, COMMON PEOPLE, LOWER INCOME PEOPLE
73.  UNION MEMBERS, UNION INTERESTS
2  74.  INDUSTRY (BIG) BUSINESS, BUSINESSMEN
1  75.  SMALL BUSINESS OR BUSINESSMEN (SPECIFIC REFERENCE)
76.  MIDDLE CLASS, WHITE COLLAR PEOPLE
9  77.  FARMERS
78.  BLACKS
7  79.  OTHER GROUPS

NEGATIVE COMMENTS CONCERNING CONGRESSMAN

80.  DON'T THINK HE'S MUCH OF A CONGRESSMAN; YOU NEVER
HEAR ANYTHING ABOUT THE GUY (NEGATIVE -- NO
SPECIFIC CONTENT)
81.  NEGATIVE REFERENCE TO CONGRESSMAN AS MEANS OF
ACCESS TO GOVERNMENT (PARALLELS 10'S SERIES ABOVE)
82.  NEGATIVE REFERENCE TO CONGRESSMAN AS SOURCE OF
INFORMATION (PARALLELS 20'S SERIES ABOVE)
83.  NEGATIVE REFERENCE TO CONGRESSMAN'S NATIONAL
DOMESTIC POLICIES -- EXCEPT CIVIL RIGHTS, BUSING
84.  DISLIKE CONGRESSMAN'S POSITION ON STRICTLY LOCAL
PROBLEMS (PARALLELS 40'S SERIES ABOVE)
85. DISLIKE CONGRESSMAN'S STAND ON CIVIL RIGHTS, BUSING
86. CONGRESSMAN DOES NOT VOTE WITH/SUPPORT WORK HARD (ENOUGH) FOR PARTY (PARALLELS 50'S SERIES ABOVE)
1 87. PERSONAL GAIN FROM OFFICE, HIGH SALARY, JUNKETS
88. DISLIKE CONGRESSMAN BECAUSE HE IS TOO GOOD FOR CERTAIN GROUP OR INTEREST
89. OTHER NEGATIVE

MISCELLANEOUS
2 90. POSITIVE COMMENTS ABOUT PERSONAL QUALITIES OF THE CONGRESSMAN; HE'S A FIGHTER; HE'S SOMEONE WHO CARES; HE REALLY GETS INVOLVED
7 96. JUST SEEMS TO BE A GOOD CONGRESSMAN; HE'S ALL RIGHT BUT DON'T KNOW ANYTHING SPECIAL ABOUT HIM (POSITIVE -- NO SPECIFIC COMMENT)
1 97. OTHER POSITIVE COMMENTS
98. DON'T KNOW ANYTHING ABOUT HIM; HAVEN'T HEARD

1371 00. INAP., CODED 5 OR 9 IN Q.H23
5 99. NA

Q.H23A(2). WHAT WAS THAT <THAT HOUSE INCUMBENT HAS DONE FOR THE DISTRICT OR FOR THE PEOPLE IN THIS DISTRICT WHILE IN CONGRESS>? <SECOND RESPONSE>

GENERAL COMPETENCE IN OFFICE
6 01. SERVES CONSTITUENTS WELL, DOES A GOOD JOB (GENERAL)
9 02. SERVES CONSTITUENTS WELL, DOES A GOOD JOB -- SPECIFIC INSTANCES MENTIONED
3 03. ACTIVE/VISIBLE FULFILLS DUTIES OF CONGRESSMAN; (GOOD) VOTING RECORD;

CONGRESSMAN AS MEANS OF ACCESS TO GOVERNMENT
2 11. KNOWS RIGHT PEOPLE FOR CONSTITUENTS TO TALK TO/SEE; WILL MAKE APPOINTMENTS, CONTACTS, FOR CONSTITUENTS WITH APPROPRIATE OFFICIALS IN WASHINGTON
12. PERSONALLY MEETS/TALKS TO CONSTITUENTS, TO VISITORS TO WASHINGTON
2 13. HELPS CONSTITUENTS GET BETTER SERVICE FROM FEDERAL GOVERNMENT (E.G., RURAL MAIL DELIVERY, SOCIAL SECURITY)
1 14. HELPS CONSTITUENTS IN DEALING WITH LOCAL OR STATE GOVERNMENT
4 15. "REPRESENTS US,"; IS ACCESSIBLE IF NEEDED
19. OTHER
CONGRESSMAN AS MEANS OF ACCESS TO GOVERNMENT

1  21. INFORMS CONSTITUENTS; SENDS OUT BULLETIN/NEWSLETTER TO CONSTITUENTS
1  22. ANSWERS MAIL REQUESTING INFORMATION
1  25. KEEPS IN TOUCH WITH CONSTITUENCY, SOLICITS PEOPLE'S OPINIONS, MAILS QUESTIONNAIRES TO CONSTITUENTS
29. OTHER

NATIONAL LEGISLATION AND POLICY

1  30. DOMESTIC ISSUE -- NA WHAT
2  31. FARM POLICY
1  32. CONSERVATION, NATURAL RESOURCES
33. INFLATION, PRICES, WAGES
34. GENERAL PROSPERITY, DEPRESSION, UNEMPLOYMENT
1  35. TAXATION
1  36. LABOR, UNIONS, RIGHT-TO-WORK LAWS
37. SOCIAL WELFARE, EDUCATION, SOCIAL SECURITY, HEALTH, UNEMPLOYMENT COMPENSATION
38. BUSIN, INTEGRATION, OTHER CIVIL RIGHTS ISSUES
5  39. OTHER DOMESTIC POLICY OR ISSUE

STRICTLY LOCAL PROBLEMS (WHERE NO PARTICULAR GROUP OR SELF-INTEREST EXPRESSED)

1  40. SELF-INTEREST; GOOD FOR R'S OR FAMILY'S WELFARE
8  41. PROMOTES LOCAL INDUSTRY; HAS HELPED BRING/KEEP DEFENSE CONTRACTS FOR AREA; HAS HELPED BRING/KEEP JOBS/PROJECTS FOR DISTRICT; SECURED FEDERAL GRANTS/REVENUE SHARING
2  42. HAS HELPED REGION IN SPECIFIC EMERGENCIES, E.G., FLOOD RELIEFS, MINE DISASTER
6  43. AID FOR SCHOOLS, ROADS, OTHER MUNICIPAL-LOCAL PROJECTS
44. CIVIC ACTION; REPRESENTATIVE RESPONSIBLE FOR ORGANIZING LOCAL/COMMUNITY PROJECTS
45. ACTED AS INTERMEDIATY IN LABOR/INDUSTRY DISPUTE OR STRIKE; OMBUDSMAN
2  49. OTHER LOCAL ISSUE OR AID

CONGRESSMAN AS PARTY MEMBER

51. UPHOLDS HIS PARTY IN CONGRESS, VOTES WITH HIS PARTY
52. WORKS HARD FOR THE PARTY, FOR THE PARTY ORGANIZATION
1  59. OTHER REFERENCES LINKING CONGRESSMAN TO PARTY OR PARTY ORGANIZATION, OR GENERAL POLITICAL

LIKE CONGRESSMAN BECAUSE BAD FOR/HELPS KEEP IN CHECK

1  61. WORKING CLASS, LOWER CLASS PEOPLE, UNION INTEREST
62. INDUSTRY, (BIG) BUSINESS, UPPER CLASSES -- BIG (RICH, POWERFUL) PEOPLE, WALL STREET
63. BLACKS
69. OTHER GROUPS

CONGRESSMAN GOOD FOR, KNOWS PROBLEMS OF, OR SUPPORTS INTERESTS OF:
NEGATIVE COMMENTS CONCERNING CONGRESSMAN

80. DON'T THINK HE'S MUCH OF A CONGRESSMAN; YOU NEVER HEAR ANYTHING ABOUT THE GUY (NEGATIVE -- NO SPECIFIC CONTENT)
81. NEGATIVE REFERENCE TO CONGRESSMAN AS MEANS OF ACCESS TO GOVERNMENT (PARALLELS 10'S SERIES ABOVE)
82. NEGATIVE REFERENCE TO CONGRESSMAN AS SOURCE OF INFORMATION (PARALLELS 20'S SERIES ABOVE)
83. NEGATIVE REFERENCE TO CONGRESSMAN'S NATIONAL DOMESTIC POLICIES -- EXCEPT CIVIL RIGHTS, BUSING
84. DISLIKE CONGRESSMAN'S POSITION ON STRICTLY LOCAL PROBLEMS (PARALLELS 40'S SERIES ABOVE)
85. DISLIKE CONGRESSMAN'S STAND ON CIVIL RIGHTS, BUSING
86. CONGRESSMAN DOES NOT VOTE WITH/SUPPORT WORK HARD (ENOUGH) FOR PARTY (PARALLELS 50'S SERIES ABOVE)
87. PERSONAL GAIN FROM OFFICE; HIGH SALARY; JUNKETS
88. DISLIKE CONGRESSMAN BECAUSE HE IS TOO GOOD FOR CERTAIN GROUP OR INTEREST
89. OTHER NEGATIVE

MISCELLANEOUS

90. POSITIVE COMMENTS ABOUT PERSONAL QUALITIES OF THE CONGRESSMAN; HE'S A FIGHTER; HE'S SOMEONE WHO CARES; HE REALLY GETS INVOLVED
96. JUST SEEMS TO BE A GOOD CONGRESSMAN; HE'S ALL RIGHT BUT DON'T KNOW ANYTHING SPECIAL ABOUT HIM (POSITIVE -- NO SPECIFIC COMMENT)
97. OTHER POSITIVE COMMENTS

1527 00. INAP., CODED 5 OR 9 IN Q.H23; NO FURTHER MENTION; CODED 99 IN Q.H23A(1)

==============================================

VAR 800972 NAME-AP/DISAP INCUMBENT'S JOB
COLUMNS 1731 - 1731
NUMERIC
MD=8 OR GE 9

Q.H24. IN GENERAL, DO YOU APPROVE OR DISAPPROVE OF THE WAY YOUR U.S. REPRESENTATIVE (NAME OF HOUSE INCUMBENT) HAS BEEN
HANDLING (HIS/HER) JOB?

787 1. APPROVE
112 5. DISAPPROVE
494 8. DK
221 9. NA; NO POST ELECTION INTERVIEW

VAR 800973 NAME-AP/DISAP INCUMB-STRENGTH
COLUMNS 1732 - 1732
NUMERIC
MD=0 OR GE 8

Q.H24A. DO YOU APPROVE STRONGLY OR NOT STRONGLY?
Q.24B. DO YOU DISAPPROVE STRONGLY OR NOT STRONGLY?

417 1. STRONGLY APPROVE
366 2. NOT STRONGLY APPROVE
56 4. NOT STRONGLY DISAPPROVE
55 5. STRONGLY DISAPPROVE
715 0. INAP., CODED 8 OR 9 IN Q.H24
3 8. DK
2 9. NA

VAR 800974 NAME-R FOLLOW GVT/PUB AFFAIRS
COLUMNS 1733 - 1733
NUMERIC
MD=8 OR GE 9

Q.J1. SOME PEOPLE SEEM TO FOLLOW WHAT'S GOING ON IN GOVERNMENT AND PUBLIC AFFAIRS MOST OF THE TIME, WHETHER THERE'S AN ELECTION GOING ON OR NOT. OTHERS AREN'T THAT INTERESTED. WOULD YOU SAY YOU FOLLOW WHAT'S GOING ON IN GOVERNMENT AND PUBLIC AFFAIRS MOST OF THE TIME, ONLY NOW AND THEN, OR HARDLY AT ALL?

370 1. MOST OF THE TIME
488 2. SOME OF THE TIME
328 3. ONLY NOW AND THEN
214 4. HARDLY AT ALL
4 8. DK
210 9. NA; NO POST ELECTION INTERVIEW

VAR 800975 NAME-IMPORTANT NATL PROBLEM-1
COLUMNS 1734 - 1736
NUMERIC
MD=998 OR GE 999

Q.J2. AS YOU WELL KNOW, THE GOVERNMENT FACES MANY SERIOUS PROBLEMS IN THIS COUNTRY AND IN OTHER PARTS OF THE WORLD.
WHAT DO YOU PERSONALLY FEEL ARE THE MOST IMPORTANT PROBLEMS THE GOVERNMENT IN WASHINGTON SHOULD TRY TO TAKE CARE OF?

Q.J2(1). FIRST NATIONAL PROBLEM MENTIONED

SEE APPENDIX NOTE

000.
001.
.
997.

37 998. DK
217 999. NA; NO POST ELECTION INTERVIEW

CODE:   5   10   11   12   19   20   29   30   31   39   41
FREQ:   1  125   10    2    1    1    4   20    1    1

CODE:  50   51   59   60   61   62   90   91   92  103  109
FREQ:   1    1    7   11   1    3    2    6    2    2

CODE: 120  150  151  160  161  162  169  201  211  300  301
FREQ:   2    4    4    3    6    2    3    1    1    1

CODE: 320  321  340  342  369  379  380  395  400  401  403
FREQ:   1    3    8    1    1    1    2    1   415    2    6

CODE: 404  408  410  411  412  414  415  416  417  418  427
FREQ:   4   25    4   3    1   26    5   14    1

CODE: 440  451  452  460  461  463  469  490  491  492  493
FREQ:   2    1    3    1    1    7    1    2    5    1    8

CODE: 494  496  500  506  510  515  524  527  530  531  532
FREQ:   5   35    3   1    1   223    2    4    3    1

CODE: 533  540  552  562  569  570  585  700  710  711  712
FREQ:   1   10    4   1   36   43   17    6    7    7

CODE: 713  750  810  811  832  833  835  837  840  842  871
FREQ:   1    4    2    3    6    1    1    2    4    4    3

CODE: 879  886  890  997  998  999
FREQ:   2    1    2    3  37  217

=================================

VAR 800976  NAME=IMPORTANT NATL PROBLEM-2
COLUMNS 1737 - 1739
NUMERIC
MD=0

Q.J2(2). <ANYTHING ELSE <THAT RESPONDENT THINKS IS AN IMPORTANT PROBLEM FACING THIS COUNTRY>? <SECOND MENTION>

SEE Q.J2 FOR COMPLETE QUESTION TEXT
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SEE APPENDIX NOTE

001.

997.

460 000. INAP., NO FURTHER MENTION; CODED 998 OR 999 IN Q.J2(1)

CODE:  0    1    10   11    19   20   21   30   31   39   40
FREQ: 460    1   182   9    1    1    9   13    3    6

CODE:  41   46   49   50   51   54   59   60   61   62   69
FREQ:  4    1    1    7    2    1    1    8    7    4    1

CODE:  90   91   92  100  103  120  121  122  150  151  152
FREQ:   4    1    1    7    2    1    1    8    7    4    1

CODE:  90   91   92  100  103  120  121  122  150  151  152
FREQ:   4    1    1    7    2    1    1    8    7    4    1

CODE: 159  160  161  162  190  300  301  310  312  320  321
FREQ:   1    3   18    2    1    1    1    2    4   171    7    4

CODE: 159  160  161  162  190  300  301  310  312  320  321
FREQ:   1    3   18    2    1    1    1    2    4   171    7    4

CODE:  330  331  340  342  352  370  380  390  400  401  403
FREQ:   2    2    5    3    1    1    2    4   171    7    4

CODE:  330  331  340  342  352  370  380  390  400  401  403
FREQ:   2    2    5    3    1    1    2    4   171    7    4

CODE: 404  405  408  410  411  412  413  414  415  416  417
FREQ:  10   3   38   12    5   21    1   2   21   10    17

CODE: 404  405  408  410  411  412  413  414  415  416  417
FREQ:  10   3   38   12    5   21    1   2   21   10    17

CODE: 424  427  431  432  440  442  452  459  461  463  481
FREQ:   2    3    1    1    1    1    3    1    2   17    1

CODE: 424  427  431  432  440  442  452  459  461  463  481
FREQ:   2    3    1    1    1    1    3    1    2   17    1

CODE: 490  491  493  494  496  500  505  506  513  514  515
FREQ:   1    3   15    3   19    45    1    2    1    3   90

CODE: 490  491  493  494  496  500  505  506  513  514  515
FREQ:   1    3   15    3   19    45    1    2    1    3   90

CODE: 516  520  524  526  527  530  531  532  533  540  551
FREQ:   1    1    9    2    2    2    3    3    2   11   16   2

CODE: 516  520  524  526  527  530  531  532  533  540  551
FREQ:   1    1    9    2    2    2    3    3    2   11   16   2

CODE: 522  526  562  569  570  585  590  700  710  711  712
FREQ:   5    2    5    1   21   10    1   21    7    6   64

CODE: 522  526  562  569  570  585  590  700  710  711  712
FREQ:   5    2    5    1   21   10    1   21    7    6   64

CODE: 713  719  730  731  732  761  790  810  831  832  834
FREQ:   1    1    1    3    1    2    2    3    1    1    1

CODE: 713  719  730  731  732  761  790  810  831  832  834
FREQ:   1    1    1    3    1    2    2    3    1    1    1

CODE: 835  837  840  842  856  869  871  882  886  890  997
FREQ:   2    9    1    3    1    1    1    1    4    4

==================================================================

VAR 800977     NAME-IMPORTANT NATL PROBLEM-3
COLUMNS 1740 - 1742
NUMERIC
MD=0

Q.J2(3). ANYTHING ELSE <THAT RESPONDENT THINKS IS AN IMPORTANT PROBLEM FACING THIS COUNTRY>? <THIRD MENTION>

==================================================================

Page 456
### Variable 800978

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
<td>785</td>
<td>49</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>300</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>367</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>408</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>430</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>493</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>517</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>559</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td></td>
<td>50</td>
<td></td>
<td>103</td>
<td></td>
<td>410</td>
<td></td>
<td>431</td>
<td></td>
<td>494</td>
<td></td>
<td>496</td>
<td></td>
<td>432</td>
<td></td>
<td>496</td>
<td></td>
<td>500</td>
<td></td>
<td>505</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td></td>
<td>51</td>
<td></td>
<td>120</td>
<td></td>
<td>411</td>
<td></td>
<td>433</td>
<td></td>
<td>498</td>
<td></td>
<td>499</td>
<td></td>
<td>434</td>
<td></td>
<td>496</td>
<td></td>
<td>501</td>
<td></td>
<td>506</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>19</td>
<td></td>
<td>59</td>
<td></td>
<td>121</td>
<td></td>
<td>412</td>
<td></td>
<td>435</td>
<td></td>
<td>499</td>
<td></td>
<td>499</td>
<td></td>
<td>436</td>
<td></td>
<td>499</td>
<td></td>
<td>502</td>
<td></td>
<td>508</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20</td>
<td></td>
<td>60</td>
<td></td>
<td>150</td>
<td></td>
<td>414</td>
<td></td>
<td>437</td>
<td></td>
<td>500</td>
<td></td>
<td>505</td>
<td></td>
<td>438</td>
<td></td>
<td>503</td>
<td></td>
<td>509</td>
<td></td>
<td>511</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>21</td>
<td></td>
<td>61</td>
<td></td>
<td>151</td>
<td></td>
<td>415</td>
<td></td>
<td>438</td>
<td></td>
<td>504</td>
<td></td>
<td>506</td>
<td></td>
<td>440</td>
<td></td>
<td>507</td>
<td></td>
<td>512</td>
<td></td>
<td>509</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>29</td>
<td></td>
<td>62</td>
<td></td>
<td>153</td>
<td></td>
<td>416</td>
<td></td>
<td>439</td>
<td></td>
<td>508</td>
<td></td>
<td>509</td>
<td></td>
<td>441</td>
<td></td>
<td>510</td>
<td></td>
<td>515</td>
<td></td>
<td>516</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30</td>
<td></td>
<td>64</td>
<td></td>
<td>160</td>
<td></td>
<td>417</td>
<td></td>
<td>440</td>
<td></td>
<td>509</td>
<td></td>
<td>511</td>
<td></td>
<td>442</td>
<td></td>
<td>512</td>
<td></td>
<td>517</td>
<td></td>
<td>521</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>31</td>
<td></td>
<td>69</td>
<td></td>
<td>161</td>
<td></td>
<td>420</td>
<td></td>
<td>441</td>
<td></td>
<td>511</td>
<td></td>
<td>513</td>
<td></td>
<td>443</td>
<td></td>
<td>514</td>
<td></td>
<td>519</td>
<td></td>
<td>522</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>32</td>
<td></td>
<td>90</td>
<td></td>
<td>162</td>
<td></td>
<td>424</td>
<td></td>
<td>442</td>
<td></td>
<td>512</td>
<td></td>
<td>514</td>
<td></td>
<td>444</td>
<td></td>
<td>515</td>
<td></td>
<td>524</td>
<td></td>
<td>525</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>40</td>
<td></td>
<td>220</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>427</td>
<td></td>
<td>444</td>
<td></td>
<td>515</td>
<td></td>
<td>445</td>
<td></td>
<td>446</td>
<td></td>
<td>516</td>
<td></td>
<td>527</td>
<td></td>
<td>528</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**VAR 800978**  
NAME-INTVW CKPT-# PRBLMS MNTN  
COLUMNS 1743 - 1743  
NUMERIC  
MD=9

**Q.J3. INTERVIEWER CHECKPOINT <HAS R MENTIONED ANY NATIONAL PROBLEMS>**
1. R has not mentioned any problems
2. R has mentioned one problem
3. R has mentioned more than one problem
9. NA; no post election interview

Q.J3A. Of those you’ve mentioned, which would you say is the single most important problem the government in Washington should try to take care of?

If R mentioned only one problem in response to Q.J2, that problem code has been repeated here.

See Appendix Note

001.

997.

254 000. Inap., coded 1 or 9 in Q.J3
2 998. DK
6 999. NA

Code: 0 5 10 11 12 19 20 21 30 31 39
Freq: 254 1 115 13 2 2 1 2 4 17 2

Code: 40 41 46 50 51 59 60 61 62 90 91
Freq: 2 1 1 1 2 1 5 9 1 6 2

Code: 92 100 109 120 121 150 151 160 161 162 169
Freq: 10 1 2 1 1 4 3 3 14 2 3

Code: 211 304 321 340 342 369 379 380 395 400 401
Freq: 1 1 3 5 3 1 1 4 2 432 4

Code: 403 404 408 410 411 412 414 415 416 417 418
Freq: 6 8 32 8 4 4 1 30 4 13 1

Code: 440 451 452 459 463 469 490 491 492 493 494
Freq: 2 1 3 1 7 1 1 3 2 14 5

Code: 496 500 506 510 514 515 524 527 530 531 533
Freq: 40 19 1 1 1 201 2 2 4 2 2

Code: 540 552 561 562 570 585 590 700 710 711 712
Freq: 13 4 1 2 37 28 1 13 5 5 82

Code: 713 719 731 750 761 810 811 832 833 835 836
Freq: 1 1 1 4 1 2 3 5 2 1 1
VAR 800980  NAME-TALKED W ANYONE ABT PROB
COLUMNS 1747 - 1747
NUMERIC
MD=0 OR GE 8

Q.J4. DURING THE LAST WEEK OR TWO, HAVE YOU TALKED TO OTHER
PEOPLE ABOUT THIS PROBLEM?

785  1.  YES
557  5.  NO
254  0.  INAP., CODED 1 OR 9 IN Q.J3
8  8.  DK
10  9.  NA

VAR 800981  NAME-IS M IMP PROBLEM IN NEWS
COLUMNS 1748 - 1748
NUMERIC
MD=0 OR GE 8

Q.J5. IN THE LAST WEEK OR TWO, HAVE YOU SEEN, HEARD OR READ
ANYTHING IN THE NEWS ABOUT THIS PROBLEM?

1076  1.  YES
268  5.  NO
254  0.  INAP., CODED 1 OR 9 IN Q.J3
9  8.  DK
7  9.  NA

VAR 800982  NAME-HOW STRONG R FEELS-PRBLM
COLUMNS 1749 - 1749
NUMERIC
MD=0 OR GE 8

Q.J6. JUST HOW STRONGLY WOULD YOU SAY YOU FEEL ABOUT THIS
PROBLEM: ARE YOU EXTREMELY CONCERNED ABOUT IT, VERY
CONCERNED, SOMEWHAT CONCERNED, OR ONLY A LITTLE CONCERNED?

682  1.  EXTREMELY CONCERNED
524  2.  VERY CONCERNED
134  3.  SOMEWHAT CONCERNED
10  4.  A LITTLE CONCERNED
254  0.  INAP., CODED 1 OR 9 IN Q.J3
2  8.  DK
8  9.  NA
Q.J7. WOULD YOU SAY THAT YOU (AND YOUR FAMILY LIVING HERE) ARE AFFECTED PERSONALLY BY THIS PROBLEM?

966 1. YES
386 5. NO
254 0. INAP., CODED 1 OR 9 IN Q.J3
8 8. DK
8 9. NA

Q.J8. HOW GOOD A JOB IS THE GOVERNMENT DOING IN DEALING WITH THIS PROBLEM -- A GOOD JOB, ONLY FAIR, OR A POOR JOB?

57 1. GOOD JOB
456 3. ONLY FAIR
806 5. POOR JOB
254 0. INAP., CODED 1 OR 9 IN Q.J3
20 8. DK
12 9. NA

Q.J9. WHICH POLITICAL PARTY DO YOU THINK WOULD BE MOST LIKELY TO GET THE GOVERNMENT TO DO A BETTER JOB IN DEALING WITH THIS PROBLEM -- THE REPUBLICANS, THE DEMOCRATS, OR WOULDN'T THERE BE MUCH DIFFERENCE BETWEEN THEM?

542 1. REPUBLICANS
575 3. NOT MUCH difference
134 5. DEMOCRATS
254 0. INAP., CODED 1 OR 9 IN Q.J3
95 8. DK
14 9. NA
Q.J10. IS THERE ANY DIFFERENCE BETWEEN THE TWO HOUSE CANDIDATES (THE DEMOCRATIC CANDIDATE) AND (THE REPUBLICAN CANDIDATE) IN WHAT THEY WOULD DO ABOUT THIS PROBLEM?

This question was omitted in districts with unopposed house races.

199 1. YES
244 5. NO

468 0. INAP., CODED 1 OR 9 IN Q.J3; HOUSE CANDIDATE RAN UNOPPOSED (CODED 13-14, 23, 24, 31-32, 34, 51-53, 56-57, 61-63, 66, 67, 71-73, 76 OR 77 IN Q.AA6)
686 8. DK
17 9. NA

VAR 800987 NAME-WHICH HR CAND,BETTER JOB
COLUMNS 1754 - 1755
NUMERIC
MD=0 OR GE 98

Q.J10A. WHO WOULD DO A BETTER JOB <IN HANDLING THIS PROBLEM>?

This question was omitted in districts where a house candidate was unopposed.

8 31. DEMOCRATIC CANDIDATE (DISTRICT WITH "RETIRING" INCUMBENT REPRESENTATIVE)
10 32. REPUBLICAN CANDIDATE (DISTRICT WITH "RETIRING" INCUMBENT REPRESENTATIVE)
63 33. DEMOCRATIC INCUMBENT (DISTRICT WITH RUNNING INCUMBENT REPRESENTATIVE)
66 34. REPUBLICAN INCUMBENT (DISTRICT WITH RUNNING INCUMBENT REPRESENTATIVE)
9 35. DEMOCRATIC CANDIDATE (DISTRICT WITH RUNNING INCUMBENT REPRESENTATIVE)
39 36. REPUBLICAN CANDIDATE (DISTRICT WITH RUNNING INCUMBENT REPRESENTATIVE)
1415 00. INAP., CODED 1 OR 9 IN Q.J3; CODED 5, 8, 9 OR 0 IN Q.J10; U.S. HOUSE RACES IN WHICH CANDIDATE HAD NO MAJOR PARTY OPPOSITION (CODED 13-14, 23-24, 31-32, 34, 51-53, 56-57, 61-63, 66-67, 71-73, 76-77 IN Q.AA5)
3 98. DK
1 99. NA

VAR 800988 NAME-DID R VOTE IN 80 ELCTION
COLUMNS 1756 - 1756
NUMERIC
MD=8 OR GE 9
Q.L1. IN TALKING TO PEOPLE ABOUT ELECTIONS, WE OFTEN FIND THAT A LOT OF PEOPLE WERE NOT ABLE TO VOTE BECAUSE (THEY WEREN'T OLD ENOUGH) THEY WEREN'T REGISTERED, THEY WERE SICK, OR THEY JUST DIDN'T HAVE TIME. HOW ABOUT YOU -- DID YOU VOTE IN THE ELECTIONS THIS NOVEMBER?

1004 1. YES, DID VOTE
403 5. NO, DID NOT VOTE
   6. R REFUSES TO SAY WHETHER VOTED
   7. NOT OLD ENOUGH

1 8. DK
206 9. NA; NO POST ELECTION INTERVIEW

Q.L2. WERE YOU REGISTERED IN THIS ELECTION AS BEING A REPUBLICAN, A DEMOCRAT, AN INDEPENDENT OR WHAT?

456 1. DEMOCRAT
129 2. INDEPENDENT
279 3. REPUBLICAN
1 4. OTHER PARTY, SPECIFY

109 5. VOTER NOT REQUIRED TO DECLARE PARTY
5 6. VOTERS NOT REQUIRED TO REGISTER
1 7. I AM NOT REGISTERED

610 0. INAP., CODED 5, 7-9 IN Q.L1
21 8. DK
3 9. NA

Q.L2A. ARE YOU REGISTERED TO VOTE AT YOUR CURRENT ADDRESS?

936 1. YES
61 5. NO

616 0. INAP., CODED 5, 7-9 IN Q.L1; CODED 6 OR 7 IN Q.L2
8. DK
1 9. NA

Q.L3. NAME-R'S PARTY REGISTRATION
COLUMNS 1757 - 1757
NUMERIC
MD=0 OR GE 8

Q.L4. ARE YOU REGISTERED TO VOTE AT YOUR CURRENT ADDRESS?

936 1. YES
61 5. NO

616 0. INAP., CODED 5, 7-9 IN Q.L1; CODED 6 OR 7 IN Q.L2
8. DK
1 9. NA

Q.L5. NAME-INTVWR CKPNT-R REG IN ST
COLUMNS 1759 - 1759
NUMERIC
MD=0 OR GE 9

Page 462
Q.L2C. INTERVIEWER CHECKPOINT <IS R REGISTERED TO VOTE IN STATE OF INTERVIEW>

54  1. R REGISTERED TO VOTE IN STATE OF INTERVIEW
    7  5. R REGISTERED TO VOTE OUTSIDE STATE OF INTERVIEW

1553  0. INAP., CODED 5, 5-9 IN Q.L1; CODED 6 OR 7 IN Q.L2
     9. NA

==============================================

VAR 800992    NAME-SMMRY-STATE CD REGISTRD
COLUMNS 1760 - 1763
NUMERIC
MD=0

Q.L2X. SUMMARY: STATE AND CONGRESSIONAL DISTRICT IN WHICH R IS REGISTERED TO VOTE, IF REGISTERED OUTSIDE DISTRICT OF INTERVIEW.

STATE AN CONGRESSIONAL DISTRICT OF REGISTRATION ARE CODED HERE ONLY FOR RESPONDENTS WHO VOTED OUTSIDE OF THE CONGRESSIONAL DISTRICT IN WHICH THEY RESIDED AT THE TIME OF THE POST-ELECTION INTERVIEW (N=27).

0001.
   .
9999.

1585 0000. INAP., NO POST ELECTION INTERVIEW; CODED 5, 7-9 IN Q.L1; CODED 6 OR 7 Q.L2; CODED 9 IN Q.L2C.

CODE:    0   101   103   303   306   698   1299   1331   2108
FREQ: 1585     1     1     1     1     1     1     2     1

CODE: 2115  2203  2306  2313  2317  2599  3302  3406  4003
FREQ: 1     1     1     1     1     1     1     1     1

CODE: 4905  4999  5202  7109  7123  7133  7140  7199  7299
FREQ: 1     1     1     1     1     1     1     2     1

CODE: 7306
FREQ: 1

==============================================

VAR 800993    NAME-DID R VOTE FOR PRESIDENT
COLUMNS 1764 - 1764
NUMERIC
MD=0 OR GE 8

Q.L3/L10. HOW ABOUT THE ELECTION FOR PRESIDENT? DID YOU VOTE FOR A CANDIDATE FOR PRESIDENT?
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996  1.  YES
  8  5.  NO
  6.  REFUSED TO SAY WHETHER VOTED

610  0.  INAP., CODED 5, 7-9 IN Q.L1
  8.  DK
  9.  NA

=========================================

VAR 800994    NAME-WHO DID R VOTE FOR,PRES
COLUMNS 1765 - 1765
NUMERIC
MD=0 OR GE  8

Q.L3A/L10A.  WHO DID YOU VOTE FOR <IN THE ELECTION FOR PRESIDENT>?

----------------------------------------

494  1.  REAGAN
383  2.  CARTER
10  5.  CLARK
  81  6.  ANDERSON
  4  7.  OTHER, SPECIFY

618  0.  INAP., CODED 5, 7-9 IN Q.L1; CODED 5, 8-9 IN Q.L3/L10
  16  8.  DK; REFUSES TO NAME CANDIDATE
  8  9.  NA

=========================================

VAR 800995    NAME-STRNGTH-R'S PREF,PRES CD
COLUMNS 1766 - 1766
NUMERIC
MD=0 OR GE  8

Q.L3B/L10B.  WOULD YOU SAY THAT YOUR PREFERENCE FOR THIS CANDIDATE WAS STRONG/OR NOT STRONG?

----------------------------------------

674  1.  STRONG
312  5.  NOT STRONG

618  0.  INAP., CODED 5, 7-9 IN Q.L1; CODED 5, 8 OR 9 IN Q.L3/L10
  5   8.  DK
  5   9.  NA

=========================================

VAR 800996    NAME-WHEN R DECIDED WHO TO VT
COLUMNS 1767 - 1768
NUMERIC
MD=0 OR GE  98

Q.L3C/L10C.  HOW LONG BEFORE THE ELECTION DID YOU DECIDE THAT YOU WERE GOING TO VOTE THE WAY YOU DID?

----------------------------------------

IF R GIVES RANGE OF TIME, CODE MIDPOINT AND ROUND FRACTIONS
TO EVEN WHOLE NUMBER

199 01. KNEW ALL ALONG FROM THE FIRST; ALWAYS VOTE FOR THE
SAME PARTY; BEFORE THE CONVENTION/NOMINATION (NO
MENTION OF REAGAN OR CARTER); BEFORE THE PRIMARIES;
9 MONTHS OR MORE

110 02. BEFORE THE CONVENTION BECAUSE OF REAGAN'S OR
CARTER'S CANDIDACY; AS SOON AS REAGAN/CARTER SAID
HE WOULD RUN; "MONTHS BEFORE"; "EARLY ON"; "LONG
TIME/QUITE A BIT BEFORE THE ELECTION"

120 03. AT THE TIME OF THE REPUBLICAN CONVENTION/WHEN
REAGAN WAS NOMINATED; JUST AFTER THE REPUBLICAN
CONVENTION; 4 MONTHS; JULY

59 04. DURING THE DEMOCRATIC CONVENTION/WHEN CARTER WAS
NOMINATED; JUST AFTER THE DEMOCRATIC CONVENTION; 3
MONTHS; AUGUST

77 05. AFTER THE CONVENTION(S); DURING THE CAMPAIGN (NFS);
2 MONTHS; "A COUPLE OF MONTHS"; SEPTEMBER

15 06. FIVE TO SEVEN WEEKS

58 07. ONE MONTH; THREE WEEKS; OCTOBER

94 08. WITHIN TWO WEEKS OF THE ELECTION; AFTER THE
REAGAN-CARTER DEBATE

69 09. IN THE LAST FEW DAYS OF THE CAMPAIGN; THE LAST PART
OF IT

92 10. ON ELECTION DAY

91 11. DURING/AFTER THE PRIMARIES (NOT CODEABLE IN 02);
"SEVERAL MONTHS"; 5-8 MONTHS

4 97. OTHER

618 00. INAP., CODED 5, 7-9 IN Q.L1; CODED 5, 8 OR 9 IN
Q.L3/L10

3 98. DK

5 99. NA

-----------------------------
VAR 800997 NAME-DID R VOTE FOR HR CANDID
COLUMNS 1769 - 1769
NUMERIC
MD=0 OR GE 8

Q.L4. HERE IS A LIST OF CANDIDATES FOR THE OTHER MAJOR
RACES IN THIS DISTRICT. HOW ABOUT THE ELECTION FOR THE
HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES IN WASHINGTON. DID YOU VOTE FOR A
CANDIDATE FOR THE U.S. HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES

Q.L11. HOW ABOUT THE ELECTION FOR THE HOUSE OF
REPRESENTATIVES IN WASHINGTON. DID YOU VOTE FOR A CANDIDATE
FOR THE U.S. HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES?

-----------------------------

883  1.  YES

78  5.  NO

6.  REFUSES TO SAY WHETHER VOTED

6  7.  R VOLUNTEERS: VOTED FOR CANDIDATE WHOSE NAME IS NOT
ON BALLOT CARD

626  0.  INAP., CODED 5, 7-9 IN Q.L1 AND/OR CODED 45(LA) IN
REF NO 8
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VAR 800998 NAME-WHO R VOTED-HR CANDIDATE
COLUMNS 1770 - 1771
NUMERIC
MD=0 OR GE 98
Q.L4A/L11A. WHO DID YOU VOTE FOR <IN THE ELECTION FOR THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES IN WASHINGTON>?
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
FOR R'S REGISTERED IN DISTRICT OF INTERVIEW
21 31. DEMOCRATIC CANDIDATE (DISTRICT WITH "RETIRING" INCUMBENT REPRESENTATIVE)
32 32. REPUBLICAN CANDIDATE (DISTRICT WITH "RETIRING" INCUMBENT REPRESENTATIVE)
372 33. DEMOCRATIC INCUMBENT (DISTRICT WITH RUNNING INCUMBENT REPRESENTATIVE)
227 34. REPUBLICAN INCUMBENT (DISTRICT WITH RUNNING INCUMBENT REPRESENTATIVE)
66 35. DEMOCRATIC CANDIDATE (DISTRICT WITH RUNNING INCUMBENT REPRESENTATIVE)
125 36. REPUBLICAN CANDIDATE (DISTRICT WITH RUNNING INCUMBENT REPRESENTATIVE)
37. LIBERAL OR CONSERVATIVE CANDIDATE (DISTRICT WITH RUNNING INCUMBENT REPRESENTATIVE)
2 39. INDEPENDENT CANDIDATE (DISTRICT WITH RUNNING OR "RETIRING" INCUMBENT REPRESENTATIVE)
2 80. MINOR PARTY CANDIDATE; MINOR INDEPENDENT CANDIDATE
FOR R'S WHO VOTED OUTSIDE THE DISTRICT OF INTERVIEW
1 81. DEMOCRATIC CANDIDATE (DISTRICT WITH "RETIRING INCUMBENT")
2 82. REPUBLICAN CANDIDATE (DISTRICT WITH "RETIRING INCUMBENT")
6 83. DEMOCRATIC INCUMBENT (CODES 83-87 ARE USED IN DISTRICTS WITH "RUNNING INCUMBENTS")
4 84. REPUBLICAN INCUMBENT
2 85. DEMOCRATIC CHALLENGER
1 86. REPUBLICAN CHALLENGER
87. LIBERAL OR CONSERVATIVE CHALLENGER
89. INDEPENDENT CANDIDATE
91. DEMOCRAT - NO NAME GIVEN
92. REPUBLICAN - NO NAME GIVEN
11 97. NAME GIVEN <WAS> NOT ON <THE> CANDIDATE LIST FOR THIS RACE
725 00. INAP., CODED 5, 7-9 IN Q.L1; CODED 5, 8 OR 9 IN Q.L4/L11; AND/OR CODED 45 (LA) IN REFNO 8.
10 98. DK; REFUSES TO NAME CANDIDATE
5 99. NA

====================================================================
VAR 800999
NAME-STRNGTH-R'S PREF,HR CAND
COLUMNS 1772 - 1772
NUMERIC
MD=0 OR GE 8

Q.L4B/L11B. WOULD YOU SAY THAT YOUR PREFERENCE FOR THIS CANDIDATE WAS STRONG OR NOT STRONG <FOR THIS CANDIDATE FOR HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES IN WASHINGTON>?

456 1. STRONG
326 5. NOT STRONG

735 0. INAP., CODED 5, 7-9 IN Q.L1; CODED 5, 8 OR 9 IN Q.L4/L11; CODED 98 IN Q.L4A/L11A; CODED 45(LA) IN REF NO 8
17 8. DK
20 9. NA

======================================================================

VAR 801000
NAME-INTVWR CKPNT-SENATE RACE
COLUMNS 1773 - 1773
NUMERIC
MD=9

Q.L5. INTERVIEWER CHECKPOINT: WAS THERE A SENATE RACE IN R'S STATE

955 1. U.S. SENATE RACE IN THIS STATE (CANDIDATE LIST INCLUDES AT LEAST ONE NAME FROM #10-#16)
453 2. NO U.S. SENATE RACE (NO NAME FROM #10-#16 ON CANDIDATE LIST (CODED 81, 82 OR 85 IN Q.AA6; CODED 45(LA) IN REF NO 8
206 9. NA; NO POST ELECTION INTERVIEW

======================================================================

VAR 801001
NAME-DID R VOTE FOR SEN CAND
COLUMNS 1774 - 1774
NUMERIC
MD=0 OR GE 8


627 1. YES
32 5. NO
6. R REFUSES TO SAY WHETHER VOTED
7. R VOLUNTEERS: NO SENATE RACE IN STATE WHERE R VOTED ABSENTEE

944 0. INAP., CODED 5, 7-9 IN Q.L1 AND/OR CODED 2 IN Q.L5; CODED 45(LA) IN REF NO 8
10 8. DK
1 9. NA
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Q.L6A/L12A. WHO DID YOU VOTE FOR <FOR THE UNITED STATES SENATE>?

--------------------------------------------------------

IF R VOTED IN STATE OF INTERVIEW

83 11. DEMOCRATIC CANDIDATE (FOR STATES WITH "RETIRING"
       INCUMBENT SENATOR)
92 12. REPUBLICAN CANDIDATE (FOR STATES WITH "RETIRING"
       INCUMBENT SENATOR)
185 13. DEMOCRATIC INCUMBENT (FOR STATES WITH RUNNING
       INCUMBENT SENATOR)
36 14. REPUBLICAN INCUMBENT (FOR STATES WITH RUNNING
       INCUMBENT SENATOR)
51 15. DEMOCRATIC CANDIDATE (FOR STATES WITH RUNNING
       INCUMBENT SENATOR)
153 16. REPUBLICAN CANDIDATE (FOR STATES WITH RUNNING
       INCUMBENT SENATOR)
4 20. INDEPENDENT CANDIDATE (FOR STATES WITH RUNNING
       INCUMBENT SENATOR)
1 80. MINOR PARTY CANDIDATE; MINOR INDEPENDENT CANDIDATE

IF R VOTED OUTSIDE STATE OF INTERVIEW

1 81. DEMOCRATIC CANDIDATE (DISTRICTS WITH "RETIRING
       INCUMBENTS")
2 82. REPUBLICAN CANDIDATE (DISTRICTS WITH "RETIRING
       INCUMBENTS")
1 83. DEMOCRATIC INCUMBENT (CODES 83-87,91-92 ARE USED
       FOR DISTRICTS IN WHICH THE INCUMBENT IS RUNNING)
84. REPUBLICAN INCUMBENT
1 85. DEMOCRATIC CHALLENGER
1 86. REPUBLICAN CHALLENGER
87. LIBERAL OR CONSERVATIVE CHALLENGER
89. INDEPENDENT CANDIDATE
91. DEMOCRAT - NO NAME GIVEN
92. REPUBLICAN - NO NAME GIVEN
3 97. NAME GIVEN NOT ON CANDIDATE LIST FOR THIS RACE

987 00. INAP., CODED 5, 7-9 IN Q.L1 AND/OR CODED 2 IN Q.L5;
       CODED 5, 6-9 IN Q.L6/L12; CODED 45(LA) IN REF NO 8
9 98. DK
4 99. NA

Q.L6B/L12B. WOULD YOU SAY THAT YOUR PREFERENCE FOR THIS
CANDIDATE WAS STRONG OR NOT STRONG?
391  1. STRONG
212  5. NOT STRONG

996  0. INAP., CODED 5, 7-9 IN Q.L1; CODED 2 IN Q.L5; CODED 5, 6-9 IN Q.L6/L12; CODED 98 IN Q.L6A/L12A; CODED 45 (LA) IN REF NO 8
4  8. DK
11  9. NA

VAR 801004  NAME-INTVWR CHKPT-GUBERN RACE
COLUMNS 1778 - 1778
NUMERIC
MD=9
Q.L7. INTERVIEWER CHECKPOINT

196  1. GOVERNOR'S RACE IN THIS STATE (CANDIDATE LIST INCLUDES AT LEAST ONE NAME FROM #50-#56)
1212  2. NO GOVERNOR'S RACE (NO NAME FROM #50-#56 ON CANDIDATE LIST) (CODED 81, 82, OR 83 IN Q.AA8)

206  9. NA; NO POST ELECTION INTERVIEW

VAR 801005  NAME-DID R VOTE FOR GOVERNOR
COLUMNS 1779 - 1779
NUMERIC
MD=0 OR GE 8
Q.L8/L13. HOW ABOUT THE ELECTION FOR GOVERNOR - DID YOU VOTE FOR A CANDIDATE FOR GOVERNOR?

138  1. YES
9  5. NO
6. R REFUSES TO SAY WHETHER VOTED
7. R VOLUNTEERS: NO GOVERNOR'S RACE IN STATE WHERE R VOTED ABSENTEE

1467  0. INAP., CODED 5, 7-9 IN Q.L1; CODED 2 IN Q.L7; NO POST-ELECTION INTERVIEW
8. DK
9. NA

VAR 801006  NAME-GUBERN CAND R VOTED FOR
COLUMNS 1780 - 1781
NUMERIC
MD=0 OR GE 98
Q.L8A/L13A. WHO DID YOU VOTE FOR <IN THE ELECTION FOR GOVERNOR>?

IF R VOTED IN STATE OF INTERVIEW
16  51. DEMOCRATIC CANDIDATE (FOR STATES WITH "RETIRING" INCUMBENT GOVERNOR)
34  52. REPUBLICAN CANDIDATE (FOR STATES WITH "RETIRING" INCUMBENT GOVERNOR)
42  53. DEMOCRATIC INCUMBENT (FOR STATES WITH RUNNING INCUMBENT GOVERNOR)
  54. REPUBLICAN INCUMBENT (FOR STATES WITH RUNNING INCUMBENT GOVERNOR)
  55. DEMOCRATIC CANDIDATE (FOR STATES WITH RUNNING INCUMBENT GOVERNOR)
38  56. REPUBLICAN CANDIDATE (FOR STATES WITH RUNNING INCUMBENT GOVERNOR)
  58. INDEPENDENT CANDIDATE (FOR STATES WITH "RETIRING" OR RUNNING INCUMBENT GOVERNOR)
  80. MINOR PARTY CANDIDATE; INDEPENDENT CANDIDATE

IF R VOTED OUTSIDE STATE OF INTERVIEW

  81. DEMOCRATIC CANDIDATE (STATES WITH "RETIRING INCUMBENT")
  82. REPUBLICAN CANDIDATE (STATES WITH "RETIRING INCUMBENT")
  83. DEMOCRATIC INCUMBENT (CODES 83-87, 91-92 ARE USED FOR STATE WITH RUNNING INCUMBENTS)
  84. REPUBLICAN INCUMBENT
  85. DEMOCRATIC CHALLENGER
  86. REPUBLICAN CHALLENGER
  87. LIBERAL OR CONSERVATIVE CHALLENGER
  89. INDEPENDENT CANDIDATE
  91. DEMOCRAT - NO NAME GIVEN
  92. REPUBLICAN - NO NAME GIVEN
  97. NAME GIVEN NOT ON CANDIDATE LIST FOR THIS RACE

1476  00. INAP., CODED 5, 7-9 IN Q.L1; CODED 2 IN Q.L7; CODED 5, 6-9 IN Q.L8/L13; NO POST-ELECTION INTERVIEW
      98. DK
      99. NA

-------------------------------
VAR 801007  NAME-STRNG,R'S PREF F GUB CND
COLUMNS 1782 - 1782
NUMERIC
MD=0 OR GE  8

Q.L8B/L13B. WOULD YOU SAY THAT YOUR PREFERENCE FOR THIS <GUBERNATORIAL> CANDIDATE WAS STRONG OR NOT?

---------------------------------------------
  81  1. STRONG
  53  5. NOT STRONG

1479  0. INAP., CODED 5, 7-9 IN Q.L1; CODED 2 IN Q.L7; CODED 5, 6-9 IN Q.L8/L13; 98 IN Q.L8A/L13A; NO POST ELECTION INTERVIEW.
      8. DK
      9. NA
VAR 801008  NAME-DID R VOTE STRAIGHT TICK
COLUMNS 1783 - 1783
NUMERIC
MD=0 OR GE 8

Q.L9/L14. HOW ABOUT THE ELECTIONS FOR OTHER STATE AND LOCAL OFFICES -- DID YOU VOTE A STRAIGHT TICKET, OR DID YOU VOTE FOR CANDIDATES FROM DIFFERENT PARTIES?

------------------------------------------------------------
393 1. STRAIGHT TICKET
569 5. DIFFERENT PARTIES
610 0. INAP., CODED 5, 7-9 IN Q.L1
16 8. DK
26 9. NA; INCLUDING "I DIDN'T VOTE IN ANY OF THE OTHER RACES"

------------------------------------------------------------

VAR 801009  NAME-IF STRAIGHT, WHICH PARTY
COLUMNS 1784 - 1784
NUMERIC
MD=0 OR GE 8

Q.L9A/L14A. <IF R VOTED A STRAIGHT TICKET> WHICH PARTY?

--------------------------------------------------------
166 1. REPUBLICAN
223 5. DEMOCRATIC
3 7. OTHER, SPECIFY

1221 0. INAP., CODED 5, 7-9 IN Q.L1; CODED 5, 8 OR 9 IN Q.L9/L14
8. DK
1 9. NA

-----------------------------------------------------------

VAR 801010  NAME-SPLIT-PTY FAVRD,ST/LOCAL
COLUMNS 1785 - 1785
NUMERIC
MD=0 OR GE 8

Q.L9B/L14B. DID YOU VOTE MOSTLY REPUBLICAN, MOSTLY DEMOCRAT, OR ABOUT HALF AND HALF <IN SPLIT TICKET FOR STATE AND LOCAL OFFICES>?

-----------------------------------------------------------
190 1. MOSTLY REPUBLICAN
206 3. ABOUT HALF AND HALF, REP-DEM
163 5. MOSTLY DEMOCRATIC
1 7. OTHER

1045 0. INAP., CODED 5, 7-9 IN Q.L1; CODED 1, 8 OR 9 IN Q.L9/L14
7 8. DK
2 9. NA
VAR 801011 NAME-WAS R REGISTERED TO VOTE
COLUMNS 1786 - 1786
NUMERIC
MD=0 OR GE 8

Q.L15. WERE YOU REGISTERED TO VOTE IN THIS ELECTION?

100 1. YES
297 5. NO

6. R VOLUNTEERS: VOTERS NOT REQUIRED TO REGISTER

1210 0. INAP., CODED 1, 6 OR 9 IN Q.L1
6 8. DK
1 9. NA

VAR 801012 NAME-R REGISTERED WHICH PARTY
COLUMNS 1787 - 1787
NUMERIC
MD=0 OR GE 8

Q.L15A. WERE YOU REGISTERED IN THIS ELECTION AS BEING A REPUBLICAN, A DEMOCRAT, AN INDEPENDENT OR WHAT?

65 1. DEMOCRAT
12 2. INDEPENDENT
12 3. REPUBLICAN
5 5. R VOLUNTEERS: VOTERS NOT REQUIRED TO DECLARE PARTY
1 6. VOTERS NOT REQUIRED TO REGISTER
7 7. I AM NOT REGISTERED

1514 0. INAP., CODED 1, 6 OR 9 IN Q.L1; CODED 5, 6, 8 OR 9 IN Q.L15
3 8. DK
2 9. NA

VAR 801013 NAME-IS R REG, CURRENT ADDRESS
COLUMNS 1788 - 1788
NUMERIC
MD=0 OR GE 8

Q.L15B. ARE YOU REGISTERED TO VOTE AT YOUR CURRENT ADDRESS?

72 1. YES
27 5. NO

1515 0. INAP., CODED 1, 6 OR 9 IN Q.L1; CODED 5, 6, 8 OR 9 IN Q.L15; CODED 6 OR 7 IN Q.L15A
8 8. DK
9 9. NA
Q.L16. HOW ABOUT THE ELECTION FOR PRESIDENT? DID YOU PREFER ONE OF THE CANDIDATES FOR PRESIDENT?

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Code</th>
<th>Response</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>294</td>
<td>1. YES</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>105</td>
<td>5. NO</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1210</td>
<td>0. INAP., CODED 1, 6 OR 9 IN Q.L1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>8. DK</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>9. NA</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Q.L16A. WHO DID YOU PREFER <FOR PRESIDENT>?

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Code</th>
<th>Response</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>132</td>
<td>1. REAGAN</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>138</td>
<td>2. CARTER</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>5. CLARK</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>21</td>
<td>6. ANDERSON</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>OTHER, SPECIFY</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1320</td>
<td>0. INAP., CODED 1, 6 OR 9 IN Q.L1; CODED 5, 8 OR 9 IN Q.L16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>8. DK</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>9. NA</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Q.L16B. WOULD YOU SAY THAT YOUR PREFERENCE FOR THIS CANDIDATE WAS STRONG OR NOT STRONG?

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Code</th>
<th>Response</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>187</td>
<td>1. STRONG</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>104</td>
<td>5. NOT STRONG</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1320</td>
<td>0. INAP., CODED 1, 6 OR 9 IN Q.L1; CODED 5, 8 OR 9 IN Q.L16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>8. DK</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>9. NA</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Q.L17. HERE IS A LIST OF CANDIDATES FOR THE OTHER MAJOR
RACES IN THIS DISTRICT. HOW ABOUT THE ELECTION FOR THE
HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES IN WASHINGTON. DID YOU PREFER ONE
OF THE CANDIDATES FOR THE U.S. HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES?

148 1. YES
207 5. NO

1214 0. INAP., CODED 1, 6 OR 9 IN Q.L1 AND/OR CODED 45(LA)
IN REF NO 8
42 8. DK
3 9. NA

VAR 801018 NAME-R'S PREFERENCE FOR HOUSE
COLUMNS 1793 - 1794
NUMERIC
MD=0 OR GE 98

Q.L17A. WHICH <HOUSE> CANDIDATE WAS THAT <R PREFER>?

9 31. DEMOCRATIC CANDIDATE (DISTRICT WITH "RETIRING"
INCUMBENT REPRESENTATIVE)
2 32. REPUBLICAN CANDIDATE (DISTRICT WITH "RETIRING"
INCUMBENT REPRESENTATIVE)
66 33. DEMOCRATIC INCUMBENT (DISTRICT WITH RUNNING
INCUMBENT REPRESENTATIVE)
45 34. REPUBLICAN INCUMBENT (DISTRICT WITH RUNNING
INCUMBENT REPRESENTATIVE)
9 35. DEMOCRATIC CANDIDATE (DISTRICT WITH RUNNING
INCUMBENT REPRESENTATIVE)
13 36. REPUBLICAN CANDIDATE (DISTRICT WITH RUNNING
INCUMBENT REPRESENTATIVE)
37 37. LIBERAL OR CONSERVATIVE CANDIDATE (DISTRICT WITH
RUNNING INCUMBENT REPRESENTATIVE)
1 39. INDEPENDENT CANDIDATE (DISTRICT WITH RUNNING OR
"RETIRING" INCUMBENT REPRESENTATIVE)
1 80. MINOR PARTY CANDIDATE; MINOR INDEPENDENT CANDIDATE
1 97. NAME GIVEN <WAS> NOT ON <THE> CANDIDATE LIST FOR
THIS RACE

1466 00. INAP., CODED 1, 6 OR 9 IN Q.L1; CODED 5, 8 OR 9 IN
Q.L17; AND/OR CODED 45 (LA) IN REF NO 8
48. DK; REFUSES TO NAME CANDIDATE
1 99. NA

VAR 801019 NAME-STRENGTH,R'S PREFER F HR
COLUMNS 1795 - 1795
NUMERIC
MD=0 OR GE 98

Q.L17B. WOULD YOU SAY THAT YOUR PREFERENCE FOR THIS
CANDIDATE WAS STRONG OR NOT STRONG?
81  1.  STRONG
58  5.  NOT STRONG

1467  0.  INAP., CODED 1, 6 OR 9 IN Q.L1; CODED 5, 8 OR 9 IN Q.L17; CODED 45(LA) IN REF NO 8; CODED 98 OR 99 IN Q.L17A
4  8.  DK
4  9.  NA

-----------------------------
VAR 801020    NAME-INTVWR CHKPT-SENATE RACE
COLUMNS 1796 - 1796
NUMERIC
NO MISSING DATA CODES

Q.L18.  INTERVIEWER CHECKPOINT

<SEE APPENDIX NOTE

956  1.  U.S. SENATE RACE IN THIS STATE (CANDIDATE LIST INCLUDES AT LEAST ONE NAME FROM #10 - #16)
452  2.  NO U.S. SENATE RACE (NO NAME FROM #10 -#16 ON CANDIDATE LIST (81, 82 OR 85 IN Q.AA6, 45(LA) IN REF NO 8))
206  9.  NO POST ELECTION INTERVIEW

-----------------------------
VAR 801021    NAME-DID R PRFER A SENATE CND
COLUMNS 1797 - 1797
NUMERIC
MD=0 OR GE 8


141  1.  YES
121  5.  NO

1329  0.  INAP., CODED 1, 6 OR 9 IN Q.L1 AND/OR CODED 2 IN Q.L18 AND/OR 45(LA) IN REF NO 8
22  8.  DK
1  9.  NA

-----------------------------
VAR 801022    NAME-R'S PREFERENCE F SENATE
COLUMNS 1798 - 1799
NUMERIC
MD=0 OR GE 98

Q.L19A.  WHICH CANDIDATE WAS THAT <THAT R PREFERED FOR SENATE>?

16  11.  DEMOCRATIC CANDIDATE (FOR STATES WITH "RETI Ring"
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INCUMBENT SENATOR

20  12. REPUBLICAN CANDIDATE (FOR STATES WITH "RETIRING"
INCUMBENT SENATOR)
54  13. DEMOCRATIC INCUMBENT (FOR STATES WITH RUNNING
INCUMBENT SENATOR)
4  14. REPUBLICAN INCUMBENT (FOR STATES WITH RUNNING
INCUMBENT SENATOR)
14  15. DEMOCRATIC CANDIDATE (FOR STATES WITH RUNNING
INCUMBENT SENATOR)
29  16. REPUBLICAN CANDIDATE (FOR STATES WITH RUNNING
INCUMBENT SENATOR)
3  20. INDEPENDENT CANDIDATE (FOR STATES WITH RUNNING
INCUMBENT SENATOR)

80. MINOR PARTY CANDIDATE; MINOR INDEPENDENT CANDIDATE
1  97. NAME GIVEN NOT ON CANDIDATE LIST FOR THIS RACE

1473  00. INAP., CODED 1, 6 OR 9 IN Q.L1 AND/OR CODED 2 IN
Q.L18 AND/OR CODED 45(LA) IN REF NO 8; CODED 5, 8
OR 9 IN Q.L19
98. DK; REFUSES TO NAME CANDIDATE
99. NA

-----------------------------
VAR 801023  NAME-STRENGTH,R'S PREFRNC-SEN
COLUMNS 1800 - 1800
NUMERIC
MD=0 OR GE 8

Q.L19B. WOULD YOU SAY THAT YOUR PREFERENCE FOR THIS
CANDIDATE <FOR SENATE> WAS STRONG OR NOT?
-----------------------------

69  1. STRONG
63  5. NOT STRONG

1473  0. INAP., CODED 1, 6 OR 9 IN Q.L1 AND/OR CODED 2 IN
Q.L18; CODED 45(LA) IN REF NO 8; CODED 5, 8 OR 9
IN Q.L19; CODED 98 OR 99 IN Q.L19A
1  8. DK
8  9. NA

-----------------------------
VAR 801024  NAME-INTVWR CHKPT-GUBERN RACE
COLUMNS 1801 - 1801
NUMERIC
MD=9

Q.L20. INTERVIEWER CHECKPOINT
-----------------------------

<SEE APPENDIX NOTE

195  1. GOVERNOR'S RACE IN THIS STATE (CANDIDATE LIST
INCLUDES AT LEAST ONE NAME FROM #50-#56)
1213  2. NO GOVERNOR'S RACE (NO NAME FROM #50-#56 ON
CANDIDATE LIST (CODED 81, 82, OR 83 IN Q.AA8))
206  9. NA; NO POST ELECTION INTERVIEW
Q.L21. HOW ABOUT THE ELECTION FOR GOVERNOR - DID YOU PREFER
ONE OF THE CANDIDATES FOR GOVERNOR?

20  1. YES
18  5. NO

Q.L21A. WHICH CANDIDATE WAS THAT <IN THE ELECTION FOR
GOVERNOR>?

3  51. DEMOCRATIC CANDIDATE (FOR STATES WITH "RETIRING"
INCUMBENT GOVERNOR)
7  52. REPUBLICAN CANDIDATE (FOR STATES WITH "RETIRING"
INCUMBENT GOVERNOR)
12  53. DEMOCRATIC INCUMBENT (FOR STATES WITH RUNNING
INCUMBENT GOVERNOR)
54. REPUBLICAN INCUMBENT (FOR STATES WITH RUNNING
INCUMBENT GOVERNOR)
55. DEMOCRATIC CANDIDATE (FOR STATES WITH RUNNING
INCUMBENT GOVERNOR)
6  56. REPUBLICAN CANDIDATE (FOR STATES WITH RUNNING
INCUMBENT GOVERNOR)
58. INDEPENDENT CANDIDATE (FOR STATES WITH "RETIRING"
OR RUNNING INCUMBENT GOVERNOR)
80. MINOR PARTY CANDIDATE; INDEPENDENT CANDIDATE
97. NAME GIVEN NOT ON CANDIDATE LIST FOR THIS RACE

Q.L21B. WOULD YOU SAY THAT YOUR PREFERENCE FOR THIS
<GUBERNATORIAL> CANDIDATE WAS STRONG OR NOT STRONG?
16 1. STRONG
11 5. NOT STRONG

1586 0. INAP., CODED 1, 6 OR 9 IN Q.L1; CODED 2 OR 9 IN Q.L20; CODED 5, 8 OR 9 IN Q.L21; CODED 98 OR 99 IN Q.L21A
8. DK
1 9. NA

-----------------------------
VAR 801028 NAME-PRTY-HR MAJRTY BFR ELCTN
COLUMNS 1806 - 1806
NUMERIC
MD=8 OR GE 9

Q.N1. DO YOU HAPPEN TO KNOW WHICH PARTY HAD THE MOST MEMBERS IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES IN WASHINGTON BEFORE THE ELECTIONS (THIS/LAST) MONTH? (IF NECESSARY: WHICH ONE?)

34 1. REPUBLICANS
1000 5. DEMOCRATS

371 8. NO, DK
209 9. NA; NO POST ELECTION INTERVIEW

-----------------------------
VAR 801029 NAME-PARTY,ELECTED MOST TO HR
COLUMNS 1807 - 1807
NUMERIC
MD=8 OR GE 9

Q.N2. DO YOU HAPPEN TO KNOW WHICH PARTY ELECTED THE MOST MEMBERS TO THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES IN THE ELECTIONS (THIS/LAST) MONTH? (IF NECESSARY: WHICH ONE?)

757 1. REPUBLICANS
211 5. DEMOCRATS

437 8. NO, DK
209 9. NA; NO POST ELECTION INTERVIEW

-----------------------------
VAR 801030 NAME-DOES R HAVE SAY IN GOVMT
COLUMNS 1808 - 1808
NUMERIC
MD=8 OR GE 9

Q.N3. NOW I'M GOING TO READ SOME OF THE KINDS OF THINGS PEOPLE TELL US WHEN WE INTERVIEW THEM. AS I READ, PLEASE TELL ME WHETHER YOU AGREE OR DISAGREE WITH EACH STATEMENT.

Q.N3A. PEOPLE LIKE ME DON'T HAVE ANY SAY ABOUT WHAT THE GOVERNMENT DOES

Page 478
VAR 801031    NAME-IS VOTNG ONLY WAY TO SAY
COLUMNS 1809 - 1809
NUMERIC
MD=8 OR GE  9
Q.N3B.  VOTING IS THE ONLY WAY PEOPLE LIKE ME CAN HAVE ANY
SAY ABOUT HOW THE GOVERNMENT RUNS THINGS
----------------------------------------------------------
<SEE Q.N3 FOR COMPLETE QUESTION TEXT>

VAR 801032    NAME-IS POLTICS TOO CMPLICATD
COLUMNS 1810 - 1810
NUMERIC
MD=8 OR GE  9
Q.N3C.  SOMETIMES POLITICS AND GOVERNMENT SEEM SO
COMPLICATED THAT A PERSON LIKE ME CAN'T UNDERSTAND WHAT'S
GOING ON
----------------------------------------------------------
<SEE Q.N3 FOR COMPLETE QUESTION TEXT>

VAR 801033    NAME-DO PUB OFCLS CARE,R THINK
COLUMNS 1811 - 1811
NUMERIC
MD=8 OR GE  9
Q.N3D.  I DON'T THINK PUBLIC OFFICIALS CARE MUCH WHAT PEOPLE
LIKE ME THINK
----------------------------------------------------------
<SEE Q.N3 FOR COMPLETE QUESTION TEXT>
VAR 801034  NAME-DOES CONGRESS LOSE TOUCH
COLUMNS 1812 - 1812
NUMERIC
MD=8 OR GE  9

Q.N3E. GENERALLY SPEAKING, THOSE WE ELECT TO CONGRESS IN WASHINGTON LOSE TOUCH WITH THE PEOPLE PRETTY QUICKLY

<SEE Q.N3 FOR COMPLETE QUESTION TEXT>

990  1.  AGREE
323  5.  DISAGREE
81  8.  DK
220  9.  NA; NO POST ELECTION INTERVIEW

VAR 801035  NAME-IS PTY ONLY INT IN VOTES
COLUMNS 1813 - 1813
NUMERIC
MD=8 OR GE  9

Q.N3F. PARTIES ARE ONLY INTERESTED IN PEOPLE'S VOTES BUT NOT IN THEIR OPINIONS

<SEE Q.N3 FOR COMPLETE QUESTION TEXT>

823  1.  AGREE
495  5.  DISAGREE
82  8.  DK
214  9.  NA; NO POST ELECTION INTERVIEW

VAR 801036  NAME-SHLD US IGNORE WRLD PROB
COLUMNS 1814 - 1814
NUMERIC
MD=8 OR GE  9

Q.N3G. THIS COUNTRY WOULD BE BETTER OFF IF WE JUST STAYED HOME AND DID NOT CONCERN OURSELVES WITH PROBLEMS IN OTHER PARTS OF THE WORLD

<SEE Q.N3 FOR COMPLETE QUESTION TEXT>

245  1.  AGREE
1087  5.  DISAGREE
66  8.  DK
216  9.  NA; NO POST ELECTION INTERVIEW
Q.R.1. WE HEAR A LOT OF TALK THESE DAYS ABOUT LIBERALS AND CONSERVATIVES. HERE IS A SEVEN-POINT SCALE ON WHICH THE POLITICAL VIEWS THAT PEOPLE MIGHT HOLD ARE ARRANGED FROM EXTREMELY LIBERAL TO EXTREMELY CONSERVATIVE.

Q.R1(A). WHERE WOULD YOU PLACE YOURSELF ON THIS SCALE, OR HAVEN'T YOU THOUGHT MUCH ABOUT THIS?

THE EXACT NUMBER GIVEN WAS CODED. IF A RANGE WAS GIVEN, THE MIDPOINT WAS CODED. FRACTIONS WERE ROUNDED TO THE NEAREST EVEN WHOLE NUMBER.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Number</th>
<th>Scale</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>14</td>
<td>EXTREMELY LIBERAL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>72</td>
<td>LIBERAL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>106</td>
<td>SLIGHTLY LIBERAL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>342</td>
<td>MODERATE, MIDDLE OF THE ROAD</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>205</td>
<td>SLIGHTLY CONSERVATIVE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>200</td>
<td>CONSERVATIVE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20</td>
<td>EXTREMELY CONSERVATIVE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>384</td>
<td>HAVEN'T THOUGHT MUCH</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>57</td>
<td>DK</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>214</td>
<td>NA; NO POST ELECTION INTERVIEW</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

-------------------------------

VAR 801038 NAME-LIB TO CONS SCALE-CARTER
COLUMNS 1816 - 1816
NUMERIC
MD=0 OR GE 8

Q.R1B. WHERE WOULD YOU PLACE JIMMY CARTER <ON THIS SCALE>?

<SEE Q.R1 FOR COMPLETE QUESTION TEXT>

THE EXACT NUMBER WAS CODED. IF A RANGE WAS GIVEN, THE MIDPOINT WAS CODED AND ROUNDED TO THE NEAREST EVEN WHOLE NUMBER.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Number</th>
<th>Scale</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>34</td>
<td>EXTREMELY LIBERAL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>168</td>
<td>LIBERAL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>273</td>
<td>SLIGHTLY LIBERAL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>219</td>
<td>MODERATE, MIDDLE OF THE ROAD</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>113</td>
<td>SLIGHTLY CONSERVATIVE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>97</td>
<td>CONSERVATIVE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>19</td>
<td>EXTREMELY CONSERVATIVE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>655</td>
<td>INAP., CODED 0, 8 OR 9 IN Q.R1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>35</td>
<td>DK</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>NA</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

-------------------------------

Page 481
Q.R1C. WHERE WOULD YOU PLACE RONALD REAGAN <ON THIS SCALE>?
------------------------------------------------------------

<SEE Q.R1 FOR COMPLETE QUESTION TEXT>

THE EXACT NUMBER WAS CODED. IF A RANGE WAS GIVEN, THE
MIDPOINT WAS CODED AND ROUNDED TO THE NEAREST EVEN WHOLE
NUMBER

9  1. EXTREMELY LIBERAL
41  2. LIBERAL
57  3. SLIGHTLY LIBERAL
78  4. MODERATE, MIDDLE OF THE ROAD
181  5. SLIGHTLY CONSERVATIVE
424  6. CONSERVATIVE
123  7. EXTREMELY CONSERVATIVE

655  0. INAP., CODED 0, 8 OR 9 IN Q.R1
46  8. DK
9. NA

============================================

Q.R1(D). (WHERE WOULD YOU PLACE) TED KENNEDY <ON THIS
SCALE>?
------------------------------------------------------

<SEE Q.R1 FOR COMPLETE QUESTION TEXT>

THE EXACT NUMBER WAS CODED. IF A RANGE WAS GIVEN, THE
MIDPOINT WAS CODED AND ROUNDED TO THE NEAREST EVEN WHOLE
NUMBER

200  1. EXTREMELY LIBERAL
305  2. LIBERAL
151  3. SLIGHTLY LIBERAL
121  4. MODERATE, MIDDLE OF THE ROAD
66  5. SLIGHTLY CONSERVATIVE
25  6. CONSERVATIVE
15  7. EXTREMELY CONSERVATIVE

655  0. INAP., CODED 0, 8 OR 9 IN Q.R1
76  8. DK
9. NA

============================================
Q.R1H. (WHERE WOULD YOU PLACE) JOHN ANDERSON <ON THIS SCALE>?
------------------------------------------------------

<SEE Q.R1 FOR COMPLETE QUESTION TEXT>

THE EXACT NUMBER WAS CODED. IF A RANGE WAS GIVEN, THE MIDPOINT WAS CODED AND ROUNDED TO THE NEAREST EVEN WHOLE NUMBER

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Number</th>
<th>Label</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>40</td>
<td>EXTREMELY LIBERAL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>138</td>
<td>LIBERAL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>171</td>
<td>SLIGHTLY LIBERAL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>223</td>
<td>MODERATE, MIDDLE OF THE ROAD</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>135</td>
<td>SLIGHTLY CONSERVATIVE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>61</td>
<td>CONSERVATIVE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16</td>
<td>EXTREMELY CONSERVATIVE</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

655 0. INAP., CODED 0, 8 OR 9 IN Q.R1
173 8. DK
2 9. NA

==============================
VAR 801042  NAME-LIB TO CONS-DEM SEN CAND
COLUMNS 1820 - 1820
NUMERIC
MD=0 OR GE 8

Q.R1M. (WHERE WOULD YOU PLACE) DEMOCRATIC U.S. SENATE CANDIDATE - STATE WITH SENATE RACE IN 1980 <ON THIS SCALE>
----------------------------------------------------------

<SEE Q.R1 FOR COMPLETE QUESTION TEXT>

THE EXACT NUMBER WAS CODED. IF A RANGE WAS GIVEN, THE MIDPOINT WAS CODED AND ROUNDED TO THE NEAREST EVEN WHOLE NUMBER

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Number</th>
<th>Label</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>25</td>
<td>EXTREMELY LIBERAL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>84</td>
<td>LIBERAL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>125</td>
<td>SLIGHTLY LIBERAL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>145</td>
<td>MODERATE, MIDDLE OF THE ROAD</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>79</td>
<td>SLIGHTLY CONSERVATIVE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>37</td>
<td>CONSERVATIVE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>EXTREMELY CONSERVATIVE</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

954 0. INAP., CODED 0, 8 OR 9 IN Q.R1; CODED 23, 24, 32, 34, 52, 53, 56, 62, 63, 66, 72, 73, 76, 81, 82, 84, 85 IN Q.AA6 (NO SENATE RACE OR NO DEMOCRATIC CANDIDATE)
155 8. DK
3 9. NA

==============================
VAR 801043  NAME-LIB TO CONS-REP SEN CAND
COLUMNS 1821 - 1821
NUMERIC
Q.R1N.  (WHERE WOULD YOU PLACE) REPUBLICAN U.S. SENATE CANDIDATE - STATE WITH SENATE RACE <ON THIS SCALE>?
------------------------------------------------------

<SEE Q.R1 FOR COMPLETE QUESTION TEXT>

THE EXACT NUMBER WAS CODED. IF A RANGE WAS GIVEN, THE MIDPOINT WAS CODED AND ROUNDED TO THE NEAREST EVEN WHOLE NUMBER ACTUAL NUMBER IS CODED.

1. EXTREMELY LIBERAL
2. LIBERAL
3. SLIGHTLY LIBERAL
4. MODERATE, MIDDLE OF THE ROAD
5. SLIGHTLY CONSERVATIVE
6. CONSERVATIVE
7. EXTREMELY CONSERVATIVE

963 0. INAP., CODED 0, 8 OR 9 IN Q.R1; CODED 13-14, 31, 34, 51, 53, 57, 61, 63, 67, 71, 73, 77, 81-82, 84 OR 85 IN Q.AA6 (NO SENATE RACE OR NO REPUBLICAN CANDIDATE
200 8. DK
8 9. NA

VALID-N=443  MIN=2  MAX=7  MEAN=4.9  ST.DEV=1.2

VARIABLES

VAR 801044  NAME-LIB TO CON-INDP SEN CAND
COLUMNS 1822 - 1822
NUMERIC
MD=0 OR GE 8

Q.R1O.  (WHERE WOULD YOU PLACE) INDEPENDENT/THIRD PARTY U.S. SENATE CANDIDATE - STATE WITH SENATE RACE <ON THIS SCALE>?
------------------------------------------------------

<SEE Q.R1 FOR COMPLETE QUESTION TEXT>

THE EXACT NUMBER WAS CODED. IF A RANGE WAS GIVEN, THE MIDPOINT WAS CODED AND ROUNDED TO THE NEAREST EVEN WHOLE NUMBER ACTUAL NUMBER IS CODED.

3 1. EXTREMELY LIBERAL
8 2. LIBERAL
12 3. SLIGHTLY LIBERAL
18 4. MODERATE, MIDDLE OF THE ROAD
18 5. SLIGHTLY CONSERVATIVE
4 6. CONSERVATIVE
2 7. EXTREMELY CONSERVATIVE

1537 0. INAP., CODED 0, 8 OR 9 IN Q.R1; CODED 12. 14. 21.
24. 51-52, 55, 61-62, 65, 71,72,75,81-82,84,85 IN Q.AA6 (NO SENATE RACE OR NO REPUBLICAN CANDIDATE
200 8. DK
8 9. NA

VALID-N=443  MIN=2  MAX=7  MEAN=4.9  ST.DEV=1.2
Q.AA6 (NO SENATE RACE OR NO INDEPENDENT/THIRD PARTY CANDIDATE IN SENATE RACE)

11  8.  DK
  1  9.  NA

VALID-N=65  MIN=1  MAX=7  MEAN=3.9  ST.DEV=1.4

==============================
VAR 801045  NAME-LIB TO CON-RET SEN INCMB
COLUMNS 1823 - 1823
NUMERIC
MD=0 OR GE 8

Q.R1P. (WHERE WOULD YOU PLACE) RETIRING U.S. SENATE INCUMBENT - STATE WITH SENATE RACE <ON THIS SCALE>?
____________________________________________________
<SEE Q.R1 FOR COMPLETE QUESTION TEXT>

THE EXACT NUMBER WAS CODED. IF A RANGE WAS GIVEN, THE MIDPOINT WAS CODED AND ROUNDED TO THE NEAREST EVEN WHOLE NUMBER

ACTUAL NUMBER IS CODED.

2  1.  EXTREMELY LIBERAL
16  2.  LIBERAL
17  3.  SLIGHTLY LIBERAL
44  4.  MODERATE, MIDDLE OF THE ROAD
26  5.  SLIGHTLY CONSERVATIVE
17  6.  CONSERVATIVE
  7.  EXTREMELY CONSERVATIVE

1351  0.  INAP., CODED 0, 8 OR 9 IN Q.R1; CODED 12-14, 19, 21, 23-24, 29, 31, 32, 34, 81-82 OR 85 IN QAA6 (NO SENATE RACE OR INCUMBENT SENATOR RUNNING IN SENATE RACE)
64  8.  DK
77  9.  NA

VALID-N=122  MIN=1  MAX=6  MEAN=4.0  ST.DEV=1.3

==============================
VAR 801046  NAME-LIB TO CON-INCBNT SEN#1
COLUMNS 1824 - 1824
NUMERIC
MD=0 OR GE 8

Q.R1Q. (WHERE WOULD YOU PLACE) INCUMBENT U.S. SENATOR #1 - STATE WITH NO SENATE RACE <ON THIS SCALE>?
____________________________________________________
<SEE Q.R1 FOR COMPLETE QUESTION TEXT>

THE EXACT NUMBER WAS CODED. IF A RANGE WAS GIVEN, THE MIDPOINT WAS CODED AND ROUNDED TO THE NEAREST EVEN WHOLE NUMBER

ACTUAL NUMBER IS CODED.
6  1. EXTREMELY LIBERAL
30  2. LIBERAL
41  3. SLIGHTLY LIBERAL
64  4. MODERATE, MIDDLE OF THE ROAD
36  5. SLIGHTLY CONSERVATIVE
25  6. CONSERVATIVE
6  7. EXTREMELY CONSERVATIVE

1238 0. INAP., CODED 0, 8 OR 9 IN Q.R1; CODED 12-14,19,21,
71-73,75,76,77,79 IN Q.AA6 (STATE WITH SENATE RACE)
82  8. DK
86  9. NA

VALID-N=208  MIN=1  MAX=7  MEAN=3.9  ST.DEV=1.4

=================================================================================

VAR 801047    NAME-LIB TO CON-INCMBNT SEN#2
COLUMNS 1825 - 1825
NUMERIC
MD=0 OR GE  8

Q.R1R. (WHERE WOULD YOU PLACE) INCUMBENT U.S. SENATOR #2 -
STATE WITH NO SENATE RACE <ON THIS SCALE>?

<SEE Q.R1 FOR COMPLETE QUESTION TEXT>

THE EXACT NUMBER WAS CODED. IF A RANGE WAS GIVEN, THE
MIDPOINT WAS CODED AND ROUNDED TO THE NEAREST EVEN WHOLE
NUMBER

ACTUAL NUMBER IS CODED.

6  1. EXTREMELY LIBERAL
27  2. LIBERAL
28  3. SLIGHTLY LIBERAL
41  4. MODERATE, MIDDLE OF THE ROAD
56  5. SLIGHTLY CONSERVATIVE
40  6. CONSERVATIVE
7  7. EXTREMELY CONSERVATIVE

1238 0. INAP., CODED 0, 8 OR 9 IN Q.R1; CODED 12-14, 19, 21,
23-24, 29, 31-32, 34, 51-53, 55-57, 59, 61-63,
65-67, 69, 71-73, 75-77, 79 IN Q.AA6 (STATE WITH
SENATE RACE)
85  8. DK
86  9. NA

VALID-N=205  MIN=1  MAX=7  MEAN=4.3  ST.DEV=1.5

=================================================================================

VAR 801048    NAME-LIB/CON - INC SEN RNNING
COLUMNS 1826 - 1826
NUMERIC
MD=0 OR GE  8

Page 486
Q.R1S. (WHERE WOULD YOU PLACE) INCUMBENT U.S. SENATOR TERM NOT UP - STATE WITH SENATE RACE <ON THIS SCALE>?
-----------------------------------------------------------

<SEE Q.R1 FOR COMPLETE QUESTION TEXT>

THE EXACT NUMBER WAS CODED. IF A RANGE WAS GIVEN, THE MIDPOINT WAS CODED AND ROUNDED TO THE NEAREST EVEN WHOLE NUMBER.

ACTUAL NUMBER IS CODED.

8  1. EXTREMELY LIBERAL
41 2. LIBERAL
74 3. SLIGHTLY LIBERAL
138 4. MODERATE, MIDDLE OF THE ROAD
92 5. SLIGHTLY CONSERVATIVE
67 6. CONSERVATIVE
39 7. EXTREMELY CONSERVATIVE

954 0. INAP., CODED 0, 8 OR 9 IN Q.R1; CODED 81-82,84 OR 85 IN Q.AA6 (NO SENATE RACE)
190 8. DK
11 9. NA

VALID-N=459  MIN=1  MAX=7  MEAN=4.4  ST.DEV=1.5

=============================================
VAR 801049  NAME-LIB TO CONS- DEM HR CAND
COLUMNS 1827 - 1827
NUMERIC
MD=0 OR GE  8

Q.R1T. (WHERE WOULD YOU PLACE) DEMOCRATIC U.S. HOUSE CANDIDATE <ON THIS SCALE>?
-----------------------------------------------------------

<SEE Q.R1 FOR COMPLETE QUESTION TEXT>

THE EXACT NUMBER WAS CODED. IF A RANGE WAS GIVEN, THE MIDPOINT WAS CODED AND ROUNDED TO THE NEAREST EVEN WHOLE NUMBER.

ACTUAL NUMBER IS CODED.

16 1. EXTREMELY LIBERAL
72 2. LIBERAL
118 3. SLIGHTLY LIBERAL
210 4. MODERATE, MIDDLE OF THE ROAD
72 5. SLIGHTLY CONSERVATIVE
42 6. CONSERVATIVE
11 7. EXTREMELY CONSERVATIVE

663 0. INAP., CODED 0, 8 OR 9 IN Q.R1; CODED 23-24, 32, 34, 52-53, 56, 62-63, 66, 72-73 OR 76 IN Q.AA5 (NO DEMOCRATIC U.S. HOUSE CANDIDATE)
402 8. DK
8 9. NA

Page 487
Q.R01U. (WHERE WOULD YOU PLACE) REPUBLICAN U.S. HOUSE CANDIDATE <ON THIS SCALE>?

<SEE Q.R1 FOR COMPLETE QUESTION TEXT>

THE EXACT NUMBER WAS CODED. IF A RANGE WAS GIVEN, THE MIDPOINT WAS CODED AND ROUNDED TO THE NEAREST EVEN WHOLE NUMBER.

ACTUAL NUMBER IS CODED.

3  1. EXTREMELY LIBERAL
8  2. LIBERAL
25  3. SLIGHTLY LIBERAL
128  4. MODERATE, MIDDLE OF THE ROAD
176  5. SLIGHTLY CONSERVATIVE
120  6. CONSERVATIVE
9  7. EXTREMELY CONSERVATIVE

771  0. INAP., CODED 0, 8 OR 9 IN Q.R1; CODED 13-14, 31, 34, 51, 53, 57, 61, 63, 67, 71, 73 OR 77 IN Q.AA5 (NO REPUBLICAN U.S. HOUSE CANDIDATE)
363  8. DK
11  9. NA

VALID-N=469  MIN=1  MAX=7  MEAN=4.8  ST.DEV=1.0

Q.RIV. (WHERE WOULD YOU PLACE) INDEPENDENT/THIRD PARTY U.S. HOUSE CANDIDATE <ON THIS SCALE>?

<SEE Q.R1 FOR COMPLETE QUESTION TEXT>

THE EXACT NUMBER WAS CODED. IF A RANGE WAS GIVEN, THE MIDPOINT WAS CODED AND ROUNDED TO THE NEAREST EVEN WHOLE NUMBER

ACTUAL NUMBER IS CODED.

1  1. EXTREMELY LIBERAL
2  2. LIBERAL
1  3. SLIGHTLY LIBERAL
3  4. MODERATE, MIDDLE OF THE ROAD
2  5. SLIGHTLY CONSERVATIVE
1 6. CONSERVATIVE
7. EXTREMELY CONSERVATIVE

1565 0. INAP., CODED 0, 8 OR 9 IN Q.R1; CODED 12, 14, 21, 24, 51-52, 55, 61-62, 65, 71-72 OR 75 IN Q.AA5 (NO INDEPENDENT/THIRD PARTY U.S. HOUSE CANDIDATE)
39 8. DK
9. NA

VALID-N=10 MIN=1 MAX=6 MEAN=3.6 ST.DEV=1.6

===============================================
VAR 801052     NAME-LIB TO CON-RETIR HR CAND
COLUMNS 1830 - 1830
NUMERIC
MD=0 OR GE 8

Q.R1W. (WHERE WOULD YOU PLACE) 'RETIRING' U.S. HOUSE INCUMBENT <ON THIS SCALE>?

<SEE Q.R1 FOR COMPLETE QUESTION TEXT>

THE EXACT NUMBER WAS CODED. IF A RANGE WAS GIVEN, THE MIDPOINT WAS CODED AND ROUNDED TO THE NEAREST EVEN WHOLE NUMBER

ACTUAL NUMBER IS CODED.

2 1. EXTREMELY LIBERAL
2 2. LIBERAL
5 3. SLIGHTLY LIBERAL
15 4. MODERATE, MIDDLE OF THE ROAD
7 5. SLIGHTLY CONSERVATIVE
9 6. CONSERVATIVE
7. EXTREMELY CONSERVATIVE

1558 0. INAP., CODED 0, 8 OR 9 IN Q.R1; CODED 12-14, 19, 21, 23-24, 29, 31, 32, OR 34 IN Q.AA5 (INCUMBENT U.S. HOUSE CANDIDATE RUNNING)
14 8. DK
2 9. NA

VALID-N=40 MIN=1 MAX=6 MEAN=4.3 ST.DEV=1.4

===============================================
VAR 801053     NAME-LIB TO CON SCALE-REP PTY
COLUMNS 1831 - 1831
NUMERIC
MD=0 OR GE 8

Q.R1X. (WHERE WOULD YOU PLACE) THE REPUBLICAN PARTY <ON THIS SCALE>?

<SEE Q.R1 FOR COMPLETE QUESTION TEXT>

THE EXACT NUMBER WAS CODED. IF A RANGE WAS GIVEN, THE MIDPOINT WAS CODED AND ROUNDED TO THE NEAREST EVEN WHOLE NUMBER
NUMBER

3 1. EXTREMELY LIBERAL
27 2. LIBERAL
48 3. SLIGHTLY LIBERAL
88 4. MODERATE, MIDDLE OF THE ROAD
232 5. SLIGHTLY CONSERVATIVE
367 6. CONSERVATIVE
45 7. EXTREMELY CONSERVATIVE
655 0. INAP., CODED 0, 8 OR 9 IN Q.R1
58 8. DK
91 9. NA

==============================================
VAR 801054 NAME-LIB TO CON SCALE-DEM PTY
COLUMNS 1832 - 1832
NUMERIC
MD=0 OR GE 8

Q.R.1Y. (WHERE WOULD YOU PLACE) THE DEMOCRATIC PARTY <ON THIS SCALE>?

<SEE Q.R1 FOR COMPLETE QUESTION TEXT>

THE EXACT NUMBER WAS CODED. IF A RANGE WAS GIVEN, THE MIDPOINT WAS CODED AND ROUNDED TO THE NEAREST EVEN WHOLE NUMBER

35 1. EXTREMELY LIBERAL
223 2. LIBERAL
262 3. SLIGHTLY LIBERAL
162 4. MODERATE, MIDDLE OF THE ROAD
83 5. SLIGHTLY CONSERVATIVE
46 6. CONSERVATIVE
55 7. EXTREMELY CONSERVATIVE
655 0. INAP., CODED 0, 8 OR 9 IN Q.R1
52 8. DK
91 9. NA

==============================================
VAR 801055 NAME-IS R LIBERAL/CONSERVATIVE
COLUMNS 1833 - 1833
NUMERIC
MD=0 OR GE 8

Q.R2. IF YOU HAD TO CHOOSE, WOULD YOU CONSIDER YOURSELF A LIBERAL OR A CONSERVATIVE?

61 1. LIBERAL
69 3. MODERATE, MIDDLE OF THE ROAD
129 5. CONSERVATIVE
31 7. R REFUSES TO CHOOSE
959 0. INAP., CODED 1-7 IN Q.R1

Page 490
Q.R3. PEOPLE HAVE DIFFERENT THINGS IN MIND WHEN THEY
SAY THAT SOMEONE'S POLITICAL VIEWS ARE LIBERAL OR
CONSERVATIVE. WE'D LIKE TO KNOW MORE ABOUT THIS. LET'S
START WITH LIBERAL. WHAT SORTS OF THINGS DO YOU HAVE IN
MIND WHEN YOU SAY THAT SOMEONE'S POLITICAL VIEWS ARE
LIBERAL? (INTERVIEWER PROBE: CAN YOU GIVEN ME AN EXAMPLE?)
(ANYTHING ELSE?)

Q.R3(1). FIRST DEFINITION OF LIBERAL

SEE APPENDIX NOTE

001.
.
.
997.

655 000. INAP., CODED 0, 8-9 IN Q.R1
86 998. DON'T KNOW
33 999. NA

CODE: 0 10 20 21 30 35 40 50 60 61 71
FREQ: 655 148 33 20 31 2 16 16 17 24 4

CODE: 80 81 82 83 84 90 110 120 130 135 150
FREQ: 66 20 1 8 2 4 2 6 1 11 2

CODE: 160 170 171 180 181 182 183 184 185 186 200
FREQ: 2 2 1 1 4 2 1 4 11 2 17

CODE: 210 212 230 231 284 286 300 330 400 401 402
FREQ: 19 1 2 1 6 1 4 2 103 20 19

CODE: 404 405 490 500 502 512 600 610 620 631 640
FREQ: 1 1 1 2 1 1 1 7 3 1 6

CODE: 642 660 670 672 681 682 684 686 731 770 810
FREQ: 3 1 69 1 15 16 3 1 1 3 4

CODE: 820 830 840 850 881 890 891 900 902 998 999
FREQ: 3 1 1 4 2 1 1 8 16 86 33

--------------------------

VAR 801057 NAME-R'S DEFINITION,LIBERAL-2
COLUMNS 1837 - 1839
NUMERIC
MD=0
Q.R3(2). ANYTHING ELSE? <SECOND DEFINITION OF LIBERAL>

<SEE Q.R3 FOR COMPLETE QUESTION TEXT>

SEE APPENDIX NOTE

001.

997.

000. INAP., CODED 0,8-9 IN Q.R1; CODED 998 OR 999 IN R3(1); NO FURTHER MENTION

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CODE</th>
<th>FREQ</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
<td>1038</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>21</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20</td>
<td>23</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>21</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30</td>
<td>23</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>40</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>50</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>60</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>61</td>
<td>17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>71</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>80</td>
<td>58</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>81</td>
<td>27</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>82</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>83</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>84</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>88</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>88</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>88</td>
<td>17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>160</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>170</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>171</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>181</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>182</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>183</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>184</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>185</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>186</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>200</td>
<td>11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>210</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>220</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>230</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>240</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>250</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>260</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>270</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>280</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>284</td>
<td>43</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>285</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>286</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>300</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

CODE: 643
FREQ: 1

CODE: 645
FREQ: 1

CODE: 670
FREQ: 1

CODE: 671
FREQ: 1

CODE: 672
FREQ: 1

CODE: 681
FREQ: 1

CODE: 682
FREQ: 1

CODE: 683
FREQ: 1

CODE: 684
FREQ: 1

CODE: 685
FREQ: 1

CODE: 686
FREQ: 1

CODE: 690
FREQ: 1

CODE: 701
FREQ: 1

CODE: 710
FREQ: 1

CODE: 720
FREQ: 1

CODE: 770
FREQ: 1

CODE: 782
FREQ: 1

CODE: 785
FREQ: 1

CODE: 786
FREQ: 1

CODE: 800
FREQ: 1

CODE: 810
FREQ: 1

CODE: 820
FREQ: 1

CODE: 830
FREQ: 1

CODE: 840
FREQ: 1

CODE: 850
FREQ: 1

CODE: 860
FREQ: 1

CODE: 890
FREQ: 1

CODE: 900
FREQ: 6

CODE: 902
FREQ: 10

==================================================================

VAR 801058 NAME-R'S DEFINITION,LIBERAL-3
COLUMNS 1840 - 1842
NUMERIC
MD=0

Q.R3(3). ANYTHING ELSE? <THIRD DEFINITION OF LIBERAL>

<SEE Q.R3 FOR COMPLETE QUESTION TEXT>

SEE APPENDIX NOTE

Page 492
Q.R4. AND WHAT DO YOU HAVE IN MIND WHEN YOU SAY THAT SOMEONE'S POLITICAL VIEWS ARE CONSERVATIVE? (INTERVIEWER PROBE: CAN YOU GIVE AN EXAMPLE?) (ANYTHING ELSE?)

Q.R4(1). FIRST DEFINITION OF CONSERVATIVE

SEE APPENDIX NOTE
### Analysis of Data Codes

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CODE</th>
<th>FREQ</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>83</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>84</td>
<td>13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>85</td>
<td>13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>86</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>110</td>
<td>144</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>120</td>
<td>61</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>121</td>
<td>29</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>130</td>
<td>26</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>135</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>140</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>150</td>
<td>17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>155</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>160</td>
<td>16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>161</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>170</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>171</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>180</td>
<td>64</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>181</td>
<td>34</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>182</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>183</td>
<td>25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>184</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>185</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>190</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>200</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>210</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>230</td>
<td>23</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>231</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>250</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>283</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>290</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>300</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>310</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>320</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>330</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>350</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>370</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>371</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>384</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>390</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>401</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>412</td>
<td>72</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>490</td>
<td>32</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>500</td>
<td>25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>501</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>502</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>503</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>504</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>505</td>
<td>34</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>512</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>620</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>641</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>643</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>670</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>672</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>682</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>686</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>690</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>701</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>710</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>730</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>731</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>740</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>742</td>
<td>72</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>760</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>770</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>781</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>782</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>784</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>790</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>810</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>830</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>840</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>860</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>880</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>891</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>900</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>901</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>903</td>
<td>14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>998</td>
<td>48</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>999</td>
<td>36</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---

**VAR 801060**  
**NAME-R'S DEFINITION, CONSRVT-2**  
**COLUMNS 1846 - 1848**  
**NUMERIC**  
**MD=0**

Q.R4(2). ANYTHING ELSE? <SECOND DEFINITION OF CONSERVATIVE>

<SEE Q.R4 FOR COMPLETE QUESTION TEXT>

SEE APPENDIX NOTE

001.


997.

1059 000. INAP., CODED 0, 8-9 IN Q.R1; CODED 998 OR 999 IN Q.R4(1); NO FURTHER MENTION

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CODE</th>
<th>FREQ</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
<td>1059</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>35</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>50</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>60</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>70</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>71</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>83</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>84</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>85</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>86</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>110</td>
<td>38</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>120</td>
<td>28</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>121</td>
<td>23</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>130</td>
<td>11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>135</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>140</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>150</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>160</td>
<td>11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>161</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>170</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>171</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>180</td>
<td>41</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>181</td>
<td>25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>182</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>183</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>185</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>190</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>200</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>210</td>
<td>14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>230</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>231</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>240</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>260</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>283</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---

Page 494
VAR 801061  NAME-R'S DEFINITION, CONSRVT-3
COLUMNS 1849 - 1851
NUMERIC
MD=0

Q.R4(3). ANYTHING ELSE? <THIRD DEFINITION OF CONSERVATIVE>

SEE Q.R4 FOR COMPLETE QUESTION TEXT
SEE APPENDIX NOTE

001.
.
997.

1363 000. INAP., CODED 0, 8-9 IN Q.R1; CODED 998 OR 999 IN Q.R4(1); NO FURTHER MENTION

---

CODE: 300  310  312  350  384  402  412  490  500
FREQ:  3   6   1   2   3   1   2   4   34

CODE: 501  502  503  504  505  601  620  631  641
FREQ: 16  20   3   5   4   2   4   2   3

CODE: 670  682  684  690  700  701  710  720  730
FREQ:  1   1   1   3   1   1   3   3   2

CODE: 731  740  742  750  770  781  782  784
FREQ:  3   2   2   1  28   1  14  12   2

CODE: 786  800  810  830  840  850  870  880  881
FREQ:  1   4   1   5  23   5   1   4   1

CODE: 890  901  902  903
FREQ:  3   5   1   11

---
Q.R5. SOME PEOPLE FEEL THAT THE GOVERNMENT IN WASHINGTON SHOULD MAKE EVERY EFFORT TO IMPROVE THE SOCIAL AND ECONOMIC POSITION OF BLACKS AND OTHER MINORITY GROUPS, EVEN IF IT MEANS GIVING THEM PREFERENTIAL TREATMENT. SUPPOSE THESE PEOPLE ARE AT ONE END OF THE SCALE AT POINT NUMBER 1. OTHERS FEEL THAT THE GOVERNMENT SHOULD NOT MAKE ANY SPECIAL EFFORT TO HELP MINORITIES BECAUSE THEY SHOULD HELP THEMSELVES. SUPPOSE THESE PEOPLE ARE AT THE OTHER END AT POINT 7. AND, OF COURSE, SOME OTHER PEOPLE HAVE OPINIONS SOMEWHERE IN BETWEEN AT POINTS 2, 3, 4.

Q.R5A. WHERE WOULD YOU PLACE YOURSELF ON THIS SCALE OR HAVEN'T YOU THOUGHT MUCH ABOUT THIS?

1. GOVERNMENT SHOULD HELP MINORITY GROUPS
7. MINORITY GROUPS SHOULD HELP THEMSELVES

168 0. HAVEN'T THOUGHT MUCH
30 8. DK
213 9. NA

Q.R5B. WHERE WOULD YOU PLACE JIMMY CARTER <ON THIS SCALE>?

<SEE Q.R5 FOR COMPLETE QUESTION TEXT>

1. GOVERNMENT SHOULD HELP MINORITY GROUPS
7. MINORITY GROUPS SHOULD HELP THEMSELVES

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Code</th>
<th>Frequency</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
<td>411</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>149</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>230</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>329</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>213</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>107</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>47</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>109</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---

VAR 801064 NAME-MINORITY AID SCALE-REAGN
COLUMNS 1854 - 1854
NUMERIC
MD=0 OR GE 8

Q.R5C. WHERE WOULD YOU PLACE RONALD REAGAN <ON THIS SCALE>?

<SEE Q.R5 FOR COMPLETE QUESTION TEXT>

1. GOVERNMENT SHOULD HELP MINORITY GROUPS

7. MINORITY GROUPS SHOULD HELP THEMSELVES

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Code</th>
<th>Frequency</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
<td>411</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>68</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>250</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>279</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>242</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>118</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>206</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---

VAR 801065 NAME-MINORITY AID SCALE-ANDRS
COLUMNS 1855 - 1855
NUMERIC
MD=0 OR GE 8

Q.R5H. (WHERE WOULD YOU PLACE) JOHN ANDERSON <ON THIS SCALE>?

<SEE Q.R5 FOR COMPLETE QUESTION TEXT>

1. GOVERNMENT SHOULD HELP MINORITY GROUPS

7. MINORITY GROUPS SHOULD HELP THEMSELVES

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Code</th>
<th>Frequency</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
<td>411</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
VAR 801066  NAME-MINORITY AID SCALE-KNNDY
COLUMNS 1856 - 1856
NUMERIC
MD=0 OR GE 8

Q.R5D. (WHERE WOULD YOU PLACE) TED KENNEDY <ON THIS SCALE>?

<SEE Q.R5 FOR COMPLETE QUESTION TEXT>

1. GOVERNMENT SHOULD HELP MINORITY GROUPS
.

7. MINORITY GROUPS SHOULD HELP THEMSELVES

FREQ: 411 257 265 169 131 86 49 16 226 4

---------------------------------------------------------------------------

VAR 801067  NAME-MINORITY AID SCL-D HR CND
COLUMNS 1857 - 1857
NUMERIC
MD=0 OR GE 8

Q.R05M. (WHERE WOULD YOU PLACE) THE DEMOCRATIC U.S. HOUSE
CANDIDATE <ON THIS SCALE>?

1. GOVERNMENT SHOULD HELP MINORITY GROUPS
.

7. MINORITY GROUPS SHOULD HELP THEMSELVES

FREQ: 423 32 69 124 199 72 25 15 642 13

---------------------------------------------------------------------------

VAR 801068  NAME-MINORITY AID SCL-R HR CND
COLUMNS 1858 - 1858
NUMERIC
MD=0 OR GE 8
Q.R05N. (WHERE WOULD YOU PLACE) THE REPUBLICAN U.S. HOUSE CANDIDATE <ON THIS SCALE>?
----------------------------------------------------------

<SEE Q.R5 FOR COMPLETE QUESTION TEXT>

1. GOVERNMENT SHOULD HELP MINORITY GROUPS

7. MINORITY GROUPS SHOULD HELP THEMSELVES

577 0. INAP., CODED 13-14, 31, 34, 51, 53, 57, 61, 63, 67, 71, 73 OR 77 IN Q.AA5 (NO REPUBLICAN U.S. HOUSE CANDIDATE); CODED 0, 8 OR 9 IN Q.R5A

595 8. DK

16 9. NA

CODE: 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9
FREQ: 577 5 15 50 172 121 48 15 595 16

------------------------------------------------------------------------

VAR 801069  NAME-MINORTY AID SCL-I HR CND
COLUMNS 1859 - 1859
NUMERIC
MD=0 OR GE 8

Q.R05O. (WHERE WOULD YOU PLACE) THE INDEPENDENT U.S. HOUSE CANDIDATE <ON THIS SCALE>?
-----------------------------------------------------------

<SEE Q.R5 FOR COMPLETE QUESTION TEXT>

1. GOVERNMENT SHOULD HELP MINORITY GROUPS

7. MINORITY GROUPS SHOULD HELP THEMSELVES

1556 0. INAP., CODED 12, 14, 21, 24, 51-52, 55, 61-62, 65, 71-72, OR 75 IN Q.AA5 (NO INDEPENDENT/THIRD PARTY U.S. HOUSE CANDIDATE); CODED 0, 8 OR 9 IN Q.R5A

50 8. DK

9. NA

CODE: 0 2 3 4 5 8
FREQ: 1556 1 2 3 2 50

------------------------------------------------------------------------

VAR 801070  NAME-MINORITY AID SCL-D SEN CD
COLUMNS 1860 - 1860
NUMERIC
MD=0 OR GE 8

Q.R05Q. (WHERE WOULD YOU PLACE) THE DEMOCRATIC U.S. SENATE CANDIDATE <ON THIS SCALE>?
-----------------------------------------------------------

<SEE Q.R5 FOR COMPLETE QUESTION TEXT>
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1. GOVERNMENT SHOULD HELP MINORITY GROUPS

7. MINORITY GROUPS SHOULD HELP THEMSELVES

785 0. INAP., CODED 23-24, 32, 34, 52-53, 56, 62-63, 66, 72-73, 76, 81-82, 84, 85 in Q.AA6 (NO SENATE RACE OR NO DEMOCRATIC U.S. SENATE CANDIDATE); CODED 0, 8, OR 9 IN Q.R5A

8. DK

9. NA

CODE: 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9
FREQ: 785 37 65 121 177 68 27 12 312 10

---

VAR 801071 NAME-MINORTY AID SCL-R SEN CD
COLUMNS 1861-1861
NUMERIC
MD=0 OR GE 8

Q.R05R. (WHERE WOULD YOU PLACE) THE REPUBLICAN U.S. HOUSE CANDIDATE <ON THIS SCALE>

---

<SEE Q.R5 FOR COMPLETE QUESTION TEXT>

1. GOVERNMENT SHOULD HELP MINORITY GROUPS

7. MINORITY GROUPS SHOULD HELP THEMSELVES

802 0. INAP., CODED 13-14, 31, 34, 51, 53, 57, 61, 63, 67, 71, 73, 77, 81-82, 84-85 in Q.AA6 (NO SENATE RACE OR NO REPUBLICAN U.S. SENATE CANDIDATE); CODED 0, 8, OR 9 IN Q.R5A

396 8. DK

8 9. NA

CODE: 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9
FREQ: 802 4 13 54 116 132 67 22 396 8

---

VAR 801072 NAME-MINORTY AID SCL-I SEN CD
COLUMNS 1862-1862
NUMERIC
MD=0 OR GE 8

Q.R05S. (WHERE WOULD YOU PLACE) THE INDEPENDENT/THIRD PARTY U.S. SENATE CANDIDATE <ON THIS SCALE>?

---

<SEE Q.R5 FOR COMPLETE QUESTION TEXT>

1. GOVERNMENT SHOULD HELP MINORITY GROUPS

7. MINORITY GROUPS SHOULD HELP THEMSELVES
1524  0.  INAP., CODED 12, 14, 21, 24, 51, 52, 55, 61-62, 65, 71-72, 75, 81-82 84,85 IN Q.AA6 (NO SENATE RACE OR NO INDEPENDENT/THIRD PARTY U.S. SENATE CANDIDATE); CODED 0, 8 OR 9 IN Q.R5A
26  8.  DK
2  9.  NA

CODE:    0     1     2     3     4     5     6     8     9
FREQ: 1524     3    13    11    21    12     2    26     2
----------------------------------------------------------

VAR 801073    NAME-MINORITY AID SCL-REP PTY
COLUMNS 1863 - 1863
NUMERIC
MD=0 OR GE  8

Q.R5X.  (WHERE WOULD YOU PLACE) THE REPUBLICAN PARTY <ON THIS SCALE>?
--------------------------------------------------------

<SEE Q.R5 FOR COMPLETE QUESTION TEXT>

1.  GOVERNMENT SHOULD HELP MINORITY GROUPS

7.  MINORITY GROUPS SHOULD HELP THEMSELVES

411  0.  INAP., CODED 0, 8 OR 9 IN Q.R5A
214  8.  DK
10  9.  NA

CODE:   0    1    2    3    4    5    6    7    8    9
FREQ: 411   11   24   77  222  345  221   79  214   10
------------------------------------------------------

VAR 801074    NAME-MINORITY AID SCL-DEM PTY
COLUMNS 1864 - 1864
NUMERIC
MD=0 OR GE  8

Q.R5Y.  (WHERE WOULD YOU PLACE) THE DEMOCRATIC PARTY <ON THIS SCALE>?
--------------------------------------------------------

<SEE Q.R5 FOR COMPLETE QUESTION TEXT>

1.  GOVERNMENT SHOULD HELP MINORITY GROUPS

7.  MINORITY GROUPS SHOULD HELP THEMSELVES

411  0.  INAP., CODED 0, 8 OR 9 IN Q.R5A
171  8.  DK
11  9.  NA

CODE:   0    1    2    3    4    5    6    7    8    9
VAR 801075    NAME-MINORITY AID SCL-FED GVT  
COLUMNS 1865 - 1865  
NUMERIC  
MD=0 OR GE 8  

Q.R5Z. WHERE WOULD YOU PLACE WHAT THE FEDERAL GOVERNMENT IS DOING AT THE PRESENT TIME?  

<SEE Q.R5 FOR COMPLETE QUESTION TEXT> 

1. GOVERNMENT SHOULD HELP MINORITY GROUPS  
   .  
7. MINORITY GROUPS SHOULD HELP THEMSELVES  

411 0. INAP., CODED 0, 8 OR 9 IN Q.R5A  
142 8. DK  
3 9. NA  

CODE: 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9  
FREQ: 411 137 269 303 215 92 31 11 142 3  

VAR 801076    NAME-INTVWR CKPT-R'S # RATING  
COLUMNS 1866 - 1866  
NUMERIC  
MD=8 OR GE 9  

Q.R6. INTERVIEWER CHECKPOINT: R'S NUMBER RATINGS FOR STARRED ITEMS (R5A AND R5Z) ARE:  

147 0. THE SAME NUMBER  
301 1. DIFFERENT BY ONE POINT  
610 2. DIFFERENT BY TWO OR MORE POINTS  
556 8. INAP., CODED 0, 8 OR 9 IN Q.R5A; CODED 8 OR 9 IN Q.R5Z  
9. NA  

VAR 801077    NAME-MNORITY AID-IMP, GOVT POS  
COLUMNS 1867 - 1869  
NUMERIC  
MD=888 OR GE 998  

Q.R6A/B. YOU PLACED YOURSELF AT POINT (NUMBER GIVEN IN R5A) AND WHAT THE GOVERNMENT IS DOING AT POINT (NUMBER GIVEN IN R5Z). USING THE BLUE CARD, TELL ME: HOW IMPORTANT IS IT TO YOU THAT THE GOVERNMENT CONTINUE/CHANGE WHAT IT IS DOING SO THAT IT STAYS CLOSE TO/COMES CLOSER TO YOUR OWN POSITION ON THIS ISSUE?
ACTUAL NUMBER IS CODED.

000.
.

100.

556  888.  INAP., CODED 0, 8 OR 9 IN Q.R5A; CODED 8 OR 9 IN Q.R5Z; CODED 9 IN Q.R6
6 998.  DK
1 999.  NA

VALID-N=1051  MIN=0  MAX=100  MEAN=75.4  ST.DEV=19.7

-----------------------------------------------

VAR 801078  NAME-RUSSIA SCALE-R
COLUMNS 1870 - 1870
NUMERIC
MD=0 OR GE 8

Q.R9.  SOME PEOPLE FEEL IT IS IMPORTANT FOR US TO TRY VERY HARD TO GET ALONG WITH RUSSIA. OTHERS FEEL IT IS A BIG MISTAKE TO TRY TOO HARD TO GET ALONG WITH RUSSIA.

Q.R9A.  WHERE WOULD YOU PLACE YOURSELF ON THIS SCALE OR HAVEN'T YOU THOUGHT MUCH ABOUT THIS?

-----------------------------------------------

IF RANGE WAS GIVEN, MIDPOINT WAS CODED. FRACTIONS WERE ROUNDED TO NEAREST WHOLE NUMBER.

1. IMPORTANT TO TRY VERY HARD TO GET ALONG WITH RUSSIA

7. BIG MISTAKE TO TRY TOO HARD TO GET ALONG WITH RUSSIA

173 0.  HAVEN'T THOUGHT MUCH
44 8.  DK
211 9.  NA; NO POST ELECTION INTERVIEW

CODE: 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9
FREQ: 173 155 143 170 288 165 139 126 44 211

-----------------------------------------------

VAR 801079  NAME-RUSSIA SCALE-CARTER
COLUMNS 1871 - 1871
NUMERIC
MD=0 OR GE 8

Q.R9B.  WHERE WOULD YOU PLACE JIMMY CARTER <ON THIS SCALE>?

<SEE Q.R9 FOR COMPLETE QUESTION TEXT>

1. IMPORTANT TO TRY VERY HARD TO GET ALONG WITH RUSSIA
7. BIG MISTAKE TO TRY TOO HARD TO GET ALONG WITH RUSSIA

428 0. INAP., CODED 0, 8 OR 9 IN Q.R9A
55 8. DK
1 9. NA

CODE: 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9
FREQ: 428 251 322 260 143 92 46 16 55 1

==============================
VAR 801080 NAME-RUSSIA SCALE-REAGAN
COLUMNS 1872 - 1872
NUMERIC
MD=0 OR GE 8

Q.R9C. WHERE WOULD YOU PLACE RONALD REAGAN <ON THIS SCALE>?

<SEE Q.R9 FOR COMPLETE QUESTION TEXT>

1. IMPORTANT TO TRY VERY HARD TO GET ALONG WITH RUSSIA

7. BIG MISTAKE TO TRY TOO HARD TO GET ALONG WITH RUSSIA

428 0. INAP., CODED 0, 8 OR 9 IN Q.R9A
176 8. DK
9. NA

CODE: 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8
FREQ: 428 42 77 149 256 92 37 9 522 2

==============================
VAR 801081 NAME-RUSSIA SCALE-ANDERSON
COLUMNS 1873 - 1873
NUMERIC
MD=0 OR GE 8

Q.R9H. (WHERE WOULD YOU PLACE) JOHN ANDERSON <ON THIS SCALE>?

<SEE Q.R9 FOR COMPLETE QUESTION TEXT>

1. IMPORTANT TO TRY VERY HARD TO GET ALONG WITH RUSSIA

7. BIG MISTAKE TO TRY TOO HARD TO GET ALONG WITH RUSSIA

428 0. INAP., CODED 0, 8 OR 9 IN Q.R9A
522 8. DK
2 9. NA

CODE: 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9
FREQ: 428 42 77 149 256 92 37 9 522 2

Page 504
Q.R9D. (WHERE WOULD YOU PLACE) TED KENNEDY <ON THIS SCALE>?

1. IMPORTANT TO TRY VERY HARD TO GET ALONG WITH RUSSIA
7. BIG MISTAKE TO TRY TOO HARD TO GET ALONG WITH RUSSIA

CODE: 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9
FREQ: 428 115 182 215 173 81 40 19 356 5

Q.R9M. (WHERE WOULD YOU PLACE) THE DEMOCRATIC U.S. HOUSE CANDIDATE <ON THIS SCALE>?

1. IMPORTANT TO TRY VERY HARD TO GET ALONG WITH RUSSIA
7. BIG MISTAKE TO TRY TOO HARD TO GET ALONG WITH RUSSIA

CODE: 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9
FREQ: 440 22 41 91 158 54 18 11 769 10

Q.R9N. (WHERE WOULD YOU PLACE) THE REPUBLICAN U.S. HOUSE CANDIDATE <ON THIS SCALE>?
CANDIDATE <ON THIS SCALE>?

<SEE Q.R9 FOR COMPLETE QUESTION TEXT>

1. IMPORTANT TO TRY VERY HARD TO GET ALONG WITH RUSSIA

7. BIG MISTAKE TO TRY TOO HARD TO GET ALONG WITH RUSSIA

591 0. INAP., CODED 13-14, 31, 34, 51, 53, 57, 61, 63, 67, 71, 73 OR 77 IN Q.AA5 (NO REPUBLICAN U.S. HOUSE CANDIDATE); CODED 0, 8 OR 9 IN Q.R9A

657 8. DK

21 9. NA

CODE: 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9
FREQ: 591 9 30 58 123 86 28 11 657 21

Q.R9O. (WHERE WOULD YOU PLACE) THE INDEPENDENT U.S. HOUSE CANDIDATE <ON THIS SCALE>?

<SEE Q.R9 FOR COMPLETE QUESTION TEXT>

1. IMPORTANT TO TRY VERY HARD TO GET ALONG WITH RUSSIA

7. BIG MISTAKE TO TRY TOO HARD TO GET ALONG WITH RUSSIA

1564 0. INAP., CODED 12, 14, 21, 24, 51-52, 55, 61-62, 65, 71-72, OR 75 IN Q.AA5 (NO INDEPENDENT/THIRD PARTY U.S. HOUSE CANDIDATE); CODED 0, 8 OR 9 IN Q.R9A

42 8. DK

9. NA

CODE: 0 1 2 4 5 8
FREQ: 1564 1 1 4 2 42

Q.R9Q. (WHERE WOULD YOU PLACE) THE DEMOCRATIC U.S. SENATE CANDIDATE <ON THIS SCALE>?

<SEE Q.R9 FOR COMPLETE QUESTION TEXT>

Page 506
1. IMPORTANT TO TRY VERY HARD TO GET ALONG WITH RUSSIA

7. BIG MISTAKE TO TRY TOO HARD TO GET ALONG WITH RUSSIA

805 0. INAP., CODED 23-24, 32, 34, 52-53, 56, 62-63, 66, 72-73, 76, 81-82, 84, 85 IN Q.AA6 (NO SENATE RACE OR NO DEMOCRATIC U.S. SENATE CANDIDATE); CODED 0, 8, OR 9 IN Q.R9A

393 8. DK
10 9. NA

CODE:   0    1    2    3    4    5    6    7    8    9
FREQ: 805  38   68   97  132   53   10    8  393   10

-----------------------------------------------

VAR 801087    NAME-RUSSIA SCALE-R SEN CAND
COLUMNS 1879 - 1879
NUMERIC
MD=0 OR GE  8

Q.R9R. (WHERE WOULD YOU PLACE) THE REPUBLICAN U.S. SENATE CANDIDATE <ON THIS SCALE>?

-----------------------------------------------

<SEE Q.R9 FOR COMPLETE QUESTION TEXT>

1. IMPORTANT TO TRY VERY HARD TO GET ALONG WITH RUSSIA

7. BIG MISTAKE TO TRY TOO HARD TO GET ALONG WITH RUSSIA

819 0. INAP., CODED 13-14, 31, 34, 51, 53, 57, 61, 63, 67, 71, 73, 77, 81-82, 84, 85 IN Q.AA6 (NO SENATE RACE OR NO REPUBLICAN U.S. SENATE CANDIDATE); CODED 0, 8 OR 9 IN Q.R9A

449 8. DK
13 9. NA

CODE:   0    1    2    3    4    5    6    7    8    9
FREQ: 819  10   32   42  107  90  39   13  449   13

-----------------------------------------------

VAR 801088    NAME-RUSSIA SCALE-IND SEN CAND
COLUMNS 1880 - 1880
NUMERIC
MD=0 OR GE  8

Q.R9S. (WHERE WOULD YOU PLACE) THE INDEPENDENT/THIRD PARTY U.S. SENATE CANDIDATE <ON THIS SCALE>?

-----------------------------------------------

<SEE Q.R9 FOR COMPLETE QUESTION TEXT>

1. IMPORTANT TO TRY VERY HARD TO GET ALONG WITH RUSSIA
7. BIG MISTAKE TO TRY TOO HARD TO GET ALONG WITH RUSSIA

1530 0. INAP., CODED 12, 14, 21, 24, 51, 52, 55, 61-62, 65, 71-72, 75, 81-82, 84, 85 IN Q.AA6 (NO SENATE RACE OR NO INDEPENDENT/THIRD PARTY U.S. SENATE CANDIDATE); CODED 0, 8 OR 9 IN Q.R9A

39 8. DK
2 9. NA

CODE: 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8
FREQ: 1530 3 6 10 13 7 2 2 39

CODE: 9
FREQ: 2

==============================
VAR 801089  NAME-RUSSIA SCALE-REPUB PARTY
COLUMNS 1881 - 1881
NUMERIC
MD=0 OR GE  8

Q.R9X. (WHERE WOULD YOU PLACE) THE REPUBLICAN PARTY <ON THIS SCALE>?

<SEE Q.R9 FOR COMPLETE QUESTION TEXT>

1. IMPORTANT TO TRY VERY HARD TO GET ALONG WITH RUSSIA
  7. BIG MISTAKE TO TRY TOO HARD TO GET ALONG WITH RUSSIA

428 0. INAP., CODED 0, 8 OR 9 IN Q.R9A
237 8. DK
16 9. NA

CODE: 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9
FREQ: 428 46 67 131 206 283 157 43 237 16

==============================
VAR 801090  NAME-RUSSIA SCALE-DEM PARTY
COLUMNS 1882 - 1882
NUMERIC
MD=0 OR GE  8

Q.R9Y. (WHERE WOULD YOU PLACE) THE DEMOCRATIC PARTY <ON THIS SCALE>?

<SEE Q.R9 FOR COMPLETE QUESTION TEXT>

1. IMPORTANT TO TRY VERY HARD TO GET ALONG WITH RUSSIA
  7. BIG MISTAKE TO TRY TOO HARD TO GET ALONG WITH RUSSIA

428 0. INAP., CODED 0, 8 OR 9 IN Q.R9A
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Q.R9. WHERE WOULD YOU PLACE WHAT THE FEDERAL GOVERNMENT IS DOING AT THE PRESENT TIME?

<SEE Q.R9 FOR COMPLETE QUESTION TEXT>

CODE ACTUAL NUMBER GIVEN

1. IMPORTANT TO TRY VERY HARD TO GET ALONG WITH RUSSIA
2. INAP., CODED 0, 8 OR 9 IN Q.R9A
3. DIFFERENT BY ONE POINT
4. DIFFERENT BY TWO OR MORE POINTS
5. THE SAME NUMBER
6. DIFFERENT BY ONE POINT
7. BIG MISTAKE TO TRY TOO HARD TO GET ALONG WITH RUSSIA

Q.R10. INTERVIEWER CHECKPOINT: R'S NUMBER RATINGS FOR STARRED ITEMS (R9A AND R9Z) ARE:

228 0. THE SAME NUMBER
318 1. DIFFERENT BY ONE POINT
483 2. DIFFERENT BY TWO OR MORE POINTS
585 8. INAP., CODED 0, 8 OR 9 IN Q.R9A; CODED 8 OR 9 IN Q.R92
9. NA

Q.R10A/B. YOU PLACED YOURSELF AT POINT (NUMBER GIVEN IN PAGE 509
R9A) AND WHAT THE GOVERNMENT IS DOING AT POINT (NUMBER GIVEN IN R9Z). USING THE BLUE CARD, TELL ME: HOW IMPORTANT IS IT TO YOU THAT THE GOVERNMENT CONTINUE/CHANGE WHAT IT IS DOING SO THAT IT STAYS CLOSE TO/COMES CLOSER TO YOUR OWN POSITION ON THIS ISSUE?

ACTUAL NUMBER IS CODED.

000.
.
100.

585  888. INAP., CODED 0, 8 OR 9 IN Q.R9A; CODED 8 OR 9 IN Q.R9Z; CODED 9 IN Q.R10
5  998. DK
2  999. NA

VALID-N=1022  MIN=0  MAX=100  MEAN=78.4  ST.DEV=19.1

Q.R13. RECENTLY THERE HAS BEEN A LOT OF TALK ABOUT WOMEN'S RIGHTS. SOME PEOPLE FEEL THAT WOMEN SHOULD HAVE AN EQUAL ROLE WITH MEN IN RUNNING BUSINESS, INDUSTRY, AND GOVERNMENT. OTHERS FEEL THAT WOMEN'S PLACE IS IN THE HOME.

Q.R13A. WHERE WOULD YOU PLACE YOURSELF ON THIS SCALE OR HAVEN'T YOU THOUGHT MUCH ABOUT THIS?

CODE ACTUAL NUMBER. IF RANGE IS GIVEN, CODE MIDPOINT; ROUND FRACTION TO WHOLE EVEN NUMBER

1. EQUAL ROLE
.
7. WOMEN'S PLACE IN HOME

59  0. HAVEN'T THOUGHT MUCH
31  8. DK
216  9. NA; NO POST ELECTION INTERVIEW

CODE:  0    1    2    3    4    5    6    7    8    9
FREQ:  59  458  217  137  224  98  85  89  31  216

Q.R13B. WHERE WOULD YOU PLACE JIMMY CARTER <ON THIS SCALE>?
VAR 801096  NAME-WOMEN'S EQUALITY-REAGAN
COLUMNS 1890 - 1890
NUMERIC
MD=0 OR GE  8

Q.R13C.  (WHERE WOULD YOU PLACE) RONALD REAGAN <ON THIS SCALE>?

VAR 801097  NAME-WOMEN'S EQUALITY-ANDERSON
COLUMNS 1891 - 1891
NUMERIC
MD=0 OR GE  8

Q.R13H.  (WHERE WOULD YOU PLACE) JOHN ANDERSON <ON THIS SCALE>?

<SEE Q.R13 FOR COMPLETE QUESTION TEXT>
7. WOMEN'S PLACE IN HOME

306 0. INAP., CODED 0, 8 OR 9 IN Q.R13
598 8. DK
6 9. NA

CODE: 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9
FREQ: 306 103 156 158 191 61 26 9 598 6

=================================================================================

VAR 801098 NAME-WOMEN'S EQUALITY-KENNEDY
COLUMNS 1892 - 1892
NUMERIC
MD=0 OR GE 8

Q.R13D. (WHERE WOULD YOU PLACE) TED KENNEDY <ON THIS SCALE>?

<SEE Q.R13 FOR COMPLETE QUESTION TEXT>

1. EQUAL ROLE

7. WOMEN'S PLACE IN HOME

306 0. INAP., CODED 0, 8 OR 9 IN Q.R13
425 8. DK
12 9. NA

CODE: 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9
FREQ: 306 184 243 185 142 65 33 19 425 12

=================================================================================

VAR 801099 NAME-WOMEN'S EQUALITY-D HR CD
COLUMNS 1893 - 1893
NUMERIC
MD=0 OR GE 8

Q.R13M. (WHERE WOULD YOU PLACE) DEMOCRATIC U.S. HOUSE CANDIDATE <ON THIS SCALE>?

<SEE Q.R13 FOR COMPLETE QUESTION TEXT>

1. EQUAL ROLE

7. WOMEN'S PLACE IN HOME

319 0. INAP., CODED 23-24, 32, 34, 52-53, 56, 62-63, 66, 72-73 OR 76 IN Q.AA5 (NO DEMOCRATIC U.S. HOUSE CANDIDATE); CODED 0, 8 OR 9 IN Q.R13
817 8. DK
15 9. NA
VAR 801100    NAME-WOMEN'S EQUALITY-R HR CD
COLUMNS 1894 - 1894
NUMERIC
MD=0 OR GE 8

Q.R13N. (WHERE WOULD YOU PLACE) REPUBLICAN U.S. HOUSE CANDIDATE <ON THIS SCALE>?

<SEE Q.R13 FOR COMPLETE QUESTION TEXT>

1. EQUAL ROLE
   .
7. WOMEN'S PLACE IN HOME

498 0. INAP., CODED 13-14, 31, 34, 51, 53, 57, 61, 63, 67, 71, 73 OR 77 IN Q.AA5 (NO REPUBLICAN U.S. HOUSE CANDIDATE); CODED 0, 8 OR 9 IN Q.R13
730 8. DK
20 9. NA

CODE: 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9
FREQ: 498 34 41 77 127 57 20 10 730 20
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------

VAR 801101    NAME-WOMEN'S EQUALITY-I HR CD
COLUMNS 1895 - 1895
NUMERIC
MD=0 OR GE 8

Q.R13O. (WHERE WOULD YOU PLACE) THE INDEPENDENT U.S. HOUSE CANDIDATE <ON THIS SCALE>?

<SEE Q.R13 FOR COMPLETE QUESTION TEXT>

1. EQUAL ROLE
   .
7. WOMEN'S PLACE IN HOME

1553 0. INAP., CODED 12, 14, 21, 24, 51-52, 55, 61-62, 65, 71-72, OR 75 IN Q.AA5 (NO INDEPENDENT/THIRD PARTY U.S. HOUSE CANDIDATE); CODED 0, 8 OR 9 IN Q.R13
52 8. DK
9. NA

CODE: 0 1 2 3 4 5 8
FREQ: 1553 1 3 1 3 1 52
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------
Q.R13Q. (WHERE WOULD YOU PLACE) THE DEMOCRATIC U.S. SENATE CANDIDATE <ON THIS SCALE>?

<SEE Q.R13 FOR COMPLETE QUESTION TEXT>

1. EQUAL ROLE

7. WOMEN'S PLACE IN HOME

719 0. INAP., CODED 23-24, 32, 34, 52-53, 56, 62-63, 66, 72-73, 76, 81-82, 84, 85 IN Q.AA6 (NO SENATE RACE OR NO DEMOCRATIC U.S. SENATE CANDIDATE); CODED 0, 8, OR 9 IN Q.R13

457 8. DK
14 9. NA

CODE: 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9
FREQ: 719 87 72 96 98 37 19 15 457 14

Q.R13R. (WHERE WOULD YOU PLACE) THE REPUBLICAN U.S. SENATE CANDIDATE <ON THIS SCALE>?

<SEE Q.R13 FOR COMPLETE QUESTION TEXT>

1. EQUAL ROLE

7. WOMEN'S PLACE IN HOME

736 0. INAP., CODED 13-14, 31, 34, 51, 53, 57, 61, 63, 67, 71, 73, 77, 81-82, 84, 85 IN Q.AA6 (NO SENATE RACE OR NO REPUBLICAN U.S. SENATE CANDIDATE); CODED 0, 8 OR 9 IN Q.R13

502 8. DK
14 9. NA

CODE: 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9
FREQ: 736 45 62 66 99 49 28 13 502 14
Q.R13S. (WHERE WOULD YOU PLACE) THE INDEPENDENT/THIRD PARTY U.S. SENATE CANDIDATE <ON THIS SCALE>?
-----------------------------------------------------------------------

<SEE Q.R13 FOR COMPLETE QUESTION TEXT>

1. EQUAL ROLE
   .
7. WOMEN'S PLACE IN HOME

1518 0. INAP., CODED 12, 14, 21, 24, 51, 52, 55, 61-62, 65, 71-72, 75, 81-82, 84, 85 IN Q.AA6 (NO SENATE RACE OR NO INDEPENDENT/THIRD PARTY U.S. SENATE CANDIDATE); CODED 0, 8 OR 9 IN Q.R13
40 8. DK
  2 9. NA

CODE: 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8
FREQ: 1518 8 9 15 16 2 3 1 40

CODE: 9
FREQ: 2

----------------------------------------------------------

VAR 801105 NAME-WOMEN'S EQUALITY-REP PTY
COLUMNS 1899 - 1899
NUMERIC
MD=0 OR GE 8

Q.R13X. (WHERE WOULD YOU PLACE) THE REPUBLICAN PARTY <ON THIS SCALE>?
-----------------------------------------------------------------------

<SEE Q.R13 FOR COMPLETE QUESTION TEXT>

1. EQUAL ROLE
   .
7. WOMEN'S PLACE IN HOME

306 0. INAP., CODED 0, 8 OR 9 IN Q.R13
365 8. DK
  21 9. NA

CODE: 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9
FREQ: 306 56 104 138 249 233 95 47 365 21

----------------------------------------------------------

VAR 801106 NAME-WOMEN'S EQUALITY-DEM PTY
COLUMNS 1900 - 1900
NUMERIC
MD=0 OR GE 8
nes1980.txt

Q.R13Y. (WHERE WOULD YOU PLACE) THE DEMOCRATIC PARTY <ON THIS SCALE>?

<SEE Q.R13 FOR COMPLETE QUESTION TEXT>

1. EQUAL ROLE

7. WOMEN'S PLACE IN HOME

306 0. INAP., CODED 0, 8 OR 9 IN Q.R13
322 8. DK
23 9. NA

CODE: 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9
FREQ: 306 157 262 298 162 47 29 8 322 23

=====================================================================

VAR 801107 NAME-WOMEN'S EQUALITY-FED GVT
COLUMNS 1901 - 1901
NUMERIC
MD=0 OR GE 8

Q.R13Z. WHERE WOULD YOU PLACE WHAT THE FEDERAL GOVERNMENT IS DOING AT THE PRESENT TIME?

<SEE Q.R13 FOR COMPLETE QUESTION TEXT>

1. EQUAL ROLE

7. WOMEN'S PLACE IN HOME

306 0. INAP., CODED 0, 8 OR 9 IN Q.R13
240 8. DK
4 9. NA

CODE: 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9
FREQ: 306 115 212 329 274 93 30 11 240 4

=====================================================================

VAR 801108 NAME-INTVR CK-WMN'S EQ-RATING
COLUMNS 1902 - 1902
NUMERIC
MD=8 OR GE 9

Q.R14. INTERVIEWER CHECKPOINT: R'S NUMBER RATINGS FOR STARRED ITEMS (R13A AND R13Z) ARE:

211 0. THE SAME NUMBER
321 1. DIFFERENT BY ONE POINT
532 2. DIFFERENT BY TWO OR MORE POINTS

550 8. INAP., CODED 0, 8 OR 9 IN Q.R13; CODED 8 OR 9 IN
Q.R13Z
9. NA

===============================================================================
VAR 801109  NAME-WMN’S EQ, IMP-GVT PSITION
COLUMNS 1903 - 1905
NUMERIC
MD=888 OR GE 998

Q.R14A/B. YOU PLACED YOURSELF AT POINT (NUMBER GIVEN IN R13A) AND WHAT THE GOVERNMENT IS DOING AT POINT (NUMBER GIVEN IN R13Z). USING THE BLUE CARD, TELL ME: HOW IMPORTANT IS IT TO YOU THAT THE GOVERNMENT CONTINUE/CHANGE WHAT IT IS DOING SO THAT IT STAYS CLOSE TO/COMES CLOSER TO YOUR OWN POSITION ON THIS ISSUE?

-----------------------------------------------------------------------------
ACTUAL NUMBER IS CODED.

000.
.
.
100.

550  888. INAP., CODED 0, 8 OR 9 IN Q.R13; CODED 8 OR 9 IN Q.R13Z; CODED 9 IN Q.R14
5  998. DK
4  999. NA

VALID-N=1055  MIN=0  MAX=100  MEAN=73.5  ST.DEV=23.6

===============================================================================
VAR 801110  NAME-GUAR JOB+LIVING STAND-R
COLUMNS 1906 - 1906
NUMERIC
MD=0 OR GE 8

Q.R17. SOME PEOPLE FEEL THE GOVERNMENT IN WASHINGTON SHOULD SEE TO IT THAT EVERY PERSON HAS A JOB AND A GOOD STANDARD OF LIVING. OTHERS THINK THE GOVERNMENT SHOULD JUST LET EACH PERSON GET AHEAD ON HIS OWN.

Q.R17A. WHERE WOULD YOU PLACE YOURSELF ON THIS SCALE OR HAVEN’T YOU THOUGHT MUCH ABOUT THIS?

-----------------------------------------------------------------------------
CODE ACTUAL NUMBER. IF RANGE IS GIVEN, CODE MIDPOINT; ROUND FRACTION TO WHOLE EVEN NUMBER

1. GOVERNMENT SEE TO A JOB AND GOOD STANDARD OF LIVING
.
.
7. GOVERNMENT LET EACH PERSON GET AHEAD ON OWN

176  0. HAVEN’T THOUGHT MUCH
45  8. DK
214  9. NA; NO POST ELECTION INTERVIEW
Q.R17B. WHERE WOULD YOU PLACE JIMMY CARTER <ON THIS SCALE>?

<SEE Q.R17 FOR COMPLETE QUESTION TEXT>

CODE ACTUAL NUMBER. IF RANGE GIVEN, CODE MIDPOINT; ROUND FRACTION TO EVEN WHOLE NUMBER

1. GOVERNMENT SEE TO A JOB AND GOOD STANDARD OF LIVING
2. 
7. GOVERNMENT LET EACH PERSON GET AHEAD ON OWN

435 0. INAP., CODED 0, 8 OR 9 IN Q.R17
125 8. DK
9. NA

Q.R17C. (WHERE WOULD YOU PLACE) RONALD REAGAN <ON THIS SCALE>?

<SEE Q.R17 FOR COMPLETE QUESTION TEXT>

CODE ACTUAL NUMBER. IF RANGE IS GIVEN, CODE MIDPOINT; ROUND FRACTION TO WHOLE EVEN NUMBER

1. GOVERNMENT SEE TO A JOB AND GOOD STANDARD OF LIVING
2. 
7. GOVERNMENT LET EACH PERSON GET AHEAD ON OWN

435 0. INAP., CODED 0, 8 OR 9 IN Q.R17
201 8. DK
2 9. NA

Page 518
Q.R17H. (WHERE WOULD YOU PLACE) JOHN ANDERSON <ON THIS SCALE>?  
<SEE Q.R17 FOR COMPLETE QUESTION TEXT>

CODE ACTUAL NUMBER. IF RANGE GIVEN, CODE MIDPOINT; ROUND FRACTION TO EVEN WHOLE NUMBER

1. GOVERNMENT SEE TO A JOB AND GOOD STANDARD OF LIVING
7. GOVERNMENT LET EACH PERSON GET AHEAD ON OWN

CODE: 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9
FREQ: 435 32 73 143 249 134 45 24 477 2

Q.R17D. (WHERE WOULD YOU PLACE) TED KENNEDY <ON THIS SCALE>?  
<SEE Q.R17 FOR COMPLETE QUESTION TEXT>

1. GOVERNMENT SEE TO A JOB AND GOOD STANDARD OF LIVING
7. GOVERNMENT LET EACH PERSON GET AHEAD ON OWN

CODE: 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9
FREQ: 435 206 253 185 119 82 22 20 287 5

Q.R17E. (WHERE WOULD YOU PLACE) DHR CND <ON THIS SCALE>?  
<SEE Q.R17 FOR COMPLETE QUESTION TEXT>

1. GOVERNMENT SEE TO A JOB AND GOOD STANDARD OF LIVING
7. GOVERNMENT LET EACH PERSON GET AHEAD ON OWN

CODE: 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9
FREQ: 435 206 253 185 119 82 22 20 287 5
Q.R17M. (WHERE WOULD YOU PLACE) DEMOCRATIC U.S. HOUSE CANDIDATE <ON THIS SCALE>?

<SEE Q.R17 FOR COMPLETE QUESTION TEXT>

1. GOVERNMENT SEE TO A JOB AND GOOD STANDARD OF LIVING .

7. GOVERNMENT LET EACH PERSON GET AHEAD ON OWN

443 0. INAP., CODED 23-24, 32, 34, 52-53, 56, 62-63, 66, 72-73 OR 76 IN Q.AA5 (NO DEMOCRATIC U.S. HOUSE CANDIDATE); CODED 0, 8 OR 9 IN Q.R17

685 8. DK
14 9. NA

CODE: 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9
FREQ: 443 43 62 117 166 53 22 9 685 14

Q.R17N. (WHERE WOULD YOU PLACE) REPUBLICAN HOUSE CANDIDATE <ON THIS SCALE>?

<SEE Q.R17 FOR COMPLETE QUESTION TEXT>

1. GOVERNMENT SEE TO A JOB AND GOOD STANDARD OF LIVING .

7. GOVERNMENT LET EACH PERSON GET AHEAD ON OWN

611 0. INAP., CODED 13-14, 31, 34, 51, 53, 57, 61, 63, 67, 71, 73 OR 77 IN Q.AA5 (NO REPUBLICAN U.S. HOUSE CANDIDATE); CODED 0, 8 OR 9 IN Q.R17

625 8. DK
19 9. NA

CODE: 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9
FREQ: 611 7 14 63 112 98 51 14 625 19

Q.R17O. (WHERE WOULD YOU PLACE) THE INDEPENDENT U.S. HOUSE CANDIDATE <ON THIS SCALE>?

<SEE Q.R17 FOR COMPLETE QUESTION TEXT>
1. GOVERNMENT SEE TO A JOB AND GOOD STANDARD OF LIVING

7. GOVERNMENT LET EACH PERSON GET AHEAD ON OWN

1557 0. INAP., CODED 12, 14, 21, 24, 51-52, 55, 61-62, 65, 71-72, OR 75 IN Q.AA5 (NO INDEPENDENT/THIRD PARTY U.S. HOUSE CANDIDATE); CODED 0, 8 OR 9 IN Q.R17

51 8. DK
9. NA

CODE: 0 2 4 5 8
FREQ: 1557 1 4 1 51

=====

VAR 801118 NAME-GUAR JOB+LIVING-D SEN CD
COLUMNS 1914 - 1914
NUMERIC
MD=0 OR GE 8

Q.R17Q. (WHERE WOULD YOU PLACE) THE DEMOCRATIC U.S. SENATE CANDIDATE <ON THIS SCALE>?  

=====

VAR 801119 NAME-GUAR JOB+LIVING-R SEN CD
COLUMNS 1915 - 1915
NUMERIC
MD=0 OR GE 8

Q.R17R. (WHERE WOULD YOU PLACE) THE REPUBLICAN U.S. SENATE CANDIDATE <ON THIS SCALE>?  

=====
7. GOVERNMENT LET EACH PERSON GET AHEAD ON OWN

827 0. INAP., CODED 13-14, 31, 34, 51, 53, 57, 61, 63, 67, 71, 73, 77, 81-82, 84, 85 IN Q.AA6 (NO SENATE RACE OR NO REPUBLICAN U.S. SENATE CANDIDATE); CODED 0, 8 OR 9 IN Q.R17

431 8. DK
11 9. NA

CODE: 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9
FREQ: 827 7 21 44 104 95 48 26 431 11

==============================================

VAR 801121 NAME-GUAR JOB+LIVING-REP PRTY
COLUMNS 1917 - 1917
NUMERIC
MD=0 OR GE 8

Q.R17X. (WHERE WOULD YOU PLACE) THE REPUBLICAN PARTY <ON THIS SCALE>?

<SEE Q.R17 FOR COMPLETE QUESTION TEXT>

1. GOVERNMENT SEE TO A JOB AND GOOD STANDARD OF LIVING

7. GOVERNMENT LET EACH PERSON GET AHEAD ON OWN

1527 0. INAP., CODED 12, 14, 21, 24, 51, 52, 55, 61-62, 65, 71-72, 75, 81-82, 84, 85 IN Q.AA6 (NO SENATE RACE OR NO INDEPENDENT/THIRD PARTY U.S. SENATE CANDIDATE); CODED 0, 8 OR 9 IN Q.R17

34 8. DK
4 9. NA

CODE: 0 1 2 3 4 5 7 8 9
FREQ: 1527 1 11 12 14 9 2 34 4

==============================================

VAR 801121 NAME-GUAR JOB+LIVING-REP PRTY
COLUMNS 1917 - 1917
NUMERIC
MD=0 OR GE 8

Q.R17X. (WHERE WOULD YOU PLACE) THE REPUBLICAN PARTY <ON THIS SCALE>?

<SEE Q.R17 FOR COMPLETE QUESTION TEXT>

1. GOVERNMENT SEE TO A JOB AND GOOD STANDARD OF LIVING

7. GOVERNMENT LET EACH PERSON GET AHEAD ON OWN
VAR 801122  NAME-GUAR JOB+LIVING-DEM PRTY
COLUMNS 1918 - 1918
NUMERIC
MD=0 OR GE 8
Q.R17Y. (WHERE WOULD YOU PLACE) THE DEMOCRATIC PARTY <ON THIS SCALE>?

<SEE Q.R17 FOR COMPLETE QUESTION TEXT>

VAR 801123  NAME-GUAR JOB+LIVING-FED GOVT
COLUMNS 1919 - 1919
NUMERIC
MD=0 OR GE 8
Q.R17Z. WHERE WOULD YOU PLACE WHAT THE FEDERAL GOVERNMENT IS DOING AT THE PRESENT TIME?

<SEE Q.R17 FOR COMPLETE QUESTION TEXT>
Q.R18. INTERVIEWER CHECKPOINT: R'S NUMBER RATINGS FOR STARRED ITEMS (R17A AND R17Z) ARE:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Number</th>
<th>Rating</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>170</td>
<td>0. THE SAME NUMBER</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>253</td>
<td>1. DIFFERENT BY ONE POINT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>568</td>
<td>2. DIFFERENT BY TWO OR MORE POINTS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>623</td>
<td>8. INAP., CODED 0, 8 OR 9 IN Q.R17; CODED 8 OR 9 IN Q.R17Z</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9.</td>
<td>NA</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Q.R18A/B. YOU PLACED YOURSELF AT POINT (NUMBER GIVEN IN R17A) AND WHAT THE GOVERNMENT IS DOING AT POINT (NUMBER GIVEN IN R17Z). USING THE BLUE CARD, TELL ME: HOW IMPORTANT IS IT TO YOU THAT THE GOVERNMENT CONTINUE/CHANGE WHAT IT IS DOING SO THAT IT STAYS CLOSE TO/COMES CLOSER TO YOUR OWN POSITION ON THIS ISSUE?

ACTUAL NUMBER IS CODED.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Number</th>
<th>Rating</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>000</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>100</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>623</td>
<td>888. INAP., CODED 0, 8 OR 9 IN Q.R17; CODED 8 OR 9 IN Q.R17Z; CODED 9 IN Q.R18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>998. DK</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>999. NA</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

VALID-N=988 MIN=0 MAX=100 MEAN=78.3 ST.DEV=18.5
VAR 801127  NAME-ERA-STRNGTH,APRV/DISAPRV
COLUMNS 1925 - 1925
NUMERIC
MD=0 OR GE 8

Q.R21A.  DO YOU APPROVE STRONGLY OR NOT STRONGLY?

Q.R21B.  DO YOU DISAPPROVE STRONGLY OR NOT STRONGLY?

377  1.  STRONGLY APPROVE
356  2.  NOT STRONGLY APPROVE
210  4.  NOT STRONGLY DISAPPROVE
256  5.  STRONGLY DISAPPROVE

409  0.  INAP., CODED 8 OR 9 IN Q.R21
  2  8.  DK TO Q.R21A OR R21B
  4  9.  NA TO Q.R21A OR R21B

VAR 801128  NAME-FED GOVT POWER-R OPINION
COLUMNS 1926 - 1926
NUMERIC
MD=8 OR GE 9

Q.R22.  SOME PEOPLE ARE AFRAID THE GOVERNMENT IN WASHINGTON
IS GETTING TOO POWERFUL FOR THE GOOD OF THE COUNTRY AND THE
INDIVIDUAL PERSON. OTHERS FEEL THAT THE GOVERNMENT IN
WASHINGTON IS NOT GETTING TOO STRONG. DO YOU HAVE AN
OPINION ON THIS OR NOT?

929  1.  YES
476  5.  NO

8.  DK
209  9.  NA; NO POST ELECTION INTERVIEW

VAR 801129  NAME-IS FED GOVT TOO POWERFUL
COLUMNS 1927 - 1927
NUMERIC
MD=0 OR GE 8

Q.R22A.  WHAT IS YOUR FEELING, DO YOU THINK THE GOVERNMENT
IS GETTING TOO POWERFUL OR DO YOU THINK THE GOVERNMENT IS
NOT GETTING TOO STRONG?

682  1.  GOVERNMENT TOO POWERFUL
212  5.  GOVERNMENT NOT GETTING TOO STRONG
  7.  OTHER; DEPENDS, SPECIFY
VAR 801130  NAME-SHLD GOVT BE MORE POWRFL
COLUMNS 1928 - 1928
NUMERIC
MD=0 OR GE 8

Q.R22B. DO YOU THINK THE GOVERNMENT SHOULD BECOME MORE POWERFUL OR SHOULD IT STAY THE WAY IT IS?

89 1. BECOME MORE POWERFUL
132 5. STAY THE WAY IT IS

VAR 801131  NAME-WHCH PTY FAVRS STRNG GVT
COLUMNS 1929 - 1929
NUMERIC
MD=0 OR GE 8

Q.R22C. WHICH PARTY DO YOU THINK IS MORE LIKELY TO FAVOR A POWERFUL GOVERNMENT IN WASHINGTON -- THE DEMOCRATS, THE REPUBLICANS, OR WOULDN'T THERE BE MUCH DIFFERENCE BETWEEN THEM ON THIS?

321 1. DEMOCRATS
387 3. NO DIFFERENCE
175 5. REPUBLICANS

VAR 801132  NAME-CIVIL RGHTS-TOO FAST,Y/N
COLUMNS 1930 - 1930
NUMERIC
MD=0 OR GE 9

Q.R23. SOME SAY THAT THE CIVIL RIGHTS PEOPLE HAVE BEEN TRYING TO PUSH TOO FAST, OTHERS FEEL THEY HAVEN'T PUSHED FAST ENOUGH. HOW ABOUT YOU: DO YOU THINK THAT CIVIL RIGHTS LEADERS ARE TRYING TO PUSH TOO FAST, ARE GOING TOO SLOWLY, OR ARE THEY MOVING AT ABOUT THE RIGHT SPEED?

460 1. TOO FAST
661 3. ABOUT RIGHT
175 5. TOO SLOWLY
Q.R24. THERE IS MUCH DISCUSSION ABOUT THE BEST WAY TO DEAL WITH RACIAL PROBLEMS. SOME PEOPLE THINK ACHIEVING RACIAL INTEGRATION OF SCHOOLS IS SO IMPORTANT THAT IT JUSTIFIES BUSING CHILDREN TO SCHOOLS OUT OF THEIR OWN NEIGHBORHOODS. OTHERS THINK LETTING CHILDREN GO TO THEIR NEIGHBORHOOD SCHOOLS IS SO IMPORTANT THAT THEY OPPOSE BUSING. WHERE WOULD YOU PLACE YOURSELF ON THIS SCALE OR HAVEN'T YOU THOUGHT MUCH ABOUT THIS?

CODE ACTUAL NUMBER

1. BUS TO ACHIEVE INTEGRATION
   .
7. KEEP CHILDREN IN NEIGHBORHOOD SCHOOLS

81 0. HAVEN'T THOUGHT MUCH
19 8. DK
211 9. NA; NO POST ELECTION INTERVIEW

CODE: 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9
FREQ: 81 49 37 39 80 73 230 795 19 211

Q.R25. SOME PEOPLE THINK IT IS ALL RIGHT FOR THE PUBLIC SCHOOLS TO START EACH DAY WITH A PRAYER. OTHERS FEEL THAT RELIGION DOES NOT BELONG IN THE PUBLIC SCHOOLS BUT SHOULD BE TAKEN CARE OF BY THE FAMILY AND THE CHURCH. HAVE YOU BEEN INTERESTED ENOUGH IN THIS TO FAVOR ONE SIDE OVER THE OTHER?

1203 1. YES
202 5. NO

2 8. DK
207 9. NA; NO POST ELECTION INTERVIEW
Q.R25A. WHICH DO YOU THINK -- SCHOOLS SHOULD BE ALLOWED TO START EACH DAY WITH A PRAYER OR RELIGION DOES NOT BELONG IN THE SCHOOLS.

840  1. SCHOOLS SHOULD BE ALLOWED TO START EACH DAY WITH A PRAYER
48   2. R VOLUNTEERS: PRAYER ACCEPTABLE ONLY IF SILENT PRAYER/NOT MANDATORY FOR STUDENTS/GENERAL UNIVERSAL STATEMENT NOT TIED TO ANY ONE SECT/THE PARTICULAR SCHOOL HAS DECIDED IT WANTS TO DO IT; LET EACH SCHOOL DECIDE ON THEIR OWN
291  5. RELIGION DOES NOT BELONG IN THE SCHOOLS
17   7. OTHER; DEFENDS

411  0. INAP., CODED 5, 8 OR 9 IN Q.R25
  6  8. DK
  1  9. NA

Q.R26. THERE HAS BEEN SOME DISCUSSION ABOUT ABORTION DURING RECENT YEARS. WHICH ONE OF THE OPINIONS ON THIS PAGE BEST AGREES WITH YOUR VIEW? YOU CAN JUST TELL ME THE NUMBER OF THE OPINION YOU CHOOSE.

133  1. ABORTION SHOULD NEVER BE PERMITTED
609  2. ABORTION SHOULD BE PERMITTED ONLY IF THE LIFE AND HEALTH OF THE WOMAN IS IN DANGER
245  3. ABORTION SHOULD BE PERMITTED IF, DUE TO PERSONAL REASONS, THE WOMAN WOULD HAVE DIFFICULTY IN CARING FOR THE CHILD
375  4. ABORTION SHOULD NEVER BE FORBIDDEN, SINCE ONE SHOULD NOT REQUIRE A WOMAN TO HAVE A CHILD SHE DOESN'T WANT
  11  7. OTHER, SPECIFY
  27  8. DK
 214  9. NA; NO POST ELECTION INTERVIEW

Q.R27. SOME PEOPLE SAY THAT WOMEN SHOULD BE GIVEN PREFERENTIAL TREATMENT WHEN APPLYING FOR JOBS AND PROMOTIONS. OTHER PEOPLE SAY THAT THE INDIVIDUAL'S ABILITY OR EXPERIENCE SHOULD BE THE ONLY CONSIDERATION IN HIRING OR PROMOTING PEOPLE. WHERE WOULD YOU PLACE YOURSELF ON THIS SCALE OR HAVEN'T YOU THOUGHT MUCH ABOUT

1. GIVE PREFERENTIAL TREATMENT TO WOMEN
7. THE INDIVIDUAL'S ABILITY OR EXPERIENCE SHOULD BE THE ONLY CONSIDERATION

91 0. HAVEN'T THOUGHT MUCH
22 8. DK
212 9. NA; NO POST ELECTION INTERVIEW

CODE: 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9
FREQ: 91 18 12 27 51 96 245 840 22 212

Van 801138 NAME-DS SOCIETY DISCRIM AG WMN
COLUMNS 1936 - 1936
NUMERIC
MD=8 OR GE 9

Q.R28. IN GENERAL, DO YOU AGREE OR DISAGREE WITH THE FOLLOWING STATEMENT: OUR SOCIETY DISCRIMINATES AGAINST WOMEN?

776 1. AGREE
543 5. DISAGREE

Van 801139 NAME-SOC DISCRIM AG WMN-STRNG
COLUMNS 1937 - 1937
NUMERIC
MD=0 OR GE 8

Q.R28A. DO YOU AGREE STRONGLY OR NOT STRONGLY<THAT OUR SOCIETY DISCRIMINATES AGAINST WOMEN>?

Q.R28B. DO YOU DISAGREE STRONGLY OR NOT STRONGLY?

431 1. STRONGLY AGREE
346 2. NOT STRONGLY AGREE
286 4. NOT STRONGLY DISAGREE
254 5. STRONGLY DISAGREE

295 0. INAP., CODED 8 OR 9 IN Q.R28
8. DK TO R 28A OR R29B
2 9. NA TO R28A OR R28B

Van 801140 NAME-WMN,GET TRAIN-OVRCM DSCR
COLUMNS 1938 - 1938
NUMERIC
MD=0 OR GE 8

Q.R29. AND WHICH OF THE FOLLOWING STATEMENTS, IF ANY, DO
YOU AGREE WITH MOST?

1. THE BEST WAY TO HANDLE PROBLEMS OF DISCRIMINATION IS FOR EACH WOMAN TO MAKE SURE SHE GETS THE BEST TRAINING POSSIBLE FOR WHAT SHE WANTS TO DO
2. ONLY IF WOMEN ORGANIZE AND WORK TOGETHER CAN ANYTHING REALLY BE DONE ABOUT DISCRIMINATION
3. R DOESN'T AGREE WITH EITHER

VAR 801141  NAME-ENVIRON REGS-R'S OPINION
COLUMNS 1939 - 1939
NUMERIC
MD=8 OR GE  9

Q.T1. PRESENT GOVERNMENT REGULATIONS WITH REGARD TO POLLUTION AND OTHER ENVIRONMENTAL PROBLEMS LIMIT FULL USE OF SOME ENERGY SOURCES. DO YOU THINK THE GOVERNMENT SHOULD RELAX ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION REGULATIONS TO INCREASE THE USE OF THESE ENERGY SOURCES, OR SHOULD THE GOVERNMENT KEEP ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION REGULATIONS UNCHANGED EVEN THOUGH THIS MAY DELAY THE PRODUCTION OF MORE ENERGY?

1. KEEP REGULATIONS UNCHANGED
2. RELAX REGULATIONS
3. RELAX REGULATIONS, WITH QUALIFICATION
4. DK
5. NA; NO POST ELECTION INTERVIEW

VAR 801142  NAME-HW MUCH SHLD GVT RLX REG
COLUMNS 1940 - 1940
NUMERIC
MD=0 OR GE  8

Q.T1A. SHOULD THE GOVERNMENT RELAX GOVERNMENTAL REGULATIONS A LOT, SOME, OR JUST A LITTLE?

1. A LITTLE
2. SOME
3. A LOT
4. INAP., CODED 1, 8 OR 9 IN Q.T1
5. DK
6. NA
Q.T2. SHOULD THE GOVERNMENT REGULATE PEOPLE'S USE OF GAS BY SOME KIND OF RATIONING IN ORDER TO REDUCE ENERGY CONSUMPTION OR IS THIS SOMETHING THE GOVERNMENT SHOULD NOT DO?

---------------------------------------------------------------------

942 1. GOVERNMENT SHOULD NOT RATION
225 5. RATION
126 6. RATION, WITH QUALIFICATIONS

111 8. DK
210 9. NA; NO POST ELECTION INTERVIEW

----------------------------------------------------------

VAR 801144  NAME-HOW MUCH LIMIT ON GAS
COLUMNS 1942 - 1942
NUMERIC
MD=0 OR GE 8

Q.T2A. SHOULD THE GOVERNMENT LIMIT THE USE OF GAS A LOT, SOME, OR JUST A LITTLE?

---------------------------------------------------------------------

69 1. A LITTLE
217 3. SOME
43 5. A LOT

1263 0. INAP., CODED 1, 8 OR 9 IN Q.T2
16 8. DK
6 9. NA

----------------------------------------------------------

VAR 801145  NAME-GOVT CONTROL PRICE GAS
COLUMNS 1943 - 1943
NUMERIC
MD=8 OR GE 9

Q.T3. SHOULD THE GOVERNMENT CONTINUE TO CONTROL THE PRICE OF GAS AND OIL, OR SHOULD THESE PRICES BE ALLOWED TO RISE IN ORDER TO ENCOURAGE ENERGY CONSERVATION ON THE PART OF CONSUMERS?

---------------------------------------------------------------------

918 1. CONTINUE TO CONTROL THE PRICE
26 4. R VOLUNTEERS:LIFT CONTROLS AND LET SUPPLY AND DEMAND TAKE CARE OF PRICING PRICINT PROBLEM, PRICES MAY RISE OR FALL ON FREE MARKET
262 5. ALLOW PRICES TO RISE
37 6. RISE, WITH QUALIFICATIONS
21 7. (R VOLUNTEERS): GOVERNMENT IS NOT CONTROLLING PRICES NOW, PRICES KEEP GOING UP; PRICES SHOULD BE DECREASED

124 8. DK
226 9. NA; NO POST ELECTION INTERVIEW
Q.T3A. SHOULD GAS AND OIL PRICES BE ALLOWED TO RISE A LOT, SOME, OR JUST A LITTLE?

69  1. A LITTLE
129  3. SOME
60  5. A LOT

1315  0. INAP., CODED 1, 4, 7, 8 OR 9 IN Q.T3
26  8. DK
15  9. NA

Q.T4. HOW MUCH GASOLINE DO YOU USUALLY USE A WEEK -

WOULD YOU SAY YOU USE LESS THAN 10 GALLONS A WEEK, BETWEEN 10 AND 15 GALLONS, BETWEEN 16 AND 20 GALLONS, OR OVER 20 GALLONS A WEEK?

510  1. LESS THAN 10 (INCLUDING NONE)
359  2. 10-15
234  3. 16-20
281  4. OVER 20

18  8. DK
212  9. NA; NO POST ELECTION INTERVIEW

Q.T5. SOME PEOPLE SAY THAT THE NATION NEEDS TO DEVELOP NEW POWER SOURCES FROM NUCLEAR ENERGY IN ORDER TO MEET OUR NEEDS FOR THE FUTURE. OTHER PEOPLE SAY THAT THE DANGER TO THE ENVIRONMENT AND THE POSSIBILITY OF ACCIDENTS ARE TOO GREAT. WHAT DO YOU THINK? ARE YOU IN FAVOR OF BUILDING MORE NUCLEAR POWER PLANTS, WOULD YOU FAVOR OPERATING ONLY THOSE THAT ARE ALREADY BUILT, OR WOULD YOU PREFER TO SEE ALL NUCLEAR POWER PLANTS CLOSED DOWN?

454  1. FAVOR BUILDING MORE PLANTS
591  2. OPERATING ONLY THOSE ALREADY BUILT
229  3. SEE ALL PLANTS CLOSED DOWN
Q.U1. THIS IS A LIST OF SOME OF THE GROUPS WE TALKED ABOUT EARLIER IN THE INTERVIEW. PLEASE READ OVER THE LIST AND TELL ME THE LETTER FOR THOSE GROUPS YOU FEEL PARTICULARLY CLOSE TO--PEOPLE WHO ARE MOST LIKE YOU IN THEIR IDEAS AND INTERESTS AND FEELINGS ABOUT THINGS. (MARK ALL MENTIONS)

Q.U1A. BIG BUSINESS

112 1. MARKED
1284 5. NOT MARKED

8. DK TO ENTIRE QUESTION
218 9. NA TO ENTIRE QUESTION; NO POST ELECTION INTERVIEW

Q.U1B. <DOES R FEEL CLOSE TO <POOR PEOPLE>

579 1. MARKED
817 5. NOT MARKED

8. DK TO ENTIRE QUESTION
218 9. NA TO ENTIRE QUESTION; NO POST ELECTION INTERVIEW

Q.U1C. <DOES R FEEL CLOSE TO> LIBERALS

179 1. MARKED
1217 5. NOT MARKED

8. DK TO ENTIRE QUESTION
218 9. NA TO ENTIRE QUESTION; NO POST ELECTION INTERVIEW
VAR 801152 NAME-R CLOSE TO: SOUTHERNERS
COLUMNS 1950 - 1950
NUMERIC
MD=8 OR GE 9

Q.U1D. <DOES R FEEL CLOSE TO> SOUTHERNERS
----------------------------------------------------------

<SEE Q.U1 FOR COMPLETE QUESTION TEXT>

278 1. MARKED
1118 5. NOT MARKED

8. DK TO ENTIRE QUESTION
218 9. NA TO ENTIRE QUESTION; NO POST ELECTION INTERVIEW

------------------------------------------------------------------
VAR 801153 NAME-R CLOSE TO: HISPANICS
COLUMNS 1951 - 1951
NUMERIC
MD=8 OR GE 9

Q.U1E. <DOES R FEEL CLOSE TO> HISPANICS
----------------------------------------------------------

<SEE Q.U1 FOR COMPLETE QUESTION TEXT>

103 1. MARKED
1293 5. NOT MARKED

8. DK TO ENTIRE QUESTION
218 9. NA TO ENTIRE QUESTION; NO POST ELECTION INTERVIEW

------------------------------------------------------------------
VAR 801154 NAME-R CLOSE TO: ELDERLY
COLUMNS 1952 - 1952
NUMERIC
MD=8 OR GE 9

Q.U1G. <DOES R FEEL CLOSE TO> OLDER PEOPLE
----------------------------------------------------------

<SEE Q.U1 FOR COMPLETE QUESTION TEXT>

796 1. MARKED
600 5. NOT MARKED

8. DK TO ENTIRE QUESTION
218 9. NA TO ENTIRE QUESTION; NO POST ELECTION INTERVIEW

------------------------------------------------------------------
VAR 801155 NAME-R CLOSE TO: ENVIRNMNTLTS
COLUMNS 1953 - 1953
NUMERIC
MD=8 OR GE 9

Q.U1H. <DOES R FEEL CLOSE TO> PEOPLE SEEKING TO PROTECT THE
<SEE Q.U1 FOR COMPLETE QUESTION TEXT>

522  1.  MARKED
874  5.  NOT MARKED

8.  DK TO ENTIRE QUESTION
218  9.  NA TO ENTIRE QUESTION; NO POST ELECTION INTERVIEW

-----------------------------
VAR 801156  NAME-R CLOSE TO: BLACKS
COLUMNS 1954 - 1954
NUMERIC
MD=8 OR GE  9

Q.U1L.  <DOES R FEEL CLOSE TO> BLACKS

-----------------------------

257  1.  MARKED
1139  5.  NOT MARKED

8.  DK TO ENTIRE QUESTION
218  9.  NA TO ENTIRE QUESTION; NO POST ELECTION INTERVIEW

-----------------------------
VAR 801157  NAME-R CLOSE TO: LABOR UNIONS
COLUMNS 1955 - 1955
NUMERIC
MD=8 OR GE  9

Q.U1P.  <DOES R FEEL CLOSE TO> LABOR UNIONS

-----------------------------

199  1.  MARKED
1197  5.  NOT MARKED

8.  DK TO ENTIRE QUESTION
218  9.  NA TO ENTIRE QUESTION; NO POST ELECTION INTERVIEW

-----------------------------
VAR 801158  NAME-R CLOSE TO: YOUNG PEOPLE
COLUMNS 1956 - 1956
NUMERIC
MD=8 OR GE  9

Q.U1R.  <DOES R FEEL CLOSE TO> YOUNG PEOPLE

-----------------------------

718  1.  MARKED
678  5.  NOT MARKED
8. DK TO ENTIRE QUESTION
218 9. NA TO ENTIRE QUESTION; NO POST ELECTION INTERVIEW

==============================
VAR 801159    NAME-R CLOSE TO: CONSERVATIVES
COLUMNS 1957 - 1957
NUMERIC
MD=8 OR GE  9

Q.U1S. <DOES R FEEL CLOSE TO> CONSERVATIVES
--------------------------------------------
<SEE Q.U1 FOR COMPLETE QUESTION TEXT>

361 1. MARKED
1035 5. NOT MARKED

8. DK TO ENTIRE QUESTION
218 9. NA TO ENTIRE QUESTION; NO POST ELECTION INTERVIEW

==============================
VAR 801160    NAME-R CLOSE TO: WOMEN
COLUMNS 1958 - 1958
NUMERIC
MD=8 OR GE  9

Q.U1T. <DOES R FEEL CLOSE TO> WOMEN
------------------------------------
<SEE Q.U1 FOR COMPLETE QUESTION TEXT>

582 1. MARKED
814 5. NOT MARKED

8. DK TO ENTIRE QUESTION
218 9. NA TO ENTIRE QUESTION; NO POST ELECTION INTERVIEW

==============================
VAR 801161    NAME-R CLOSE TO: WRKNG/MAN/WMN
COLUMNS 1959 - 1959
NUMERIC
MD=8 OR GE  9

Q.U1W. <DOES R FEEL CLOSE TO> WORKINGMEN AND WORKINGWOMEN
----------------------------------------------------------
<SEE Q.U1 FOR COMPLETE QUESTION TEXT>

878 1. MARKED
518 5. NOT MARKED

8. DK TO ENTIRE QUESTION
218 9. NA TO ENTIRE QUESTION; NO POST ELECTION INTERVIEW

==============================
VAR 801162    NAME-R CLOSE TO: FARMERS
COLUMNS 1960 - 1960
NUMERIC

Page 536
Q.U1Y. <DOES R FEEL CLOSE TO> FARMERS
--------------------------------------
<SEE Q.U1 FOR COMPLETE QUESTION TEXT>
566 1. MARKED
830 5. NOT MARKED
8. DK TO ENTIRE QUESTION
218 9. NA TO ENTIRE QUESTION; NO POST ELECTION INTERVIEW

VAR 801163 NAME-R CLOSE TO: WHITES
COLUMNS 1961 - 1961
NUMERIC
MD=8 OR GE 9

Q.U1Z. <DOES R FEEL CLOSE TO> WHITES
-------------------------------------
<SEE Q.U1 FOR COMPLETE QUESTION TEXT>
649 1. MARKED
747 5. NOT MARKED
8. DK TO ENTIRE QUESTION
218 9. NA TO ENTIRE QUESTION; NO POST ELECTION INTERVIEW

VAR 801164 NAME-R CLOSE TO: EVANGELISTS
COLUMNS 1962 - 1962
NUMERIC
MD=8 OR GE 9

Q.U1AA. <DOES R FEEL CLOSE TO> EVANGELICAL GROUPS ACTIVE IN POLITICS, SUCH AS THE MORAL MAJORITY
------------------------------------------------------------
<SEE Q.U1 FOR COMPLETE QUESTION TEXT>
83 1. MARKED
1313 5. NOT MARKED
8. DK TO ENTIRE QUESTION
218 9. NA TO ENTIRE QUESTION; NO POST ELECTION INTERVIEW

VAR 801165 NAME-R CLOSE TO: MIDDLE CLASS
COLUMNS 1963 - 1963
NUMERIC
MD=8 OR GE 9

Q.U1BB. <DOES R FEEL CLOSE TO> MIDDLE CLASS PEOPLE
-------------------------------------------------------
<SEE Q.U1 FOR COMPLETE QUESTION TEXT>
VAR 801166    NAME-R CLOSE TO: BUSMN/BUSWMN
COLUMNS 1964 - 1964
NUMERIC
MD=8 OR GE 9

Q.U1CC. <DOES R FEEL CLOSE TO> BUSINESSMEN AND BUSINESSWOMEN

<SEE Q.U1 FOR COMPLETE QUESTION TEXT>

VAR 801167    NAME-INTVWR CKPT: GRPS MENTND
COLUMNS 1965 - 1965
NUMERIC
MD=9

Q.U2. INTERVIEWER CHECKPOINT <GROUPS MENTIONED/NOT MENTIONED>

VAR 801168    NAME-GROUP R FEELS CLOSEST O
COLUMNS 1966 - 1967
NUMERIC
MD=0 OR GE 98

Q.U02A. LOOK AT THE LIST AGAIN. OF THE GROUPS YOU JUST MENTIONED, WHICH ONE DO YOU FEEL CLOSEST TO?

IF R MENTIONED ONE GROUP ONLY IN RESPONSE TO Q.U1A-Q.U1CC, THAT GROUP HAS BEEN REPEATED N THIS VARIABLE

3 01. A. BIG BUSINESS
127 02. B. POOR PEOPLE
18 03. C. LIBERALS
21 04. D. SOUTHERNERS
12 05. E. HISPANICS

Page 538
182 06. G. OLDER PEOPLE
45 07. I. PEOPLE SEEKING TO PROTECT THE ENVIRONMENT
59 08. L. BLACKS
10 09. P. LABOR UNIONS
109 10. R. YOUNG PEOPLE
41 11. S. CONSERVATIVES
82 12. T. WOMEN
237 13. W. WORKINGMEN AND WORKINGWOMEN
53 14. Y. FARMERS
44 15. Z. WHITES
13 16. AA. EVANGELICAL GROUPS ACTIVE IN POLITICS, SUCH AS THE MORAL MAJORITY
244 17. BB. MIDDLE-CLASS PEOPLE
65 18. CC. BUSINESSMEN AND BUSINESSWOMEN

233 00. INAP., CODED 3 OR 9 IN Q.U2
  2 98. DK; TWO OR MORE LETTERS LISTED
  14 99. NA

==============================================
VAR 801169   NAME-MEMBRSHIP R'S INTRST GRP
COLUMNS 1968 - 1968
NUMERIC
MD=0 OR GE  8
Q.U3. DO YOU BELONG TO ANY ORGANIZATIONS OR TAKE PART IN ANY ACTIVITIES THAT REPRESENT THE INTERESTS AND VIEWPOINTS OF (GROUP R CLOSEST TO FROM U2A OR U1)?
------------------------------------------------------
325  1. YES
1042  5. NO

233  0. INAP., CODED 3 OR 9 IN Q.U2
  8. DK
  14  9. NA

==============================================
VAR 801170   NAME-PRES BEST FOR GRP INTRST
COLUMNS 1969 - 1969
NUMERIC
MD=0 OR GE  8
Q.U4. WHO DO YOU THINK WOULD, AS PRESIDENT, DO MORE TO PROTECT AND ADVANCE THE INTERESTS OF THIS GROUP; REAGAN, ANDERSON, CARTER, OR WOULDN'T THERE BE MUCH DIFFERENCE BETWEEN THEM?
--------------------------------------------------------
398  1. REAGAN
296  2. CARTER
553  3. NOT MUCH DIFFERENCE
  74  6. ANDERSON

233  0. INAP., CODED 3 OR 9 IN Q.U2
  34  8. DK
  26  9. NA
Q.U5. FOR A NATION, IT IS NOT ALWAYS POSSIBLE TO OBTAIN EVERYTHING ONE MIGHT WISH. ON THIS PAGE, SEVERAL DIFFERENT GOALS ARE LISTED. IF YOU HAD TO CHOOSE AMONG THEM, WHICH ONE SEEMS MOST DESIRABLE TO YOU?

330 1. MAINTAINING ORDER IN THE NATION
201 2. GIVING THE PEOPLE MORE SAY IN IMPORTANT POLITICAL DECISIONS
626 3. FIGHTING RISING PRICES
220 4. PROTECTING FREEDOM OF SPEECH

20 8. DK
217 9. NA; NO POST ELECTION INTERVIEW

Q.U5A. WHICH ONE WOULD BE YOUR SECOND CHOICE <IMPORTANT NATIONAL GOAL>??

399 1. MAINTAINING ORDER IN THE NATION
336 2. GIVING THE PEOPLE MORE SAY IN IMPORTANT POLITICAL DECISIONS
354 3. FIGHTING RISING PRICES
275 4. PROTECTING FREEDOM OF SPEECH

237 0. INAP., CODED 8 OR 9 IN Q.U5
9 8. DK
4 9. NA

Q.U6. DO YOU CONSIDER RELIGION TO BE AN IMPORTANT PART OF YOUR LIFE, OR NOT?

1052 1. YES, IMPORTANT
346 5. NO, NOT IMPORTANT

6 8. DK
210 9. NA; NO POST ELECTION INTERVIEW
Q.U7. WOULD YOU SAY YOUR RELIGION PROVIDES SOME GUIDANCE IN YOUR DAY-TO-DAY LIVING, QUITE A BIT OF GUIDANCE, OR A GREAT DEAL OF GUIDANCE IN YOUR DAY-TO-DAY LIVING?

---

276 1. SOME
286 2. QUITE A BIT
486 3. A GREAT DEAL

562 0. INAP., CODED 5, 8 OR 9 IN Q.U6
  3 8. DK
  1 9. NA

VAR 801175 NAME-R BORN-AGAIN CHRISTIAN

Q.U8. SOME PEOPLE HAVE HAD DEEP RELIGIOUS EXPERIENCES WHICH HAVE TRANSFORMED THEIR LIVES. I'M THINKING OF EXPERIENCES SOMETIMES DESCRIBED AS "BEING BORN AGAIN IN ONE'S LIFE." THERE ARE DEEPLY RELIGIOUS PEOPLE WHO HAVE NOT HAD AN EXPERIENCE OF THIS SORT. HOW ABOUT YOU; HAVE YOU HAD SUCH AN EXPERIENCE?

---

371 1. YES
655 5. NO

566 0. INAP., CODED 5, 8 OR 9 IN Q.U6; CODED 8 OR 9 IN Q.U7
  13 8. DK
  9 9. NA

VAR 801176 NAME-R'S OPINION ON BIBLE

Q.U9. HERE ARE FOUR STATEMENTS ABOUT THE BIBLE, AND I'D LIKE YOU TO TELL ME WHICH IS CLOSEST TO YOUR OWN VIEW.

---

637 1. THE BIBLE IS GOD'S WORK AND ALL IT SAYS IS TRUE
590 2. THE BIBLE WAS WRITTEN BY MEN WHO WERE INSPIRED BY GOD BUT IT CONTAINS SOME HUMAN ERRORS
88 3. THE BIBLE IS A GOOD BOOK BECAUSE IT WAS WRITTEN BY WISE MEN, BUT GOD HAD NOTHING TO DO WITH IT
34 4. THE BIBLE WAS WRITTEN BY MEN WHO LIVED SO LONG AGO THAT IT IS WORTH VERY LITTLE TODAY
19 7. OTHER, SPECIFY
AND FINALLY, WHAT IS THE MONTH AND YEAR OF YOUR BIRTH?

Q.U10A. MONTH

120  01. JANUARY
99  02. FEBRUARY
110  03. MARCH
119  04. APRIL
118  05. MAY
97  06. JUNE
130  07. JULY
126  08. AUGUST
123  09. SEPTEMBER
124  10. OCTOBER
121  11. NOVEMBER
105  12. DECEMBER

206  00. INAP., NO POST-ELECTION INTERVIEW
16  99. NA; DK

Q.U10B. YEAR

00. 1900

64. 1964
66. 1866

99. 1899

220  65. NA; DK; NO POST ELECTION INTERVIEW

VALID-N=1394  MIN=0  MAX=99  MEAN=38.1  ST.DEV=19.2
VAR 801179  NAME-R'S AGE  
COLUMNS 1980 - 1981  
NUMERIC  
MD=0  

Q.U10X.  R'S AGE IN YEARS  
--------------------------  
THE ACTUAL NUMBER OF YEARS WAS CODED  
ACTUAL NUMBER IS CODED.  
18.  EIGHTEEN YEARS  
.  
99.  NINETY-NINE YEARS OR OLDER  
220  00.  INAP., CODED 65 IN Q.U10B  

VALID-N=1394  MIN=18  MAX=93  MEAN=44.3  ST.DEV=17.9

=================================================================
VAR 801180  NAME-R'S SEX  
COLUMNS 1982 - 1982  
NUMERIC  
MD=9  

Q.Z1.  RESPONDENT'S SEX IS:  
--------------------------  
614  1.  MALE  
794  2.  FEMALE  
206  9.  NA; NO POST ELECTION INTERVIEW

=================================================================
VAR 801181  NAME-R'S RACE  
COLUMNS 1983 - 1983  
NUMERIC  
MD=9  

Q.Z2.  RESPONDENT'S RACE IS:  
--------------------------  
1228  1.  WHITE  
166  2.  BLACK  
5  3.  AMERICAN INDIAN OR ALASKAN NATIVE  
7  4.  ASIAN OR PACIFIC ISLANDER  
7  6.  OTHER  
208  9.  NA; NO POST ELECTION INTERVIEW

=================================================================
VAR 801182  NAME-R HISPANIC ORIGIN  
COLUMNS 1984 - 1984  
NUMERIC  
MD=8 OR GE  9  

Q.Z3.  IS R OF HISPANIC ORIGIN?  
Page 543
23 1. YES, MEXICAN-AMERICAN, CHICANO
10 2. YES, PUERTO RICAN
 8 3. YES, OTHER HISPANIC
1361 5. NO

5  8. DK
207 9. NA; NO POST ELECTION INTERVIEW

--------------

VAR 801183   NAME-R'S RELATIONSHIP TO HEAD
COLUMNS 1985 - 1985
NUMERIC
MD=9

Q.Z4. RELATIONSHIP OF R TO HEAD:
---------------------------------

 18 0. NO RELATION TO HEAD
 843 1. R IS HEAD
 436 2. R IS WIFE
 46 4. SON OF HEAD
 31 5. DAUGHTER OF HEAD
  1 6. FATHER OF HEAD
  9 7. MOTHER OF HEAD
 23 8. OTHER RELATIVE

207 9. NA; NO POST ELECTION INTERVIEW

--------------

VAR 801184   NAME-OTHERS PRESENT AT INTRV
COLUMNS 1986 - 1987
NUMERIC
MD=99

Q.Z5. OTHER PERSONS PRESENT AT INTERVIEW WERE: (CHECK MORE THAN ONE BOX IF NECESSARY)
---------------------------------------------

 834 00. NONE (ONLY BOX CHECKED)
101 01. CHILDREN UNDER 6 ONLY
 56 02. OLDER CHILDREN ONLY
 17 03. CHILDREN UNDER 6 AND OLDER CHILDREN
183 04. SPOUSE ONLY
 28 05. SPOUSE ONLY AND CHILDREN UNDER 6
 35 06. SPOUSE ONLY AND OLDER CHILDREN
13 07. SPOUSE ONLY AND CHILDREN UNDER 6 AND OLDER CHILDREN
 41 08. OTHER RELATIVES ONLY
  4 09. OTHER RELATIVES ONLY AND CHILDREN UNDER 6
  7 10. OTHER RELATIVES ONLY AND OLDER CHILDREN
  3 11. OTHER RELATIVES ONLY AND CHILDREN UNDER 6 AND OLDER CHILDREN
  4 12. OTHER RELATIVES ONLY AND SPOUSE
  2 13. OTHER RELATIVES ONLY AND SPOUSE AND CHILDREN UNDER 6
  2 14. OTHER RELATIVES ONLY AND SPOUSE AND OLDER CHILDREN
  1 15. OTHER RELATIVES ONLY AND SPOUSE AND CHILDREN UNDER 6 AND OLDER CHILDREN
OTHER ADULTS ONLY
6 17. OTHER ADULTS ONLY AND CHILDREN UNDER 6
3 18. OTHER ADULTS ONLY AND OLDER CHILDREN
3 19. OTHER ADULTS ONLY AND CHILDREN UNDER 6 AND OLDER CHILDREN
4 20. OTHER ADULTS ONLY AND SPOUSE
21. OTHER ADULTS ONLY AND SPOUSE AND CHILDREN UNDER 6
1 22. OTHER ADULTS ONLY AND SPOUSE AND OLDER CHILDREN
1 23. OTHER ADULTS ONLY AND SPOUSE AND CHILDREN UNDER 6 AND OLDER CHILDREN
3 24. OTHER ADULTS ONLY AND OTHER RELATIVES
3 25. OTHER ADULTS ONLY AND OTHER RELATIVES AND CHILDREN UNDER 6
1 26. OTHER ADULTS ONLY AND OTHER RELATIVES AND OLDER CHILDREN
4 27. OTHER ADULTS ONLY AND OTHER RELATIVES AND CHILDREN UNDER 6 AND OLDER CHILDREN
28. OTHER ADULTS ONLY AND OTHER RELATIVES AND SPOUSE
29. OTHER ADULTS ONLY AND OTHER RELATIVES AND SPOUSE AND CHILDREN UNDER 6
2 30. OTHER ADULTS AND OTHER RELATIVES AND SPOUSE AND CHILDREN UNDER 6 AND OLDER CHILDREN (ALL BOXES CHECKED IN INTERVIEW SCHEDULE)

209 99. NA; NO POST ELECTION INTERVIEW

VAR 801185  NAME-R'S COOPERATION
COLUMNS 1988 - 1988
NUMERIC
MD=9

Q.Z6. RESPONDENT'S COOPERATION WAS:

666 1. VERY GOOD
580 2. GOOD
131 3. FAIR
22 4. POOR
9  5. VERY POOR

206 9. NA; NO POST ELECTION INTERVIEW

VAR 801186  NAME-R'S LEVEL POLITICAL INFO
COLUMNS 1989 - 1989
NUMERIC
MD=9

Q.Z7. RESPONDENT'S GENERAL LEVEL OF INFORMATION ABOUT POLITICS AND PUBLIC AFFAIRS SEEMED:

92 1. VERY HIGH
324 2. FAIRLY HIGH
570 3. AVERAGE
321 4. FAIRLY LOW
99 5. VERY LOW
208  9.  NA; NO POST ELECTION INTERVIEW

=================================
VAR 801187  NAME-R'S INTELLIGENCE
COLUMNS 1990 - 1990
NUMERIC
MD=9

Q.Z8.  RATE R'S APPARENT INTELLIGENCE

-------------------------------------
87  1.  VERY HIGH
464  2.  ABOVE AVERAGE
753  3.  AVERAGE
91  4.  BELOW AVERAGE
12  5.  VERY LOW

207  9.  NA; NO POST ELECTION INTERVIEW

=================================
VAR 801188  NAME-HOW SUSPICIOUS WAS R
NUMERIC
MD=9

Q.Z9.  HOW SUSPICIOUS DID R SEEM TO BE ABOUT THE STUDY, BEFORE THE INTERVIEW?

-------------------------------------------------------
1306  1.  NOT AT ALL SUSPICIOUS
92  3.  SOMEWHAT SUSPICIOUS
10  5.  VERY SUSPICIOUS

206  9.  NA; NO POST ELECTION INTERVIEW

=================================
VAR 801189  NAME-R'S INTEREST IN INTERVIEW
COLUMNS 1992 - 1992
NUMERIC
MD=9

Q.Z10.  OVERALL, HOW GREAT WAS R'S INTEREST IN THE INTERVIEW?

--------------------------------------------------
203  1.  VERY HIGH
412  2.  ABOVE AVERAGE
573  3.  AVERAGE
169  4.  BELOW AVERAGE
49  5.  VERY LOW

208  9.  NA; NO POST ELECTION INTERVIEW

=================================
VAR 801190  NAME-SINCERITY OF R'S ANSWERS
COLUMNS 1993 - 1993
NUMERIC
MD=9

Page 546
Q.Z11. HOW SINCERE DID R SEEM TO BE IN (HIS/HER) ANSWERS?
-----------------------------------------------
1316 1. COMPLETELY SINCERE
  80  2. USUALLY SINCERE
 10  3. OFTEN SEEM TO BE INSINCERE
208  9. NA; NO POST ELECTION INTERVIEW

==============================
VAR 801191 NAME-WAS INTERVIEW IN ENGLISH
COLUMNS 1994 - 1994
NUMERIC
MD=9

Q.Z14. WAS THIS INTERVIEW CONDUCTED IN ENGLISH?
-----------------------------------------------
1394 1. YES
  8  5. NO
212  9. NA; NO POST ELECTION INTERVIEW

==============================
VAR 801192 NAME-LANGUAGE OF INTERVIEW
COLUMNS 1995 - 1995
NUMERIC
MD=0 OR GE 9

Q.Z14A. IN WHAT LANGUAGE WAS THE INTERVIEW CONDUCTED?
-----------------------------------------------
  6  1. SPANISH
  1  2. FRENCH
   7. OTHER
1606 0. INAP., CODED 1 OR 9 IN Q.Z14
  1  9. NA

==============================
VAR 801193 NAME-STRUCTURE IN WHICH R LIVE
COLUMNS 1996 - 1996
NUMERIC
MD=9

Q.Z15. TYPE OF STRUCTURE IN WHICH RESPONDENT LIVES:
-----------------------------------------------
  46  1. MOBILE HOME (TRAILER) IN MOBILE HOME (TRAILER) PARK
  44  2. MOBILE HOME (TRAILER) IN OTHER LOCATION
1001  3. BUILDING WITH NO OTHER HU'S (SINGLE FAMILY HOME)
 297  4. BUILDING WITH OTHER HU'S
  13  7. OTHER
213  9. NA; NO POST ELECTION INTERVIEW

==============================
VAR 801194   NAME-# UNITS IN R'S STRUCTURE
COLUMNS 1997 - 1997
NUMERIC
MD=0 OR GE 8

Q.Z15B. ABOUT HOW MANY UNITS?
-----------------------------------
1. ONE UNIT
   
   7. 7 OR MORE UNITS

1317 0. INAP., CODED 1-3, 7 OR 9 IN Q.Z15
22 8. DK
24 9. NA

CODE: 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 9
FREQ: 1317 4 73 19 34 7 19 119 22

-----------------------------------

VAR 801195   NAME-HOW MANY FLOORS IN BLDG
COLUMNS 1998 - 1998
NUMERIC
MD=0 OR GE 8

Q.Z15C. (IF NOT MOBILE HOME OR TRAILER) HOW MANY FLOORS ARE THERE IN THIS BUILDING?
-----------------------------------
1. 
   
   7. 7 OR MORE FLOORS

303 0. INAP., CODED 1, 2 OR 9 IN Q.Z15
24 8. DK

CODE: 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9
FREQ: 303 676 495 63 13 8 9 20 3 24

-----------------------------------

VAR 801196   NAME-ICPSR REGION
COLUMNS 1999 - 1999
NUMERIC
NO MISSING DATA CODES

REGION OF INTERVIEW
-------------------

82 0. NEW ENGLAND

   CONNECTICUT
   MAINE
   MASSACHUSETTS
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Region</th>
<th>States</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Middle Atlantic</td>
<td>Delaware, New Jersey, New York, Pennsylvania</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>East North Central</td>
<td>Illinois, Indiana, Michigan, Ohio, Wisconsin</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>West North Central</td>
<td>Iowa, Kansas, Minnesota, Missouri, Nebraska, North Dakota, South Dakota</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Solid South</td>
<td>Virginia, Alabama, Arkansas, Florida, Georgia, Louisiana, Mississippi, North Carolina, South Carolina, Texas</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Border States</td>
<td>Kentucky, Maryland, Oklahoma, Tennessee, Washington, D.C., West Virginia</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mountain States</td>
<td>Arizona, Colorado, Idaho, Montana, Nevada</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
VAR 801197 NAME-IVR#2 ELEC DAY REGISTR
COLUMNS 2000 - 2000
NUMERIC
MD=GE 9

Q.1VR#2. DO ELECTION REGULATIONS ALLOW ELECTION DAY
REGISTRATION OF VOTERS IN THIS COUNTY (OR MUNICIPALITY)?

--------------------------------------------------------

92  1. YES
1454  5. NO

68  9. NA

-------------------------------

VAR 801198 NAME-IVR#3 REGISTR TO VOTE
COLUMNS 2001 - 2001
NUMERIC
MD=0 OR GE 9

Q.1VR#3. IS THERE A VOTER REGISTRATION RECORD AVAILABLE
FOR THE PERSON WHOSE NAME APPEARS ON THIS LABEL AT THE
LABEL ADDRESS?

--------------------------------------------------------

EIGHTEEN RESPONDENTS WHO WERE CODED "9. NA" ON THIS
VARIABLE WERE CODED "NA" IN REF. NOS. 1199 THROUGH
1206, RATHER THAN "INAP." THESE SAME RESPONDENTS
WERE CODED "8" IN REF. NO. 1208.

979  1. YES
427  5. NO RECORD AVAILABLE
31  7. NAME NOT AT THIS ADDRESS
14  8. NO NAME ON LABEL

92  0. INAP., CODED 1 IN Q.1VR#2
71  9. NA

-------------------------------

VAR 801199 NAME-IVR#4 PARTY REGISTRATN
COLUMNS 2002 - 2002
Page 550
Q.1VR#4. ACCORDING TO THE RECORD, WITH WHICH POLITICAL PARTY IS THIS PERSON REGISTERED?

-------------------------------------------------------
288  1. DEMOCRATIC
192  2. REPUBLICAN
  3. "INDEPENDENT"
  4. "UNCOMMITTED"
  5. "NON-PARTISAN"
  6. OTHER
  8. RECORD DOES NOT INCLUDE A STATEMENT OF PARTY PREFERENCE
  9. NA

===============================================================
VAR 801200 NAME-IVR#5 MNTH REGISTERED
COLUMNS 2003 - 2004
NUMERIC
MD=0 OR GE 99

Q.1VR#5(1). WHEN DOES THE RECORD INDICATE THAT THIS PERSON FIRST REGISTERED TO VOTE? (MONTH)

----------------------------------------------------
42  01. JANUARY
57  02. FEBRUARY
  03. MARCH
  04. APRIL
  05. MAY
  06. JUNE
  07. JULY
  08. AUGUST
  09. SEPTEMBER
  10. OCTOBER
  11. NOVEMBER
  12. DECEMBER
  00. INAP., CODED 1 IN Q.1VR#2; CODED 5, 7 OR 9 IN Q.1VR#3
  99. NA

===============================================================
VAR 801201 NAME-IVR#5 DAY REGISTERED
COLUMNS 2005 - 2006
NUMERIC
MD=0 OR GE 99

Q.1VR#5(2). <WHEN DOES THE RECORD INDICATE THAT THIS PERSON FIRST REGISTERED TO VOTE?> (DAY)

-----------------------------------------------------
  34  01. 01
  39  02. 02
### Variable Information

**Variable:** VAR 801202

**Name:** NAME-IVR#5 YEAR REGISTERED

**Columns:** 2007 - 2008

**Type:** NUMERIC

**MD:** 0 OR GE 99

### Q.1VR#5(3). <WHEN DOES THE RECORD INDICATE THAT THIS PERSON FIRST REGISTERED TO VOTE> (YEAR)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Year</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1920</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1927</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1928</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1930</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1933</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1934</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1936</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1937</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1938</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1940</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1941</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1942</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1944</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1945</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1946</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
nes1980.txt

3 47.  1947
6 48.  1948
4 49.  1949
6 50.  1950
3 51.  1951
18 52.  1952
2 53.  1953
6 54.  1954
13 56.  1956
6 57.  1957
10 58.  1958
6 59.  1959
17 60.  1960
12 61.  1961
12 62.  1962
11 63.  1963
33 64.  1964
12 65.  1965
17 66.  1966
19 67.  1967
47 68.  1968
10 69.  1969
29 70.  1970
26 71.  1971
61 72.  1972
25 73.  1973
34 74.  1974
24 75.  1975
99 76.  1976
23 77.  1977
60 78.  1978
53 79.  1979
146 80.  1980
617 00.  INAP., CODED 1 IN Q.1VR#2; CODED 5, 7, 8 OR 9 IN Q.1VR#3
110 99.  NA

==========================================
VAR 801203    NAME-IVR#6 MONTH BORN
COLUMNS 2009 - 2010
NUMERIC
MD=0 OR GE 99
Q.1VR#6(1). WHAT IS THE RECORDED DATE OF BIRTH OF THIS PERSON? (MONTH)
==========================================

70 01. JANUARY
60 02. FEBRUARY
54 03. MARCH
59 04. APRIL
78 05. MAY
52 06. JUNE
81 07. JULY
71 08. AUGUST
72 09. SEPTEMBER
67 10. OCTOBER
**VAR 801204**  NAME-IVR#6 YEAR BORN  
COLUMN 2011 - 2014  
NUMERIC  
MD=0 OR GE  9999  

Q.1VR#6(2). WHAT IS THE RECORDED DATE OF BIRTH OF THIS PERSON? (YEAR)  

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Year</th>
<th>Recorded Date</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1884</td>
<td>1884</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1887</td>
<td>1887</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1892</td>
<td>1892</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1894</td>
<td>1894</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1896</td>
<td>1896</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1898</td>
<td>1898</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1899</td>
<td>1899</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1900</td>
<td>1900</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1901</td>
<td>1901</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1902</td>
<td>1902</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1903</td>
<td>1903</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1904</td>
<td>1904</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1905</td>
<td>1905</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1906</td>
<td>1906</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1907</td>
<td>1907</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1908</td>
<td>1908</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1909</td>
<td>1909</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1910</td>
<td>1910</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1911</td>
<td>1911</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1912</td>
<td>1912</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1913</td>
<td>1913</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1914</td>
<td>1914</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1915</td>
<td>1915</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1916</td>
<td>1916</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1917</td>
<td>1917</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1918</td>
<td>1918</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1919</td>
<td>1919</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1920</td>
<td>1920</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1921</td>
<td>1921</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1922</td>
<td>1922</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1923</td>
<td>1923</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1924</td>
<td>1924</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1925</td>
<td>1925</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1926</td>
<td>1926</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1927</td>
<td>1927</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1928</td>
<td>1928</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1929</td>
<td>1929</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1930</td>
<td>1930</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1931</td>
<td>1931</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1932</td>
<td>1932</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1933</td>
<td>1933</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1934</td>
<td>1934</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
VAR 801205 NAME-IVR#7 ELIGIBLE TO VOTE
COLUMNS 2015 - 2015
NUMERIC
MD=0 OR GE  9

Q.1VR#7. WAS THIS PERSON ELIGIBLE TO VOTE IN THE NOVEMBER 4, 1980 GENERAL ELECTION?

958  1. YES
17  5. NO

617  0. INAP., CODED 1 IN Q.1VR#2; CODED 5, 7, 8 OR 9 IN Q.1VR#3
227  9999. NA

====================================================================

VAR 801206 NAME-IVR#8 R VOTE GEN ELEC
COLUMNS 2016 - 2016
NUMERIC
MD=0 OR GE  9

Q.1VR#8. DOES THE RECORD INDICATE THAT THIS PERSON VOTED IN NOVEMBER 4, 1980 GENERAL ELECTION?
862 1. YES, DID VOTE
165 5. NO, DID NOT VOTE, OR THE RECORD DOES NOT
INDICATE THAT R VOTED

542 0. INAP., CODED 5, 7, 8 OR 9 IN Q.1VR#3; CODED
  5 IN Q.1VR#7
45 9. NA

VAR 801207 NAME-RESULTS VOTE VALIDATION
COLUMNS 2017 - 2017
NUMERIC
NO MISSING DATA CODES

Q.1VR8A. THE REGISTRATION STATUS AND ELECTORAL PARTICI-
PATION IN THE 1980 GENERAL AND PRIMARY ELECTIONS WAS CHECKED
FOR ALL 1980 SURVEY RESPONDENTS IN THE VOTE VALIDATION
STUDY. TO ACCOMPLISH THIS TASK, INTERVIEWERS VISITED
ELECTORAL OFFICES THROUGHOUT THE NATION AND INSPECTED
OFFICIAL RECORDS AVAILABLE TO THE PUBLIC.

THE RESPONDENT'S SELF-REPORTED REGISTRATION ADDRESS
DETERMINED THE ELECTORAL OFFICE AT WHICH THE CHECK WAS
CONDUCTED FOR THAT PERSON. THE REGISTRATION ADDRESS WAS
OBTAINED FROM THE RESPONDENTS AT THE TIME OF THE POST-
ELECTION SURVEYS (P4/C4/C3PO). RESPONDENTS WHO DID NOT
PARTICIPATE IN THESE SURVEYS WERE VALIDATED AT THEIR
MOST RECENT ADDRESS (MOVERS) AND AT THEIR ORIGINAL
SAMPLE ADDRESS (MOVERS AND NON-MOVERS), RECOGNIZING THAT
IN SOME CASES THE ADDRESS USED FOR VALIDATION MAY NOT BE
THE ONE AT WHICH THE RESPONDENT IS ACTUALLY REGISTERED.
HOWEVER, FAILURE TO PARTICIPATION IN THE POST-ELECTION
SURVEYS MADE IT IMPOSSIBLE FOR US TO SECURE THE
REGISTRATION ADDRESS DIRECTLY FROM THE RESPONDENTS.

A NUMBER OF PROBLEMS TYPICALLY ARISE IN THE COURSE
OF VALIDATION. THE CATEGORIES BELOW IDENTIFY THE
REASONS WHY VALIDATION COULD NOT BE COMPLETED FOR A
NUMBER OF THE RESPONDENTS. CATEGORIES THAT BEAR AN
ASTERISK IDENTIFY SITUATIONS IN WHICH SELF-REPORTED DATA
ON REGISTRATION AND VOTE SHOULD BE USED SINCE THE
PROJECT COULD NOT OR DID NOT VALIDATE THE INFORMATION
PROVIDED BY THE RESPONDENT. CATEGORY 1 BELOW CORRESPONDS
TO THE 'YES, DID VOTE' CODING CATEGORY OF PAST
VALIDATION STUDIES CONDUCTED IN 1976 AND 1978. THE

COUNTERPART 'NO, DID NOT VOTE' CATEGORY OF PAST
VALIDATION STUDIES AS WELL AS 'MISSING DATA' CODE
SPECIFICATIONS ARE REPRODUCED BY AGGREGATING CODES 2-9, 0
BELOW IN COMBINATIONS WHICH ARE UNIQUE TO EACH OF THE
PAST VALIDATION STUDIES. CARE MUST BE EXERCISED BY THE
USER IF COMPARABILITY IS REQUIRED IN THIS RESPECT.

862 1. REGISTRATION RECORD FOUND; RESPONDENT VALIDATED
AS VOTING IN THE 1980 GENERAL ELECTIONS
(INCLUDING RESPONDENTS VALIDATED AS VOTING IN
STATES WITH ELECTION DAY REGISTRATION PRACTICES

1. REGISTRATION RECORD FOUND; RESPONDENT VALIDATED AS NOT VOTING IN THE 1980 GENERAL ELECTIONS

2. NO VALID REGISTRATION RECORD FOUND AT ADDRESS DESIGNATED BY THE RESPONDENT (P4/C4/C3PO), OR AT SAMPLE ADDRESS/MOST RECENT ADDRESS (NO POST)

3. FOR STATES ALLOWING ELECTION DAY REGISTRATION, (MAINE, MINNESOTA, OREGON, WISCONSIN); NO RECORD OF RESPONDENT HAVING VOTED IN THE 1980 GENERAL ELECTIONS. (INFORMATION ON REGISTRATION STATUS WAS NOT GATHERED IN THESE AREAS.)

4. * MONTGOMERY COUNTY AND MADISON COUNTY IN ALABAMA; ACADIA PARISH IN LOUISIANA; THESE ELECTORAL OFFICES COULD NOT ALLOW THE PROJECT TO VERIFY WHETHER RESPONDENTS IN THESE AREAS HAD VOTED IN THE 1980 PRIMARY OR GENERAL ELECTIONS, ALTHOUGH THEY ENABLED THE PROJECT TO VERIFY THE 1980 REGISTRATION STATUS FOR RESPONDENTS. IN THIS CATEGORY WE HAVE CODED RESPONDENTS FROM THESE AREAS WHO WERE VALIDATED AS BEING REGISTERED. IF NO REGISTRATION RECORD WAS FOUND, CATEGORY 3 ABOVE WAS USED.

5. * PROJECT DID NOT VALIDATE REGISTRATION OR ELECTORAL PARTICIPATION BECAUSE: A) THE RESPONDENT'S REGISTRATION ADDRESS WAS OUTSIDE COUNTIES COVERED BY THE SAMPLING FRAME, B) ADMINISTRATIVE PROBLEMS CAUSED US TO OVERLOOK THE PROPER ADDRESS. THESE CONDITIONS AFFECT PANEL RESPONDENTS WHO MOVED OUTSIDE OF THE ORIGINAL SAMPLING AREAS AS WELL AS THOSE RESPONDENTS WHO, ALTHOUGH INTERVIEWED IN SAMPLING AREAS, REPORT TO BE REGISTERED OUTSIDE OF THESE AREAS.

6. * PROJECT UNABLE TO VALIDATE REGISTRATION OR ELECTORAL PARTICIPATION IN 1980 BECAUSE OF INSUFFICIENT OR INCOMPLETE RESPONDENT'S ADDRESS. TYPICALLY THE PROBLEM ARISES WITH RESPONDENT'S GIVING A PO BOX OR RURAL ROUTE AS THEIR ADDRESS OF RESIDENCE. ALSO INCLUDED HERE ARE SITUATIONS IN WHICH THE RECONTACT ADDRESS AND NOT THE SAMPLE ADDRESS WAS USED FOR VALIDATION.

7. * PROJECT UNABLE TO VALIDATE REGISTRATION OR ELECTORAL PARTICIPATION IN 1980 BECAUSE THE RESPONDENT REFUSED TO GIVE NAME TO INTERVIEWER, OR BECAUSE THE NAME GIVEN WAS THAT OF THE SPOUSE (E.G., MRS. JOHN DOE INSTEAD OF MARY DOE.)

8. * RESPONDENT FOUND REGISTERED AT A DIFFERENT ADDRESS ("NAME NOT AT ADDRESS") - ELECTORAL PARTICIPATION NOT CHECKED PER SKIP PATTERN IN VOTE VALIDATION INDIVIDUAL VOTER FORM.

9. * PROJECT NEVER SENT THESE LATE FORMS TO THE FIELD; MISSING DATA

================================
VAR 801208  NAME-IVR#9 R VOTE PRIMARY
COLUMNS 2018 - 2018
NUMERIC
MD=0 OR GE 8
Q.1VR#9. DOES THE RECORD INDICATE THAT THIS PERSON VOTED IN THE (DATE) PRESIDENTIAL PRIMARY?

173 1. YES, DEMOCRATIC PRIMARY
95 3. YES, REPUBLICAN PRIMARY
  4. YES, OTHER PARTY PRIMARY
  5. YES, WHICH PARTY NOT RECORDED
487 7. NO, DID NOT VOTE OR THE RECORD DOES NOT INDICATE THAT R VOTED
224 8. NO, NO PRESIDENTIAL PRIMARY HELD IN THIS STATE
542 0. INAP., CODED 5, 7, 8 OR 9 IN Q.1VR#3; CODED 5 IN Q.1VR#7
  9. NA

**CONTEXTUAL DATA - HISTORICAL ELECTION RETURNS**

**THE SOURCE FOR THESE RETURNS WAS THE ICPSR UNITED STATES HISTORICAL ELECTION RETURNS, 1788-1978 (ICPSR STUDY NUMBER 001).**

1972 STATE LEVEL DEMOCRATIC PRESIDENTIAL VOTE

ACTUAL NUMBER OF VOTES WAS CODED.

9999999. NA; INAP., NO RACE

1972 STATE LEVEL REPUBLICAN PRESIDENTIAL VOTE

ACTUAL NUMBER OF VOTES WAS CODED.

9999999. NA; INAP., NO RACE

1972 STATE LEVEL OTHER PRESIDENTIAL VOTE

THIS VARIABLE REPRESENTS THE COMBINED TOTAL OF ALL MINOR
PARTY VOTES.

ACTUAL NUMBER OF VOTES WAS CODED.

9999999. NA; INAP., NO RACE

VAR 805004 NAME-'72 TOTAL PRES VOTE-STAT
COLUMNS 2039 - 2045
NUMERIC
MD=GE  9999999

1972 STATE LEVEL TOTAL PRESIDENTIAL VOTE

THIS VARIABLE WAS CALCULATED AS THE DEMOCRATIC VOTE +
REPUBLICAN VOTE + OTHER VOTE.

ACTUAL NUMBER OF VOTES WAS CODED.

9999999. NA; INAP., NO RACE

VAR 805005 NAME-'72 DEM. SEN. VOTE-STAT
COLUMNS 2046 - 2052
NUMERIC
MD=GE  9999999

1972 STATE LEVEL DEMOCRATIC SENATORIAL VOTE

ACTUAL NUMBER OF VOTES WAS CODED.

9999999. NA; INAP., NO RACE

VAR 805006 NAME-'72 REP. SEN. VOTE-STAT
COLUMNS 2053 - 2059
NUMERIC
MD=GE  9999999

1972 STATE LEVEL REPUBLICAN SENATORIAL VOTE

ACTUAL NUMBER OF VOTES WAS CODED.

9999999. NA; INAP., NO RACE

VAR 805007 NAME-'72 OTHER SEN. VOTE-STAT
COLUMNS 2060 - 2066
NUMERIC
MD=GE  9999999

1972 STATE LEVEL OTHER SENATORIAL VOTE

THIS VARIABLE REPRESENTS THE COMBINED TOTAL OF ALL MINOR
PARTY VOTES.
ACTUAL NUMBER OF VOTES WAS CODED.

9999999. NA; INAP., NO RACE

-----------------------------
VAR 805008    NAME-'72 TOTAL SEN. VOTE-STAT
COLUMNS 2067 - 2073
NUMERIC
MD=GE  9999999

1972 STATE LEVEL TOTAL SENATORIAL VOTE
--------------------------------------

THIS VARIABLE WAS CALCULATED AS THE DEMOCRATIC VOTE +
REPUBLICAN VOTE + OTHER VOTE.

ACTUAL NUMBER OF VOTES WAS CODED.

9999999. NA; INAP., NO RACE

-----------------------------
VAR 805009    NAME-'72 DEM. GOV. VOTE-STAT
COLUMNS 2074 - 2080
NUMERIC
MD=GE  9999999

1972 STATE LEVEL DEMOCRATIC GUBERNATORIAL VOTE
----------------------------------------------

ACTUAL NUMBER OF VOTES WAS CODED.

9999999. NA; INAP., NO RACE

-----------------------------
VAR 805010    NAME-'72 REP. GOV. VOTE-STAT
COLUMNS 2081 - 2087
NUMERIC
MD=GE  9999999

1972 STATE LEVEL REPUBLICAN GUBERNATORIAL VOTE
-----------------------------------------------

ACTUAL NUMBER OF VOTES WAS CODED.

9999999. NA; INAP., NO RACE

-----------------------------
VAR 805011    NAME-'72 OTHER GOV. VOTE-STAT
COLUMNS 2088 - 2094
NUMERIC
MD=GE  9999999

1972 STATE LEVEL OTHER GUBERNATORIAL VOTE
------------------------------------------

THIS VARIABLE REPRESENTS THE COMBINED TOTAL OF ALL MINOR
PARTY VOTES.
ACTUAL NUMBER OF VOTES WAS CODED.

9999999. NA; INAP., NO RACE

-----------------------------
VAR 805012  NAME-'72 TOTAL GOV. VOTE-STAT
COLUMNS 2095 - 2101
NUMERIC
MD=GE 9999999

1972 STATE LEVEL TOTAL GUBERNATORIAL VOTE
---------------------------------------------

THIS VARIABLE WAS CALCULATED AS THE DEMOCRATIC VOTE +
REPUBLICAN VOTE + OTHER VOTE.

ACTUAL NUMBER OF VOTES WAS CODED.

9999999. NA; INAP., NO RACE

-----------------------------
VAR 805013  NAME-72 DEM. CONG VOTE-C.D.
COLUMNS 2102 - 2108
NUMERIC
MD=GE 9999999

1972 CONGRESSIONAL DISTRICT LEVEL DEMOCRATIC CONGRESSIONAL
REPRESENTATIVE VOTE
-------------------------------------------------------------

ACTUAL NUMBER OF VOTES WAS CODED.

0000000. NO DEMOCRATIC CANDIDATE
9999999. NA; INAP., NO RACE

-----------------------------
VAR 805014  NAME-72 REP. CONG VOTE-C.D.
COLUMNS 2109 - 2115
NUMERIC
MD=GE 9999999

1972 CONGRESSIONAL DISTRICT LEVEL REPUBLICAN CONGRESSIONAL
REPRESENTATIVE VOTE
-------------------------------------------------------------

ACTUAL NUMBER OF VOTES WAS CODED.

0000000. NO REPUBLICAN CANDIDATE
9999999. NA; INAP., NO RACE

-----------------------------
VAR 805015  NAME-72 OTHER CONG VOTE-C.D.
COLUMNS 2116 - 2122
NUMERIC
MD=GE 9999999

1972 CONGRESSIONAL DISTRICT LEVEL OTHER CONGRESSIONAL
REPRESENTATIVE VOTE

----------------------------------

THIS VARIABLE REPRESENTS THE COMBINED TOTAL OF ALL MINOR PARTY VOTES.

ACTUAL NUMBER OF VOTES WAS CODED.

9999999. NA; INAP., NO RACE

==================================================================================================

VAR 805016  NAME-72 TOTAL CONG VOTE-C.D.
COLUMNS 2123 - 2129
NUMERIC
MD=GE  9999999

1972 CONGRESSIONAL DISTRICT LEVEL TOTAL CONGRESSIONAL REPRESENTATIVE VOTE

----------------------------------

THIS VARIABLE WAS CALCULATED AS THE DEMOCRATIC VOTE + REPUBLICAN VOTE + OTHER VOTE.

ACTUAL NUMBER OF VOTES WAS CODED.

9999999. NA; INAP., NO RACE

==================================================================================================

VAR 805017  NAME-72 DEM. PRES VOTE-CNTY
COLUMNS 2130 - 2136
NUMERIC
MD=GE  9999999

1972 COUNTY LEVEL DEMOCRATIC PRESIDENTIAL VOTE

----------------------------------

ACTUAL NUMBER OF VOTES WAS CODED.

9999999. NA; INAP., NO RACE

==================================================================================================

VAR 805018  NAME-72 REP. PRES VOTE-CNTY
COLUMNS 2137 - 2143
NUMERIC
MD=GE  9999999

1972 COUNTY LEVEL REPUBLICAN PRESIDENTIAL VOTE

----------------------------------

ACTUAL NUMBER OF VOTES WAS CODED.

9999999. NA; INAP., NO RACE

==================================================================================================

VAR 805019  NAME-72 OTHER PRES VOTE-CNTY
COLUMNS 2144 - 2148
NUMERIC
MD=GE  9999999
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### 1972 COUNTY LEVEL OTHER PRESIDENTIAL VOTE

This variable represents the combined total of all minor party votes.

Actual number of votes was coded.

9999999. NA; INAP., NO RACE

**VAR 805020**

**NAME-72 TOTAL PRES VOTE-CNTY**

Columns 2149 - 2155

Numeric

MD=GE 9999999

1972 COUNTY LEVEL TOTAL PRESIDENTIAL VOTE

This variable was calculated as the Democratic vote + Republican vote + other vote.

Actual number of votes was coded.

9999999. NA; INAP., NO RACE

**VAR 805021**

**NAME-72 DEM. CONG VOTE-CNTY**

Columns 2156 - 2162

Numeric

MD=GE 9999999

1972 COUNTY LEVEL DEMOCRATIC CONGRESSIONAL REPRESENTATIVES VOTE

Actual number of votes was coded.

0000000. NO DEMOCRATIC CANDIDATE

9999999. NA; INAP., NO RACE

**VAR 805022**

**NAME-72 REP. CONG VOTE-CNTY**

Columns 2163 - 2169

Numeric

MD=GE 9999999

1972 COUNTY LEVEL REPUBLICAN CONGRESSIONAL REPRESENTATIVES VOTE

Actual number of votes was coded.

0000000. NO REPUBLICAN CANDIDATE

9999999. NA; INAP., NO RACE
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1972 COUNTY LEVEL OTHER CONGRESSIONAL REPRESENTATIVES VOTE

THIS VARIABLE REPRESENTS THE COMBINED TOTAL OF ALL MINOR PARTY VOTES.

ACTUAL NUMBER OF VOTES WAS CODED.

9999999. NA; INAP., NO RACE

1972 COUNTY LEVEL TOTAL CONGRESSIONAL REPRESENTATIVES VOTE

THIS VARIABLE WAS CALCULATED AS THE DEMOCRATIC VOTE + REPUBLICAN VOTE + OTHER VOTE.

ACTUAL NUMBER OF VOTES WAS CODED.

9999999. NA; INAP., NO RACE

1972 COUNTY LEVEL DEMOCRATIC SENATORIAL VOTE

ACTUAL NUMBER OF VOTES WAS CODED.

9999999. NA; INAP., NO RACE

1972 COUNTY LEVEL REPUBLICAN SENATORIAL VOTE

ACTUAL NUMBER OF VOTES WAS CODED.

9999999. NA; INAP., NO RACE
VAR 805027  NAME-72 OTHER SEN. VOTE-CNTY
COLUMNS 2198 - 2204
NUMERIC
MD=GE  9999999

1972 COUNTY LEVEL OTHER SENATORIAL VOTE
---------------------------------------

THIS VARIABLE REPRESENTS THE COMBINED TOTAL OF ALL MINOR PARTY VOTES.
ACTUAL NUMBER OF VOTES WAS CODED.

9999999. NA; INAP., NO RACE

VAR 805028  NAME-72 TOTAL SEN. VOTE-CNTY
COLUMNS 2205 - 2211
NUMERIC
MD=GE  9999999

1972 COUNTY LEVEL TOTAL SENATORIAL VOTE
---------------------------------------

THIS VARIABLE WAS CALCULATED AS THE DEMOCRATIC VOTE + REPUBLICAN VOTE + OTHER VOTE.
ACTUAL NUMBER OF VOTES WAS CODED.

9999999. NA; INAP., NO RACE

VAR 805029  NAME-72 DEM. GOV. VOTE-CNTY
COLUMNS 2212 - 2218
NUMERIC
MD=GE  9999999

1972 COUNTY LEVEL DEMOCRATIC GUBERNATORIAL VOTE
-----------------------------------------------

ACTUAL NUMBER OF VOTES WAS CODED.

9999999. NA; INAP., NO RACE

VAR 805030  NAME-72 REP. GOV. VOTE-CNTY
COLUMNS 2219 - 2225
NUMERIC
MD=GE  9999999

1972 COUNTY LEVEL REPUBLICAN GUBERNATORIAL VOTE
-----------------------------------------------

ACTUAL NUMBER OF VOTES WAS CODED.

9999999. NA; INAP., NO RACE

VAR 805031  NAME-72 OTHER GOV. VOTE-CNTY
1972 COUNTY LEVEL OTHER GUBERNATORIAL VOTE
------------------------------------------
THIS VARIABLE REPRESENTS THE COMBINED TOTAL OF ALL MINOR PARTY VOTES.
ACTUAL NUMBER OF VOTES WAS CODED.
9999999. NA; INAP., NO RACE

1972 COUNTY LEVEL TOTAL GUBERNATORIAL VOTE
------------------------------------------
THIS VARIABLE WAS CALCULATED AS THE DEMOCRATIC VOTE + REPUBLICAN VOTE + OTHER VOTE.
ACTUAL NUMBER OF VOTES WAS CODED.
9999999. NA; INAP., NO RACE

1974 STATE LEVEL DEMOCRATIC SENATORIAL VOTE
-------------------------------------------
ACTUAL NUMBER OF VOTES WAS CODED.
9999999. NA; INAP., NO RACE

1974 STATE LEVEL REPUBLICAN SENATORIAL VOTE
-------------------------------------------
ACTUAL NUMBER OF VOTES WAS CODED.
9999999. NA; INAP., NO RACE
1974 STATE LEVEL OTHER SENATORIAL VOTE
--------------------------------------

THIS VARIABLE REPRESENTS THE COMBINED TOTAL OF ALL MINOR PARTY VOTES.

ACTUAL NUMBER OF VOTES WAS CODED.

9999999. NA; INAP., NO RACE

-----------------------------

VAR 805036  NAME='74 TOTAL SEN. VOTE-STAT
COLUMNS 2261 - 2267
NUMERIC
MD=GE  9999999

1974 STATE LEVEL TOTAL SENATORIAL VOTE
--------------------------------------

THIS VARIABLE WAS CALCULATED AS THE DEMOCRATIC VOTE + REPUBLICAN VOTE + OTHER VOTE.

ACTUAL NUMBER OF VOTES WAS CODED.

9999999. NA; INAP., NO RACE

-----------------------------

VAR 805037  NAME='74 DEM. GOV. VOTE-STAT
COLUMNS 2268 - 2274
NUMERIC
MD=GE  9999999

1974 STATE LEVEL DEMOCRATIC GUBERNATORIAL VOTE
----------------------------------------------

ACTUAL NUMBER OF VOTES WAS CODED.

9999999. NA; INAP., NO RACE

-----------------------------

VAR 805038  NAME='74 REP. GOV. VOTE-STAT
COLUMNS 2275 - 2281
NUMERIC
MD=GE  9999999

1974 STATE LEVEL REPUBLICAN GUBERNATORIAL VOTE
----------------------------------------------

ACTUAL NUMBER OF VOTES WAS CODED.

9999999. NA; INAP., NO RACE

-----------------------------

VAR 805039  NAME='74 OTHER GOV. VOTE-STAT
COLUMNS 2282 - 2288
NUMERIC
1974 STATE LEVEL OTHER GUBERNATORIAL VOTE
-----------------------------------------

THIS VARIABLE REPRESENTS THE COMBINED TOTAL OF ALL MINOR PARTY VOTES.

ACTUAL NUMBER OF VOTES WAS CODED.

9999999. NA; INAP., NO RACE

-------------------------------
VAR 805040  NAME-'74 TOTAL GOV. VOTE-STAT
COLUMNS 2289 - 2295
NUMERIC
MD=GE 9999999

1974 STATE LEVEL TOTAL GUBERNATORIAL VOTE
-----------------------------------------

THIS VARIABLE WAS CALCULATED AS THE DEMOCRATIC VOTE + REPUBLICAN VOTE + OTHER VOTE.

ACTUAL NUMBER OF VOTES WAS CODED.

9999999. NA; INAP., NO RACE

-------------------------------
VAR 805041  NAME-74 DEM. CONG VOTE-C.D.
COLUMNS 2296 - 2301
NUMERIC
MD=GE 9999999

1974 CONGRESSIONAL DISTRICT LEVEL DEMOCRATIC CONGRESSIONAL REPRESENTATIVE VOTE
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------

ACTUAL NUMBER OF VOTES WAS CODED.

0000000. NO DEMOCRATIC CANDIDATE

9999999. NA; INAP., NO RACE

-------------------------------
VAR 805042  NAME-74 REP. CONG VOTE-C.D.
COLUMNS 2302 - 2307
NUMERIC
MD=GE 9999999

1974 CONGRESSIONAL DISTRICT LEVEL REPUBLICAN CONGRESSIONAL REPRESENTATIVE VOTE
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------

ACTUAL NUMBER OF VOTES WAS CODED.

0000000. NO REPUBLICAN CANDIDATE

9999999. NA; INAP., NO RACE
VAR 805043   NAME-74 OTHER CONG VOTE-C.D.
COLUMNS 2308 - 2312
NUMERIC
MD=GE   9999999

1974 CONGRESSIONAL DISTRICT LEVEL OTHER CONGRESSIONAL REPRESENTATIVE VOTE
------------------------------------------------------------------

THIS VARIABLE REPRESENTS THE COMBINED TOTAL OF ALL MINOR PARTY VOTES.

ACTUAL NUMBER OF VOTES WAS CODED.

9999999. NA; INAP., NO RACE

-------------------------------
VAR 805044   NAME-74 TOTAL CONG VOTE-C.D.
COLUMNS 2313 - 2318
NUMERIC
MD=GE   9999999

1974 CONGRESSIONAL DISTRICT LEVEL TOTAL CONGRESSIONAL REPRESENTATIVE VOTE
------------------------------------------------------------------

THIS VARIABLE WAS CALCULATED AS THE DEMOCRATIC VOTE + REPUBLICAN VOTE + OTHER VOTE.

ACTUAL NUMBER OF VOTES WAS CODED.

9999999. NA; INAP., NO RACE

-------------------------------
VAR 805045   NAME-74 DEM. CONG VOTE-CNTY
COLUMNS 2319 - 2325
NUMERIC
MD=GE   9999999

1974 COUNTY LEVEL DEMOCRATIC CONGRESSIONAL REPRESENTATIVES VOTE
------------------------------------------------------------------

ACTUAL NUMBER OF VOTES WAS CODED.

9999999. NA; INAP., NO RACE

-------------------------------
VAR 805046   NAME-74 REP. CONG VOTE-CNTY
COLUMNS 2326 - 2332
NUMERIC
MD=GE   9999999

1974 COUNTY LEVEL REPUBLICAN CONGRESSIONAL REPRESENTATIVES VOTE
------------------------------------------------------------------
ACTUAL NUMBER OF VOTES WAS CODED.

0000000. NO REPUBLICAN CANDIDATE

9999999. NA; INAP., NO RACE

-----------------------------
VAR 805047  NAME-74 OTHER CONG VOTE-CNTY
COLUMNS 2333 - 2339
NUMERIC
MD=GE 9999999

1974 COUNTY LEVEL OTHER CONGRESSIONAL REPRESENTATIVES VOTE

THIS VARIABLE REPRESENTS THE COMBINED TOTAL OF ALL MINOR PARTY VOTES.

ACTUAL NUMBER OF VOTES WAS CODED.

9999999. NA; INAP., NO RACE

-----------------------------
VAR 805048  NAME-74 TOTAL CONG VOTE-CNTY
COLUMNS 2340 - 2346
NUMERIC
MD=GE 9999999

1974 COUNTY LEVEL TOTAL CONGRESSIONAL REPRESENTATIVES VOTE

THIS VARIABLE WAS CALCULATED AS THE DEMOCRATIC VOTE + REPUBLICAN VOTE + OTHER VOTE.

ACTUAL NUMBER OF VOTES WAS CODED.

9999999. NA; INAP., NO RACE

-----------------------------
VAR 805049  NAME-74 DEM. SEN. VOTE-CNTY
COLUMNS 2347 - 2353
NUMERIC
MD=GE 9999999

1974 COUNTY LEVEL DEMOCRATIC SENATORIAL VOTE

ACTUAL NUMBER OF VOTES WAS CODED.

9999999. NA; INAP., NO RACE

-----------------------------
VAR 805050  NAME-74 REP. SEN. VOTE-CNTY
COLUMNS 2354 - 2360
NUMERIC
MD=GE 9999999

1974 COUNTY LEVEL REPUBLICAN SENATORIAL VOTE

------------------------------
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ACTUAL NUMBER OF VOTES WAS CODED.

0000000. NO REPUBLICAN CANDIDATE

9999999. NA; INAP., NO RACE

VAR 805051  NAME-74 OTHER SEN. VOTE-CNTY
COLUMNS 2361 - 2367
NUMERIC
MD=GE  9999999

1974 COUNTY LEVEL OTHER SENATORIAL VOTE
---------------------------------------
THIS VARIABLE REPRESENTS THE COMBINED TOTAL OF ALL MINOR
PARTY VOTES.

ACTUAL NUMBER OF VOTES WAS CODED.

9999999. NA; INAP., NO RACE

VAR 805052  NAME-74 TOTAL SEN. VOTE-CNTY
COLUMNS 2368 - 2374
NUMERIC
MD=GE  9999999

1974 COUNTY LEVEL TOTAL SENATORIAL VOTE
---------------------------------------
THIS VARIABLE WAS CALCULATED AS THE DEMOCRATIC VOTE +
REPUBLICAN VOTE + OTHER VOTE.

ACTUAL NUMBER OF VOTES WAS CODED.

9999999. NA; INAP., NO RACE

VAR 805053  NAME-74 DEM. GOV. VOTE-CNTY
COLUMNS 2375 - 2381
NUMERIC
MD=GE  9999999

1974 COUNTY LEVEL DEMOCRATIC GUBERNATORIAL VOTE
-----------------------------------------------
ACTUAL NUMBER OF VOTES WAS CODED.

0000000. NO DEMOCRATIC CANDIDATE

9999999. NA; INAP., NO RACE

VAR 805054  NAME-74 REP. GOV. VOTE-CNTY
COLUMNS 2382 - 2388
NUMERIC
MD=GE  9999999
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1974 COUNTY LEVEL REPUBLICAN GUBERNATORIAL VOTE
-------------------------------------------------
ACTUAL NUMBER OF VOTES WAS CODED.

0000000. NO REPUBLICAN CANDIDATE
9999999. NA; INAP., NO RACE

VAR 805055 NAME-74 OTHER GOV. VOTE-CNTY
COLUMNS 2389 - 2395
NUMERIC
MD=GE  9999999

1974 COUNTY LEVEL OTHER GUBERNATORIAL VOTE
---------------------------------------------
THIS VARIABLE REPRESENTS THE COMBINED TOTAL OF ALL MINOR
PARTY VOTES.
ACTUAL NUMBER OF VOTES WAS CODED.

9999999. NA; INAP., NO RACE

VAR 805056 NAME-74 TOTAL GOV. VOTE-CNTY
COLUMNS 2396 - 2402
NUMERIC
MD=GE  9999999

1974 COUNTY LEVEL TOTAL GUBERNATORIAL VOTE
---------------------------------------------
THIS VARIABLE WAS CALCULATED AS THE DEMOCRATIC VOTE +
REPUBLICAN VOTE + OTHER VOTE.
ACTUAL NUMBER OF VOTES WAS CODED.

9999999. NA; INAP., NO RACE

VAR 805057 NAME-'76 DEM. PRES VOTE-STAT
COLUMNS 2403 - 2409
NUMERIC
MD=GE  9999999

1976 STATE LEVEL DEMOCRATIC PRESIDENTIAL VOTE
-----------------------------------------------
ACTUAL NUMBER OF VOTES WAS CODED.

9999999. NA; INAP., NO RACE

VAR 805058 NAME-'76 REP. PRES VOTE-STAT
COLUMNS 2410 - 2416
NUMERIC
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1976 STATE LEVEL REPUBLICAN PRESIDENTIAL VOTE

ACTUAL NUMBER OF VOTES WAS CODED.

9999999. NA; INAP., NO RACE

1976 STATE LEVEL OTHER PRESIDENTIAL VOTE

THIS VARIABLE REPRESENTS THE COMBINED TOTAL OF ALL MINOR PARTY VOTES.

ACTUAL NUMBER OF VOTES WAS CODED.

9999999. NA; INAP., NO RACE

1976 STATE LEVEL TOTAL PRESIDENTIAL VOTE

THIS VARIABLE WAS CALCULATED AS THE DEMOCRATIC VOTE + REPUBLICAN VOTE + OTHER VOTE.

ACTUAL NUMBER OF VOTES WAS CODED.

9999999. NA; INAP., NO RACE

1976 STATE LEVEL DEMOCRATIC SENATORIAL VOTE

ACTUAL NUMBER OF VOTES WAS CODED.

9999999. NA; INAP., NO RACE

1976 STATE LEVEL REPUBLICAN SENATORIAL VOTE

ACTUAL NUMBER OF VOTES WAS CODED.

9999999. NA; INAP., NO RACE
1976 STATE LEVEL REPUBLICAN SENATORIAL VOTE

ACTUAL NUMBER OF VOTES WAS CODED.

9999999. NA; INAP., NO RACE

1976 STATE LEVEL OTHER SENATORIAL VOTE

ACTUAL NUMBER OF VOTES WAS CODED.

9999999. NA; INAP., NO RACE

1976 STATE LEVEL TOTAL SENATORIAL VOTE

ACTUAL NUMBER OF VOTES WAS CODED.

9999999. NA; INAP., NO RACE

1976 STATE LEVEL DEMOCRATIC GOVERNORIAL VOTE

ACTUAL NUMBER OF VOTES WAS CODED.

9999999. NA; INAP., NO RACE

1976 STATE LEVEL REPUBLICAN GOVERNORIAL VOTE

ACTUAL NUMBER OF VOTES WAS CODED.

9999999. NA; INAP., NO RACE
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1976 STATE LEVEL REPUBLICAN GUBERNATORIAL VOTE
-----------------------------------------------
ACTUAL NUMBER OF VOTES WAS CODED.

9999999. NA; INAP., NO RACE

VAR 805067    NAME-'76 OTHER GOV. VOTE-STAT
COLUMNS 2472 - 2478
NUMERIC
MD=GE  9999999

1976 STATE LEVEL OTHER GUBERNATORIAL VOTE
-----------------------------------------------
THIS VARIABLE REPRESENTS THE COMBINED TOTAL OF ALL MINOR PARTY VOTES.
ACTUAL NUMBER OF VOTES WAS CODED.

9999999. NA; INAP., NO RACE

VAR 805068    NAME-'76 TOTAL GOV. VOTE-STAT
COLUMNS 2479 - 2485
NUMERIC
MD=GE  9999999

1976 STATE LEVEL TOTAL GUBERNATORIAL VOTE
-----------------------------------------------
THIS VARIABLE WAS CALCULATED AS THE DEMOCRATIC VOTE + REPUBLICAN VOTE + OTHER VOTE.
ACTUAL NUMBER OF VOTES WAS CODED.

9999999. NA; INAP., NO RACE

VAR 805069    NAME-76 DEM.  PRES VOTE-C.D.
COLUMNS 2486 - 2491
NUMERIC
MD=GE  9999999

1976 CONGRESSIONAL DISTRICT LEVEL DEMOCRATIC PRESIDENTIAL VOTE
-----------------------------------------------
ACTUAL NUMBER OF VOTES WAS CODED.

9999999. NA; INAP., NO RACE

VAR 805070    NAME-76 REP.  PRES VOTE-C.D.
COLUMNS 2492 - 2497
NUMERIC
MD=GE  9999999
1976 CONGRESSIONAL DISTRICT LEVEL REPUBLICAN PRESIDENTIAL VOTE

ACTUAL NUMBER OF VOTES WAS CODED.

9999999. NA; INAP., NO RACE

-----------------------------
VAR 805071 NAME-76 OTHER PRES VOTE-C.D.
COLUMNS 2498 - 2502
NUMERIC
MD=GE 9999999

1976 CONGRESSIONAL DISTRICT LEVEL OTHER PRESIDENTIAL VOTE

THIS VARIABLE REPRESENTS THE COMBINED TOTAL OF ALL MINOR PARTY VOTES.

ACTUAL NUMBER OF VOTES WAS CODED.

9999999. NA; INAP., NO RACE

-----------------------------
VAR 805072 NAME-76 TOTAL PRES VOTE-C.D.
COLUMNS 2503 - 2508
NUMERIC
MD=GE 9999999

1976 CONGRESSIONAL DISTRICT LEVEL TOTAL PRESIDENTIAL VOTE

THIS VARIABLE WAS CALCULATED AS THE DEMOCRATIC VOTE + REPUBLICAN VOTE + OTHER VOTE.

ACTUAL NUMBER OF VOTES WAS CODED.

9999999. NA; INAP., NO RACE

-----------------------------
VAR 805073 NAME-76 DEM. CONG VOTE-C.D.
COLUMNS 2509 - 2514
NUMERIC
MD=GE 9999999

1976 CONGRESSIONAL DISTRICT LEVEL DEMOCRATIC CONGRESSIONAL REPRESENTATIVE VOTE

ACTUAL NUMBER OF VOTES WAS CODED.

0000000. CANDIDATE RAN AS BOTH A DEMOCRAT AND A REPUBLICAN -- ALL VOTES WERE CODED AS REPUBLICAN VOTES IN REF. NO. 1253

9999999. NA; INAP., NO RACE

-----------------------------
1976 CONGRESSIONAL DISTRICT LEVEL REPUBLICAN CONGRESSIONAL REPRESENTATIVE VOTE

ACTUAL NUMBER OF VOTES WAS CODED.

0000000.  NO REPUBLICAN CANDIDATE

9999999.  NA; INAP., NO RACE

1976 CONGRESSIONAL DISTRICT LEVEL OTHER CONGRESSIONAL REPRESENTATIVE VOTE

THIS VARIABLE REPRESENTS THE COMBINED TOTAL OF ALL MINOR PARTY VOTES.

ACTUAL NUMBER OF VOTES WAS CODED.

9999999.  NA; INAP., NO RACE

1976 CONGRESSIONAL DISTRICT LEVEL TOTAL CONGRESSIONAL REPRESENTATIVE VOTE

THIS VARIABLE WAS CALCULATED AS THE DEMOCRATIC VOTE + REPUBLICAN VOTE + OTHER VOTE.

ACTUAL NUMBER OF VOTES WAS CODED.

9999999.  NA; INAP., NO RACE

1976 CONGRESSIONAL DISTRICT LEVEL DEMOCRATIC SENATORIAL VOTE

ACTUAL NUMBER OF VOTES WAS CODED.
9999999. NA; INAP., NO RACE

VAR 805078 NAME-76 REP. SEN. VOTE-C.D. COLUMNS 2540 - 2546 NUMERIC MD=GE 9999999

1976 CONGRESSIONAL DISTRICT LEVEL REPUBLICAN SENATORIAL VOTE

ACTUAL NUMBER OF VOTES WAS CODED.

0000000. NO REPUBLICAN CANDIDATE

9999999. NA; INAP., NO RACE

VAR 805079 NAME-76 OTHER SEN. VOTE-C.D. COLUMNS 2547 - 2553 NUMERIC MD=GE 9999999

1976 CONGRESSIONAL DISTRICT LEVEL OTHER SENATORIAL VOTE

THIS VARIABLE REPRESENTS THE COMBINED TOTAL OF ALL MINOR PARTY VOTES.

ACTUAL NUMBER OF VOTES WAS CODED.

9999999. NA; INAP., NO RACE

VAR 805080 NAME-76 TOTAL SEN. VOTE-C.D. COLUMNS 2554 - 2560 NUMERIC MD=GE 9999999

1976 CONGRESSIONAL DISTRICT LEVEL TOTAL SENATORIAL VOTE

THIS VARIABLE WAS CALCULATED AS THE DEMOCRATIC VOTE + REPUBLICAN VOTE + OTHER VOTE.

ACTUAL NUMBER OF VOTES WAS CODED.

9999999. NA; INAP., NO RACE

VAR 805081 NAME-76 DEM. GOV. VOTE-C.D. COLUMNS 2561 - 2567 NUMERIC MD=GE 9999999

1976 CONGRESSIONAL DISTRICT LEVEL DEMOCRATIC GUBERNATORIAL VOTE
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ACTUAL NUMBER OF VOTES WAS CODED.

9999999. NA; INAP., NO RACE

-----------------------------
VAR 805082 NAME-76 REP. GOV. VOTE-C.D.
COLUMNS 2568 - 2574
NUMERIC
MD=GE 9999999

1976 CONGRESSIONAL DISTRICT LEVEL REPUBLICAN GUBERNATORIAL VOTE

ACTUAL NUMBER OF VOTES WAS CODED.

9999999. NA; INAP., NO RACE

-----------------------------
VAR 805083 NAME-76 OTHER GOV. VOTE-C.D.
COLUMNS 2575 - 2581
NUMERIC
MD=GE 9999999

1976 CONGRESSIONAL DISTRICT LEVEL OTHER GUBERNATORIAL VOTE

THIS VARIABLE REPRESENTS THE COMBINED TOTAL OF ALL MINOR PARTY VOTES.

ACTUAL NUMBER OF VOTES WAS CODED.

9999999. NA; INAP., NO RACE

-----------------------------
VAR 805084 NAME-76 TOTAL GOV. VOTE-C.D.
COLUMNS 2582 - 2588
NUMERIC
MD=GE 9999999

1976 CONGRESSIONAL DISTRICT LEVEL TOTAL GUBERNATORIAL VOTE

THIS VARIABLE WAS CALCULATED AS THE DEMOCRATIC VOTE + REPUBLICAN VOTE + OTHER VOTE.

ACTUAL NUMBER OF VOTES WAS CODED.

9999999. NA; INAP., NO RACE

-----------------------------
VAR 805085 NAME-76 DEM. PRES VOTE-CNTY
COLUMNS 2589 - 2595
NUMERIC
MD=GE 9999999

1976 COUNTY LEVEL DEMOCRATIC PRESIDENTIAL VOTE

----------------------------------------------------------
ACTUAL NUMBER OF VOTES WAS CODED.

9999999. NA; INAP., NO RACE

VAR 805086    NAME-76 REP. PRES VOTE-CNTY
COLUMNS 2596 - 2602
NUMERIC
MD=GE  9999999

1976 COUNTY LEVEL REPUBLICAN PRESIDENTIAL VOTE

ACTUAL NUMBER OF VOTES WAS CODED.

9999999. NA; INAP., NO RACE

VAR 805087    NAME-76 OTHER PRES VOTE-CNTY
COLUMNS 2603 - 2607
NUMERIC
MD=GE  9999999

1976 COUNTY LEVEL OTHER PRESIDENTIAL VOTE

THIS VARIABLE REPRESENTS THE COMBINED TOTAL OF ALL MINOR PARTY VOTES.

"OTHER" VOTES IN NEW YORK INCLUDE VOTES FOR JIMMY CARTER AS A LIBERAL PARTY CANDIDATE AND VOTES FOR GERALD FORD AS A CONSERVATIVE PARTY CANDIDATE.

ACTUAL NUMBER OF VOTES WAS CODED.

9999999. NA; INAP., NO RACE

VAR 805088    NAME-76 TOTAL PRES VOTE-CNTY
COLUMNS 2608 - 2614
NUMERIC
MD=GE  9999999

1976 COUNTY LEVEL TOTAL PRESIDENTIAL VOTE

THIS VARIABLE WAS CALCULATED AS THE DEMOCRATIC VOTE + REPUBLICAN VOTE + OTHER VOTE.

ACTUAL NUMBER OF VOTES WAS CODED.

9999999. NA; INAP., NO RACE

VAR 805089    NAME-76 DEM. CONG VOTE-CNTY
COLUMNS 2615 - 2621
NUMERIC
MD=GE  9999999
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1976 COUNTY LEVEL DEMOCRATIC CONGRESSIONAL REPRESENTATIVES VOTE

ACTUAL NUMBER OF VOTES WAS CODED.

9999999. NA; INAP., NO RACE

VAR 805090 NAME-76 REP. CONG VOTE-CNTY
COLUMNS 2622 - 2628
NUMERIC
MD=GE 9999999

1976 COUNTY LEVEL REPUBLICAN CONGRESSIONAL REPRESENTATIVES VOTE

ACTUAL NUMBER OF VOTES WAS CODED.

0000000. NO REPUBLICAN CANDIDATE

9999999. NA; INAP., NO RACE

VAR 805091 NAME-76 OTHER REP. VOTE-CNTY
COLUMNS 2629 - 2635
NUMERIC
MD=GE 9999999

1976 COUNTY LEVEL OTHER CONGRESSIONAL REPRESENTATIVES VOTE

THIS VARIABLE REPRESENTS THE COMBINED TOTAL OF ALL MINOR PARTY VOTES.

ACTUAL NUMBER OF VOTES WAS CODED.

9999999. NA; INAP., NO RACE

VAR 805092 NAME-76 TOTAL CONG VOTE-CNTY
COLUMNS 2636 - 2642
NUMERIC
MD=GE 9999999

1976 COUNTY LEVEL TOTAL CONGRESSIONAL REPRESENTATIVES VOTE

THIS VARIABLE WAS CALCULATED AS THE DEMOCRATIC VOTE + REPUBLICAN VOTE + OTHER VOTE.

ACTUAL NUMBER OF VOTES WAS CODED.

9999999. NA; INAP., NO RACE

VAR 805093 NAME-76 DEM. SEN. VOTE-CNTY
1976 COUNTY LEVEL DEMOCRATIC SENATORIAL VOTE
--------------------------------------------
ACTUAL NUMBER OF VOTES WAS CODED.
9999999. NA; INAP., NO RACE

1976 COUNTY LEVEL REPUBLICAN SENATORIAL VOTE
--------------------------------------------
ACTUAL NUMBER OF VOTES WAS CODED.
0000000. NO REPUBLICAN CANDIDATE
9999999. NA; INAP., NO RACE

1976 COUNTY LEVEL OTHER SENATORIAL VOTE
---------------------------------------
The "OTHER" vote includes votes cast for Harry F. Byrd who ran as an independent in Virginia. This category also includes votes for Daniel P. Moynihan as a liberal and votes for James L. Buckley as a conservative in New York.

ACTUAL NUMBER OF VOTES WAS CODED.
9999999. NA; INAP., NO RACE

1976 COUNTY LEVEL TOTAL SENATORIAL VOTE
---------------------------------------
This variable was calculated as the Democratic vote + Republican vote + Other vote.
ACTUAL NUMBER OF VOTES WAS CODED.

9999999. NA; INAP., NO RACE

VAR 805097  NAME-76 DEM. GOV. VOTE-CNTY
COLUMNS 2671 - 2677
NUMERIC
MD=GE  9999999

1976 COUNTY LEVEL DEMOCRATIC GUBERNATORIAL VOTE

ACTUAL NUMBER OF VOTES WAS CODED.

9999999. NA; INAP., NO RACE

VAR 805098  NAME-76 REP. GOV. VOTE-CNTY
COLUMNS 2678 - 2684
NUMERIC
MD=GE  9999999

1976 COUNTY LEVEL REPUBLICAN GUBERNATORIAL VOTE

ACTUAL NUMBER OF VOTES WAS CODED.

0000000. NO REPUBLICAN CANDIDATE

9999999. NA; INAP., NO RACE

VAR 805099  NAME-76 OTHER GOV. VOTE-CNTY
COLUMNS 2685 - 2691
NUMERIC
MD=GE  9999999

1976 COUNTY LEVEL OTHER GUBERNATORIAL VOTE

THIS VARIABLE REPRESENTS THE COMBINED TOTAL OF ALL MINOR
PARTY VOTES.

ACTUAL NUMBER OF VOTES WAS CODED.

9999999. NA; INAP., NO RACE

VAR 805100  NAME-76 TOTAL GOV. VOTE-CNTY
COLUMNS 2692 - 2698
NUMERIC
MD=GE  9999999

1976 COUNTY LEVEL TOTAL GUBERNATORIAL VOTE

THIS VARIABLE WAS CALCULATED AS THE DEMOCRATIC VOTE +
REPUBLICAN VOTE + OTHER VOTE.
ACTUAL NUMBER OF VOTES WAS CODED.

9999999. NA; INAP., NO RACE

1978 STATE LEVEL DEMOCRATIC SENATORIAL VOTE

ACTUAL NUMBER OF VOTES WAS CODED.

9999999. NA; INAP., NO RACE

1978 STATE LEVEL REPUBLICAN SENATORIAL VOTE

ACTUAL NUMBER OF VOTES WAS CODED.

9999999. NA; INAP., NO RACE

1978 STATE LEVEL OTHER SENATORIAL VOTE

THIS VARIABLE REPRESENTS THE COMBINED TOTAL OF ALL MINOR PARTY VOTES.

ACTUAL NUMBER OF VOTES WAS CODED.

9999999. NA; INAP., NO RACE

1978 STATE LEVEL TOTAL SENATORIAL VOTE

THIS VARIABLE WAS CALCULATED AS THE DEMOCRATIC VOTE + REPUBLICAN VOTE + OTHER VOTE.
ACTUAL NUMBER OF VOTES WAS CODED.

9999999. NA; INAP., NO RACE

VAR 805105  NAME-'78 DEM. GOV. VOTE-STAT
COLUMNS 2727 - 2733
NUMERIC
MD=GE  9999999

1978 STATE LEVEL DEMOCRATIC GUBERNATORIAL VOTE

ACTUAL NUMBER OF VOTES WAS CODED.

9999999. NA; INAP., NO RACE

VAR 805106  NAME-'78 REP. GOV. VOTE-STAT
COLUMNS 2734 - 2740
NUMERIC
MD=GE  9999999

1978 STATE LEVEL REPUBLICAN GUBERNATORIAL VOTE

ACTUAL NUMBER OF VOTES WAS CODED.

9999999. NA; INAP., NO RACE

VAR 805107  NAME-'78 OTHER GOV. VOTE-STAT
COLUMNS 2741 - 2747
NUMERIC
MD=GE  9999999

1978 STATE LEVEL OTHER GUBERNATORIAL VOTE

THIS VARIABLE REPRESENTS THE COMBINED TOTAL OF ALL MINOR PARTY VOTES.

ACTUAL NUMBER OF VOTES WAS CODED.

9999999. NA; INAP., NO RACE

VAR 805108  NAME-'78 TOTAL GOV. VOTE-STAT
COLUMNS 2748 - 2754
NUMERIC
MD=GE  9999999

1978 STATE LEVEL TOTAL GUBERNATORIAL VOTE

THIS VARIABLE WAS CALCULATED AS THE DEMOCRATIC VOTE + REPUBLICAN VOTE + OTHER VOTE.

ACTUAL NUMBER OF VOTES WAS CODED.
9999999. NA; INAP., NO RACE

VAR 805109    NAME-'78 DEM. CONG VOTE-C.D.
COLUMNS 2755 - 2761
NUMERIC
MD=GE  9999999

1978 CONGRESSIONAL DISTRICT LEVEL DEMOCRATIC CONGRESSIONAL
REPRESENTATIVE VOTE

ACTUAL NUMBER OF VOTES WAS CODED.

9999999. NA; INAP., NO RACE

VAR 805110    NAME-'78 REP. CONG VOTE-C.D.
COLUMNS 2762 - 2768
NUMERIC
MD=GE  9999999

1978 CONGRESSIONAL DISTRICT LEVEL REPUBLICAN CONGRESSIONAL
REPRESENTATIVE VOTE

ACTUAL NUMBER OF VOTES WAS CODED.

9999999. NA; INAP., NO RACE

VAR 805111    NAME-'78 OTHER CONG VOTE-C.D.
COLUMNS 2769 - 2775
NUMERIC
MD=GE  9999999

1978 CONGRESSIONAL DISTRICT LEVEL OTHER CONGRESSIONAL
REPRESENTATIVE VOTE

THIS VARIABLE REPRESENTS THE COMBINED TOTAL OF ALL MINOR
PARTY VOTES.

ACTUAL NUMBER OF VOTES WAS CODED.

9999999. NA; INAP., NO RACE

VAR 805112    NAME-'78 TOTAL CONG VOTE-C.D.
COLUMNS 2776 - 2782
NUMERIC
MD=GE  9999999

1978 CONGRESSIONAL DISTRICT LEVEL TOTAL CONGRESSIONAL
REPRESENTATIVE VOTE

THIS VARIABLE WAS CALCULATED AS THE DEMOCRATIC VOTE +
REPUBLICAN VOTE + OTHER VOTE.

ACTUAL NUMBER OF VOTES WAS CODED.

9999999. NA; INAP., NO RACE

1978 COUNTY LEVEL DEMOCRATIC CONGRESSIONAL REPRESENTATIVES VOTE

ACTUAL NUMBER OF VOTES WAS CODED.

9999998. RETURNS NOT AVAILABLE
9999999. NA; INAP., NO RACE

1978 COUNTY LEVEL REPUBLICAN CONGRESSIONAL REPRESENTATIVES VOTE

ACTUAL NUMBER OF VOTES WAS CODED.

9999998. RETURNS NOT AVAILABLE
9999999. NA; INAP., NO RACE

1978 COUNTY LEVEL OTHER CONGRESSIONAL REPRESENTATIVES VOTE

THIS VARIABLE REPRESENTS THE COMBINED TOTAL OF ALL MINOR PARTY VOTES.

ACTUAL NUMBER OF VOTES WAS CODED.

9999998. RETURNS NOT AVAILABLE
9999999. NA; INAP., NO RACE

1978 COUNTY LEVEL TOTAL CONGRESSIONAL REPRESENTATIVES VOTE

Page 587
1978 COUNTY LEVEL TOTAL CONGRESSIONAL REPRESENTATIVES VOTE

---

THIS VARIABLE WAS CALCULATED AS THE DEMOCRATIC VOTE + REPUBLICAN VOTE + OTHER VOTE.

ACTUAL NUMBER OF VOTES WAS CODED.

9999998.  RETURNS NOT AVAILABLE
9999999.  NA; INAP., NO RACE

---

VAR 805117  NAME='78 DEM. SEN. VOTE-CNTY
COLUMNS 2811 - 2817
NUMERIC
MD=GE 9999999

1978 COUNTY LEVEL DEMOCRATIC SENATORIAL VOTE

---

ACTUAL NUMBER OF VOTES WAS CODED.

9999999.  NA; INAP., NO RACE

---

VAR 805118  NAME='78 REP. SEN. VOTE-CNTY
COLUMNS 2818 - 2824
NUMERIC
MD=GE 9999999

1978 COUNTY LEVEL REPUBLICAN SENATORIAL VOTE

---

ACTUAL NUMBER OF VOTES WAS CODED.

9999999.  NA; INAP., NO RACE

---

VAR 805119  NAME='78 OTHER SEN. VOTE-CNTY
COLUMNS 2825 - 2831
NUMERIC
MD=GE 9999999

1978 COUNTY LEVEL OTHER SENATORIAL VOTE

---

THIS VARIABLE REPRESENTS THE COMBINED TOTAL OF ALL MINOR PARTY VOTES.

ACTUAL NUMBER OF VOTES WAS CODED.

9999999.  NA; INAP., NO RACE

---

VAR 805120  NAME='78 TOTAL SEN. VOTE-CNTY
COLUMNS 2832 - 2838
NUMERIC
MD=GE 9999999
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1978 COUNTY LEVEL TOTAL SENATORIAL VOTE

-------------------------------------------------

THIS VARIABLE WAS CALCULATED AS THE DEMOCRATIC VOTE + REPUBLICAN VOTE + OTHER VOTE.

ACTUAL NUMBER OF VOTES WAS CODED.

9999999. NA; INAP., NO RACE

==============================
VAR 805121    NAME-'78 DEM. GOV. VOTE-CNTY
COLUMNS 2839 - 2845
NUMERIC
MD=GE  9999999

1978 COUNTY LEVEL DEMOCRATIC GUBERNATORIAL VOTE

-------------------------------------------------

ACTUAL NUMBER OF VOTES WAS CODED.

9999999. NA; INAP., NO RACE

-----------------------------
VAR 805122    NAME-'78 REP. GOV. VOTE-CNTY
COLUMNS 2846 - 2852
NUMERIC
MD=GE  9999999

1978 COUNTY LEVEL REPUBLICAN GUBERNATORIAL VOTE

-------------------------------------------------

ACTUAL NUMBER OF VOTES WAS CODED.

9999999. NA; INAP., NO RACE

-----------------------------
VAR 805123    NAME-'78 OTHER GOV. VOTE-CNTY
COLUMNS 2853 - 2859
NUMERIC
MD=GE  9999999

1978 COUNTY LEVEL OTHER GUBERNATORIAL VOTE

-------------------------------------------------

THIS VARIABLE REPRESENTS THE COMBINED TOTAL OF ALL MINOR PARTY VOTES.

ACTUAL NUMBER OF VOTES WAS CODED.

9999999. NA; INAP., NO RACE

-----------------------------
VAR 805124    NAME-'78 TOTAL GOV. VOTE-CNTY
COLUMNS 2860 - 2866
NUMERIC
MD=GE  9999999

1978 COUNTY LEVEL TOTAL GUBERNATORIAL VOTE
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THIS VARIABLE WAS CALCULATED AS THE DEMOCRATIC VOTE + REPUBLICAN VOTE + OTHER VOTE.

ACTUAL NUMBER OF VOTES WAS CODED.

9999999. NA; INAP., NO RACE

-----------------------------
VAR 805125    NAME=80PRES2IM:CARTER VOTES
COLUMNS 2867 - 2873
NUMERIC
MD=0 OR GE 9999999

**1980 PRIMARY ELECTION RETURNS**

- 1980 STATE LEVEL PRESIDENTIAL PRIMARY RETURNS -
DEMOCRATIC PRIMARY - VOTES FOR CARTER

ACTUAL NUMBER OF VOTES WAS CODED

9999999. NA; INAP., NO PRIMARY IN STATE (EXCEPT MICHIGAN. MICHIGAN'S PRIMARY WAS PRECEDED BY A CAUCUS WHICH SELECTED DELEGATES, MAKING THE PRIMARY MOOT. THE MAJOR CANDIDATE NAMES DID NOT EVEN APPEAR ON THE BALLOT).

-----------------------------
VAR 805126    NAME=80PRES2IM:KENNEDY VOTES
COLUMNS 2874 - 2880
NUMERIC
MD=0 OR GE 9999999

- 1980 STATE LEVEL PRESIDENTIAL PRIMARY RETURNS
DEMOCRATIC PRIMARY - VOTES FOR KENNEDY

ACTUAL NUMBER OF VOTES WAS CODED

9999999. NA; INAP., NO PRIMARY IN STATE (EXCEPT MICHIGAN. MICHIGAN'S PRIMARY WAS PRECEDED BY A CAUCUS WHICH SELECTED DELEGATES MAKING THE PRIMARY MOOT. THE MAJOR CANDIDATE NAMES DID NOT EVEN APPEAR ON THE BALLOT).

-----------------------------
VAR 805127    NAME=80PRES2IM:OTHR DEM VOTE
COLUMNS 2881 - 2887
NUMERIC
MD=0 OR GE 9999999

- 1980 STATE LEVEL PRESIDENTIAL PRIMARY RETURNS
DEMOCRATIC PRIMARY - ALL OTHER VOTES CAST IN THE DEMOCRATIC PRIMARY

THIS VARIABLE INCLUDES VOTES FOR OTHER CANDIDATES, VOTES FOR
WRITE-INS, VOTES FOR "NONE OF THE NAMES SHOWN", VOTES FOR "UNCOMMITTED", VOTES FOR "NO PREFERENCE", AND RESIDUAL VOTES REPORTED IN SOURCE AS "SCATTERED".

9999999. NA; INAP., NO PRIMARY IN STATE (EXCEPT MICHIGAN. MICHIGAN'S PRIMARY WAS PRECEDED BY A CAUCUS WHICH SELECTED DELEGATES MAKING, THE PRIMARY MOOT. THE MAJOR CANDIDATE NAMES DID NOT EVEN ApPEAR ON THE BALLOT).

=======================================
VAR 805128  NAME-80PRESPRIM:ALL DEM VT
COLUMNS 2888 - 2894
NUMERIC
MD=0 OR GE  9999999

- 1980 STATE LEVEL PRESIDENTIAL PRIMARY RETURNS -
DEMOCRATIC PRIMARY - VOTES FOR ALL DEMOCRATIC CANDIDATES

ACTUAL NUMBER OF VOTES WAS CODED

9999999. NA; INAP., NO PRIMARY IN STATE (EXCEPT MICHIGAN. MICHIGAN'S PRIMARY WAS PRECEDED BY A CAUCUS WHICH SELECTED DELEGATES MAKING, THE PRIMARY MOOT. THE MAJOR CANDIDATE NAMES DID NOT EVEN APPEAR ON THE BALLOT).

=======================================
VAR 805129  NAME-80PRESPRIM:ANDERSON VOTE
COLUMNS 2895 - 2901
NUMERIC
MD=0 OR GE  9999999

- 1980 STATE LEVEL PRESIDENTIAL PRIMARY RETURNS -
REPUBLICAN PRIMARY - VOTES FOR ANDERSON

ACTUAL NUMBER OF VOTES WAS CODED

9999999. NA; INAP., NO PRIMARY IN STATE

=======================================
VAR 805130  NAME-80PRESPRIM:BUSH VOTES
COLUMNS 2902 - 2908
NUMERIC
MD=0 OR GE  9999999

- 1980 STATE LEVEL PRESIDENTIAL PRIMARY RETURNS -
REPUBLICAN PRIMARY - VOTES FOR BUSH

ACTUAL NUMBER OF VOTES WAS CODED

9999999. NA; INAP., NO PRIMARY IN STATE

=======================================
VAR 805131  NAME-80PRESPRIM:REAGAN VOTES
- 1980 STATE LEVEL PRESIDENTIAL PRIMARY RETURNS - 
  REPUBLICAN PRIMARY - VOTES FOR REAGAN

ACTUAL NUMBER OF VOTES WAS CODED

9999999. NA; INAP., NO PRIMARY IN STATE

-----------------------------
VAR 805132 NAME-80PRESPRIM:OTHR REP VOTE
COLUMNS 2916 - 2922
NUMERIC
MD=0 OR GE 9999999

- 1980 STATE LEVEL PRESIDENTIAL PRIMARY RETURNS - 
  REPUBLICAN PRIMARY - ALL OTHER VOTES CAST IN THE REPUBLICAN PRIMARY

THIS VARIABLE INCLUDES VOTES FOR OTHER CANDIDATES, VOTES FOR WRITE-INS, VOTES FOR "NONE OF THE NAMES SHOWN", VOTES FOR "UNCOMMITTED", VOTES FOR "NO PREFERENCE", AND RESIDUAL VOTES REPORTED IN SOURCE AS "SCATTERED".

9999999. NA; INAP., NO PRIMARY IN STATE

-----------------------------
VAR 805133 NAME-80PRESPRIM:ALL REP VT
COLUMNS 2923 - 2929
NUMERIC
MD=0 OR GE 9999999

- 1980 STATE LEVEL PRESIDENTIAL PRIMARY RETURNS - 
  REPUBLICAN PRIMARY - VOTES FOR ALL REPUBLICAN CANDIDATES

ACTUAL NUMBER OF VOTES WAS CODED

9999999. NA; INAP., NO PRIMARY IN STATE

-----------------------------
VAR 805134 NAME-80SENPRIM:DEM WINNER VOT
COLUMNS 2930 - 2936
NUMERIC
MD=0 OR GE 9999999

- 1980 STATE LEVEL SENATORIAL PRIMARY RETURNS - 
  DEMOCRATIC PRIMARY - VOTES WINNER RECEIVED

RETURNS REPORTED FOR THE FOLLOWING RACES ARE RUN-OFF RETURNS: ALABAMA, FLORIDA AND GEORGIA. LOUISIANA'S PRIMARY IS OPEN. ANY CANDIDATE RECEIVING A MAJORITY IS ELECTED. (IF NO CANDIDATE RECEIVED 50%, A RUN-OFF IS HELD BETWEEN THE
REPORTED HERE ARE VOTES FOR THE WINNER AND FIRST RUNNER-UP, BOTH OF WHOM WERE DEMOCRATS. IN THE "OTHER" CATEGORY ARE REPORTED ALL OTHER VOTES CAST IN THAT PRIMARY FOR SENATORIAL CANDIDATES.

9999999. NA; INAP., NO RACE IN STATE; UNOPPOSED CANDIDATE RUNNING; CANDIDATE SELECTED BY CONVENTION

- 1980 STATE LEVEL SENATORIAL PRIMARY RETURNS - DEMOCRATIC PRIMARY - VOTES FIRST RUNNER-UP RECEIVED

RETURNS REPORTED FOR THE FOLLOWING RACES ARE RUN-OFF RETURNS: ALABAMA, FLORIDA AND GEORGIA. LOUISIANA'S PRIMARY IS OPEN. ANY CANDIDATE RECEIVING A MAJORITY IS ELECTED. (IF NO CANDIDATE RECEIVED 50%, A RUN-OFF IS HELD BETWEEN THE TOP TWO). REPORTED HERE ARE VOTES FOR THE WINNER AND FIRST RUNNER-UP, BOTH OF WHOM WERE DEMOCRATS. IN THE "OTHER" CATEGORY ARE REPORTED ALL OTHER VOTES CAST IN THAT PRIMARY FOR SENATORIAL CANDIDATES.

9999999. NA; INAP., NO RACE IN STATE; UNOPPOSED CANDIDATE RUNNING; CANDIDATE SELECTED BY CONVENTION

- 1980 STATE LEVEL SENATORIAL PRIMARY RETURNS - DEMOCRATIC PRIMARY - VOTES FOR ALL OTHER DEMOCRATIC CANDIDATES FOR SENATE

RETURNS REPORTED FOR THE FOLLOWING RACES ARE RUN-OFF RETURNS: ALABAMA, FLORIDA AND GEORGIA. LOUISIANA'S PRIMARY IS OPEN. ANY CANDIDATE RECEIVING A MAJORITY IS ELECTED. (IF NO CANDIDATE RECEIVED 50%, A RUN-OFF IS HELD BETWEEN THE TOP TWO). REPORTED HERE ARE VOTES FOR THE WINNER AND FIRST RUNNER-UP, BOTH OF WHOM WERE DEMOCRATS. IN THE "OTHER" CATEGORY ARE REPORTED ALL OTHER VOTES CAST IN THAT PRIMARY FOR SENATORIAL CANDIDATES.

9999999. NA; INAP., NO RACE IN STATE; UNOPPOSED CANDIDATE RUNNING; CANDIDATE SELECTED BY CONVENTION

- 1980 STATE LEVEL SENATORIAL PRIMARY RETURNS - DEMOCRATIC PRIMARY - VOTES FOR ALL OTHER DEMOCRATIC CANDIDATES FOR SENATE

RETURNS REPORTED FOR THE FOLLOWING RACES ARE RUN-OFF RETURNS: ALABAMA, FLORIDA AND GEORGIA. LOUISIANA'S PRIMARY IS OPEN. ANY CANDIDATE RECEIVING A MAJORITY IS ELECTED. (IF NO CANDIDATE RECEIVED 50%, A RUN-OFF IS HELD BETWEEN THE TOP TWO). REPORTED HERE ARE VOTES FOR THE WINNER AND FIRST RUNNER-UP, BOTH OF WHOM WERE DEMOCRATS. IN THE "OTHER" CATEGORY ARE REPORTED ALL OTHER VOTES CAST IN THAT PRIMARY FOR SENATORIAL CANDIDATES.
- 1980 STATE LEVEL SENATORIAL PRIMARY RETURNS -
 DEMOCRATIC PRIMARY - VOTES FOR ALL DEMOCRATIC CANDIDATES FOR
 SENATE

RETURNS REPORTED FOR THE FOLLOWING RACES ARE RUN-OFF
RETURNS: ALABAMA, FLORIDA AND GEORGIA. LOUISIANA'S PRIMARY
IS OPEN. ANY CANDIDATE RECEIVING A MAJORITY IS ELECTED.
(IF NO CANDIDATE RECEIVED 50%, A RUN-OFF IS HELD BETWEEN THE
TOP TWO). REPORTED HERE ARE VOTES FOR THE WINNER AND FIRST
RUNNER-UP, BOTH OF WHOM WERE DEMOCRATS. IN THE "OTHER"
CATEGORY ARE REPORTED ALL OTHER VOTES CAST IN THAT PRIMARY
FOR SENATORIAL CANDIDATES.

9999999. NA; INAP., NO RACE IN STATE; UNOPPOSED
CANDIDATE RUNNING; CANDIDATE SELECTED BY
CONVENTION

VAR 805138 NAME-80SENPRIM:REP WINNER VOT
COLUMNS 2958 - 2964
NUMERIC
MD=0 OR GE 9999999

- 1980 STATE LEVEL SENATORIAL PRIMARY RETURNS -
 REPUBLICAN PRIMARY - VOTES WINNER RECEIVED

RETURNS REPORTED FOR FLORIDA ARE RUN-OFF RETURNS.

9999999. NA; INAP., NO RACE IN STATE; UNOPPOSED
CANDIDATE RUNNING; CANDIDATE SELECTED BY
CONVENTION

VAR 805139 NAME-80SENPRIM:REP RUN-UP VOT
COLUMNS 2965 - 2971
NUMERIC
MD=0 OR GE 9999999

- 1980 STATE LEVEL SENATORIAL PRIMARY RETURNS -
 REPUBLICAN PRIMARY - VOTES FIRST RUNNER-UP RECEIVED

RETURNS REPORTED FOR FLORIDA ARE RUN-OFF RETURNS.

9999999. NA; INAP., NO RACE IN STATE; UNOPPOSED
CANDIDATE RUNNING; CANDIDATE SELECTED BY
CONVENTION

VAR 805140 NAME-80SENPRIM:OTHR REP VOTES
COLUMNS 2972 - 2978
NUMERIC
MD=0 OR GE 9999999
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- 1980 STATE LEVEL SENATORIAL PRIMARY RETURNS -
REPUBLICAN PRIMARY - VOTES FOR ALL OTHER REPUBLICAN CANDIDATES FOR SENATE
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------

RETURNS REPORTED FOR FLORIDA ARE RUN-OFF RETURNS.

9999999. NA; INAP., NO RACE IN STATE; UNOPPOSED CANDIDATE RUNNING; CANDIDATE SELECTED BY CONVENTION

--------------------
VAR 805141       NAME-80SENPRIM:ALL REP VOTES
COLUMNS 2979 - 2985
NUMERIC
MD=0 OR GE  9999999

- 1980 STATE LEVEL SENATORIAL PRIMARY RETURNS -
REPUBLICAN PRIMARY - VOTES FOR ALL REPUBLICAN CANDIDATES FOR SENATE
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------

RETURNS REPORTED FOR FLORIDA ARE RUN-OFF RETURNS.

9999999. NA; INAP., NO RACE IN STATE. UNOPPOSED CANDIDATE RUNNING, AND CANDIDATE SELECTED BY CONVENTION

--------------------
VAR 805142       NAME-80CONGPRIM:DEM WINNER VT
COLUMNS 2986 - 2992
NUMERIC
MD=0 OR GE  9999999

1980 CONGRESSIONAL DISTRICT LEVEL CONGRESSIONAL PRIMARY
RETURNS - DEMOCRATIC PRIMARY - VOTES WINNER RECEIVED
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------

ACTUAL NUMBER OF VOTES WAS CODED.

9999999. NA; INAP., NO PRIMARY; NO CANDIDATE; UNOPPOSED CANDIDATE.

--------------------
VAR 805143       NAME-80CONGPRIM:DEM RUN-UP VT
COLUMNS 2993 - 2999
NUMERIC
MD=0 OR GE  9999999

1980 CONGRESSIONAL DISTRICT LEVEL CONGRESSIONAL PRIMARY
RETURNS - DEMOCRATIC PRIMARY - VOTES FIRST RUNNER-UP RECEIVED
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------

ACTUAL NUMBER OF VOTES WAS CODED.

9999999. NA; INAP., NO PRIMARY; NO CANDIDATE; UNOPPOSED CANDIDATE.
1980 CONGRESSIONAL DISTRICT LEVEL CONGRESSIONAL PRIMARY
RETURNS - DEMOCRATIC PRIMARY - VOTES FOR ALL OTHER
DEMOCRATIC CANDIDATES FOR HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES

ACTUAL NUMBER OF VOTES WAS CODED

9999999. NA; INAP., NO PRIMARY; NO CANDIDATE; UNOPPOSED
CANDIDATE.

1980 CONGRESSIONAL DISTRICT LEVEL CONGRESSIONAL PRIMARY
RETURNS - REPUBLICAN PRIMARY - VOTES WINNER RECEIVED

RETURNS REPORTED FOR THE FOLLOWING RACES ARE RUN-OFF
RETURNS: FLORIDA (05) AND TEXAS (10).

9999999. NA; INAP., NO PRIMARY; NO CANDIDATE; UNOPPOSED
CANDIDATE

1980 CONGRESSIONAL DISTRICT LEVEL CONGRESSIONAL PRIMARY
RETURNS - REPUBLICAN PRIMARY - VOTES FIRST RUNNER-UP
RECEIVED
RETURNS REPORTED FOR THE FOLLOWING RACES ARE RUN-OFF
RETURNS: FLORIDA (05) AND TEXAS (10).

9999999. NA; INAP., NO PRIMARY; NO CANDIDATE; UNOPPOSED
CANDIDATE.

-------------------------------
VAR 805148 NAME-80CONGPRIM:OTHR REP VOTE
COLUMNS 3028 - 3034
NUMERIC
MD=0 OR GE 9999999

1980 CONGRESSIONAL DISTRICT LEVEL CONGRESSIONAL PRIMARY
RETURNS - REPUBLICAN PRIMARY - VOTES FOR ALL OTHER
REPUBLICAN CANDIDATES FOR THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES

-------------------------------
RETURNS REPORTED FOR THE FOLLOWING RACES ARE RUN-OFF
RETURNS: FLORIDA (05), AND TEXAS (10).

9999999. NA; INAP., NO PRIMARY; NO CANDIDATE; UNOPPOSED
CANDIDATE

-------------------------------
VAR 805149 NAME-80CONGPRIM:ALL REP VOTES
COLUMNS 3035 - 3041
NUMERIC
MD=0 OR GE 9999999

1980 CONGRESSIONAL DISTRICT LEVEL CONGRESSIONAL PRIMARY
RETURNS - REPUBLICAN PRIMARY - VOTES FOR ALL REPUBLICAN
CANDIDATES FOR THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES

-------------------------------
RETURNS REPORTED FOR THE FOLLOWING RACES ARE RUN-OFF
RETURNS: FLORIDA (05), AND TEXAS (10).

9999999. NA; INAP., NO PRIMARY; NO CANDIDATE; UNOPPOSED
CANDIDATE

-------------------------------
VAR 805150 NAME-DEM. PRESID. VOTE-STATE
COLUMNS 3042 - 3048
NUMERIC
MD=GE 9999999

**1980 GENERAL ELECTION RETURNS**

1980 STATE LEVEL DEMOCRATIC PRESIDENTIAL VOTE

ACTUAL NUMBER OF VOTES WAS CODED.

9999999. NA; INAP., NO RACE

-------------------------------
VAR 805151 NAME-REP. PRESID. VOTE-STATE
COLUMNS 3049 - 3055
NUMERIC
1980 STATE LEVEL REPUBLICAN PRESIDENTIAL VOTE
---------------------------------------------
ACTUAL NUMBER OF VOTES WAS CODED.

9999999. NA; INAP., NO RACE

-----------------------------
VAR 805152 NAME-ANDRS. PRESID. VOTE-STAT
COLUMNS 3056 - 3061
NUMERIC
MD=GE 9999999

1980 STATE LEVEL ANDERSON PRESIDENTIAL VOTE
---------------------------------------------
ACTUAL NUMBER OF VOTES WAS CODED.

9999999. NA; INAP., NO RACE

-----------------------------
VAR 805153 NAME-OTHER PRESID. VOTE-STATE
COLUMNS 3062 - 3067
NUMERIC
MD=GE 9999999

1980 STATE LEVEL OTHER PRESIDENTIAL VOTE
----------------------------------------
THIS VARIABLE REPRESENTS THE COMBINED TOTAL OF ALL MINOR
PARTY VOTES.

ACTUAL NUMBER OF VOTES WAS CODED.

9999999. NA; INAP., NO RACE

-----------------------------
VAR 805154 NAME-TOTAL PRESID. VOTE-STATE
COLUMNS 3068 - 3074
NUMERIC
MD=GE 9999999

1980 STATE LEVEL TOTAL PRESIDENTIAL VOTE
----------------------------------------
THIS VARIABLE WAS CALCULATED AS THE DEMOCRATIC VOTE +
REPUBLICAN VOTE + OTHER VOTE.

ACTUAL NUMBER OF VOTES WAS CODED.

9999999. NA; INAP., NO RACE

-----------------------------
VAR 805155 NAME-DEM. SENAT. VOTE-STATE
COLUMNS 3075 - 3081
NUMERIC
MD=GE 9999999
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1980 STATE LEVEL DEMOCRATIC SENATORIAL VOTE

ACTUAL NUMBER OF VOTES WAS CODED.

9999999. NA; INAP., NO RACE

VAR 805156 NAME-REP. SENAT. VOTE-STATE
COLUMNS 3082 - 3088
NUMERIC
MD=GE 9999999

1980 STATE LEVEL REPUBLICAN SENATORIAL VOTE

ACTUAL NUMBER OF VOTES WAS CODED.

9999999. NA; INAP., NO RACE

VAR 805157 NAME-OTHR SENAT. VOTE-STATE
COLUMNS 3089 - 3095
NUMERIC
MD=GE 9999999

1980 STATE LEVEL OTHER SENATORIAL VOTE

THIS VARIABLE REPRESENTS THE COMBINED TOTAL OF ALL MINOR PARTY VOTES.

ACTUAL NUMBER OF VOTES WAS CODED.

9999999. NA; INAP., NO RACE

VAR 805158 NAME-TOTL SENAT. VOTE-STATE
COLUMNS 3096 - 3102
NUMERIC
MD=GE 9999999

1980 STATE LEVEL TOTAL SENATORIAL VOTE

THIS VARIABLE WAS CALCULATED AS THE DEMOCRATIC VOTE + REPUBLICAN VOTE + OTHER VOTE.

ACTUAL NUMBER OF VOTES WAS CODED.

9999999. NA; INAP., NO RACE

VAR 805159 NAME-DEM. GOV. VOTE-STATE
COLUMNS 3103 - 3109
NUMERIC
MD=GE 9999999
1980 STATE LEVEL DEMOCRATIC GUBERNATORIAL VOTE
----------------------------------------------
ACTUAL NUMBER OF VOTES WAS CODED.

9999999. NA; INAP., NO RACE

VAR 805160  NAME-REP. GOV. VOTE-STATE
COLUMNS 3110 - 3116
NUMERIC
MD=GE  9999999

1980 STATE LEVEL REPUBLICAN GUBERNATORIAL VOTE
----------------------------------------------
ACTUAL NUMBER OF VOTES WAS CODED.

9999999. NA; INAP., NO RACE

VAR 805161  NAME-OTHER GOV. VOTE-STATE
COLUMNS 3117 - 3123
NUMERIC
MD=GE  9999999

1980 STATE LEVEL OTHER GUBERNATORIAL VOTE
-----------------------------------------
THIS VARIABLE REPRESENTS THE COMBINED TOTAL OF ALL MINOR
PARTY VOTES.

ACTUAL NUMBER OF VOTES WAS CODED.

9999999. NA; INAP., NO RACE

VAR 805162  NAME-TOTL GOV. VOTE-STATE
COLUMNS 3124 - 3130
NUMERIC
MD=GE  9999999

1980 STATE LEVEL TOTAL GUBERNATORIAL VOTE
-----------------------------------------
THIS VARIABLE WAS CALCULATED AS THE DEMOCRATIC VOTE +
REPUBLICAN VOTE + OTHER VOTE.

ACTUAL NUMBER OF VOTES WAS CODED.

9999999. NA; INAP., NO RACE

VAR 805163  NAME-80PRESELEC:CD:CARTER VOT
COLUMNS 3131 - 3136
NUMERIC
NO MISSING DATA CODES

1980 CONGRESSIONAL DISTRICT LEVEL PRESIDENTIAL VOTE FOR
ACTUAL NUMBER OF VOTES WAS CODED

-----------------------------
VAR 805164  NAME=80PRESELEC:CD:REAGAN VOT
COLUMNS 3137 - 3142
NUMERIC
NO MISSING DATA CODES

1980 CONGRESSIONAL DISTRICT LEVEL PRESIDENTIAL VOTE FOR
REPUBLICAN PARTY CANDIDATE - REAGAN

-----------------------------
ACTUAL NUMBER OF VOTES WAS CODED

-----------------------------
VAR 805165  NAME=80PRESELEC:CD:ANDRSN VOT
COLUMNS 3143 - 3147
NUMERIC
NO MISSING DATA CODES

1980 CONGRESSIONAL DISTRICT LEVEL PRESIDENTIAL VOTE FOR
INDEPENDENT PARTY CANDIDATE - ANDERSON

-----------------------------
ACTUAL NUMBER OF VOTES WAS CODED

-----------------------------
VAR 805166  NAME=80PRESELEC:CD:OTHER VOTE
COLUMNS 3148 - 3152
NUMERIC
MD=0

1980 CONGRESSIONAL DISTRICT LEVEL PRESIDENTIAL VOTE FOR
OTHER CANDIDATES - EXTRAPOLATED

THIS VARIABLE WAS CALCULATED BY SUBTRACTING THE COMBINED
VOTES OF THE DEMOCRATIC, REPUBLICAN AND INDEPENDENT
CANDIDATES FROM THE EXTRAPOLATED TOTAL VOTES CAST IN THE
FOLLOWING VARIABLE.

-----------------------------
VAR 805167  NAME=80PRESELEC:CD:TOTAL VOTE
COLUMNS 3153 - 3158
NUMERIC
NO MISSING DATA CODES

1980 CONGRESSIONAL DISTRICT LEVEL PRESIDENTIAL VOTE FOR ALL
CANDIDATES (TOTAL VOTES CAST) - EXTRAPOLATED

THIS VARIABLE WAS CALCULATED BY ADDING THE DEMOCRATIC,
REPUBLICAN AND INDEPENDENT VOTES AND DIVIDING THIS FIGURE BY
THE PERCENT OF TOTAL VOTES FOR THE DEMOCRATIC, REPUBLICAN
AND INDEPENDENT CANDIDATES.
1980 CONGRESSIONAL DISTRICT LEVEL DEMOCRATIC CONGRESSIONAL REPRESENTATIVE VOTE
----------------------------------------------------------
ACTUAL NUMBER OF VOTES WAS CODED.
0000000. NO DEMOCRATIC CANDIDATE
9999999. NA; INAP., NO RACE

1980 CONGRESSIONAL DISTRICT LEVEL REPUBLICAN CONGRESSIONAL REPRESENTATIVE VOTE
----------------------------------------------------------
ACTUAL NUMBER OF VOTES WAS CODED.
0000000. NO REPUBLICAN CANDIDATE
9999999. NA; INAP., NO RACE

1980 CONGRESSIONAL DISTRICT LEVEL OTHER CONGRESSIONAL REPRESENTATIVE VOTE
----------------------------------------------------------
THIS VARIABLE REPRESENTS THE COMBINED TOTAL OF ALL MINOR PARTY VOTES.
ACTUAL NUMBER OF VOTES WAS CODED.
9999999. NA; INAP., NO RACE

1980 CONGRESSIONAL DISTRICT LEVEL TOTAL CONGRESSIONAL REPRESENTATIVE VOTE
----------------------------------------------------------
THIS VARIABLE WAS CALCULATED AS THE DEMOCRATIC VOTE + REPUBLICAN VOTE + OTHER VOTE.

ACTUAL NUMBER OF VOTES WAS CODED.

9999999. NA; INAP., NO RACE

=================================================================================================

VAR 805172  NAME-DEM. PRES. VOTE-CNTY
COLUMNS 3185 - 3191
NUMERIC
MD=GE  9999999

1980 COUNTY LEVEL DEMOCRATIC PRESIDENTIAL VOTE
----------------------------------------------

ACTUAL NUMBER OF VOTES WAS CODED.

9999999. NA; INAP., NO RACE

=================================================================================================

VAR 805173  NAME-REP. PRES. VOTE-CNTY
COLUMNS 3192 - 3198
NUMERIC
MD=GE  9999999

1980 COUNTY LEVEL REPUBLICAN PRESIDENTIAL VOTE
----------------------------------------------

ACTUAL NUMBER OF VOTES WAS CODED.

9999999. NA; INAP., NO RACE

=================================================================================================

VAR 805174  NAME-ANDRS. PRES. VOTE-CNTY
COLUMNS 3199 - 3204
NUMERIC
MD=GE  9999999

1980 COUNTY LEVEL ANDERSON PRESIDENTIAL VOTE
--------------------------------------------

ACTUAL NUMBER OF VOTES WAS CODED.

9999999. NA; INAP., NO RACE

=================================================================================================

VAR 805175  NAME-OTHR PRES. VOTE-CNTY
COLUMNS 3205 - 3209
NUMERIC
MD=GE  9999999

1980 COUNTY LEVEL OTHER PRESIDENTIAL VOTE
-----------------------------------------

THIS VARIABLE REPRESENTS THE COMBINED TOTAL OF ALL MINOR PARTY VOTES.

ACTUAL NUMBER OF VOTES WAS CODED.
VAR 805176    NAME-TOTL PRES. VOTE-CNTY
COLUMNS 3210 - 3216
NUMERIC
MD=GE  9999999

1980 COUNTY LEVEL TOTAL PRESIDENTIAL VOTE
-----------------------------------------
THIS VARIABLE WAS CALCULATED AS THE DEMOCRATIC VOTE +
REPUBLICAN VOTE + OTHER VOTE.
ACTUAL NUMBER OF VOTES WAS CODED.

9999999. NA; INAP., NO RACE

VAR 805177    NAME-DEM. SENAT. VOTE-CNTY
COLUMNS 3217 - 3223
NUMERIC
MD=GE  9999999

1980 COUNTY LEVEL DEMOCRATIC SENATORIAL VOTE
--------------------------------------------
ACTUAL NUMBER OF VOTES WAS CODED.

9999999. NA; INAP., NO RACE

VAR 805178    NAME-REP. SENAT. VOTE-CNTY
COLUMNS 3224 - 3230
NUMERIC
MD=GE  9999999

1980 COUNTY LEVEL REPUBLICAN SENATORIAL VOTE
--------------------------------------------
ACTUAL NUMBER OF VOTES WAS CODED.

9999999. NA; INAP., NO RACE

VAR 805179    NAME-OTHR SENAT. VOTE-CNTY
COLUMNS 3231 - 3237
NUMERIC
MD=GE  9999999

1980 COUNTY LEVEL OTHER SENATORIAL VOTE
--------------------------------------
THIS VARIABLE REPRESENTS THE COMBINED TOTAL OF ALL MINOR
PARTY VOTES.
ACTUAL NUMBER OF VOTES WAS CODED.
1980 COUNTY LEVEL TOTAL SENATORIAL VOTE
---------------------------------------

THIS VARIABLE WAS CALCULATED AS THE DEMOCRATIC VOTE +
REPUBLICAN VOTE + OTHER VOTE.

ACTUAL NUMBER OF VOTES WAS CODED.

1980 COUNTY LEVEL DEMOCRATIC GUBERNATORIAL VOTE
-----------------------------------------------

ACTUAL NUMBER OF VOTES WAS CODED.

1980 COUNTY LEVEL REPUBLICAN GUBERNATORIAL VOTE
-----------------------------------------------

ACTUAL NUMBER OF VOTES WAS CODED.

1980 COUNTY LEVEL OTHER GUBERNATORIAL VOTE
------------------------------------------

THIS VARIABLE REPRESENTS THE COMBINED TOTAL OF ALL MINOR
PARTY VOTES.

ACTUAL NUMBER OF VOTES WAS CODED.
**VAR 805184**   NAME-TOTL GOV. VOTE-CNTY
COLUMNS 3266 - 3272
NUMERIC
MD=GE   9999999

1980 COUNTY LEVEL TOTAL GUBERNATORIAL VOTE
------------------------------------------

THIS VARIABLE WAS CALCULATED AS THE DEMOCRATIC VOTE +
REPUBLICAN VOTE + OTHER VOTE.

ACTUAL NUMBER OF VOTES WAS CODED.

9999999. NA; INAP., NO RACE

**VAR 805185**   NAME-DEM. CONG. VOTE-CNTY
COLUMNS 3273 - 3279
NUMERIC
MD=GE   9999999

1980 COUNTY LEVEL DEMOCRATIC CONGRESSIONAL REPRESENTATIVES
VOTE
----------------------------------------------------------

ACTUAL NUMBER OF VOTES WAS CODED.

0000000. NO DEMOCRATIC CANDIDATE

9999999. NA; INAP., NO RACE

**VAR 805186**   NAME-REP. CONG. VOTE-CNTY
COLUMNS 3280 - 3286
NUMERIC
MD=GE   9999999

1980 COUNTY LEVEL REPUBLICAN CONGRESSIONAL REPRESENTATIVES
VOTE
----------------------------------------------------------

ACTUAL NUMBER OF VOTES WAS CODED.

0000000. NO REPUBLICAN CANDIDATE

9999999. NA; INAP., NO RACE

**VAR 805187**   NAME-OTHR CONG. VOTE-CNTY
COLUMNS 3287 - 3293
NUMERIC
MD=GE   9999999

1980 COUNTY LEVEL OTHER CONGRESSIONAL REPRESENTATIVES VOTE
----------------------------------------------------------

THIS VARIABLE REPRESENTS THE COMBINED TOTAL OF ALL MINOR
PARTY VOTES.

ACTUAL NUMBER OF VOTES WAS CODED.

9999999. NA; INAP., NO RACE

VAR 805188 NAME-TOTL CONG. VOTE-CNTY
COLUMNS 3294 - 3300
NUMERIC
MD=GE 9999999

1980 COUNTY LEVEL TOTAL CONGRESSIONAL REPRESENTATIVES VOTE

THIS VARIABLE WAS CALCULATED AS THE DEMOCRATIC VOTE +
REPUBLICAN VOTE + OTHER VOTE.

ACTUAL NUMBER OF VOTES WAS CODED.

9999999. NA; INAP., NO RACE

VAR 805189 NAME-80FEC:DEM CAND WON/LOST
COLUMNS 3301 - 3301
NUMERIC
MD=GE 9

**1980 FEC DATA FOR CONGRESSIONAL CANDIDATES**

WHETHER THE DEMOCRATIC CONGRESSIONAL CANDIDATE WON OR LOST
THE ELECTION

1. WIN
5. LOSE
9. INAP., NO DEMOCRATIC CANDIDATE

VAR 805190 NAME-80FEC:DEM NET RECEIPTS
COLUMNS 3302 - 3307
NUMERIC
MD=GE 9999998

NET RECEIPTS OF THE DEMOCRATIC CONGRESSIONAL CANDIDATE AND
ALL COMMITTEES AUTHORIZED BY HIM/HER FOR THE 1980 DEMOCRATIC
CONGRESSIONAL CAMPAIGN AS FILED WITH THE FEDERAL ELECTION
COMMISSION (FEC).

IF THERE WAS A DEMOCRATIC CANDIDATE BUT NO FIGURES WERE
REPORTED TO THE FEC, THE VARIABLE WAS ASSIGNED A VALUE OF
999998. IF THERE WAS NO DEMOCRATIC CANDIDATE, THE VARIABLE
WAS ASSIGNED A VALUE OF 999999.

999998. NO REPORT FILED
999999. INAP., NO DEMOCRATIC CANDIDATE
VAR 805191
NAME-80FEC:DEM NET EXPENDITRE
COLUMNS 3308 - 3313
NUMERIC
MD=GE  999998

NET EXPENDITURES OF THE DEMOCRATIC CONGRESSIONAL CANDIDATE
AND ALL COMMITTEES AUTHORIZED BY HIM/HER FOR THE 1980
DEMOCRATIC CONGRESSIONAL CAMPAIGN AS FILED WITH FEC.

IF THERE WAS A DEMOCRATIC CANDIDATE BUT NO FIGURES WERE
REPORTED TO THE FEC, THE VARIABLE WAS ASSIGNED A VALUE OF
999998. IF THERE WAS NO DEMOCRATIC CANDIDATE, THE VARIABLE
WAS ASSIGNED A VALUE OF 999999.

999998. NO REPORT FILED
999999. INAP., NO DEMOCRATIC CANDIDATE

-----------------------------

VAR 805192
NAME-80FEC:DEM MJR PTY CONTRB
COLUMNS 3314 - 3318
NUMERIC
MD=GE  99998

MAJOR PARTY CONTRIBUTIONS TO THE 1980 DEMOCRATIC
CONGRESSIONAL CANDIDATE'S CAMPAIGN AS FILED WITH FEC.

THIS FIGURE REPRESENTS CONTRIBUTIONS (DONATIONS OF MONEY OR
IN-KIND CONTRIBUTIONS OF SERVICES, GOODS, OR PROPERTY) TO
THE DEMOCRATIC CANDIDATE BY NATIONAL, STATE, OR LOCAL
DEMOCRATIC PARTY POLITICAL COMMITTEES. IF THERE WAS A
DEMOCRATIC CANDIDATE BUT NO FIGURES WERE REPORTED TO THE
FEC, THE VARIABLE WAS ASSIGNED A VALUE OF 99998. IF THERE
WAS NO DEMOCRATIC CANDIDATE, THE VARIABLE WAS ASSIGNED A
VALUE OF 99999.

99998. NO REPORT FILED
99999. INAP., NO DEMOCRATIC CANDIDATE

-----------------------------

VAR 805193
NAME-80FEC:DEM MJR PTY EXPEND
COLUMNS 3319 - 3323
NUMERIC
MD=GE  99998

MAJOR PARTY EXPENDITURES FOR THE 1980 DEMOCRATIC
CONGRESSIONAL CANDIDATE'S CAMPAIGN AS FILED WITH FEC.

THIS FIGURE REPRESENTS THE EXPENDITURES ON BEHALF OF THE
DEMOCRATIC CANDIDATE BY NATIONAL, STATE, OR LOCAL DEMOCRATIC
PARTY POLITICAL COMMITTEES. IF THERE WAS A DEMOCRATIC
CANDIDATE BUT NO FIGURES WERE REPORTED TO THE FEC, THE
VARIABLE WAS ASSIGNED A VALUE OF 99998. IF THERE WAS NO
DEMOCRATIC CANDIDATE, THE VARIABLE WAS ASSIGNED A VALUE OF
99999.

99998. NO REPORT FILED
WHETHER THE 1980 DEMOCRATIC CANDIDATE FOR CONGRESS WAS AN INCUMBENT, A CHALLENGER, OR WHETHER THE RACE WAS AN OPEN SEAT.

1. INCUMBENT
2. CHALLENGER
3. OPEN SEAT
9. INAP., NO DEMOCRATIC CANDIDATE

WHETHER THE REPUBLICAN CONGRESSIONAL CANDIDATE WON OR LOST THE ELECTION

1. WIN
5. LOSE
9. INAP., NO REPUBLICAN CANDIDATE


999998. NO REPORT FILED
999999. INAP., NO REPUBLICAN CANDIDATE

NET EXPENDITURES OF THE REPUBLICAN CONGRESSIONAL CANDIDATE
AND ALL COMMITTEES AUTHORIZED BY HIM/HER FOR THE 1980 REPUBLICAN CONGRESSIONAL CAMPAIGN AS FILED WITH FEC.


999998. NO REPORT FILED
999999. INAP., NO REPUBLICAN CANDIDATE

VAR 805198 NAME-80FEC:REP MJR PTY CONTRB
COLUMNS 3338 - 3342
NUMERIC
MD=GE 99998

MAJOR PARTY CONTRIBUTIONS TO THE 1980 REPUBLICAN CONGRESSIONAL CANDIDATE’S CAMPAIGN AS FILED WITH FEC.

THIS FIGURE REPRESENTS CONTRIBUTIONS (DONATIONS OF MONEY OR IN-KIND CONTRIBUTIONS OF SERVICES, GOODS, OR PROPERTY) TO THE REPUBLICAN CANDIDATE BY NATIONAL, STATE, OR LOCAL REPUBLICAN PARTY POLITICAL COMMITTEES. IF THERE WAS A REPUBLICAN CANDIDATE BUT NO FIGURES WERE REPORTED TO THE FEC, THE VARIABLE WAS ASSIGNED A VALUE OF 99998. IF THERE WAS NO REPUBLICAN CANDIDATE, THE VARIABLE WAS ASSIGNED A VALUE OF 99999.

99998. NO REPORT FILED
99999. INAP., NO REPUBLICAN CANDIDATE

VAR 805199 NAME-80FEC:REP MJR PTY EXPEND
COLUMNS 3343 - 3347
NUMERIC
MD=GE 99998

MAJOR PARTY EXPENDITURES FOR THE 1980 REPUBLICAN CONGRESSIONAL CANDIDATE’S CAMPAIGN AS FILED WITH FEC.


99998. NO REPORT FILED
99999. INAP., NO REPUBLICAN CANDIDATE

VAR 805200 NAME-80FEC:REP INC/CHALG/OPEN
COLUMNS 3348 - 3348
NUMERIC
WHETHER THE 1980 REPUBLICAN CANDIDATE FOR CONGRESS WAS AN INCUMBENT, A CHALLENGER, OR WHETHER THE RACE WAS AN OPEN SEAT.

1. INCUMBENT
2. CHALLENGER
3. OPEN SEAT
9. INAP., NO REPUBLICAN CANDIDATE

VAR 805201 NAME-80FEC:MINOR CAND WON/LST
COLUMNS 3349 - 3349
NUMERIC
MD=GE 9

WHETHER THE MINOR PARTY CONGRESSIONAL CANDIDATE WON OR LOST THE ELECTION

1. WIN
5. LOSE
9. INAP., NO MINOR PARTY CANDIDATE

VAR 805202 NAME-80FEC:MINOR PTY NET RECP
COLUMNS 3350 - 3355
NUMERIC
MD=GE 999998


IF THERE WAS AN MINOR PARTY CANDIDATE BUT NO FIGURES WERE REPORTED TO THE FEC, THE VARIABLE WAS ASSIGNED A VALUE OF 999998. IF THERE WAS NO MINOR PARTY CANDIDATE, THE VARIABLE WAS ASSIGNED A VALUE OF 999999.

999998. NO REPORT FILED
999999. INAP., NO MINOR PARTY CANDIDATE

VAR 805203 NAME-80FEC:MINOR PTY NET EXD
COLUMNS 3356 - 3361
NUMERIC
MD=GE 999998

NET EXPENDITURES OF THE MINOR PARTY CONGRESSIONAL CANDIDATE AND ALL COMMITTEES AUTHORIZED BY HIM/HER FOR THE 1980 MINOR PARTY CONGRESSIONAL CAMPAIGN AS FILED WITH FEC.

IF THERE WAS AN MINOR PARTY CANDIDATE BUT NO FIGURES WERE REPORTED TO THE FEC, THE VARIABLE WAS ASSIGNED A VALUE OF 999998. IF THERE WAS NO MINOR PARTY CANDIDATE, THE VARIABLE WAS ASSIGNED A VALUE OF 999999.

999998. NO REPORT FILED
999999. INAP., NO MINOR PARTY CANDIDATE

999998. NO REPORT FILED
999999. INAP., NO MINOR PARTY CANDIDATE AS FILED WITH FEC.

-----------------------------
VAR 805204 NAME-80FEC:MINOR INC/CHAL/OPN
COLUMNS 3362 - 3362
NUMERIC
MD=GE 9

WHETHER THE 1980 MINOR PARTY CANDIDATE FOR CONGRESS WAS AN INCUMBENT, A CHALLENGER, OR WHETHER THE RACE WAS AN OPEN SEAT.

--------------------------------------
1. INCUMBENT
2. CHALLENGER
3. OPEN SEAT
9. INAP., NO INDEPENDENT CANDIDATE

-----------------------------
VAR 805205 NAME-80AMER FOR DEM ACTION
COLUMNS 3363 - 3364
NUMERIC
MD=0

**INTEREST GROUP RATINGS OF INCUMBENT CONGRESSMEN**

CONGRESSIONAL INCUMBENT'S L980 AMERICANS FOR DEMOCRATIC ACTION RATING

--------------------------------------
ADA IS AN ORGANIZATION THAT IS LIBERAL IN ORIENTATION. IT'S RATINGS ARE BASED ON ECONOMIC, SOCIAL, AND INTERNATIONAL ISSUES.

RATING INDEX IS MEASURED BY THE NUMBER OF "CORRECT" ROLL CALL VOTES DIVIDED BY THE NUMBER OF ROLL CALLS. FAILURE TO VOTE IS CONSIDERED AN "INCORRECT" VOTE.

ALL SCORES ARE FOR INCUMBENTS REGARDLESS OF WHETHER THEY SOUGHT RE-ELECTION OR WERE DEFEATED IN THEIR BID FOR RE-ELECTION.

FOR DISTRICT LA03 (PRIMARY AREA CODE 051), SCORES ARE THOSE FOR REP. W. J. TAUZIN WHO WAS SWORN IN MAY 22, L980, TO SUCCEED REP. DAVID C. TREEN WHO RESIGNED MARCH 10, 1980.

FOR DISTRICT PA11 (PRIMARY AREA CODE 025), SCORES ARE THOSE FOR REP. RAPHAEL MUSTO WHO WAS SWORN IN APRIL 15, 1980, TO SUCCEED REP. DANIEL FLOOD WHO RESIGNED JANUARY 31, 1980.

FOR DISTRICT WV03 (PRIMARY AREA CODE 027), SCORES ARE THOSE FOR REP. JOHN G. HUTCHINSON WHO WAS SWORN IN JUNE 10, 1980,
TO SUCCEED REP. JOHN M. SLACK WHO DIED MARCH 17, 1980.

01. RATING OF 0 OR 1

99. RATING OF 99 OR 100

00. INAP., NO RATING PROVIDED

VAR 805206    NAME-79AMER FOR DEM ACTION
COLUMNS 3365 - 3366
NUMERIC
MD=0

CONGRESSIONAL INCUMBENT'S L979 AMERICANS FOR DEMOCRATIC ACTION RATING

ADA IS AN ORGANIZATION THAT IS LIBERAL IN ORIENTATION. IT'S RATINGS ARE BASED ON ECONOMIC, SOCIAL, AND INTERNATIONAL ISSUES.

RATING INDEX IS MEASURED BY THE NUMBER OF "CORRECT" ROLL CALL VOTES DIVIDED BY THE NUMBER OF ROLL CALLS. FAILURE TO VOTE IS CONSIDERED AN "INCORRECT" VOTE.

ALL SCORES ARE FOR INCUMBENTS REGARDLESS OF WHETHER THEY SOUGHT RE-ELECTION OR WERE DEFEATED IN THEIR BID FOR RE-ELECTION.

FOR DISTRICT LA03 (PRIMARY AREA CODE 051), SCORES ARE THOSE FOR REP. W. J. TAUZIN WHO WAS SWORN IN MAY 22, L980, TO SUCCEED REP. DAVID C. TREEN WHO RESIGNED MARCH 10, 1980.

FOR DISTRICT PA11 (PRIMARY AREA CODE 025), SCORES ARE THOSE FOR REP. RAPHAEL MUSTO WHO WAS SWORN IN APRIL 15, 1980, TO SUCCEED REP. DANIEL FLOOD WHO RESIGNED JANUARY 31, 1980.

FOR DISTRICT WV03 (PRIMARY AREA CODE 027), SCORES ARE THOSE FOR REP. JOHN G. HUTCHINSON WHO WAS SWORN IN JUNE 10, 1980, TO SUCCEED REP. JOHN M. SLACK WHO DIED MARCH 17, 1980.

01. RATING OF 0 OR 1

99. RATING OF 99 OR 100

00. INAP., NO RATING PROVIDED

VAR 805207    NAME-80AFL-CIO COPE
COLUMNS 3367 - 3368
NUMERIC
MD=0

CONGRESSIONAL INCUMBENT'S 1980 COMMITTEE ON POLITICAL EDUCATION RATING
COPE’S PARENT GROUP IS THE AFL-CIO. RATINGS BASED ON ECONOMIC ISSUES CONSIDERED IMPORTANT BY ORGANIZED LABOR PLUS A NUMBER OF ENERGY AND SOCIAL- WELFARE RELATED ISSUES.

RATING INDEX IS MEASURED BY THE NUMBER OF "CORRECT" ROLL CALL VOTES DIVIDED BY THE NUMBER OF ROLL CALLS IN WHICH THE CONGRESSMAN ACTUALLY VOTED. SUMMARY SCORES NOT PROVIDED BY THE GROUP.

ALL SCORES ARE FOR INCUMBENTS REGARDLESS OF WHETHER THEY SOUGHT RE-ELECTION OR WERE DEFEATED IN THEIR BID FOR RE-ELECTION.

FOR DISTRICT LA03 (PRIMARY AREA CODE 051), SCORES ARE THOSE FOR REP. W. J. TAUZIN WHO WAS SWORN IN MAY 22, L980, TO SUCCEED REP. DAVID C. TREEN WHO RESIGNED MARCH 10, 1980.

FOR DISTRICT PA11 (PRIMARY AREA CODE 025), SCORES ARE THOSE FOR REP. RAPHAEL MUSTO WHO WAS SWORN IN APRIL 15, 1980, TO SUCCEED REP. DANIEL FLOOD WHO RESIGNED JANUARY 31, 1980.

FOR DISTRICT WV03 (PRIMARY AREA CODE 027), SCORES ARE THOSE FOR REP. JOHN G. HUTCHINSON WHO WAS SWORN IN JUNE 10, 1980, TO SUCCEED REP. JOHN M. SLACK WHO DIED MARCH 17, 1980.

01. RATING OF 0 OR 1

99. RATING OF 99 OR 100
SUCCEED REP. DAVID C. TREEN WHO RESIGNED MARCH 10, 1980.

FOR DISTRICT PA11 (PRIMARY AREA CODE 025), SCORES ARE THOSE FOR REP. RAPHAEL MUSTO WHO WAS SWORN IN APRIL 15, 1980, TO SUCCEED REP. DANIEL FLOOD WHO RESIGNED JANUARY 31, 1980.

FOR DISTRICT WV03 (PRIMARY AREA CODE 027), SCORES ARE THOSE FOR REP. JOHN G. HUTCHINSON WHO WAS SWORN IN JUNE 10, 1980, TO SUCCEED REP. JOHN M. SLACK WHO DIED MARCH 17, 1980.

01. RATING OF 0 OR 1

99. RATING OF 99 OR 100

00. INAP., NO RATING PROVIDED

===============================================

VAR 805209 NAME-80PUBLIC CITIZEN
COLUMNS 3371 - 3372
NUMERIC
MD=0

CONGRESSIONAL INCUMBENT'S 1980 PUBLIC CITIZEN RATING

PUBLIC CITIZEN IS RALPH NADER'S CONSUMER INTEREST ORGANIZATION. RATINGS BASED ON CONSUMER, ENERGY, ENVIRONMENTAL AND TAXATION ISSUES.

RATING INDEX IS MEASURED BY THE NUMBER OF "CORRECT" ROLL CALL VOTES DIVIDED BY THE NUMBER OF ROLL CALLS. FAILURE TO VOTE IS CONSIDERED AN "INCORRECT" VOTE.

ALL SCORES ARE FOR INCUMBENTS REGARDLESS OF WHETHER THEY SOUGHT RE-ELECTION OR WERE DEFEATED IN THEIR BID FOR RE-ELECTION.

FOR DISTRICT LA03 (PRIMARY AREA CODE 051), SCORES ARE THOSE FOR REP. W. J. TAUZIN WHO WAS SWORN IN MAY 22, 1980, TO SUCCEED REP. DAVID C. TREEN WHO RESIGNED MARCH 10, 1980.

FOR DISTRICT PA11 (PRIMARY AREA CODE 025), SCORES ARE THOSE FOR REP. RAPHAEL MUSTO WHO WAS SWORN IN APRIL 15, 1980, TO SUCCEED REP. DANIEL FLOOD WHO RESIGNED JANUARY 31, 1980.

FOR DISTRICT WV03 (PRIMARY AREA CODE 027), SCORES ARE THOSE FOR REP. JOHN G. HUTCHINSON WHO WAS SWORN IN JUNE 10, 1980, TO SUCCEED REP. JOHN M. SLACK WHO DIED MARCH 17, 1980.

01. RATING OF 0 OR 1

99. RATING OF 99 OR 100

===============================================

VAR 805210 NAME-79PUBLIC CITIZEN
CONGRESSIONAL INCUMBENT'S 1979 PUBLIC CITIZEN RATING
----------------------------------------------------

PUBLIC CITIZEN IS RALPH NADER'S CONSUMER INTEREST ORGANIZATION. RATINGS BASED ON CONSUMER, ENERGY, ENVIRONMENTAL AND TAXATION ISSUES.

RATING INDEX IS MEASURED BY THE NUMBER OF "CORRECT" ROLL CALL VOTES DIVIDED BY THE NUMBER OF ROLL CALLS. FAILURE TO VOTE IS CONSIDERED AN "INCORRECT" VOTE.

ALL SCORES ARE FOR INCUMBENTS REGARDLESS OF WHETHER THEY SOUGHT RE-ELECTION OR WERE DEFEATED IN THEIR BID FOR RE-ELECTION.

FOR DISTRICT LA03 (PRIMARY AREA CODE 051), SCORES ARE THOSE FOR REP. W. J. TAUZIN WHO WAS SWORN IN MAY 22, 1980, TO SUCCEED REP. DAVID C. TREEN WHO RESIGNED MARCH 10, 1980.

FOR DISTRICT PA11 (PRIMARY AREA CODE 025), SCORES ARE THOSE FOR REP. RAPHAEL MUSTO WHO WAS SWORN IN APRIL 15, 1980, TO SUCCEED REP. DANIEL FLOOD WHO RESIGNED JANUARY 31, 1980.

FOR DISTRICT WV03 (PRIMARY AREA CODE 027), SCORES ARE THOSE FOR REP. JOHN G. HUTCHINSON WHO WAS SWORN IN JUNE 10, 1980, TO SUCCEED REP. JOHN M. SLACK WHO DIED MARCH 17, 1980.

01. RATING OF 0 OR 1

99. RATING OF 99 OR 100

00. INAP., NO RATING PROVIDED

CONGRESSIONAL INCUMBENT'S 1980 LEAGUE OF CONSERVATION VOTERS RATING
----------------------------------------------------------------------------

RATINGS BASED ON ENVIRONMENTAL AND ENERGY RELATED ISSUES.

RATING INDEX IS MEASURED BY THE NUMBER OF "CORRECT" VOTES DIVIDED BY THE NUMBER OF ROLL CALLS IN WHICH THE CONGRESSMAN ACTUALLY VOTED. THE NUMBER OF "AVOIDABLE" ABSENCES IS THEN SUBTRACTED FROM THIS SCORE TO ARRIVE AT THE FINAL INDEX.

ALL SCORES ARE FOR INCUMBENTS REGARDLESS OF WHETHER THEY SOUGHT RE-ELECTION OR WERE DEFEATED IN THEIR BID FOR RE-ELECTION.
FOR DISTRICT LA03 (PRIMARY AREA CODE 051), SCORES ARE THOSE FOR REP. W. J. TAUZIN WHO WAS SWORN IN MAY 22, L980, TO SUCCEED REP. DAVID C. TREEN WHO RESIGNED MARCH 10, 1980.

FOR DISTRICT PA11 (PRIMARY AREA CODE 025), SCORES ARE THOSE FOR REP. RAPHAEL MUSTO WHO WAS SWORN IN APRIL 15, 1980, TO SUCCEED REP. DANIEL FLOOD WHO RESIGNED JANUARY 31, 1980.

FOR DISTRICT WV03 (PRIMARY AREA CODE 027), SCORES ARE THOSE FOR REP. JOHN G. HUTCHINSON WHO WAS SWORN IN JUNE 10, 1980, TO SUCCEED REP. JOHN M. SLACK WHO DIED MARCH 17, 1980.

01. RATING OF 0 OR 1

99. RATING OF 99 OR 100

CONGRESSIONAL INCUMBENT'S 1979 LEAGUE OF CONSERVATION VOTERS RATING

RATINGS BASED ON ENVIRONMENTAL AND ENERGY RELATED ISSUES.

RATING INDEX IS MEASURED BY THE NUMBER OF "CORRECT" VOTES DIVIDED BY THE NUMBER OF ROLL CALLS IN WHICH THE CONGRESSMAN ACTUALLY VOTED. THE NUMBER OF "AVOIDABLE" ABSENCES IS THEN SUBTRACTED FROM THIS SCORE TO ARRIVE AT THE FINAL INDEX.

ALL SCORES ARE FOR INCUMBENTS REGARDLESS OF WHETHER THEY SOUGHT RE-ELECTION OR WERE DEFEATED IN THEIR BID FOR RE-ELECTION.

FOR DISTRICT LA03 (PRIMARY AREA CODE 051), SCORES ARE THOSE FOR REP. W. J. TAUZIN WHO WAS SWORN IN MAY 22, L980, TO SUCCEED REP. DAVID C. TREEN WHO RESIGNED MARCH 10, 1980.

FOR DISTRICT PA11 (PRIMARY AREA CODE 025), SCORES ARE THOSE FOR REP. RAPHAEL MUSTO WHO WAS SWORN IN APRIL 15, 1980, TO SUCCEED REP. DANIEL FLOOD WHO RESIGNED JANUARY 31, 1980.

FOR DISTRICT WV03 (PRIMARY AREA CODE 027), SCORES ARE THOSE FOR REP. JOHN G. HUTCHINSON WHO WAS SWORN IN JUNE 10, 1980, TO SUCCEED REP. JOHN M. SLACK WHO DIED MARCH 17, 1980.

01. RATING OF 0 OR 1

99. RATING OF 99 OR 100

00. INAP., NO RATING PROVIDED
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CONGRESSIONAL INCUMBENT'S 1980 CONSUMER FEDERATION OF AMERICA RATINGS

CONSIDERED PRO-CONSUMER. RATINGS BASED ON CONSUMER, ECONOMIC AND ENERGY RELATED ISSUES.

RATING INDEX IS MEASURED BY THE NUMBER OF "CORRECT" VOTES DIVIDED BY THE NUMBER OF ROLL CALLS. IF A LEGISLATOR WAS HOSPITALIZED AND FOR THIS REASON UNABLE TO VOTE, THE ABSENCE IS NOT INCLUDED IN THE DENOMINATOR.

ALL SCORES ARE FOR INCUMBENTS REGARDLESS OF WHETHER THEY SOUGHT RE-ELECTION OR WERE DEFEATED IN THEIR BID FOR RE-ELECTION.

FOR DISTRICT LA03 (PRIMARY AREA CODE 051), SCORES ARE THOSE FOR REP. W. J. TAUZIN WHO WAS SWORN IN MAY 22, 1980, TO SUCCEED REP. DAVID C. TREEN WHO RESIGNED MARCH 10, 1980.

FOR DISTRICT PA11 (PRIMARY AREA CODE 025), SCORES ARE THOSE FOR REP. RAPHAËL MUSTO WHO WAS SWORN IN APRIL 15, 1980, TO SUCCEED REP. DANIEL FLOOD WHO RESIGNED JANUARY 31, 1980.

FOR DISTRICT WV03 (PRIMARY AREA CODE 027), SCORES ARE THOSE FOR REP. JOHN G. HUTCHINSON WHO WAS SWORN IN JUNE 10, 1980, TO SUCCEED REP. JOHN M. SLACK WHO DIED MARCH 17, 1980.

01. RATING OF 0 OR 1

99. RATING OF 99 OR 100

CONGRESSIONAL INCUMBENT'S 1979 CONSUMER FEDERATION OF AMERICA RATINGS

CONSIDERED PRO-CONSUMER. RATINGS BASED ON CONSUMER, ECONOMIC AND ENERGY RELATED ISSUES.

RATING INDEX IS MEASURED BY THE NUMBER OF "CORRECT" VOTES DIVIDED BY THE NUMBER OF ROLL CALLS. IF A LEGISLATOR WAS HOSPITALIZED AND FOR THIS REASON UNABLE TO VOTE, THE ABSENCE IS NOT INCLUDED IN THE DENOMINATOR.

ALL SCORES ARE FOR INCUMBENTS REGARDLESS OF WHETHER THEY SOUGHT RE-ELECTION OR WERE DEFEATED IN THEIR BID FOR RE-ELECTION.

FOR DISTRICT LA03 (PRIMARY AREA CODE 051), SCORES ARE THOSE FOR REP. W. J. TAUZIN WHO WAS SWORN IN MAY 22, 1980, TO SUCCEED REP. DAVID C. TREEN WHO RESIGNED MARCH 10, 1980.

FOR DISTRICT PA11 (PRIMARY AREA CODE 025), SCORES ARE THOSE FOR REP. RAPHAËL MUSTO WHO WAS SWORN IN APRIL 15, 1980, TO SUCCEED REP. DANIEL FLOOD WHO RESIGNED JANUARY 31, 1980.

FOR DISTRICT WV03 (PRIMARY AREA CODE 027), SCORES ARE THOSE FOR REP. JOHN G. HUTCHINSON WHO WAS SWORN IN JUNE 10, 1980, TO SUCCEED REP. JOHN M. SLACK WHO DIED MARCH 17, 1980.
RE-ELECTION.

FOR DISTRICT LA03 (PRIMARY AREA CODE 051), SCORES ARE THOSE FOR REP. W. J. TAUZIN WHO WAS SWORN IN MAY 22, 1980, TO SUCCEED REP. DAVID C. TREEN WHO RESIGNED MARCH 10, 1980.

FOR DISTRICT PA11 (PRIMARY AREA CODE 025), SCORES ARE THOSE FOR REP. RAPHAEL MUSTO WHO WAS SWORN IN APRIL 15, 1980, TO SUCCEED REP. DANIEL FLOOD WHO RESIGNED JANUARY 31, 1980.

FOR DISTRICT WV03 (PRIMARY AREA CODE 027), SCORES ARE THOSE FOR REP. JOHN G. HUTCHINSON WHO WAS SWORN IN JUNE 10, 1980, TO SUCCEED REP. JOHN M. SLACK WHO DIED MARCH 17, 1980.

01. RATING OF 0 OR 1

99. RATING OF 99 OR 100

00. INAP., NO RATING PROVIDED

==============================================
VAR 805215 NAME-80NAT SECURITY INDEX
COLUMNS 3383 - 3384
NUMERIC
MD=0

CONGRESSIONAL INCUMBENT'S 1980 NATIONAL SECURITY INDEX RATING

------------------------------------------------------

THIS INDEX IS PUBLISHED BY THE AMERICAN SECURITY COUNCIL WHICH IS SECRETARIAT FOR THE COALITION FOR PEACE THROUGH STRENGTH.

RATING INDEX IS CONSTRUCTED IN THE FOLLOWING MANNER: (1) "SURVEYS" ARE TAKEN OF THE GENERAL PUBLIC AND "OPINION LEADERS" IN ORDER TO DETERMINE "MAJORITY PUBLIC OPINION" ON THE ISSUES USED IN DEVELOPING THE INDEX; (2) A VOTE OR PAIR IN AGREEMENT WITH "MAJORITY PUBLIC OPINION" IS CONSIDERED A "CORRECT" VOTE; (3) THE NUMBER OF "CORRECT" VOTES IS THEN DIVIDED BY THE NUMBER OF ROLL CALLS IN WHICH THE CONGRESSMAN ACTUALLY VOTED OR PAIRED TO ARRIVE AT THE FINAL MEASURE.

NSI SCORES WERE UNAVAILABLE FOR 1979.

ALL SCORES ARE FOR INCUMBENTS REGARDLESS OF WHETHER THEY SOUGHT RE-ELECTION OR WERE DEFEATED IN THEIR BID FOR RE-ELECTION.

FOR DISTRICT LA03 (PRIMARY AREA CODE 051), SCORES ARE THOSE FOR REP. W. J. TAUZIN WHO WAS SWORN IN MAY 22, 1980, TO SUCCEED REP. DAVID C. TREEN WHO RESIGNED MARCH 10, 1980.

FOR DISTRICT PA11 (PRIMARY AREA CODE 025), SCORES ARE THOSE FOR REP. RAPHAEL MUSTO WHO WAS SWORN IN APRIL 15, 1980, TO SUCCEED REP. DANIEL FLOOD WHO RESIGNED JANUARY 31, 1980.
FOR DISTRICT WV03 (PRIMARY AREA CODE 027), SCORES ARE THOSE FOR REP. JOHN G. HUTCHINSON WHO WAS SWORN IN JUNE 10, 1980, TO SUCCEED REP. JOHN M. SLACK WHO DIED MARCH 17, 1980.

01. RATING OF 0 OR 1
   
   99. RATING OF 99 OR 100
   00. INAP., NO RATING PROVIDED

==============================================

VAR 805216 NAME-80NAT TAXPAYER UNION
COLUMNS 3385 - 3386
NUMERIC
MD=0

CONGRESSIONAL INCUMBENT'S 1980 NATIONAL TAXPAYERS UNION RATING

CONCERNED WITH FEDERAL GOVERNMENT SPENDING. ALL VOTES CONCERNING THE AMOUNT OF FEDERAL GOVERNMENT SPENDING ARE USED TO CONSTRUCT THE RATING INDEX.

INDEX IS MEASURED BY THE NUMBER OF VOTES AGAINST INCREASING SPENDING OR FOR REDUCING SPENDING DIVIDED BY THE TOTAL NUMBER OF VOTES CAST ON SPENDING RELATED BILLS.

ALL SCORES ARE FOR INCUMBENTS REGARDLESS OF WHETHER THEY SOUGHT RE-ELECTION OR WERE DEFEATED IN THEIR BID FOR RE-ELECTION.

FOR DISTRICT LA03 (PRIMARY AREA CODE 051), SCORES ARE THOSE FOR REP. W. J. TAUZIN WHO WAS SWORN IN MAY 22, 1980, TO SUCCEED REP. DAVID C. TREEN WHO RESIGNED MARCH 10, 1980.

FOR DISTRICT PA11 (PRIMARY AREA CODE 025), SCORES ARE THOSE FOR REP. RAPHAEL MUSTO WHO WAS SWORN IN APRIL 15, 1980, TO SUCCEED REP. DANIEL FLOOD WHO RESIGNED JANUARY 31, 1980.

FOR DISTRICT WV03 (PRIMARY AREA CODE 027), SCORES ARE THOSE FOR REP. JOHN G. HUTCHINSON WHO WAS SWORN IN JUNE 10, 1980, TO SUCCEED REP. JOHN M. SLACK WHO DIED MARCH 17, 1980.

01. RATING OF 0 OR 1
   
   99. RATING OF 99 OR 100

==============================================

VAR 805217 NAME-79NAT TAXPAYER UNION
COLUMNS 3387 - 3388
NUMERIC
MD=0

CONGRESSIONAL INCUMBENT'S 1979 NATIONAL TAXPAYERS UNION RATING
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NTU IS CONCERNED WITH FEDERAL GOVERNMENT SPENDING. ALL VOTES CONCERNING THE AMOUNT OF FEDERAL GOVERNMENT SPENDING ARE USED TO CONSTRUCT THE RATING INDEX.

INDEX IS MEASURED BY THE NUMBER OF VOTES AGAINST INCREASING SPENDING OR FOR REDUCING SPENDING DIVIDED BY THE TOTAL NUMBER OF VOTES CAST ON SPENDING RELATED BILLS.

ALL SCORES ARE FOR INCUMBENTS REGARDLESS OF WHETHER THEY SOUGHT RE-ELECTION OR WERE DEFEATED IN THEIR BID FOR RE-ELECTION.

FOR DISTRICT LA03 (PRIMARY AREA CODE 051), SCORES ARE THOSE FOR REP. W. J. TAUZIN WHO WAS SWORN IN MAY 22, 1980, TO SUCCEED REP. DAVID C. TREEN WHO RESIGNED MARCH 10, 1980.

FOR DISTRICT PA11 (PRIMARY AREA CODE 025), SCORES ARE THOSE FOR REP. RAPHAEL MUSTO WHO WAS SWORN IN APRIL 15, 1980, TO SUCCEED REP. DANIEL FLOOD WHO RESIGNED JANUARY 31, 1980.

FOR DISTRICT WV03 (PRIMARY AREA CODE 027), SCORES ARE THOSE FOR REP. JOHN G. HUTCHINSON WHO WAS SWORN IN JUNE 10, 1980, TO SUCCEED REP. JOHN M. SLACK WHO DIED MARCH 17, 1980.

01. RATING OF 0 OR 1
.
.
.
99. RATING OF 99 OR 100
00. INAP., NO RATING PROVIDED

VAR 805218   NAME-80AMER FOR CON ACTION
COLUMNS 3389 - 3390
NUMERIC
MD=0

CONGRESSIONAL INCUMBENT'S 1980 AMERICANS FOR CONSTITUTIONAL ACTION RATING

SCORES UNOBTAINABLE DIRECTLY FROM THE ORGANIZATION. SCORES USED WERE OBTAINED FROM THE CONGRESSIONAL QUARTERLY. ORGANIZATION IS CONSERVATIVE IN ORIENTATION AND IS CONCERNED WITH BOTH ECONOMIC AND CULTURAL ISSUES.

ALL SCORES ARE FOR INCUMBENTS REGARDLESS OF WHETHER THEY SOUGHT RE-ELECTION OR WERE DEFEATED IN THEIR BID FOR RE-ELECTION.

FOR DISTRICT LA03 (PRIMARY AREA CODE 051), SCORES ARE THOSE FOR REP. W. J. TAUZIN WHO WAS SWORN IN MAY 22, 1980, TO SUCCEED REP. DAVID C. TREEN WHO RESIGNED MARCH 10, 1980.

FOR DISTRICT PA11 (PRIMARY AREA CODE 025), SCORES ARE THOSE FOR REP. RAPHAEL MUSTO WHO WAS SWORN IN APRIL 15, 1980, TO SUCCEED REP. DANIEL FLOOD WHO RESIGNED JANUARY 31, 1980.

FOR DISTRICT WV03 (PRIMARY AREA CODE 027), SCORES ARE THOSE FOR REP. JOHN G. HUTCHINSON WHO WAS SWORN IN JUNE 10, 1980, TO SUCCEED REP. JOHN M. SLACK WHO DIED MARCH 17, 1980.

FOR DISTRICT WV03 (PRIMARY AREA CODE 027), SCORES ARE THOSE FOR REP. JOHN G. HUTCHINSON WHO WAS SWORN IN JUNE 10, 1980, TO SUCCEED REP. JOHN M. SLACK WHO DIED MARCH 17, 1980.

01. RATING OF 0 OR 1
99. RATING OF 99 OR 100

VAR 805219 NAME-79AMER FOR CON ACTION
COLUMNS 3391 - 3392
NUMERIC
MD=0

CONGRESSIONAL INCUMBENT'S 1979 AMERICANS FOR CONSTITUTIONAL ACTION RATING.

SCORES UNOBTAINABLE DIRECTLY FROM THE ORGANIZATION. SCORES USED WERE OBTAINED FROM THE CONGRESSIONAL QUARTERLY. ORGANIZATION IS CONSERVATIVE IN ORIENTATION AND IS CONCERNED WITH BOTH ECONOMIC AND CULTURAL ISSUES.

ALL SCORES ARE FOR INCUMBENTS REGARDLESS OF WHETHER THEY SOUGHT RE-ELECTION OR WERE DEFEATED IN THEIR BID FOR RE-ELECTION.

FOR DISTRICT LA03 (PRIMARY AREA CODE 051), SCORES ARE THOSE FOR REP. W. J. TAUZIN WHO WAS SWORN IN MAY 22, 1980, TO SUCCEED REP. DAVID C. TREEN WHO RESIGNED MARCH 10, 1980.

FOR DISTRICT PA11 (PRIMARY AREA CODE 025), SCORES ARE THOSE FOR REP. RAFAEL MUSTO WHO WAS SWORN IN APRIL 15, 1980, TO SUCCEED REP. DANIEL FLOOD WHO RESIGNED JANUARY 31, 1980.

FOR DISTRICT WV03 (PRIMARY AREA CODE 027), SCORES ARE THOSE FOR REP. JOHN G. HUTCHINSON WHO WAS SWORN IN JUNE 10, 1980, TO SUCCEED REP. JOHN M. SLACK WHO DIED MARCH 17, 1980.

01. RATING OF 0 OR 1
99. RATING OF 99 OR 100
00. INAP., NO RATING PROVIDED

VAR 805220 NAME-80AMER CONSERVATIVE UNION
COLUMNS 3393 - 3394
NUMERIC
MD=0

CONGRESSIONAL INCUMBENT'S 1980 AMERICAN CONSERVATIVE UNION RATING.

-----------------------------------------------
ACU IS CONSERVATIVE IN ORIENTATION. CONCERNED WITH ECONOMIC, DEFENSE, AND SOCIAL ISSUES.

INDEX IS MEASURED BY THE NUMBER OF "CORRECT" VOTES DIVIDED BY THE NUMBER OF ROLL CALLS IN WHICH THE CONGRESSMAN ACTUALLY VOTED. SOME VOTES ARE WEIGHTED MORE THAN OTHERS IN THE COMPUTATION OF THE INDEX.

ALL SCORES ARE FOR INCUMBENTS REGARDLESS OF WHETHER THEY SOUGHT RE-ELECTION OR WERE DEFEATED IN THEIR BID FOR RE-ELECTION.

FOR DISTRICT LA03 (PRIMARY AREA CODE 051), SCORES ARE THOSE FOR REP. W. J. TAUZIN WHO WAS SWORN IN MAY 22, L980, TO SUCCEED REP. DAVID C. TREEN WHO RESIGNED MARCH 10, 1980.

FOR DISTRICT PA11 (PRIMARY AREA CODE 025), SCORES ARE THOSE FOR REP. RAPHAEL MUSTO WHO WAS SWORN IN APRIL 15, 1980, TO SUCCEED REP. DANIEL FLOOD WHO RESIGNED JANUARY 31, 1980.

FOR DISTRICT WV03 (PRIMARY AREA CODE 027), SCORES ARE THOSE FOR REP. JOHN G. HUTCHINSON WHO WAS SWORN IN JUNE 10, 1980, TO SUCCEED REP. JOHN M. SLACK WHO DIED MARCH 17, 1980.

01. RATING OF 0 OR 1

99. RATING OF 99 OR 100

==============================================================================
VAR 805221  NAME-79AMERICAN CONSERVATIVE UNION
COLUMNS 3395 - 3396
NUMERIC
MD=0

CONGRESSIONAL INCUMBENT’S 1979 AMERICAN CONSERVATIVE UNION RATING
==============================================================================

ACU IS CONSERVATIVE IN ORIENTATION. CONCERNED WITH ECONOMIC, DEFENSE, AND SOCIAL ISSUES.

INDEX IS MEASURED BY THE NUMBER OF "CORRECT" VOTES DIVIDED BY THE NUMBER OF ROLL CALLS IN WHICH THE CONGRESSMAN ACTUALLY VOTED. SOME VOTES ARE WEIGHTED MORE THAN OTHERS IN THE COMPUTATION OF THE INDEX.

ALL SCORES ARE FOR INCUMBENTS REGARDLESS OF WHETHER THEY SOUGHT RE-ELECTION OR WERE DEFEATED IN THEIR BID FOR RE-ELECTION.

FOR DISTRICT LA03 (PRIMARY AREA CODE 051), SCORES ARE THOSE FOR REP. W. J. TAUZIN WHO WAS SWORN IN MAY 22, L980, TO SUCCEED REP. DAVID C. TREEN WHO RESIGNED MARCH 10, 1980.

FOR DISTRICT PA11 (PRIMARY AREA CODE 025), SCORES ARE THOSE FOR REP. RAPHAEL MUSTO WHO WAS SWORN IN APRIL 15, 1980, TO SUCCEED REP. DANIEL FLOOD WHO RESIGNED JANUARY 31, 1980.

FOR DISTRICT WV03 (PRIMARY AREA CODE 027), SCORES ARE THOSE FOR REP. JOHN G. HUTCHINSON WHO WAS SWORN IN JUNE 10, 1980, TO SUCCEED REP. JOHN M. SLACK WHO DIED MARCH 17, 1980.

FOR DISTRICT WV03 (PRIMARY AREA CODE 027), SCORES ARE THOSE FOR REP. JOHN G. HUTCHINSON WHO WAS SWORN IN JUNE 10, 1980, TO SUCCEED REP. JOHN M. SLACK WHO DIED MARCH 17, 1980.

01. RATING OF 0 OR 1

99. RATING OF 99 OR 100
00. INAP., NO RATING PROVIDED

VAR 805222 NAME-80US CHAMBER OF COMMERCE
COLUMNS 3397 - 3398
NUMERIC
MD=0

CONGRESSIONAL INCUMBENT'S 1980 U.S. CHAMBER OF COMMERCE RATING

INFORMATION UNOBTAINABLE DIRECTLY FROM THE ORGANIZATION.
SCORES WERE OBTAINED FROM CONGRESSIONAL QUARTERLY.
ALL SCORES ARE FOR INCUMBENTS REGARDLESS OF WHETHER THEY SOUGHT RE-ELECTION OR WERE DEFEATED IN THEIR BID FOR RE-ELECTION.

FOR DISTRICT LA03 (PRIMARY AREA CODE 051), SCORES ARE THOSE FOR REP. W. J. TAUZIN WHO WAS SWORN IN MAY 22, 1980, TO SUCCEED REP. DAVID C. TREEN WHO RESIGNED MARCH 10, 1980.

FOR DISTRICT PA11 (PRIMARY AREA CODE 025), SCORES ARE THOSE FOR REP. RAPHAEL MUSTO WHO WAS SWORN IN APRIL 15, 1980, TO SUCCEED REP. DANIEL FLOOD WHO RESIGNED JANUARY 31, 1980.

FOR DISTRICT WV03 (PRIMARY AREA CODE 027), SCORES ARE THOSE FOR REP. JOHN G. HUTCHINSON WHO WAS SWORN IN JUNE 10, 1980, TO SUCCEED REP. JOHN M. SLACK WHO DIED MARCH 17, 1980.

01. RATING OF 0 OR 1

99. RATING OF 99 OR 100

VAR 805223 NAME-79US CHAMBER OF COMMERCE
COLUMNS 3399 - 3400
NUMERIC
MD=0

CONGRESSIONAL INCUMBENT'S 1979 U.S. CHAMBER OF COMMERCE RATING

INFORMATION UNOBTAINABLE DIRECTLY FROM THE ORGANIZATION.
SCORES WERE OBTAINED FROM CONGRESSIONAL QUARTERLY.

ALL SCORES ARE FOR INCUMBENTS REGARDLESS OF WHETHER THEY SOUGHT RE-ELECTION OR WERE DEFEATED IN THEIR BID FOR RE-ELECTION.

FOR DISTRICT LA03 (PRIMARY AREA CODE 051), SCORES ARE THOSE FOR REP. W. J. TAUZIN WHO WAS SWORN IN MAY 22, 1980, TO SUCCEED REP. DAVID C. TREEN WHO RESIGNED MARCH 10, 1980.

FOR DISTRICT PA11 (PRIMARY AREA CODE 025), SCORES ARE THOSE FOR REP. RAPHAEL MUSTO WHO WAS SWORN IN APRIL 15, 1980, TO SUCCEED REP. DANIEL FLOOD WHO RESIGNED JANUARY 31, 1980.

FOR DISTRICT WV03 (PRIMARY AREA CODE 027), SCORES ARE THOSE FOR REP. JOHN G. HUTCHINSON WHO WAS SWORN IN JUNE 10, 1980, TO SUCCEED REP. JOHN M. SLACK WHO DIED MARCH 17, 1980.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>01.</th>
<th>RATING OF 0 OR 1</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>99.</td>
<td>RATING OF 99 OR 100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>00.</td>
<td>INAP., NO RATING PROVIDED</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---

VAR 805224  NAME-80NAT FARMERS UNION
COLUMNS 3401 - 3402
NUMERIC
MD=0

CONGRESSIONAL INCUMBENT'S 1980 NATIONAL FARMERS UNION RATING

NFU RATINGS ARE BASED ON ISSUES LIKELY TO AFFECT EITHER PRICES OF FARM PRODUCTS OR AGRICULTURAL COSTS OF PRODUCTION.

RATING INDEX IS MEASURED BY THE NUMBER OF "CORRECT VOTES" DIVIDED BY THE NUMBER OF ROLL CALLS IN WHICH THE CONGRESSMAN ACTUALLY VOTED.

ALL SCORES ARE FOR INCUMBENTS REGARDLESS OF WHETHER THEY SOUGHT RE-ELECTION OR WERE DEFEATED IN THEIR BID FOR RE-ELECTION.

FOR DISTRICT LA03 (PRIMARY AREA CODE 051), SCORES ARE THOSE FOR REP. W. J. TAUZIN WHO WAS SWORN IN MAY 22, 1980, TO SUCCEED REP. DAVID C. TREEN WHO RESIGNED MARCH 10, 1980.

FOR DISTRICT PA11 (PRIMARY AREA CODE 025), SCORES ARE THOSE FOR REP. RAPHAEL MUSTO WHO WAS SWORN IN APRIL 15, 1980, TO SUCCEED REP. DANIEL FLOOD WHO RESIGNED JANUARY 31, 1980.

FOR DISTRICT WV03 (PRIMARY AREA CODE 027), SCORES ARE THOSE FOR REP. JOHN G. HUTCHINSON WHO WAS SWORN IN JUNE 10, 1980, TO SUCCEED REP. JOHN M. SLACK WHO DIED MARCH 17, 1980.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>01.</th>
<th>RATING OF 0 OR 1</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>99.</td>
<td>RATING OF 99 OR 100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>00.</td>
<td>INAP., NO RATING PROVIDED</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
99. RATING OF 99 OR 100

CONGRESSIONAL INCUMBENT’S 1979 NATIONAL FARMERS UNION RATING

NFU RATINGS ARE BASED ON ISSUES LIKELY TO AFFECT EITHER
PRICES OF FARM PRODUCTS OR AGRICULTURAL COSTS OF PRODUCTION.

RATING INDEX IS MEASURED BY THE NUMBER OF "CORRECT VOTES"
DIVIDED BY THE NUMBER OF ROLL CALLS IN WHICH THE CONGRESSMAN
ACTUALLY VOTED.

ALL SCORES ARE FOR INCUMBENTS REGARDLESS OF WHETHER THEY
SOUGHT RE-ELECTION OR WERE DEFEATED IN THEIR BID FOR
RE-ELECTION.

FOR DISTRICT LA03 (PRIMARY AREA CODE 051), SCORES ARE THOSE
FOR REP. W. J. TAUZIN WHO WAS SWORN IN MAY 22, 1980, TO
SUCCEED REP. DAVID C. TREEN WHO RESIGNED MARCH 10, 1980.

FOR DISTRICT PA11 (PRIMARY AREA CODE 025), SCORES ARE THOSE
FOR REP. RAPHAEL MUSTO WHO WAS SWORN IN APRIL 15, 1980, TO

FOR DISTRICT WV03 (PRIMARY AREA CODE 027), SCORES ARE THOSE
FOR REP. JOHN G. HUTCHINSON WHO WAS SWORN IN JUNE 10, 1980,
TO SUCCEED REP. JOHN M. SLACK WHO DIED MARCH 17, 1980.

01. RATING OF 0 OR 1

99. RATING OF 99 OR 100

00. INAP., NO RATING PROVIDED

==================================